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FOREWORD 

As much as an individual can, Chu Van Tan personifies one ·tof the 
major strengths of the Vietnamese revolution�-the ability of the ethnic 
majority to work together in harmony and solidarity with the country's 
minorities peoples.· The fact that as a·member of one of these minori
ties, the Nung, he early attained, and has subsequently maintained, a· 
position cif great eminerce in the lead�rship of the Vietriameie revolui
tion, politically as well as militarily, is undoubtedly one of the more 

·notable examples of this phenomenon. · 
. . 

It was Chu Van Tan's little guerrilla group..:-the Army for Natio'nal 
Salvation--that in 1945 merged with another small unit headed by Vo 
Nguyen-Giap_to form the.Vietnam Liberation Ar�y, the force that was.
gradual_ly to develop the. �trerigth and skill. necessary to wiq the strug
gle for independence. Chu Van Tan played a �ajcirt·p�rt ip�building up
the base areas in the far north from which the Viet Minh first wrested 
control of territory from the Japanese and then from the French. (In
cidentally, it was during the latter part of this period that one of 
his many_ dut.ies was the responsibility for provtding mtlitary prbtec
tion against the Japanese :t. qss g_ into· the American roups then operating_t
this area.) was the Yiet Minh's_ And it he who in 1945 became fi�st 

· ·Minister of Defense. Then and latertas military commander of the Viet 
Bae Zone, the vast area embracing th� six upland provirices·dftTbnkin _
that face on China's southerh.frontier, he playe·d a leading rble i� 
training members of the minority groups which were. to fight in the two 

316th, tha. .crack di vis ions, the 312th and. t established·tsuch a high
reputation at Dien Bien Phu and in �ubieq�ent battles. ·· 

·In recent years·. Chu Van. Tan has continued to occupy top positions
·of leadership in· t�e Democratic Republic of•Vietnam--three-star general, 

of. he ·NatioVice Chairman of the Standing Cammi ttee · t_t .nc;1.1 ·Assembly, mem
ber of the National Defense Council and of the L�o Dong Party Central 
Cammi ttee, Secretary of the Viet Bae Regional Bureau of th·e Lao Dong 
Party and Commander of the armed forces in the Viet Bae. Up until four 
years ago he held the additional post of Chairman of the Administrative 
Committee of the Viet Bae Autonomous Zone, but despite a level of ener
gy that has continued to amaze his colleagues, he then decided that 
this was more than he could manage and turned over that position to a 
younger leader, Brigadier General Bang Giang, a member of the Tay 
minority. 

Any ethnographic map makes immediately clear the gee-political im
portance of the thirty-seven ethnic minorities of the Democratic Repub
lic of Vietnam. Though numbering collectively only about 15 percent of 
its population, they· occupy approximately two-thirds of its area, pri
marily the massive horseshoe of mountains an.d upland valleys fronting 
on southern China and northeastern Laos that ring the rice plains of 
the heart and sea face of Tonkin, where nearly all of the Vietnamese 
majority live. It was among the minority peoples of the six mountain
ous provinces of northern Tonkin that the Viet Minh established its 
first bases. Here dwell some of the major ethnic minorities--the Tay,
N11:11g and Yao; and if lio Chi Minh and his then predominantly Vietnamese 
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following were to be successful against the Japanese and their Vichy
French allies it was essential that they enlist the support and cooper
ation of these upland groups. That they were able to do so, despite
the traditional fear and animosity of these minorities towards the 
Vietnamese majority, constituted one of the first major achievements 
of the Viet Minh. The Hanoi government's continuing dedication to the 
progressive policies that have won the backing of these upland peoples 
for the revolution has clearly nurtured among them a growing sense of 
common national identity with the Vietnamese majority. 

A recent indication of this solidarity was strikingly �anifest 
during the bombings loosed against the DRV by the Nixon Administration 
in 1972. As had been the case in the bombings of 1965-68, schools,
industries, government offices, and hospitals were evacuated from Hanoi 
and other cities and dispersed among theg_ forests and caves of the up
land areas inhabited by the ethnic minorities. In terms of the atti
tudes of the local population as well as of geography there could, I 
believe, have been no safer place to put them. For it is evident that 
the non-Vietnamese peoples who live there regard the government to 
which these facilities pertain as theiP government. Certainly that 
was the impression I had in September 1972 when I made a trip to the 
Viet Bae, a visit during which I had the privilege of meeting General 
Chu Van Tan. 

This account of General Chu Van Tan covers the critical formative 
years of the Viet Minh when through the most arduous efforts, and de
spite savage and sustained repressive measures of the French and Japa
nese, it was gradually able to build up in northern Tonkin a substan
tial political following, strategically located base areas, a�d a 
formidable military capacity. Thanks to Mai Elliott's sensitive trans
lation, his description of this period, so much of which he himself 
directly observed, comes through with remarkable intensity �nd vivid
ness. Readers will benefit from her useful explanatory footnotes as 
well as from her carefully researched introduction describing the 
historical factors and social conditions that affected the wartime 
developments in the Viet Bae about which Chu Van Tan writes. Those 
who are interested in this fascinating and historically important 
period will undoubtedly share my gratitude to Mai Elliott for her ex-
cellent translation and enlightening introduction. 

George McT. Kahin 
July 1974 

.
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TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION. 

Chu Van Tan was born in 1909 1n Phu Thuong village, Thai Nguyen
province, and came from a peasan� family of the Nung minority. Poverty
and privations were the norm among the people. in his village� A large 
part of their meagre income was taken .away from them throught.taxes and 
levies by the local officials and payment of high interest debts to. the 
rich. Though Chu Van Tan's family wa� large and poor,t·this parents made 
a great effort to send their childien to.school, ho�ing that th� acqui·
sition of an education would help the family escape a life of toil and 
poverty and enable them to live one ·4ay in relative comf9rt. But, he 
observes, "it was in vain. Our life, like that of others in the _moun-. 
tainous region, became more and more difficult. Injustices were every-

· "t1 ·where. · 

Chu Van Tan attended a primary school in Thai �guyen citf for a 
few years. He had to interrupt these·tstudies in 1929, probably because 
his family could no longer finance his education. After he returned t6 
his village, Chu Van T�n said he felt he .could not �ontinue_to live as 
before. · "I hoped for some change, but did _not know how to bring it 
about.t"2 In 1934 revolutionaries arrived in his area to explain the 
evil of French colonialism and the objective·s of the revolution, and to 
conduct training courses in elementary principles of communism, methods 

·of clandestine action and organizatio11 .of peasants� Chu Van Tan came 
from a family with a revolutionary traditi6n, his father having fought 
in the army of De Tham, a Vietnamese hero who.put up a stubborn resis
tance against French conquest of the Tonkin highlands toward the end of 
the nineteenth century, and he was re·ceptive. "I was deeply interest
ed,t" he writes, "and immediately joined in revolutionary action. ''t3. 

:t

Chu Van Tan was admitted into t ·he Indochinese �ommunist _Party in 
1934t4 and given the task of organizing the revolutionary movement in 

1. Chu Van Tan, "With Uncle Ho," Vietnamese Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), p. 59. 

2. Ibid., p. 60. 3. Ibid� 

4. This and subsequent information on Chu Van tan· was obtained from his Cuu Quoe 
Quan (Reminiscences on the Army-for· National ,Salvation), and "With Uncle Ho";. . . .
from Vi.etnam Advanees, No. 12 (Hanoi, 1963),. . , . . '' Sonpp ..23 .and 27, Thach Son, .Bae 

· ·Khoi Nghia" (The Bae Son Uprising), Nh_ Dan, 1960; Duong Nhat Quy,an 19 ·August· 
"Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui Doan Ket Chien Dau Duo.i Ngon. Co Vinh Quang Cua Dang" : (The
Mountain Minorities United and Fought Under the Glorious Banner of the Party), 
Nhan Dan, 6 February 1965; and Tran Huy Lieu,: Cach Mang.Thang TaJn (The August 
Revolution), Vol. I (Hanoi: Su Hoc, 1960). Some Western publications, basing
their data on earlier French works which in turn were based on erroneous French 
Surete intelligence data, have stated that Chu Van Tan did not jo�n the Commu
nists until 1942 and implied that priort.to that dat� he was the leader of a small 
band of bandits operating in the highlands of N9rth Vietnam. ·(See, for example, 
Who's Who in North Vietnam, prepared by the lJ .S. Gov_emment from Central Intelli
gence Agency files and released by the Office of External Researcb,. Department of 
State ·in November 1972. See also King C. Chen's Vietnam a;nd China, 1938-1954_ 
[Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1969], p._ 87.) 
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the Vu Nhai area of Thai Nguyen province. Under his leadership, many
protests were carried out against taxes and labor conscription for the 
construction of railway lines, and armed self-defense units were or
ganized. In October 1940, as a.result of the Bae Son uprising a War 
Zone (Chien Khu) was set up in the Vu Nhai (Thai Nguyen province) and 
Bae Son (Lang Son province), and Chu Van Tan was appointed to the Com
mand Staff of this zone. 

With the formation of the Army for National Salvation in 194 1, 
Chu Van Tangbecame one of its commanders. �n,tha� sa�e year he joined _the North Vietnam Region Party Committee (Xu Uy Bae Ky), and was put· 
in charge of building up the Bae Son-Vu Nhai base. He led his unit 
through a difficult period of severe French repression launched in July 
1941. In.March 1942, after hol�ing out for eight months in the forest, 
Chu Van Tan took h_is unit to t�e frontier region of China to escape 
French pressures, skillfully eluding the French Army. Two months after 
the Army for National Salvation withdrew to China, the French consid
ered the Bae Son-Vu Nhai area pacified and reduced their forces. Chu 
Van Tan sent his unit back to its old Bae Son-Vu Nhai base in three 
waves--in November 1942, and in January and February 1943--with himself 
accompanying the last group. Qnder Chu Van Tan's leadership, this base 
was expanded steadily UQtil it linked up with the one in Cao Bang prov
ince in March 1945. 

Chu Van Tan joined the . .  Indochinese C9mmunist Party Central Commit
tee in 194 5 (he has been re-elected to this Committee at every Party 
Congress held since that date), and as preparations for the General 
Insurrection were set in motiqn, he was appointed· to the Leadership 
Committee which was to direct the uprising and the seizure of power.
After the August Revolution of 1945, he was appointed National Defense 
Minister in the Provisional Government headed by President Ho Chi Minh. 
He held this post until March 1946 when the Provisional Government was 
dissolved and replaced by a coalition government to include non-Viet
minh elements. After the outbreak of hostilities following the French 
reconquest of Vietnam in 1946, Chu Van Tan became commander of the 
Vietminh forces _g Bae, and Chairman of this zone's Resistance in the Viet 
and Administrative Committee. In this capacity he helped the Vietminh 
hold firm in this crucial base area against repeated French attempts to 
clear it of Vietminh forces. 

Since the restoration of independence, Chu Van Tan has continued 
to hold key positions in the DRV government. He has been Secretary of 
the Viet Bae Autonomous Zone's Party Committee since 1956, and up until 
1970 he also held the position of Chairman of this zone's Administra
tive Committee. Currently h'e is also the Politic

.
al Officer for the 

Viet Bae Military Zone,g·Commander-in-Chief of the Viet :Bae Armed Forces, 
and Chairman of the Nationalities' Central Commission. He how holds 
the rank of Colone· ·1 Genera1 (Thuong Tuong) and is also a member of the 
National Defense Supreme Council_. 

Chu Van Tan has written many articles on the Viet Bae minorities 
covering a wide range of topics, embracing literature and art, economic 
production and development, and Party expansion and military questions.
In 1964 , his memoir on the Army for National Salvation was published
under the title, One Year on the China-Vietnam Border (M6t N�m Tr�n 
Bi�n Gi�i Vi?t-Trung). It was hailed as an important co�tribution to 
the history of the Vietnam People's Army. At the request of numerous 
readers who wanted· to gain a deeper understanding of the Army for Na
tional Salvation, this memoir was expanded by Chu Van Tan and repub-
lished in 1971 as Reminiscences on ·the Army for National Salvation (Ky

1'.1I. A  AN1em Cuu Quoc Quan) .• 
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5. 

8. 

9. 

The Bae Son-Vu Nhai base which is the focus of Chu Van Tan's memoir 
is located in Lang Son and Thai Nguyen provinces in the highlands of 
North Vietnam. It is now part of an administrative unit called the 
"Viet Bae Autonomous Zone,g" which was set up by the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam on 19 August 1956. This zone encompasses the old Viet Bae 
"Liberated Zone" established in 1945, and includes the s_ix northeastern 
provinces of Lang Son, Cao Bang, Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang, Bae Can and 
Thai Nguyen (there last two were later merged into one single province 
called "Bae Thai").g5 

The population of the Viet Bae Zone totalled 1, 510,000, according
to the 1960 census, and includes 14 different ethnic groups, the larg
est being the Tay (or Tho),g6 followed by the Nung, Yao (Zao, or Man)7
and the Meo. Since the Tay in particular, and to a lesser extent the 
Nung, Yao and Meo, played a crucial role in the First Indochina War, we 
will deal only with these four ethnic groups of the Viet Bae. 

The Tay are of Thai ethnic stock and migrated into North Vietnam 
from southern China at an undetermined date. Their culture and lan
guage are closely related to those of the Thai who inhabit the North.
west (Tay Bae) region of North Vietnam. However, •�hile over the cen
turies the Thai have kept to themselves and retained their traditional 
culture largely intact, the Tay have had much more intercourse with the 
Vietnamese and their culture reflects this.g118 

The Nung9 are closely related to the Tay (both _groups in turn are 
closely related to the Chuang who live in southern China). The Tay and 
Nung speak the same languagel0 and share the same customs. These two 
minorities live side bi side in the Viet Bae and cultivate wet rice,
their main crop, in the valleys and in terraced fields at higher eleva
tions. 

The Yao are of Sino-Tibetan stock. Chinese annals recorded that 
they lived scattered in the Yangtse and Sikiang valley as early as the 

·Hsia period (2207-1766 B. C. ). "According to oral traditions the infil
tration of the Yao into Vietnam took place in the 14th or 15th century 
A. D.g1111 The Yao dialect is distinct, and resembles neither Chinese, 

Viet Chung, "National Minorities and Nationality Policy of the DRV," Vietnamese 
Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), pp. 17-18. 

6. The Vietnamese term "tho" means "people who live on the land," and is considered 
pejorative by the Tay. 

7. The term "Man" in Vietnamese means ''barbarian" and is considered pejorative.
"Zao" is the Vietnamese rendition of Yao. 

George McT. Kahin, "Minorities in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam," Asian 
Survey, Vol. XII, No. 7 (July 1972), p. 583. 

There were historical records about the presence of Nllllg tribes in the Viet Bae 
as far back as the Ly Dynasty (11th century A.D.). Vu Can, "In the Country with 
Seven Streams," Vietnamese Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), p. 191. 

10. "This pennitted the creation of a common Tay-Nung writing system which was 
introduced in 1961." Kahin, p. 583. 

11. An Thu, "The Zao Are Coming to the Lowlands," Vietnamese Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 
1968), p. 180. 
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Vietnamese, Thai, nor the Meo language. In their relations with other 
ethnic groups, the Y�o use Chinese mandarin or the dialect of the eth
nic gr6up which is predominant in the area. The Yao live on mountain 
slopes and practice shifting agriculture. They grow rice, corn and 
millet. 

The Meo belong to the Sino-Tibetan group and b�gan migrating into 
North Vietnam in the nineteenth century in two waves. The first wave 
occurred at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the second 
around 1845 at the time of the Tai-ping rebellion.1 2 The Meo cannot 
stand the cli�ate of the valley and prefer to live at the highest.ele
vation and mountain summits. They practice slash and burn agriculture 
and grow mostly corn, their main staple. They grow little rice. Their 
cash crop used to be opium.13 

Since the Tay and Nung were the largest ethnic groups in the Viet 
Bae and lived closest to the Vietnamese population in the Red River 
delta, historically they had the most extensive contacts with the Viet
namese.g· The following analysis of conditions in feudal times in what 
is nriw the Viet Bae applies mainly to these two ethnic groups. 

The Viet Bae Area during the·gFeudal Per�od 

In contrast to the policy of benign neglect that they adopted vis
��vis the highland minorities of south-central Vietnam,g1 4 Vietnamese 
mo·narchs followed a more aggressive program of cultural assimilati·on in_
d��ling with the minorities living in what is now the Viet Bae Zone. 
These minorities occupied a very strategic stretch of terrain lying be
twe�n the Red River delta where the majority of the Vietnamese popula
tion was concentrated and the Chinese frontier. Their mountainous 
homeland was the traditional route used by invading Chinese armies who 
tried repeatedly to re-impose Chinese domination over Vietnam, and the 
hideout of dissidents or contenders to the throne such as the Mac in 
th� .late sixteent� century.1 5 The control of these minorities living 
on �he periphery of the heartland of the Vietnamese empire therefore 
became.. of cri ti.cal importance to the Vietnamese monarchs. 

.. . 

According to La Van Lo, Vietnamese monarchs at first relied on 
local tribal chiefs to maintain control over the minorities. - These 
chieftains were granted court titles and given complete au thori t_y over 
the areas under their domination. Under the Ly dynasty (beginning of 

12. Edouard Jacques Joseph Diguet, Les Montagna,r,ds du Tonkin (Paris: Challamel, 
1.908) , p. 129·. 

13.- To increase production and help raise their standard of living, the DRVN has 
encouraged the Meo and Yao to resettle at lower altitudes. A large number of 
Meo and Yao have now been regrouped in such pennanent settlements. See Kahin, 

. p. 583, and An Thu, pp. 176-187. 

.
14. '. The einperor recognized the autonomy of these minorities in return for· tribute 

· � d _ r�cognition of th·e sovereignty of the Vietnamese monarchy.-

15. ·John McAlister, "Mountain Minorities and the Viet Minh," in Peter Kunstadter, 
ed., Southeast Asian TPibes, MinoPities and Nations (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1967), Vol. II, p. 819. 

http:opium.13
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19. 

the eleventh century to the middle of the fourteenth century) Vi�tnam
ese princesses were given in marriage to these tribal chief� to gaing. 
their allegiance and loyalty. During the Le dynasty (begirin.ing o·f :the 
fifteenth century to 1788), the Tho ty 16 system was institugted, under 
which those who had rendered meritorious services to the kingdom-
mostly Vietnamese--were awarded court titles and sent to the highlands
to set up latifundae and administer. Ove·r time, they became �ssimi
lated with the local popuglation and became an aristocratic elite, while 
remaining loyal subjects of th,e emperor,. There were· seven great tho ty
clans, referred to as the "That t�c tho ty." They were the Nguyen, Vy, 
Hoang, Ha, Be, Nong and Ma living in the provinces of Lang Sori, Cao. 
Bang, Ha Giang and Tuyen Quang. 17 

These tho ty enjoyed wider authority than their counterparts in 
the lowlands, and their position was hereditary. They controlled the 
economy of their domain through their supervision and distribut.ion of 
public land, and were responsible for all political, military a·nd legal 
matters. They collected tribute and taxes for the court, and in ti�es 
of foreign invasion or internal rebellion, levied troops and led them 
into battle at the order of emperor.18 

According to court decrees, the tho ty holding the title of ctng
(duke) were granted a domain the size of a district; those holding the 
title hau (marquis) or ba (count), a domain the size of a canton; and 
those holding the title ofgt� (viscount) or nam (baron), a domain the 
size of a village. The tho ty had complete authority over their domain. 
In addition, they were also awarded by the court large tracts of land 
for their personal use, ranging from 200 -300 hectares to a . few d9ze� 
hectares--depending on their titles. This land was called l�a_aie'n or 
"land granted by imperial bounty." Though this land remained in prin
ciple the property of the emperor, in practice it became the personal 
possession of the tho ty and their descendants since it·gwas hereditary

·like the court title.19 

The rest of the land in the domain was public land, and was super·
vised and distributed by the tho ty to the people for cultivation

.
in 

return for the payment of taxes, military service and corvees� This 
land was kept by the same family, and handed down from generation· to 
generation. However, if there were no male descendants at the death 
of the head of the family, or if the family failed to fulfill their 
obligations to the tho ty, the tho ty had the right to seize_the land 

� 1 
16. Tho ty is a Sino-Vietnamese term. Tho means land, and ty or tu means private 

ownership, possession. 

17. La Van Lo, "Buoc dau nghien cuu ve che do xa hoi o VWlg Tay, NWlg, Thai duoi 
thoi Phap thuoc" (First Step in the Research on the Social System of the Tay, 
NWlg and Thai Areas During the French Occupation), Nghien Cuu Lich Su (Histori
cal Research), No. 68 (Hanoi, 1964), p. 38. 

18. Ibid., p. 39. According to Viet Chung, "in the 13th century, during the vic
torious resistance to Mongolian invasions, and in the 15th century during_ the 
national war against the Ming, the ethnic minorities largely contributed to vic
tory. Credit for killing the coDUDander-in-chief of the Ming troops, Liao Sheng, 
is generally attributed to Tay and NWlg combatants of Quang Lang in Lang Son 
province." Viet Chung, p. 7. 

La Van Lo, p. 40. 

http:cultivation.in
http:title.19
http:emperor.18
http:Quang.17
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;and distribute it to another family. 20 
,. 

In return for their right to cultivate th� land, th� village�s had 
to fulfill a number of services to the tho ty . For example, each year
each ho (or household) had to take turns serving the- tho ty for two or 
three months, ploughing� planting, harvesting, grazing draught animals,
building houses, and performing other household chpres. In addition, 
all able-bodied adults had to serve in the militia. Each year, the 
people had to provide the tho ty with basic commodities such as cotton,
betel leaves and areca nuts, and supplied oxen, buffaloes, pigs and 
chickens for funerals, weddings and various festivals. Furthermore,
they also had to offer to the tho ty as gifts the special products of 
the areas in which they lived. They also had to give to the tho ty
part of the game they hunted in the forest. Failure to perform these 
services and obligations resulted in punishment--fines for small of
fenses, and seizure of land and expulsion from the tho tyt's domain for 
serious ones. 21 

Within his domain, each tho ty had complete _authority over admin
istrative and military matters� They appointed canton chiefs· and deputy
canton chiefs, as well a� village chiefs and deputy village chiefs who 
took charge of administrative questions and conscripted laborers for 
public work projects and for service .in the tho tyt's household. The 
tho ty also appointed military commanders who organized and trained the 
militia which drew on all able-bodied males who took turns cultivating
the land, guarding the tho tyt's residence, patrolling and manning forts, 
and fighting in times of war or rebellion.g22 

The position and prestige of the tho ty was further reinforced by
the role they held in the religion of their people. According to the 
oral tradition of the Tay in Ha Giang province, the Tho ty (also called 
quang) was credited with the clearing of land� transfor�ing fotestg·into 
ricefields, and protecting the first settlers against-bandits and evil 
spirit�. The quang ther�fore were worshipped by the people, and their 
protection sought through sacrifices and religious rituals. Their de
scendants were the intermediaries between the.quan..g--spi ri t s.-..and the -
people. They alone could communicate with the quang spi-ri ts and invoke 
their protection. For this reason, the tho ty were considered as the 
protectors of all living things within -their domain. By the sam·e token,
they could beseech the�e spirits to destroy anyone who committed infiac
tion.23 

The people feared the _power of the tho ty not ohly bet�use they 
were afraid of having their land seized and beirig -expelled £iom the 
domain, but above all because they were afraid that· if. they committed 

20. Ibid. p. 42. Also Nguyen Tuan Lieu, "May Net Tinh Hinh va Nhan Xet Ve Che Do,
Quang trong Dan Toe Tayto Ha Giang" (A Few Aspects and Observations on the 
Quang System Among the Tay Minority in Ha Giang- Province), Nghien Cuu Lieh Su, 
No. 44 (Hanoi, 1962), p. 21. 

21. Nguyen Tuan Lieu, p. 21. 22. La Van Lo, p. 41. 

23. Nguyen Tuan Lieu, p. 18. This myth of the origin of the tho ty probably derives 
from their fusion with the indigenous ruling group. Similar origin myths are 
found among the Black Thai whose ruling elite; the Lo Cam, are regarded as hav
ing a special relationship with the gods and as being divinely ordained to rule 
the people. 

http:family.20
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27. 

any offense the quang spirits would kill them and their families, and 
destroy their domestic animals and crops. Thus the tho ty kept the 
people in complete submission.t24 

This flexible policy of the Vietnamese monarchy appears generally
to have earned the allegiance and loyalty of the minorities in the Viet 
Bac.25 The tho ty system remained unchanged until new social forces 
introduced by the French occupation altered the ·viet Bae society and 
brought about the decline of the tho ty. 

The Period of French Occupation 

Military Conquest 

After their conquest of the Tonkin lowlands, the French recognized
that unless they controlled the surrounding hills and mountains they
could never succeed in pacifying the delta. 

Without this control small resistance units could always slip out 
for rest and regroupment and then filter back with new weapon·s and 
supplies. Perhaps more important, as long as resistance continued 
in the hills, the vast bulk of Vietnamese in the delta would have 
adequate psychological rationale for refusing to accept colonial 
rule as ultimate, final, and without alternative. Up through 1890 
the French lacked the means to control these hills and instead mere
ly seized strategic points along the frontier (Mong.Cai, Lang Son, 
Cao Bang, Bao Lac, Ha Giang, Lao Cai) and tried to keep open the 
main conummication routes out of the delta.e26 

French penetration began in earnest in 1890, but it did not go un
challenged. There were several pockets of resistance where small armed 
Tay bands harassed French communication lines and attacked isolated 
French forts.t27 The most important one was led by Cai Kinh, and 

24. Ibid. 

25. Revolts did occur, however. La Van Lo wrote: "The Vietnamese feudal class in 
its apogee scored a great accomplishment: it united people of all ethnic back
grounds to rise up and defeat many foreign invasions which occurred repeatedly 
in our history. The minorities' chieftains in general submitted themselves to 
the Vietnamese feudal court. However, there were times when a few chieftains 
in certain areas rebelled and fought against the court, but their main motiva
tion was to oppose the abuses of the cruel king and mandarins who infringed on 
their rights and interests, or to support one dynasty against another, and not 
to oppose the Vietnamese Feudal State. The revolt of Be Khac Thieu in Cao Bang 
province at the beginning of the fifteenth century to oppose the Le Dynasty and 
restore the Tran Dynasty, and the revolt of Nung Van Van at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, which spread to the provinces of Cao Bang, Lang Son, Thai 
Nguyen and Tuyen Quang, to protest against the corrupt Minh Mang court, illus
trate this point. The revolt of Nung Tri Cao in the middle of the eleventh cen
tury was related to the movement of the Chuang people in Kwangsi who opposed the 
feudal is ts of the Sung court, and tmre lated [to developments in Vietnam] . " La 
Van Lo, p. 39. 

26. David G. Marr, Vietnamese Antiaolonialism, 1885-1925 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1971), p. 72. 

Tran Huy Lieu, "Khoi Nghia Yen The, Khoi Nghia Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui" (The Yen The 
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. . . 

ope rated in Lang So n pro vince and a few districts in th� northe rn sec
tio n o f  Bae Giang pro vince . · This rej istance lasted fro� 1893 to 1 894.·when it was finally crushe d by an e xpe di tiongcommanded ·by Colone!  Joseph
Gallieni.g2 8  Theg·gmost stubborn re� istance occurre d in. Ye n The, Bae Giang
progvince , under the leadership o f  De Tham,g� Ki nh (OT .gethnic Vie tnamese)
peasant from Hung Yen province .  His band.g�as made up .mostly o f  dispos
sessed Vietnamese peasants. fromg.the lowlands,g. but· :;iccording to Tran Huy
Lieu i t  would not have lasted as long as it did•• witho ut the support o f
the local e thnic minogrities. 2 9  Al though D _e Tham was not kille d  until
1 91 3, the French had by 1900 strengthened theii control enough to con
sider "the ' paci fication·of Indochi nag' accomplished, accordi ng to offi-
cia1 p 1 an . " 3 o · · 

Violent protests against heavy taxes and labor co nscri ptions e rupt
ed  periodically in the highlands, but these were i so lated . incide nts, not 
tie d  to any national mov�ment o f  struggle, a�d were easily put down by
the French. It was the Viet Minh whd--wi th e normous organi zational 
skills, persevegrance and dedication-- fi nally succeede d  in fusing all 
the�e  ethnic mi nori tie s into one si ngle bloc and· channelling the i r  deep
seate d resegntment and antagonism towardg.the French into methodigcal reg
sistance against Fre nch rule , and linking if  with the moveme nt in the 

·· ·rest o f  the country. 

Eco nomic and Social Transformation 
.. 

arri val o f  the French brought abotit ag.·
The French conqu�� t and

.
the 

nch dominatio.n droveg

The .te v6lution  i n  the pat-
fighting that .interns 

tried  to resist Fre
.of land o wnershi p. 

sue d as the Vietnamese hugeg. · .
numbers o f  people from their  village s .  When.these peo�le returne dg·to 
their  village s they found "Fre nchmen or Fre nch-protected v· ·ietnamese, in 
irre ve rsi ble custody o f  thei r  prope�ty.g''g3 1  · This expropriation ri�curred 
in all parts o f  Vie tnam. I n  the mi dl_ands and _highlands of  North Viet
nam, 

Uprising: The Upris ings of the Mountain minorities)' , Vol �  I �  of Tai Lieu Tham 
Khao Lieh Su Caeh Mang Can Dai Viet-Nam (Research Documents on Modern Vietnamese 
History) (Hanoi : Yan Su Dia, 1958) , p .  62 ; · an'<;I "Phong Trao · Yan Than Khoi · Nghia" 
(The Yan Than Insurrectionary Moveme_nt) , _ Vol_ • . I _ of Tai Lieu, pp. 187_;. 193 . .· "Such 
anned bands have come down in French history books as pirates an� rebels , whi le  
more recent Vietnamese historians geI).eral ly hav� h�i.led . th�m as patriots and 
righteous armies (nghia-quan) . Without wishing to ge_t invo_lved in this semantic .
quarrel . . . it should be stated i� passing that the_ French had l ittle j usti
fication for -calling th·e kettle black , for labeling someone else · as pir�tes , . 
considering the manner in which they took over all · of Vietnam� � . � ,On tpe 
other hand, present-day Vietnamese historians should be prepared to ·recognize 
that most of the l eaders of these mormtain bands operating after 1890 had mo
tives which differed in degree, if not in �ind; from representatives of the 
traditional elite like Ph.am Bach , Tong Duy Tan, Phan Dinh Phung and Nguyen Thien 
Thuat . "  Marr, pp . 72-73 .  

28 .  Tran Huy Lieu�. Tai Lieu� Vol . I ,  pp. 187-193 .  
. 

29 .  Ibid. , Vol . I I ,  p .  62 . Chu Van Tan ' s' father was ·a partisan in De Tham I s anny . 

30 . Marr, p .  7 7 .  31 . Ibid. , p .  81 . · 
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35. 

when French or native colonial units pursued De Tham and the various 
Chinese bandse32 operating in Yen The and the upper Red River valley, 
masses of peasants either fled or were forced, as part of the French 
pacification strategy, to leave their home districts. Failing even 
with this· to put an end to the .eresistance, the colonial administra
tion encouraged European planters to take over ownership of the va
cated lands .and bring in contract laborers from distant towns and 
provinces. By 1898 there was a land-grabbing rush in the midlands 
of Tonkine, the (French) governor general again taking advantage of 
traditional Vietnamese royal land prerogatives to parcel out vaste. 
permanent concessions to private Frenchmen, based on ·French private 
law .  3 3 

In addition to this seizure of land to establish plantations for French 
colons, the French were also seizing vast tracts of lanq to build roads 
and railroads to link the plantations and mines in the Viet Bae with 
the urban centers in the delta. 

In areas unaffected by these seizures, the patterns of land owner
ship were also upset. As we had seen earliert, the " l qc ai�'n" land 
granted by the emperor to the tho ty over time became the tho ty ' s  pri
vate property in practice , though in principle it still belonged to the 
monarch. The same was also true of the public land that was distrib
uted to the villagerst, since this land was handed down withtn the same 
family from one �eneration to the next. In 1 9 3 1 throught

.t
the �pplica

tion of the Civil Code in Tonkin, the French recognized the villagerst' 
and tho ty ' s  ownership right� over this public land.t3 4

. This legal
property right allowed the people and tho ty to se.11 or mortgaget.their 
land. As economic pressures mounted, many tho ty and village�s had to 
sell theirt.land to those who had prospered in the new political and 
economic order. This new pat·tern of lan·d hold:ing transformedt· the Tay 
and Nung societies and led to their fragmentation into and rich · poor

3 5peasants.t Though the rate of fragmentation wast·ton the whole lower 

32. There were many Chinese pirate bands operating in the mounteain are� of North 
Vietnam, the most important of which was the Black Flags. commanded };)yea former 
Chinese Triad leader c·alled Liu Yung-fu. "He sought refuge across the border in 
Vietnam in 1865 with several hundred followers after t�ee. defeat of the T_aipings. 
His ranks swelled over the years until he iri fact controlled. the adm'inistration .. .
of the upper reaches of the .Red Rivere. His units, often called th.e Black Flags 
(Co Den) , contained a hodgepodge of Vietnamese, Chinese and tri,bai' . _contingents,.
fighting mostly for booty and survival butealso from hatred for the Westerners 
and occasional feelings of class consciousness.e" Ibid. ,e· p. 42_. The. fullest 
account of the Black. Flags and their intervention in Vietname. can be ,  fc;>und. in 
Henry McAleavy, Black Flags in Vietnam (London : Ge.orge Alle.n and Unwin, 1968) . 

33 .  Marr , p. 81. 

34. Articles 551, 552 of the Civil Code applied by the tribtmals of Tonkine
.
in 1931, 

cited by La Van Lo, p. 42. 

The rate of fragmentation depended on how deeply the cash economy had penetrated 
each area and how concentrated the ricefields were. La Van Lo writes that "in 
areas where the ricefields were relatively concentrated , the rate of fragmenta
tion was the same as in the lowlands. Landlords formed 3% of the househo_ l_ds but 
owned 30% of the land; rich peasants fonned from 3% to 4% of the households but 
owned 10% of the land; middle and poor peasants constituted 90% of the popula
tion but owned only from 60% to 70% of the land. In areas where the ricefields 
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than in the delta, the fact that the _lan�owners also held poli tical 
power and abused it to enric� themselves and enl_ arge their holdings, 
created a situation that was quite oppressive.g_ 

Thi s situation apparently also existed among the Meo and. Yao who 
practiced shifting agriculture. In Bach Thong 4i strict, Bae Can prov
ince,_ for example , a landowner seizedg_ a 1-arge - tract of . hi1ly land in Na 
Leng (suitable for corn cultivation) to graze his cattle,. and drove the 
Yao into the dense forest at higher elevation where they lived largely 
on wild tubers and gathered dong leaves3 6  which they then sold in the 
market. and used the money to buy some rice..3 7 - In the case o-f. the. Meo,
it was not uncommon for the chua Jat (l ord of- the land, i.e., a · rich 
and powerful man) to seize be tter plots of land and to force the vil
lagers to settle on more arid land. For e xalllple,g. in Mieu Cao. village, 
Ha Giang province,g. the ricefield be longing to the . father of the girl
who became the Chairman of the Village Cooperative after liberati on was 
seized by a ·chil.a adt . . She and her father had to move to a very high 
and arid mountain peak.3 8 

Thus, the economic power of the tho _ ty which had beeng.b ased on 
their control of the land was destroyed. In some areas the tho ty be
came landlords and offici als in the colonial administration, while in 
others they b ecame di spossessed and b an krupt.3 9 This loss of e conomic 
power was accompanied by  the loss of political power, as the Fren ch in 
an effort to bre ak the power of the tho ty "made the offigces of di strict 
and province chiefs- - the hereditary po? itions of .the - tho ty � - appointive 
of elective .  As a result many non� tho ty were placed in thegse posi
tions.11 4 0  A large number of the officials in the French adminigstration 

were more dispersed, the. fragmentation rate was lower. The_ landlords, 1% to 2% 
ofa. the households, controll.ed 6% to 10%a. of _ the lanq; rich peasants, 1% of the 
households, about 4% of the land; middle and poor peasants formed 95% of the 
population 1and owned from 80% to 90% of the ·aI.and. Therea- were areas where there 
were no landlords and no rich peasants.a" La Van Lo based these figures on a 
document of the Central Ethni_c Nationalities Commission compiled in 1956-57. 
Ibid. Though the rate of fragmentation was low ,  it must be borne in mind that 
land in the mountaina_aregions.awas more arid, than in the lowlands and that the 
landlords and rich peasants usually owned the more fertile plots, leaving the 
less productive land to the poorer peasants who, because of the poor soil and 
primitive modes of production could barely subsist, especially since a large 
part of their income was taken from them in the forma.aof taxes and levies.  

36. · Dong leaves are used for wrapping cakes. 
. . 

37 �  · ''Na . Leng Khong Con La Ruong Kho" (Na Leng .Is No Long�r a Dry . Field.) , Nhan Dan, 
26 March· 1960. 

38. Her father was subsequently murdered by the chda Ja�t who robbed the opium thata· 
he had planted and harvested. Nguyen Ngoc, "Mua Hoa Phien Cuoi ·cung" (The Last 
Opium Crop), Nhan Dan , 28 August 1960. 

39. La Van Lo, p. 42. The tho ty had lost thei� hereditary .apolitical prerogatives 
and no longer ruled as absolute leaders in their domains. Th�y became simple 
officials within the French colonial administration. 

40. Gerald C. Hickey, "Social ·systems of North Vietnamfl. (Ph.D. disse.rta:tion, Uni ver
si ty of Chicago, 1958) , p.· 169. McAlister claims that this situation created 
considerable tensions between the tho ty and members of the new el ite and that 

http:controll.ed
http:bankrupt.39
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came from the new class of  rich peasants and l andlordsn. Some of  these 
families became· extremely wealthy thanks to the salt  and opium monopoly 
granted them by the French .n4 1  I t  was not unl ikely that the peas�nts 
consnidered this new elite as il legitimate and resented their authority . 
And even i f  the peasants were prepared to accept them as the new lead
ers , their venality and corruption and the ruthless  way in which they 
collected taxes and conscripted laborers undoubtedly did not endear 
them to the population . 

Under the French colonial administration , the middle and poor 
peasants who produced on a small  scale had to bear the brunt of  the 
tax burdens and labor conscription . The taxes were numerou� : 

(a)  head taxes , levied on all  males from 18 to 60  years 0£ age . 
( I f  a man was past the age limit but did not have the moneyn.nto have his 
name removed from the roll , he would have to continue paying the head 
tax ;  this was the reason why many famil ies  continued to pay taxes for 
their relatives long after the latter ' s  death) ; 

( thu3' Ji�n- th6, thue tho(b)  l and and property taxes traah )  ; •• 

(c )  al cohol taxe s ;  

(d) buffalo taxe s ;  

(e )  opium taxes levied on each Meo and Yao household regardless  of 
whether they grew opium or not ; 

(f) horse taxes ( levied on everyone who owned horses ) ; 
/ ,.

(g) kitchen fire taxes ( thu� b�p Zua) levied on each Meo and Yao 
household (this tax presumably replaced the land tax which the Meo and 
Yao probably did not have to pay s ince they moved around· from place to 
place and did not own any defined and fixed property) .n4 2  

Usually the officials forced the people to pay more in taxes than 
they actual ly owed ,  and pocketed the differencen. Failure to pay taxes 
resulted in beating and imprisonmentn. In addition , the Yillagers had 

the resentment of the tho ty drove them to support the Viet �inh. He wrote, 
" [The tho ty ' s ]  Vietnamese cultural background enabled them to play a vital part
in the formation of the [Viet Minh] guerrilla zone. Since they were the only
Vietnamese-speaking elite of any mountain minority, they were in an unparalleled
position to work with the Viet Minh to organize a highland guerrilla base within 
their traditionally defined territory." However, McAlister offers no conclusive 
evidence to support his thesis. See McAlister, pp. 793-794. 

41. La Van Lo, p. 43. 

42. Information obtained from Khu Quang Trung Trong Cuoa Van Dong Caah Mang Thang 
Tam O Viet Baa (The Quang Tnmg Region in the Mobilization for the August Revo
lution in the Viet Bae Zone) (Hanoit: Viet Bae Publishing House, 1972), p. 7; and 
Khu Thien Thuat T�g Cuoa Van Dong Thang Tam o Viet Baa (The Thien Thuat Region 
in the Mobilization for the August Revolution in the Viet Bae Zone) (Hanoi: Viet 
Bae Publishing House, 1972), pp. 8-9. Both of these documents were cQmpiled by 
the Commitssion for the Research of Party History in the Viet Bae Autonomous 
Zone. Part of the data also came from Thach Son, "Bae Son Khoi Nghia" (The Bae 
Son Uprisi_ng), Nhan Dan , 19 August 1960. 
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to pay for certain expenses incurred by_ the local officials. _ For exam
ple, each time the village officials .had t9 entertain visiting mahda-· 
rins and their retenue, or soldiers and ·gtheir commanders·gwho passed 
through the settlement, the officials divigded the expen�ges among the 
villagers and forced them to pay, usually doub1�g·gwhat they had actually
spent. In the case of the · Meo and Yao who practiced shi fting agricul� 
ture, each time they moved to a new �re� they had.t6 offer gi fts of· · 
meat, rice and wine to the local offiGi�ls before they were all6wed to . 
stay and build their houses. After they had settled down, each family
had to present to the officials 10 ta�ls ofg·.opium ·gper year as gift.4 3  

. . . . , 

.
The villagers had to perform as u·rtpai d laborers on projects suchg_ 

as road and railroad construction, arid building military outposts_�g.
They were supposed to receive a minimal pay, but the officials usually 
pocketed t�eir salaries. They had to bring their own food to last them 
for the duration of th� corvee and lose a 16ng_gpeiiod of time which 
they would normally spend tending to theigr crops. Those who did not 
have enough food reserve at home to bring alongg·ghad to borrow it from 
the rich· at high interest rates. Working conditions were harsh and the 
labo_rers were frequently be ate� by _ the supervis9rs. · Many died from 
labor accidents; for example, durin·g the construction of the roa _d link

4 4ing Nguyen Binh to Bao Lac i n  C�o aing proiirice._g These harsh condig
tions and abuses of the officials at tim�s tii�gered vi olent proiests, 
such as the revolt of the Tay i n  _Larig Son. _gprovince in 1920  und·e. ·r the 

· · - · ·
leadership of Doi An.g4 5  

· · · 
. 

The peasants who rented land fromgthe land.lords and rich peasants _had to pay high land rentals. ·.Those who borrowed money org· food from 
the rich were r�qu:igred to pay - exorbitant interest rates , or to work for 
their creditors without pay for the equivalent of · many· more days than 
they actually owed. Another form of expl.oitationg· by. the rich was to 
buy the peasants' crops i n  advance for · ·ga small s.um, . the peasants who 

43. Khu Thien Thuat, p. 9. · 

44. Ibid. , p. 10. Hoang Thi Nghiem, a.· Tay girl from the Nuoc Hai area of Hoa An 
district, Cao Bang province, wrote that when the-Frencht.built the road going 
from Cao Bang to Quang Yen, "They [the French] conscripted a lot of laborers. 
On thetaverag�, each villager had to go and workt_ as a laborer once every two 
months, each time for 15 days. _tThe rich fainilies who had money bribed the vil
lage chie£, and the village chief arranged an exemption for . them and forced the 

.poor to go in __ their place .t. Take my fat:her, . fortexample._ Sometimes, _he had j ust .returned home when he had to leave again. Each time he camet_home, he looked . more emaciated. But he was fortunate to come home alive. Many villagers were 
killed, crushed by rocks at the Ma ·Phuc pass [thr9ugh which the road passed] . 
My mother in the end had to sell one sao· [360 square meters] of ricefi.eld cheaply
in order to obtain 7 piasters which she used to get my father adniitted into the 
militia so that he would be exempted from labor conscription." .tSee Nguoi Con 
Gai Cao Bang (The Girl from Cao Bang Province) (Hanoi: Nha Xuat Ban Phu Nu,
1961) , pp. 5-6. 

45. After World War I ,  the French intensified their exploitation of the coal mine 
in Loe Binh and the tin mine in Van Linh (Lcµig Son province) . Tay peasants were 
forced to work .as miners andt- to build the r�ilroad linking the mines with the 
Hanoi-Lang Son line, and with Quang Yen and the seaport. Taking �dv�tage of 
this situation, a ntunber of mandarins extorted money from the Tay who rose up in 
revolt to protest against labor conscription as well as against the heavy taxes. 
Tran Huy Lieu, Tai Lieu, Vol . I I ,  pp·. · .84-90. 
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needed the money to tide them over until the harvest usually having no 
choice but to accept such unfavorable terms.t4 6  

The life of the people, insecure in the best of times, became even 
more miserable in times of crop failure or poort- harvest. Then they had 
to go into the forest to dig up roots to subsist. Many were so starved 
that they died while digging for wild tubers.t4 7  Salt was always a prob
lem, especially for the people living at high altitudes cut off from 
the economic activities of the valleyt. Many of them did not have enough 
money to buy it and had to use bamboo ashes as a substitute. The French 
used their salt monopoly to control the people ; to be able to buy a can 
of salt, a villager was required to serve on construction proj ects as a 
conscripted laborer.t4 8  

This is how Le Quang Ba, a Tay from Cao Bang province who later 
became a brigadier general in the Vietminh ' s  army, described hi? early
life in his village located near Soc Giang_, the district town : 

As soon as the harvest was gathered, we had to pay taxes to • the "pro
tectorate," not to mention local contributions exacted by the imagi
native notables and rich people. And we soon found ourselves with 
empty hands. Long before the new harvest was brought in, we had to 
sell our chickens, one after another, in order to get something to 
eat. After the New Year Festival, the only food we. had was wild 
plants and roots if we did not want to borrow maize or rice from the 
rich, at an 100% interest rate. . . . This miserable life was -further 
aggravated by gambling, drinking, smoking of smuggled or "legal•� 
opium. Gambling was open practice in market-placesa. Thefts were 
daily occurrences and armed robberies and murders q1.µte frequenta. 

As we lived not far from the authorities,a ! witnessed many a·a
tragedy. Shackled men were thrown in prison on account of overdue 
taxes. Others came with poultry and pigs to bribe the mandarin and 
his acolytes in the vain hope of retrieving fields which had been 
seized by some village tyrants. Canton chief Thanh, who lived near 
our house, was the richest man in the region. He availed himself of 
his position to expand his land holdings, and for this purpose never 
hesitated to strip other people of their property in a most cynical-
manner. 

. . . I had no liking for the village notables. They oftena. came 
to our house, scolding my parents for some overdue tax payment. They 
made me pay fifty cents or one piaster every time their signatures 
were ·arequired for some school document. Rice for a meal_aCO$t only 
two or three cents.a49 

General Chu Van Tan described life in his native �illage ·in .Thai 
Nguyen province as follows : 

46. Khu Thien Thuat, p. 12 . 

47. Thach Son, "Bae Son Khoi Nghia," Nhan Dant, 19 August 1960. 

·48. Khu Thien Thu.at, p. 10, and Viet Chung, p. 10a. Viet Chung wrote,_ ••Among some 
tribes a bit of rock-salt was carefully kept in the house .afor the family to lick 
after each meal." 

·49. Le Quang Ba, "Reminiscences of Underground Revolutionaryawork," Vietnamese 
Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), pp. 27-29. 
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Except for a few land-owners and rich peasants,  the population lived 
in sordid misery. A Corsican colonialist had seized for himself over 
one hundred hectares of fertile land scattered throughout our region 
and its vicinity. He began by acquiring a plot of land near the 
upper stretches of a canal which he promptly diverted. As the plots 
on the lower ground were then deprived of water , the peasants had to 
sell them off. A few among them did try to resista, but their fields 
were soon surrounded by those of the foreign owner, and no longer 
accessible to their plough-animals. And they too were forced to 
abandon them. 

We were tormented by many other cares. Poll-tax took from each 
man half the price of a pig. Other contributions took a half of our 
income. Taxes , compulsory labor, high-interest debts finally ruined 
us. People in Phu Thuong used to say ; "Whoever- fa-I-Is under the 
weight of a land-ownera' s  granary will never get up.a" ·· Very few could 
escape. And then there were the frequent floods· which eroded the 
land so disastrously. Yet from Trang Xa to Lan Thuong, everywhere 
were gambling dens, drinking houses, opium shops. Natural calamities 
and social vices cooperated with the imperialists in keeping us in 
sordid misery. 50 · 

A Nung peasant from Trang Dinh district, Lang Son province, gave
the following picture of life in his villaget: 

Under the old regime we were a people of hunger-stricken sharecrop
pers. Practically no Ntmg had any land for himself. We toiled hard 
for Tay landowners who·· grabbed half of our harvests. Every year we 
experienced three to four months -of food shortage during which we fed 
on wild vegetables and tubers . . . .  51  

These class antagonisms and the resentment of the people of the 
Viet Bae toward the French administrationt5 2  provided the Viet Minh with 
the opportunity to m6ve into the. area and set up their bases. 

The Viet Bae Minorities and the Viett.Minh 

The Viet Minh very early on recog11-ized the .strategic importance of 
the Viet Bae highlands to the success of the revolution. The vast ex
panse of forests and mountains provide� the ideal environment for the 
establishment of secure �ases. The rftgged terrain and. the difficulty 
in communication made it difficult for the. French to concentrate their 
forces to deal effectively �ith the revolutionaries. The position of 
the Viet Bae on the peripheryt�£ the Red River delta meant that cadres 
operating in the lowlands coul� retreat to the bases in the Viet Bae to 
escape French repress-i�n. -.tIn additio�, the proximity of the Viet Bae

ito the Chinese border made it easy for revolutior'aries to slip across 
the frontier into Chi�a whenever French pressures became too intense, 

SO •a . Chu Van Tan , "With Uncle Ho ,"  pp. 58-59. 

51. Vu Can, p. 200. 

52. For example, describing the situation in Cao Bang province, Philippe Devillers 
wrote, "The population , the majority of whom were Tho [Tay] , had always retained 
a rebellious spirit which the administrationa' s  often brutal policy had helped to 
reinforcea. "  Histoire du Viet-Nam de 1940 a 1952 (Paris : Editions du Seuil, 

, 1952) , p. 102. . 
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5 7. 

as Chu Van Tan's unit did in 194 2 .5 3 

Cao Ban� province which was contiguous. to the southerri Chinese 
:provin�e of Kwangsi and easily a_ccessible from Yunnan, where many ex.:. 
1led V1 etnamese ·gcommunists were active_gwhile keeping their Communist 
affiliation secret to avoid Kuomintang arrest, was· the first province 
in the Viet Bae to have an Indochinese Communist Party Chapterg. It was 
set up in 1930 by Hoang Van Thu , 5 4  a Tay. who had gone to Kwangsi in 
1926g5 5  to join the revolution .g. I n  fact, Communist activities began
there as far back as the 1920's .and in 19295 6  a chapter of the Viet- Nam 
Cach Men� Thanh Nien Hoi (Vietnam Revolutionary Youth League)- -the pre
cursor of the Indochinese C�mmuriist Party (f_ormed ..in 1 9 .30)--was set up. 

In 1932g, Le Hong Phong, an Indochines� Communist Pirty l eader op
erating in Southern China, contacted ' Hriang Van Thu and Hoang Dinh.Rong _(a Party memberg

.g
of Tay origin who had been active in Cao Bang since 

·5 71926) to r�cruit cadres and send them t6 s6uthern China for tiaining�
The formation of new· cadres was vital because the Party apparatus had 
been decimated by bloody repr�ssions carried out by the French in 1931 
in the aftermath' of a wave of communist organ�i ed wo�kers' strikes and 
the establishment of soviets in Nghe An and Ha .gTinh provinces in Cen
tral Vietnam.g5 8  The Overseas Leadership : committee (Ban Lanh Dao Haig. 
Ngoai) which had been set up by Le Hong Phong in 1932 to function as a 
provisional · central Executive Commmittee (Bang·chap Hanh Trung Uong Lam 
Thoi) also "paid great attention to the formation and consolidati_on of 
bases in Lang Son and Cao Bang _gprovinces '"{hich would serve a� spring
boards for expansion toward the delta . ''5 9  Cao Bang became the conduit 
for cadres going_ to and returning from training in China, and the com
munication channel between the Party leadership iri China and the rem
nants of Party organizagtion in Vietnam. 

Under the leadership _of Hoang Van Thu �nd Hoang Dinh Rong, the 
movement--which had first taken roots .gamong the Nung and Tay and then 
spreadg· to the Yao and Meo living at higher elevations, with Tay arid 
Nung cadres serii ng as carriers of the revor utionary influence- -expand
ed gradually. The expansion was_ given great imp�tus during the Popular 
Front period in France (1936g-1939) during which colonial rule in Viet
nam was somewhat relaxed, with some measure of freedomg- for political 

' 
53. Two soviets, the Left River and Right River Sovi.ets, were set up by the Chinese 

.Communist Party in 19_29-1930 in .the southern portion of _ Kwangsi province - near 
the border with Vietnam. Though these soviets were short lived, they left a 
reservoir of sympathy for the Commmist Party among the ethnic minorities living 
in these areas. Vietnamese revoltutionaries who cro�sed into_ these areas could 
therefore count on the support and protection of the local population. 

54. Tran ·Huy Lieu, ·t Caah Mang_· Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 82 .· 
. .. 

55. "Comrade Hoang vant·Thu," Nhan Dant, 20 January 1965. 

56. Tran Huy Lieu, Ca.ch Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 82. 

"Dong Chi Le Hong Phong" (Comrade Le Hong Phong) , Nhcm Dan, 27 J·anuary 1965. 

58. Huynh Kim Khanh, "Vietnamese Communism: The Pre-Power Phase (1925-1945)" (Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Westernt_tOntario, 1972), pp. 152-171. 

59. "Dong Chi Le Hong Phong," !fhan Dant, 27 Janu�ry 1965. 
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activities permitted. However, after the collapse of the Popular Front 
the French colonial administration launched an intensive represtsion cam
paign to root out Communist organizations in the province, an dt• the 
cadres had to go underground. The movement recovered when the Japanese 
army invaded Indochina from southern China and the French positiont·tin 
the province was weakened. 

The Bae Son Uprising 

The Japanese invasion also sparked an insurrection in another par.t
of the Viet Bae, in Bae Son district,t6 0  Lang Son province, near the 
border with Thai Nguyen province. Lang Son was the area of the Viet 
Bae where the French encountered a stubborn resisttance when they pene
trated into this part of the Tonkin highlands in the 1890's. It was 
also in Lang Son that .the revolt of the Tay ·toccurred in 1920 to protest
heavy taxes and labor constcription to build railway lines.t_. 

The Communist-led movement developed early in Lang Son. In 1933, 
at the insttruction of the Indochinese Communist Party leadership Hoang 
Van Thu set up Communist organizations in Bae Son district, withtthe .help of cadres recently escaped from_jail or recently returned from the 
border area where they had been hiding.t6 1  The first revolutionary cell 
was organized in Vu Lang village. From 1 9 33 to 1 940 mass organizations
such as Thanh Nien Phan De (Youths Against Imperialism) and Mat Tran 
Dan Chu Chong Phat Xit (Democratic Front Against Fascism) were .formedt· 
first in the villages of Vu Le and Vu Lang, and then spread to the en
tire district. The Communists organized many protests against labor 
constcription and taxes in 1 9 38, 1939 and 1940, but these were easily
put down by the Frencht.t6 2  

In adjacent Thai Nguyen province, at the beginning of 1933 Hoa�g
Van Thu who was then operating in the China-Vietnam border region s ent 
cadres to La Bang , Dai Tu district, to set up grassroot organizations.
According to Duong Nhat Quy, a Nung who took part in the Bae SQn up-. . r1s1ng :  

60. The bad conditions in Bae Son explained the volatile situation which erupted 
into open revolt in 1940a: "Under French occupation, the minorities living [in 
Bae Son] --the Man [Yao]a, Tay, Nung, Cao Lan, and Thai�-led a miserable life. 
They did not have enough rice to eat, and had to dig up dao and mai tubers and 
to gather wild leaves in the forest to cook gruel .a. Many were so starved that 
they died next to the holes they were digging to find ma'i ·tubers. In the cold· 
season, the chilly wind that blew down from the motmtains and from the dense 
forest penetrated to onea' s  marrows. The people did not have enough clothes to 
wear against the cold, and had to make blankets and clothes out of the bark of 
the sui tree . . . .  On top of all this, the mandarins, the district chief and 
the village chiefs forced the people to neglect their fields and to go and work 
as laborers building roads, and recruited people to work in their households as 
[unpaid] servants. Head tax, buffalo tax, alcohol tax became heavier and heavier 
as time went by." Thach Son, "Bae Son Khoi Nghia" (The Bae Son Insurrection) , 
Nhan Dan, 19 August 1960. 

61. Ibid. 

62. Tran Huy Lieu, "Phong Trao Chong Phat Xit Chong Chien Trarih Va Cac Cuoc Khoi 
Nghia Bae Son, Nam Ky, Do Luong" (The Anti-Fascist, Anti-War Movement, and the 
Bae Son, Nam Ky and Do Luong Uprisaing), Vol. X of Tai Lieu, pp. 10-11. 
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We poor peasants tmderstood then that . . t. only the Party would .
bring land and a better life to the peasants of the motmtain region.
This was why many comrades and I joined the ranks of the Party . . t. .  
After the Party cadres had propagandized and enlightened us, witht· 
their help after a while we set up the first group of Party members 
in this area. This group included Tay, Nung and Man [Yao]. These 
comrades were all poor and miserable people who had drifted here from 
Lang Son, and so when they were enlightened [by the Party} they ac-
quired a determined revolutionary spirit. 6 3  · . 

From Dai Tu, the movement spread to Dinh Ca andg· vu: Nhai_ districts. (Vu
Nhai was under the leadership of Chu Van T�n.) 

At the outbreak of World War II, 'the Japanese began to put in
creasing pressure on Indochina. The French decided to repair and ex
tend the strategic road going from Thai Nguyen to Dinh Ca _and Trang _ Xa, 
and on to Bae Son, Lang Son. To carry out this urgent project, wave 
after wave of Tay and Nung were conscrigpted to work on the road. Each 
person was conscripted to work from one to three months, usually with
out pay since their salaries were- pocketed by the officials. After a 
short time at home, they were again conscripted. In order to driveg·g.
them to work harder, the officials and supervisors did not hesitate to 
resort to violent means.6 4  Theseg·gabuses brought the resentment of the 
Tay and Nung to the boiling point, and they finally found an outlet for 
their pent-up frus·trations and anger during the Japanese invasion. 

Following the traditional invasion route from China, Japanese 
troops entered ·Lang Son province on September 22, 194 0. After a one
day military encounter, the French Indochina Army surrendered. French 
colonial administration in the province collapsed in the aftermath of 
this defeat. Taking advantage of this situation, Par:ty niem_bers in Bae 
Son--some of whom had recently escaped from the Lang Son jail in the 
confusion of the Japanese attack--led the people to attack the Binh Gia 
post and to ambush fleeing French Army soldiers to seiz e : weapons and 
ammunition. On the morning of September 27, the local Party cell met 
to discuss the situatigon and decided· to launch an armed insurrection to 
�eiz e power in the district. This decision was reached without consul
tatigon with Chu Van Tan, who was then the Bae Son- Vu Nhai Party Secre
tary, with the North Vietnam Region Party Committee, or with the Cen
tral Committee.6 5  Th� local P�rty cell apparently felt that the urgent 
situation required decisive immediate action, and in view of the diffi
culty in communication due to the conf�sing conditions at the time, 
decided to take action without waiting for instructi_ons. A committee 
to direct the uprising and the attack on the • district seat was set up.
In the night of September 27th, over 600 people under the leadership of 
this committee attacked the Mo Nhai post in the district town and cap-

63. Duong Nhat Quy, "Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui," in Nh.an Dan, 6 February 1965. 

64. Tran Huy Lieu, Tam Muoi Nam Chong Phap (Eighty Years of Resisting the French) 
(Hanoi : Van Su Hoc, 1961 [? ] ) ,  Vol. II, p. 52. 

65. Though they did not consult the Central Committee, the local Party cell felt 
that they were acting in accordance with the resolution of the pth Central Com
mittee plenum of November 1939 which predicted that the Japanese would attack 
I ndochina, and stated that "The Party holds the view that while the imperialists 
tear each other to pieces we must transform the Fascist aggression into a revo
lution to liberate the nation. "  See Thach Son, "Bae Son Khoi Nghia," Nhan Dan, 
19 August 1960. 

http:Committee.65
http:means.64
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tured it. Documents and seals belonging to the officials were burned,
·to the great acclaim of the people,g and the aboligtion of the French ad

ministration was announced .g6 6  

After the Japanese and the French Vichy government in Indochina 
arrived at an accommodation, the.French were· allowed to return to Bae 
Son. They recaptured the Bin_h Gia and Mo Nhai posts, _and restored 
their· adminigstration. Fierce �uppression of the insurrection followed 

'and the guerrillas had to scatter into the forest to avoid captugre. 
Informed of the uprisingg, Chu Van Tan hurried to the delta to report to 
the North Vietnam Region Party Committee and request it to send a cadre 
to Bae Son to take charge of the situation. · It was only in the middle 
of October 1940 that Tran Dang Ninh, the representative of the North 
Vietnam Region Party Committee, arrived in Bae Son. 

At a conference held in Sa Khao, the Party decided to assemble its 
members and hard-core sympath_izers into a "Bae Son gu�rrilla unit, "  set 
up a Command Staff for the Bae Son war z one (Chu Van Tan w .as one of its 
members)g, announce the dissolution of the local coloni_al. aqministration,
and adopt the slogan of "attac·k the ·French, drive out the J-apanese, 
seiz e  the property of the imp�rialists and reactionaries to distribute: 
to the peasants.g" The Vu Lang school was attacked on O ctober 25t.h, and 
the militia who had been assembled there by the French fled. Three 
days later a meeting was held at'gthis school to prepare for the attack 
on the Mo Nhai post. Warned by spies, the French carried out a sur
prise attack, rou ti ng the guerrillas who fled into the forest.g6 7 Thi s 
attack was followed by a severe repression which decisively put an end 
to the uprising. Although the insurrection failed , it was to provide. 
the Indochignese Communist Party with the nucleus of an army �nd a b ase 
on the fringe of the Red River delta. In February 1941� this guerrilla 
unit was set up as the Army for National Salvation by the Central . Com
mittee, reinforced with new recruits, and placed under the command of 
Chu Van Tan, Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi (the l�st two were gradu
ates of the Whampoa Military Academy in China, and were later killed in 
Cao Bang province)g. 

Formation of the Cao Bang and Lang Son-Thai Nguyen Bases 

Following the Frenchg·gdefeat of· September 1940 , the authorities.and 
troops in Cao Bang province became very fearful and demoraliz ed. · . Tak
i ng advantage of · this uncertai n situation, the cadres intensified their 
activities. However, after reaching an agreement with .gthe Japanese,
the French were able to reconsolidate their position in . the province. 
To put an end to thi s revolutionary agitation, the.French launched.a 
white terror campaign, and - the cadres w ere forced to leave the settle
ments and flee into the forests and mountains. In this critical situa
tion the Cao Bang Province Party Committee decided to send to Chigna a 
group of forty cadres and youths who were being tracked by the French, 
in order to contact Party leaders and obtain new instrugctions. They 

66. This and subsequent data on the Bae Son uprising was compiled from· Tran Huy
Lieu, Tai Lieu, Vol. X, and Tam Muoi Nam, Vol. II ;  from Chu Van Tan, Ky Niem 
Cuu Quoc Quan; from Thach Son, ' 'Bae Son Khoi Nghia,t" Nha:n Dan, 19 August 1960; 
and from Duong Nhat Quy, "Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui, Nhan Dan, 6 February 1965. 

67. Chu Van Tan, Ky Niem Cuu Quoc Quan, pp. 9-10. 
, 

http:Central.Com
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Ho Chi Minh, Pham Van Dong and Vo Nguyen Giap in Chinghsi in Kwangsi6 8  in early 1941 .  . . 

At that time, Ho was preparing to return to Vietnam to take direct charge of the !evolution and !econsoli�ate it fo!lowirig the devastating Fre�ch r� press1gons of 1939 whi ch had virtually wi ped out Party organi
�ations � n the �rban areas (where : the Party had switched to overt polit.
i cal action during the Populgar Front period in France from 1936 to The cadres who had gone underground and- moved to the rural areas at the instruction of the Indochineseg.Communist Party in the spring of 1939 survived this period of persecutigon . Although the Party s rural network had not been destroyed by the repression, this _situ:
ation rendered necessary the creation o f  safe bases in the Viet Bae to which cadres in the delta could retreat in case the French intensified their pres sure. Besides, the weakened position of the French in the 

bases possible. 

69. 

met 
ern south-

'·6 91939) . 

aftermath invasion nowof the Japanese made the establishment of such
The two sites that were chosen were the -part of Cao 

close many cadres had beento the Chinese _ border which 
and the Vu Nhai-Bac Son 

Ba�g province
using as hideouts, area where the uprising of 

Bae Son guerrilla unitof theremnants194 0 had taken place and where 
were ope_ratingg. 

Ho Chi Minh returned to Vietnam on February 8, 1941, and set up
At thatheadquarters

time, 
in Pac Bo, Ha Quang district, Cao Bang province.

communication between the headquarters in Cao Bang and the Cen
operating in the delta was · tenuous and oftral Committee members very

linkingoff by French repressi6gn .  · A corridor 
and going from Thai 

ten cut Bang with 
to the delta and the 

·cao 
Nguyen

ensure better 
·Thai Nguyen province,

of the country had t6 be .gopened
as a funnel through which Viet 

liaison and to rest to 
Minh forces, which were being

could be channel.ed southward to link 
serve 
organized in Cao Bang, 
unit in the Bae 

up with the 
the general insurrection 

told Vo Nguyen-
Son� Vu Nhai base and carry out 

when the right opportunity arrived. Ho Chi Minh hadg
Giap while they wer� still in southern China preparing to return to 
Vietnam : 

The base in Cao Bang will open vast potential for our country ' s  revo
lution. Cao Bang already has - a  solid revolutionary movement, _tand 
furthermore as it is close t_o the border, it will se-rve as a conve
nient base for liaison with the outside. But from Cao Bang we must 
move toward Thai Nguyen province and further south in order to have 

68. Tran Huy Lieu, Cach Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 83. · 

According to Huynh Kim Khanh, " ·  . •  the ICP abandoned its clandes�ine op:r�
tions during the People's Front period and elected to concentrate its political 
activities in the overt and legal realm• . t• .  Only in the spring of 1939, when 
the ICP belatedly realized that the People' s  Front in France was teetering on 
the brink of total disintegration, did the Party give orders to its members to 
consolidate the clandestine· section and 'withdraw into clandestinity.' This 
step was taken somewhat too late, however, by this time, several secret po�ice .
a.gents had infiltrated the ranks of the Party and climbed up the Party ' s  hier
archical ladder • . t. •  In September 1939, following the French governmentt's 
official dissolution of the now ' anti-war' French Communist Party, the colonial 
regime resumed its perse·cution of Vietnamese Communists and swiftly destroyed 
most of the known Party's  overt _andt· clandestine organizations. ·. • • ICP urban 
networks were demol ished virtually in toto. Two thousand party workers, includ
ing important leaders, were arrested." "Vietnamese Communism, pp. 302, 308-309. 

http:channel.ed
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contact with the whole country. If we can link the movement [in Cao 
Bang] with that in Thai Nguyen and the rest of the col.llltry, when we 
launch an armed struggle we can advance forward when conditions are 
favorable and hold our grotmds when conditions are difficult.a70 

Ho convened the 8 th Plenum of the Central Committee in Pac Bo in 
May 194 1. It was at this conference that the decision was reached to 
set up the Viet Minh Front to draw and unite all soci al classes in the 
fight against both the F rench and the Japanese to liberate the country. 
The bases in  Cao Bang and Bae Son-Vu Nhai were to be consoligdated and 
the armed forces built up to prepare for the general insurrecti6n to.seize power. 

To effectuate the link-up between Cao Bang and Thai Nguyen, H_o 
dispatched Vo Nguyen·Giap and Le Thiet Hurig (now a Majoi General) to 
Nguyen Binh district in  Cao Bang pro,-ince, where Party c�lls had been 
set up in the 1930g' s  and where Viet Minh Front Committees had been 
formed.g7 1  They were charged with organizing the Southward March sec
tion (Nam Ti(n) and openi ng a corridor from Nguyen Binh to Ngan Son and 
Cho Ra (Bae Can p rovince) , and then 1 inking i t  with the towns_ of Cho 

-Chu and Dai Tu (Thai Nguyen p rovince).·g Ho instructed Giap togc_oncen-.trate on military matters, and Hung on political questions.g· He also 
sent Hoang Van Haan (at present a Politburo member) and_ a number of 
cadres to open a corridor from Dong Khe (Lang Son p rovince) tb Dinh Ca 
(Thai Nguyen p rovince). At the same time he directed the Cao Bang · 
Provi nce Party Committee to expand Viet Minh organizations southward, 
especially from Nguyen Binh district into Bae Can p rovince, and from 
Thach An district to Trang Dinh prefecture in Lang Son provi nce.g7 2  Chu 
Van Tan and his unit meanwhile we·re di rected to consolidate the base in 
Bae Son- Vu Nhai and to keep open the liaison route with the delta. 

Ho's p resence in  Cao Bang gave the movement there a new i•petus.g· 
Furthermore, the cadres who had returned with him from China �pread out 
to re-establish contact with cadres who had remained in the province in  
order to mai ntai n the movement and rebuild the Party apparatus which 
had been damaged by French repgressigon. The Bae Son uprising had had a 
considerable impact in  the province, and the cadres succeeded in re
cruiting a large number of people into National. Salv-ation Associatigons. 
By the middle of 1942 ,  -the Viet Minh movement had sp read to·g· Ngan Son 
district in Bae Can p rovince.g7 3  

In Thai Nguyen, after the Pac Bo conference Viet Minhgorganiza
tions were set up in all areas of the p rovignce. However , in June 194 1 
knowing that the Bae Son-Vu Nhai base had been reinforced, the French 
launched a large- scale operation in  the area. One section of the Army 
for National Salvation, led by Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi, re-

70. Vo Nguyen Giap, Tu Nhan Dan Ma Ra (Born from the People) (Hanoi : Quana- Doi Nhan 
Dan, 1969), p. 34. 

71. Tran Huy Lieu, Cach Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 82; and Khu Quang Trung , p. 12. 
" 

72. Vo Nguyen Giapa, Tu Nhan Dan Ma Ra, pp. 89-90; and also from Khu Qua:ng- Trun,g, 
p. 12. 

73.  Data for this paragraph and for pages 23 to 25 were compiled from Vo Nguyen 
Giap, Tu Nhan Ma Ra; Tran Huy Lieu, Caah Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I ;  Khu Thien 
Thuat; and Khu Quang TPUng. 
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treated and tried to make their way to Cao Bang in July 1941. They 
were ambus hed on the way and s everal men were killed (Phung Chi Kien 
an d Luong Huu Chi were captured and later died in jail). Chu Van Tan ' s  
unit tried to hold on to their base, but unable to contact the Central 
Committee members in the delta and the headquarters in Cao Bang (and 
thus left without central direction), surrounded by the F rench and cut 
off from the population (who had been resgettled in "concentration vil
lagesg" by the French)--and therefore from thei:r source of s uppliesg--Chu 
Van Tan had to take the �ain body of his unit to China in March 194 2 .  
The remainder of the unit was s ent to Phu Thuong and Bae Son (Lang Son 
province); Dai Tu, Phu Luong, and Dong Hj (Thai Nguyen province); Son 
Duong and Yen Son (Tuyen Quang province); and to Huu Lung and Yen The 
(Bae Giang province) to operate. 

Two months after Chu Van Tan's unit left for China, the French con
s idered the area pacified and withdrew the bulk of their forces, lea�ing
behind only enough troops to man outpos ts at s trategic points in the 
region. Chu Van Tan ' s  unit b�gan to filter back in November 194 2 ,  and 
January and February 1943. 

In' January 1943 at the conference in Lung Hoang (Hoa An dis trict, 
Cao Bang province), Chu Van Tan met with Vo Nguyen Giap and Pham Van 
Dong to disgcuss the opening of a corridor linking the base in Cao Bang 
with the one in Bae Son-Vu Nhai. They decided- to organize Southward 
March units from Cao Bang and Northward March units from Bae Son-Vu Nhai 
to effect the link-up. Following the directive to s witch to political
mobiligzatiori, Chu Van Tan's unit. s plit into thre�- to �five�m�n cells in 
order to fan out and s et up gras s root bases (g�y ·geo sp) in Thai Nguyen 
and Tuyen Quang provinces , and to pus h  s teadily into Bae Can province,
toward Cho Don and Cho Ra. In May 1943, Chu Van Tan � ucceeded in re
establisghing contact with the Party's Central- Committee operating in 
the lowlands ,  and the communication channel between Party organizations 
in the delta and in the Viet Bae was resgtored. 

In Cao Bang province the appeals of th� Party ahd the Viet Minh 
Front to the youths to j oin the Southward March units .were met with an 
enthusgiastic res ponse. Nineteen units ��re or�anized, with the members 
·having to piocure their own weapons.  Each unit was s ent to a different 
area to make propaganda, recruit peopleg· into the movement, choosge ·the 
mos t dedicated and enthusiastic among them, train them £or a s hort 
period of time and then use them as new . cadres to expand _the movement 
in the area. The Southward March routes were built up in this manner,
going through many mountains ahd valleysg, through the s ettlements of 
the Tay an� Yao people. 

In 194 3, Ha Quang, Hoa An and Nguyen Binh disgtricts of Cao Bang 
province became "entirely Viet Minh disgtrictsg" (ehau hoan toci,n Vift 
Minh)t, and National Salvation As s ociations were s preading in the other 
disgtricts of the province. Youths belonging to these mass organiza
tions all joined s elf-defense �nits, and each dis trict had s everal com
bat self-defense units. Many cougrses were conducted to train military
cadres . Parades and mock combat exercis es were hel� to impres s the 
population, draw the hesitant ones i·nto the movement and intimidate the 
reactionariesg. 

In Bae Can province, the movement was s preading in four disgtricts 
and a Provisional Province Party Committee was s et up. In Lang Son, 
the movement was moving from That Khe toward Bae Son-Vu Nhai. In  
Augus t 194 3, the Southward March unit from Cao Bang met the ·gNorthward 
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March unit in P hia- bioc, Bae Can province, and in December of that year, 
Chu Van Tan and Vo Nguyen Giap met for a conference in Nghia Ta (Bae
Can province) to inaugurate the cogrridor linking the two basges. It was 
now pos s ible for cadres to go from one bas e  to the other without having 
to make the long detour into southern China. 

However, the growing s trength of the Viet Minh in Cao Bang and Bae 
Can did not es cape the attentiong. of the French. In November. 1943 they 
launched a new wave of terror, and the cogrridor was s evered. The new 
campaign was much wider in s co pe than the ones l aunched previously. 
The metho ds used were the s ame ones that they had applied in Bae Son-Vu 
Nhai in 1941. To cut off all contacts with the cadres , villagers in 
the more populated areas were relocated in s ettlgements where they could 
be kept under surveillance, and forbidden to go into the forests and 
mountains . Many s ettlements were burned and levelled. Viet Minh sym
pathizers caught with propaganda literature were s hot,· mutilated and 
their bodies dis played to intimidate the rest of the population. Many
cadres were caught and executed.7 4  Exis ting pos ts were reinforced with 
more troops and new ones were built all over the province. · Mobile pa
trols were formed which tracked down cadres and s earched the mountains 
and fo rests for Viet Minh bas es .  

In order to prevent the movement from collapsing, Party membe�s 
and militant National Salvation As sociation members were organized into 
"secret cells .g" They l ived in the forest and at night came down to the 
villages where they received reports and food suppl ies from underground
cadres and hard-core s ympathizers , and gave new insgtructiogns. Thes e 
cells  hung on tenaciously  and the movement began to recover.g7 5  Disg
tricts began to organize full time s elf-defens e units which l iquidated 
reactionaires and collaborators ,  and ambushed s mall patrols. 

In July 1944,  the Vichy government in France collaps ed, and ten
s ions between the French and the Japanes e in Indogchina mounted. A coup 
d 'getat by the Japanese to overthrow the French s eemed inevitable. In 
this s ituation, the Inter-province Committee for Cao Bang, Bae Can and 
Lang Son-- which had been cut off from all contacts with the Central 
Committee in the delta and with Chu Van Tan's unit--convened a meeting
in Lung Sa (Hoa An dis trict, Cao Bang province) in Augus t 1944 at which 
the d�cision to launch an insurrection in alr three provincesg.was 
reached. Al l s elf-defens e units were ordered to join theg.guerrilla 
units, and arms , ammunition and food were s to ckpiled. Whil e these 
preparations were being feveris hly pus hed forward, Ho Chi Minh who had 
gone to China in 194 276 returned to Cao Bang in October 1944 and imme-

74. See Vo Nguyen Giap, Tu Nhan Dan Ma Ra. 75 . Ibid. 

76. According to King C .  Chen, when he arrived in southern China, Ho was arrested 
for carrying improper identification papers. He was accused of being a Japa
nese-French spy by the local authorities at T 'ienpao , and j ailed for over a 
year. The Indochinese ConunW1ist Party , under the name of the Vietnam Branch of 
the International Anti-Aggression Association, sent a cable to Sun Fo ; son of 
Dr. SW1 Yat Sen and president of the Legislative Yuan in ChW1gking, asking for 
Ho ' s  releasea. They also sent a report to Tass in ChW1gking protesting Hoa' s  ar
rest and declaring that this action of the Kuomintang had increased resentment 
toward China among Vietnamese revolutionists. The Chinese were then making 
plans to enter Vietnam to attack the Japanese, and so did not want to antagonize 
Ho ' s  group whom they knew had mass support in Vietnam. General Chang Fa-k ' uei, 
the Conunander-in-Chief of the Fourth War Area, ordered Ho ' s  release in October 
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diately ordered the postponement of the insurrection because the French, 
though weakened, could still muster enough forces to crush it without 
difficulty, especially since in no other area in the country was the·
Viet Minh iQ a position to rise up �t the same time to force the F rench 
to spread their resources. 

I n  Ho ' s  judgment, the moment to launch insurrec�gions had not yet
arrived, yet in the new situation _struggle by political action alone 
was not enough. His solution was to combine political action with mil
itary action which would be carried_ out to spread the influence of the 

· ·revolution. Viet Minh uni ts were then small and dispersed, and at his 
instructions the best fighters and weapons were assembled to form a 
concentrated llnit, the "Vietnam Propaganda aridg- Liberation Army" (Viet
Nam Tuyen Truyen Giai Phong Quan), which was put under the command of 
Vo Nguyen Giap. Within a month of its -formation, in the winter of 1944 ,  
the unit attacked the posts in Phai Khat, Na Ngan andg

.
Dong Mu to seize 

much needed weapons and ammunition. The atta:·cks had wide political
repercussions, popular enthusiasm grew, and Viet Minhg· organizations be
gan to spread. Meanwhile cadres and ·units from -Thai Nguyen had been 
moving steadily into Bae Can and Lang Son provinces at the same time 
that the cadres and units in Cao Bang were spreading , southward into 
these two provinces. By 1944 the revolutionary movement in Lang Son 
had been linked with the one in Thai Nguyen to the. south and with the 
one in Cao Bang to the north. I n  March 1945, the Cao Bang base was 
again linked with Bae Son-Vu Nhai when the unit of Vo Nguyen Giap and 
the unit of Chu Van Tan met in Cho Chu (Thai Nguyen). 

After the Japanese overthrew the French in March 1945 ,  the F rench 
administration collapsed, and the Viet Minh moved rapidly to seize 
power in the Viet Bac--Cao Bang, Bae Can, Lang Son, Ha Giang, Tuyen
Quang and Thai Nguyen provinces. On June 4, 194 5, a Liberated Zone 
covering these six provinces plus adjacent areas in the provinces of 
Bae Giang, Phu Tho, Yen Bai and Vinh Yen, was set up at the direction 
of Ho Chi Minh. A Vietnam National Liberation Committee he·aded by Ho 
Chi Minh was also formed (this committee became the Revolutiona_ry 'Pro
visional Government after the August Revolution of _ 1945) .. The Army ,for
National Salvation and the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army were 
merged and became the Liberation Army (Giai Phong Quan). · Within the 
Liberated Zone, People's Revolµtionary Committees were elected to carry
out the ten-point program of the Viet Minh which included the seizure 
of land belonging to French colons and Vietnamese collaborators for 
distribution among the poor, the abolition of labor conscription and 
taxes (except for one light income tax), · the reduction of ren·ts and 
interests, and the postponement of the repayment of all debts.7 7  

A week after the Viet Minh had seized power in Hanoi, two Libera
tion Army detachments ·composed of Viet Bae minorities marched into the 

1943. However, the Chinese, fearful that Ho was a Communist, did not allow him 
to return to Vietnam. Ho lived under the surveillance of Hsiao Wen, an aide of 
Chang Fa-k'uei, and was not allowed to return to Vietnam until August 1944. 
Concerning Chang Fa-kt'uei's reason for permitting Ho to return to Vietnam, Chen 
wrote, "As the Allied forces steadily advanced in .Europe and the Pacific Chang's 
plan and preparation for entering Vietnam were in readiness . If the plan became 
reality, the only Vietnamese force that could cooperate with the Chinese • . t. 
[would be] that of Ho Chi Minh ." Chen, p. 84. 

77. Information from Khu Quang Trung and Chu Van Tan, Reminisaenaes . 
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A Liberation Army detachment composed of Viet Bae minorities 
in Hanoi after the August 1945 revolution. 

capital on August 26 , 1945. Le Quang Ba, a Tay from Cao Bang province,
became the commander-in- chief of the Armed Forces of the Capital, while 
Chu Van Tan, a Nung from Thai Nguyen, was appointed Defense Minister in 
the government organized by Ho Chi Minh. During the resistance war 
that broke out after the French reconquered Indochina in 1946, two out 
of six divisions mobilized by the Viet Minh, the 312th and the 316th, 
were commanded by Tay generals. According to McAlister, they "were 
composed primarily of Tho numbering roughly 20,000 men in all,t" this 
constituting "approximately 20 percent of the Viet Minh regulars as of 
19 5 4  and about 5 percent of the total estimated Tho population in the 
early 19 50 ' s.t1 1  7 8  

When the French, intent on reconquering Vietnam by force, rejected
all offers for a negotiated settlement and war became inevitable, Viet 
Minh forces withdrew back into their bases in the Viet Bae. There they
regrouped, trained and prepared for the new phase of the resistance 
struggle which culminated with the French defeat in Dien Bien Phu, in 
another highland region of North Vietnam, the Tay Bae (Northwest) areat. 
As McAlister points out, "without the Viet Bae Zone prepared during the 
Japanese occtupation, the Viet Minh might have been exposed to the mili
tary superiority of the French and annihilated before another suitable 
base could have been established.t1 1 7 9 

78. McAlister, p. 796. 79. Ibid. 
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Mobilization of the Minorities 

-While non-communist Vietnamese ·gpartie� · usually ignb�ed the : minori 
ties8 0  which, : fn  th�ir view, were too remote and alieng·gto be accordedg·a 
role in the national libera�ion stru�gle, - the Viet.gMinh qtiickly_• iealized 
the_gpotential that these minorities couldg·bring to the revolution. "Im
mediately after its founding, the Indochinese Communist Party . . .  ex
plicitly laid down its nationality poli cy as follows, 'To achieve the 
unity of all nationalitiesg·on the basis of equality and muttial as� is- · 
tance with a view to winning together iridependen6e,_·freedom and happi·gness.'''g8 1 F rom their lbng experience ' in:gdealing with the Vietnamese,g.
the minorigties must have greeted ·gthis declaration with considerable· 
skepticism� However, wh�n the Viet Minhg.actbaily tre ated the minori� 
ties with dignity and respect� showirig that they attached great impor
tance to their participation in •the . ieVolution; these minorities became 
convinced of its sincerity. This is how Chu Van Tan described.his 
feelings after attending the Pac Bo conference in 1941  and meeting Ho. -Chi Minh : 

.
I was full of self-confidence: I had· grown mature during the j our
ney. With. the knowledge I had gathered,  with weapo�s , documents and 
a correct line of action as my equipment , I was certain I could do 
better. • . . I was elated by the thought that I ,  ·. a mere cadre of · a 
national minority, had met the leader of our Party , of our pe_ople , 
who happened to be one of the lead�rs _of the Comintern ! Equality 

.among the nationalities , revolutionary comra_deship , these were no 
longer empty· words ! I was completely fre.ed from all inferiority 
complexes . 82 

.
The Viet Minh movement first p_enetrated among the Tay and Nung and 

then was carried to the Yao and Meo who _li vec:l at_ higher elevations .g.
Viet Minh support imong the mino�ities �as cdnfirmed by _gMajor A .  K. 
Thomas, the leader of · the OSS group operating in the Viet Bae in 194 5 
with the collaboration and assistance of :t,he Viet_ Minh� · _In his "Report 
on Deer Mission'' (the code name of the operation)_, Major.

Thomas wtote: 
''The people [ of _the Viet Bae] are.principally of three types--Annamese,
Tho and Man [Yao] . . . g.g. The Tho -are strQ ngly VIETMINH in sentiment. 
The M_an hill tribes . .. .g· ·are also VIETMINH in poli t_ical sentiment � " 8 3 

The Vietg• Minh realized that in order to achieve success it wa� 
necessary for them to recruit and train local people as cadres�g. A 
Party document stated: "Provinces with minorities' populgation sho_uld 
organiz e committeegs speci·alizing in mobilizing t.hem, form and train 
cadres of ethriic bac�ground and let them 4evelop _the ·national .gsalvation 

80 . The Vietnamese _Quoc Dan Dang Party (Kue>inintang) � for example·, was active in the 
highland region of North Vietnam, but recruited its m·emb·ers from the Vietnamese 
population living in the area.  

81 . Viet Chung, p .  1 1 .  This statement was contained in the Indochinese Communist 
Party' s  Program of Action of 1930 . 

82 . Chu Van Tan , "With Uncle Ho, "  p .  69 . 

83. Major A. K .  Thomas , "Report on Deer Mission , "  in Hea:Pings Before the Committee 
on Foreign Relations on Causes, Origins, a:nd Lessons of the Vietnam Waz,, May 9, 
10, and 11, 1972, 92nd Congress , 2nd Session (Washington, D .C .  : U .S .  Government 
Printing Office , 1973) , p .  263 . 
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movement in their own areas ; only in this way would we be able to ob
tain quick results.t"84 Cadres from the minorities were recruited usu
ally through family or friendship ties ,  trained in short courses and 
then sent back to their area:, to work. When a cadre ·tmovedtinto· a set· 
tlement , if he did not have any relatives or friends in the village , he 
set about winning the sympathy and trust of a villager , and then con
tacted other families through this person. The most ardent sympathizers 
were trained to become cadres and to lead the local movement. After 
thatt, the cadre moved on to another settlement where he could count on 
the kinship and friendship ties of the people he had recruited in the 
previous settlement to gain an entry into the area.t- At the same timet, 
the villagers he had recruited would proselytize their own relatives 
and friends scat�ered in various villages. In  this way , the network 
spread , and since the cadres in mostt- instances were bound by friendship 
or blood t�es to the people , the villagers were not prone to betray and 
denounce them to the authorities.t8 5 

The cadres recruited from the minorities were successful because 
they understood the situation in their own areast, knew local customs 
and habits , had prestige among the people and could win their confi
dence and get them to do what was needed. Outside cadres usually only 
came in to consolidate the local movement and to provide further train
ing to the local cadres. 

The minorities of the Viet Bae did not speak a common language.
The i ingua franca was usually Chinese mandarin or the dialect of the 
largest ethnic group in any given area. A large number of Tay spoke
Vietnamese , and Nung and Yao had a basic knowledge of it, but most did 
not. To overcome the language problemt, Viet Minh cadres learned the 
dialects of the areas in which they operated. Vo Nguyen Giapt, for 
example, spoke Tay and Yao, and Pham Van Dong was fluent in Tay.t8 6  To 
propagate Viet Minh programs and policies , documents , bulletins _and 
leaflets were translated into the local dialects , using a very simple
and concise style so that these politically unsophisticated people 
could understand them and remember them easily. For example, the Vie·t 
Minh Program was translated into five-word verses called the Vi�t Minh 
Nga T� Kinh (adopting the format used in the �ld Confucian Clas;ics 
Primert, the Tam Tli Kinh, which. consisted of three-word v_erses) so that 
the people could chant them and recite them by heart. In addition, 
songs and poems were composed in the local dialects to exalt the revo
lution and the struggle for national liberation ,  and these the minori
ties also learned by heart. Mobile propaganda teams went around ex
plaining the Vi?t M i nh Ng� Tif Kinh and articles printed in the official 

Viet-Nam L<tP (Independent Vietna·Viet Minh newspaper , fJq'c m)t, and taught 
revolutionary songs to the minorities. 

To raise the politi cal conscitousness of the people , the cadres 
taught them simple questions and answers which they could memorize 
easilyt: 

Q.  We are poor, we wear ragged clothes, we are sick and malnour
ished, who causes this? 

A. It ' s  because the French imperialists and Japanese fascists 
oppress and exploit usa. 

84. Van Kien Dang, 1939-1945 (Party Documents), cited in Khu Thien Thuat, p .  73. 

85. Khu Thien Thuat. 86. Kahin, p. 586. 
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or 

If we want to have enough to eat and be happy, what should 
we do? 

A .  We must unite tightly with the Viet Minh Front to make revo
lution, rise up to drive out all the French imperialists and Japanese 
fascists, overthrow the reactionary government, and set up a peoplet's 
revolutionary government. 

Q. · What benefits will wet_t�njoy if the revolution succeeds? 

A.t· We will have equality; men and women will be equal, there 
will be no oppression. We will have enough to �at, warm clothes to 
wear, the peasants will have land to till, and there will be no ex
ploitation. We won't have to pay head taxes . . . .  We won' t  have to · ·do labor conscription work.8 7  

The Viet Minh also organized mobile exhibits of pictures to show 
the crimes of the Japanese and French, and the heroic deeds of the Chi
nese Red Army in their fight against the Japanese. Lien Boan (get
together) parties were held where pe6ple of different ethnic backgrounds
met and fraterniz ed in order to forge uriity and friendship between _ them 
and overcome the divisiveness spreadg·gby the French. In additiqgn, cul
tural classes were conductedg- to combat illiteracy, so that more and .more people coul d read Viet Minh documents. · ·

In order not to antagonii e the peopl�, the cadres were instructed 
to observeg.l ocal customs and habits strictly, in all circumstances. Ho 
Chi Minh himself set the example, adopting the clothing and living 
style of the minorities in the areas where he stayed. He also laid 
down the "Four Recommendations" and the "Five I nterdictions" which all 
cadres must follow. The "Four Recommendations" were: 

1 .  To help the population in their daily wor k :  husking and mill
ing rice, fetching water and firewood, looking after the children. 

2 .  To get acquainted with local customs and habits, to strictly 
respect al l "taboos" observed in the region and.by the family with whom 
one is staying. · · 

3. To learn the local dialect, to teach the local people to sing,
read and write, to win their sympathy and little by little to conduct 
revolutionary propaganda. 

4 .  To win the population's confidence and support through one's 
correct attitude and discipline.8 8  

The "Five Intergdictions" were:  

1.  Not to cause any damage to the crop� and fields, not to deface 
or impair the population's furniture and household articles. 

Not to insist on buying or borrowing what people don't want to 
sell lend. 

3. Not to forget one's promises. 

87. Khu Thien Thuat, pp. 21-22. 

88. Le Quang Ba, "Reminiscences of Underground Work,t" p. 47. 
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4 .  Not to violate local customs, habits and religious beliefs.  

5 .  Not to divulge any secrets.g8 9 

By adhering to these rules and using these methods, the Viet Minh 
succeeded in mobilizing the minorities of the Viet Bae and bringing 
them into the national struggle for independence and social emancipa
tion.g· The Viet Minh success stemmed largely from the fact that they
issued appeals which reflected these minorities' aspirations. In these 
areas of grinding poverty where exploitative taxation and labor con
scription had added such a heavy burden to the life of the people, 
promises of a better life and an end to the abuses of the French admin
istration struck responsive chords. The French, in practicing their 
divide-and-rule policy, concentrated so much on the negative aspects of 
the relationship (the mistrust and antagonism) between the Vietnamese 
and the minorities, that they tended. to forget that feelings of patri
otism and nationalism did exist among the minorities, especially among 
the Tay, the most Vietnamized of - all ethnic groups in the Viet Bae .g. Or 
they tended to forget that in the case of the minorities who did not 
identify with the Vietnamese as strongly as did the Tay, .gresentment of 
French intrusion and abuses was so great that it could outweigh any 
feelings of mistrust that these minorities might have had against the 
Vietnamese. This was demonstrated by the enormous sacrifices that 
these minorities were willing to make for the Viet Minh cause, and by 
their determination, in the face of great odds, to help carry the 
struggle for national independence to a successful conclusion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

. ·· ·The Army for N�tioni1 salvatio�n:�ai : 6n� of  ihe �t�ed tinits which 
were the precursors of  the Vietnam People ' s  Army today . Born after the 
glorious Bae Son insurrection and during the dark . years of  our country
then l iving under the yoke of then.nsavage colonialist rule of  the French 
and Japanese imperial ists in league with the reactionary feudal ists , 
the Army for National Salvation- - led by the Party , protected and sup
ported by the people - - carried out an extremely heroic  struggle full of 
difficulties and hardships to "sustain the rifle shots of  Bae Son" and 
to build up the revolutionary base in order to advance toward national 
insurrection . Starting in 1944 , the Army for National Salvation - - along 
with the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army- - fought , performed mis 
s ions , contributed to the establ ishment of  the first Liberated Zone , 
and did the ir utmost to prepare for the s uccessful August Revolution.  
Many comrades in this armed unit s acrificed their  l ives in the course 
of the struggl e ;  many other comrades today have become outstanding 
leading cadres and commanders of  our Party and Armyn. 

Comrade Chu Van Tan was one o f  the men who had directly contributed 
to the glorious activities of  the Army for National Salvation s ince its 
formation . He has recounted many stories about the Army for National 
Salvation which have appeared in newspapers or  published in book form . 
In  1964,  the People ' s  Army Publ ishing House issued his book , One Year 
on the Chi na- Vietnam Border , which recorded a phase in the activities 
of the Army for National Salvation then receiving the utmost support of  
friendly China ' s  Party and peoplen. 

Along with other memoirs which have been published by the People ' s  
Army Publ ishing House - - such as Born from the Peopl e  by comrade Vo Nguyen 
Giap ,  Under the Glorious Banner of the Party by comrade Song Hao , From 
the Mountains and Forests of Ba To by comrade Pham Kiet- - the book One 
Year on  the China- Vietnam Border of comrade Chu Van Tan have helped the 
readers understand the glorious tradition and the extremely difficult 
but also extremely heroic evolution of our peopl e ' s  revolutionary armed 
forced under the very ingenious and very enl ightened leadership of  our 
Party . · 

At the request of  readers who want to understand more fully about 
the Army for National Salvation , the People ' s  Army Publishing House 
proposed to comrade Chu Van Tan that he supplement his memoi r .  Although
very busy , comrade Chu Van Tan expended a l arge amount of  time and ef
fort to  meet this reque s t ,  and handed to  us  the book Reminisaenaes on  
the Army for National  Sa lvation. 

We are happy to introduce this book to the readers , and are very
grateful to comrade Chu Van Tan , as well  as to many agencies - - in par
ticular the Central Commiss ion for the Research of  Party History - - and 
to many comrades and citizens , to whom our revolution is indebted , who 
have contributed the ir· efforts .. to help us issue · th�s book.  . ' : . . 

November 1971  
Peopl e ' s  Army Publ ishing House 
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1. 

REMINISCENCES ON THE ARMY FOR NATIONAL SALVATION 

World War broke out in September 1939. In Indochi na, along with 
the i ssuance of the mobilization order, the French carried out a fascist 
policy, 1 di d their utmost to terrorize the revolution, and i mplemented 
their wartime economic policy designed to suck up all the human and 
matetial resources to support their fascist war. · 

In the face of a changing situation, our Paity directed all Party 
commigttees and cadres operating under legal and semilegal cover to 
withdraw into secrecy, sustain liaison with the populati on, and main
tain their bases and forces in the urban areas, but_ at the same time 
to direct the focus of their actigvities to the countryside in order to 
transform i t  into a vast base aiea for the revolution. 

In May 194 0 ,  the German fascists attacked France. Over a month 
later the French reactionary capitalists surrendered to the German 
fascists. Taking advantage of French defeat, the J�panese fascists 
entered I ndochi na, seizi ng for themselves the prey_ they had been covet
ing for a long time. On September 22, 194 0  the Japanese fascists moved 
their troops to attack Lang Son, and at the same· time they landed 6 , 00 0  
troops i n  Do Son (near Haiphong). After a· fe� engagements i n  the Viet
nam- China border area, the cowardly French army £led. Decoux, the 
Governor General, hurriedly followedg· the example of hi s cohorts i n  
France, knelt down i n  submission and offered Indochina to the Japanese. 

From them on , the Vietnamese people came under the domination of 
two enemies, the French fascists and the Japanese fascists. Faced with 
this situation, the Vietnamese people had only one way open to them,
and that was to rise up in struggle in order to save themselves. 

The Bae Son-Vo Nhai region where-the revolutionary movement had 
been in existence for a long time, was also terrorigzed. A number of 
Party members and non-Party member revolutionaries were arrested. But 
the Party infrastructure and revolutionary organigzations survived and 
contignued to expand. · 

When the Japanese troops attacked Lang Son, the French army re
treated and fled through Binh Gia and Bae Son, toward Thai Nguyen. The 
enemy administrative network in the areas through _ which the French army 
fled was badly shaken: the That Khe di strict chief fled, the Na Sam 
district chief was captured by the people, the F rench representative in 
Binh Gia threw down hi s weapon and fled, abandoning his outpost. The 
people' s  revolutigonary fervor was at a boiling point. Many people am
bushed enemy troops to seizeg·gtheir weapons. A number of canton and 
village militia chiefs, militiamen, province troops and Vietnamese sol 
diers serving i n  the F rench regular army si ded with the revolution. A 

1939 marked the end of the Popular Front government in France. During the Popu
lar Front period, from 1936 to 1939, colonial rule in I ndochina was somewhat re
laxed and some degree of political freedom was permitted . After the collapse of 
the Popular Fron·t, the colonial administration in· Indochina embarked on a policy
of repression and launched a "campaign of white terror. "  ( Trans.)  
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number of Communist Party members, native of Bae Son-Vo Nhai, who had 
been imprisone d in the Lang Son jail since 1939--such as comrades Nong 
Thai Long, Vuong Van Ne (alias Thanh) , Rue, Duong Van Thuc, Duong Van 
Tu, etc. , escape d from jail. They met with the local comrades on the 
morning of September 27, 1940,  to assess the situation, and together 
de cide d to launch an arme d insurregction, set up a Command Staff to lead 
the insurregction, and appoint a committee in charge of the attack on 
the Mo Nhai post. 

Right that night, over 6.00 ·people --.including members of ·all the 
ethnic minorities, the Tay., Y-ao, Nung and Kinh2

- - from Hu-ong Vu, Bae Son, ·
Tam Hoa, Chieu Vu and Tran Yen villages, along with a, number of . cant·ori 
and village militia chiefs, �il-itiamen j and.Vietnamese soldiersg- setving 
in the French army who had side d with the revolution, converged toward 
the meeting place. Besides sticks and spears, the insurrectidn forces 
had close to thirty rifles. 

,

Exactly at 8 :  0 0  Pg. M. ,  the .�nsurrec.tion forces  split up· into three · :
prongs and advanced to attack· the M.o Nhai post ( that. is to s:ay, · the · 
seat of Bae Son· District)g. · The insurregction beggan. Af .ter ·te n minute·s.
of integnse fighting, the district chief and the soldiers in the post
fled, and the insurregction forces seize d the district seat. · 

At the news of: this victory, all the. ethnic minori ties pouredg:. 
toward the Mo· Nhai post, and ·formed a huge meetin-g. 1:he c.omrade- repre
senting the Command Staff of the insurrection reported to the people · --
the regsults of the first attack, .and announced the dissolgution of the .: ··
imperialist government. Immediately, r·egisters, papers, certifi cates 
and seals belonging· · were .in public. . · • .to the ene my burned Everyoneg-wa·s · 
filled with joy and cheered wildly. · 

On  September 28  and 29, the insurregction forces carried out two 
consecutive ambushes in Canh Tiem and Sap Ri passes, destroyed over ten 
Frenchmen, including a cap.tain, .. and seized a. numb�r of weapons· ·. · ·g· 

The insurre ction frightened both the French and the Japanese � Be� 
cause of their reactionary nature, the French compromised with the 
Japanese fascists _gin order to have a .gfree hand to suppress th� Vi�tnam
ese regvolution. The Japanese fascists, regalizing that. an im�egdiate .· · 
overthrow of the French was not t6 their advantage, reached a quick ! 
agreement with the French colonialists and used them as tools to sup
press the insurrectiortary forces.  

The Fregnch colonialists dispatched troops.to regoccupy theg· .Binh Gia 
and Mo Nhai posts. Theg·ginsurregctionary forces had to withdrawg- into the 
forest. White terror began. 

i nforme ·d of the fnsurre ction, the .North Vietnam Re. gion Party Com-. 
mittee sent comrade Tran Dang Nirih 3 to. Bae.Son to take direct commandg· 
of the movement. 

. . 
In the middle of October 1 940,  a Region Command Staff was.-set -. up

with Tran Dang Ninh as leader. It put forth theg. slogan of fi.ghting the 

2. "Kinh" is a term used to refer to Vietnamese of the delta areas � (Trans.) · 

3. Tran Dang Ninh was a member of the North Vietnam Region Party Committee, and· head 
of the Rear Supply Section during the Resistance, from 1948 to_ 1949. (Trans .)  
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French and driving out the Japanese, announced the.dissolution of the 
·local administration, confiscated certificates and � eals, burned the -

registers 6£ the loc�l officials, formed i guerrilla unit, eliminated 
segcret pcilice �ang leaders, made propaganda tri e�pla�n Party policy to 
the people, and organiz ed the masses to make them ·ready to deal .gwith 
the enemy. Our guerriglla fotces wereg'gfather large then, and took Don 
Uy, Bo Tat, Sa Khai, Nam Nhi and vu· L-ang as their 'gb�se areas. 

The French colonialists concentrated about 100  militiamen ·and 
occupied the Vu Lang s chool, with the ai�g_ of spreading

.g
their terrorism� 

On October 2 5, 1940 ,  the revolutionary forces divided intri two spear- _
heads and advanced to attack the Vu L angg·school. I n  the face 0£ the 
intimid·ating_ power of t_he revolutionary .forces, the e_nemy soldiers 
fired a few shots in the air and then fled. 

Three days later . . . .  On October 28, 194 0 ,  the revolutionary 
masses organized a meeting in the Vu Lang schoolyard, and prepared to 
reoccupy the Mo Nhai post. 

After reg�ining control over theg· majgority of the militia and can
ton militia chiefs, the French colonialists used local secret policemen 
as guides to lead Bordier- � the owner of the Dinh Ca plantation- -and 
soldiers from the M _o Nhai post through a shortcut to attack our forces 
from the rear. The revolutionary_gmasses dispersed into the j ungle. 
�he guerrilla unit dispersed in all directions. 

The enemy marched int6 Vu Lang, shooting and killing the revolu
tionary masses, and burning down villages and settlements. They ordered 
the people "to atone for their sins" b y  cutt.ing off the 1-\eads of the 
cadres and bringing these to them. The canton and village militia 
chiefs went ·through villages and settlements with bullhorns and de
manded that the "Communists" surrender to the French .. 

In November 1940 the 7th Central Committee Plenum was held� The 
reality of the Bae Son uprisirig made· our Party see �! early that, be
neath two layersg· of repression and exploitation perpetrat�d by the 
French and J apanese, ''a ·revolutionary high wave would. certainly rise 
up, and the Party shduld get ready.to assume the sacr�d mission ofg· 
leading the oppressed. peopli of _gIndochina to. take armed and violent 
actions in order to regain.gtheir freedom �nd ind,ependence.g"4 Even 
though our country "di d not as -yet fin� igtself in the fac� of a situa_tion in which direct revolution was feasible,g" _in _view ofg. conditi_ons 
pr�vailing in the world and in our c�untry at this time, our country's
revoluti6n could break out with localized uprisings in areas where con• 
ditions permitted ( such as Bae Sort)g, which could then lead to a general
insurrection ·to seiz e power in the entire country. 

. . .
With regard:gto the question of spreading_ the i�pact of theg- Bae Song· 

uprising, after listening to. comrade Tran D�ng Ninh ' s  reportw the Plenum -
passed a resolution to maintai n the Bae Son armed forces, ·set tip guer
rilla units, carry out armed mis� ions, and whe n necissary fight to p�o
tect the lives and property of the people, and expand theg·ggrass�groot 
bases of the revolution, using the Bae Son-Vo Nhai area as the nu_cleus 
under the direct leadership of the Central Committeeg. 

4 .  Party Documents (January 25; 1939 ,.....September 2 ,  1_945) , Su That , Hanoi, 1963, 
Section B :  The Political Situation in Indochina. (Footnote in text . )  
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6. 

Under the care of the Central Committee, and after being rein·g
forced withg·ga number bf  cadres from the Bae Giang military trainingg· ·s chool and from the delta, the Baeg Son guerrill a  unit was reasgsembled� 
The Bae Son guerrilla command s taff at this time included comrades 
Hoang Van Thug5 (ali as Van)g, Luong Van Chig6 (alias Giao or .gHuy)g, and 
mys el f, with Thu in· general charge. At first, �he command s taff was 
stationed in Don uy· (near Vu Lang) , but later on it gradually· withdrew 
to Vu Le and Khuoi Noi. 

In this period, with the policy line of s ecret a�tion arid armed 
propaganda, the Bae Son guerrilla  unit split up i nto c�l l s  �o rebuild 
the Party infrastructure and reorganize the ma�s es. Military triining 
was spread to every vill age. It was at thi s point that the gq�rrillgq
command staff received instructions to prepare for a new misgsion. · 

5. Hoang Van Thu, a Tay, was born in 1906 in Diem He district, Lang Son p:roviri�e .t.. 
He left ·tschool in 1926 and went to China to join the revolut�on .· ·t·1-1e lived in ·' .
Kwangsi province. , in southern China, where he earned his· l,iving as a metal ·work
er. He took part in the Le Hong Phong training course in Lurigchou and was ad- · 
mittedt.in the Indochinese Conitunist Party in 1930, after. which he returned. to the .
Viet Bae area and was instrumentalt: in developing Party organization in several 
provinces in this zone--such as Cao Bang, Lang Son and Thai Nguyen. As • the 
Secretary of the North Vietnam Region Party Conunittee and · a member ·of

.
the Party 

Central Committee, he was one of the key cadres who provided leadershipt· to ' the 
Party during the difficult period of repression after the fall of the Popular

' Front in France·. . He· was arrested by the French in 1943tnear H_anoi, where he had 
·been sent. by the Central Cononittee to lead the movement in the capital following' 

the arrest of Nguyen Khang, a member of the Standing Cononittee of the Hanoi- Party
Committee. He refused to provide information to the French ,t· even after monthst

_of torture. The · French executed him in May 1944. He is considered one of the 
_theroes of the revolution, and conoemorative services are held in his honor every··year in the ORV. (Trans • ) 

Luong Huu Chi , a Tay, came from the same province as Hoang Van Thu. _He was a 
close friend and an old classmate of Thu 's in Lang Son, and left school to go to 
China with Thu. He studied at the Military Academy in China, and took partt- in 
revolutionary activities in Kwangsi. He was captured by the French in 1941, and 
died in j ail of malaria. (Trans.) 
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CHAPTER I 

Since the conclusion of the 7th Party Central Committee Congress, 
the Central Committee had sent cadres abroad on many occasions to re
establish contact with the Communist International and with Party 
organs overseas. Going abroad was very difficult then. Once a com
rade managed to reach Lungchou ( China) and waited for two months with
out being able to meet liaison agents , and had to come back. It was 
difficult enough for one person to go, but to travel in groups was 
even more difficult. 

At the beginning of 194 1, we received the instruction to secure a 
route and to protect Central Committee members going on mission. It 
was only long afterward that I found out this was an extremely crucial 
mission : these comrades were on their way to attend the 8th Party Cen
tral Committee Congress convened by Uncle Ho. 

In February 1 941,  comrades Truong Chinht1 (alias Son) , Hoang Van 
Thu ( alias Van)t, Hoang Quoc Viet2 (alias Chinh)t, and Tran Dang Ninh 
arrived in Vo Nhai. They stopped in my .village to rest for a short 
time. After that they went to the Bae Son. Guerrilla Command Staff 
Headquarters in Khuoi Noi to make further preparations. 

It was in Khuoi Noi that Thu transmitted to us the decision of the 
Central Committee to change the name of the · Bae Son guerrilla urii t into 

1. Following is a biographical sketch of Truong Chinh which appeared in Vietrlam 
Advances, No. 3 (Hanoi, 1962), p. 23. "Truong Chinh, Chainnan of the Standing 
Committee of the National Assembly of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, was 
born in Nam Dinh in 1907. His revolutionary activities dated back to 1925-1 9�6 � 
I n  1927 he joined the Revolutionary Youth League and took part in the founding 
of the Indochinese Communist Party. In  1930 he was arrested by the French colo� 
nialists and condenmed to twelve years of detention. I n  1936 following the vic
tory of the Popular Front in France he was liberated. From 1936 to 1939 he 
worked for the founding and the consolidation of the Indochinese Democratic 
Fronte. From 1941 to 1951 he was Secretary General of the Indochinese Communist 
Party; from 1951 to 1956 Secretary General of the Vietnam Workerse' Party, ande· 
from 1956 member of the Political Bureau of this Party. From 1958 to 1960 hee· 
was Vice-Premier and President of the State Scientific Research Co.mrtri. ttee of the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam. He was elected deputy to the National Assembly 
in the May 1960 general elections and re-elected member of the Central Cornrni ttee·· 
and the Political Bureau of the Vietnam Workerse' Party at the Third Party Con
gress in September 1960." (Translator ' s  Note:  The name of the Party was changed 
from Indochinese Communist Party to Vietnam Workerse' Party (Lao Dong) in 1951. 
Truong Chinh at present is still the Chainnan of the Standing Committee of thee. 
National Assembly, and a member of the Politburo. ) 

2. Hoang Quoc Viet was born in 1 905 in Bae Ninh province. . He attended the Practical 
School of I ndustry in Haiphong in  1922, but was expelled in 1925 following a . 
strike. He went to work in factories and mines, and joined the Thanh Nien Party 
in 1928. He was arrested in 1930 and sent to Con Son Island. He was released in 
1936 during the Popular Front period in France. He became a member of the Indo
chinese Communist Party Central Committee in 1941e. Since 1950 he has been Presi
dent of the Vietnam General Confederation of Labor. (Trans.) 
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Army for National Salgvation.g3 The Central Committee had held this in
tention s ince 1940. The ins urrectionary forces had gone through a fil 
tering proces s after months of hard and bitter s truggle and now there 
was exactl y one platoon l eft. 

On Febgruary 14, 1941 ,  the AFNS 1s t Pl atoon was formally s et up in 
a ceremony hel d in . a clearing in Khuoi Noi, near a s tream which ran 
through the j ungl e  of Vu Le village, b ordering on the two dis tricts of 
Vo Nhai and Bae Son. In the afternoon, we ass embl ed on the old plat
form of a house b elonging to the two b rothers Lo �nd Lieu. From Vo 
Nhai came Nong Thai Long,g4 Nhi Phung and mys el f  (at that time I was 
ass uming the name Ba4 . · From Bae Son came Binh,g4 Quoc Vinh, Duong Van 
Thuc, 4 Duong Van Tu, Hoang, Tan, Rue,g4 Van Sang, Hae Chap and Pho 
Sang. From the del ta cam� Nguyen Cao Dam (al i�s Do), Binh Dae, But,
Hoang Van Thai (alias An),g5 olf· Mr. Sinh (i. e. , Manh, native of Thai 
Binh province), Luong Van Chi '(alias Giao), etc. The entire platoon 
consgisted of twenty·-four men--cadres and Party membgers from the delta 
and mountain areas ·who had matured in the Bae Son ins urrection and who 
had been active in the life and death s truggl e against_ the enemy. 

The j ungl e s tream gushed with joy in greeting to the revol ution
aries from all places who gathered here. Thu attended the ceremony as 
the representative of the Central Committee. 

Thu was a Tay from Lang Son province. He was s kinny, but he was 
used to trekking through the mountain areas,  and could climb hills  and· 
ford s treams very well.  He was a frequent visitor at my hous e. To me, 
he was like an elder b rother--! was clos e to him, and at the s ame time 
I had a_ great res pect and affection for him. 

In  a calm and del ib erate manner, Thu s tepped in front of the l ined
up troops. In  a clear voice, he s aid, "We are l iving in a s ituation in 
which we have l os t  our country and our homes have b een des troyed. Our 
fatherland is reeling under the French and Japanes e b andits . Even 
though the Bae Son upris ing failed temporarily, it demons trated our 
people's indomitabl e  s pirit which is ris ing and which nothing can crush. 
The ins urrection has created a revolutionary armed force for our people.
We mus t preserve and expand this precious capital . For this reason,
the Central Committee has decided to form the Army for National Sal va
tion. As membgers of this army� you s hould  adhere to the tradition of 
the Bae Son Guerrillas,  and b ear hards hips . You s hould  maintain se
crecy well.g" 

On the mission of the AFNS, Thu pointed out clearly :  "The AFNS 
s houl d  carry out armed miss ions .  When necess ary they s houl d fight to 
res ist repress ion, protect the l ivesg- and bel ongings of the people, ex
pand the revolutionary base and b uild up guerrill a  base areas .. Your 
base areas will b e  the pl aces where our comrades will come to s tudy and 
train. As Bae Son is in an important location, you will als o  have the 

3. Hereafter referred tot·as AFNS. (Trans .) 

.4. Nong Thai Long, Binh, Duong Van Thuc, Duong Van Tu, and Rue escaped from the 
Lang Son j ail duri_ng the Japanese invasion of 1940 and l ed the Bae Son upris
ing• (Trans . ) 

5. Hoang Van Thai is now a Lieutenant General and the Deputy Chief of the Joint 
General Staff of the People 's Anny of the DRY. (Trans.) 
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task of providing security for the Party cadres passing through this 
area.t" 

After passing on to us the instructions of the Central Committee,
Thu handed us a beautiful flag with a yellow star and fringes--a gift
from the women of Hanoi. After that Luong Van Chi read the five .t. 
pledgest6 of the AFNS. Then in the name of all the brothers, .I promised
"to carry out the tasks assigned to us by the Party . . t. .  The AFNS 

will not be deterred by hardships and difficulties, nor will we be 
afraid to lay down our lives. We are determined to build and expand 
the movement.t" 

After the ceremony , Thu and I returned to the headquarters. On 
the wayt, Thu told me I had been appointed to the North Vietnam Region
Party Committeet, and said that the Central Committeet·members this time 
would go on to attend the 8th Party Congress and that we had been as� 
signed the task of providing security for the delegation on their way 
to the conference. 

I was as familiar with the roads in this section of the country 
as I was with the 1ines on the palms of my handst. My work a.s a sur
veyor and a lumberj ack to deceive the local security police had led me 
into the deepest j ungles and the most isolated paths. Comrade Tai, a 
local cadre, and comrade Lam, a native of Lang Son province and a mem
ber of the1 AFNSt, were also chosen for this task. They were the "earth 
gods'' ( th8 a8ng)t7 of the areas the Central Committee comrades would go
throught. 

It was a great honor for the men chosen for this special mission. 
We were both happy and worried- -we were happy that we had been assigned
the first task directly given to the AFNS by the Central Committeet: to 
provide security for the Central Committee on their way to attend a 
congress which was crucial to the fate of the entire country. We were 
worried because we knew that the j ourney would be fraught with diffi
culties and dangers. We would have to climb hills, cross stre_ams, 
pass many enemy posts at a time when they were spr�ading thousands ci f  
troops and security policemen to surround us. At all costs we must 
provide security for the Central Committee comrades ! 

I promised Thu, ·t1 1we are determined to protect the Central Commit
tee and ensure their safety going to and returning from the conferencet. "  

Lowering his voice, Thu said, "On this trip we might meet the 
·International representative.t" 

I detected intense feelings and a great confidence in these words 
of his. I thought of the forthcoming journey with excitementt. "But 
how about my work back here? My work in the unit, especially since it 
has just been formed?" 

6. The five pledges were : (a) we will  not betray the Party, (b) we will' remain ab
solutely loyal to the Party, (c) we are determined to struggle and revenge our 
comrades who have sacrificed their lives, (d) we will not surrender to the enemy, 
(e) we will not harm the people. (Footnote in text.) 

1. 

7. Th$ aong or "God of the Soil" is used to refer to someone who is very familiar 
with the terrain of an area (like the th8�taong who knows every square inch of the 
earth under his control). (Trans.) 
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As if  he could guess my concern, Thu said right away, "The Central 
Committee has appointed Chi to stay behind- and take charge. He has the 
mission o f  keeping the road from Bae Son to Dinh Ca open, and training 
the AFNS. I have talked with Chi . "  

Chi- -whom we usually called Giao:g-had operated with Thu abroad. 
He had studied at the Mi li tary Academy in China. He. had helped us 
along and gi ven us gui dance i n  mili tary andg- political matters. This 
was why we call ed him Giao (''_Teacher") ._ He was a Tay, with hooded eyes 
and an aqualine nose. He was o f  small stature and looked every i nch a 
"scholar.g" However, his movements were qui ck - and energetic and very 
military. 

·Absorbed i n  our thoughts and talk, before we knew we had reached 
the headquarters. In the headquarters,- the brothers were weaving bas
k�ts in preparation for the journey. 

* * * 

There were nine men i n  the group:  the four Central- Commigttee com
rades, Truong Chinh, Hoang Van Thu, Hoang Quoc Viet and Tran Dang Ninh 
whom we usually referred to as "the brother with the big head" ; a repre
sentative from the Central Vietnam Region Party Committee (co mrade San) ; 
a representati ve from the South Vi etnam Region  Party Commi ttee (comrade
Thao) ; and to guide and protect the delegation: comrade Tai, a local 
cadre; comrade Lam, an AFNS soldier;g· and myself. 

Our baggage consisted o f  a few bas. kets containing clothes with 
secret documents hidden inside. Our food consisted of a few pecks o f  
dry roasted gl uti nous ri ce. My weapo n was a special type o f  rifle: a 
Do p ri fle wi th the butt removed, with only the trigger mechanism and 
the barrel i n  place, and a cli p o f  five bullets. I took along two 
handkerchiefs to wrap around my hand when I fired i n.order to insulate 
it  from the scorching barrel. During the day, the rifles and bullets 
were hidden in a wool  blanket wound around the carrying polesg- o f  the 
baskets. Sometimes we would move in secret; o ther times we would mogve 
openly, disguised as traders, going toward That Khe and then on to the 
border at night. 

We started o ur journey i n  the lateg.gafternoon, a few days after the 
cerempny setting up the AFNS. We crossed the Van Ha forest. When it  
was pi tch dark, we passed through the Loong settlement, followed the 
mountain path full o f  sharp and poi nted rocks., went through the Phie 
Khao settlgement and reached Bo Tat, a hamlet at the entrance to Vu Lang 
village, which lay in an area where we had an infrastructure (cd sJ).
The group stopped to rest for a few days here, to reconnoiter the road 
and to find out more abo ut the existing situation. From here on  was an 
area where we had not set up any revolutionary infrastructure and where 
enemy so ldiers carried out frequent patrols. We must mo ve very fast, 
and within one day and night go fro m Bo Tat to the bank of the Van Mich 
ri ver. This leg o f g_ the trip was long,g.and we would have to cross sev
eral ki lometers o f  the main road linking Bae Son wi th Binh Gia. We 
woul d also have to go through the villgages o f  Ban Que, Ban Sao, Van 
Thuy and Rang Mong, swarming with: •enemy agents searching every noo k  and 
cranny. 

From Bo Tat we went to Na Tou, crossed Lung -Chon, and stopped to 
rest at the edge o f  the forest. We waited for it  to get pitch dark 
before we_ proceeded to Ban Que, �nd then crossed a section  o f  the high
way, and turned orito the route leading to Ban Sao and Van Thuy. We 
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were all elated for having successfully made it through a dangerous leg 
of our journey. But we were all tired. Ninh, who was normally weak 
physically, began to develop a fever. 

That night, it was pitch dark. Comrade Tai went ahead to find the 
path, the rest of us  followed closely behind, the man walking behind 
grasping the shirt of the one in front. The comrades from the delta 
wereg·unfamiliar with forest paths and stumbled and fell often. At each 
crossroad, I had to run ahead to check, and then run back ; I waited for 
all of them to pass by and then followed behind. 

We had to cross Rang Mong;g·gthis was the most dangerous partg
.
of our 

trip. There was only one single path which ran through the settlement, 
and on both sides rose steep rocky mountains. There were many reaction
ary officials in this village. If we were detected here, there would 
be no way out for us. We had to sleep on a high mountain peak on the 
way to Rang Mong, in order to cross this dangerous section the next day. 

The next day, just as we were about to make it through Rang Mong, 
we heard cocks crowing. My heart skipped ·a beat: it was almost day
light. Comrade Tai who appeared as nervous as I ,  said in his quickened 
breathing: "Hurry up, comrades! If it becomes light, we'gll have a 
difficult time! "  

Ninh was then as hot as a glowing charcoal. He was in fever, a 
terrible fever, but he held on to the man walking in front of him. 
Hoang Quoc Viet' s  feet were sore, and he limped along with great diffi
culty. But knowing that each minute we made haste meant a minute less 
of danger, we focused all our strength on our feet and tried to walk as 
fast as we could, with our eyes open wide to check on all four sides. 
An hour later, we passed through Rang Mong! 

In the early morning, we went to the forest to change our clothes 
because they had become· filthy after a night on the slippery paths and 
the steep slopes. We resumed our march immediately thereafter. There 
were isolated settlements on the way, and we met many people going back 
and forth. We split into two separate groups. Thu, Lam, Tai and my
self pretended to discuss trading problems in the local dialect. The 
other comrades, especially the two from Central and South Vietnam, had 
no choice but to remain as quiet as grains of paddy ( im nhu hat thoa)n. 
This was a Nung area. Normally, if one spoke the Vietnamese dialect, 
this would be a dead giveaway. But to speak Vietnamese with a Central 
Vietnamese accent would be even more of a giveaway. 

That evening, we reached Pac Cap, the congruence of three branches 
of the Van Mich river. Our group went to the house of two Nung peasants 
who knew comrade Tai. This family cheerfully arranged a place for us 
to sleep, and then helped us to prepare food. Ninh who was already i ll 
and had had to walk all day and all night in the mountain and forest, 
exposed to the wind and fog, was in a high fever and could not eat. We 
were all worried; we still had a long way to go and we feared that 
Ninh ' gs illness would worsen. 

Tai went out to reconnoiter the road and met some villagers who 
told him that the canton militia chief frequently searched the road 
from Pac Cap to Po Co. This meant we could not take the land route. 
The Central Committee comrades decided to go by river to avoid danger. 
From here on, we would have to go by raft along the Van Mich River to 
the Ban Trai bridge in That Khe. It was better to go by river because 
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there were fewer enemy posts and fewer villages to go through. It was·less dangerous than the l�nd route. Comrade Tai very familiar withwas
the river and knew every rock , every cataract i n  i ts course. In the
evening we found four small rafts, each made of a few bamboo trunks.
We tied the fou� rafts into two larger ones--one to carry four of us·,
and t�e other five. Comrade Tai cut down a few bamboos and arranged
them into a platform on one of the rafts so Ninh could lie down without 

·ggetting wet. 

At dusk , we boarded the rafts. A new problem cropped up :  who was 
going to pilot the- rafts? ·gOnly Tai kriew -how to do this well. I was 

·not very familiar with this. We talked i t  over for a while,  and then 
decided on the following di vision of labor: on the first raft, comrade 
Tai would pilot the raft, while comrade Lam stood at the rear; on the 
second raft, I would pilot while Thu stood at the rear.g· I would both 
pilot and provide securi ty. The others would not be able to replace us. 

Having acquired a great deal of experience on the river, comrade
Tai told us, "If the raft overturns, just c•ling to it ,  don't let go of 
i t  and try to swim. If you let go of· · theg. raft, the current will carry
you away.g" 

The Van Mi ch river had many rocksj many cataracts1 and falls in its 
meandering course. The two rafts moved in  the night, bobbing and pitch
ing. Each time the rafts bumped into the mountain slope, the peo_ple
aboard were thrown back and forth, andglost their balance. Negotiating :each cataract was a challenge. The torrent gushed swiftly along. The 
shimmeri ng water reflected· the night sky. The two rafts were like two 
leaves floating on the river. My raft followed in the wake of Taig' s  
raft. As I navigated the raft, my hands and feet were in constant mo
tion, and I opened my eyes wide to peer in  front of me. I saw the 
skill with whi ch Tai navigated his raft and negotiated each wave. Nor
mally hi s small and slight1y stocky body did not look very striking, 
but now he looked very steady arid in full control, his legs flexed and 
straightened up again �ith the bobbi ng .gwaves. Each time we approached
a cataract, he signalled to us. Many comrades had to bend very low and 
cli ng to the bamboo pole. The current rushed along; the raft plunged 
into the water and then reared up agai n: · The water swirled ·and gushed. 

We continued in  this way, and at midnight arri ved· at a lariding 
place a few hundred meters from the Van Mich post. To avoid the post, 
we disembarked and went on foot through a ·small village, past the main 
road, crossed the mountain and then turned toward Hat Quang.g Comrade· 
Tai meanwhile piled one raft· on top of the other, and transported Ninh 
by the water route to Hat Quang to wait for us. 

. .. 

The twisting road was only over one· kilometer long, but i t  caused 
us a lot of trouble. It was midnight ·the� and ·gnone of tis was familiar 
with the road. We groped along,- trying- to follow the instrugctions Tai 
had given us. When we were close to the village, we held our breath 
and slipped past. About an hour later we reached Hat Qua�g. As we 
edged our way down the narrow river bahk,  we saw Tai waiting for �s. 
We were overjgoyed and asked a·s we . stepped aboard the raft, "Has Viet 
got here alrea·dy?" We were usually very concernedg·about Hoang Quoc _
Viet because his eyesight was bad, he limped and hi s health was not 
good.g8 We rechecked_gour group and discovered that Viet was missing. 

8 .  These resulted from mistreatment during imprisonment by the French . (Trails . )  
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We were scared. It was so quiet I could hear my heart beat madly. The 
comrades selected Lam and me to go and find him. 

We searched for a long time, checking one bush after another with
out finding him. We returned to the raft to report. Everyone was dis
appointed. We l ooked at each other. Our throats· constricted and we 
were close to tears. One comrade said, "If we wait here till morning 
we will be seen, and our great mission will be ruined. Perhaps we have 
no choice but to. . . . " 

. 

However,  the Central Committee members decided to let me go and 
look once more. Thu reminded me, "Try and find him no matter how dan
gerous it is!g" 

I considered that an order. Besides, there was a strong bond of 
affection between us revolutionaries, and also Viet's devotion and as
sistance to the Bae Son movement had given me strength and clarity of 
mind. I remembered all this very well. Hoang Quoc Viet came to us 
when the skies and mountains of Bae Son were still cloaked in gloom. 
He came from the delta, but wherever he went--whether it was a Tay, or 
a Nung, or a Yao area--he managed to maintain a firm foothold in these 
mountain and jungle regions which seemed so full of insurmountable dif
ficulties. He was even more successful than we in proselytizing the 
ethnic minorities in these remote places. When the movement in Dinh Ca 
was strongly pushed forward, he went with us to Trang Xa, and then· down 
to Dai Tu and La Bang to set up our infrastructure. 

I turned into the twisting path and groped my way back to the land
ing place where we had disembarked earlier. When I reached a three-way 
intersection leading to the village, I lay down and put my ear to the 
ground: I could hear a dog barking. Guessing that someone was near 
the village fence, I crawled toward it. When I was about fifty steps 
from the fence, I could see a shadow in the thicket; I clucked my tongue 
as a signal. The other answered in the same manner. That was him! 
That was one of us! 

I was overwhelmed with joy. I crawled quickly forward, grabbed 
his ·arm affectionately and said softly, "Well, brother Viet! The other 
comrades have been waiting for you till their eyes are about to fall 
out from the straining and peering! "  

Then, in order to gain time and to make sure he would not get lost 
again, I lifted him on my back and said, "Let us hurry! They're waiting 
for us.g" I carried him and ran all the way to the raft. 

The others were impatiently waiting for us. Seeing me and Viet, 
they became animated. Some comrad.es forgot the enemy was nearby and 
clapped their hands and cheered. The sound reverberated and was car 
ried very far. Someone hushed them and reminded us all to maintain 
secrecy. 

Comrade Tai hurried us onto the rafts. The others did not have 
time to ask any further questions, and pushed off in great haste in 
order to pass through the area surrounding the Van Mich post before 
daylight. 

We spent the whole next day on the rafts. We were all exhausted, 
especially the navigators who had to row all day, all night, without a 
moment of rest. Even though we were tired and worried, we had great 

http:comrad.es
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fun. Each time we reached a desgerted s tretch of water, comrade Truong 
C. us to sing--if knew any revolutionary s ongsg- -or to tell hinh asked we 
s toriesg. Thu related many exciting s toties about the Long March and 
the battles the Chines e Lib .eration Army had fought agains t the Japanes e. 
The two comrades from South and Central Vietnam s ang revolutionary 
s ongs. I als o .gs ang s ome ethnicg0 minority . s ongs. Ninh was s till in a 
high fever and kept asking for .water� Once in a while when we as ked, 
he would ans wer in his feveris h breathing, ''I cang. still make it, let's 
go on ! "  or "I'm very tired but I. can go on.g" I was very movedgby his 
words .g· He was fighting an unfortunate and terrible illnesgs .  He too 
had contribugted a great deal of effort to the. Bae Son movement. He had 
helped to rebuild it and to s et up a s trong and s olid guerrilla base. 
When Bae Son went through agdiffic\llt period,g· the Party s ent him up to 
guide and help usg, and he had actively participated in the organization 
and formation of the Bae Son Guerrilla Untt .g. 

That evening we docked and went to a hous e on the edge ofg:the river 
to fix dinner. · The couple who owned the hous e were very kind and did 
their bes t to help us. We reembarked �ight after s upper in order to 
reach Ban Trai at midnight. A few kilometers past Ban Trai was the 
s hortcut to the frontier. 

When we were near the Ban Trai ferry landing, it s uddenly turned 
windy and rained very hard. The rafts were hurtling along between two 
s heets of icy water. At times the s trong wind s eemed to want · to lift 
the rafts from the river and hurl .them far .away. We clung tightly to 
the rafts as the sky  and river dumped frightening volumes of water over 
our headsg. The weaker comrades s hook with cold. 

When our rafts docked on the right bank of Ban Trai,- Ninh was un
cons cious and did not respond t.o . our calls .g His hands :and feet were· 
icy. Knowing that he could not go on, the Central Committee comrades 
decided to s end him back . We t6ld . comrade Tai to carry Ninh to a near
by hut--the local people s ometimes s tayed in the hut to watch over 
their patch of corn--and try to revive him-, and then find a way to take 
him back to the delta. We left the raftsg.to go on foot. From here to 
the border, both Lam and Thu were familiar with the �oute. 

It was raining and windy. When we had. to s ay goodbye to Ninhg·we 
all wept. Tears welled up in our eyes . I felt s orry for him and wor
ried that he might riot survive. He had made it through s o  many danger
ous legs of our journey only to have to turn back now. 

Comrade Tai put Ninhg.gon the raft and ferried him to the left bank. 
We watched the river and the frail raft in the rain and wind, and our 
hearts felt heavy. However, we had great confidence in the nautical 
s kill of Tai. The raft docke4. We followed each of his movementsg. He 
gently lifted Ninh on his back and carried him to.gthe corn patch. 

We only resgumed ou� journey after comrade Tai had disgappeared from 
view. (A . few months later, when we returned to Vo Nhai and asked about 
Ninh,g_ the comrades there told us that thanksg, to Tai's devotion and the 
villagersg' .gcare, Ninh .recovered from his illness and came to Vo Nhai on 
s �veral occasions to look for the Central Committee. )g. 

About three kilometers from Ban Trai was the route leading to the 
border. We went past the Pac Cam militia post and arrived in Kim Ly, 
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Na Khau and Na Ke--Thu's old bas e of operation9 --at around· 3 o ' gclock 
in t he morning. When we reached Na Cai, we would be abo ut 10 kilome
ters from the China-Vietnam border. The owner of the h6us e we w�nt to 
was overjoyed when he s aw Thu and found out that we were Party cadres . 
He asked us abo ut all sorts of t hings .  He offered us water and then 
opened a can of honey for us to eat to regain our energy. Knowing that 
this was a s afe place, the Central Committee comrades took o ut their 
documents soaked with rain water and dried them near t he fire. They
talked with the head of the household while they dried t heir papers.
Some comrades were so  exhausted they did not bother to change their 
clothesg, and lay down and went to s leep. 

We resgumed o ur journey the next night. We turned into Kim Ly vil
lage, a solid revolutionary bas e area, for a visgit. The majority of 
t he people here were Nung and Tay. At the s ight of comrade Thu and usg, 
they all flocked to s ee us. E very family wanted comrade Thu to stay 
with them for a few days. When they found o ut we had to leave right
away for an urgent mission, t hey reluctantly let us go and wished us 
good luck.  The meeting with the people there moved us and infus ed us 
with en.ergy and enthus iasm. 

From here onward, the route took us through mountainsg, but to us 
the obstacles were insgignificant. 

The night was far advanced and it was very dark. Grass y  hills 
inters pers ed with mountains in an unbroken line. When it was past mid
night , we reached a high mountain peak , on which was a stone s lab indi
cating the border between Vietnam and China. So , after four days and 
four nights of continuo us travelling , after many worries and hardships , 
we had completed t he most dangerous part of our trip. We all felt 

·g

elat ed; we talked with animation and laughed loudly. 

We arrived in Ban Khiec , a Chines e village next to the border. 
The peasgants there treated us with affection. When they saw Ly (an 
other alias of Hoang Van Thu) and us coming , they welcomed us warmly
and asked for news about t he Vietnames e revolution , talking nois ily 
and excitedly. They decided to s laughter a hors e to treat us .g· When 
the brothers said t hey did not want to see the people waste so .much 
food on them, the villagers said, "We ' ll eat most of it anyway, and 
the amount you'll be able to put down is so ins ignificant that yo u 
needn't worry !g" 

The people in t his area had a s pecial s ympathy and affection for 
Thu. Anyone who came in contact with him loved him. He took charge of 
all liaison with the local cadres and managed to obtain pass es for us 
to go to Lungchou. 

After a few days' rest in Ban Khiec , we resumed our trip� When we 
arrived in Lungchou,  we contacted the local comrades and asked for 
pass es to go to Chinghsi. We were on the road for five long daysg. On 
the way, a few t hings struck me about . China. Firs t ,  the life of the 
Chines e  people was miserable and t he situation was very complicated. 
Wherever we went we heard the people curse the oppress ion and exploita
tion of the Kuomintang , and long for the Communist Party like parched 
land longing for rain. Second, the revolutionary s pirit of the Chinese 

9. Hoang Van Thu was active on both sides of the border among the minorities in the 
1920 ' s  and 1930 ' s. (Trans.) 
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people was intensge. Wherever we went, we met ardent s ympathizers of 
the revolution. The people in the border region undersgtood quite a bit 
about the s ituation of the Vietnames e revolution. They loved us and 
helped us to the utmos t of their abi lity. 

In Chinghsi, we learned that the s ite of the Congress was not in 
China, but in Pac Bo settlement in Ha Quang (Cao Bang province). We 
went south from Chinghsi. After two days on thegroad we arrive d  at ·g ·Liutung (Duong Lau) and again reached the China- Vietnam border marker. 

* * * 

The wind blew s trongly and continuously .g. 

From on high, we looked down toward Pac Bo and saw a few people 
on the Vietnam s ide of the . border. Being familiar with guerrilla ac
tivities, we immediately gues s ed that thos e men were guerrillas s tand
ing guard to provide s ecurity. We were right. Le Quang Ba1 0  (alias
Le) and Hoang Sam1 1  (alias Son Hung) ran toward us,  greeted us with joy 
and led us to an opening in the mountain. Phung Chi Kien, Vu Anh1 2  and 
Dang Van Cap1 3  were waiting for us. They all s miled happily when they 
s aw usg. Then we all clambered onto terraced rice-fields and walked away 
from the opening in the mountain .  Halfway up we s aw a .gtall and gaunt 
old man, with a s parse black goatee and a nimble gait_. When we reached 
him, he cheerfully s hook hands with all of us and as ked about our health 
and our trip. When we told him about Tran Dang Ninh, his face clouded 
with s adness and worry. He as ked us for more details, and told us to 
be sure to inquire how Ninh was doing on our way back. At that time, 
I did not know what the old man was doing. He was advanced in age but 
he was s till very alert and ni mble, and full of concern for everyone. 
I did not dare to as k, and it did not even cross  my mind that he was 
the representative of the International. But the image of the "Old 
Leader" was engraved in my mind from that momen-t on.  The old man 
guided us as he walked on.  He led the Central Committee comrades to 
an opening in the mountain--there was a flat rock we could s it on--pas t 
a hammock and then into the cave. The living quarters were located 
about a hundred meters from the ricefield embankments. 

' 
10. Le Quang Ba, a Tay from Cao Bang province, was born in a family of peasants. . 

He first became interested in Communism in 1926-27 and joined the Indochinese 
Communist Party in 1932. He was a member of the first Party cell in Ha Quang 
district. He went to southern China and met Ho Chi Minh there in 1940, and re
turned with Ho to Vietnam in 1941. Along with Vo Nguyen Giap he organized the.
first wiit of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army. Af�er the August 
Revolution, he became the Commander-in-Chief of the Hanoi Capital Armed Forces. 
He was the commander of the 316th Division in Dien Bien Phu. He is now a member 
of the Central Committee and Chairman of the Committee of Ethnic Minorities. 
(Trans. ) 

11. Hoang Sam, a Vietnamese born in Thailand, was sent to Cao Bang by the Party fol
lowing his expulsion from Thailand for erigaging in revolutionary activities. He 

_was fluent in Tay and Nung dialects. He became the Deputy Chainnan of the Hai
phong Administrative Committee in 1955, and is currently Secretary of the III  
Region Party Committee and Commander of the III  Regio.n. (Trans.) 

12. Vu Anh became Deputy Minister for Heavy Industries in- August 1965. (Trans.) 

13. Dang Van Cap is the President of the Vietnam Oriental Medicine Association. 
(Trans.) 
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The old man invited us to s it down and said,  "Let ' s  rest and relax 
for a while . You comrades have j ust come from far away , you must be  
very tired . "  

However ,  the Central Committee comrades had already pulled out 
the ir pens and papers , and were ready to plunge into work . 

Ceremony setting up the Army for National Salvation in 
September 1941. (First man on the left is Chu Van Tan .)  

A meeting of the Army for National Salvation directed 
by Chu Van Tan (standing with hand pointing). 



. CHAPTER 1 1 g· 

It seemed w� _ghad j_ust arrived in Pac Bo a short . while .gago,g- and yet 
·it was already time to leaveJ r 

·I was instructed to take the 'gCentral Committee memb�rs, along with 
weapons and ammunition back to the Bae Son War Zone .g. 

�h�� �e a�riv�d in P�c Bo. I ._ wis.gstiJl inexperie�ced, but now on my 
return, r · felt

. strong er, .like . a b ird wh�ch- had acquired m6re feathers 
and more wings and which- -given new strength- -could now soar very high.  
I felt very happy for having had the chance of meeting comrade_Nguyen 
Ai Quoc, the Party leader, the man whom I had admired and longed to 
meet, and in whomg. I had placed so much faith. 

. . 

When we came to Pac Bo we had onlyg·a· Dop 5 r1fle with the b utt re
moved to make it easier to carry, b ut . now on our return.,- we had pistols,
riflesg. a�d hand grenades. In addition,g-. we had priceless documents, 

· among which was the 8 th Resolution of the Ce-ntr·a1g. Committee. 

When we left Vo Nhai, onlyg.gthree of us were from the AFNS, but on .g ·our return we .had.gwith usgmany cadres who ·had b�en ass�gned to our .g .
ranks as reinforcements. Among them was Phung ,gChi. Kien, a Central Com_
mittee member. H� was stlll-�oung , but hi� . taleni was precocious. I 
met him near the mountain opening the .first day . we arrived .g . In the 
days that followed, I saw- him agai n duringg· the _training .gsessions. Lis
tening to his stories, I was full of admiration and affection for him� 
Bit by  bit I learned that Phung Chi Kien was from Dien Chau, Nghe An 
province, and had spent- over ten , years abroad. He J oined the "Resis
tance Reserve Youth Force Association" wh1ch was an arganizati_on set up .
b y  the Party overseas to a$ semble. all patriotic youths ..g _ He , .had spent 
some time in theg.Sang-Dau guerrilla tia� e ,  and then studied at. the Redg ,
Army Univers.ity in the S6viet regions . (of C�itia)g. He was skilled in 
military· matters�  and spoke good Chinese.· · In 1939, when he was still 
in China, he heldg. the positlon of Company Commander in the Chinese Red 
Army. The pictureg. of .ghim as a yourig commander in a - Chinese Communist 

· ·guerrilla b ase_ gave me eve n_: greater co�l�denie. , . 

Having P hung Chi Kien assigned to ,Bae 5.on ,  to th.e ·AFNS, was an . 
honor and I felt  gr�teful to the Party Centra_l .Committee and to the old 

· man Thu Son for thErir great concern for. this war zone. 1 .I was moved,
when I tho�ght of the Old Man.g2 

All the past events,  all the memor�es �concerning the 9ld man t hy 
Son- - the man _with the kind and bright �yes, , with the sparse .goatee,-. and 
the nimble gait-- appeare·d before my eyes� 

1 .  "Ong cl!- Thu Sdn,"  or "Gia Thu'' (.Old . Man Thu. Son. , or Old Thu) . was .Ho Chi Minh . 
(Trans . )  

A 

2 .  Ong Ct:, "Old Man , "  means an old and venerable man • . Here. it is used as a mark of 
affection and respect.  (Trans . )  

. . . 
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During the entire time the Central Committee members held their 
meeting, the other North Vietnam Region Party Committee members and I 
attended a course of Marxism-Leninism arranged by the Old Man. My
level of undergstanding was still low, but I concentrated on the docu
ments and tried to understand what they said. I was happy and at the 
same time moved to be near the Old Man. He told us many things about 
countries from Asia to Europe. I suddenly remembered what my class
mates used to tell each other when we were still in __ school: "A few 
revolutionaries from our country had gone abroad. "g' I wanted tog·ask 
[whether the Old Man was one of these revolutionaries] but remembering 
Hoang Quoc Viet'gs injuncti�n about maintaining secrecy, l felt I should 
not be too curious .  · · · · 

Outside study hours, the Old Man frequentlyg_gcame to see me and 
find things for me to do;g· org·gasked minutely about th�g.gBac Son-Vo Nhai 
movement. Once;g·he·g·gcame over and asked softly, ,;Cari you write? "g

. 

"Yes . " 

· ·"Then bring some paper and a pengoverg· here. Froin what youg' ve told 
me about Bae Son, I'll read a po�m and you can write it down . "  

I wrote down the poem and took it back to Bae Son .g· Unfo·rtunately , 
it became· lo st-� Now I can ·only remember that in general the ·gOld Man 
praised the revolutionary movement there. 

It was not once but many times ·gthat he calle d·me over to give me 
advice in ,�neral and iri partitular about Bae Son. · He talked about the 
international revolutionaryg· movement to encourage me, inak.l�i �e real_ize 
and giving me great confidence in the strength of the revo{ution ing• our 
country and i n  the world, the greatness of the Russian Rev.elution and 
the expanding strength of the anti�Japanese war zones· bf .gthe Chineseg· 
Communists.g· · · · · 

One day, ·I went to the cave opening, fo ·und ag· rockg· and _sat down to 
read a book . · With my back i ea.ning · _ against a tree·, I tr1 ed · t:c, .- think· bu.t:·g · ·could not kee p  my eyes open and almost · dozed off . Sudde�ly ·1 heard a 
noise; the ·Old Man wa� 'gapprciaching. He sa1 d, ''Well, make -n effort.  
You've justgs.at down_ to study� and·gyet .you're about to go to sleep .g" 

I wo�e up with a start. When I looked around, I ·g·sa:w �nly · the back 
of the blue shirt he was wearing . After he reminde d me·, he immediately 
went back to work. Hisg· appearance, his gestures ·and words plunged me 
deep in thought. He was b usy with the conference, and yet he paid 
attention to Die sitting near the cave�g: · He was· solicitous to ine, but 
did he extend hii solicitude to �11g.- the ·gothers, I �ondered? · Wh�n t 
asked, ·gthe comrade� in the grou� a�l told me that : he ·gfrequ�ritly

.iame 
to them and urged them to study. He said only· these few words· softly
to me, but I was so engrossed thinking about themg_gthat I became wide 
awake� I told myself t hat· ·he had a lot moreg. to do and was • more tired·g
than I, yet he cons tantly took care o:f ·me, t_herefore I Il}USt do my best 

· ·to be worthy of his love and concirn. · · 

Living near him every day made me £_eel contented and re. laxe�.g. In 
addition, the Old Man told us many S tories which enriched our kn�wledge. 
I noticed that he had a wide and profound knowledgeg. I told mfself I 
was lucky to be able tq come here to study. Giao and t�e other brothers 
in the AFNSgwho stayed behind ing· Bac Son did not.ghave· my chance, there

· co· ·fore I should study well so that when I returned I u1d tell them all 
the thi�gs that the Old Man had taught me and advised me. 
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During our night-time activities, sometimes the Old Man told us 
about his past activities. He told each story in a few sentengces, and 
did not talk very long. He assigned comrade Phung Chi Kien to tell us 
about his participation in the 8th Route Army (in China)g, in the Long 
March, and in the victorious battles againstg·the Japanes� in China. 
Anyone who had an interesting or exciting story could talk about it. 
I talked about the fighting in Bae Son. 

Each time I went with comrade Le Quang Ba to visit the villages in 
Pac Bo, I asked him about the Old Man. Ba revealed that the Old Man 
was Nguyen Ai Quoc himself. This made me respect the Old Man even 
more, and I was confident that the revolution was close to victory. 

One day, reconnaissance agents informed us that the French in Soc 
Giang post were leading troops into our area on patrol. A few comrades 
picked up their rifles and left. The Central Committee comrades divid
ed up the documents to take along. After we left our quarters, we 
walked away from the mou11tain cave. The Old Man told us, "There is a 
three- way intersection on the top of the mountaing, one of the paths 
lead to China. Once we get there, there is nothing the French can do 
to us. " 

I had not expected him to be so familiar with the geography and 
topography of this area. 

He carried only his typewriter and gave the rifle and documents 
to us. I said, "Please keep the documents and give me the typewriter.g" 

He replied, "Just keep the documents and rifle , and let me carry
the typewriter.g" 

I was happy [ that he had so much confidence in me] , but at the 
same time I was a bit perplexed. " I  am young, so it is natural for me 
to carry the rifle, but how come he gave me such important documents 
to carry? He must trust me a lot! But why is it h.e only kept the 
typewriter?" I wondered. 

He and his typewriter were inseparable. When I was near him, I 
rarely saw him use a pen. He had a stack of white typing paper next 
to him, and he just sat and typed day after day. I never saw him write 
a draft in longhand. I only saw him typ�g, reread what he had typed, 
and then type· again. 

He was a disciplined man , and followed a fixed schedule of eating, 
sleeping and working, doing everything in its own time, and he deviated 
from this schedule only if the situation became tense. If he said he 
would do something, he set about doing it right away. I f  he reminded 
one of us to do something, he immediately proceeded to show him how to 
go about doing it. 

The house on stilts was as small as a hut made of bamboo in the 
j ungle. In front of the house was a Hoa Ma tree in bloom, full of 
yellow blossoms. Every morning he woke us up to do exercises. The 
Central Committee comrades and he went to the terraced ricefields. The 
Old Man did T'ai�chi exercises beautifully. I loved T ' gai-chi, so I 
watched him and then went into the jurigle to practice in s�cret. He 
took such good care of his· b ody, no wonder he was in good health and 
remained alert and nimble. I noticed that he could squat in the fash
ion of the local people for a long time. When he climbed mountains, he 
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stepped along b riskly. I was busy with my studies, and rarely had the 
occasion to go mountain climbing. with him. One afternoon, we went with 
him to visit a cave. It was a day of the fourth Lunar month, and the 
Hoa Ma trees were in full radiant b loom with clumps of yellow flowers. 
The forest and mountain resounded with the songs of nightingales and·
blackbgirds. It was sunny and warm, the warmth of Spring turning into 
Summer. Uncle Ho3 and we walked along; on one side of the trail rose 
non-rocky hills and on the other side rocky mountains. In the distance 
a waterfall flung its water in the air, like a spray of white blossoms. 
The Old Man leaned on his stick . He went to visit the forest and then 
the cave, and even went into area� that the local people were afraid to 
penetrateg. Once in a white he turned around and reminded us to stay
close to e ach other in order not to get lost. As we followed him, e ach 
time we passed an area with a strategic topography, he would point out 
to us how we could deploy and fight the enemy there. 

When we were deep in the cave, he said, "The people here are still 
superstitious, and they don't dare to go in here because they are afraid 
of ghosts and wild b easts. But we are Communists and we don't believe 
in ghosts and spirits. There is nothing but cold air in this dee p 
caveg. "  

He was integrested in e ducating us whenever and whegrever he could. 
He never  wasted a moment.  If he was not talking with the Central Com
mittee comrades or with us, he would go to visit the security unit or 
the people. He educated the local youths carefully. When you looke d  
around,  the scene seeme d innocugous enough; small boys grazing b uffaloes, 
and young boys and girls singing love songs--but in actuality they were 
at that very moment gathering information for the regvolution, and pro
tecting the headquarters. They were the e yes  and ears of the revolu
tiong. The Old Man frequently told us:  "One cannot carry out a revolu
tion by  oneselfg. We need a lot of people, we need the whole nationg. 
If we want to have the support of all the pe ople, the cadres e verywhere 
should do their best to win the peopl e over, propagandize, e ducate and 
encourage the people . "  He also reminded me in private, . "The ethnic 
minorities are alike wherever they live. Once they have put ·their 
trust in someone they remain loyal to the end. You come from an eth
nic minority, and it must be  e asy for you to undegrstand the minorities, 
b ut you must always be  careful in your work . "  

These teachings were illuminating to me. I thought of the brothers 
in the AFNS b ack home, and I told myself, "When I get b ack I'll have to 
tell them eve rything in detail . "  

I engraved in my mind everything he taught me, and I felt that 
spending a day with him was like spending years studying . Before I met 
him I knew my level of understanding was low and was very concerned. I 
wondered how much responsibility I could take on. I was not afraid at 
all to sacrifice my life, but I be lie ved that if I was given a position
of leadership I would not b e  able to take charge.  After I me t him, I 
had confidence in myself and felt I could perform any task the Party
assigned to me. 

3. Hoang Quoc Viet mentioned that at the start of this conference in Pac Bo, "At 
first all of us called Uncle Ho comrade, then Cu (venerable old man), but later , . .
Truong Chinh and Hoang Van Thu used the appellation "Uncle.t" We found this word 
suitable to our feelings, and since then, we addressed our leader by the affec
tionate appellation that we are using now . "  "Our People, a Very Heroic People,"
in A Heroic PeopZe, MemoiPs from the Revolution (Hanoi: Foreign Languages Pub
lishing House, 1965). (Trans.) 
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We were all eager to hear him talk , not .only about his own per
sonal experience, but also about th� situation in the world. 

During the tim� the �entral Committee held their congress, I _studied documents, i ncluding the latest one� -that is to say the Cen
tral Committee Resolution No. 8 and the Viet Minh Program. 'while the 
Central Committee met, we studied-- and this went on until the congress 
ended.. I heard that after reviewing the insurrection in Bae Son and in 
the South ,g4 and the insurrection of troops stationed in Do L uong ,g5 the 
congress gave the following assessment: · "In spite of the fierce French 
repression, our people refused to retreat�- The insurrections have had 
a widespread and profound impact in the whole. c·ountry .g.g. These insurrec
tions were the opening shots, signalling the beginning of the national 
insurrection. They.were the first steps. of th� Indochinese people' s  
armed struggle.g" The congress pointed out that "we mus.t build up many 
guerrilla units and bases. When conditions permit, we would launch 
guerrilla warfare, but we must maintain armed propaganda units and 
build up our infrastructure.g" The conference.affirmed: 

The French colonialists and the Japanese-fascists will die. The 
Indochinese Revolution will end with an armed insurrection. In or
der to laW1ch this armed insurrection, we must focus on the follow
ing factors: 

1. The national unity achieved by the National Salvation Front. 

2. The people can no longer bear living under the yoke of the 
French and Japanese, and they are ready to· make sacrifices in order 
to move toward insurrectiont. 

3. The ruling cliques in Indochina have reached a crisis of all
encompassing. proportion , from the economic as well as political and 
military points of view. 

4. The objective factors favorable to the insurrection in Indo
china would bet: the Chinese Army defeats the Japanese troops; Revolu
tion breaks out in France or Japan; the deijlocratic bloc achieves vie;
tory in the Pacific; the Soviet Union achieves victory; revolution 
breaks out in French colonies; turmoil breaks out in Japan; and in 
particular, Chinese or English�American troops enter Indochina. • with 
respect to the National Salvation Front, even though our Party has 
succeeded in mobilizing many struggles, even though insurrections 
have broken out in Bae Son, in the South and at Do Luong, and even 
though the Bae Son troops are still active, the forces in the entire 
country have not been unified. In order to have a national force 
capable of launching and consolidating an insurrection, our Party 
must : 

4. The insurrection in the South (Nam Ky Khdi Nghia) took place in November 1940 in 
the provinces of Gia Dinh, Cho Lon, Tan An, My �o ,  Can Th�, Vinh Long, �oc ·Trang
and Bae Lieu, under the direction of the South Vi etnam Region Party Committee 
(Xu Uy Nam Ky). This insurrection triggered an exceptionally savage repression 
by the French colonial authorities which decimated Party organizations in the 
South. Rebel areas were bombed, thousands of people were arrested, over 100 
cadres were e.x.ecuted and countless others were sent to Con Son I sland. (Trans.) 

s .  This mutiny of Vietnamese troops serving in the colonial army occurred on 13 
January 1941 in Do Luong, Nghe An province, Central Vietnam. (Trans.) 
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(a) Expand and consolidate existing National Salvation organiza
tions, in

.
stilling in them a spirit of struggle and sacrifice and mak

ing them ready to latmch the insurrection. 

(b) Expand .tthe organizations into the provinces where the movement 
is still w�ak and into ethnic minorities regions. 

( c) Train the cadres to make them determined and ready to make 
sacrifices. 

(e) Train the cadres to make them capable and experienced to lead 
and cope with all changes in the situation. 

(g) Organize small guerrilla cell s  and guerril la  units operating 
regularly. We must proselytize enemy soldiers. At present, although 
our Party forces have not spread vigorously to every area of the 
cotmtry, time and space will work in our favor.6 

The Old Man and the Central Committee guided us to study on then· 
spot , so  that we could understand the task of fighting the French and 
Japanes e  and saving our country . Our minds became clearer and clearer 
as we progressed in our studiesn. All the things we had lbnged to com
prehend were explained to us in detail .  I t  was gratifying , : 1ike rain 
after a severe drought . All these  things il luminated the way for the 
Bae Son movement and for me in my activities  in the years that followe d .  

Before we l eft , the Old Man called the North Vietnam Region Party 
Committee comrades over ; and had separate instructions for e ach one of  
them . He typed the resolution in several copies and gav� them to  the 
Central Committee comrades .  He said,  "You take this one , andn·nthis one 
will  serve as a report to the International . "  Then he handed documents 
to each one , and they accepted their documents with happines s .  

We gathered our squad , dis tributed weapons and ammunition , reviewed 
our password, repeated the s logan , "carry your weapons at the ready , 
but do not shoot indiscriminately , "  and got ready to get on the road . 
The brothers going to Bae Son split up into two groupsn, e ach group going 
in a different direction . A number of comrades took then- Central Com
mittee members back through the old route , from Pac Bo to Chinghs i ,  to 
Lungchou and then on to Bo Cuc where they would waitn. This group in
cluded Truong Chinh , Hoang Quoc Viet , Hoang Van Thu, Phung Chi Kien 
(alias Phung) and Dang Van Cap (alias Truong Van Minh)n. A number of  
other comrades , such as Lam , Hai Tam (Be Son Cuong)n, Phung Hee , Ma (Ma 
Thanh Kinh) , etc . ,  were under the command of  Hoang Sam and myse l f .  Be 
s ides weapons , we also carried a number of  secret documentsn. From Pac 
Bo we would go to Soc Giang , Dong Ngan , Mo Sat ,  Hoa An , and then to 
Lung Hoang to meet the comrades in· the Cao Bang Province Party Commit
tee who would make arrangements for us to go from Hoa An to Dong Khe , 
That Khe ,  Na Ma , Pa Lau, Tan Trang and on to Bo Cuc where we would j oin 
up with Truong Chinh ' s  group to make preparations for the return trip
to Bae Son . · Going back with us was comrade Mac Van Hain, a n�tive of  
That Khe , who had operated for many years in China . He acted as our 
guide . He was in charg.e of  the shortcut from That Khe through Van Mich . 

* * * 

On the 6th day of  the 5th Lunar month (June 1941 ) , we said goodbye
to Pac Bo and the Old Man Thu Son , and set outn. 

The group going through China was j o ined by Cao Hong Linh when 
they reached Chinghs i .  

6. Excerpt from the 8th Resoltution of the Central Committee. (Footnote in text. ) 
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We were enthusias tic when we came .to Pac Bo , and now on our way
back our enthusniasm was even greater .  On the road , the more I thought
about the things I had learned ,  the more I missed Pac Bo and the Old 
Man . 

When we reached Ha Quang - Dongn. Ngan ; we s aw masses of ·people stand·n
ing about as if they were attending a festivaln. · Some · sang courting 
songsn. We could not tell what the festive occasion was all about , and 

·were suspiciousn. We hid in the bushes. ; · and observing proper military 
procedures we crawled forward and watched in secre t .  We could not make 
out the lyrics of the warm courting songs of our homeland , and only
heard faint echoes of the melodies from whe.re we weren. The first group
of people who met us smiled ha�pily and told us that · they had o�ganized 
the singing in order to deceive the· enemy , protect and welcome us , and 
help us make our way through safelyn. We were el�ted and walked among
the people , our confidence in the revolutionary massesn·ns�rengthened .  

When we arrived at Bo Cuc , we saw Truong Chinh , Hoang Quoc Viet , 
Hoang Van Thu and Phung Chi Kien waiting for usn. They were happy to 
seen· our armed unit getting through safely , and looked very pleasedn. 

Here , we had the chance to visit our .nrelatives on both s ides of 
the family in their villages- -not only kinship ties but also revolu

·tionary ties bound us intimately together ,  for the influence of then
revolution had penetrated deeply amongn.nthe people in · this area .  7 For 
me , a revolutionary visiting relatives in such a s ituation , my j oy was 
beyond wordsn. There was a s trong bond ·nbetween the t�o countries- - Viet
nam and China- - as well as between my family ' s  native places on both 
s·ides of the border ,  and there were also strong feelings of  affection 
between my family and the relatives on both .nthe maternaln- and the pater
nal sidesn. Here , everyone down to the little children knew Hoang Van 
Thu . Everyone was happy to see us getting through unharmed .  They all 
wished a rapid victory for the Vietnamese. r�volutionn. 

We were detected while going through Na Khau and Na Ken. The vil 
lage militia chief thought we were bandits , and sent the militia out to 
block the road . The Central Committee sent comrades Lam and Mac Van 
Hai • to reason with them . Hai said,  "We are not band its , we ' re only bor
rowing the road and pass ing through . "  At the same time lie hinted to the 
village militia chief that we weren- numerous and well armed , · and that if 
he touched us he would be wiped outn. He was frightened ,  ·and let us 
pas s .  That day we went to Khau S ' l in ,  a mountain sharp and pointed as 
a bamboo shoot , to sleepn. 

The next night we had to go through That Khe and circled the foot 
of Khau Phin mountain . When we crossed the That Khe River ,  the current 
was strong and swift , and the water reached above our wais tsn. We linked 
arms , and guided each other across .  We went around the foot of the 
mountain ,n· and headed s traight for That Khe and Po Co , al).d on to ·van 
Mich . Van Mich was over 40 kilometers from That Khe , and we must try 
to get there in one nightn. 

Walking at night , besides observing the road all around us and 

7� · The Chinese Communist Party set up a . sovie·t in . the Lt:mgchou area of southern 
Kwangsi (inhabited mostly by the Chuangs who are closely related to the Tay and 
Nun.g) in 1929. This Left River Soviet was short lived · (it collapsed in 1930) 
but had a deep impact among the people of this area.  (Trans.) 
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being on the lookout for unforeseen dangers , we had to pay atten'tio,n to 
Hoang Quoc Viet and help him . "Fat" Ma was ass igned to accompal)y Vie_t .  

. . . ·. . : . . 

The third night , we were on the last leg of our tripn. When we 
were in a hamlet of Binh Gia village , we s awn. a group of _ people return

·ing from somewhere and carrying over ten torches .n We ·nwere th�ri walking
in the terraced ricefields , and s ince there was nothing el�e we could 
do , we avo.ided them by climbing up the hill . "Fat" Ma · followed us , but 

·Viet was too slow and could not keep up with usn. 

We s at downn.nand checked to see whether we had everyone before re� 
·suming our j ourney , and noticed then that Viet was mi�s ing . · "F�t" M.� 

and Dang Van Cap went searching .for him but could not .nfind him .n· · 1 · ·guessed he must have gotten lost at the terraced ricefields � and te- : 
·tracing my steps I went down the slopen. He was going up and I was com-. ·ing down , but I did not see him · until  I was right next to . him� 

He said , " I  though.t you had gone very far ,  so · r 'was go.ing ·t6 climb 
up to the mountain,  s leep there and then take the mairi road back the 
next day !  " · 

We had lost almost an hour .n . 

Around midnight , going through. the Pacn-Nang Pass , we could ·seen·the.
B inh Gia fields ahead of usn. The moon was bright ; We had toncross a 
bridge . We lowered ourselves to the ground and peeredn. toward the 
bridge . We saw a few militiamen stretched out -0� the bridge , lying· . 
stilln. If  our eyes had not been sharp , we could not have �ade th. �m dut . . 

I said,  "Even though they are there , we must go through . :u 

Our unit went ahead and got on the bridge firstn. ·sutpri�ed , th� 
two militiamen stood up with a start and stammered a question .n· Comrade 
Lam and I held them tight and told them what we wanted to do . One of 
them s truggled free and ran , yelling as he , ran ,  "Help ! "  Comrade. �am 
had his a�m locked tightly around - the neck of the -second on� , �hd rea� 
soned with him as they walked along·, so. he agree·d to guide ·n'\..is through·. 
I s ignalled to the comrades walking behind us to · ci6ss ·  the b�idge ·n. .
quickly . Our whole group crossed ·the vast fields of - Binh Gian.nvillagen· 
without running into any difficulties . We did notn·nrelease · the militia
man until we reached Tam Canh , on the edge of the Bae Son .territory •n.
We let him go and told him how to report to his sup�riors· without in7 

curring punishment and without harming usn. His release was so unex
pected for him that he thanked us profusely and promised to do as we· had instructed him . · 

We crossed Tam Canh and as we reached Quynh Son settlement ' ( ih Bae 
Son district) , we ran into another group of militiamen .n· ·Krio�irign·we : had 
been detected , we called out to them not .nto shoot , arid s�id we woilldn . · =  
wipe them out if  they opened fire . Knowing that we weren· revolution� . 
ariesn, they got out of the way and let us proceed to Lung Pan .  Thisn· 
was a revolutionary b ase , and old Mr . Van and his family were reliable 
sympathizersn. He made arrangements for us to eat and sleep .n· . We inet 
the brothers from the AFNS who had been waiting heren. They .had come 
from the Tan Lap area , and included Luong Huu Chi , Ha Khai Lac and Dam 

··(alias Do ) , as well  as the rest of -the· unit � 

As the man in charge of the Bae Son guerrilla  bas e ,  Chi gave a 
report on the situation in Bae Son from every point of view , 'from the 
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time we l eft to accompany the Central Co.mini ttee comrades to the Party 
·conference , to the preserit .n· The · ccinsolidationn�f the infrastructure 

and of the movement was ·nproceeding wel l �  and for this reason the move
ment in Bae S.on -Vo Nhai had pushed strongly a.hea<i and thisn. area had b e 
come a pol itical corridot to the delta. The AFNS had been given mil i 
tary and pol itical �raining , andn_�as well disciplined and organize d .  
Howeve r ,  the cadres had not beenn-very careful about maintaining secrecyn. .The elimination of spi�s and secret police gangn·nl�aderinha� n6t been 
executed neatlyn. Meetings had been held . publicly �n. A numbe� of our .cadres had come out into · the open and were being _watched bynthe secret 
police and the imperial istsn. · 

.
After that , Thu communicated · the newnresolution of  th� Party to 

· ·al l the brothers in the AFNS . The cadres '.and· f:tghters were encouraged· · ·and enthusiastic . · · 

·To implement the Resolut_nion of the Centrai Comrni ttee , we discusse- d  
·the plan to  consolidaten· the Bae Son movementn. - · Right after· that· the 

Central Committee set up · a new Command Stat£ for the Bae Sonn· war zone , 
·and appointed comrade l'hung Chi Kien as General Commandern. l was the 

Deputy Commander -and Chi was the Political Officer �  ·. The Command Staff 
of the Bae Son Armed Forces was put unde· r · the leadership of the Stand-
ing Committee of the Party Central Committee , · · 

. . , 

We were ass igned the task of  taking ·the ·ce�tral Committeen. member.sn. 
to Bo-py-a where they would· take up temporary quarters � . Beforen· leaving
they reminded us that we must "resist· white terror andn· keep o.p.en the 

·liaison route with the delta . At the sa�e: t i�e we must prepare a . 
second secret route so that whenn. necessary the Cen_ tral Committee could 
retre·at safely . "  After t·hat , we parted . A number of local cadres l ed 

·the Central Committee members . to the bas� arean· in :-t3.o :p.y-a, while we 
went to Khuoi Noi with th.e unitn. The Nation·a1 Sal vat ionn. Unit was re- . 
consol idated under the direct command of comrade Phung Chin

. 
·Kienn. "After · 

being reinforced -with a : number of cadr�s andn· info·rmed of then· new Party . _policy , the AFNS followed a · new line of action .n·n- On- the one han_d ;  we · ·· 
organized mil itary and political training ,n· stocked foodnsuppliesn· and _expanded the military training· . o-f self  .. defense ··forces ·in preparationn· 
for res isting white terror .n·n· On the other hand , we consolidated th� 
infras tructure and organized a corrido-r . of l iaison , us ing the masses , 
to l ink the base area with the delta. 

. . . . 

We discussed starting training courses  to str�ngthe� the military 
cadres ,  including those co-ming from the ·ndelta ·provinces . The Command 

·Staff asstgmed �e to Vo Nhai to resist  white terror ,n: and als_o . to main
tain firm· then- movement there ; at the same time I �as to $tock up food 
in case the Central Committee· and the AFNS had to retreat . Besides . :· · ·consolidating exis ting communicatioil routes , nI also  had �o find a · s e 
cret route s o  that when necessary the Centraln· Comrili t·tee could move down· 
to the delta easilyn. · · 
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CHAPTER 
. 

I I I  . . 

1· I returned to V6 Nha i .  

During the time I accompanied the Central Committee members to the 
Party Congres s ,  I still_ }:lad not br_o:ken all ties with my family .· . · ·By the 
time I returned,  l had been abse,nt from Feb-rua_ry ·to June ·. 194 1 �  B acke· 
home during this time a nuiber o f  comrades who tried to .el iminate . s e �- , 
cret pol ice gang leaders were uncovered .  I n  Vo Nha i ,  a number of com
rades whoe. operated . openly wer.e al.so unc_overed .. The enemy trac·ked them 
down relentle_s s ly . : A, number of theni. fell . 

:
into the enemy net . The . 

families o f  _som_e . comrades were also terrorized.  Some people ,  from· Phu :· 
Thuong and Trang Xa refused to s i.t _" still  and let the .enemy come to.: take.e ·them , ande_eflede_einto the mountains_ . · In addit�on, a group- who , had at "" ;  
tended the 8th Central Cammi tte� .P lenum were detected , on th-ei,·r. :way back 
( due to ·the betrayal of ·a f�llow name-d C�ng) .- .1 . The enemy .p_ani:c:k-ed ande, 

·gathering the ir troops , carried out· a s ·earch operation from Lang Son 
into Bae Son, and advan�ed fr.om_ .Thai Nguy_en_ into_- Vo Nh:a_i •. They wanted 
to kill t_wo birds with one s t_ one : firs t ,  to track_ down :the l_eadi-ng · 
cadres· and the ne.rve · organs ·of the . Party in order to- destroy .the Commu:·
nist movement in I ndochini , and 'esecond , to strangle the s trQggle move-· · ment in Bae Son . · 

The enemy bui� te. posts as they advance d ,  and sp1i t . .  up their tr·oops·eto search e ach· part of the j_ ungle . · On our . part w,e .. remembered Un-cle  · Ho ' s  
instruction in Pat . Bo , and us ing the Viet Minh program w.e had j us t  . 
brought back with · us , .. w·e did our best -to propa.gandize and_ organi ze ·. the 
people , to . give them confidence and . make them determine4e- to act .  ·We 
succeeded not only in,eexpanding the_ movement into_ a wider · are a ,  .but 
also in making ft sink de�pe r . erorit� among: th� popui ation .e; _  . · 

Vo Nha� ·efought back .e . . . . 
At that time , soldiers from Thai �guyen and La�g s6ne' poured into 

Bae Son to terrorize it because they suspe ctede.thate_eCommunist Chinese · troops had moved theree. · 
·eDinh Ca and Trang :xa were terrorized t6 the s ame .e�t:en't . as Bae . -

Son. Colt_1mns of fire rose  from bu:i:ninge. houses . _ Thee_ s o1:1n4e_ of - old peo ,.. _ 
ple and children weeping and crying was hard .i:o bear � . The . . s i gh�e; C>f . . . 

·des troyed vil lages and settlements intens ified my . _ ha-tred _ for. tl].e . .  �nemy
and increased my concerne·efor the Central Commi tteee. I wondered - howe- · 
they were doing in Bae Son , and whether Kien and Chi managed : to protect
them. Were they s afe ? I was in Trang Xa , and it was not pos s ible for 
me to find out everything about the s i tuation in Bae Son . The villag 
ers who went to the markets in Bae Son and Dinh Ca told me a little 
about the s i tuation theree. Where we were we only s aw the enemy fierce 
ly poking and searching everywheree. Some of the vil l agers were worried 
and discouraged .  

1. An agent of the French Surete who infiltrated the Party during its phase of overt 
political activities in the Popular Front period. (Trans.) 
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It was the planting s easgon then in Trang Xa, but it rained a lot 
and flood waters poured in, flooding even the s treams that we�e usually 
dry. A pitch dark night without s tars or moonlight in July 194 1, a 
number of brothers from the AFNS wanted to go to Dong Tac and pong Tham 
villages to collect the rice that the people had donated. Enemy sol
diers and s ecret policemen had let it be known that they would come and 
burn down thes e villages . Before the brothers went into the village, 
they s aw s hadows moving ahead, s o  they hid behind big trees and rocks 
to find out whether those were soldiersg. They s trained their eyes and 
peered into the night, ready to cope with the enemy. On closer look,
they s aw clearly two men--one limping and the other of large s tature-
walking in front. They whispered to each other, "That looks like Quoc 
Vinh!g" Then they s aw the men head toward the house of Bao, a revolu
tionary s ympathizer. The brothers were als o heading in the s ame direc
tion. It was a chance meeting. Happy and moved, they rushed out to 
welcome the newcomersg. They·.grecognized each other in joy and excite
ment. The large man was Quoc Vinh, and the other was Hoang Quoc Viet, 
followed by Thu and Truong Chinh. The brothers were overjoyed at the 
arrival of the Central Committee members and told each other, "We'll 
get s ome help now ! "  

Viet s aid, "Comrades , pleas e take us to your headquarters . "  

"You ' ve jus t  got here from up there, s o  you mus t  be tired.g· Rest 
a while,g" one of the AFNS comrades replied, "and then you can come to 
our headquartersg. "  

It turned out the Central Commi.ttee members , in lucid anticipa
tion, had left Bae Son early and succeeded in slipping through the 
enemy' s  tight encirclement. And luckily, when they arrived in Trang 
Xa they ran into the brothers going to collect rice. The Central Com
mittee had left Bae Son, but Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi remained 
in Khuoi Noi to lead the people to resis t enemy terrorism. 

* * * 

Darkness had not lifted, and morning light had not dawned. The 
Leo mountain, lying to the Northeas t of · Trang Xa village, was about 4 0 0  
meters high , and s tretched all the way to Quang Lung. We s et u p  our 
headquarters in the mountain, and from there advancing forward or re
treating would be eas y for us. 

When it was almos t light, a comrade from the AFNS came running 
back and reported, "Brother Viet has come back ! " g· 

When I heard thisg, I was overjoyed and ran out of the hut togwel
come them. Usually, whenever the brothers went down to the villages to 
get rice, they s plit up and came back s eparately. But this time, there 
were more people coming back than when they left. Looking closer, I 
s aw Truong Chinh, Hoang Quoc Viet and Hoang Van Thu. Our joy, of 
course, was boundless .  The arrival of the Central Committee in Trang 
Xa was exactly what we had fervently hoped for. Viet said, "I t was 
admirable of comrade Quoc Vinh to dare guide us through. 

Quoc Vinh was from Bae Son, and it was the firs t time he had made 
the trip to Trang Xa, but he was very clever in avoiding all enemy pa
trols and watch· towers, and managed to protect the Central Committee 
comrades and take them safely to their desgtination. 

Thu gras ped my hand and s aid, "The enemy is .getting fierce up there. 
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I was moved. Their presence meant we would get direct ass istance 
from the Central Committeen. I wanted to find out more about the s itua
tion but I thought they must be  tired from a trip full of tens ion, so 
I asked them to l ie  down and restn. · 

The next day we had the chance of working with the Central Commit 
tee . It  was then that w� found out about the true s ituation in Bae 
Son . At first the Central Committee and the protecting unit were sta
tioned in Bo -py - a ,  but later on they had to move to the Vu Lang area. 
Political and military training for the brothers proceeded normally . 
Howeve r ,  lying in the middle  of the enemy ' s  encirclement - - the Japanes e  
and French were s ending out spies to gather information day and night - 
the Central Committee could not stay in one place , and had to be con
stantly on the moven. Once , while they were as leep at night , vil l agers 

· came in to tell  them that enemy soldiers had entered their area. In 
the middle of  the night , they had to grope their way along the mountain 
s lope and move to Lan Rao , a village surrounded by rocky· mountains . .  
There was only one path leading to the villagen. They were sure they
had found a safe place to hold training classesn. In  the morning , look
ing out from the village in all four directionsn, they saw ohly grass 
and trees and the moldy green color of the mountainsn. That evening , a 
s tranger walked into the villagen. The comrade on guard duty was from 
the delta ,  and did not speak the local dialect . Seeing the stranger ,  
he questioned him , but the man pointed to a house and said,  "I  l ive 

·here , I ' m going home ! "  The fellow s l ipped through the s entry pos t ,  but 
was detected when he reached the settlementn. (The Central Committee 
comrades were then holding a meeting . )  Comrade Quoc Vinh , in charge of 
providing security for the meeting , stared fixedly ahead and then sud
denly cried out , "Who ' s  going there? Why was that man let through?"" 
He leaped from the steps and ran after the stranger .  The "hound" see
ing he had been detected f le d !  

So , their presence there had been discovered .  They sent people 
after the man to catch him but he was gonen. They had no choice but to 
leave and follow comrade Quang Long who was their guiden. As they
neared the trail , they spotted enemy soldiers coming in.  Fortunately , 
the soldiers were led by a villager whom they had forced to act as 
their s cout . Seeing someone he knew, the man j erked his hand and mo
tioned comrade Quang Long to step back .  Quang Long ran backward .  I f  
it hadn ' t  been for this village r ,  he would have run right into the 
enemyn. Quang Long hurriedly s tepped back into the j ungle and the whole 
group stoppedn. Quang Long reported to Hoang Van Thu.n· Kien pulled out 
his pistol , and ordered the brothers in the security unit to prepare to 
fight . The villager yelled to the soldiers , "Listen , Mr . official s , 
please hurry ! It ' s  getting dark ! "  The group knew that that was a s ig 
nal for them to step aside and avoid a confronta�ion , but wheren·ncould 
they hide ? After guiding the soldiers and their commanders to the 
fields , the vil lager secretly returned to where the group was and 
s colded them: "Why did you take this route? I f  you don ' t  know your way 
about you ' ll be  killed by them one of these  daysn. You ' d  better follow 
this route . . . .  " That said,  he told Quang Long how to guide the 
group away . They reached Ban Loong (in Vu Le district) safely .  But 
they could only s tay there for a few days and then had to move again. 

Faced with such a s ituation ,  the Central Committee decided to re 
turn to Trang Xa , where we were s tationed .  

So , Bae Son was going through a difficult period .  However ,  I was 
confident that with the 8th Central Committee Resolution lighting_ the 
way , and under the guidance of  Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi ,  Bae 
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Son would sail through this turbulent time and would become consoli
dated and strengthened as a result� 

"Now, it's the turn of Trang Xa , " Thu saidg. to me, smiling.."Please report.g" 

En�our8:ged, I reported to thE: Central Cornmitt.ee � he things we had 
accomplished- -how we had proselytized the people in accordance with the 
yiet Minh Program, how we had stocked up over qne hundred pots of rice 
in our storehouse, what results had been achi� ve d in.gour reiistance 

·against enemy white terror, and how we had c!'geared communication and 
liaison routes . I concluded, " There are now _two or three routes to . the 
delta. The Central Committee can go . back and forth any time they want. "  .

Thu asked to reconfirm it, "Are the routes to the delta well pro·g
tected?g" 

I was positive. "We guarantee your safety.g" ·

The three of them-- Truong Chinh, . Vi�t and Thu-�nodded their heads 
and looked at me intently. Thu told me, "Now just follow the program 
that has been set forth. We have to study further a few more situa
tions. "  

I caught the hint, and withdrew so th� y could work. 

From then on the Trang Xa war ione.had a new mission: to protect 
the Central Committee, and at the same time to safeguard the liaison 
and communication routes from here to the delta,g.and ensure that letters 
from the delta arrive safely here. The Central ·committee worked in an 
atmosphere of urgency. They were very busy, but never forgot to give 
guidance to the Vo- Nhai and Trang Xa area� Later.on, Thug· told me the 
Central Committee would go down to the delta. to expand the movement. 
I was happy for the sak� of the movement in the delta , but I .gwas sorry
to see the Central Committee leave after such a short stay in Trang Xa. 

Watching the comrades working day and night, I did not want to 
disturb thein wfth my opinion which I felt was naturally limited to my 
own area of operation. I thought that the situation in the whole coun
try- -not just in Tra�g Xa- -requiredg. their attention . 

* * • • 

Two days later. 

A liaison comrade arrived from Bae Son with two urgent letters: 
one addressed to the Central Committee comrades and the other addressed 
to myselfg. Looking at the two rolled-up no�es, I noticed right away 
that they both origi n�ted from the same place. ''Coming fr6m Bae Son,g. 
they must originate from Khuoi Noi where Kien's ·gand Chi's headquarters
are located. I wonder what has happened there!g"g. I took the let-
ters right away to Thu. Then, standin,g there, ·I ·opened mine and read .
it. Yes, the letter was from Khuoi Noi and . it was in Phung Chi Kien's 
handwriting. I read at a quick glance, " The situation in Bae Son is 
difficult; please come at once to dis.cuss what to do. "  

I looked at Thug.greading his letter. His brows were knitted. Hav
ing spent much time near him, I understood that this meant the letter 
was making him search hard in his mind for a solution. He looked up, 

http:Later.on
http:Cornmitt.ee
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. . .

and then looked down at the piece of paper agaign. Seeing ·gme also carry-
ing a letter, he asked, "Did the letter say much?" 

I answered, "They're having difficulties up there and ask me to go 
there immediately.g" 

Thu turned around and went i n  to see Viet and _Truong Chi: nh .  They
read the lett�r and discussed it. A �hile later, Thu g�ve meg-� letter 
from the Central ·conimi ttee to take to Phung Chi -Kien in Khuoi Noig. He 
said, "The situation in Bae Son is really difficult. The Central .Com
mittee has weighed everything carefully. The lette-r ·gexplains- it  all 
clearly. Tell them to pers_�vere _ and consolidate .the infrastructure and 
use it as a solidg· base ··for resisting terrorism. If it  becomes too dif 
ficult they should withdraw in order to keep their .forces in:tact .g" 

I rolled the letter i nside a sectigon of banana leaf ,g2 sealed the 
two ends, pushed it inside my bushy hair, pulled a cap over my head all 
the way down to my ears, and set out immediately. r t  would take me a 
day to go from Trang :Xa to Khuoi Noi , going across mountains .g. 

·The flood waters rushed down the s t_ream_s, and blocked the w,ay in  
many places. I carri ed the letter on my head. I felt as though my 
head and my heart were on fire [ burning with the urgency of the situa
tion]g. Kien and Chi must be anxiously waiting for me. The Central 

·Committee had left Bae Son and·gmoved to Trang ·xa. ·gTwo-thirds of the 
National Salvation forces wer� left in. Bae Son. Trang Xa and Bae Son 
were far apart, and communicat•ion was difficult. Th .e situation• in Bae 
Son was taking a turn for the worse. We must maihtain our political
infrastructure firmly and· at the same ti�e preserv� our armed forces 
intact. These thoµghts dogged me as I walked. 

In order to av9id the watching eyes ofg.gthe secret pol�ce, I waded 
through the str·eam , oblivious of the flood waters whi ch hit my face. · 
I was wet from head to toes. The· letter was the only thing that' re
mained dry. 

I arrived in Khuoi Noi at dusk , but Kien andg.gChi and� �- number of 
comrades had left. 

* * 

The next day, on my way back to Trang Xa to report to the Central 
Committee about the situation i n  Khuoi Noi and about the things _that a 
number of AFNS brothers who stayed behind had told me, I passed through 

·Dinh Ca, and discussed with the AFNS operating there a.gplan to dealg
with the enemy terrorism. 

These brothers were staying on the top of a mountain , about a 
kilometer behind my father's house. Comrades Nang Thai •_ .Long,, Hoang
Thuong, Tien andg-about a squad were present . However, ·the secret po
lice agents who were spying in the area de·tected ·us and went to report
to the soldiers in the Dinh Ca post. 

Unaware, we contint1ed our meeting, which last�d into the night, ._ in 
an atmosphere of urgency. I told the brothers about the situatibn in-

2. Messages were usually written on thin and tiny pieces ()f papert_tfor easy conceal_
ment . (Trans . ) 
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side and outs ide the country , and also talked about the general situa
tion in our war zone , and then dis cussed a plan. to counter enemy ter
rorism .. . Each man expressed his opinion , and the plan was approved
unanimous ly . Comrades Nang Thai Long and Hoang Thuong accepted the 
task of contacting Van Sang who was then the Squad Leader in Bae Son 
to tell him and the brothers up there- - as well as·n-the local villagers- 
to deal with the lies and distortions thatn- the secret police agents 
were spreading against usn. I instructed Nong Thai Long further : "They
must concentrate their efforts on maintaining firm the infrastructure . 
If they have difficulties , Mr . Van Sang should br.ing the brothers down 
here . "  · 

I asked Hoang Thuong about the situation in Lam and Phat villagesn. 
He said,  . " I t  is still quiet there . The enemy so far hasn ' t  stirred yet .  

I stayed in the headquarters there to rest �  but couldn ' t  go to 
sleep . I wondered how far Kien and Chi and the other biothers had gone
for . the lastn. fewn·ndays and nightsn, where they had s topped to res t ,  and 
whether they had encountered any difficulties along the wayn. I hoped 
they managed to s l ip through safely . I had heard that thisn·ntirne Chi 
would try to go to the area where the Old Man was s tayingn. This would 

·be a good thingn. 

I passed a night full of bad dreamsn. 

It  was not complete daylight yetn. In the middle of this deep
forest ,  darkness still  clung to the trees , and leavesn. All of us were 
still asl eepn. Suddenly I heard whispers corning from the direction of 
the stream . It  seemed I even heard rifles being loaded .  I gently 
poked the man lying next to  me in the ribs , and asked quickly in a low 
voice , "Was that the noise of rifles be ing loaded?n" 

He remained very quiet , listening intently to every sound outside . 
Then he sat up with a j erk . "Yo_u '  re · right ! "  

"Get up quickly ! We ' ve been detected ! "  · . I ye11·ed to the brothers , 
"Pick up all documents and get ready to fight ! "  

I j umped up , rushed to the door ,  and by habit automatically loaded ·nmy riflen. I rushed outside . I t  was still dark , but I could hear foot 
s teps and the thud of nailed boots corning down from the top of the hil l n. 
I knew the enemy was corning in from two d irections to attack our camp
by surprisen. They had split into two groups : one was corning up from 
the stream below , led by the secret pol ice , and one was corning down 
from the hil l ,  commanded by a Frenchman. I thought , "They ' ve split up 
into two prongs to catch us in a pincer movement .  Well , we ' ll take 
advantage _ of their own scheme to foil them ! ''n· I aimed in the direction 
of the sound corning from the two advancing groups , and fired a shot in 

·the space between the two advancing columnsn. My goal was to make the 
group corning down open fire on the group corning up , and the group corn
ing up open fire on the group _ncorning· downn. The enemy fell into my
trap , and fought each other fiercelyn. Taking advantage of this oppor
tunity , we retreated safely . 

hid behind a tree to watch a well -matched battle between theI. · enemy soldier s ,  and at the same time was at the ready to protect the 
brothers . I was mos t  concerned about Mr . Tien , a Kinh from the low
lands who had j ust come here and was not as familiar with the forest 
as we weren. I wondered whether he had managed to catch up with the 
other brothersn. · 
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It was broad daylight. The two enemy columns fired at each other 
for a while and then withdrew. They cursed each other like mad. The 
group near the stream pulle d out first. The one coming do�n the hill 
rushed into our camp to search. But the hut was empty! They had no 
choice but to withdraw. However , they did not dare to go back in the 
main direction, and had to stomp out a new trail with their nailed 
boots. I did not want to shoot them. If I opened fire, I could have 
killed a few of them! 

All the soldiers had left. 

I went down to the stream and suddenly saw a bunch of vegetables 
someone had soaked in the stream. I figured out that this bunch of 
vegetables had saved our lives! When the soldiers saw the vegetables, 
they loaded their rifles. We heard this noise and slipped out of the 
hut in time to escape their pincer movement. If it had not been for 
this bunch of vegetables, they would have come in quietly and surround
ed us , and who knew what could have happened. Comrade ·Hoang Thuong had 
mentioned to me that he had just returned from a mission in the settle
ment. It must have been Thuong who plucked these vegetables and soaked 
them in the stream to keep them fresh in order to cook some soup the 
next day. All that was past and gone--now I must go and find them. So 
thinking, I went to the places we had agreed in advance to retreat to 
if something happened, but no one was there. 

Suspecting that Hoang Thuong had fled to his father's house, I 
went down to Lam village. Thuong's father had married a cousin of 
mine. I asked him, "Did any of us come down here?" 

He looked me up and down, and said in a worried tone of voice, 
"Early this morning I heard rifle shots, and guessed that you people 
had fired them. I s  the situation serious?g" 

I told him briefly about what had happened. 

"Aya! " he immediately asked, "did anything happen to Thuong?" 

"I've looked all morning without fi nding him. Perhaps he's re-
turned to Trang Xa. Today is market day in Dinh Ca, why don't you go.to the market?" 

"I'm not going to the market today.g" 

"Go and keep your eyes open. The soldiers certainly go to the 
market.g" 

Then I discussed with my cousin- in-law how to gather information· 
at the market place. "If you know any woman who goes to the Dinh Ca 
market, then ask her to do it for you.g" 

It was only then that he agreed. Nowadays, no one found going to 
the market a pleasant experience. Everywhere they went, th ey s -aw only
militiamen and province troops. I ate at the home of Carn Voong, a 
sympathizer. Then I went to his garden well shaded with trees and 
foliage to sleep and regain my strength. But my mind was in a turmoil,
and I could not go to sleep. "I was overgconfident and careless and 
allowed the enemy to attack our camp by surprise. Now the brothers are 
all dispersed and lost.g" This worry and anxiety made me sit up with a 
start. "Could it be that they've gone to Phat village? From here to 
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there , the mou�t ain route is  only over two kilometers long . Who knows , 
maybe Nong Thai Long and Duong are res t ing contentedly there· . "  · There .upon, � s lipped out of the garden , and · w�lked _ along the foot of the 
mountain . The path was tortuous and thick with undergrowth.  I crossed _o�er t o Phat village , and went to the houses of Uncle Pinh and Sister 
Bi Ooc . No one was there . Uncle Pinh took some rice into the bush for 
me to eat and t old me to come and spend the night at his hous e .  But I 
was too ag�tat ed ,  and t aking the rice I returned t o Lam village to wait 
for Thuong s father and a number of villagers to come back from the 
Dinh Ca market with the news . · 

After a_ long t ime , I went back to the garden t o lie down . But I 
was res t less  , and anxiously waited for their return .  · I cannot describe 
how agitated I was . Thuong ' s  father did not come back . t ill  late in the 
afternoon . He relat ed with satisfaction ,  "They were talking noisily 
all over the market· place . ' Alui ! the Communis t s only fired to trap 
us . Our · s ide j ust shot at each other . The First Lieutenant almost got 
killed!  The Adj utant has been dismissed ! ' " 

He took a kettle to the kit chen to boil water , l it a pipe , exhaled 
the smoke in a thick cloud in front of h�s face , laughed with great 

satisfaction and contintied ,  ''The secret police agents were blaming each 
other .  They said, ' We were frightened out of our minds when we sur
rounded the Communists . Our encirclement was t ight but we didn ' t  catch 
any of them . When we turned around t o go back ,' we · s aw the footprints 
they had made when they passed through·. We shobk with fear ! It was 
lucky they didn ' t  shoot at us . I t  was only after we reached Dinh Ca 
that we knew we were safe !  ' "  

Our pol icy of not shoot ing at the soldiers who were forced to go
on operation had produced good results . This was _ a lesson for us to 
use later on in our efforts . to sow dissensi9n in the enemy ranks . I. 
guessed that Thai Long ' s  group had slipped . through the frirest safely 
and returned to Trang Xa . Tien mus t have arrived safely too . 

I told Thuong ' s  father ,  " I f  they had shot any of · us , they would 
have cut off his . head and displayed it on a stick . So , we can put our 
minds at eas e . "  

Thuong ' s  father puffed a las t smoke on his st il l  glowing pipe and · 
said worrledly "The arrival of the soldiers in this area means some
t hing will happen. Stay here and I ' ll fix you something to eat . Go 
back tomorrow. "  

"That will not do . I ' m  very worried,  and I must go back right 
away . "  

"Alright , if you see Thuong , tell him to be careful . You too must· be careful . "  

* * · * 

I examined the foo tprints around my father ' s . house ,  and not notic
ing anything suspicious , I came in . I took th�s �pportunity !o · visit 
my father because I - had heard the enemy was . go1n.g .t_o arres_t him and put _him in j ail . They had already told him so many times . They held the 
power . The reason the local officials had no t dared touch my father 
was becaus e he had gre· theyat pres t ige in the village and also because 
were using him to 'induce me to come home . 
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He  was very happy when he saw me enter . He kill�d a duck and pre
·pared . food . Sipping his winen. cup , he said,  "They said they ' d  take me 

away , but I ' mn.nnot afraid to die . "  

I looked up ; his eyes were b loodshot as though he was angry -at the 
memory of the day when the secret pol ice came here in a menacing manner 
and wanted to arrest him and take him away . He picked up with his 
chopsticks the best morsel , put it in my bowl , and said with affection , 
"Eat my son .  Today we can s it and eat togethern. The next time you 
come back you might not see me again . "  

,

He drank another cup and said,  "When I was · 1 6  years old . I  took up 
arms to fight the Frenchn. I was in the army of Mr . Hoang Hoa Tha_m 
then .n3 I ' m old now , I can ' t  do anything any more , so  you must _do. . . it. "  

I said , "They will burn down our house sooner or· late r .  I f  you 
have anything of value , give it to someone to keep for you � Otherwise 
it will  j ust feed the fire , Father . "  

He shook his head . "I don ' t  care about los ing the hous e .  I don ' t  
regret anything . I ' m only worried . . . I . '  m only afraid .they will  .dig
up our family graves up on the mountain . "  

I felt great love and sorrow for my ·father . I · s ai.d ,  "Don ' t  . be  
afraid,  Father . Even if  they dig up thengraves ,  nothi�g will  happen.  .
Thu has told you so hims e l f .  As long as · the Revolution succeeds 
nothing mattersn. When this happens , everyonen- -not j ust our family- 
will  have enough to eat and warm clothes to wear , and no one will  b e n· 
able  to bully us . "  

My father had great respect for Hoang Van Thu . In everything , if 
he was told "Thu s aid s o , ". he l istened right away . It  had beeri such a 
long time since I came to visit him l ast , but now it was time for us to 
part again because of the enemy ' s  terrorism.  I talked with him ,  re
lated stories I felt would do him good,  and told him about the frantic 
struggle  of the enemy and the prospects for the movementn. _  He s aid to 
me , "I 'm  not worried about mys e l f .  I 'm old ,  and for me , to die_ ·is only 
natural . The secret pol ice might have gotten wind of your presence 
here . Early this morning I heard rifle shots . in that direction . Be on 
your guard when you· go , my son . "  

I did not dare tell him about what had happened that morningn. · I t  
would not do him any good to known. 

After supper,  I said goodbye to · him • and returned to my he-adquar-
tersn. 

3. Hoang Hoa Thama., better known as De Thruna., the "Tiger of Yen The., " wasa. a peasant 
from Htmg Yen province. Based in the mountain areas of Yen The., and with no more 
than two h1D1dred armed men, De Thrun led a resistance movement against the French 
in the 1890a's .  With this meager force, he managed to keep the spirit of resis
tance alive fora_amany people in North Vietnam, tmtil his assassination in 1913. 
The French pursued him relentlesslya., and by the end of 1909 had reduced his fol
lowers to aa· couple of men. Still tm·able to catch him, the Frencha· spenta. consider
able time and money in keeping him from recruiting a new group and in trying to 
have him assassinated. This tactic succeeded in 1913, and De Tham ' s. head was 
delivered to the French for a bo1D1ty. See David Marra' s  Vietnamese Antico'lonial
ism (Berkeleya: University of Californiaa., 1971). (Trans.) ·  
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I did not get back until 9 or 1 0  o ' clock at night. I sle pt in 
the fields and �aitid until the next morning to  return to  our camp. 

The brothers were getting up when I entered the hut. They all 
shouted with j oy. Truong Chinh_ asked , "Why did it take you so long to 
come back?" 

I had been gone for two
.g
days! During the time I was away , news 

had come in from Dinh Ca , and Viet , Truong · chinh and Thu were burning
with worry and anxiety , especially when _they saw Nong Thai Long and the 
brothers from Dinh Ca arrive withoQt me. 

Thu immediately criticized me severely. "You should have returned 
right away after you completed your mission. But you l ingered on, and 
let such an unfortunate thing happen.g" 

I sincerely admitted my error, and then reported in detail to the 
Ce ntral Committee about all the events in Khuoi Noi. 



CHAPTER IV 

I t  was sunny. The autumn sunlight filtered through the· leaves in 
the .Khuon Manh forest. The h4ge tree trunks rose s traight and tall. -
Bamboo shoots sprouted at the foot of bamboo treest. A cool .breeze rus
tled the leaves. The lush rice and corn patches stretched in a gentle
grade to the water edge. White pebbles gleamed in ,the stream bed. The 
age-old forest hugged b.oth sides of the stream , like two huge -.and pro-

·tective armst. · 

This afternoon , many women of the Man [Yao] ethnic minority ,came 
to the stream bank together. The_y had heard that there wouldt· be a.n · im
portant ceremony , s o  they asked for permission to come and listen to 
the cadre talk. They knew this cadre well , and loved him very much. 
He limped and walked with difficulty, but he worked very hard. What he 
said--everyone agreed- -was accurate. The French in the posts , the s ol
diers , the s ecret police , the village officials , like hunting hounds 
were sniffing everywhere , but he did not leave and s tayed on among the 
villagers to tell them how to deal with the enemy who were burning down 
their houses and desttroying their villagest, and how to cope with those 
who were the running dogs of the Frencht. The women told each othert, 
"The cadre is coming. Let's listen to him. He ' ll tell us a lot of 
interesting things. "  

At that time , we were living through days and months of relentless 
enemy attacks from all four directions and on every front--political , 
military , as well as econotmic. Through the betrayal of Cong and Hail 
the French imperialists found out about our operation and our strengtht. 
In  contrast to the previous occasion when they reoccupied the Mo Nhai 
post with 20  province troopst, and when they attacked the Vu Lang school 
by surprise with 40 soldiers and militiamen, the enemy this time mobi
lized a much larger force. A column from Lang Son advanced through
Binh Gia to attack the villages of Huong Vu, Huu Vinh , Tan Lap , Vu Lang 
and Vu Le , sowing calamity on the heads of the Bae Son population. Be
fore enough time had elapsed to make people forget about this hateful 
action ,  a second column--consis ting of province troopst, militiamen , 
secret policet, canton s ecurity chiefs and cruel rich people--advanced 
from Thai Nguyen through Dinh Ca to terrorize the villages of Trang Xa , 
Phu Thuong , Lau Thuong, La Hien and Lang Muoi in Vo Nhai district . 
They relentlessly surrounded and s earched the villages , and swept
through the forest and settlements without letup. They burned down 
housest, wrecked the hamletst, terrorized the people and herded them into 
fascist concentration camps in Na Pheo , Dinh Ca, Lang Giua and Dong En , 
in order to carry out their scheme of "draining the water to catch the 
fis h , "  and tried to cut off all contacts between the people and the 
AFNS. Difficulties piled up , but with the leadership of the Central 
Committee , we were doing our utmost to overcome them in order to propel
the movement forward. 

1. These two were lackeys of the imperialists, and had infiltrated the Party to 
sabotage it. (Footnote in text .)  
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Truong Chinh and Hoang Van Thu had returned to the delta. Hoang
Quoc Viet stayed behind to help us d�vise a plan to deal with the ene
my ' s  terrorism and to orga·nize a resistance force. Before a month had 
elapsed, a letter from Thu s·uddenlyg· arri ved, asking Viet to return to 
the delta immediately. Viet could not prolong his stay any longer, so 
he made preparations to implement the directive of the· Party. Before 
going back to the lowland, Viet set up--in the name of the Central Com
mittee--a second platoon of the AFNS. (The platoon · that had been set 
up in  Khuoi Noi previously was referred to as the AFNS First Platoon. ) 

The vi llage women were right. Hoang Quoc Vi�t didg- come that day.
The members of the AFNS had gathered in· the fi elds and lined up in two 
rows. I n  this crigtical movement, even if  only one man took up arms to 
fight the enemy, this would be worth rejgoicing. But that day, not just
one man--but dozens of people- - [ took up arms to fight the enemy]g. They
included the remnants of the AFNS First Platoon- -the comrades who had 
met the challenge in  the Bae Son base--plus a number of comrades who 
had recently j oined the ranks. 

I t  was the 1 5th of September 194 1. The Second Platoon of the AFNS 
attended the ceremony which formally set it up. The majority of the 
platoon members present that day had joined after the enemy's surprise 
attack on the command headquarters of the AFNS in Dinh Ca at the begin
ning of July 1941. Practically all of them came from families that the 
imperialists had herded into concentrati on camps. Many of these fami
lies had been fiercely terrori z ed by the enemy. For example, comrade 
Thoong's family and comrade Trieu Khanh Phuong's2 family of six wer� 
jailed in Dinh Hoa where they slowly died of hunger and disease. Com
rade Phu� Quyen's mother was beaten to the point of insanity. The ene
my also dug up his ancestors' graves--as well as mine--poured gasoline 
on the remains and burned them. I n  the pagoda and in the communal 
house of Cau Ran hamlet in  Phu Thuong village, Delorque ( ? )  and Sinh-
two security agents notorious for their cruelty- -and their henchmen day
and night were doing their best to torture old people, women and chi l
dren ,' especially the families of the men and women· who were serving in  
the revolutigonary base, hopi ng to shake up the morale of the AFNS and 
dampen the spirit of struggle of the population. 

The sufferings of each individual piled up . together became a com
mon hat�ed and resentment. All shared the same hatred for the enemy 
and the same desire for revenge through common action. For this rea
son, they loved each other and were ready to share everything with each 
other. I n  danger they were prepared to sacrifice their lives to save 
their comrades- in- arms. 

The sun slanted toward the West. The autumn light spread over the 
rice and corn fiel ds stretching along ·the banks of the Khuon Manh 
stream. 

I looked at Nguyen Cao Dam. He looked like he had regained hi s 
strength somewhat. The enemy bullet which had pi erced his shoulder and 
entered hi s chest, and the days and nights he had spent hiding in  the 
forest not long ago, had sharpened his hatred for the enemy. Dam 'gs 
story--frorn many· poi nts of view--was an experi ence from which we could 
derive a useful lesson. I t  seemed to me I could still see the ·story
unfold before my eyes. 

2. Trieu Khanh Phuong, a Ya�, is now a member of the Viet Bae Region Party Committee, 
and Deputy Chairman of the Viet Bae Zonet' s  Adminitstrative Committee. (Trans.) 
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After. the group _of Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi withdrew from 
Bae Son, the comrades who stayed behind gathered together an.d formed a 
squad under the leadership of Dam, Tan and Rue. Their task was to 
maintain firm. the infrastructure and resist the terror:ism of the enemy. 
They divided into three cells, headed by Dam, Thuc and Van Sang. Each 
cell was in charge of a critical area. Dam, along with Quoc Vinh, Tan,
Rue and Thai were stationed in Phie Khao. 

At that time, the fields were a golden sheet of ripening rice 
stalks. 

Local security agents sprouted like weeds. They led soldiers to 
terrorize Phie Khao. A number of villagers were frightened and did not 
dare to let the cadres stay in their houses. Dam's cell and their camp
had to move to the M.o Re cave, which was as small as a · house on stilts 
built on only eight support columns.g3 Their weapons consisted of two 
Dop 3 rifles and one Dop 5 rifle. One day, comrades Hoang, Thuc and· 
Dung went from Bo Tat to Don Uy to establish contact with the local 
infrastructure and then go down to Huu Vinh to collect rice. There 
were only five men left in the cave. 

The leaders of this cell found the situgation unsettling. The cave 
was located near the house of a fellow called Thai who had been behav
ing in a suspicious manner lately. They wanted to move their camp, but 
Thai told Tan and Rue, "We don't have to move.I There's no need. to do 
so now! I have just been down to the village and I got a chicken to 
cook rice soup. There is nothing to fear.g" 

So, they decided to stay an extra night. The next day, Thai's 
brother--Dao- -led militiamen to the cave entrance and yelled to .Thai to 
come out and surrender. The soldiers did not dare to rush into the 
cave becaugse they knew the comrades were armed. Thai glanced furtively 
at the rifles in the hands of Tan and Rue, and said, "Don't shoot! 
There are a lot of soldiers out there! "  

Seeing Tan and Rue hesitate, Quoc Vinh snatched their rifles and 
was about to rush out to fight with the soldiers, but Tan and Rue 
stopped him: "Let's wait and see! We can't just save our own lives, 
we must save everyone in the cell.g" 

There was nothing for Quoc Vinh to do but to stare in anger at the 
cave entrance. His brows were knitted. 

Before the soldiers could call him a second time, Thai went out. 
He was brazen and unabashed: "They have surrounded us!  If we don't 
come out, we'll die. If we come out, our lives will be spared.g" 

It was then that Tan and Rue realized they had been "raising a bee 
in their sleeves,g"4 andg.that they had fallen into Thai-'s trap. They
had not been firm about moving their camp the previous ·day. Now they 
realized this, but it was too late. 

3. In  Bae Son., to 
, 

be able to build a house with eight support colUDD1s and a tiled 
roof is nothing out of the ordinary. (Footnote in text.) This indicates that 
the Bae Son area is now prosperous. (Trans.)

' 

4. An expression meaning to trust someone who turns out to be a traitor. (Trans.) 
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Quoc Vinh rushed out of the cave, on the heels of Thai. But he 
did not come out to meet th·e soldiers. as the traitor Thai had done. 
Instead, as he emerged from the cave he slipped into another path.
With a ·quick glance he saw that the soldiers wereg- only blocking the 
mai� rou·te .g. The shad.ow of a large man also appeared .and quick as an 
arrow, he plunged down the mountainside. Tan and Rue only had time to· 
shout, ""gComrade Dam ! g" when a burst of rifle fireg- resounded. One bullet 
plunged. into Dam's back, near his shoulderg. Seeing that Dam kept on 
running, Thai told the sodliers ,g. "He' 11 die, leave him alone. These 
two fellows Tan and Rue--they' re the leaders. You must catch them 
alive!g" · 

The soldiers surrounded the Mo Re cave. Thai and his brother Dao,
and the militiamen took turns calling on· the AFNS brothers to surrender. 
They called out the name of each man, and threatened to "come in and 
get them if they did not come out.g" They yelled for a long time, but 
no one em�rged, so they went to Chieu Vu to get some grenades to throw 
in the cave. The explosions revergberated in the forest and mountains. 

Tan and Rue retreated deeper into the cave. Near noon, the mili
tiamen groped. their way down the cave and opened fire. I t  was only
then that Tan and Rue gave up and came out of the cave. The enemy led 
them away. · 

Dam was quite seriously wounded. Blood soaked the shirt he was 
wearing, but he kept on walking, groping his way through the forest 
toward the camp of the other AFNS cell. It was very l ate at night. 
As �e approached the camp of Duong Van· Thuc and Hoang, he stopped dead 
in his tracks; inside the hut soldiers were interrogating and torturg
ing comrade Hoang. It turned _out that Hoang was caught by the enemy 
when he went to Huu Lung village to collect rice .g. They then led him 
back to the hut to torture hi�, in the hope of flnding outg- where Duong 
Van Thuc was. Dam hastily climbed.on a rocky mountain. The shouts of 
"Thuc! Thuc !g" and the sound of blows and kicksgthat the enemy was _gshow_ering_: on_ _ Hoang drifted up to . where Damg. was hiding. He_ £el t as though
th� blows were falling on his own chest. It was agonizing for him be
catise there was nothing he could do to save his comrade. The soldiers 
beat Hoang until their arms hurt and they had to stop to gasp for 
breath b�t he still did not utter a word. , So they had t6 take him 
away. Dam stayed where he was, convinced that Duong Vang.gThuc had also 

·been captured by the enemy. 

After a long time, when he could- n6 longer hear the sound of blows 
and kicks, and the voice of the soldiers interrogating Hoang, Dam knew 
that the _gsoldiers _ had left and he came down. Surrounded by forest 
tree� ·, Dam walked alone, tortured by the thought of what had happened. 
H� criticizedg. himself for having lost his vigilance· in dealing with 
Thai,g_ �nd regretted that he had not been able to save his comrades from 
the enemy's claws. His pain gre_w as he thought .about t�is. How many 
men we�e left in his ·squad?g · Quoc Vinh escaped from the cave, but did 
he manage_ to reach a safe argea? Tan and Rue had been caught; .gwhat 
would ha:ppe.n to _them next? Dam told himsel f,g· "I will admit all the .
shortcomings_. I must· get to my comrades' place! "  Then he headed in 
the •direction of Vo Nhai-Trang Xa with determination, and slipped 
through the forest without stopping t� rest.

' . 

The news reached us, so we sent people out to search for these 
comrades everywher�. 

http:climbed.on
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Dam came from Thai B i nh province. He was big and strong, and nor 
· ·mally looked very muscular and healthy. However, after �lose to ten 

days of hiding i n  the forest and e scaping the encirclement of the Thai 
and Dao gang, he looked haggard. Hi s clothes were torn to shreds and 
the wound on_ hi s  s�oulder had stopped bleedi ng and dried up. His' eye s 
were sunken in  their sockets, because of lack of sleep and because of 
worry and sorrow, and his cheekbone s protruded. Whe n he spotted me , he 
hugged me,. grabbed my shoulders and said i n  a gasp, "Now that I've seen 
you, I know I' m not going to die. It's only at thi s  moment that I know 
I'm going to live ! "  

Dam told me about all the thi ngs that had taken place at the Mo Re 
cave. Then he added i n  a. voice full of sorrow, "Duong Thuc has been  ·capturedg! "  

Tears stre amed down his  face when he said this. Tears welled up 
i n  my eyes. I clasped his shoulder and. said, "Go and lie down! We ' ll 
take care of things later on ! "  

But Dam went on with his story, and was convinced that CQmrade 
Thuc had bee n  captured. He knew that once you fell i nto the enemy 
hands, i t  would be either j ai l  or death. He said, "The security 
agents were i nterrogating him and calling his name 'Thuc ! Thuc ! '  so 
they must have got �im !g" 

But actually Duong Van Thuc had not been  caught. He retµrned to 
Trang Xa with comrade Quang Long a few days after Dam. So, four men 
from the third squad who .survived had managed to come here from three 
different directions. 

Now, Nguye n Cao Dam was one of three comrades appointed by the 
·Central Committeegto the Command Staff of the AFNS Second Platoon. 

The second man on the staff was Le Due Ton.g5 He was ten years
younger than I. He was a somewhat cold person, but he had a profound 
hatred for the forei gn occupiers of the country. He rarely smiled and 
was quiet, but worked very hard. 

In my case, the enemy had take n my father away and burned down the 
house where I had grown up. They were also terrorizing relatives on 
both sides of my family. To me, then, my uni t was my home, the AFNS 
comrade s were my brothers, and the people i n  the places where the AFNS 
bui lt their  huts to live were my family. 

Standi ng in  front of the red flag with the yellow star, we remem
bered with sadness the comrades who had sacrificed their lives. After 
the mi nute of silence i n  memory of the dead, the i ni tiation ceremony 
for new Party members began. These were comrade s who had met the re
cent challe nge s- - such as comrades Phuong Cuong, Chu Phong, Ha Manh, Ha 
Ky, Hong Thai , etc. The whole unit seemed infused with a new vigor and 
enthusiasm. Hoang Quoc Viet's voi ce resounded: "In the name of the 
Central Conunittee, I re cognize the Se cond Platoon of the AFNS! The 
Vietnamese Army for National Salvation has the task of maintaining firm 
our bases and our i nfrastructure, and carrying on our armed struggle to 
e ncourage the movement i n  the whole country as well as to make a small 

5 .  Le Due Ton is now Vice Chairman of the Viet Bac ' s  Administrative Committee, and 
a standing member of the Viet Bae Region Party Committeet. (Trans.) 
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but concrete contribution .to the Soviet Red Army ' s  fight agains t the 
fascist invaders ! "  

. . 

Hoang Quoc Viet stopped .- In the sunlight , his eyesn_ shonenin an. .
extraordinary manner ,  as though burned. by the intense ardor of his 
wordsn. The old forest around us still reverberated with the words 
''maintaining firm our bas�s and strticture , · and carrying on our armed 
struggle . • .  make a small but concrete contribution to the Soviet 

·Red· Army ' s  fight . . . .  " 

The task of the AFNS Second Platoon had been clearly pointed out 
by the Central Cqmmitteen. Hoang Quoc Viet handed the red flag with 
the yellow star to the platoon . All the comrades would - :do their best 
to implement all the orders of their Command Staffn. . . . . . 

The pledge of allegiance ceremony of the iF�S Second Platoon be-
gan . The five oaths 0£ then·nAFNS were read aloud solemnly : 

"We will not betray. the Party ! 

"We pledge absolute loyalty to the Party ! 

"We are _determined to fight an·d re:venge the comrades who had sac-
rificed their · l ivesn. 

"We will not surrender to the enemy ! 

"We will not h·arm · the people ! "  

The sounds of "I  swear ! .I swear ! "  reverberated . · when old Mr . -Manh finished his oath , Duong Thi An- - the only woman in the AFNS- -
stepped forward from the ranksn. · Sh_e_ looked up atn. the red flag with 
the five-corner·ed  yellow star and _said clearly and precisely , . "The 
twenty million people in our country : are _gro_aning inn. the ir_ miseries 
and sufferingsn. I am a girl fro� the ethnic minoiitie s .  I swear , un� 
der the national flag , · to sacrifice everything for the Party and for 

· ·the peoplen. I ' m determined to '"carry out fully my t·ask as a inembe·r of 
·the AFNSn. I hereby swear to this ! '' · 

As she- shouted " I  swear ! 1 1  · she raised her fist to her shoulder ·and 
saluted the fl�gn. · 

The young and old Yao women looked at An. intently and nodded their 
·heads as though to s ay ,  ''This girlnis • doing the right thing ! If  she 

·· · can do it , so can we . "  

After the ceremony , everyone left . The men and wo-enn_ntalked about 
the ceremony with approvaln- as they walked away and reminded each other 
to maintainn_ secrecy . 

* * 

On the way back to our camp , Hoang Quoc Viet andnI walked along_ _s ide each othern. He was a sentimental ma� , and had lived at my house 
i� the pas! . Besides Hoang Van Thu, he had bee� ass igned to giv� 
direct assistance to the AFNS and the movement in Bae Son-Vo Nha1-Tha1 
Nguyen . 
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. . 

The first t ime Viet came to my hous e ,  he was wearing _ a black . tu
nic , white pants and sl ippers , and he carried an umbrella .  6 This 
scholarly Vietnamese from th� lowlands soon became as s imilated with 
our Tay . and Nung · ethnic minorities  . 

"What cio you think of  the ceremony? "  Hoang'· Quoc . Viet . said, sudden
ly breaking the s ilence . 

I was j olted from my reminiscences about him, and asked,  "What did 
you say?" 

He repeated ,  "What di.d you thin·k of the ceremony?," _ 

"It  was very good , "  I s aid . · "They were moved ,  and understood 
everything . 

. 
He clasped niy hand tightly ,' as though he wanted to communicate to 

me all his faith and affection, and confided . as we _walked. , ''.The Central 
Committee has asked me to go b ack right away . The critical thing here 
now is to maintain the mov�ment fi-rmly . .  You ' ve s een tJte exp_er,ience in 
Bae Son , so don ' t  be overconfident . I hive to g6 . Most 6f the broth
ers are new. In everything you . do , you should solic;.it the opinion of 
the col lectivity , and motivate the brothers to ·act in :co.ncert. with you . 
In order to maintain the movement , you mus t maintain secrecy . You 
should remind the brothers consta.ntly of. the problem of maintain.ing· 
secrecy . "  · · 

, 

It  seemed as though he wanted to transmit to me all the · ideas · and 
experiences he had e arned at the risk of his l ife in the .str�ggle 
against the colonial adminis tration and their ·c·ruel. and devious . s chemes . 
He emphas ized,  "You should pay attention to the task of p.r.o.se. lytizi.ng 
enemy soldiers . If  we cou·ld motivate them· not to fight us or to avoid 

.clashes with us , then · we could avoid unne·cess ary b
.
loodshed . W_ith the· 

exception of the s ecurity agents and thos·e who deliberately followed 
the enemy to_ kill and h·ar·m· the . people , these. _soldie,rs, are .a� l poor -
peasants who·m the ·enemy had .forced to take up . _arms . and figh·t · the Revo
lution . Pay particular attention to thi s ,  and · train . th.e brothers to·
perfo·rm this task well . We don ' t  have many cadres he·re . When I return 
to the delta , I will p.ropose that the Central .Committee Standing Com. 
mittee send some cadres up here to reinforce you . I will remain in 
frequent contact with the movement here . Cam will go with me . "  

. . . . 

I interrupted him·. "Will  comrade . Cam be . . : . 
-g·o ing with yqu?" . . . 

My question was really a hint , suggesting that he leave comrade 
Cam with us . Cam was a cadre who had- d.qne :a g.reat .deal. to. _  )1.elp the 
movement . He was considered H'.o.ang .Quoc Viet ' s  r.�·ght -: harid man . .  He was. 
then about 30 years old·, tal l ,  muscular and very s trong·. . He was o.rigi 
nally a very poor peasant and b ecame a cadre when he un·derstood the 
purpose of the Revolution . Usually he s erved as a liaison agent and 
went on miss ion with Hoang Quoc Viet  . 

. ..
Hoang Quoc Viet . went . o�, "Cam will a.ccompany_ me . In  the future ; .

if it becomes necessary tp. send s�meone up here , Cam knows the way. and 
won ' t  need liaison agents to take him here . �• 

. . . . . 

6. Traditional costume for Vietnamese ment. (Trans.) 

http:p.r.o.se.lytizi.ng
http:solic;.it
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When we returned to the hut, the brothers we.re conduct�ng a meet-.1ng. 

* * * 

In this period, we had withdrawn into the forest and built huts to 
live in. Our food supplies were insufficient. Our weapons were few 
and primitive--they consisted of some rifles and muskets used by the 
Yao people, homemade hand grenades, knives and poisoned arrows. We 
lived in very difficult conditions, but the local population was ex
tremely loyal to the Revolution, and frequently helped us. Not only 
did they supply us with food, meat and salt, they also gave us medical 
supplies. The enemy had destroyed or burned all edible roots and 
plants in the forest. But at harvest time, the people did not cut the 
rice in the fields lying near the forest and far from their settle
ments, leaving the rice to supply the AFNS.  In this way, even though 
we were tightly surrounded on all sides, we continued to obtain food 
supplies to keep on f� ghting. 

In order to eradicate the guerrillas, the enemy sealed off the 
three villages of Trang Xa, Phu Thuong, and Lang Muoi--.the area where 
we had chosen to set up our base. There was not one village or settle
ment, not one section of the forest that the enemy did not search. 

The enemy tried all sorts of ways to cut off contact between the 
people and the AFNS. They gathered the villagers from isolated settle
ments into a concentration area to facilitate their control. The peo
ple were only let out of the camp .gat eight o'clockg_ in the morning to 
work in the fields, and had to return at four o'clock in the afternoon, 
and they were forbidden to go beyond a kilometer from the camp perime
ter. Soldiers accompanied them every time they went to the market or 
to the fields, in order to control them. In the market place, the vil
lagers from each locality were restricted to a separate section, and 
were forbidden to go to another section. The soldiers forbade the 
people from various localities to contact each other and exchange in
formation. They restricted the sale of salt and matches, for fear the 
people would give these products to the AFNS. 

While he was in the Vo Nhai war zone, and before he returned to 
the delta, Hoang Quoc Viet had paid particular attention to the politi
cal education of the AFNS in order to bolster their ideological stand. 
Right after the formation of the Second Platoon, the brothers were 
very enthusiastic and eagerg. But later on, as difficulties and hard
ships increased, some 6£ them showed signs of hesitation. Hoang Quoc 
Viet had helped us  organize a collective life for the AFNS. He sug
gested that we divide the unit into five squads which would take turns 
standing guard, fighting and studying . He directly guided us  to study 
the Party policy and the behavior befitting a revolutionary. And as 
he had pointed out, we saw that it was necessary to est�blish rules 
for the brothers' everyday life. No matter how difficult the situgation 
was, we must have discipline and orderg. Usually, we built our huts 
near a stream. As soon as we finished cooking, we poured water over 
the fire to wash away all traces. At first, ' gwe carefully made huts 
with roofs of palm leaves, but our life was so unsettled--we had to 
move and fight constantly- - that we j ust cut banana leaves and used them 
to roof our huts. Sometimes we had to move before the banana leaves 
had time to dry. 

In addition, the enemy was throwing many spies into the forest to 
obtain information. If they suspected guerrillas were operating in 
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some area, they gathe red the ir forces and went in on operation. Some
times we had just moved to a new area when we got news that the spies 
were coming, and--like birds fluttering in the forest--we had to move 
elsewhere immediately. If it rained while we were on the move , then 
we all got drenched from head to toe. Right after we reached a new 
camp site , we had to cut down trees and gather banana leaves to bu ild 
a few temporary huts as shelters against the rain, even if it was dark 
at night and raining . Some of us went looking for forewood, some cut 
down bamboo trees,  while others gathered l eaves and twigs to spread on 
the damp ground so we could lie down. We piled up the firewood and 
bamboo and started a fire to dry our clothes and our bagst. Our clothes 
were never put in the sun to dry. After we washed them ,  we dried them 
by the fire, and when they were dry we put them in our cloth bags.
This way , we were always ready--if there was an alarm, we could leave 
right away. This was why our clothes always smelled  of smoke. 

After we built  the huts , we built our beds. We cut a few logs and 
put them at the foot of our beds. In the evening, we drew water from 
the stream in a bucket, poured the water over our feet [as we stood on 
the logs] and then stepped on our beds. (At that time , we all  went 
around barefoot--we did not have rubber sandals made from automobile 
tires l ike we have now.) 

Many military training classes were conducted right in the forest. 
In addition to theory, the brothers stud ied basic movements such as 
carrying the rifles in the hands or over the shoul ders, crawl ing on all 
fours, crawling on one's bell y ,  rolling, marching , reconnaissance, con
cealment , practicing ambushes, etc. 

The immense and impenetrable forest was a good cover for our 
troops. Before the enemy could come close to us we had moved to an
other area. When we came to a new camp site, even if  we could only 
stay for a few days, we carried on our normal activities and our train-.1ng . 

One day at the end of September 1941. 

Hoang Quoc Viet set out to return to the deltat. After meeting
with the Platoon Command Staff , he spent the whole day meeting and 
talking with the brothers in the unit. He frequently told me, "There 
are many new brothers in the unit , but they are all good men. They 
are dedicated to the revolution , and they all hate the imperialtists 
and exploiters. This is the basic reason why they are loyal to the 
mission of the Party and of the people. You should pay attention and 
guide them , leading all of them to make progress." 

The evening meal included the pork and chicken the people had sup
pl ied us. At dusk, I saw Hoang Quoc Viet off. He clasped my hands 
tightly. He did not say a word, but communicated all his feelings to 
me in that handshake . We sent a cel l  composed of comrades Tai, Cham,
and Lai to take him and Cam to Khe Mo and then to the main road l inking 
Dinh Ca with Thai Nguyen. Cam will  take over as guide from there to 
the deltat. 



CHAPTER V 

After they ran out of targets in  Bae Soh , the enemy kept up thei r 
frenzied terrorism and gradually shifted their sweep operations toward 
Vo Nhai. They carried out operations to search for revolutionary or
gans, encircling and searching each area with ferocity, and doing their 
best to uncover and destroy our armed forces. At the same time they
herded the people in fascist concentration camps in Na Pheo, Dinh Ca, 
Lang Giua, and Dong En to implement their scheme_gof " draining the water 
to catch the fish.g" 

I n  this period, each villager only had one or two sets of thin,
torn and mended clothes left.  Their children suffered from malnutri
tion and looked pale and sickly. Bamboo trees withered for lack of 
care. Of the houses on stilts, nothing was left but their earth plat
form and a few charred columns. The houses of comrades Le Due Ton,
Chu Quoc Hung, Hoang Thuong and Hoang Xuan were in ruins. Their bamboo 
drainpipes were split in two, their rice polishers were smashed, their 
looms were slashed, their clothes, blankets and mosquito nets were torn 
to shreds. Anything of value had b een seized. Banana, orange, prune
and peach trees--big and small--had been cut down. Their gardens were 
desolate, not one row of cabbage or onion had been left intact. One 
could no longer hear the b arking of dogs, the grunting of pigs, the 
crowing of roosters, and the clankingg· of wooden b ells around the necks 
of water b uffaloes. 

Day and night, the Japanese and French spread their spies to 
gather information. Their soldiers set u p  ambgushes to attack cadres 
going on mission. Each area was divided into smill square grids and 
searched. The soldiers even penetrated into the caves and searched the 
huts in the forest. They tied the b lades of grass on the trails int o 
knots, so that if we walked through the knots would untie and they could 
follow this trail to pursue us. The local spies had many tricks and 
were familiar with all the roads and paths. They spread ashes in front 
of cave entrances to detect our footprints. 

Following the program already set forth, we split up and went to 
talk with the ethnic minorities on the task of fighting the French and 
Japanese, and on the Viet Minh Program. The Tay·, Nung, Cao Lan and 
even the Yao who lived high up in· the tall mountains, all loved the 
AFNS and treated us like members of their own families. We arranged
for the people to disperse and hide their belongings, and then to re
turn to their villages and settlements to carry on the struggle. At 
the same time they·gwould supply us with food and gather information on 
our behalfg. 

The armed struggle of the guerrillas resumed and b egan with the 
elimination of traitors and spies, and progressed into surprise attacks 
on French troops, and ambushes. 

Usually, in their ambushes th: AFNS only aimed their shotsga� the _mos t reactionary officers and soldiers, the dangerous local offici als 
and spies who guided the enemy. 

77 
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Along with the fighting , we concentrated our e fforts to push ahead 
the task of  proselytiz ing enemy soldiersn. We told the men and women in 
the villages and even those in j ail , who had frequent contacts with the 
enemy , to remind them of the fact that they had had to leave their homes 
and famil ies to come here , the land of  green forests and red hills , 
where they would fall prey to malaria and get killed .  These  men and 
women also handed the soldiers l eaflets cal ling on them not to attack 
the people and burn their houses and fieldsn. 

One time Trinh , the Assistant to the District Chief ,  found one of  
our leaflets on his desk when he came over to s it  down . He went green
with fear , and wondered how- -with high wal ls  around the house ,  the 
gates  tightly shut , and sentries standing guard day and night- - the 
"Commies"  had managed to smuggle this dangerous obj ect in theren. I f  
his superiors knew about this , his head would rolln. He did not dare 
make a b ig thing out of  the incident , and not seeing anyone around he 
hurriedly read the l eaflet and then locked it in his desk drawer .  An
other time , when he plunged his hand in his pants pocket to take out a 
handkerchief to b low his nos e ,  he pulled out a "Communist" leaflet . 
His hair stood on end . He broke out in a heavy sweat , and began to 
tremble  with fear , because i f  the Communists could sneak into his house 
to do this , they could cut off his head if  they wanted to .n_ From then 
on ,  he became cautious and did not dare to do anything excess ive . Be 
s ides , whenever he was about to  lead his soldiers to  surround , search 
or sweep an area, his concubine inter�ened and told him not to do i t ,  
so he lost his zeal . In ·actuality , the "Commies" did not possess the 
supernatural power the Assistant to the District Chief  ascribed to .
them. It was j us t  that the AFNS was very clever in proselytizing the 
people . In  fac t ,  the concubine of the District Chief ' s  Ass is tant came 
from a revolutionary familyn. Whenever she went home to visit her fam
ily,  we sent s omeone to meet her ,  indoctrinate her ,  give her leaflets 
and tell  her what to do . 

I n  other cases , we used the famil ies with children �r relatives 
serving in the enemy armed forces , and sympathizers to gather informa
tion £or us in the various prison campsn. Each time the enemy planned 
to conduct an operation somewhere , they tipped us in advance so  that we 
could avoid the operat ion , or if  we were strong enough we would ambush 
the enemyn. 

As for the leaflets and banners cal l ing on the enemy soldiers not 
to go on sweep operations and not to oppress  the peop l e ,  we diss emi 
nated them and posted them in public  placesn. 

One night , a cell  from the AFNS went to the gate of .an enemy out
pos t ,  fired a few shots to dis turb the soldiers , plant�d a Viet Minhn. 
flag , hung posters and dis seminated leafletsn. The soldiers did notn. 
dare to come out of  the post  or  to return the fire . They only dared to 
venture outs ide when morning camen. A company was dispatched . to pursue 
the AFNS . The officer shouted to  the soldiers , "A lot of  Communists 
came here ! Look at their footprintsn! Look at all the leaves they
plucked and put on the ground to sit  on !  Make an effort , and the big  
mandarin will  award you medal s ! "  It  was true that along the way foot
prints were al l ove r ,  and j udging by the amount of  l eaves used to  s i t  
on,  the unit  must have been of  platoon s i z e n. They did not realize  that 
after we completed our mission ,  we deliberately walked back and forth 
to l eave a lot  of footprints , and plucked a lot of  leaves to deceive 
them. The soldiers came from the delta and were unfamil iar with the 
forest .  Bes ides they were afraid there were too many of  us and they 
were too tired to walk further ,  so  they balked at their commander ' s  
orders and refused to go onn. 
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Another day, about two platoons of province troops went on mission 
1n Ngoc My hamlet·. 

:rhe ri�e· stalks were then about 3 inches tall. At that moment,g· 
·Ha Ch:am and Hong Hai went to tak·e up their sentry posts on a hill. 

Hong Hai, of the Ya6 ethnit minority,g_gwas tall and big. He sat on a 
log in the fields to keep watch but was lost deep in thoughts. From 
where he was he co.uld look toward the command headquarters on the next 
hill, ab out _half a kilometer away. Ha Cham who was looking t�ward h�s 
house which had been b urned by the enemy, suddenly cried out, "Soldiers. . .

·are coming! Look ·at that y�llow mass! " l  

Seeing that Hong Hai was about to stand to take a look , Ha Cham 
went on, "Don't stand up!g" 

,'But Hong Hai pok_ed out. his head anyway, andg· asked, •iw�e!e? Where?g" 

The soldiers were then gathered on the platform of the ·house and 
were looking for footprints left b y  the "Commies. "  One of them looked 
up, saw Hong Hai,· and yelled, ·g"There's a b ig guy over there ! "  ·g

·They shouted to each oiher t o  �ush up the hill. But Ha Cham and 
Hong Hai dashed into the forest. The soldiers ran after them. They
rushed into the clearing and ran into a squad of our own men. Some 

· were cooking, others were bathing.g Surprised, t�ose who were �6oking
poured away the rice and ran off, carrying the potsg· 'with them. Some 
burned their hands b ecause thi pots were toog·ghot� Thti segwho were·g _roasting a dog grabbed the dog and thre·gw it in a b ush. Thoseg· who were 
bathin� dashedg· into the fore�t behind the others. The soldiers fired 
after them. ·I was then at ·the headquarters, about · f o o  m�ters from 
th·ere. I had ju;st finished saying, "Something' s happened to the com
rades on guard duty , "  when Ha Cham arrived to· report. I told him,
"Let's fight!g"' 

. . . 

we pulled to the Dong Bu River and selected a spot for· our ·ambush. 
·I had figurea that the soldiers would certainly pass through here. The 
eight: or nine brothers who were in the forest looked down and saw·us. 
They· shouted· to :each other, "The others have gone out to set an ainb ush ! 

·

..Let· • s· rt.in down- the_re to join them and fight!gi' 

· I · _a:sked them, "Did anyone_ get killed?g" 

A· comrade answered, "No.g" 

"What about the soldiers?" I asked quickly_. 

· ''Myg· · wo·rd, they were yelling,  'there, there, catch them!g' but they 
didn't hit anyone when they fired.g" 

I discussed with Ha tham and a number of b rothers ab out this group 
of --soldiers. Ha Cham said·, "It looks like this group has received our 
leaflets.g" 

· The others nodded their heads in assent. I told them, "Let's call 
·off: -the ·· ambush. · These soldiers are alright-.g" 

1. The enemy soldiers wore yellow uniforms. (Footnote in text.) 
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We had had similar experigences before. Our proselytizing effort 
had had a deep impact on the soldigers. These soldigers had come very
close to our men, and i t  must have been easy for them to hit their tar
gets had they wanted to, but i nstead they just aimed their shots high 
while yelling noisily to prove to their commander that t.hey were really
chasing and fighting the. Communigsts. 

The g .roup of soldiers crossed the forest and then followed a trail 
to the rlver. A cell of the AFNS was lying in ambush there. The 
brothers had been ordered to annihilate the enemy only i f  they opened 
fire. Otherwise they should save thei r ammunition to administer reel
i ng blows to the French troops. 

The soldiers rushed to the river to wash their faces. Some 
scrubbed their hands and feet, others dusted their clothes or picked 
out thigstles. They were talking noisily (the brothers who were lying
i n  ambush nearby could hear everything): 

"We were lucky, otherwise we would have been killed today !g" 

"The Communists killed a dog to 'placate the ghosts,g' but neither 
·they nor the ghosts got a bite to eat, and we ended up eating the dog!g" 

"The Communigsts were kind-hearted. They didn't want to shoot us. 
They were behi nd tree trunks ,  and we were walking on the trail exposed
like water buffaloes in the fi elds. If they had aimed their rifles at 
any of us, they could have killed him instantly.g" 

"Anyone who steps out of bounds would get killed. [ The best thing
to do is  to i mitate] the style of attack i n  Nae village. The soldi ers 
fired into the trees to let them run away.g" 

Some were laughing, others were talking,  and the stream was noisy
with their bantering. The brothers who were lying i n  ambush had loaded 
their rifles, but when they heard what the soldigers said they exchanged 
glances. They knew very well about the event i n  Nae village. Thegse
curity police wanted to show their zeal to their French masters, so 
they took the soldi ers on a sweep operation i n  Nae village. The sol
diers, however, had read the appeals i n  Viet Minh leaflets, so they 
pushed the security police i n  the middle of the column and told them,  
"You walk in the mi ddle, and we'll protect you, otherwise you'll be 
hi t because the Communists are sharp shooters! "  Then, wheregver. they
went the soldiers made a lot of noise to .warn our men to avoid contact. 

One of the soldigers thought hi s frigends were talki ng too loudly
and sai d, "Don't talk so much! If the others are hidi ng nearby we'd 
be fi nished!g" 

Suddenly, a voigce came from the bush on the edge of the trail,  as 
though to answer him ,  "You're r_ight! We're right here! If we shoot,
you'll die!g" 

The soldier shook wi th fright. The adjgutant panicked and told the 
soldi ers,  "Curse you all ! Let ·, s go back and don't .talk so much. If 
the French found out, we'd be dead. It was lucky the French post com
mander didn't come with us today; i f  he did, we would have had to fight 
and waste our lives.g" 

Thereupon he gathered the soldiers and they left the stream bank. 
When they reached the main road, the soldiers told each other, ''See, I 
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was right. They answered us with words. I f  they had answered us with 
their rifles we would have all been killed.'' 

Other men in our unit were hiding in that area rifles at the 
ready. They could not help s aying, "You ' re right!  'we're here too !  
If we want to kill you i t  wouldn ' t  be too difficult ! ' g' 

The soldiers hastily an d sheepishly retr�ate· d  tb their post. 

* * , ·  * 

November 1941. 

Comrade Cam took Hoang Quoc Viet back to the dei_gta at the end of 
September, and then returne d to the Trang  Xa War -Zone. He

.g
was accom

panied by a member of the North Vietnam Region
� 

P_arty Cammi ttee. 
. 
. 

. 

The Command Staff of  the AFNS assigned to this comrade, who had 
been sent up here reinforcement, th� task or proseigytizing 
soldiers. 

as enemy· . . 

·From then on, we produced all types of leaflets andgbanne_rs, each 
type geared to a different kind of s6ldier : s�ldie�sg_'gfrom the delta� 
soldiers from the mountain areas, militiamen� and French soldiers. The 

·soldiers from the delta were further divided intd groups according to .g
their province of origin: Nam Dinh, Ninh Binh, Thai Binh � Mong Cai, 
etc. Then there were also soldiers from the provinces of Central Viet
nam, and those fromg· the Highlands in South Vietnam. When the villagers 
informed us which group of soldiers were coming, we had the appropri ate 
type of leaflets ready, which weg·theng·gspread· on the route they were 
taking, or had mysterious hands place in their pants pockets or handed 
to them directly by someone.  The conte�ts of the leaflets explained
clearly to the soldiers:  "We are not ·_gbandits. We oppose the French .
imperialists and the Japanese fasgcists, in order to liberate our coun
try, so that everyone would have enough _gfood to eat and enough clothes 

·to wear, and so that no one would be: oppressed and exploited.g" We. 
pointed out clearly to theni : "The _Japanese are the ones wh9 have . .
forced your families to pull up rice plants and grow jute for them in
stead.2 As a result, your parents, your wives and children had to go
hungry. Turn your rifles around _ and shoot yo_ ur commander� if .condi
tio ns permit. If this cannot be done, _and you are forced to open fire,
then shoot in the air. Let us riot, shoot ·one ·  anoth·er. "  The leaflets 
also reminded them of their native iili age� : ' 'If you io aroundg·gburning
and looting the people' s  house5 here, arid op�ressingg:the peopel,g.gb�ck · 
in yotir villages, worig' t  your families find the�selves in a similar · · 
situation? I f  you sow hatred you ' ll reap hatred. P1ea� e  think care
fully about this.g" 

If the soldiers from Nam Dinh became "Communized" after they were 
brought up here, and lost their zeal ·for killing, then the commanders 
trarisferred them elsewhgere and soldiers from another area were ·brought 
in. Immediately, leaflets arrived with the appeal_: "You had better 
follow the exampl� of the brothers from Na� Dinh. Don ' t  oppress the 
people. Let ' s  ncf t shoot one another!g"g·g· In this ·gway the AFNS fought · . 

2 .  This was done to meet Japanese war needs . This,  coupled with excessfve Japane�e 
rice requisitions and flooding in the Tonkin delta caused a disastrous famine· in 
1944-1945 which ·killed 2 million people . (Trans � }  ·
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and made propaganda at the same time, motivating and persuading enemy 
soldiers. 

* * 

On a road in Mo Mung , a small valley , on a Winter,norning. A 
squad of the AFNS consis ting of Ha Cham, Ha Manh Tai, Son, Hoa, Cuong,
etc.g, and led by Cham and Hoa, was on their way to proselytize the vil
lagers; afterwards they would split into cells to collect rice for the 
whole unit. The people living near the Na Leng Post had lost a water 
buffalo, and they had looked · for it for two days without finding it. 
The security police spread the rumor that "the Communists had stolen 
the buffalo and slaughtered it! "  in order to give the AFNS a bad repu
tation and sow division between the Revolution and the people. 

When the cell of Ha Manh and Hoa heard about this, they decided to 
go and look for the buffalo. Nearing a lime pit, they heard a few weak 
"meuahs.g" They went over to takeg.a look and saw a buffalo which had 
fallen into the pit. The two of them could not pull it out. There was 
no one around, and they could not go into the village in the daytime 
because there was a camp of militigamen, security police and province 
troops nearby. They talked it over and then wrote a few lines on a 
piece of paper which they stuck to a stick near Na Leng: "Somebody's 
buffalo has fallen into the lime pit. Come and pull it out . "  Then 
they went on their way to perform their mission. 

In that period , the enemy was conducting frequent patrols on the 
Trang Xa-Huong Ba road. Something must have happened, and this was why
they had increased the number of · soldiers on patrol , and the frequency 
of these patrols .  

The squad from the AFNS returning from their misgsion had just gone 
past the main road when they ran smack into an enemy company. The sol
diers opened fire. Even though they were caught in an unfavorable ter
rain and were outnumbered, the brothers quickly returned the fire and 
tried to retreat from this dangerous spot. Ha Manh aimed carefully at 
each s oldier and said between· clenched teeth, "I won't stop until you
fellows have ' eaten ' all these bullets! "  

The shots rang out firmly. Each time he pulled the trigger, a 
soldier collapsed. This impetuous but hard-working 23- year-old youth 
was well liked by the brothers in the squad. Manh ' gs intention was to 
shoot and cover the other brothers so they could withdraw safely. With 
a Dop 5 rifle and SO bullets in his pockets, he managed to pin down one 
whole company. They panicked when they saw over ten of their own men 
hit either in the head or in the chest. Blood was all over the road. 
They wanted to rush out and capture this "dangerous bandit, "  but anyone 
who popped up was immediately dispatched by Manh. Unable to cope with 
him, the survivors fired a burst and then fled, carrying their wounded 
with them. 

Ha Cham's squad was dispersed then, but each man headed in the 
general direction of the headquarters, an4 they all made it back safely
that evening, except Manh. The brothers guessed that Manh had gone to 
the assembly point agreed upon in advance when they set out on mission 
in the morning. We told each other, "It ' s  only about five or six ki
lometers from here to there. It ' s  impossible that Manh hasn ' t  been 
able to find his way back here in all this time. He must have stopped
somewhere. "  We spread out to look for him. We went to the Mo Mung 
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ro ad· and searche d the s pot  where the s urprise e ngagement had take n 
place, but there. was no trace of him. We went back and forth thr�e or  
fo ur time s � g· but s till couldn't find our comrade -in-arms . The brothers 
went to the settlement where Manh had promised to meet them to go on  
mis s ion, but there was no s ign of  him. 

Five o r  s ix days later, the villagers sent us the news that they 
had fo und a dead youth in the fore s t. He had a rifle s lung on his 
s houlders and clung to two sticks of  woo d  clampe d unde r his arms . · The 
people had burie d him prope rly. 

We figured that Manh was �eriously wounded, and after the fighting
he slung the rifle on his s houlders, broke two twigs to use as crutches ,  
and dragge d himself dee p  into the fo res t  to avoid a ne w enemy encircle
ment and to find his way back to the unit. But he los t  too much blood. 

During the five o r  six days this impetuous and hard-working youth 
was go ne we had we�t a great deal. Now when we got the news, tears 
s treamed down our faces again. Some sobbed loudly. We all.felt we 
mus t avenge his de ath. 

* * * 

After the s urprise engagement be tween the ene my company and the 
AFNS Second Platoon on  the Mo Mung road, the enemy set  up a pos t  in Na 
Leng and appointed Doi Beo ("the fat s ergeant")--a native of  Cao Bang 
province--as the pos t  command�r. He was a security agent as well as 
the leader of  a pro vince troop platoon, and was notorious for his in
human beatings and tortureg. 

To cut off all contact betwee n  the pepple and the AFNs,g· and to 
pregvent the people from pas s ing along infogrmation to e ach other, Doi 
Beo had devised a very cruel plan. He as sembled the villagers from 
isdlate d settleme nts in Na Le ng, where he put the m either in co ncentra
tion camps or in prison camps . He s aid, "This way you won ' t  be able to 
suppo rt the Communis ts." The fields in Na Leng were then afflicted by 
a ·dro ught, but he could not care les s .  He wante d the po pulation to 
s tarve so  that they would not have any food left to s upply the AFNS. 
He forbade s mall and. iso lated markets to convene, and allo wed only the 
Dinh Ca market to ope n. 

On market days , he gathered the villagers who wante d to go to the·
market at 8 : 0 0  A . M., at the foot o f  the Na Leng pos t, in Dong En� Theg· 
soldiers acco mpanied the villagers to the market, marching in front, in 
the middle, and at the back of  the column, their rifles fully loaded,
at the teady. The people and Doi Beo walked in the middle � The ro ad 
from Na Leng to the Dinh Ca market was o ve r  10  kilometers long. On the 
way, no one could go off anywhere. The whole gro up.gwent s traight tog. 
the market. Any villager who rus he d out o f  the column and ran away·. 
would be s hot immediately . 

Once in the market, the soldiers rope d. off  a section of  the market.
place and the villagers did their buying and s elling inside this sec
tion. The villagers from Trang Xa could only buy and s ell in -their own 
rope d-off section, while the villagers from Lau Thuo ng bought and sold 
in their own separate corner. The Phu Thuong villagers also had their 
own s e parate area. People in one section could not wander. into another  
section, and were not e ven allowe d  to e xchange greetingsg. The soldiers 
and Doi Beo,  and th� security police gang leaders watched each s te p  and 
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each act ion of the vil lagers with the ir eyes full of hatredn· their  
rifles at the ready . The villagers who knew each other wer� forbidden 
to talk to each other . I f  they did ,  they would be suspected of  pass ing 
along information or  messagesn. 

At 9 : 0 0 A . M .  or a l ittle later ,  they took the villagers back . I t  
was the same l ineup : the soldiers in front and at the back of the col
umn , Doi Beo and the villagers in the midd l e .  The soldiers tended to 
be  more lax on the way back , because they had eaten and drunk their 
fill  at the market ,  fl irted with the girls , and also because they were 
tired .  Their rifles were s t i l l  at the ready , but they were not as 
menacing as when they s tarted out for the marketn. 

All the villagers in the concentrat ion camp wanted to  kill  the Fat 
Sergeantn. The brothers in the prison camps also sent out a message 
saying , "We mus t eliminate the Fat Sergeant . Don ' t  let him get away ! "  
In view of  the urgent .request of the people , the Command Staff of  the 
Trang Xa War Zone decided to  e l iminate this dangerrius security police 
gang leader .  

This task was g iven to a squad of eleven comradesn- - eleven men 
pitched against a whole platoon of  province troopsn. Bes ides the Fat 
Sergeant was as cunning as the devil hims e l f .  He was very tricky , and 
took stringent precautionsn. 

Among the brothers going on this mission were Ky and Son , younger
brothers of  Ha Manh , the comrade who had sacrificed his l i._fe in the 
previqus engagementn. Ha Ky was only 2 2  years old ,  he·nwas smal l , s len
der , but res il ient , calm and courageousn. He was also a sharpshbotern. 
He asked for the ass ignment in order to avenge his  brother ' s  death , and 
the War Zone Command Staff agreedn. 

We formed four cel l s n. One would keep watch and come in as rein
forcement , one would shoot the Fat Sergeant and seize his weaprin , one 
would attack the flank · of  the column and control the road that the 
Trang Xa post would use to se·nd in reinforcementsn, an

.
other _comrade and. 

I would block the road from Dinh Ca to Trang Xa. 

A cell under the l eadership of  comrade Ha Ky was sent out oh a 
reconnais sance miss ion the previous market day . Ha Ky would choose· the 
s i te of  attack . We were not s cheduled to show the s tuff we were made 
of until  the fol l owing market dayn. The people , on this market day , 
would buy oil , shrimp paste , pens and paper,  and matches for the AFNS . 
We also planned to have Miss A and Miss B walk close to the Far Ser
geant and flirt with him to put him off his  guard .n· Suoi Bun creek was 
chosnen as the ambush s i te . I t  was called Suoi Bun (Muddy Stream) be
cause water was dammed up here , and garbage from all over pilled up
here before being carried to  the Song Dao River .  Bes ides weapons and 
ammunition,  we took with us enough proselytizing leaflets for the soln
diersn. After we completed our mis s ion we would dis seminate the leaf
lets right on the battlefiel d .  The brothers stuffed the rol led-up 
leaflets in sections of bamboo , and sprinkled a l ittle bit  of  salt on 
top as a disguise , or  they rol led the l eaflets up tightly and stuffed 
them in match boxesn. 

Market day- -the day to avenge the vil lagers and brothers in the 
prison camps who had been tortured by the Fat Serge�nt , and the death 
of comrade Ha Manh- -arrived.  We gathered early in the morning �t the 
ambush site . We stopped about a kilometer from the Muddy Stream,  and 
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lay down right next to the road. Then we s ent· s omeone out to r�con 
noiter one more time. . . , .. . 

,. 
. .

It was a s unny day. On the road the s oldiers were taking the 
people to the market. I t  was the same scene as on the previous market 
days : · the s oldiers. accompanied the people, rifl�s at the ready. T,heg. 
only difference was that today they had a s ubmachine gun p. ·os i tioned in 
the middle of the column. We were ·ready, and waite.d for the Fat Ser- . 
geant's gang to return. The �inutes of waitirig wer� vety te�s e. � 

We became more anxious as the � un ros e higher· and higher in· theg,
s ky. But there, the s oldiers were corning back from the Dinh Ca market, 
their ranks in disarray! 

The avenging muz z le of Ha Ky's rifle_ pointed at the Fat Serg�ant's 
enormous ches t , g· and moved to keep th� s ergeant · in line of the bull et ' s  
trajgectory as the sergeant approached f·rom th� distance. The ta.s k  · _ .· · 

_as s igned to each cell was clear. Ha Ky's s hot would b� th� s ignal for 
· · ·the attack. 

When the column reached a s pot on the ·roa� , Mr� .g- A� -orie of bur 
s ympathiz ers --as ked for permiss ion to go take a leak. _ Mrs .g Bgasked for 
permis s ion to go into· the bus hes . Taking advantage . .of thes e �omerits , 
thes e women c6ncealed whit·e s heetsg: for printing leaflets , match boxes .
and pac kages of s alt for the AFNS, and then rejoined.gthe column. As 
for Mis sg· A and Mis s B ,  when the column neared theg.gMuddy St.ream., they
detached themsgelves and walked at a distance from the Fat Sergeant. 

The Fat Sergeant was right within range of Ha Ky's Dop 5 rifle. 
Ha Ky closed one of his eyes and pulled :the trigger, firing in one .
burs t .all five bullets ,g· four of which pierced the c hes t of the danger
ous province troop s ergeant. He collaps ed without uttering a s ound. 
His Dop rifle was flung aside. Ha Son ran over and picked it up, and 
fired at the s oldiers who were tryi�g to sneak ·away or 'ghi�e .. The s ol
diers were like a snake with its head cut ·off andg·grushed to the s tream. 
They fired nois ily in order to alert the ·g·two posts at Na Leng and Dinh . 
Ca , and to get reinforcements . Th� villigets knew that : ttie brothersg. 
were attacking when they heard the s hots. But not knowing how to ivoid 
the fighting, s ome of them followed the s oldiers and ran to . theg. s .tream. . . :. . 

"Lie down wherever you are!g" I' yellged loudly� 't.rying to b.e. heard· .,: 
over the din of s hotsg, "we' re the AFNS and· we _only fight �he g·ang 0£_: · 
the Fat Sergeant. Ple�s e ,  don't run· back and forth· in _di$order.!.g" · · 

Suddenly, one of the s oldiets ·gplunged td th� s tream bank , tyyirii ·g ·to s lip through. The AFNS op·ened fire· ·and he collapsed on the s ppt .. 
A closer look revea1e·d that he was a local s ec ret police agent notori:.. 
ous for hisg·gcruelty. 

- the· 1 eaving
on the battlefield only the "salt containersg" and the "ma·tch boxes"g· 
containing leaflets which the s oldiers cot1ld put ·_in their pants poc.

After getting rid of s e  two gang leaders , we withdrew ,. · ·· · · . 

k,ets
and take home with them, plus other leaflets which we s pr�ad on the 
ground. 

The attack was neatly executed.g· ·  We had a�hi�ved a c·omplete vie-
· ·tory, and nohe of us had rec�ived even a s cfatch. 
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The attack at the Muddy Stream had a serious impact on the sol
diers. They told each other, "See, the Communists only shot at the 
secret policemen ! "  

A number of secret police agents who had been very aggressive bet
fore became frightened. They changed their clothes and wore uniforms 
to blend in with the soldiers, but did not escape death either. Later 
on they stopped walking in fr.ant to lea·d the way, and walked in the 
midst of the soldiers. The soldiers informed us of this. The secret 
policemen reported to their superiors and the sqldiers were transferred 
elsewhere. 

* * * 

Khuon Da was a range of non-rocky hills that separated Nho ·tVillage
from Nae Village. On the hills, interspersed with bamboo plants, grew
huge trees which reared up to the �ky--each with a - trunk large enough 
for a man to wrap his arms around. This was the kingdom of the bears, 
stags, deer, monkeys and wild boars. Once in a while a tiger appeared, 
leaving behind_ footprints each as big as a bo�l .t. 

We had had to move out camp a dozen times� Enemy patrols had. been 
on the increase. Militiamen and soldiers kept the streams and paths
under surveillancte. 

Enemy leaflets trying to induce the AFNS to surrender .were spread
everywhere. Large announcements were posted at street corners and at 
the market place, calling on the people to cut off the heads of the 
cadres and deliver them to the mand�rins in return for rewards. To 
cope with this new situation, the AFNS withdrew gradually to the foot 
of the Cai Kinh mountain range. 

Units of regular and province troops had been moved here to re� 
place the local troops. Our task of proselytizing enemy soldiers ran 
into difficultiestbecause the newly arrived soldiers were from minority .
tribes in Central Vietnam and they spoke neither the Kinh language nor 
th_e Nung dialect. 

· Khuon Da, as its name indicates, was a small and meandering settle
ment. We stationed two organizations there. One of these, a "cumber
some group,t' '  was composed of women, children and old people., and put 
under the leadership of comrades Nhi Phung, Phuc Lam, Hoang Tai, and Ha 
Cham--generally speaking, this group consisted of people not fit for 
combat. Old Mr. H_a Cham was in charge of this group. About ten kilom
eters from this "heavy" group, was. the 1 ight [mobile ] organization,·t
which provided leadership and command for bo-th groups.. 

Sympathitzers in the surrounding areas had given us a good deal of 
information about the enemy ' s  intensified activities. Informed, we 
posted more guards aµd were constantly on the lookout. Even though the 
enemy outnumbered us, all we had to do was to remain alert and act 
cleverly, and they could do nothing to us. 

Remembering Hoang Quoc Viett' s  instructions before he returned to 
the delta, we held study sessions and discussions every night. During
these sessions and discus� ions, each fighter reportep his own activi
ties and those of his cell that day, and each of them expressed his 
pride at being a National Salvation soldier .  When we repeated the sen
tence, "The struggle of the AFNS will encourage the movement in the 
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whole country and make a small but concrete contribution to the Soviet 
Red Army's fight against the fascist invaders,g" to be frank, at that 
moment I did not fully understand how the shots from our primitive
rifles in the Viet Bae mountains and forest, in the midst of the enemy's 
unbroken rings of encirclement, could echo across our borders to sup
port the Soviet Red Army's struggle against fascism all over the- world. 

At the time, we only knew we had to deal with the enemy soldiers 
a11d secret police who outnumbered us, and whose fire power was vastly
superior to ours. However, we had the hearts and minds - of the people, 
and the mountains and forests were on our side. The shots from the 
AFNS's rifles and muskets continued to resound. 

One night, a group of six or seven of us went to Nho Village and 
waited till the next day to collect rice. The next morning, the people 
went to the fields to harvest their rice. The soldiers stood guard on 
a hill next to the fields. When the sun came up, the people spread out 
the paddy they had h�rvested and threshed on the spot. The people would 
reserve this paddy for the AFNS. When it was time to go and the sol
diers had blown their whistles five or - six times to hurry everyone, the 
villagers only scooped up the paddy in the wood and bamboo threshers. 
We had a cell watching the soldiers and another one scooping up the 
rice that the villagers had deliberately left for the AFNS.  

Some of us found a hiding place near the fields but far from the 
watching eyes of the soldiers in order to talk with the people. One 
woman told us, ''That fellow Sang climbed on a tree and reported that 
there was a lot of smoke in the forest, and said that the Communists 
m11st have their camp there.g" 

An old woman said, "My sons and nephews, that good-for-nothing guy 
Sang has sided with the French. He is very cruel. You must be care
ful ! "  

Before we could say much, the sun was high in the sky and it was 
noon. Whistles blew. The old woman told me·, "The soldiers are forcing 
us to leave. I ; m  leaving this pile of paddy I'm drying here for you, 
as well as the other pile over there! "  

T he yells of the soldiers reached us. "Let's go! Carry it all 
back! Anyone who leaves his paddy behind for the Communists will have 

3his head cut off ! "  And, "You old crones, hurry up! Vite! We're very
hungry! "  · 

The fields became deserted. The last soldier had turned around,
his back toward us, to urge the villagers lagging behind with their 
loads to hurry up. We went to the places where the people had hidden 
paddy for us. We were full of respect and admiration for these sisters 
and mothers, and at the same time we felt sad that we h�d not been able 
to do anything to alleviate their sufferings. What the villagers told 
us indicated · that the soldiers had detected our presence, and it was 
possible that they would launch a surprise attack any time . We .held a 
meeting, and unanimously agreed that Khanh Phuong, Phan, Pho and I 
should go at once to warn the heavy group and help them move immedi
ately to a diffgerent locationg. 

3. French word for "faster." (Trans.) 
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We walked around the mountain slope to reach this group. On the 
ground, footprints of wild boars, deer and antelopes dashing off at the 
approach of someone were still  visible. Pho s aid right away, "Some 
people mus t have passe.d through here a short while ago ! "  

I thought that wast� correct observation, and inspected everything 
more closely as we moved on. When we reached the s tream that flowed 
out of Nae. vil lage, we s aw enemy sol diers converging from three direc
t ions : one group coming up from the stream, one coming from the path 
leading out of Nae vil lage to Khuon Da, and the third one coming from 
Dau and Vang villages and following the mountain slope into the pass.  
I thought, ''Alright, let us fight it out ! Even though we're outnum
bered, we ' l l  take them on ! "  There were only four of us, and we were 
armed with two muskets and two rifles. 

We hid ourselves to observe the enemy's deployment in order to de
vise a plan of action. If the soldiers fol lowed the s tream they would 
run into the camp of the heavy sect ion, but this route was difficult 
and there were many s teep s lopes and waterfalls along the way. The 
soldiers veered to the right. We must reach this section full of women, 
children and old people, no matter what ! 

At  the top of the Khuon Da pass, we s aw that footprints from 
nailed boots had stomped out a new trail. 

I signal led to the other brothers to remain quiet. Then the four 
of us split into two groups. We hid part of the rice we had collected 
away in order to facilitate our movement in combat. 

Perhaps the soldiers had gathered their forces and arrived in 
Khuon Da s ettlement. We went to the trail and could hear them urge
each other on and curse each othert. 

"Phant, go ahead and be our point man.t" I assigned a different 
task to each man. "Khanh Phuong will be second and I ' l l be third in 
line. Pho will take up the. rear.t" 

Phan accelerated and was about twenty or thirty meters ahead of 
us. When he was halfway down a s lope leading to a clearing, an enemy
platoon appeared at the top of a s lope on the other side. He jerked 
his hand as a s ignal for us and then rushed down to the clearing to 
hide and get ready to fightt. Khanh Phuong ran down after him. I was 
following behind, and s eeing them do that, I rushed down the slope . 
The soldiers fired a few s hots after us, but missed. The bullets hit 
the ground and flung up red dus t which stained our clothes. Pho was 
about to rush down· the s lope and j oin us in the clearing, but the enemy 
fire was so intense that he had to turn into the fores t. 

When we reached the clearing, we lay down, each man about two or 
three arms' length from the other. We crawled closer to each other,
and hid behind a fallen tree. 

I jerked my chin and asked Khanh Phuong, "Where's Pho? "  

"He knows what to do, don't worry,t" Khanh Phuong answered. 

The soldiers were coming down the s lope. They saw me wear a blan
ket, but could not see my rifle which I grasped between my thighs. Two 
soldiers fought with each other : 
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"You shoot first or I shoot first? Look,g·ghe' s  wearing a bright 
red blanket!g" 

"Let'gs get this guy, we can hit him easily!g0 

Emboldened b y  �he fact that they outnumbered us and were better 
armed, the soldiers ran down the slope, yelling like mad. The corpo,xal 
shouted, "A l'assaut!g"4 

I could not figure out what he had said, and asked Khanh Phuong , 
"What did he yell?g'' 

Khanh Phuong was puzzled, and clucked his tongue. "He must have 
told them to rush down here!g" 

I smiled and told Khanh Phuong and Phan, "Stay calm! Aim at oneg. 
soldier at a time, and open fire. Each shot should hit its mark . "  

"Have confidence in us, "  Khanh Phuong said. "I can fell a tiger 
even with my musket.g" 

Khanh Phuong was usually very proud of his musket. I looked 
toward the soldiers.  They were -egging each other on: 

"What the hell are you afraid of? "  

"Let'gs go!g" 

Four aggressive soldiers rushed down ·to the clearing first. We 
could hear them loading their rifles and the sound of th�ir nailed 
b oots. I turned to Phan and said softly, "Wait till they are within 
range.g" 

Phan nodded. He moved the long b arrel of his ten-bgullet rifle5 

to keep it trained on the soldiers. Suddenly, b ang ! Phan ' s  rifle 
fired a ringing shot. A soldier in yellow uniform collapsed like a 
felled tree and rolled on the ground·. Phan pulled the triggerga se�ond .time b ut the b ullets jammed as they crowded each other into the barrel. 

Khanh Phuong' s musket suddenly becam� t�mperamental this. evening ! 
He pulled the trigger three times, b ut each time we only heard a hollow 
"click" sound. · · 

Seein.g this , the corporal knelt d·gown and aimed. He moved his .
rifle and· trained it on Khanh Phuong. Khanh Phuong· compressed his lips 
and pulled the trigger a fourth time. His rifle rang out b efore the 
corporal could pull his trigger ;  he fell down and flung his !ifle away. 
The soldiers rushed down in disorder .g_ Khanh Phuong ·gcould not load his 
musket any more. It was only then that I used my · rifle, and each of my 
shots was a sure hitg. We kept watch on all three sides as we fired� 
The soldiers were yelling and making a terrib le din: 

"Theyg' re in the middle of the clearing. Feu ! " · 

4. French for "forward, attackt! "  (Trans.) 

5. A submachine gun., also called a "Pac hooc." (Footnote in text . )  
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- The soldiers fired a burst, and a shogwer of leaves fell. Suddenly, 
a voice yelled, "They're at the rotten tree trunk near the stream. 
Fire!g" 

Each time one of them discovered a target, they all poured their · 
fire in that direction. They did no t even realiz e thatg· ! had changed 
my position. Another voice, perhaps the voice of a corporal : "They're
loading their rifles, I can hear the click click sounds!g" 

.: The soldiers mistakenly believed that our group in the clearing 
was rather large. They had just lost a few more dead and wounded, so 
they he$itated and did not dare to advance forward. They did not re
alize that the "click, click" sound was made by Phan as he desperately 
tried to dislodge the bullet stuck in the barrel of his rifle with a 
musket_ priming rod. My hiding place was very shallow and half of my 
body stuck out. But we were all good shots and the soldiers were 
scared. ·gsome of the soldiers saw us and argued loudly with each other 
in their hi�ing place: 

"He's just popped his head out !g" 

nHow could you have missedg.gsuch an easy target! "  

"Yo_u' re all good for nothing! "  

A couple of them went around and fired madly at us from below. I 
turned around and aimed at those who were popping in and out behind the 
trees. I aimed at ·a militiamen .and opened fire. The hat o n  h_is head 
was knocked away; If he had raised his head a li,ttle higher, he would 
have been hit in the brain. I could see the others behind the trees 
shake so much with fright they could not shoot . 

. "rhrow down grenades! "  

. The soldiers. up on the slope .g. screamed, "Fire!g" 

"Youg
.
mother . . .  , .if you see .them, why don't you £-ire yourselfg! "  

Because we .gmanaged to keep ourselves well hidden,g the soldiers · 
kept missing us even though they were firing like crazy. All they did 
was to cut down branches and scratch the rocks. 

We wait�d for a long time, but no grenades were throgwn. So, the 
soldie·rs were only trying to scare us. They had lost six or  seven 
dead, but none of us had been hit. 

Almost an hour had gone by. The light was fading. Khanh Phuong 
who could not load his musket said softly, "There's one. Go ahead and 
shoot. He's poking his head out !g" 

I wanted to hand him my rifle to shoot, because he could see the 
soldier. But it was slung over my shoulder,. underneath the blanket, 
and I got all tangled up as I tried to pull it out, and couldn't pass
it to him. 

At that moment, reinforcements came for the soldiers and they be
gan to fire their grenade launchers toward us. Judging from the fact 
that it was getting dark, and from the way the soldiers were fighting,
I knew they were not going to stay here for long. Perhaps this was the 
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s ign they were going to withdraw. - The s ounds of explosgions reverber
ated_ in the mountainsg- and-- fdres ts. If - we s tayed in one place, it would 
be- difficult for us .to continue· the attack. We mus t man�uver to de
ceive the enemy and circle around.g· I threw a s tone as a ·s ignal to Phan 
and s ignall ed to Khanh Phuong to withdraw�g·_ They undersgtood and nodded. 
I aimed at the confused s ol diers and fired two · s hots . · , They flung them
s el ves down, with their faces to :the ground td avoid the bull ets . The 
three of us  rus hed acros s a tree as large as a tabl e which had fal l en 
across the s tream. We ran up the cl earing, into the fores t, in the 
direction of the-heavy organization. We ran at that speed for half an 
hour. 

The camp was desgerted . 

. It rained heavil y as darknes s fell.  We �otild not l ight a fire and 
cook. We cut banana l eaves to cover ours elves from the- rain and s l ept ·
in the Khuon Da camp. 

In the morning we went to the s pot where the engagement had taken -place the previous day and s earched all around there,ginoving further 
and : further �way, · without finding anyone. We wondered whether this 
group of women, · childien .and old peopl e was hiding so�e pl ace, or 
whether they had been s cattered and gotten l os t. We s aw no s ign of Pho 
either, and we wondered what he was doing during the mad exchange of 
fire between the enemy and us , s inc·e we did not hear him fire any s hots 
during the whol e attack. However, our deepest concern was for the 

-he.avy organizgation. We even went to positions_ 1· and 2, which we had 
chosgen i n  advance. as wi thdrawa1· · points for them in casge there was ·an 
alert� - but we did not.·gfind any traces of them either. · · 

We spent the whol e day s earching for this group. We examined the 
marks on- the trails l eading to their camp; but nothing indicated that-enemy s oldiers had been here. · We fig ured they· had moved away, � ut -coul d not tell in which direction they had gone. 

* · * * 

What in fact did happen. to the group· l ed by old< Mr. Ha Chain? ·when 
he heard gunfire echoin.g in the. mountains , he told h'is peopl e,  ''They' re 
fighting over there, right .  above our camp. Let ' s - go!  We'll go to Ngoc 
My fir-s t  • •'-'-

· - · - . 
• 

-He did not-.gactuall y  know that- our··mobil e organization was s tationed 
in: Ngoc My,g_ but- his common s ens e· and his knowledge of the terraing· . in·
this part of the forest toldg· him it woul d be bes t to move there. 

_g : So. the people l eft- - the women with s ma11 · children carried the _babies on their backs and l ed the older onesg· by the hand, - while the 
others carried pots and pans, bags of cl othing , rice and corn. They
took everything with-t hem, and did not l e�ve- anything which coul d indi-
cate to the enemy that- they had camped there.g· . 

They.gwalked all night; l ed and encouraged an an old man, Mr .. Ha 
Cham. -

The next morning, while we were anxiousl y  searching for them in 
the two - positions of retreat agreed to in advance, the old man l ed the 
peopl e-.to Ngoc My fores t,- right to the s pot where the mobil e organiza
tion was s tationed. ·Pho and -the brothers who had gone with us to Nho 
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village to collect rice had returned , and needless to s ay �  they were 
happy to see  this group come in.  They carried the chil dren into the 
huts and put them in bed;  they supported the women to s it down , gave 
everyone water to drink and prepared ricen. Old Mr . Ha Cham drew on his 
water pipe and related the s tory of his group ' s  j ourney . But s ince the 
three of us - -Khanh Phuong , Phan , and myself- -had not come back , everyone 
was agitated , as though he was sitting on fire , and could not concen
trate hard enough to hear his story from beginning to end . 

That whole day , they all looked out into the forest and waited.  

At night , we still  had not returned , and some people began to 
weep . 

At dawn the next day , we returned to the headquartersn. Hearing us 
coming in , everyone leaped out of bed,  and wept and l aughed with j oy .  

* * * 

Later on,  the people in Dau and Van villages , and the brothers 
j ailed in the Trang Xa prison camp sent a mes s age to the AFNS s aying 
that "the soldiers had carried nine dead b ack .n· Among those killed was 
the corporaln. "  

The enemy s cheme of separating the people from the AFNs· was really
cruel ,  and caused the AFNS a lot 6f  difficultiesn. Our food suppl ie� 
were running low , and we had had to begin supplementing our rice ra
tions with rootsn. 

Previousl y ,  the villagers had tried by every means to supply us 
with food;  for exampl e ,  they l eft their threshed paddy in the rice 
fields or in the crop patches in the fore s t .  They l eft salt , matches , 
paper and food c0ncealed in tree hollows or rock cracks , or near the 
water mill s . In order to feed for an extended period of time a unit 
composed at times of up to seventy men unable to farm , as well as a 
number of AFNS fightersn' fami lies who had to flee enemy repres sion and 
follow the ir men into the fore s t ,  the sparsely populated villages in 
the Vo Nhai area had to cut down on ·ntheir· own food consumption . They
had to tighten their belts and sacrificed themselves to a high degree . 
But now their abil ity to supply us had decreased enormously . We were 
worried that we would not have anything to eat during the period when 
the grains from the previous harvest ran out and the next harvest had 
not arrived , because most of the population had been concentrated in 
campsn. The monsoon rains were also approaching . I f  the AFNS did not 
come up quickly with a solution to cope with this s ituation , they would 
find themsnelves in a very dangerous pos ition . 

Finally , we ran into another difficulty : we were completely cut 
off from the Central Committe e .  We had gone many times to the l iaison 
stations located in Tam Thai ( about 6 kilometers from Thai Nguyen town)n, 
in Long Giang (near the foot of the Deo .Khe Pass )n, and .Khe Mo , but there 
was no news of  the Central Committee- - there was no l etter ,  and no one 
showed up . 

The s ituation became even more crit ical and urgent . The · enemy
surrounded us on four s ides and their encirclement covered Vo Nhai -Bac 
Son , Dong Hy , Yen The and Huu Lung . We continued to operate right in 
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the mi dst of this blockade. The Central Committee had i nstructed us 
that our basic task was still to persev�re and keep up .our guerrilla  
warfare, and resi st terrorism. We revi ewed these i nstructions together
to see how much we had accompl i shed and what we had been ·unabl e to 
achigeve. ' . 

Having a firm grasp of theg
.g
spirit of the Central Committee' s  i n

structi ons relayed by Hoang Quoc Vi et before he returned to the delta-,
the AFNS Command Staff decided that. we shoul d take the ini_tiative to 
solve our probl ems, set forth our own plari of action, boldly devel op 
the i nnovative spirit of the ·col lective, and act immediately with de
termination. If we clung to our war zone to cope with the enemy,_ the 
peopl e and the revol utigonary forces coµld not avoid suffering l osses .. 

Because enemy repressi on was getti ng fierce, because the revol u
tionary movement i n  the whole country had not been strongly propelled 
forward, and because we had been unable to decisively mobilize  the. -
peopl e i n  Bae Son-Vo Nhai i n  order to cbmbine pol i ti cil struggle with_ 
armed struggl e,  after months of combat, the AFNS saw that it was neces 
sary for them to withdraw i n  many di rectigons and break out of the ene
my'gs encirclgement. 

However, the AFNS must not wi thdraw all of i ts . forces.g. When the 
enemy concentrated their forces i n  Trang Xa to "drain the water to 
catch the fish" they must have left a gap i n  Bae Son . .. The. day Hoang
Quoc Viet left for the delta , he sug·gested tha,t we send cadres there 
to reconsolidate Bae Son and restore the movement i n  that area. Unless 
Bae Son was restored, we would not have safe corridors to move through
i n  the future. So, now the AFNS Command Staff deci ded to send cadres 
to the P hu Thuong and Bae Son region. (S.ince the peri pl e i n  thisg.gregion
were devoted to the Revolution, it was not l ong before P hu Thuong-Bac 

·Son became a reliable political corridor. ) ·  

A section of the AFNS was scattered among the peopl e to c�rry out 
armed propaganda and set up i nfrastructure among the masses. - ...o·n Novem
ber 28 , 1941--that i s  to say the 10 th day of ihe 1-0 th l unar month i n g.
the year Tan Ty--comrades Nguyen Cao Dam, Nhi Phung, Phuong Cuong, Mong 
Phuc Quyen, Hoang Thi Mon,g· Hoang Thi Ngoan, and Duong Thi An sli pped 
through the enemy encirclement· and went to Dai Tu to contact. comrade 
Duong Nhat Quy6 who was operating. there, i n  o-rder to expand the .move
ment to the areas of Dai Tu, Son Duong, Yen Son, and Dinh Hoa. A .g . 
second cell consi sti ng of comrades Hoang Van Thai , . Dinh Che, Tai , Hoa , 
and Phan went to . Phu Luong and Dong Hy. ·g A. third cell composed o� com- : 
rades Phan Vang· Thai , Phan Van Lai , and Quang Hien went to Huti Lung and 
Yen The. (It was these sections, dispersed among the people, whci suc
c� eded i n  building up a large i nfrastructure in the provinces . Qf  Th�i 
Nguyen and Tuyen Quang, and helpedg.create - the fav6rabl e conditions · 
which made the future i nsurrection possible. ) 

The main body of the AFNS, composed of 4 0  peopl e, continued to 
confuse the enemy with maneuvers, carry out ambushes, disseminate l eaf-
lets, and attack the enemy by every means. · 

Whil e  going around to proselyti ze the ·pe6ple,  we met many villag
ers who urged us to withdraw temporarily  elsewhere as they handed usg· 
food supplgies. 

6. Duong Nhat Quy , a Nung, was from Dai Tu district, Thai Nguyen province;_ 'an,.d 
joined the Party in 1933. He took part in the Bae Son uprising. (Trans . )  
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We discussed this among the Command Staff and talked it over many
times in the unitt. Many questions , many problems were raised : should 
we go or should we stay? If we left , where could we go ? If we stayed,
where should we set up camp? Should we attack strongly or let the 
situation remain the way it was? Someone said,  " I t  would be best for 
us to move to Yen The. That was the territory of De Tham7 and was 
famous for its courageous resistance to the French in the old days . "  
But another man answered right away, "The enemy has also concentrated 
the people in camps in Yen The. The soldiers are surrounding every 
area there . The situation there is the same as here in Vo Nhai and 
Dinh Ca." A comrade asked, "If we stay here, the way things are , how 
are we going to expand?t" There was a bold opinion :  "Let,' s cross over 
into China , the French won't be able to do a thing, and will have to 
give up.t" 

The Command Staff raised a few alternatives so the brothers could 
discuss them. With the exception of the brothers on guard duty, all 
those who stayed at home took part in the discussion. The 7th Central 
Committee Resolution had said clearly : "We must preserve and expand 
the Bae Son armed forces in order to transform it into the military 
core for the future insurrection.t" We all remembered this very well. 
The existence or loss of the base area also depended on us. The broth
ers reached a unanimous conclusion : conditions did not permit us to 
attack the enemy , we could not move to Tuyen Quang because we had not 
been able to establish contact with our organization there , we could 
not move to Yen The because the enemy was encamped there. We must 
leavet, definitely. 

But where should we go ? The Command Staff had carefully studied 
the area where the AFNS Second Platoon could movet. That area was one 
where the revolution had maintained an infrastructure for a long time , 
where the beneficial influence of the period of revolutionary high 
tides led by the Chinese Communist Party--such as the Red Lungchou and 
Red Kwangchow perio d of 1927t8--still lingered on unchanged among the 
local people, and where many comrades who had taken part in the move
ment during these periods were still active. 

This was also an area where many Vietnamese revolutionaries had 
been passing through , back and forth, for over a decade . The local 
people had understood and helped our revolution with a high spirit of 
friendship and disinterest. Many families had protected, fed and 
housed cadres. Comrade Nguyen Ai Quoc had operated in this area. And 
comrade Hoang Van Thu himself was well loved by the people theret. To 
them he was like a member of their own families and a local cadre. 
Whenever he was away, they talked about him often , and whenever he came 
back, everyone--from the old people to the children-- greeted him and 
received him warmly , and invited him home. They did their best to pro
tect him and take care of himt. 

Also, many AFNS brothers were familiar with the road leading to 
this area. I t  went through mountains and forests , and so it would be 
easy for us to conceal our movementt. All along the length of this 
route--from Bae Son to Binh Gia, to Van Mich--we had a network of 

7. See footnote 3, p. 66. (Trans.)  

8. This refers to the Canton Commune of 1927 and the Left River Soviet set up by the 
Chinese Communist Party in the Lungchou area of Kwangsi province in 1929-30. 
(Trans.) 
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sympathizers. That Khe wa�- the native place of comrades P han, P ho and 
Lam. The Nung minority had lived in t his area along the China-Vietgnam 
border for generations, and on both sides of the frontier they had 
relatives·, acquaintances and friends. In their souls and hearts, t hey 
did not pay any at tent i on to the border markers or ·gthe lines that de
lineated the two countries on maps. 

All we would have to do would b e  to cross the b order into China 
and go for one or two kilometers, an.d we would reach villages where 
many o:f us had relatgives. For example, comrades Duong Van Tu and Duong 
Van Thuc had relatives in Kheo Meo.. Mine were· in Ban Trang. Comrades 
Hua Dinh Khanh and Ha Cham also had relatives in t his area. Comrade 
Nhi Phung ' s family who used to live in Bang Tuong had also moved there. 
The families of a .gfew other comrades had fled there to avoid enemy re
pression. 

Once there, we would escape from the control and repression of the 
French and Japanese� . If we could meet the diplomatic organ of the Viet 
Minh there,g9 it would be  easy for us to opergate. If not, we could 
count on the support of the local sympathizers and on our relatives to 
live and deal with the Chinese Kuomintang and t he b andits. 

This area would also constitute a convenient springboard from 
which we could easily cross b ack into Vietnam to operate and b uild up 
our infrastructure among t he people .g . 

. For us ethnic minorities people, to have t o  leave our vill�ges and 
families was something which weighed heavily on our minds and hearts. 
I said, "If our Viet· Minh diplomatic delegation is still there, every
t hing will be  favorab le. If it's no longer t here, we might b e  perse
cuted by_ Chiang Kai Shek, and we might b e  arrested and t hrown in jail. 
But even if they put us in jail, they would eventually have t o  release 
us. We should not complain about hardships and difficulties.g• . My fam
ily originally came from Ban Trang, and I still have relatives there. 
Other brothers also have relatives over there. Although we live on 
different sides of the frontier, our family ties are deep and strong.g· 
This is a factor which should work to our advantagi. However, . we won ' t  
·rely .entirely on themga Once there, we'll rely mainly on our own re
sources and strength to study, train and create condit�ons for our re
turn to our country to operate.g" 

I stopped. I was .quiet by  nature and never talked much�- or to be  
more exact, I did not know how to  t alk on and.on for a }ong time. But 
t hat day I felt t hat I had talked veryg

.
long and that I had poured out 

to the brothers the deepest feelings in my heart.  I remembgered what 
·old Mr. Thu Son had told me once:g "J'he Party member-:- whenever he is 

living among the workers or the peasants, in the.mountain areas or in 
the l owlands, in our country or abroad, should constantly engage in 
revolutionary activities,g.gand expand the P�rty .infrastructure and the 
mass bases. We are fighting not only for our Fatherland's independence
and . freedom, and .for our people ! s happiness, b ut also to contrib ute  to 

. . 

9. The Viet Minh did not have direct relations with the KMT government in this per-
iod, and was dealing with it through· their front organization, the "Vietnam Branch 
of the International Anti-Aggression Association," set up by Ho Chi Minh in early 
1942. The Chinese KMT was planning to enter Indochina to attack Japanese supply 
lines and maintained cordial relations with this association in the hope of ob- ,
taining its assistance when their troops entered Vietnam. (Trans.) 
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the liberation of the proletariat and the oppressed  nations in the 
world .  Wherever there is oppress ion, there is  struggle . Wherever he 
isn, the Party member should earnestly take part in this struggl e . "  

I thought , " I f  we could hold Tuyen Quang and Bae Son , and add to 
it a border area, then w� would have a solid base of  operation until  we 
could return to Pac Bo- -and this would be a great advantage for us . "  
Once in Pac Bo , I would solicit instruct ions from the Old Man . I was 
anxious to find out whether he had run into any difficultiesn. The more 
I thought about what he had taught us in those days , the more profound 
I found his teachings to b e .  !n this s ituation ,  they were like a com
pass guiding us on our wayn. 

I continue d ,  "The people in the area we ' re going to are suffering 
as much as our own people . Since they share our sufferings , they will  
love us and help usn. But we are revolutionaries , and we· cannot rely
entirely on the people theren. We ' ll have to do a lot ourselves , with 
our own two handsn. We can only operate if  we can assure our own l ive
l ihood . "  

"Right ! What comrade Cu 1 0  has said is true , "  a number of comrades 
agreed immediatelyn. 

A comrade analyzed , "In  the previous meeting , someone raised the 
question of pretending to surrender to the enemy . But to do this would 
mean we ' re afraid of hardships and difficultiesn. Besides , the enemy 
won ' t  allow us to l ive in peace , and they will  try to induce and pre s 
sure us to do as they ask ,  and we ' l l  end up betraying our fatherland . "  

Le Due Ton , who had remained quiet , suddenly said ,  his face clouded 
with anger , " I f  we pretended to surrender to the enemy , we would have 
to put our weapons as ide . This is out of the question . The Central 
Committee has told us to keep up the armed s truggle . We should not act 
in an irresponsible manner . "  

"The more critical the s ituation becomes , the more the enemy spread 
bad rumors , "  Nong Thai Long added .  "They said for example that one of 
our brothers died of starvation and when they opened his belly , they
found only undigested l eavesn. They took villagers as hostages and said ,  
' I f  the Communists kill  one of  our men , we ' l l  shoot three hostages in 
return ! n' They spread counter-propaganda among the people , saying , ' The 
Communists are finished.  They ' ve been badly· defeated by the Great 
French Government , and are fleeing into hiding ! n' They want to demoraln
ize  and dis courage usn. "  

I added,  " I f  we want the Revolution to succeed , we must persevere 
and be skillful in our struggle .  We cannot be pess imis tic and desper
ate . Neither can we be  reckless  and adventurous in the fashion of 
' even if we don ' t  succeed, we ' l l  be  mature men . n' The AFNS is  the mili 
tary organization of the Party , and has been ass igned a clear-cut task 
by the Central Committeen. We cannot ,  because of temporary difficuln
ties , take it upon ourselves to dissolve the AFNS or change its misn
s ion . Therefore , we must be determined to preserve i t ,  we mus t not 
allow the enemy to destroy it , and we mus t not dissolve it ourselves 
by one action or another . "  

10. Chu Van Tant' s  alias. (Trans.) 
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Everyone raised his fist and expressed unanimous agreement. An 
atmosphere of enthusiasm and confidence enveloped us. 

* * 

During the time we lived close to the Central .Committee comrades-
and later on through the news that they sent us from the delta before 
con ta.ct was cut off--we learned to assess the revolutionary movement in 
the country, as well as to deepen our understanding of · the situation 
prevailing in the world at the time. Once in a whii e, we asked sympa
thizers to bring us back a few newspapers from Thai Nguyen� -such as the 
Dong Phap ,  T rung Baa and Tan Vant. This understanding helped the AFNSg. 
to work out its policy of temporary withdrawal . 

On December 7,  1941, the Japanese fascists suddenly attackedg· the 
American naval base at Pearl Harbor. After that, the _German-I tali,an
Japanese axis declared war on the United States. I t  was only then that 
the Chinese Kuomintang declared war on Japan. However, they continued 

·to concentrate the main body of their forces to ·attack the ' Red Army--
which was fighting the Japanese--in the rear. The Japanese troops at
tacked and occupied many colonies belonging to Great Brita�n, t�e United 
States, France and Holland--such as Hong Kong, Malaya,g· Singapore, Burma, 

·the Philippines, I ndonesia and New Guinea. · They met with no signifi-
cant resistance from the Allied forces. I n  addition, the I talian and 
German troops were putting intense pressure on the British forces in. .  . .
Egypt. 

Although the Soviet Red Army had lifted the seige of Moscowg_ and 
achieved some initial success in Leningrad, the German fascist forces 
were still formidabl e .  The Chinese Communist Revolution, on its part, 
was going through its most critical phase . Their liberated zones had 
shrunk, and they were -running into many economic difficulties because 

·of the Japanese and Kuomintang blockade. 

On December 13, 1941, the Japanese militarists forced the Decoux1 1  

gang to sign another agreement giving them complete power to act in 
Indochina. The Chiang Kai Shek troops attacked th� North Vietnam bor

·der region, and the question of  "China's entry· into I ndochina" was ·g
raised. 

The Party Central Committee ' s  policy was to let the Viet Minh· 
Front negotiate an alliance with the Chungking government to fight the 
French and Japanese on the basis of  equality and mutual support. At 
the same time, the Central Committee assessed that the situation in the 
country in general did not permit us as yet to carry out a direct revo
lution. The conditions for an insurrection did not obtain, but we 
should urgently prepare our forces to cope with a sudden and unexpected 
turn in the situation. 

I n  this situation, the AFNS would break through French encircle
ment, and withdraw temporarily to preserve their forces. The AFNS 
would temporarily avoid a confrontation with a much stronger enemy
force, and then fight and clear a route back into the country in the 
future. Once. the AFNS had withdrawn, the enemy forces would withdraw 
sooner or later. The sections of the AFNS who stayed behind to remain 

11. The Governor General of Indochina. The French Vichy government in Indochina was 
collaborating with the Japanese. (Trans.) 
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in close contact with the infrastructure would-- along with the people- 
take advantage of this opportunity to reinforce and reconsolidate their 
forcesn. 

After we had unanimously approved of this l ine of action , each 
AFNS fighter would tell  the villagers whenever they met them, "We ' re 
withdrawing in order to create conditions for our return . We are not 
going to cross over into China to lead a l ife of ease and leisure . "  

All communication routes from the war zone to the outs ide had been 
cut . The villagers had gone through eight months of brutal repression . 
The enemy ' s  encirclement around the Vo Nhai- Trang Xa area was tightened 
further and further with each passing day . We had no news whatsoever 
of the AFNS sect ions that had been s ent to Dai Tu , Dinh Hoa ,  Son Duong , 
Phu Luong , Dong Hy , Huu Lung and Yen The to operaten. Their task of 
expanding the movement was not an easy one , because the mass organiza
tions in those areas still  had few members and were not firm. In a 
word , it was not poss ible for us to move there . 

We would break through the enemy s iegen. Along the way to the 
frontier ,  there would still  be  many dangers , and �any unforeseen things
could happen to usn. No matter how thoroughly and how carefully we 
planned everything , it was imposs ible  for us to prepare for all  eventu
alitiesn. But to make revolution , we must remain resilient and calm to 
overcome one obstacle after anothern. We must gather each victory , no 
matter how smal l , and be determined to struggle until  final victory is 
achieved.  I t  was only in moments l ike this that we could see clearly 
how accurate the Old Man ' s  words had been . 

* * * 

Our contact with the Central Committee 1n the delta was cut off,
and this worried usn. In the first lunar month of the year (February 
1942) we sent an agent to the delta to report our s ituation to the Cen
tral Committee and to ask for instructionsn. Unfortunately , he was 
caught when he arrived in Phuong Lien (Thai Nguyen province )n. This bad 
news reached brother Quoc Hung in Dinh Ca .  He immediately sent a liai
son a�ent to go in  all  urgency to Trang Xa to inform usn. Knowing from 
past experience [that the enemy would carry out a raid] we immediately 
moved our camp . At the s amen- time , we resolutely continued to prepare 
for our long j ourneyn. 



CHAPTER VI 

.n .I t  took us one month to prepare for our j ·ourneyn. We polished rice , ·
roasted glutinous rice to use as dry fo-od s upplies , wove baskets , made 
shoulder poles to carry our baggage in orde r  to make it  less heavy and 
less tiring to lug around. We figured that at the beginning each of  us 
would have to carry a load of  40  kilograms , . consisting of  blankets , 
mosquito nettings � clothes , food s upplies and weaponsn. We planned to  
replenish our food supplies in Dinhn.Ca ,  and then go on straight from 

·there without resupplying . 

We assigned the task of  reconnoiteringn.nour :route to  a squad in Phu 
Thuong and a squad in Bae Son . 

The Phu Thuong squad sent Mr . Quay all the way to  VannMich two or  
three times to  check on the s ituation there and to  gat·her information 
about the route from Van Mich to That Khen. He also carefully checked 
the guard posts and the patrols carried out by soldiers blockading the 
Vo Nhai-Bac Son region , in order to  find out. their  patterns o f  opera- · 
t ion . 

The AFNS cells further south werenordered to  intensify their ac·n
tivities in order to divert enemy forces . .n. The unit i n Cay Thi (in Dong· · 
Hy , at the j unction - of  the three districts of . Dong Hy , Yen The and Vo 
Nhai)  deliberately walked in muddyn_ places and . left a · mass o f  footprints 
pointing toward Huu Lung in o rder to deceive the enemy into pursuing in 
that direction·. Along · the way ,n. they als o  plucked a lot .' o f  leav:es and 
put them on the ground to s i t  on- �each man us ing twon. or  three leaves to 
make the enemy believe thatnthe main body o f  our unit had withdrawn t o.
Phu Binh and Yen Then. 

-
During this month o f  preparation ,  we held up to three or  four 

meetings .n·n· All our camps were raided by the enemy . The soldiers plant
eq booby traps in the fore s t - -grenade� tied to  s trings s tretched across 
the trailsn. Once Quoc Hung ' s  section had to move and Quoc Hung led the 
way . On the way , he found cl s tring and , s uspecting that the trail had 
been b ooby trapped ,  he had to turn around and follow another route •n . 

In . addition to the posts s cattered here and there and a force en
circling our area , the enemy also despatched a main force o f n� few hun
dred men to  pursue us in the direction o f  Yen Then. But at that very 
moment , the main body of  the AFNS was moving north . 

* * * 

We travelled during the dayt�me after we left Bu Cu- Da Trangn. In 
the early morning , .we had our bre akfast as normal , eating till we were 
full , and then set  off . The reconnaiss ance unit  walked in front . There 
were thirty of  us ; the olde s t  man in the group was Mr . A (Mr . Nhi ' s  
alias) who wasn. close to 50  years old ,· and the younges t  was Hong Long1 

1 .  He is now a cadre in Vo Nhai Districta. (Footnote in text. )  
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who was 14-15 years of age . Each man carried a musket.  There were 
only two rifles for the.whole group. I carried a s ubmachine gun. 

It took us one day , going across the forest , to  reach Lau Thuong 
village . We waited till very late at night and then moved down to the 
fields o f  this village •g . We circled around the g uard posts and arrived 
in the Con Gau (Bear) Mountain (in Dong Trong hamlet , Phu Thuong vil
lage)gwhen- it was almost daylight . The other AFNS section, composed of · 
comrades Quoc Hung,  Thai Long,  Binh and Quoc Vinh had arrived from Bae 
Son earlier ; they welcomed us with j oy and o ur happiness was beyond
wordsg. 

The vill agers here had been concentrated in Na Pheo by the enemyg. 
Under the leadership of a few comrades who had s ucceeded in keeping 
their cover and who had been assigned to maintain the local movement-
s uch as brother Luc Van Du ( alias Phu)g, Mrsg. Sang,  s is ter Pinh, Miss 
Thu, Miss Sam, e tc . - -the villagers protested and forced the enemy to 
allow them to go o ut and farm their fields . 

A short time after daybreak, the women--carrying machetes to clear 
vegetation to plant crops--brought us cooked glutinous rice and a 
couple of cans full of riceg. 

We s tayed here for a day . The next day we met with the women in 
the infrastructure to talk some more abo ut their mission. We agreed q .n 
secret s i gnals and meeting places to be used in the future whenever the 
AFNS wanted to contact the local infrastructure--such as special knife 
marks on tree trunks , and "letter boxes" hidden in rock cracks and tree 
hollows. We told the comrades staying behind that after the AFNS with
drew, the enemy would lose the iDIDlediate target for their searches and 
their soldiers would be worn o ut ,  so  if  these comrades took advantage 
of this situation to intensify their proselytizing o f  enemy soldiers , 
then perhaps the troops would all be withdrawn. If this happened, the 
first thing for them to do would be to organize the villagers to clear 
land for cultivation in order to avoid hunger. Too much land had been 
left uncultivated ,  and without rice the revolution could not l as t  very 
long . Finally, the comrades sho uld motivate the families with rela
tives j ailed in the Dinh Ca  and Cho Chu posts to send petitionsg--either 
written separately by each family, or by groups o f  famil ies--to these 
posts to demand the release of their relatives. We also told the com
rades staying behind to make a special effort to re-establish contact 
with the cells operating in Dai Tu, Son Duong , Dinh Hoa, Yen The and 
Huu Lung . 

The vill agers came to see us in a constant stream in the morning 
and in the afternoon. Quite a l arge number of them came, and e ach 
brought a gift. We told them we would not be able to  come back until 
the end of the monsoon season--at the end of the 8th lunar month and 
the beginning of the 9th .  We told the comrades in the local infra
structure , "To make revolution one mus t  persevereg. From now until 
final s uccess is  achieved ,  we ' ll have to go through many more difficul
ties. So , you mus t  at all costs maintain the revolutionary sp�rit of 
the people by continuo usly organizing s truggles against easy as well as 
difficult targets . "  

In the e arly morning of March 8 ,  194 2 ,  the AFNS fighters set o ut 
again. We had t aken along enough food to l as t  us until we reached the 
border,  and we would not have to resupply ourselves along the way. The 
women had bro�ght us cooked and uncooked glutinous rice , flat cakes and 
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cone s made with glutinous rice and wrappe d in le aves.g2 Before going 
out to clear l and, many of them  came to send us off. 

On behalf of the brothers, I said, "Making revolution means re-.sisting the imperialists. It is only natural that the imperialists are 
terrorizing us l ike. this. But don't let this terrorism worry you or 
fr�ghte n you to the point that you accept defeat and no longer dare . to  
strug-gle. Bad elements are always trying_ to  demoralize us, buy us _ off 
and entice us. We must unmask them! We should unite with one another 
int o  one bloc and we must love one another. After we--your sons andg. 
brothers-- are gone, you--our mothers and sistegrs--must remember t o  con
tact t he people in the Dinh Ca jail . You must keep your eyes open and 
try to contact Trang Xa. You shouldn't all come out int o  the open to 
operateg. "  

The people understood our feelings and t he se ardent words. When 
we said goodbye, many of them  coul d not hold back their tears, the 
tears of l ove and t rust. 

We foll owe d each other and climbed to the towering mountain peaks 
by P hat vill ageg. The feelings of att achment to t heir homel and and the 
thoughts about the difficult road ahead must have weighed more heavily
on each fighte r  than t he baggage and weapons he carried. 

Rifle shots e choe d from an enemy post. We wal ked in the - direction 
of Bae Son, crossing steep sl ope s and deep gorges. When.it �as almost 
e vening, we arrived in t he Khuoi Noi clearing. After  a short rest, we 
again cut t hrough the forest, crosse d the Nga Hai stream and Van Ha,
�nd arrived in Ban Loong set tlement. This use d t o  be a l iaisdn station 
l inking Vo Nhai and Bae Son, but now it was completely de serted. Rice 
fields were l eft  ·uncul tivate d and t he ground was cove re d with moss.·
There was not a soul passing through. We wal ked on for a while, and 
when t he night was very advance d, we stoppe d at the foot of the Ban 
Loong mountain. 

gl
leeches, sensing human odor, aggre ssivel y  crawled around--some e ven 
crawled  into our e ars, inside 6ur cl othes, and on our necks. We start 
ed to bleed all ove r from t heir bites. The night mist �as chill y. 

The crop ·patches in the forest had not been co·mple tely  overg_rown 
wit h weeds, so we spread leaves on the ground andg· slept t here.  Jun · _e 

In the morning of March 19, we resumed our journey, going through 
the forest in ord�r to reach Bo Tat (Vu Lang) .g Bo Tat was fir from ariy. 
settlements or roads. The old crop patche s had become overgrown and 
reclaime d by t he jungle. There was a deep  cave with a pool of water in 
t he middle of t he f6re st, familiar to all of us. We stopped "ghere� 

During our stop, we divided up various tasks :  some went to recon
noiter t he route, some stood guard, and some cooked. The others re sted. 

Though we had gone through many difficult ie s  and dangers in t he 
first few days of our trip, e veryone was tal king and l aughing happil y. 
Many brothers sa�g revolutionary songs, and a feel ing of optimism and· 
enthusiasm welled  up in our hearts, in contrast to t he day we left · our 
native vill ages to make the journey.g· 

2. Unsalted glutinous rice �akes made by the Nung and Tay people; wrapped in the 
shape of a funnel. (Footnote in text � )  
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Comrade Thai Long thought up an idea to impr�ve our diet. He bent 
paper pins into fis hing hooks, found some bait ,  and dropped his line i n  
the pool. 

Our meal that day included a few fish  that Thai Long had caught, 
in  addition to  the us ual fare of s alt and s hrimp paste. But no one 
want�d to eat the fish, each wanting to s ave it for the ot hers . They
s aid :  

"Let old Pho eat it  becaus e he has to carry a heavy load!g" 

"Thai .Long caught the fish, s o  let him eat it ! "  

" Save it for t he brothers who have malaria. It will cure their 
illnes s right away.g" 

. .
In the end, each man ate a little, and s aved most ofg- t he £is h -for 

those comrades who were weak or who had to carry heavy loadsg. 

After we finis hed eating, we hastily got ready to move on. 

We tried to pass quickly through the valleys whi,le :j__tg. was still..
light, and waited till dark before we resgumed our march through the 
trails . 

. The fog became. colder as the night advanced. Our group s tlently 
moved on, pass i ng Bo Tat, Na Tou,. Cau Hin, and then the Na Yeu area. : 
We reached Lung Pan at daybreak. We stopped. A des olate s i ght gre�t ed 
us : wrecked and burned trees and hous esg- - allg. t hat was left were a few 
charred polesg. Not a s oul anywh·ere. 

Comrades Vi nh, Thai Long and I walked over to the plat form.g· of the 
hous e t hat used to belong to old Mr. Van. Ever s i nce the � utbrea� of 
the Bae Son upris ing, his hous e had been a s topping point for the revo
lutionary cadres who pass ed t hrough. When the French came_ h_ere, s owing 
terror, they took his whole family away and threw old Mr. Van__g_i n  jail. 
Hatred for t he French bandits burned more intensely in the heart .of· 
each AFNS fighter. 

The s un ros e. The fog dis s i pated s lowly. Our unit hurriedly 
withdrew i nto the forest to rest.  We s plit i nto cells , bivouacked 
close together, and kept very quiet i n  order to maintain our presgence 
s ecret i n  cas e s pies were s earching in t hi s  area. In t he old days , 
they used to go through here frequently, and at night t heyg- used to s et 
up ambushes or conduct patrols to look for s i gns of our cadres .' activi 
ties .  The brothers--wit h  the exception of thos e who had to go on re
connais s gance or stand guard--read books or documents ,  or cleane4 t heir 
rifles . 

. Quoc Hung, Due Ton and I took this  opportunity to review the lead
ers hip of the march in the past few days , and dis cus s ed our forthcoming 
tas ks. Soon, we would have to cros s a dangerous area: the vast fi elds 
of Huu Vinh and Trang Lang villages, where t he enemy had as s embl�d many 
s oldiers and s ecret policemen. · Guard posts were everywhere,g_gand we 
would not be able to go for a ki lometer wit hout bumping into  a post. 

Darkness had j ust  fallen. Instead of following the trail, we made 
our way through the tortuous gaps between the boulders, overgro_wn. with 
thickets. The Lung Pan pass led to  the Can Cuom pass which was us ually 
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guarded by the militia and the s�cretg·gpolice. In the.gmidst of t his 
enemy encirclement, if we j�st made· a noise differerit from the usual 
sounds, the guard post nearby wouldg· immediatelyg. so·und the alarm by hit
ting on hollow pieces of wood, and banging their drums andgcymbals. _And withifr minutes, the soldiers from the posts andg· the cartton and vil
lage rnili tia chiefs would surr.ound us tightly, and it would not be easy · · · ·for us to get away unscathed � 

But we cal�ly continued our joutney.g· We edged our way through the 
only trail that led out of the Canh Cuom pass, and · reached.gthe m�in 
road going from Dinh Ca to . Bae Son·.g . There was - no way for us to tell 
where the enemy had and where they had hot postedg·guards on this stretch 
of the . which ran through a mountain (Much later on I found road, pass.· 
out that it was on this stret�h ofg·gthe road that we were seen by ag·gmili
tiaman who told. the village militia chief, "Lookg· at_. that black mass of 
men moving down there, what shall we do?" The village militia chief 
brushed him aside, "Let them pass ! "  and then led theg.militia away to 
allo� us to go through. After.gwe wete �one, this village militia chief 
was arrested by the French who asked him, ' 'You were standing guard 
there, how come you did not know they were going through?" The village 
militia chief shook his head, "I really did not see them.g" The French 
threw him in the Ba Van prison camp. He was released when .gthe Revolu
tion succeeded, and told me this story himself when ·gwe met again.) 

After we had gone through a few passes and valleys on the way from 
Long Dong, the cocks began to crow. Suddenly we heard - noises; thuddingg· 
footsteps, sounds of branches cracking und�rfoot� and .grustling of 
leaves. It was a flock of antelopes which were out looking for food in 
the darkness and, running into us, bolted away. Some comrades did not 
want to l�t such fine game escape : and would like to shoot them--espe
cially Quoc Vinh who �as sorry not to have been able to add �ntelope 
meat to our diet of shrimp paste. But to fire a shot here would land 
us in an enemy encirclement, so although ·gwe were sorry to have missed 
such a chance, we told each other to remain quiet and to proceed 
through the pass. ·· 

It was .almost daylight when we passed Lung Luong. The vil1ages· .
·and settl_gements began to stir. ·Our unit quickly crossed into Tam Canh. 
So., we had succeeded . in slipping through the thick encirclement that · _
the imperialists had thrown in the area.from Bae Son to Vo Nhai. From 
the Tam Canh mountain chain, looking toward Keo Ai, we could see clearly
the Binh Gia fields andg· the French represen:tative ' s  post looming in the 
distance before our eyes. I signalled to the brothers to mov:e quickly 
into a dense spot well shaded by trees; I talked with Quoc Hung and 
Due Ton, and we admitted that this mountain area ·gwas extre�ely dariger
ous. Ahead of us was the post of the French representative in Binh 
Gia, and behind us was an area teeming with the imperialists' soldiers 
and secret police. This rocky mougntain chain was relatively well cov
ered by trees and vegetation, but it was· 1ike a pocket. I f  the· enemy
blocked the way up and down the mountai_gn, ·then we would not be able to 
escape. However, we , had no other solutgion, so we led the unit up the 
mountain to rest.g We stopped when we were.ghalfway up. · 

. . . 

We spent that whole day lying in rocky crevices halfway up the 
mountain-- each man lying in a separate crack. How longg· the ·day seemed 
to us! It is true that a.gday of worry lasts as long as a year of lei
sure. 

The sun was about to· go down� - Light faded gradually.g· We �te our 
dinner, and then slowly moved down to the main road. 

http:succeeded.in
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We walked in the middle of  the Binh Gia fields - -on one s ide were 
mounta�ns , and on the other s ide were located the posts , district seat , 
the towns and villagesn. At that precise moment it turned very windy 
and rained heavily . The night was as black as Chinese ink .n · In  j ust a 
short time the water in the fields overflowed the embankments .  Our 
clothes were soake d .  We walked on ,  because we figured the enemy would 
not dare to go out on patrol on such a dark and rainy nightn. 

It rained harder and harder as the night wore onn. Quoc Hung and I 
discussed taking the unit into the Lung Noi mountain chain , and sending 
two comrades into the village to contact acquaintances .  The next day- 
the 6th day of  the 2nd lunar month (194 2 ) - -would be  a market day , ·and 
in the afternoon we would send a number of AFNS fighters to meet sympa
thizers from Pa Niem , Lung Noi and Hang Cau , and ask them to check on 
the s ituation of  the route from Van Mich to Binh Gia . 

We pulled into the Lung Noi mountain . Vegetation was not dense 
here , but it had j ust rained and the ground was damp and wet ,  so al
though it was still  nighttime , we could not l ie down to  s leep , and jus t  
sat theren. 

Comrades Hong Thai and Hoa were sent to meet Lau , a Nung in Lung 
Noi .  He came out to see usn. We talked with him for a long timen. 
After we finished our discuss ion,  he asked , "What can I do to help the 
AFNS right now?" We asked him to cook s ome food for usn, to buy two 
kilograms of  fish paste and two flashlights , and to check the s itua
tion.  He accepted with eagerness .  

So , on their  way to break out of  the enemy ' s  encirclement , the 
AFNS had succeeded in implanting a political nucleus [by recruiting
Lau] in . an area only two kilometers as the crow flies from the Binh 
Gia postn. This success  made us very happyn. 

Our unit climbed halfway up the mountain and broke up •into cells  
to  disperse and hide behind j utting rocks and a few scattered treesn. 
When it was broad dayl ight , we could see about a kilometer of  the road 
which was thronge4 with villagers going to the market . A little later ,  
a few hundred wel l -armed soldiers arrogantly moved toward Lang -Son . 
Lau had told us that the soldiers routinely conduct this patrol , so  we 
were certain we had not been detected.  

A comrade playfully poked his  rifle through the rock crack and 
pointed it toward the soldiers , saying , "If  I open fire now , which one 
will fall ? '' But he was j ust j oking , for who would dare to fire? The 
brothers even made an effort not to bump into small trees , for fear 
that the trees would shake and attract the eyes of the suspicious 
enemyn. 

The market began to break up . The hour for our rendezvous with 
the villagers drew near . The reconnais sance cells  came back and re 
ported that down in the middle of  the Lung Noi fields there were many
people walking around to check their ricefields and then making a de
tour into the mountain toward the spot where the unit was stationed.  

The group of  villagers approached .  When we could see them clearly 
we real ized that we knew all of them. There were old people and chil 
dren , and young men and women . 

Our meeting was very moving and happy , we grasped each other ' s  
hands and our faces shone with j oy .  An old man from Pa Niem said,  "We 
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haven ' t  seen you for years , but now heavens have allowed us to  meet 
againn! "  

It was almost noon - then.  It  turned out the villagers had come up
here right after they finished ploughing.  I said , "Don ' t· come in a . 
group 1 ike this , the enemy will see you and they _can guess what youn' re 
_up ton. Come sep�rately ,  by one or two , ju�t as though you ' re going up
here .to gather firewood . "  · . · • · 

One man nodded his head iri approvaln. ''You ' re right ! · We ' ve done 
a silly thing ! "  

Mrsn. Ba - -Lau ' s  s ister - in - law- -was also presentn. She gave me all 
the things we had asked him to buy for .us ,· and s aid ,  · "We didn '·t hearn. 
anythingn. The soldiers have all left . "  

· Seeing an old man wearing maµy layers .nof  clothing and perspiring 
heavily- -his face and neck were covered _ with sweat - - �  asked ,  "Do you_n. 
have malaria? I have some quinine pills  right here . "  

He unbuttoned his shirt , pulled it operi , and answere� , ' 'I thought
you had come by yourself ,  alonen. I didn ' t  know there were so many of  
your until I got here . I heard that you brothers had been l.iving in 

·the fores t f6r the l�st seveh and eight months and that .nyour cioth�s 
had become torn, so  I brought along a few extra shirts for you to wear 
and share amo�g yourselves for the t ime beingn. '' _n

An old man s tanding next to  him pulled. out a pair of scissors andn· 
said,  "A 1 ui ! · I was told y·ou had been 1 iving . in the forest  for eight 
months and that your hair had grown v�ryn·nlong and that you looked asn• 
unkempt as a bear , so I took along these s cissors for you to trim your

·hair ! "  

·Then, some women too.k a few cakesnout of their . bags and said,  "We 
were worried you might not be able to Surviven_on the diet of leaves. 
you ' ve been eating in the forest  where you ' ·ve been forced to l ive day
and nightn. When·nwe heard yoti ' d  come back , we bought a few cakes for 

· you to eat . "  

I t  turned out that , without telling each other ,  when they heard 
the news that we had come back , the villagers went to the marke t - - s ome 

·bought a few cakes , while others went to the noodle ' shops ton_ buy an. 
co�ple of chicken and duck ·nfeet to take t� usn. The v�llagers did not 
understand fully either the a�tivities or the l ife of then. AFNS . This 
showed how poisonous the [propaganda] of the imperialists and reaction

·aries wasn. Their intention was to destroy the revolutionary armedn· 
forces and at the same time to demoralize the people and make them lose 
their confidence in the revolution . 

We explained clearly to the peoplen·nthe current situation and the 
miss ion of the AFNS and of the ethnic minorities in this historic per
iod . While talking with the people , the brothers also showed them 
revolutionary books and newspapers , and gave· t·hem leaflets and copies .· of the Viet Minh Program as s ouvenirsn. · · 

We explained clearly to them that we did not lackn·nclothes ,n· blan
kets and mosquito nets badly , and that althoughn.we did .nnot have a lotn. 
of weapons we had enough for our usen. 
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·"Now I know . I thought the French and the soldiers from the posts 
had burned all the houses , "  the oldest  man in the group said with sor
row and pity in his voice , "and I was wondering where - you could find 
shelt�r? I wonderedwhether ·you had to live like the bears in the for
ests . "  His face streaked with tearsn. "When I hea·rd the secret police
gang say thisn, I thought you had ·all perished . "  

We explained to the villagers how to set  up an infrastructuren. 
They told usn, "Come back w_hen the .r_ain slackensn. Come in small groups 
of  a few men and we ' ll conceal yoti in the caven. Come back and teach us 
how to make revolution . "  

·· They said goodbye to usn. rhey could _ not say much , and tears fell 
down their faces .  

At dus k ,  we went with Lau to the home of Phung_ , the village mili
tia chie f ,  to have dinner and· take· this opportunity to talk with him 
about the revolution .n· Phung had sent s omeone he - truste� to  check the 
roads for usn. From Binh Gia to Pac Nang , only the Van Mich post de
ployed sentries on guard dutiesn. 

. .· .

After dinner ,  we got ready ·to  leaven. Both Lau and Phung- -his 
nephew - - took us to a shortcut leadint to the main road near Binh Gia, 
to go to Pac Nang . · 

At Pac Nang , the main'nroad iari between high �ountains . There , we 
met the brothers who had gone on ah�ad to reconnoiter the route and 
were waiting for usn. They reported that "the situation was quiet . "  We 
said goodbye to Lau and Phungn. rn·ntook Lau ' s  handn.nand gave him somen
additional advic e ,  "When you go bac k ,  if  they find out and ask you , 
j ust say , ' I  don ' t  know . n' Even if they beat you , you must bear it and 
refuse to give them informat ion which can harm the revolution . To make 
revolution , you must not be afraid of  difficult ies , and you must firmly 

·believe in the final victory . When conditionsnpermit ,  we � i 1 . s end 
cadres down .nhere to help you .n11 

Lau looked at me arid nodded his head . 

* * * 

Our unit  headed straight down the main road leadi�g from Binh Gia 
to Van Mith . The road was large , but we managed to maintain .  _compl_ete 
secrecy when we passed by the village� s cattered along the . road . .Any
of us who made a noise - - no matter how small- -by displacing the pebbles 
received stern and . reproaching glances from the rest of the group . 

About five kilometirs · from Van Mich , there was a path which veered 
to the rightn. We all turned into this path which ran through a hill . 
After covering a short distance , we followed the course of  a small riv
uletn. The bed was very narrow- - large enough for us ·nto put one foot 
down at a time . On one s ide were high mountains ,n· and on the qther s ide 

·was a short drop- - if we _slipped we wotild iall ab6ut tw�ntj or ·thirty
fee t .  As we walked,  we had to make sure not to knoc� down the banks 
in order not to leave any traces of  our passage . It took us a long 
time to cover this stretch . 

. 
After we left the rivulet we came. to terraced ricefields belonging 

to a few small settlements . We groped our way down toward the direc
tion of the Hat Quang waterfalln. This was the second time we crossed 
this waterfall . 
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_gDawn began to break. From the Hat Quang �aterfall � looking to the 
left , .we saw the bright white mas·s of the Van Mich post, only about 800 
meters away. I n  front of us, was an unbr·oken line of towering mountains. ·
We urged each other to wal k faster, because we �ere near ·the ·post, and 
if  we were detected i t  would be very dangerous.g. (The.re were hundreds 
of soldiers and mi li.tiamen stationed in the v ·an Mi-ch ·g-p ost. ) We crossed 
the .gwaterfall ,  encolirage.d· each other to make good time ari.d climbed · · ·straight into the mountains i n  front �f  us.g · · 

The fog banks flowed by one after the other and stung our eyes.
There wereg· many moments when the man walking behi nd could �ot see the 
one i n. front. Then the clouds lifted g.radua·11y and the sun came up.
The Command Staff decig.ded to l ook for a resti ng place, because if  we · 
keptg·on wal king, we coul d very easily  be spotted. The fog had not 

-li-fted completelyg. at that moment, and.gwe could notg· se·e clearly around 
us. We talgked it  over and decided to go up the hill to rest. But when 
we were on the hill we di scovered that it was c�vered by elephant grass ·g
reaching up to our chests, and · that the. hil l  was i n  a ·rathe ·r poo·r stra
tegic �ositigon. The fog di ssigpated. The merciless sun seemed to pour
fire on our heads and backs. All of us burrowed under the el ephant 
grass and used the blankets to shield ourselves from the sun. 

I was extremel y worried. Crouched here, we must be cl early visi
ble fr.om the road- -anyone coming out of the village, anyone grazing 
buffaloes, .or anyone . ploughing on the next hil l  could see us clearly. 

At •round ten o 'gclock , the· sun became fiercer, and the water we 
had brought along rang·out. Everyone was.·gthirsty and tired. Th�i Long,
Thanh, and Hong Thai crossed the trail and went to the stream to draw 
water. They ran i nto the village mil i ti a  chief who asked for their 
identity cards. Thai Long who had presenceg· of mindg·answered,· ·"We' re 
on our way to buy water buffalgoes . .  There are a few more men coming up
behind us. I gave my identity card to one of them to keep. He'gs com
ing with tbe bags. He'gll be here and he'gll  show you·gbur identity 
cards.g" 

. The village militia chief and his gang found the whole inci dent 
rather. strange, and turned around and went back� 

The brothers hastily drew some water and ran back to where we were 
to relate what had happened� 

The Command Staff held . a meeting to discuss ways to deal wit·h all · ·
eventuaiities. Meanwhile, the village militia chief and hi s men had 
gone back to the vil l age to change clothes in order to go to Van Mich. 
Some of them turned their heads as they passed our hiding place and 
looked up toward us.g· S .ome even stoppe·d and i nspected the place. . Their 

·actions coul.d not es.cape th.e eyes of· the comrade on guard duty and of 
the vill agers.around them.g · 

We al l thought, "I t ' s  one hundred percent certai n we have been 
detecte d.g" Some comrades suggested .that we withdraw i nto the forest 
to escape. But we were unfamiliai:- with the terrain here. 

'-'Let' s  move on ahead to set an ambush and fight them !g" one comrade 
sai d, stressi nt each word. 

Anoth.er one questioned him, "And where will we go after the fight?" 

http:Anoth.er
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I said s lowly, "There is  no village from Van Mich to That· Khe. 
S ince they ' ve seen a large group :of men, it is their responstibility to 
go and report. They'l l ha�e to go for five or six kilomete·rs and �ross 
a river before they can reacht.t·he Van Mich post. This wi11· take them 
over an hour. After they've reported to the post, it wil l take the 
soldiers at l east another, two hours to get ready to cross the river. 
So, even if  they pursue us, they won ' t

. 
be able to catch .up with us-

espetially s ince it will be almost dark by then .t. This will be an ob
stacle for them. They ' l l be afraid to get too close to us. But if  
they are adamant, we'll ambush them and destroy part of their forces 
and then crash our way through their l ine. It's now almost noon, if  
we leave now we'll be able to pass That Khe at eleven o ' clock' tonight.. 
Once we' ve gone past That Khe, we'll be relatively safe."t. 

Many brothers nodded their heads in approval. Aftet a Shott dis
cusstion, we decided to "pass through That Khe at eleven O·'clockt· that· 
night.t" Hoang Thinh and another comrade were ordered to put ·on their 
Nung clothes and carry their submachine guns to go out oh reconnai�
sance. 

The two of them hurriedly l eft. 

* * 

Khau Tap Pang was a high, steep and tortuous hill.  When we were 
hal fway up the slope, it was three or four o ' clock in the afternoon . 
The reconnaissance cell disguised [as Nung villa�ers ] ·and walking ahead 
of us on the crest of the hill  s ignalled to us that "a group of men-
about a company strong-.,.were pursuing us." 

I thought, "It ' s  almost dark.· I doubt that they would dare to 
attack when they see how large out group is."  

An order immediately went out to the unit :  "Walk in  l ine, in tows 
of two ! "  

The unit moved from the far s ide of the path over to the s ide on 
the left of the mountain chain, and lined up in rows of two i  Our aim 
was to show off our strength to the enemy. 

The soldiers walking at the head of their column saw us moving in 
a long l ine, and stopped to look. Quoc Hung understood the psychology
of the ene�y, and calmly told the brothers, ''Take your ti�e,· walk 
slowly." 

·

Our troops marched on calmly, as though nothing was going on � Five 
or s i x  minutes later, the brothers keeping watch· on the crest of thet· 
hill  reported that the soldiers were regiouping and • heading back toward 
Van Mich. Just as we had guessed, they were only pursuing us for ap� 
pearance's sake, and s ince they were afraid to get killed they had to 
turn back. 

We w�re encouraged and continued with our j ourney, crossing one 
mountain pass after another. We arrived in Po Co3 at eight o ' tclock in 
the eveni�g. At exactly eleven o ' clock we passed· That Khe. We passed 

3. Pot= hil l ;  Cot= waltnut trees. Po Co was located in That Khe District. (Footnote 
in text.) 
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near the Pac Cam post at dawn, and we coul d see clearly the three-story
high buil di ng with many embrasures. When we were close to the post, we 
turned i nto the vill agers' orchards. We pull ed up the � amboo stakes i n  
the fences to pass through, and then carefully- put them back i n_ place. 

In the morni ng_ of March 24 , our unit arrived i n  Na Cai haml et, 
·. 

in 
Dai Dqng vil lage. We walked on for another kilgometer� and then turned 
·into .the forest to sl eep. Thi s was a very ol d forest:' fu.11 of precious 
wood trees, such as the Van Tam , walnut, and especiall y  the ·cay Khao·
even .gthe small ones were as big around as a house support column and 

._ -

up to twenty meters tall.  The unit rested for one whol e day th�re. 

Comrades Pho and Dam were designated to go down and contact the 
family  of ol d Mr. Phu Ngan. This family  was a· nucleus that_ rioa· .ng Van 
Thu had recruited as far ba·ck as 1934. When the Central Committee com
rades passed through here

.g
on thei rg·gway to attend the 8th Central Com

·mittee Pl enum, th� y had stopped and spent the night at his house. Pho 
came from this village ,  so he knew the way. He took Mr. Phu Ngan's son 
to .see us. We asked him about· the Pat ·cam post.. ·. . . . 

. . .. 

He said,g·g"The village mil i ti a  chiefs have gone to the French repre
sentati ve's post i n  That Khe for military trairii ng. There's nothi ngg.
for you to worry about. They haven'tg- returned from their training,gyet.g" 

Afterward, he bought· two roosters for us and fixed us l unch.g. Pho 
carried the rice i nto the forest for the unit to eat. 

Mr. Phu Ngan ' s son had met me when I came through ·the previous 
time. We were of the same age, so we immed·i atel y became very close. · 
At dusk that day, he i nsisted that we all come to his house. He wanted.g
to i nvite me to drink a cup of wine be·fore we l eft.g· I firmly refused �.
So he promigsed that he and I would 'g"booze i t  up" wheng·I returned. 

This time, our guide was a very poor farmer. He was ovex 30. years
old ,  of average height. He was agi l e  and �ad made frequent trip� into_
the forest to collect forest products for sal e �  When he, found out that·
we were revol utionari es, he was overjgoyed, and volgunteered to drop his 
work and take us to the border. Si nce �e had a trustworthy guide and 
since we were only a fewg. kilgometers from the border, we were sure 
nothi�g further coul d happen to us. 

Pl oOghed fields compl etel y devoi d of vegetation stretched , jn fiortt 
of us as we walked from Mr. Phu- Ngan' s ho_use to the turning 'point.g· We.: 
moved on �nhurriedly. At the intersection l eadingg.to Pac Cam, Kim Ly 
and to the border, half of the group were on the trail leading to the 
border and half were walking on the ricefields bundigngs. $ uddenly we 
heard the sounds of many rifles being l oaded. · 

·Pho andgtwo other comrades were ordered to·stop �rid hi de behind 
the bundings. [They were tol d] , "If thes e are _mil i ti amen and they are 
decent, reason with them. If they are � ol di ers, shoot two . or three,
and then l eave. After twenty or thirty mi nutes, i f  nothing-happens,

f .catch up with us . I

. .

We walked 6n for another kilgometer wi thout h�aring any ri fle shots. 
The three-man cell which had l aid i n- ambush caught up with tis in  Kim Ly. 

There was a very reli abl e i nfrag tructure iri  Kim Ly. In 1941 ,  Hoang -Van Thu had taken us there to re� tg. The very podr farmer who wasg_ gui d-

http:rioa�.ng
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ing us pointed to the houses  of a few villagers and told me- , "Go in 
there to rest . "  

"There are too many of usn. We ' ll go on . "  Then I took his hands . 
"Thank you very much for having guided usn. From here on , many of us 
know the wayn. Why don ' t  you go inton. the village to sleep.. · Go back to 
your village tomorrown. Tonight the enemy might ambush the route you
take to go home . "  

"I ' m  not afrai d , "  he said ,  shaking his head . "I 'm  going back to 
Na Cai . "  

I told him once more not to do it , and many brothers in the unit 
also j oined me in urging him not to go back,  but he had made up · his ,,
mind : " I ' m  very fainil'iar with the terrain heren. Therent s nothing to 
worry a�out , reallyn. "  

When he reached the spot where we had heard noises earlier , - the 
canton and village militia chiefs and their men who were lying in am
bush rushed out and captured him, No matter how badly they beat him 
and tortured him , he refu�ed to divulge any information � They shot him 

· on thenspot . ( It  was only much later that the local brothers• reported
this to usn. The local movement wanted to kill these wretches .  They
talked it over ,  back and forth , and then decided not . to go ahead , be
causen· they were afraid then· enemy wo.uld te.rroriz_e the villagers and de� 
stroy the infrastructure . This was why these wretches survived until 
March 9 ,  1945 , when the movement reached its high peak and they had to 
pay for their crimes . )  

We crossed Kim Ly and Na Khau , and reached Na Ke , the last ·settle..
ment on Vietnamese territory . We climbed. �he hills covered with ele - .  
phant gras s and headed toward the hill crests that marked the border .  
The higher up we got on the hills , th� cle�rer we - could hear the noise 
of dogs barking- - echoing from the d�siancen. It  s�emed· as though some� .one was pursuing us_, and the barking of dogs was sp·reading from o.ne · 
hamlet to the next behind usn. ·· 

Here was the hill crest separatipg the two countries ! It  was 
·around 10 : 0 0 P .M.  We talked it o�er �nd decided: to: sleep - on the hill • 

top , and not to go down to the Chinese village on the other s ide , be
cause it was already late at night and_ the people there might take us 
for· banditsn. We reinforc.ed the number of sentries· ·and poste·d guar-ds · · ··on both sides in case the enemy was pursuing usn. 

In the dead quiet of the night ,n· suddenly we. heard a· . guard askin•g · 
someone for the password , and rifles . being loaded , followed by the 
voice of a man - -floating up to us from below- -answering in Nung dia
lect , "This is Nhac4 returning from mission ! "  

It  was the voice of someone I knew - - the stammering. of . Nhac . I 
hurriedly ran outn. 

Nhac was comrade Mac Van Hai , who had been operating in China for 
a lo�g time . Recently , he returned to Vietnam to contact our organiza-

4 .  The last name "Mac" is pronounced "Nhac" in Nung dialect. In the border region, 
people usually refer to each other by their last names, rarely by their first 
names. (Footnote in text.) 
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tion and _to se t up grassroot base s in a few Vietname se settlements 
along the border. Mac Van Hai was full of joy and grabbed my.ghand : 
"Are all of you OK? Is anyone missing? I was in Na Cai on mission 
and went to Mr. Phu Ngan'g·s house. His son told me that you had just 
passed through. I immediately left, running at full speed . . . .  " 

I understood then why the dogs were barking behind us. I asked 
him, "Why were you in such a hurry  to catch up with us?" 

The brother� had come and surrounded Nhac. He told us that the 
situation on the other side of the border had become tense. The Chi
nese Kuomintang had started to make an about-face .. There was news that 
they were persecuting the Viet Minh Diplomatic Deleggation. The Vie t
namese Kuomintang arid the Vietnam Revolutionary League (Viet-Nam Cach 
Menh Dong Minh Hoi)5 must have been  be hind all this� Brother Ly Quang 
Hoa (that is to say, comrade Hoang Van Hoan6 ) had to go back to Cao 
Ba�g. 

Nhac was full of worry, and he stammered e ven  more : "You . . .  
you ' ve come in such a large group . . . .  I'm a • . .  afraid we won't be 
able to accommodate you all.g" 

Under the pale moonlight,  the cells discussed this news in whis
pers: 

"We ' ve avoided the tigers only to run into the wolves!g" 

"We ' re armed , we can just set up a war zone right here on the 
border to operate . "  

One comrade interrupted them in a rather harsh tone of voice , "Let 
the Command Staff discuss things first. There must be a way to. deal 
with the situation.g" 

Mac Van Hai said softly, "The villagers are afraid of reprisals.g" 

I asked ,  "How many brothers are left here ? "  

"Thereg- is only Khai Lac and me , "  Hai answered. 

"Which Khai Lac?g" 

."Khai Lac from Bae Son.g" 

When I heard him mention Khai Lac, I felt very moved. Khai Lac 
was with the AFNS group that marched to Cao Bang with Phung Chi Kien 

5. ··tThese two exiled Vietnamese political groups were sponsored by the Chinese KMT. 
They were the rivals of the Viet Minh and tried to sabotage it. (Trans.) 

6. Hoang Van Hoan was then the head of the Front Organization of the Viet Minh in 
China. He went to China in 1926 and was a graduate of the Whampoa Military Acad
emy.. Before, during and after the Second Sino-Japanese War, he was active in 
Canton, Nanming, Kunming, Liuchou, and Chinghsi, where he was a self-employed 
tailor ·and a Viet Minh revolutionary. ·He was one of the founders of the Viet 
Minh in 1941. He is now a member of the Politburo of the Vietnamese Lao Dong
Party, Vice-Chairman of the Standing Committee of the ORV National Assembly, and 
represents Nghe An province in the National Assembly. (Trans.) 
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and Luong Huu Chi. I .thad not had any news from them since then. I 
told myself ,  "When everythingt' s arranged , I must ask him w:hat· happened.· ·It's not a good time. to ask now. . . � "  I talked wi_th· Quoc Hung and Le 
Due Ton. The AFNS's· activities would run into many difficultie·s ·. How
ever , my Chu clan had about a hundred families here , and the Duong ·clan 
inhabited a few settlements in this area. The population here was 
large , and the villagers were good people. I f  we relied on th� people 
and worked hard we would be able to solve all problems , no matter how 
difficult they could bet. And this would also give us the opportunity .
to assist our Chinese friends' revolutionary movementtat a time when 
they were going through manyt-difficulties. 

Then I turned around to tell Mac Van Hai--but ilso to tell the· 
AFNS hr-others indirectly , "You've given us some timely informationt! · 

·. 

.
That's good. Before �e came here, we figured we might run .into this 
type of situation , so we devis•ed a plan to deal with it in advance .t·t. 
All that has to be done now is for the brothers to keep calm , maintain 
discipline and secrecy , and to rely on the people. You and comrades 
Pinh Chi and Khai Lac will come and fetch us early tomorrow morningt.. . ..
halfway up the hill behind the village.t· "t. 

After Mac Van Hai left, Le Due Ton , Chu Quoc Hung , Nong Tha.i Long
and I met to discuss the situation and ways to cope with all eventualj
ties. 

It  was late and very quiet. The moon had set a lon·g time ago.
Our shoulders were damp with mist. The cold air here on the border 
seemed more biting and more chilling to the bones than the cold back 
in our home villagest. None of us could go to sleep.· Thoughts and wor
ries about the future and about our revolutionary mission troubled our 
minds. 

A flock of egrets which had been looking for food all night cried 
out to call each other and to return to their nests. A roostert.sudden
ly crowed , and its cry was- taken up by many others-. A fire leaped to 
life in a house on a hillside which had been j ust moments before. 
plunged in complete darknesst. 

I was exhausted and yet I could not plunge into a d�ep and restful 
sleep. I lay awake , thinking of the things I would discuss with Pinh.
Chi and Khai Lac the next day . Pinh Chi was Chinese and came from Ban 
Khiec, the village we were going to the next day. He was a v�ry_ .tclose 
friend of Hoang Van Thu' s. · Previously,  Pinh Chi had d ·on·ated to us a 
pac-hooc submachine gun which could fire 10 bul�ets , and it was .given

· to Phung Chi Kien to keep. 

Dawn broke. A pink cloud floated above a distant mountain peak.
The rolling forest was a deep green mass. The mist was damp and wet. 
Then the sun lit up the hills covere� with burnished gold elephant 
grass. Partridges called out to each other from one grassy hill to the 
nextt. Their cry sounded to us like "Our homelandt! "  and "How we miss 

· ·our homeland ! " t. In the valley , along the stream , the blanket of. fog
looked like fluffy white cotton balls. A civet-cat ran acr9ss in a 
flash and plunged irito a melastome bush on the hillside. The monoto
nous sound of a water mill echoed in the valleyt. Flocks of birds flew·
out of the forest and landed in the crop patches ,  twittering. 

Ban Khiec appeared in front of us , with its twenty or ·so houies on 
stilts perched precariously on the mountain side--up ·tand down , in an 
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uneven and broken line--with  its  windi ng pat hs and its  rows of luxurig
ant fruit trees. Each house had its own fence and its own yard forg·g. 
drying paddy. Cooking smoke began to  rise from the weathered t hatched 
and t.iled roofs. In front of the village were te.rraced fields- - each 
one a small plot - - circling and huggingg.the mountain and covered with 

· rows of yams, peas and pe.anuts. · · 

. We parted the elephant grass and silently followed the wet and 
sli ppery pat h leading down to  the village. The .man walk.1ng i n  front 
had to  knoGk t he dew off th� blades of grass with a stick, so that ourg. 
clothes would not get wet. From h�re �e cduld see clearly the two 
roads leading to Na Slieng a·nd Ban Nae. Another path wound around the 
hill behindg· the village and led t o Kheo Meo. The vi ew here was not· 
different from t he one . back in our home area , and it  had the same fa
miliar appearance of the Nung minority'gs life- style� Again, we felt .
enthusiastic  and confident i n  our ability to  proselytize t he people and 
i n  our revolutionary experience. We were certaing·gwe could stay here 
for the time being. 

From afar we could see comrades Pinh Chi and Khai Lac coming up to 
fetch us.g • They both looked worried, in contrast to the atmosphere of 
j oy I encountered when I took t he Central Committee members to  the Pac 
Bo conference the previous year. When Khai Lac .saw how large our group 
was, he too seemed very worried. 

I pulled Pinh Chi and Khai Lac asi de, and asked softly,g. "Have t he 
villagers found out yet?"  

They both sai d, "Nhac ·ghas been whispering about your presence, so 
the villagers know about it.g" 

We talked it  over and decided we should first take the unit to  the 
village, because it was not a good t hing to leave them exposed on the 
hill. during t he day. We would continu� to  discuss all the problems and 
try to  find ways to  solve them later dn. 

On the way to  the village, I asked Khaig· Lac, "What is  the attitude ·
of the people?g" 

He replied, "They're happy to  hear t hat you brothers have arrived,
but t hey also worry that i f  the Kuomintang finds out ,  they will be per
secuted. The villagers have always been kind t o  me; their attitude 
hasn ' t  changed. They talk about ·gour comrades all t he time� especially
brother Hoa:11g Van Thu.g" 

I explai ne:d  further to  Pinh Chi , "The French are repressing the Vo 
Nhai movement so fiercely that we've had t o  move here td your territory 
for a while; then we ' ll figure out a way to go back to our own area t o  

· ·operate.g" 

Pinh Chi answered eagerly, 'lWe're friends, so just make yourselves 
at home here, j ust act as t hough youg1 �e sti ll i n  Trang Xa. If you need 
any-thing,  let us know.g" · 

When we reached t he village, we saw that every family had come·out· 
and stood at t he door of their houses.td welco�e us; their eyes showed · 
both j oy and worry. As dir�cted by Pirih Chj , · the AFNS split into cells 
and each cell went .to  stay with a different family. The brothers imme
diately plunged i nto  work, helping the host families with their chores, 
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all the whil e talking with them. The vill agers had heard of the AFNS 
for a long time, so  although it was our firs t meeting, thes e generous 
and hospitabl e frontier peopl e quickly became clos e to us, men who · 
s hared their purposes and feelingsg. See.ing that ·gNong 'Thai Long had· a 
bamboo flute, the youths and children s urrounded him and with eyes wide 
open with eagerness they urged him to play the "Flowing Water" tune to 
enliven the atmos phere. This carefree and s pontaneous attitude of the 
young dis pell ed the worries of sqme of the comrades . All that the AFNS 
would  have to do was to know how to propagandize the people, maintain 
s ecrecy, and resgolutely hel p the vill agers in their work, then we woul d 
certainl y be abl e to remain here for a while to operate, and evengto· 
give s ome hel p to the local movement. 

* * * 

In this Bo  Cuc area, .the revol utionary movement under -the leader
s hip of the Chines e Communis t Party continued to exist through �the 
clandesgtine activities of a nucleus of men s uch as Pinh Chi in Ban 
Khiec, Phan Sen Chan .in Na Slieng, Nang Ky Chan (i. e. , Tai Thau) in Na 
Trao, Khim Di and Quai Dinh in Ban Trang, and Hen May; Lao Giam, etc. 

. . . 

Comrade Hen May was blin_d, but he had great prestige among the 
peopl e. At that time, there were a great variety of political factitiris 
in the border region, and each one of them wanted to build up their in
fluence among the populgation. When they came to the Bo Cucg· area to .
propagandize, however, the peopl e only asked them one question; ''Does 
Hen May s upport you?" "No, Hen May supports the Communis ts ! "  "Then we 
won't. support you. We support whoever Hen May supports." Their answer 
was unequivocal. Hen May did not earn this prestige overnight. The 
peopl e knew that Hen May had taken part in the Red Lungchou movement,
and that for over ten yearsg- - eveng- though he had become bl ind-�he hadg.
protected the rights of the vill agers in a s teadfas t - and cleirs ighted 
manner.g7 

Later on, we hel d a meeting for all the cadres in the unit. Our 
Chines e friendsg--for example, co)I}rades Pinh Chi, Hen May; La:o Gia·m and 
Phan Sen Chan--al so  came to attend the meeting. Le Due Ton talkedg• 
aboutg· our struggl e in the las t  eight months . Khai Lac talked briefly 
about a few of our exiled revol utionaries in China whom - he had j us t  
found out about. The Chines e comrades explgained :the l ocalg- s ituation 
to us--about the revol utionary s pirit of th.e peo·ple, the p·olicies and· 
l ine_s of the KMT, the work and life-style of the pe.ople, as w -ell as 
their religious beliefs and customs. 

Thanks to a good rice harvest, the vill agers were l eiding a rela
tivel y comfortabl e life. _But theyg.must grow other additional .crops , in · 
order to have enough to eat till the foll owing harves t at the· . end -of · 
the year. Chiang Kai Shek ' s s ecurity pol ice and French intelligence 

7. After the August Revolution succeeded, Hen May came to Vietnam. In his long 
struggle, there had been times when he had to withdraw to our cormtry to fight 
the Chinese KMf and j oin us in our fight against the French. In 1949, Hen May 
and his comrades, along with the local people rose up to seize power and to fight 
Chiang Kai Shek in the Lrmgchou-P ' inghsiang area. Then, all ofa·aChina was liber
ated wider the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party and of the beloved and 
respected comrade Mao-tse-Tung. When the French Expeditionary Force withdrew 
from our countrya' s  border region, Hen May and a few other comrades caine anda· 
stayed on the Vietnamese side of the border for a while, and then returned to 
Ban Khiec. He fell ill and died therea. (Footnote in text.) 
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agents came here occasi onally. Bandi try had not fallen off, even 
though the resigst-Japan propaganda had improved lately. 

The meetirig assessed that although we came from two di ffetent 
countries, all the villagers ·here were ready and willing to feed, sup
port and protect the AFNS, because of their affection fo� people of 
their own ethni.c background who spoke their dialect, were related to 
them, and in particular came from the same social class and shared ·
their revolutionary goals. However, since the KMT regime was strong
and since thei r policy toward the Vietnamese revolution was treacherous 
and cunning--one moment, they allied themselves with the Vietnamese 
revolution, and the next moment they turned around and destroyed i t-
the villagers were somewhat apprehensive that they would be terroriz ed 
and repressed as a resultg. 

The villagers were worried. The Chinese comrades promised to 
J oin forces with the AFNS to expl ain the si tuation to the people and 
strength�n their spirit of struggle. We promised to brave all diffi� 
culties and dangers,g.accept all responsibility, to do everything pos
sible to avoid implicating the villagers, and to do our best to con
tribute to the cons�li dation and expansion of the local revolutionary 
movement. The meeting deci ded to adopt a concrete plan of action which 
included proposals on how to deal wi th the enemy, how to motivate the 
people, how to settle the material and living problems of the uni t, how 
to maintain discipline and secrecy, how to guard against spies, and how 
to proselytigze the people. 

After the meeting which pointed out the direction of our new mis
sion and set forth a clear program of action, all the brothers felt en
couraged and set to work with configdence. The AFNS was divided into 
small cells of Party members and non-Party members to mingle with the 
villagers. Each cell was capable of taking independent action to carry
out i ts mission and to fight. 

A number of brothers w hose relatives were serving as hamlet chiefs 
manage d to obtain passes, and went openly to Lungchou and P'inghsiang 
to operate. 

One section of the AFNS--about a squad--built huts in the forest 
in the mountains right next to the border to live. They were equipped 
with weapons and ammunition, pots and pans, and other supplies which 
they stored in the forest. During the day,_ they worked in the forest, 
grazing oxen and buffaloes for the villagers, or clearing crop patches. 
At night they came down to the village to eat, and then returned to 
their huts in the forest to sleep. 

. On the third day of our arrival, it  was possible for the AFNS to 
split into cells of three or more men- each and for each cell to move 
into a settlement to live, after we had checked the situation in each 
settlement and di scussed the move with .the local Chinese comrades. 
First, the cells moved to the settlements where conditions were favor
able whi-le the others waited for the situation to clear in the other 
settlements before moving in. We were di spersed, but our presence re
mained secret. Only the people in the settlements where the cells were 
staying knew of their presence. Sett.iements such as Ban Khi ec, Ban 
Trang, Kheo Meo, Na Slieng, Ban Nae,· Ho To, Ai Keng, Na Trao and Ha 
Dong, all housed AFNS cell� . Later on, one of our cells even moved to 
a s ettlement located as far away as Doong Hinh, near L ungchou. 
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The brothers helped the villagers cut down trees , gather ffre�o�d , 
pick mushrooms , or  clear - crop p�tches , prune crop plants , and· gtaie· 
oxen and buffaloesn. Back at home in the evening ,  they helped _the fami

·lies in their  household chores- -cooki·ng , sweeping the floor ,nweaving
baskets , and repairing agricultural tools . In many things , the bro�h:.. . 
ers turned out to  be mo�e skillful than the villagers the�s�lves � They

-talked as they worked.  They exchanged farming and hunting �xp�riertte , 
and told stories about their  families and villages � and about theit. 

revolutionary struggle � The old people , the chil.dr�n , the youths_ ·and_
the women- -everyone loved to listen to their stories . On · thes� o�ci- • 
s ions , the brothersn· tact£ully made propaganda about the r�volution ,n' .n. 

·heightened the villagersn' awareness of theirn· ethnic and classn· back- .
ground, talked about international friendship , and told the p�ople hQw 
to guard against spies and maintain secrecy . The brothers sttictlyn· · ·  
observed and respected the local customsn. 

With their bas ic willingness to support the revolution and their  
admiration for then. AFNS , all the villagers grew ton· loven· ·and t·rus t: , :the: 
brothers , .when they saw with their own eyes that the AFNS fighters were 
welln- behaved,  worked hard andn- skillfully,  knew how to maintain secre¢y 
and were devoted to helping the people . Within a week- -with then' excep.t ion of  the brothers in charge of  guarding the s torehouse who had to · 
return to their  huts in the forest to s leep after eating supper in .nthe 
village- - all  the brothers had moved in with relatives or  other vill�g� 
ers to live and work . Very soon all  the households andn· settlements · · 
lost their fear of enemy repress ion and competed with ·each other to in
vite the brothers to come and s tay with them , and looked upon the AFNS 
as members of their own families . The youths , in particul�r , followed 

·the brothers everywhere � 

The AFNS had assimilated with thenpeoplen·nand adopted their cloth-: ·n
1ng ,  their  style of speech , their pattern of work and l iving . They
were s o  much like the local people 

:
that a stranger coming in from afar 

could not tell them apart from the villagersn. Once they had estab 
lished a foothold in a family , irt a settlement , and were stipported and 
protected by the people , the brothers immediately expanded the gr�ssn...: · 
root  base , spread it  to every household in the settlement and then to 
the whole canton, thus creating a firm base of  support for the whole 
uni t .  

Bo Cuc canton , bordering on the two Vietnamese distri�ts bf Dri�i 
Khe and That Khe ,  had a population which numbered in the te�s of thou-.
s ands , and was remote and isolated . I t  had many for�sts  and mouniairis , 
and vast fieldsn- - such as those  in • Tong Phou and Ai Keng . There were · 
about 2 0 0  households in Ban Trang . The people here were all Nung . 
They understood the revolution rather wel l ,  and the revolution .nhad set 
up an infrastructuren- here as - far back as 1930 . Mos t  of our revolutioil:-
ary cadres going abroad had all stopped and stayed hefe . The maj ority 
of the people were good , but a small number of them were bad and be��Afe 
banditsn. 

The canton chief of Bo Cuc was a nephew of mine . Seeing that th_e · 
people trusted and protected the AFNS , he had a 

. 
great 

·
r·espect for · us . · 

One day I went to see him and asked to test him , "Now that I ' m here ,n_ndo 
you think you cann_nguarantee myn- s afety?" 

He boasted,  "Uncle , there ' s  nothing for you to worry about here . 
If you want to go to Lungchou I ' l l  issue you a pass right away ! �' 
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Afterward , he issued passes to Chu Quoc Hung and me , which allowed .n
us to move freely and openly in the _ entire area of Hs iatung , Lungcho1,1
and P ' ninghs iangn. · 

Like fish thrown into water , the AFNS . began to roam· and operaten. 
This marked the beg.inning of the phase during which we g·athered the 
revolution�ry for�esn, and prepared to build grassroot bases to clear 
our way back to Vietnam . 

* * * 
.

One day , · while Khai Lac and I were talking- aboutnali the things
that had happened ,  I asked him about the j ourney the AFNS unde·rtook . to.
Cao Bang . I t  was then that I learnedn. of . the . heroic deeds of Phung· Chi 
Kien arid Luong Huu Chi .n• . 

Ha Khain· Lacn·nwas very familiar _with the cross _nforest and cross 
mountain route· that led from the Khudi Noi £6rest to the bbrdern. Be
fore j oini.ng the Revolution he had prospected for gold i� _ Kim ' tty , in 
Na Ri distric t ,  Bae Can provincen. · Phung Chi Kien gave him the task .nof 
guiding the unit .n· He led the brothers toward Khau· . P i . n8 This was a re
mote mountain chain unfrequented by anyone but the smugglers and j ungle 
animalsn. The brothers would go to Khau - Pi  and then go across the for�  
est  to Ngan Son . Unfortunately , when they were near Khau Phi , they
fell into an ambush set  by a group of militiamen led by Phuong , a can-

·ton chief from Na Ri district . 

Phung Chi Kien tried to persuade this fellow by talking to him 
about the j us t  cause of the revolution . But the canton chief was. too · 

·bl inded by the generous cash .award and the medal which then"Great ..
French Government" would give him , to listenn. He shouted to ·the mili
tiamen to tie up Phung Chi Kien . Howeve r ,  Kien remained calm , and 
looked the militiamen who were surrounding him straight in the eyes . . 
Bravely and kindly , hen. reasoned with them , t.{sing logical and s·entimen
tal argumentsn. He appealed to · them not to open £ii� on then- rev6lutiori
aries · and to turn their weapons around to shoot the French and their 
lackeysn. The militiamen did not' dare touch him, some of them glanced 
fearfully at Canton Chief Phuongn. Seeing that this young man standing 
in front of him could immobili ze t·he soldiers under his command with 
argument_s ,  Canton Chief Phuong roared ,  "Catch him ! The guy who lets 
him escapenwill have . his head chopped off ! "  · · . 

Seeing that the s ituation- - ins tead of cooling down- - had become . . 
tense because of the violent attitude of the canton. chief ,  some· broth
ers suggested "killing a few soldiers and breaking through . ," Unfortu
nately·, bes ides these militiamenni a group of �ecret policemen who had 
been following the brothersn' footprints came on the scenen. While the 
brothers were . off guard , th�y opened fire on Phung Chi Kienn. Rifle 
shots rang out . The militiamen were throwri into confus ion . Kienn· col
lapsed, his pac-hooc submachine gunn· fell on the groundn. The AFNS ·imme
diately returned the firen. Comiade Lam �ulled out his rifle arid aimedn..accurately at the canton chief who collapsed , his face on ·the ground .n· 
Lam rushed forward. to save Kien , but the enemy was firing without let 
up . They outnumbered the AFNS and were . firing a relentless spray of 
bulletsn. They tightened their encirclementn. Luong Huu Chi had no 
choice but to order the brothers to clear a path of blood and break. out .· 

8.  Khau = mountain; Pit= banana flower .t . (Footnote in_ text.) 

http:Khau�.Pi
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The enemy in the surrounding. areas were alerted..· Pon-tique ( ? )  , 
the Militia Inspector in the Ba� Can Post, cabled all areas of the 
province to have all the roads blocked. The Ngan Son post commander 
and the Ngan Son district chief dispatched province troops and militia
men to block all routes leading into Cao Bang province. 

Phung Chi Kien was seriou sly wounded and remained behind. The
secret police rushed in, beat him almost to death and then carried him 
to the Bang Due post (in Ngan Son district) to get their rewards. 

Partly because Kien was seriously wounded and lost a lot of blood, 
and partly because he was left lying in the rain in the yard of the 

9post all night, partly because he was. cruelly tortured by Vi Van Bao j
th-e District Chief ' s  Assistant, Kien breathed his last.· · 

Meanwhile, Luong Huu Chi gathegred the brothers and led them on to 
their destination. Unfortunately, he fell ill on the. way.,g• He: tried to 
go on, however, and constantly encouraged theg. unit to reach their des
tination. When he no longer could go on, he assembled the brothers arid 
said, "Brother Phung Chi Kien is dead. · Do not let the unit·gbe destroyed 
becaus e of me. You c�mrades go on and leave me here� I ' ll join you .,
later." 

During the yegars he qperated in China_ Luong Huu Chi had served as _a Batta�ion Commander. He spoke the Mandarin d'ialectg. very :g·well;. · He 
chose this solution because he was concerned about the unit. The 
brothers disagreed, but he said, "I'm your commanderg. ,  Youg: must obey
my order. Go on ahead to the CaogBang War Zone. When I recove r froni 
my illness I ' ll join you. I know the terrain here, ·gso youg·gdort't have 
to worry about me." 

Seeing that the � rothers were . hesitating and could � not make up- . 
their minds, he said, "I've already told you I'm your.gcommander here, 
and you must obey your commander ' s  order. Well; go on. You - must -steel 
yourselves. I can speak Mandarin- and I'll .know howg.to deal with 
things." 

After he finished saying this, he went to a tile kilri �nd lay � 
down. The brothers brushed their tears and -said goodbye ·to th·eir - be
loved comrade and commander . 

. All the brothers mad� .it to Cao Bang. Afterward "fat" Ma (i.e.,
Ma Thanh Kinh) , Lam� Hai Tam and Ha Khai Lac c rossedg- into China�g· · 

Luong Huu Chi fell into a delirious feverg·gand was captured by the 
enemy who threw him in the Cao Bang j-ail .. His illne·ss worsenedg. and he 
died. (Later, comrade Lag1 0 --ag-member of the Cao Bang P rovince Party 
Committee--told me about Luong Huu Chi and said, "We .were planning to 
organize a jail break for him. However, three days before he was 
scheduled to escape, he ca-me. down _-will a terri-ble bout of malaria and 
died. What a shame !g") 

When I heard this story, my heart :was ·heavy with. -�arrow. and pain. .
·I mourned the death of Kien and Chi, two talented military . c·gommand·ers. · 

·9 .  Vi Van Bao had to pay for his crime in 1954. (Footnote in text � )  
. . 

10 . Hoang Due Thac alias La was the Secretary of the Cao-Bae Lang Inter-province 
Party Committee in 1943. He died on Jlllle 25, 1959t. (Trans.) 
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well loved b .y all- of Bae Son. I felt in the deepest reaches of my soul 
a powerful hatred for the Fren�h colonialists and their lackeys who had 
murdered them. · 

The more I thought about. the heroic death of Phung Chi Kien and 
the selfless attitude of Luong Hu1,1 Chi who , had s·acrifice<.l himself for 
his comrades, his Party and the Revolution, the heavier I felt my re
sponsibility to be. We were not going to remain here in ·China forever 
to eat well and lead a life of leisure. We must return to our country.
But would our return be as safe as our departure? Wh·o · could t·ell in 
advance? From now to that day--the day when we again set foot on our 
native soil and fight the enemy- on our own territory--if I let anything 
unfortunate happen to the unit, theng.gI would have committed a great
ciime toward those· who had sacrificed their lives, as well as toward 
the comrades who were still living.-

I said- to Khai Lac, with all the affection I had for him, my own 
comrade, " It's. thanks ·to theg. leaders.hip of the Central Commi.tt·ee and of 
the Old Man, and to.the people's wholehearted support and protection 
that the AFNS has surgvived to this day.g• The moment the situation in 
our country calms down a bit, we'll go back. We owe such a heavy debt 
to our people that till we die we still won't have repaid all of it.g" 

. Khai Lac nodded his head and said, ."Of course we' 11 go back.g· 
Whenev.er you need me, just say the wordg· and I' ·g11 leave at once.g" 

* : * * 

_ Besides continuing to liveg. and work with the Chinese people in the 
settlements in Bo Cuc canton, making frequent propaganda about the Chi
nese and Vietnamese revolutions led by the Communist Party of China and 
Vietnam respectively, and educating the people about the spirit of in
ternational proletarianism and about friendship- between nations in 
order tci consolidate the new AFNS base, our Command . Staff set forth as 
our first task th� necessity for assembling the Vietnamese revolution
aries � cattered all along this ·border. We saw that we must quickly
unify leadership and coordinate our activities, in accordance with the 
spirit of the resolutions and directives of the Party Central Committee 
and of the Viet Minh General Headquarters, which had been communicated 
to us when we were still back in our own country. - If .this could be 
accomplished, then it would help to propel our revolution forward and 
reinforce the ranks of the AFNS. 

. 
_ The Vietngamese revolutionaries in the China-Vietnam border region

at that time w�re not unified. There were many reliable and committed 
revolutionaries who had been recruited almost a decade ago by Old Mr. 
Thu Son, brothers Hoang Van Haan (alias Ly Quang Hoa), Phung Chi Kien, 
Hoang Van Thu, etc. There were also the . comrades . who had operated back 
home but had had to come here ·because of enemy repression. Among them, 
some continued to be active, others -were confused and lost, and were 
waiting to makeg.gcontact with.revolutionaryg·organizations. A few- 
either they wanted to lead a quiet lifeg- or because they had no otherg· 
means of earning their living-- went to work for the Chinese KMT .- There 
wer� also the �atriots who had originally followed a wrong political 
path but now, enlightened, wanted to join our Party. There were eveh 
congvicted· criminals who had fled to China. When. the.y saw that the 
Revolution had a just cause they reformed themselves and wanted to take 
part in revolutionary activities. This did not include the small num
ber of traitors and opportunists who disguised themselves as revolu
tionaries. 

http:Whenev.er
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Ha Khai Lac and I obtained pa:sse s to go and contact revolution
arie s in various places. The othe r commandegrs--Chu Quoc Hung,' Le Due 
Ton and Nong Thai Long--remained in Ban Trang, Ban Khiec and Na Slie ng 
to keep  in contact with the AFNS, maintain their pattegrn of activities, 
prese rve discipline, push the task of proselytizing the people ahead, 
consolidate the existing infrastructure and b uild up new ones, and en� 
� arge the base area. These comrades- also took turns going_gon missiori 
1n  outlying aregas. 

When we passed through- Lungchou in 1941, Mr. Bui Ngoc Thanh � a 
vetegran regvolutionary who had lived in e xile for a long time and who 
knew about the situation among the Vietname se revolutionaries_, · came t_ o 
see us and tell us about the situation in each area. This was how weg· 
learned that the re were many revolutionaries scatte red around who ha�· ·not been brought under a unified leadership. · 

In April 1942,  I met Mr. Bui Ngoc Thanh again for th� secon� time. .
In addition, I also - me t Messrs. Ho Duc·gThanh, Lam Phu Thinh, Nong Nhi 
Co, Au Duong Tat and Dung Pin Sin. These men had

.g
been introduce d  to· me 

by Hoang Van Thu, and I- had known them since last year.g· 

Afte r the meeting with the above Party and non-Partyg·members, we 
learned that the situation was as follows. In gene ral, the revolution
arie s  he re did not have a clear and correct dire ction for their activi
ties. Each lived in a differentg· place and acted indepe ndently on hisg: 
own. Liaison was haphazard and inadequate. They had not banded to
gether to form a definite organizgation with routine mee tings and dis
cussions, and with a central leade rship. All along the stretch from 
Hsiatung, to Lungchou, to P'inghsiang on the China side of the borde r, 
and from Trang Dinh to Thoat Lang, to Van Uye n, on our side of the 
borde r, e ach revolutionary ju5t stuck to his own corner. · 

A few groups and cells, such as those in Na ·Hinh and Na Sam; ·ma��
tained close contact with each other, but they too pe rforme d  whate ve r 
task cropped up; they did not have a long-tegrm plan, and did not learn 
from their own experience. As a re sult, they remained what they were�
a few isolated  men working on their own--and did not succeed in b uild-

·ing up a strong .and e xtensive movement. 

Face d  with such a situ�tion, the AFNS met to set forth a plan. We 
must quickly unify all the se scatte red forces, e xpand our grassroot, 
base s among the people, and establish contact with our nrganization in 
Vietnam. We must begin to create safe corridors so we could clear a 
route back to the Bae Son-Vo Nhai War Zone, and link up with ·the units 
in Dai Tu, Son Duong, Dinh Hoa, Phu Binh, Yen The and Huu Lung. 

Comrade Le Due Ton was sent b ack to That Khe to prepar� the grass
root bases the re with the local comrades. Brothe r Quoc Hung went to_g · 
Thuy Khau, Na Lan, and· Dong Khe,  and kept in touch with Mr. Bui_ Ngoc
Thanh. Ha Khai Lac and I went to P'inghsiang to meet Lao Chuong and Ly 
Mung Sung and then to Lungyiu to mee t · Ma Khanh Phuong in orde r  to p�o
pel the local movegment ahead; finally we went to Ban Quyen and Keo Ai 
(China) to mee t  Be Chan Hung,g1 1  Voong Tai (e. g. , Hoang Kieu) ,g1 2  Voori�• 

11. Be Chan Hung is now the Deputy Secretary of the Lao Dong Party Committee of Lang
Son province, and Chairman of the Lang Son_ Province Administrative Committee.t,
(Trans.) 

12. Hoang Kieu is now an alternate member of the Party Central Committee, the Secre-
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Nhi, Mung and To. 

This was only the first step we took to build up the infrastruc�. 
ture. Afterward, comrades Le Due Ton, Chu Quot Hung and Ha Khai tac, 
and many other AFNS brothers and I took turns visiting these areas many
more times. 

.Comrade Bci Chan Hung came from .gNa Hinh, located right on the bor
der. Comrades Voong Tai, Voong Nhi, Mung and To came from Hoi Hoan 
(Thoat Lang district, Lang Son province). After the Command Staff 
talked it over, Voong Tai and his brother were assigned to return to 
Hoi Hoan to operate. "Doors" had been opened, and the "bridge" leading 
back to our country had been established. Comrade Be Chan ·gHung, for 
his part, returned to Na Hinh. I also went there to stake it out. · I 
would stay there with . Be Chan Hung to operate, make propaganda about 
the revolution, start Viet Minh training classes, and set up.gAFNS or
ganizations. Na Hinh was 30 kilometers from Hoi Hoan, so if these ·two 
infrastructures could link up,· it would be very helpful. These com·
rades operated with a great deal of zeal, and within a short time,
Voong Tai ·and a number of AFNS b rothers--such as Chu Phong and H_ong
Thai- - managed to set up firm grassroot bases thrusting deep into the 
interior of Vietnam. We now had a safe springboard, and it would be 
easy for the AFNS to march forward. 

Wherever we went, we were warmly welcomed by the majority of the 
revolutionaries who agreed with our. policy of assembling all forces, 
unifying command, and pushing all a·ctivities strongly ahead. · The·se 
were the aspirations that they thems�lves had nurtured for a long time, 
but had not had the conditions to carry out. They all agreed that in 
order to make revolution, they could not afford to sit passively and 
wait, and that iristead they should create the opportunity and condi� 
tions to continuously expand their activities. Internal unity became 
stronger. They organized t_ he study of the· Viet Minh General Headquar
ters' documents arid program of action� They studied the experience bf  
the eight-month-long. struggle in t·he Trang Xa area, and exchanged ex
perierice on how to prosel ytize the people. The brothers who had been 
operating in an isolated manner along the border were assembled. The 
AFNS rariks were enlarged and strentthened as a result. All the infra
structures were consolidated, and began to take common and unified · 
action. 

The work of consolidating the mass bases on· both· sides of the bor
der �as proceeding favorably. After the initial contact to make propa
ganda, comrade Le Due Ton handed over the tas ·k of consolidating and 
training the in�rastructure in Thit Khe to the local comrades and .gre
turnedg· to Hsiatung to meet the Command Staff to reassess the situation 
and set forth a riew program of action. In June 194 2, h� went again to 
Ban San to check the progress of· the movement in That Khe and Trang 
Dinh, and then returned to Lungchou to participate in diplomatic nego-
tiations with the .Chi�ng Kai Shek go�ern�ent. · · · 

Ha Khai Lac and I a1·so made frequent trips to propagandize, traing· 
and enlighten the people in order to help out the infrastructure in the 
areas 0£ Na Pung and Tau Ai (China) and Na .gHinh, Phieng Phan, Na Ngoa
and Ban Tai (Vietnam). 

tary of the Tay Bae Zone Party Committee, and the Secretary of the Tay Bae Mili
tary Zone Party Committee. (Trans.) 
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Comrades Voong Tai, Voong Nhi, Be Chan Hung, Mung, To, Ha Cham and 
Thai Long were also very active in the areas of Hoi Hoan and Thoat Lang. 
A few other cells al so made frequent trips to areas on both sides of 
the border. 

* * * 

The life of the cadres working to build up the infrastructure [on
the Vietnam side of the border] was full of hardships then. The canton 
militia chiefs and the village official s had a l ist of wanted cadres to 
be tracked down. The crooks and traitors were waiting for the cadres 
to let down their guard to cut off their heads and obtain rewards of 
rice, salt and cash. 

However, at night from our hideouts in the forest we continued to 
cross the border into Vietnam and to come down to the settl ements._ At 
first, we rendezvoused with our contacts at the edge of the forest or
of the village. However, sometimes they did not show up, and we had to 
go back without accomplishing anything. Sometimes we_ did not know our 
way and got lost. Sometimes we ran into militia patrols. Not to men
tion the inclgement weather, the beasts, the hunger and diseases that we 
came up against constantl y. Gradually the vill agers invited us  inside 
their houses, and we sat in a corner of the room talking about their 
poverty and suffering. Once a cadre "sank roots" in. a family, within a 
short time he woul d get to know everyone in the settlement. But he 
would still have to be on guard against the watching eyes of the secret 
police and informers. 

Very earl y every morning we mingled with the villagers and- fol 
lowed them to the fields or the crop patches in th� mountains, depend
ing on the season, to plough or_ transplgant rice, or to weed, or to 
build bundings, or to harvest crops. Before we.criul4 propaggandize and 
enlighten the people, we had to work in order to produce enough food to 
eat. In the afternoon, the people retugrned to the village.gwhile we 
went to sit in a watch tower which had been abando ned by the . militia. 
If there were no al arming signs, the vill agers brought us l unch after 
they finished eating. If there were suspicious signs that the enemy 
was watching, we would have to go hungry. Usual l y  lµnch was brought to 
us quite l ate, and by the time we finished eating it was already one or 
two o'clock in the afternoon. Then it was time for the villagers to 
resume their work in the fields or in the forest. We followed them and 
worked til l evening when we returnedg- with them to the vill age. We 
walked in the middl e, protected by the vill agers. After dinner, it was 
pitch dark, we split up to hold group meetings with the- people. 

During the day, while working with the vill ag ers-the cadres .gusu� 
ally took the occasion to enlighten them. How�ver, the night meetings 
were the opportunity when the cadres really  propagandized the people in 
depth. The night meetings were al ways well attended and happy. The 
vil l ag ers were very eager to learn and to know things. The cadres 
pointed out the crimes of the imperialists and feudalists, the underl y
ing causes of the poverty and sufferings of the people; and t�e need_ to 
make revolution. Then they talked about the Viet Minh Front, the rules 
and regul ations of the Viet Minh Associations, their program. of strugg
gle, their organization and operation, about the propaganda task and 
the maintenance of secrecy, etc. 

. . .
Many meetings were very lively and the discussion l asted till mid

night--and could even go  on much longer. We had to summon all our 
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knowledge to· satisfy the demand of ·gthe pe6ple. We ourselves learned a·
great .dell from the villagers in many fields. We learned from their 
patriotism, their spirit of sacgrifice for the sakeg· of t-he revolution, 
and from their way of workihg and 1 ·iving. The more the AFNS mingled 
with th.e people and worked among them, the ·more their capacity to act 
independently increased .g . Compared- to'gthe Vo Nhai petiod, they· had made 
a lot of progress. 

· 

After these publicly held discussion sessions, I usually went to 
the· militia watch tower ·on the hills-ide near the border to sleep, in 
order not to implicate the villagers.g · Many . night s I was by myself, and 
I tossed and turned without be.ing able to g·o to sleep. The forest mos
quitoes -were numerous and noisy, andg. plunged down incessantly to suck 
my blood. · T·he moss and moldy ·leaves covering the roof exuded a dank 
smell. Owls hooted in cadences. I was besieged with all kinds of 
thoughts. The route back to our country h�d beeng·goperted, but from now 
until we could go back, there were still so many things to do. The · 
work of consolidating the infrastructures was going too slowly, and the 
work of expandingg· them was not going very fast· either. Some of our 
brothers were growing impatient and reluctant· to bear hardships. The 
moment they _heard that theg. enemy hadg· withdrawn from Vo Nhai, they ·
wanted to move the unit back. Op till now we had not fi�ured' out a way· 
to contact· the Ce ntral Committee. Half a year had gone by, but we had 
not heard from them and they had not received any news from us. We had 
no idea how the revolution was progressing in the whole country. 

One· night the weather was unbearably hot. Dark clouds rose and 
covered the horizon. Then chilly winds started to blow. Rain came 
pouring down and splashed onto the· floor of the watch tower. I sat in 
the tower, with the legs of my trousers rolled up to my knees, and got 
wet and cold. I wondered how much of their houses and fields the peo
ple back home had managed to rebuild. Mrs. Sang and brother Du had 
just sent word that we could send cadres back to Trang Xa and Phu 
Thuong. I must inurt� diately talk with the Command Staff about h _a _ying ·some6ne ready to send back. 

Then the rain stopped. There was a noise behind the tower, as 
though someone was moving back there. I turned and pulled myself up, 
flattened myself in the darkness and grabbed my pac-hooc submachine 
gun. But no one was there! Perhaps it was an antelope out looking for 
food which had bolted away when startled by some noise. I remembered 
one time Khai Lac, Nhac and I went to Pingyi on mission. The moment we 
stepped in the canton chief's house, we saw pasted on the wall a list 
of wanted Vietnamese cadres who were being tracked down by the Chinese 
KMT. My name was on the list. When he saw guests coming in, the host 
went to boil water and prepare food. He then brought out the food, 
poured wine in our cups and invited us to drink. - After he asked Khai 
Lac what his name was, he looked at me and asked, "What is your pre
cious name? How old are you? And where are you from?" 

I ans· wered, "I' m  Chu Huu Quang, 33 years old, from Ban Trang.g" 

He downed his wine, and laughed, "I'm honored! honored! It turns 
out I ' m older than you, Mr. Chu. Let's become brothers. Allow me to 
wish you ten thousand pro-fi table things!g" 

The four of us ate, drank, and talked in a very intimate fashion. 

When we were out of the house, Khai Lac scolded me, "Are you still 
so attached to the Chu name?g" 
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·
I answered, l aug.hing , "Th.ere are so  many people bearingt·the name 

Chu. They want the he:ad of .Chu Van : Tan from "tVietnam ; I ' ni  Chu Huut- QUang
from Ban Trang , so what is there to be afraid of?'" 

. .-
, 

the ·bro·th-
At this late hour of night , sitting here by myself  with my rifle , 

I was deep in thought. _I - wondered wh·at had happened · t·o all • 
ers �ho were operating back in our country? �- . -

Dawn came. The roosters were crowing noisily in the· settlement ·
down below. A .sleepless night .had passed. The red-pink clouds pr� -' 
saged a sunny day ahead. T'h·e road of· the revolution w.as s till long �t·. 
but if we persevered and patiently moved on,  we would certainly r·each 
our goal. On both sides o f  this border,  there s till e•xis ted a :nia·ss · 'of 
laboring peasants - who .·tsupported an·d helped the cadr-es, and pro·tected · · 
the revolution with .devo.t,ion . If  this huge force became. enltightened'., 

.·the skies and e arth would  be transformed ,  and the ·sufferings -o f  the ., 
poor would end. 

Clanking· nois e .of wooden buffalo bells. The villagers were stream
ing to the fieldst. I ran down, and mingled with the crowd.· Anothert:· 
day of production labor and absorbing revolutionary work bega:n . · 'The 
road leading back to our country .was shortened by· anothert·day. · · 

.. . 

. . . ' 

... ,' :. ,,: . 



.CHAPTER VIIg

.

It had been two months s i nce the AFNS l eft Vietnam .g.. What had hap
pened in  Vo Nhai during this time ? . Was the e neifty still blockading and 
t�rroriz i ng the area? Had the movement survived? Who was : sti ll ·gictive 
and who was dead? What had happened to the AF:NS comrades who had had 
to move to Dai Tu, Son Duong, and Yen·The1 All these qti�stions were 
raised. Day and night, we were anxious to find out about the situation · 
back in  our country, but no news reached us. · 

Who was capable of re- establi shing contact. for us? Any AFNS com
rade who went back would easily be uncgovered and arrested right away. 
The p erson whom we would send on this mission should be some.one we .
could trustt someone who knew. the roads ·and the people back h6me well, 
someone whom we could be certain would ·not be arrested. It was notg· 
easy to find someone with all these qualifi�ations. 

Quoc Hung suggested, "Why don ' t  we go and ask Aunt Sao to help us.
out?" · 

I thought about this and realiz ed . that no one else but ·she ·gcould 
do i t. "It would be dif f .i cul t to getg. her to accept. But let's try 

·ganyway. If by chance she agre• es then .it , will be great.g" 

Mrs. Sao was my father's cousi n.g· A few years ago she made one or 
two trips .to Vo Nhai to visit her ol der sis·ter who had married.Mr. Sang

·Khi - - I  called him· my uncle-in- law-.. a · merchant in  Phu Thuong. We 
thought we would ask hergto use the excuse of visiting her relatigves · · 
in  6 rder to gather information. · Chu Quoc Hung and I went to visit her 
all the way·g· in  Lung Sluong (Bo Cuc canton). · 

When she saw us step into her yard, she said, "So you two are 
back ;  come in !g" 

·Chu Quoc Hung answered for me as well, ·"we've been back forg, long 
time. Today, we·'ve come to vi·sit youg·gand �ncl e.g" 

. . , 

We went into the houseg· .g. My uncl·e dropped whatever he was t·inker,;.; 

ing with and went to boil water to make tea •g. After he poured us some 
tea, he sai d, "Well, i f  I had met you ·.two by ch .a.nee in  the street, I 
wouldn't have been able to recogniz e  you � '' 

Since she· ha. d not seeng· us .for a long time, my ·aunt asked meticu,
lously about allg·the.things that.had happened back horn�� I told her 
in detail about the enemy's repressi on, about the destruction of ourg·g· 
vi llage, and the dispersal of our relatives.g The more I talked the · 
more.gpai nful I felt about the 16ss·of our country and the destruction 
of our families. ·gHatred and resentment rose within.me and choked me. 
Mrs. Sao w·ept, full of sorrow and pity for her own ]? load relatives. · · · 
My uncle was ·galso very moved, and averted his face.g Our common sµffer· 
ing and hatred tightened our family bonds and drew us closer .gtogether. 

·Seeing how badly affected my aunt ·gwas-- she was weepingg· and s.obbing 
--I tried· to comfort her and said, "You and uncle feel sorry for my 

http:within.me
http:married.Mr
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fami ly , but it  won ' t  do any good for you to weep and grieve now . When 
we left to make revolution we had figured that we would certainly have 

.to bear such lossese. My father himself- - although hee is old and loves 
his sons and nephews very much- .- k.nowse. that unless we carry out a revo
lution, we will die of cold and hunger,  and we will always be slavese. 
This is why he encourages us to act with resolutene s s ,  ·and he is n·ot 
afraid of tortures and imprisonment . "  

. 
. . Mrs .. Sao asked�  "But you on:J.y ha.ve a few - dozen men , . and-' you ' ir·e · badly armed,  so how can you figh. t t.h.em?" 

. .. 
.I answere d, "Wee.' re few in numbers and . we don ' t  }lave enough 

.. 

w.eap.ons 
now , but ·wee' 1 1  become stronger . Righ't now: , in China as well . as .in · 
Vi-etnam, ·poor people everywher-e. are rising up ,e• determi-ned to ove.rth:row 
the enemy . Haven ' t  you noticed that our relatives and the people in 
this area are he.lping us _to the utmoste. of their abi.lity.� You •and uncle . . 
ca.n help us alsoe. "  

. ' 

She said,  "Wee' re poor and old , so what can we do to - help you:?" · . .·e
I s aid , "To he°Ipe: the revoiut_ion, you don ' t  have- tq : ha,ve . a l�t ofe. 

·money . Actual ly,  the rich have never done anything for the revolut ion . 
I n  fa�t all they ' ve done . is to harm . ethe revolution . - . I f  you ' re: old you· ·tan do things that don ' t  require too much·eeff6rte. Ail we need is your 
commitment . I ' ve come here today because there ' s  something I ' d like to 

· a.sk  y.ou , my aunt , to do for me . "  

·e . .
My uncle asked,  "What is it? Go ahead and tell use. -Will :i-t b·e 

alright if I do it for you?" 

My aunt he si tated, ''Everything you doe. ise_edangerous , and I .':m - -only
afraid that I might make a. mess of : i t ,  b ecause . I ' m  not used to _edoing · 
such thingse. And i f  I get arrested, _ it will -be very bad- . "  

' .

I said, "What I ' 11 ask you to do is j us t  physic:ally tiring .e. . _ I f :. . . 
you act cleverly , it won ' t  be too dangerous . ·  We want you to go to Vo 
Nhai . to gather information and to see wh�ther t�e en.ewy � s e.erepre�sion 
is still continuing , and whether the people have returned to th�ir set
tlements to l ive and work as before . The only thing is , if you do 
this , uncle , it won ' t  be veryeconvenient . Aunt� �  can -d� this mor.e.
easily , because she al ready knows _  the : roadse_ and thee_epeople. .-back home, ,
and especially she won ' t  attract the attention of the enemy and they
won � t  be watching her the way .. they w�uld if. it : was ·a man gql�g �ack . '' 

. ' 
My aunt thought .about . this ·.·and the� asked,  •.•w�a t abo1:1t: , the ·. .f am1:iy-

of Uncle Sang Khi , what ' s  happen�d to .e;hem?" :
. .. ' 

"When. we left they were in good health . and th_ eir .w:ork w�s going 
wel l  because the enemy wasn ' t  terroriz ing them �e. : You . can saye_ you ' ree.
going there to vis it  ,them ;e_ this . wil l  �e a p�rfec� exc:use �," · .  

.
My uncle told her , "That ' s  alright ,: y.�ue ca� :&� .e. .I '  11 ; ta,k� . care of 

the work here . at home . l t  will  _be al right even _if  you ha,ve t,o. · be away 
for a ·couple of days or half a .mQnth .e .But Y(!U� �y �ephe'!,e- must t-elle
her exactly what things she is supposed to ·: look out for . '! .e : .· . ·

'. 

Finally,  Mrs . Sao cheerfully accepted our ;equest . We dis cus sed 
a plan �or her j oqrney . As a disguise , shee_�ou�d c�,ti��e to wea� her 
Chinese Nung .. cos tume , but ,she should i:iot _ wear he� ha1.r _ 1n a bun - .,. 1n- . 

http:bun-.,.1n
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stead she should wrap her hair in a coil on her head, and tie a scarf 
over her head in the style of the women on the Vietnam side of the bor
der. On the way, if anybody aske d her, -she should say that she came 
from Hang Cau, That Khe district, close to the border wi�h China, and 
that she was goi�g to visit her relatives in Na Pai and Phu Thuong. 
She should only carry a bag containing two change�·e f  clothes, and she 
would not need any papers. Once she arrive d at destination, she should 
not. try to gather information, instead she should make the rounds,
going to visit relatives and acquaintances and inquiring after their 
health in a normal fashion, and naturally her relatives and acquaing
tances would tell her what they knew in the course of the conversation. 
At first, she would only need to find out about the situation in gen
eral, and check whe ther the enemy's repression was still continuing. 
She should find out where the enemy poste d sentries, where they con
ducted patrols, who among the villagers had die d, who were still alive,
who had been arrested, who had been released, in what state were the 
houses and fields--whatever she heard she should try to remember. 
Gradually, when it was most congvenient for her to do so, she should 
contact Luc Van Du (the man who had staye d behind to maintain the 
grassroot base in Vo Nhai) and ask him to stop by Mr. Sang Khi's houseg. 
Then she could gather more information in detail fr.om. .him. 

Mrs. Sao left . 

We anxiously waite d for her return day• and night. We wondered .whether she had manage d to slip through safely. She could not spe ak 
Vietnamese, and if she ran into complications, we wondere d how she 
would react. We worried about her going on such a journey by herself, 
far from her homeland. Evert though we were dogge d by these worries, 
we kept up with our normal activitie s. We cont·inue d .to visit different 
base areas, and wherever we went we performe d manual labor tasks with 
the local people and made propaganda about the Vietnamese revolution. 

Two weeks later we got word that Mrs. Sao had come back. We 
heave d a sigh of relie f·, as though we had just gotten rid of a heavy
burden. Quoc Hung and I hurriedly went over to see her. My aunt and 
we were happy that her mi�gsion had been carried out successfully, with
out hitches. 

Mrs. Sao told us that a few days after the AFNS withdrew, the 
Foreign Legionnaires and the regular troops al�o withdrew, leaving beg
hind mostly province troops and militiamen. They announced in their 
propaganda that the AFNS had dissolve d and fled to the mountains where 
they·gwere living like savages. The enemy had now set up a few isolate d 
posts, and their sweep operations had decrease d in frequency.g · The peo
ple were concentrated only in Na Pheo, but they too had begun to return 
to their old villages to produce. Even the families who had been 
jailed because they were suspecte d of being Viet Minh, or because their 
relative s had left to join the re volution, had been allowed to return 
to their old villages to farm. However, they still had to return to 
the concentration camp in the evening. The comrade s who stayed behind 
secretly led the pe ople to carry out a struggle. The people went to 
the district capital and to the post to protest and request that these 
familie s be allowe d to move back to their old houses to farm be fore the 
planting season was ended. The ene.my had to accede to this request. 
Even Mrs. Kham, my older sisterg.gand Quoc Hung's wife, had been .allowed 
to return to the village. Although the secret police continued to 
probe and search, and the rich bullies and the village officials kept
up their sabotage, the situation had become less tense and a lot calmer. 
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. .
My father had died at the prison camp in· Cho Chu. The work of re-
establishing contact with the AFNS comrades operating in Dai Tu, Son 
Duong, Phu Binh and Huu Lung had just begun. 

The news that my father had died at the prison camp was very pa�ri
ful for me, and brought .back memories. I recalle·d my childho.od da,ys � 
I wa� the youngest child in the family, and so my father lov�d me ;very
much. After I left, he was arrested by the Post Commander who . to·rtt1red 
him and beat him•, and tried to force him to call me home. _My fath,er ·g.·
cursed him. Whenever he met someone he could confide in, he would S �y, 
"Tell my son that his father is no·t afraid. My only worry is ·that. my · 
childr-en out there are not doing a good job.- I don•g·� worry about my..:
self at all. I only worry· about my children and about th� r�vbglutiong

·g. 
! ' ' 

The more I · thought, · aboutg· my father's words,- ·th·e · more I felt_ b6w:· 
numerous and sergious the impe·rialists' crimes were. "They wi11 · have· to . . . . 
pay for their crimesg-. " It could ·not be otherwise. 

Finally, Mrs. Sao said, "Brother Du, Miss Thu and Mrs. Sang wa:nted 
me to tell you that you can start sending a few cadres b�ck. You �ust 
wait till the end of the monsoon rains before sending them back. There 
won't be anything to eat till the early harvest comes." 

Listening to Mrs. Sao, our enthusiasm and our confidence in the 
revoltitionary forces intensified. ' . ' 

We relayed to the AFNSg. brothers the news concerning the· si tuat.ion 
back home. Everyone was happy .and wi�hed he could grow wings in �tder 
to fly home right away. But from now until it became �ossible for : us 
to go back, we would have to make an all-out effort to solve many prob-
lems. We should not be impatient and impulsive. · 

* * * 

At that time, the struggle of the Vietn-mese reiolutionary ca:dr�s 
against the Chinese KMT was rather compl�cated. The_ policy o:f Chiangg· 
Kai Shek and his gang toward the Vietnamese revolutiong· was trea�herou� . 
Sometimes they ruthlessly repressed and terrorized the Vietnamesge revog
lution--at times they even allied with the French in orderg_ to sabgotage 
it. Sometimes they allied themselves with it and suppoited it,g·ghoping
to buy it off or to pull it over to their side in order to carry _ out .g.·their dark schemes. ' · 

. ; . : 

Basically speaking, the KMT government had only one desire · and.
this was to destroy the revolution and the Communist movement.· But the 
existing situation forced.them· to adopt more ·discreet and cunning ,
tricks, and prevented them fI"om being too brazen abou"t _ it.·· _ Underg_popu
lar pressure, the Ch�ngKingg·ggovernment finally had td�g�ecig�re �arg·gon  · 
Japan, and so they had no choice but to accede to our Part�'s c6rrectg_
appeal for an "alliance between Vietnam and China in order to _goverthrow 
the French and Japanese.g" Besides, the Vietnamese revolugtion hadg];>� ..: • 
come a sizable and signifitant fbrce, and could not be �gnored. · 

Contacts betw�en the people living ori both sides · of the·gborderg: 
were considered both illgegal and normal. The borderg· was ·a line · deline
ating the territory of China andg.Vietnam. To the regim�s iri both coun
tries, it was illegal for the people to cross back and forth,g. a�d they
forbade the people to do so. However, to the people themselves, it �as 
extremely natural and normal for them to go back and forth because they 
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had relatives, friends and acquaintances on t he other side, or because 
their chil dren had married int o famil i. es _l iving acr6ss the frontier. 
The mountains in the border region were linked in �n tinbroken l ine. 
Sometimes relatives were only separated by a hill--a man could hear his 
brother calling him on the other side of t he border. 

After t he AFNS crossed into China , they were helped by the Chinese 
cadres. The AFNS performed well their civilian population proselytiz
ing task by helping the villagers to bµild houses, to plough, to t rans·
plant rice seedlirigs, carry manure to .t he fields, etc. The AFNS did 
all t hese things skill fully, and thereby earned the l ove and affection 
of the Chinese people. The vill agers discussed the Vietnamese Revolu
tion, t he Chiang Kai S hek regime and the Chinese Revolution.· Once the 
peopl e understood what the AFNS was doing, t heir sympathy ·for the AFNS 
int ensified, and their confidence in the Chines.e Revolut•ion became more 
solid. It wou l d  not be easy for the enemy to t ry and displace. our in
fluence. However , the ·KMT still held to t he hope that by all ying them
selgves with us, they could attgract our cadres into their ranks and de
tach t he population from our Party. They ·gwanted us  t o  l ead t hem in the 
end into Vietnam1 so they could repl�ce the French and the Japan.ese _as·
masters of Indochina , as  the Vietnamese- Kuomintang, the Vietgnamese 
Revolutionary League and the Vietnamese Restoration P.arty had done be
fore. However , the concrete measures they appl ied t o  achieve these 
aims varied from area t o  area ,  from moment to moment, from official to· .
official--sometimes t he measures taken cont radict ed e· ach ot her, an·d · the . 
actions of the upper and l ower l evels conflicted with one another. 
Therefore, our strategy was to do our best to obtain their support--as 
far as was possibl e- -and in certain situations . if we were clever and 
knew how to exploit the contradictions within their ranks, weg- could �o 
many t hings t hat were of ·.advantage to the Vietnamese revolution. 

O ne of t he tricks t hat the KMT used with our cadres at the time 
was to make it difficult for t hem to earn t heir l iving,. so that in 
desperation they would go and work for them •. With the exception of - our 
military cadets whog·ghad been sent togNanning to study and who had ag: 
relativel y secure l ife- -though their l iving standard was very l ow - - all  
the scattered cadres who operated al ong the borderg·ghad enormous econo
mic difficulties. Those who were energetic and.ghad operati6nal experi
ence continued to stick with the movement .. They worked for their l iv
ing, and at the same t ime t hey propagandized and organized the peopl e. 
In the end, it was precisely t hese. grassroot bases which t hey had set 
up which helped t hem to earn t heir living with ease. However,• there 
wereg� few cadres who� either because they were not capabl e of operat
ing indep�ndently  on their own, or because they want�d to l ead a quiet 
life, went to work for the KMT regime. But those who did so to bet ray 
the revolution we·re very few ing· numbers. The majority did it in order 
to earn t heir l iving, whil e waiting for t he opportunity to resume the,ir 
activities, or they continued to operate but in a lukewarm and deliber-· 
ate fashion while waiting for the right opportunity to arise. 

·Around t he end of May 194 2 ,  Khoa and Han s·inh suddenl y came to Bo 
Cuc to see us. 

Han Sinh came from the bordergregion and had been active for a· 
l ong time. Khoa was a member of the AFNS First Platoon and.ghad par-

1. The Chinese KMT . was then planni_ng to enter Vietna_m : to attack _the Japanese and 
establish their political control .  ·They were using exiled Vietnamese poli-tical 

. groups in China to further their plans. (Trans. }  
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. . . 

. . . 

ticipated in the Bae Son .uprising, and had followed Cap ' s  and · An ' s  
squad td P' inghsiaµg in July 194 1  during the enemy ' s  wave of repression 
�n Bae S6n. Ha Khai Lac told me that both of them were• workingg·for the 

·KMT regime · in Chinghsi, and that they we.re doing so - for the time being
probably because they had to earn their living somehow, and not because 
they had any intention of betraying the revolution . .g. Howeverg,- I had not: ·seen them for a . long time, and who knows, maybe they had chang·ed in the 
meantime. What was their aim in coming here to see the AFNS? We con� 
sulted with each other beforehand . to decide how to deal with . . . them. . . 

The news that Khoa and Hail Sinh were coming tog. see us_ made sud .· me.
�erily re.member a story �hat Ha Khai_gLac had toldg- me.g This happened · 
almost a year ago. After the first g:roup-- led by Phung Chi Kien and 
Luong Huu Chi hadg:gleft--the second group led by comrade Dang.gVan-C�p

· ·a_ls o b egan their j_ou·rney. 

·According to the ass· ignmeilt of the Bae Son War Zone Command . staff,.. _g -
comrade Cap (who was then· 4 8 years old) would take ag·number of comrades 
abroad to study. ·This group included An (Hoang Van Thai) ,g2 Minh (i.ge.g, 
Binh) ,g3 Khoa, Lang (Hoang NhugY) and X (who,g- forced to join the.prov- ,
ince_ tro6�s in That Khe district, had.left to join the revolution)g. 
They planned to go to Lungyiu, Mu� Nam. Quan,g4 and Lurtgchou where they
would wait for a number of . other students to be .gsent from Vietnam to 
study in China.g5 With the exception of Xg_ and Lang who were new_ in the 
movement, the restg. were Veteran ca�res from the Bae Son u�rising� 

- . 

Binh knew the way, and led the brothers through the fores.t. For 
over ten days and nights of climbing

.g
hills and crossing passes,g- each 

man only had a pouch of dried food to eat. It rained without letupg-day
and night. Their clothes and food got wet. One night, around nine or 
ten q ' clock, they crossed into Diem He district. They wanted to sneak 
through .gthe Khanh Khe bridge, but unfortunately halfway across -the 
bri�ge, ·gthey ran into a group 6f opium smugglers . who yelled noisily. 
Afraid that they would be detected� they turned aro�nd and ran, not 
daring to cross the bridge. But the r1ver blockedg_gtheir �ay and they 
had to cro� s it in ordei to · pro�eed toward their destin�t!on:g. They
wa�dered arotmd for a long time an:d finally found a place where. _gthe 
v�ll a·gers hadg. dammed up . the river_ to catch fish with traps. They 
crossed the river at this sp6 t, alternately wading c1,nd swimming - to the 
other side. That night, drerich�� and tired,g,- they went to.the house of 
oneg·gof .gBinh'gs acquai�tances. This family used to trade i� op1um .g. They

·served them a meal consisti_ng of nothing but ·rice andg pickled-papaya,
but the br9thers wereg·gso hungry and tired that t�ey ate with a.fero- . 
tious_gappetite. After they finished eating, they.gwent to a hill in the 
for�st to sleep. ' They did ndt dare · to sleep in the house, - even thoug_h 
it was the house of an acquaintance� At that time, .picturesg- and names 
of Communists were posted everywhere. Th�y_ were , being tracke-d  by -the 
province and regular troops and by the militia, and e ven the opiumg . 

. ·g . 

. ' '.
2. Hoang Van Thai is now a Lieutenant General 

General Staff of the People' s  Army of the ORV. 
and the Deputy Chief of , the Joint .t

(Trans.) 
. . 

(Trans. } 3. �e is·tnow .the Secretary oft.the Bae Son District Party Gommittee. 

4. Chinat' s  Gateway, near Lang Son. (Trans.) 
. . . 

5 .  As part of.ttheir plan for entering Indochina, the Chinese-KMT was providing mili
· tary training to Vietnamese revolutitonaries. (Trans�)  
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smugglers joined hands with the soldiers to track them down when neces
sary. L eavi ng their cradle-- the grassroot and mass organigzations--the 
brothers fet t  very lost and exposed. 

The next night, they went to Dong Dang. When they were near i t, 
they were pursued by soldiers.g· They fled i nto the· forest and split 
into two groups. One composed of comrades Dang Van Cap, Lang and X, 
had a musket and an I talian grenade; the other had only a couple of 
knives as weapons. Cap's group reached Lungyiu first. The others did 
not arrive until the next night. 

Afterward, a number of them went to the military academy i n  Tien
tung, while the rest remained i n  Chinghsi to study attacks on fortifi 
cations with explosives. What happened to Khoa later, how he ended up 
w.orking for the KMT--I di d not know. Han S i nh was someone we had met · 
before. Believi ng that these two brothers were ba�i cally detent men,
the Command Staff talked i t  over and decided that we must try to per
suade them, rekindle the revolutionary flame i n  their hearts, and con
vince them to serve the AFNS again. We still lacked cadres, and i f  we 
could add just one more man to our ranks, it  would be worth the effort. 
We had already i nvestigated each of the men operating along.the border. 
I f  i n  this meeting these two turned out to be rotten elements, then we 
would have no choi ce but to· detain them. The AFNS by that time had al
ready established itself firmly i n  the area, and i f  need be, we could 
resort to force to deal with our enemies. 

I went out to meet Han Sinh and Khoa. They seemed embarrassed, 
and ill at ease. Khoa, in  particular, was reserved and quiet. I 
cheerfully asked about their health and their families. When we re
counted our happy and sad experigences duri ng the period of i ntense and· 
decisive struggle i n  Bae Son, the atmosphere became more i ntimate. I 
talked about the eight months of armed struggle i n  Vo Nhai � They lis
tened, looking reflective and moved. I said, ."Al though the enemy ' s  
savagely terrorized the people i n  Bae Son and Vo Nhai, the move�ent 
won't be stamped out. On the contrary, the cadres as well as ·gthe peo
ple have become more experigenced and better traigned as a result. 
Naturally, i f  we act clumsily, and i f g·we fail to understand fully the 
line and policy of the Party,. then the movement might encounter some 
temporary setbacks. But we should not let ourselves become discouraged 
just because of a few temporary difficulties.g" · 

Khoa said, "My family is  still back i n  Vietnam. To· be honest with 
you, I have never forgotten you brothers, the Fatherland and the revo
lutigon. However, one cannot be rigi d, and must a·ccommodate oneself to 
changes. Because I had a hard time earning my living, I had to go and 
work for the regime here. But up to now I haven't done anything for 
them really.g" 

I t  was now possible for us to be frank with each other, so I 
asked, "I don't know what your purposeg. is  in coming here. I t  would be 
best for us to be frank with one another. I f  you still consider the 
AFNS as your comrades, then don't hide anything from us. I f  there are 
any problems, we'll help each other to solve them.g" 

Han Sinh glanced at Khoa, as though to urge him to speak out. I 
poured tea and i nvited them to drink � After �g· minute of reflection,
Khoa looked straight i nto my eyes and said slowly, "Right after you 
crossed into this region, the i nformers and securit.y police kept watch 
over you and reported to the command organigzations of the 4 th Front 
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with you . " 

Army . We heard that even General Chang Fa - k '  uei had ordered Ch ' en: · Pao 
Hsiang (Tran Bao Xuong)n, the Director of the Mil itary Academy , to _nper
sonally find our more about your group in order to prepare for theii 
planned entry into Vietnam. They have sent us here mainly to probe the 
Viet Minh movement ,  and in particular to gauge your poli ti,cal stand, 
and get to know your leadership coren. I n  short , we want to known. wheth
er you are Communists or not , what your attitude toward the- french , the 
Japane s e ,  -as well as the Chinese Army , isn. Then , on the basis of 

:
data 

they have gathered ,  the-y will devise a concrete line of action'· to de'al 
· · 

I thought , this means that the Chn' en Pao Hsiang group h'ad only 
managed to gather a few general facts aboutnusn. They must still h·av·e· 
some doubts about usn, and this was why they had seht Khoa- - a  formei · · 
member of the AFNS who knew and understood us- -here to investigate fur
ther .  Since the KMT was deceitful , the more we kept our ? trength · and·n
all other things about ourselves secret , the better it ·nwould be  for tls . 

..I n  response to Khoa ' s  frank words , I answered in an attitude ofn· .trust , "You were active inn· the movement for a long ' time , and have · - · -
fought in combat . Now you ' ve acquired some experience in deal ing with 
the KMT . In your opinion , how should we deal with this investigation 
of theirs ?"  · 

Perhaps partly because he was j olted when he remembered his re
spons ibility as a revolutionary , and partly because he had never 
thought about how to deal with the investigation , he repl ied,  "I ' l l do 
whatever you comrades ask me to do . That is their intention � I ' l l ···n
leave it up to you to decide . To tell you the truth when Ch ' en Pao 
Hs iang sent me here , I was bewildered and did not know what would ben .
the proper thing for me to do . But now that you comrades have sho�n 
you understand my s ituation ,  and s ince your feelings toward me haven ' t  

·. 

changed,  my mind is now at ease and I feel reassured,  and I know what : 
I should do . I ' ve come back to the Party , and I leave all decis ionsn- �p
to the Command Staff . I ' m prepared to. do everything you askn. "  

Han Sinh also said,  "I feel exactly the wayn-Khoa does . On our ' way.here , we told each other that if  we met our organizationnit wou1·d be  
possible for us to resume our activities . So , · ass ign us any tas·k ,  ·and 
we ' ll carry it out no mat·ter what -the difficulties are . "  · 

I s ai d ,  "You ' re doing the right thing . We brothers can never 
abandon one anothern. As to ways to deal w'ith the Ch ' en Pao Hs iangn.n· 
group , the Comm·and Staff will meet and discuss it in detailn· ·1·ater . _ : 1 : 
think that you should not report the· truth to them , instead you shou;ld 
- - depending on how much they know- - fill  them in a littl e ,  selectively ._
But in cases where they do not know anything , then give them a ·· false · 
report . I f  they know clearly our policy and pos ition , and our compos i 
tion and organizat ion , they will certainly not leave us alone . Just 
emphas ize our goal of fighting then· French and the Japanese ·, and ou·r 
slogan call ing for a "Sino-Vietnamese" alliance . ·  As to the nan1e of our ·
organiz ation , you can call us the Viet Minh movement , or you · c_an· · inve·nt 
a new name for us - - depending on what the s ituation is . "  

Khoa interrupted me , "In general , I can take care of the things 
you ' ve j ust mentioned .  But if  we want them to trust and bel ieve us , 
we must provide them with some concrete evidence of our cooper_ati:on � ":

"Don ' t  worry about that . Just go back and tell them that you '  v·e· ·
contacted Vietnamese cadres you ' ve known b efore , and this is why you 
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have managed to recruit a numbern· of  Vietnamese cadets who have . volun- . 
teered to study in Chines·e military academie·s in order ton. help the_ Chi 
nese army enter Indochina to fight the Japanesen· in -the futuren. Wen' 11 . ·s elect a number of brothers and send them to attend �raining classes ,
and you pretend you ' ve rectuited them yourselvei for· the KMTn. Once · 
they have these ' hqstagesn' in their hands , they will  certainly - supp.ort 

· us , and your work will be facil itated . "  _n· 

Khoa said,  "We propo·se  that the Command S.taf·f allow us to rej oin 
the ranks of the AFNS to operaten. Something dangerous might happen to 
us if  we keep on worki;11g for the KMT for a long time . "  _ . 

· "As for your assignment , we· ' l l discuss it thoroughly later •. The 
CommandnStaff will do everything it can to arrange for your early re_
turn into the ranks of the AFNS � The . sooner the better .n· But .nfor the 
moment , you must perform well  this immediate t.ask � When we need you , 
we ' -1 1  ask you to come back right away . "  

Han Sinh and Khoa went to see a few AFNS brothers they u�ed ton. 
know . Everyone greeted them

.nwith warmth and j oy .  After a long peri.od 
of l iving in exile in a foreign country , being back with people they 
knew and were close to filled them with warmth and enthusiasm . 

The Command Staff met with Khoa and Han Sinh to discuss a plan of 
·action to deal with the KMT . Six AFNS comradesn- -Quoc Vinh , Liem , An, 

Quang , Dong �nd Bo- -were c�osen to go to Chinghsi  to attend Chiang Kai 
Shek ' s  military training classn. The s ignificance and purpose of their 
training were explained to them in detailn. This was a way to deceive 
the enemy . Outwardly , we prete.nded to cooperate with them to prolong 
our period of oper�tion here so  we could create conditionsn_ for clearing 
our way back to our country . In  obedience tb a Party orde r ,  the broth
ers agreed to go , but deep down none of them wanted to go and receive 
training in this fashion . This in fact .nwas a very difficult mission 
which would test their loyalty� -as revolutionaries l iving in the mud , 
they must  not be contaminated .  

I told t·heni for the last time , "Study whatever the school teaches 
you . Study their techniques in order to serve our pol i tical goalsn. 
Study them in order to understand them _thoroughly , so that in the fu
ture we ' ll know how to deal with them . But you should a�ways remember 

· ·the Fatherland andnthe Partyn. You must staynclose to each other and· _ _·help each othe r .  And remember to write us and s end back information in 
a way that would not arouse suspicion . When your training is completedn,-
we ' l l  find a way to get you back . "  

Chu Quoc .nHung w-s chosen as ·ntheir representat iven. , and led them on 
the way . I t  took them four days to reach C::hinghsi ,  after corss ing. an 
area which was sparsely populated but: full of impassable mountains and· 
bandits . Wherever the_y went they only - saw malnourished and r<1gged
people , and emaciated and feeble children - - a  situation not too differ.ent fro� the s ituation in our own villiges and settlements under the 
foreign yoke back home � 

When they reached the Headquar·ters of General Ch ' en Pao Hsiang. ,
they were kept waiting· for three days in the guest  room . During thes e 
three days , security policemen were sent to talk with them and investi
gate them . Afterward , Ch ' en Pao Hsiang saw Hung three times to . probe· · 
which organization our forces belonged t o ,  what our pol itical inclina
tion was , where he had cpme from, which route we had taken , etc . Bas 
ing his answers on the dis cuss ion we had held back in Bo Cuc ,  Hun·g gave
him information which fit the reports of Khoa an� Han Sinh , but which- -
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though more concise than the reports- -was still very general in con
tents. ·gch'en Pao Hsiang also asked about the situation in Vietnam-- for 
example, the conflict between the French and the Japanese, the activi� 
ties of various political parties, our country' s  economic resources,
grain yields and food supplies, and the attitude of the people · toward 
war. In reply, Hung mainly denounced the repressive and exploitative 
acts of the French and the Japanese, such as taxes and levies, forced 
conscription of laborers, the sufferings of the people and their aspirg
ation to drive out the imperialist invaders. 

In Chinghsi, Hung met Vi Due Minh and Duong Cong Binh. These two 
comrades were in the same situation as Khoa. They had gone to work for 
the local authority to earn their living temporarily while waiting to 
re�gestabglish contact with our or�anization to .gresume their, actigvities. 
They helped Hung a lot and showed him how to deal with the KMT. 

After accepting our six cadets, Ch'en Pao Hsiang organized a cele
bration party to which he invited all the Vietnamese cadets studying in 
the academy. Seizing this favorable opportunity,g Chu Quoc Hung stood · ·  
up and talked ab out the situ�tion in Vietnam, denounced the crimes of 

·the French and the Japanese, and thanked China for her assis..tance. 
Ch 'gen Pao Hsiang also expressed his views and called for Sino-Vietnam
ese unity to fight the Japanese. 

A few months later, the military training _gcourse in Chinghsi was 
completed, and these six brothers returned safely to Bo Cuc to rejoin 
our ranks. They had acquired some knowledge . of basic military tech-
niques. This proved very useful to us b ecause of our limited knowledge 
then, and helped us .gto expand our training of the mass infrastructure 
which was then lacking cadres. 

The day prior to their departure, in his la5- t meeting with ·gCh'en 
Pao Hsiang, ·Hung presented him with the following fo.ur requests: 

. .  

(a) Issue passes to Vietnamese cadres so they could operate with
out difficulties on Chinese soil and move without hindrance along the . _
b order from Chinghsi to Lungchou and P'ing-hsiang. 

(b) Help them to openly establish an organization which would 
serve as a liaison station for internal communication as well a-s forg. 
communication and relationg_gwith the �hinese government. 

(c) Provide them with weapons to fight the Japanese and the 
French. 

(d) Help set up military and political training classes f�r our 
infrastructure along the border. 

Ch ' en Pao Hsiang agreed to the first request, .gpromised to give an 
answer to the second later, b ut tactfully turned down the third and 

·fourth ones. After the meeting, he invited Hung to take a tour of the 
school and the town, and gave him 500 Chinese Dollars for travel ex
penses. 

* * * 

I n  this isolated border region, the farth-ermost end of .Chinese 
territory,g· the people in Bo Cuc led a miserable life under the yoke of 
the KMT .g· · Hundreds of calamities fell on their he.ads. We saw these 
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painful s cenes with our own eyes, and this reminded us constantly of 
the life of slavery that our people back home were leading. Since our 
people and the Chinese people shared the same plight, our resgentment of 
all acts of repres s ion and e xploitation--whether they were perpetrated
by the Fre nch, the Japanese, or Chiang Kai. Shek- - deepene d and we fel t  
that we mus t unite with the local people to fight -..our common enemy. 

China was then being invaded by  Japan. However, the Chiang Kai 
Shek government was not seriously interes ted in resis ti ng the Japanes e, 
and this was why they were not at all concerned about i mproving the life 
of the peasants in order to strengthen this most powerful and numerous 
force and unite it to resist the Japanese. The landlords and the rich 
bullies had free rein in the co untrys ide. In spite of the continuously 
bad harvests , brought about by various natural calamities , the land
lords and the rich b ull ies continued to collect exorbitant rents with
impunity. They also used .gthe res is tance movement as an excuse- to so
licit contri butions from the peasgantsg, consgcript soldiers and laborers, 
and levy all s orts of new taxes . Bes ides thes e forms of exploitation, 
there were other brazen acts . of rob bery which occurred daily--for exam
ple, the s ol diers bought goods without paying, and the bandits murdered 
and plundered the villagers. The people's resgentment .gpiled up as high

· as a mountaing. 

I n  the Bo Cuc area, the Chiang regime had set up a few outposgts to 
control the b order. The so ldiers manning thes e posts were famili�r with 
the terrain here and knew the local s ituation and villagers. Sometimesg, 
they ranged very far i n  their patrols. They were like thorns in the 
back of the AFNS, and it  would not b e  easy for us to remove them. They 
blocke d the roads , and caused  us a lot of problems along the length of 
our communication route to Hsiatung and Lungchou. At that time, o nly a 
few of us had obtained pas s es ,  and the majority of the brothers had to 
avoid them w·hegnever they went on miss ion by  s1ipping through dangerous 
and difficult mountain pathsg. 

Thanks to the help of s ome old people, we discovered a secret trail 
that went from our bas e in Ban Khiec and Na Slieng to Dong Chiu,  Po Muc,
Pa Mac, Na Noc, Ban Va, Ban Dan, Na Trao, Ban Seng, and Ta Man, and 
across the river to Doong Hinh, Sang Kheo, Ban Cang, Na Leng (e. g.g, Cuc 
Khau Kheo ) ,  all the way to Kieu Tam and Lungchou. This route was full 
of obstacles and dangers,  and was the· hideout of the bandits. An old 
villgager once s aid,  ''gI've lived through three generations here, and 
never once dared to go through Khau Khe o by  myself. And yet the Viet
namesge revolutionariesg- -many times going unarmed--have managed to go 
back and forth consgtantly through this area without anything happening 
to them.  They' re really very brave!g" We could do this , not only be
cause we knew how to obtain the s upport of the people, but also  because 
the bandits and outlaws in the forest had a "healthy res pect" for us. 

One day, five or s ix Chinese youths from Ai Keng, Ban Trang and Na · 
Slieng came to see usg. From inside we could hear them talk loudly at 

·the doorway, "Where's brother Quang? I s  he home?" 

" I'm here !  I'm coming!g" I answered quickly and ran out of the 
house. 

These youths knew me well, and we used to meet each other at the 
market place. Their faces still glowering with. anger, they said, "You 
must l end us a hand. L et's fight! Unless we attack and kill them, our 

· anger will not go away.g" 
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' 'They're real l y  too troublesome. Let ' s  hit them hard and show 
them the s tuff the men in this area are made of ! "  

We invited them to s it down, and asked them to tell us what hadg: 
happened from beginning to end. It turned out th� sol diers in �he Tqng 
Phou post had abused the people in thes e three vill ages . This was a · 
frontier outpost l ocated in a ricefield which ended abruptl y at the 
foot of the mountains. From there a route led to Vietnam. For a long 
time now, the sol diers had relied on the fact that they were armed to 
harass the peopl e and

.g
make demands on them. Sometimes they bought 

chickens at belgow the market price, sometimes they asked for a bunch of 
vegetables -- putting their request in such a way that the villagers . did 
not dare to refuse- -sgometimes they cadged a free pipe ofg· opium, some
times they forcibly borrowed cl othes from the vill agers, sometimes they
deceived the people out of their cash and belgongings, sq metimes they · 

·extorted money from the villagers. They were unhygienic and � l ept 
around, and s pread disgeasesg. The youths resgented mos t the way they 
frequently broke into the courting festivals and teased the vil lage 
girls .  On s everal occas ions one or two soldiers went into the yill age 
to s eek fun and were ambushed by the youths in the fores t and beaten to 
a pul p, but they did not change their bad habits. The youths s ecretl y 
agreed among themselves that unles s thes e soldiers were giveng·a hard 
lesson they would not be intimidated. 

They told us, "If we wipe out the soldiers in the Tong Phou pos t 
our troubles woul d end and you brothers would be able to move around 
without difficulgties to operate. This time, we must wipe out everyone
in the pos t. "  

"How can we do it? They are well armed and have fortifications, "  
an AFNS comrade s aid. 

A strapping and muscular youth--perhaps the· l eader of the group� � 
rol l ed up his shirt sleeves and declared l oudly, "Yo u don't have to be 
afraid. We'gre us ed to deal ing with them. They're well armed·, but it's 
not difficult to fight them. We know the way in and o ut of the pos t. 
It ' s  also  easy for us to keep cl os e  to them. We've stopped in the pos t 
and played cards with them sometimes when we went to the market.g" 

Another youth pulled his arm and said in a more tactful and less 
bellgigerent tone, "We want to disgcuss this with you and then carry out . . 
our attack. If we s eize any weapons, we'gll donate them to the Viet-
names e revol ution. "  

If the men here s aid they would do something, it would be done. 
They were also  familiar with the handling of weapons s ihce they went 
hunting for wolgves or bears practicall y  every day. It was onl y becaus e 
they res pected and trus ted us that they had come to solicit our opin
ion. But we coul d not l et them resort to such violent aGtion. 

I as ked, "Have you asked brother Phan about this ?"  

Brother Phan was comrade Phan Sen Chan, a Chines e cadre. He was 
about 40  years old, a s tocky and muscular man, with a huge head and a 
pointed chin. He was a very kind and calm person. He was withg.gthe Red 
Army (during the Red Lungchou period) in 192 7,g6 and had great presgttge 

6. There was a comnumist-led peasant movement among the Chuang ethnic minorities of 
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among the men here. He had also b een most helpful to the Vietnamese 
revo lut ion. Guests came t o  see him so frequently that he always had a 
tray of food ready to treat the visitor� . He was like an elder b rother 
to me. On his part, he-had great trust i n  th� AFNS becius e w�ghad made 
an effective contrib ut i on t6 the expans ion 6f the local.gmovement�  �� 
and the other Chin�se comrades had a great. affection fo r the AFNS. _gAt 
that t ime the [ Communist Chi nese] New 4th Army and the 8th Route Army 

·had not yet succeeded i n  linking up with the local movement. · · 

"Brother Phan i s  away and we haven ' t  seen.ghim,g" o ne of the youths 
replied. 

I said, "It's true that i f  we could destroy the Tong Phou post, 
you wo uld avenge yourselves, and we would pull out'gthis thorn i n  our 
side and also · obtain o verg·gten rifles � But this could also ·bring di� as
trous consequences for us, b ecause -the Tong Phou post  i s g·gnot the only 
one aro. .und here- -there are many others.g· Do yo u intend· to attack· the 
ot-er posts as well after you destr6y t�� one in Tong Phou?' '  · 

"We are not strong enough to attack so many posts� "  

' ' If  you can ' t  destroy all the posts around here, soldiers will 
po ur in here and terrorize the people; what will • you do then? "· · ·

They were silent. One youth was unfazed: "Sho: uld we give up then? 
Let ' s  j ust wipe out this .gartg first � and we'll deal

.
with the oth�rs · 

later.g" 

I became stern and said, "If b rother Phan was home,g_ghe wouldn ' t  
let you do such a thing." 

We patiently explained t o  them that if we d�stro yed the Tong Phou 
post out of momentary anger, we would avenge_ the people and obtaing_ a·
few extra w -eapons for the AFNS, b ut the ·chiang · Kai Shek gang would cer
tainly s end tro ops h�re to tetrorize the villagers. J�st feeding thes e  
troops would b e  eno�gh t o  r ui n  the people. Besides, our forces ��reg. -still weak artd could not fight them bac�. Our suffering and our hu�il
iatiott was not caused b y  these few soldiers ingthis fronti er outpos t ;  .
These so.ldiers themselves were living iri mi sery, and were no.better off 
than wat ch dogs. 'I t  was the ringleaders ·all the wayg·do wn in Lungchou 

· ·and in - Chungking, the landlo rds, feudal is ts and capitalists· · who were · 
the re.al ·culprits  responsible f_o·r all the : people' s  � uffering·s .  In or
der to overthrow them, we must carry out a revolution .  To kill the 
weeds , w.e must pull them up b y  their roots. B .ut t o  make revoluti'on, we 
must not be rec·kless and adventurous, we mtist not let ourselves b e  
b linde d  b y  a temporary and small ·gain, and forget about long-term a<:1,- · 
vantagesg. We advised the ·yo uths to repress their a11ger and nurtgure · 
their hatred in order t o  consolidate the revolutigo nary • forces fo rg·g:the 
day when we could t opple the exis�ing regime--from top t o  b ottom. 

The yo uths seeme d to understand. Rationally, ·gthey accepted our 
argwnents, b ut -emoti onally they were ? till angry and £rust-rated. Later, 
we met comrade Phan · s en Chan and discussed wi -th him how to explain it 
further to them. The young- were by nature_gaggressive, b ut alio impu�--si ve; i f· they recei ved good guidance, t_hey co uld achieve great things. 

Kw� gsi province in 1926..;29. The Left and Ri'ght River Soviets--which S:{)rang from 
this lllOVeUJent--were not set up by the Chinesee· Comunmist Party tmtil 1929. 
(Tr@s. )  
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* * * 

The KMT authorities in Bo Cuc , Lungchou and P ' ing-hsiang had got
ten wind that the AFNS ' s  activities in China were not necessarily to 
their  advantage . They did not want us to oppose the Japanese and the 
French so  much as for us to . submit ourselves to their policy . They did 
not have any concrete evidence , but they sensed that there was an . in
visible but strong tie which bound the AFNS to the local population . 
They wanted to  investigate us and keep watch over usn, but they con
stantly s tumbled against this invis ible wall of  protection which the 
people threw around usn. 

Their patriotism,  their revolutionary spiri t ,  their .nmass lines , 
their s imple style of  l iving- - these virtues o f  the AFNS were good exam
ples for the local people to emulate , increased their confidence in the 
revolution and provided the� with experience to carry out their strug
gle .  The l ink and mutual support between us and the Chinese comrades.
such as Pinh Chi , Phan Sen Chan , Nong Ky Chan , Hen May , Lao Giam and 
Khim Di became stronger with each pas s ing day . The KMT wasn· aware of  
this , and fel t  that they should take countermeasuresn. 

Comrades Thai Long and Thanh were arres ted and put · in j ai l  because 
they did not have residence permits and passesn. Then came the turn of 
the comrades in Doong Hinh� - such as the two brothers Ha Cham and Ha Ky . 
Some were j ailed for five or six days , others were detained for a month . 
Hua Dinh Khanh went miss ing for a month , and we thought he had disap
peared until  we found out that the KMT had kept him in jail during all 
this timen. 

The brothers who had a taste of  l ife in Chiang Kai Shek ' s  j ails  
still  shuddered with revuls ion whenever they �hought about it . The 
jails  were awash with s l ime , refus e ,  excrement and urine ; flies droned ,  
l ice and bedbugs swarmed everywhere . Rice stank of  l ime , a.nd the rot
�en fishn• was full of  wormsn. After only a .couple o f  days in jail , you
became covered with s ores and boil s . The wardensn.and guards beat . the 
prisoners without restraint with whips and rifle butts , especially when 
the prisoners did not have money to bribe them . The prisoners came 
from � bewildering array of  backgrounds : political prisoners , peasants
in debt , dishone�t merchants and swindlers � tax evaders , robbers and 
thieves , gamblers and prostitutes . The j ail  was in constant turmoil , 
as the criminals fought and insulted- •and sometimes even murdered- - each ·
other . Many prisoners were dying, e.ven bef():re their  sentenc·e was p•ro.
nounced . Some were crippled for l ife by then. time they were released .  
In  such prison conditions , it  was a real struggle for the .revolution-· · . · 
aries to keep their bodies in.tact s o  they could resume their  activities 
after their release . I t  was a s truggle which demanded their full ener
gy and for which they had to summon all their  witn. 

. . .

After Chu Quoc Hung returned from Chinghsi with the papers that 
Ch' en Pao Hsiang had issued ,  he got a number o f. brothers out of j.ail 
before their prison term was over . �£terward, we motivated. our rela
ti�es or  the hamlet and village chiefs we knew to put up guarantees for 
the brothers who were still  in  j ai l , and consequently these  brothers 
one by one were released .  Perhaps in this period the KMT pol i cy toward 
the Vietnamese revolution had become more flexible  and the authorities 
in Chinghsi had ordered the Lungchou officials to release our men .  This 
was how the Command Staff assessed the situat ion ,n. and we felt we must 
grab this opportunity to intensify ourndiplomatic effortsn. .n
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. Ch ' en Pao Hsiang had agreed with brother Chu Quoc Hung to i ssue 
passes to the AFNS so we could move around and operate with ease, and 
to study the establishment o f  a permanent National Salvation liaisong.
office to facilitate contacts with the KMT. After we obtained this 
agreement, we urged theg. lower level o.fficials in Lungchou to carry it 
out as soon as possible. Mr. Ho Due Thanh knew Hai Canh · Cuong, ·the 
Lungchou Divisional Commander, and obtained without difficulty an ap
pointment for us to see him. Hai Canh Cuong then issued passes to the 
AFNS, allowing us to go all the way from Chinghsi to Lungchou and 
P'ing-hsiang. 

Around September 1942, Hai Canh Cuong informed tis that General 
Chang Fa-k'uei, the Commander of the 4th Front Army, had agreed to let 
us open a liaison office in Lungchou, which would represent the Viet-

· namese Revolution operating in· this area. 

This was a significant diplomatic victory for us at that . time. 
Leading a revolutionary force to break away from the French encircle
ment, taking it to a foreign country to � perate, and living under the 
authority of a regime basically opposed to our political line-- in doing 
all this, we had managed to avoid opportunism. By refusing to.gsurren
der or to negotiate irresponsibly with our opponents, and also by not 
following the masses to take reckless and adventurous action, the AFNS 
had acted with strict accordance to the Party Central Committee 8th 
Resolution, and had shown that they knew how to rely on the masses, 
carry out diplomatic negotiat ions, and retain their political indepen ... 
dence. In the end, we forced our opponents to �ecognize us as ang.
allied force which they could not dismiss as insignificant. 

After we were publicly recognized by the KMT regime, the prestige 
of the AFNS rose even higher. Now that they had official blessing, the 
village and canton chiefs who had always been sympathgetic to us sup

·porte d  us even more earnestlyg_ by providing us with information andg
papers. The security police and the informers slackened their surveil
lance. The villagers  no longer had to hide their action, and felt free 
to  invite us home each time they organized a meetging, or a festival, or 
a ·gbanquet to celebrate the anniversary of their ancestors' death. Many
brothers who came from far awiy automatically came to contact us. 

. · 

We were very ha�py and saw that.this·gwas a good opportunity for .us 
to intensify our operation, and as a result we became even more enthu
siastic and worked intensely in order not to waste a moment � However, 
we were on our guard against the treachery of the KMT; they could pub
licly recog�ize us and still secretly try to sabotage us.g· The period .
of open activities for us might not last very long, but if we knew how 
to profit o.f this opportunity� by the t i.me the KMT reversed their pol
icy we would already have completed the. most 

. 
necessary work. . .. 

We needed money to celebrate the opening of the Liaison Office. 
Hai Canh Cuong's divisional headquarters in Lungchou gave us 4, 000 
dollars,g7 but this sum was too small and inadequate. Our students in 
Nanning sent us a little money when they heard the news. We were in a 
bind and were trying to raise more money when the people in Bo Cuc 
urged each other to donate all sorts of things--cigarettes, cakes, can
dies, sugar and tea--although they themselves. were living in privation. 

7. 4,000 dollars of Chiang Kai Shek currency. At that time, a bowl of noodles al
ready cost 500 dollars! (Footnote in text.) 
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They even lent us a few pres entable sets o f  clothes so  we "diplomats " 
could temporarily go on "miss ion" !  This really showed ·that the local_
Chines e  p eople looked upon each small s uccess o f  the Vietnamese Revolu
tion as their own. As the s aying _ goes , "One bite when one is  hungry i s  
worth a bag o f  food when one i s  full.g" Whenever I recall thes e days of  
privation and hardship , I cannot help but feeling moved [ at the memory . ·of  t�e people ' s  s upport] • .. 

We carved a large wooden seal with the sentence "League for tl_ie 
Liberation o f  Vietnam--First Overseas Liaison O ffice . "  At that time ,g· 
the attitude of  the KMT toward the Viet Minh L eague was s till unclear, 
but basi cally they were more s uspicious than sympathetic. We were 
afraid that i f  we went ahead and used the name "Viet Minh League" we.
would run into difficulties .  We thought that as a first s tep we woµld 
use this  name as a s creen, but in the meantime we would continue to use 
the Viet Minh Program to propagandize  and enlighten the mas s es .  We 
would wait till we could establish contact with the Central Committee 
and o btain further instructions , and i t  would not be too late then .gto 
change the name i f  this  became necessary . The grassroot bases that we 
had · s ucceeded in organizing would always remain our own. · · 

The presentation ceremony took place in a KMT administrati.ve _of
fice in Lungchou. The hos ts include d Bui Ngoc Thanh , Ho Due Thanh , Chu 
Quoc Hung , Trieu Khanh Phuong , Lam Phu Thinh , Ha Khai Lac and myself�' · 
The gues ts included the representatives of  Commander Hai Canh Cuong and 
over twenty adminis trative agencies and local organizations � The tea 
and food served was adequate. 

After the hos ts and guests had introduced themselves , Chu Quoc 
Hung ,  Trieu· Khanh Phuong and I took turns giving speeches .  We di d not 
discourse on ideological theories , and ins tead jus t talked aboutg, the 
miserable life that the Vietnamese people were leading under the _· domi 
nation of  the J apanes e  and the French. We mentioned in detail all 
their crimes , s uch as exorbitant taxes and levies ,  cus toms fines , fines 
impos ed on villagers who gathered lumber and o ther forest products , 
forced conscription o f  soldiers and laborers , imprisonment of  people, 
causing dikes to burst [through negligence]g, [condoning} robberies·,g. 
gambling , prostitution, opium addiction , superstition , diseases , and 
encouraging frequent litigation by the population. These were a _ll the 
things· that we had seen with o ur own eyes .  The Japanese aggressor.s who 
had arrived recently were the equals of  the French in their ·gcruelty. 
They s eized land to build barracks ,  grazed their flocks of mules. _and 

·hors es in ripening ricefields , buried people alive by s tuffing them in 
horsesg' bellies , and forced the people to destroy the_ir crops to plant 
j ute. This was why we had to make revolution to overthrow them . China 
was also resis ting the Japanes e, and so the Vietnamese and Chinese peo . 
ple should form an alliance to defeat their common enemyg. Finally·, we 
called on the Chinese people and the KMT government to help us even 
further , and thanked them. 

The g uests then took turns express ing their s upport and wishing 
the Vietnames e revolution s uccess .  

We sent cables to various areas and received congratulatory c ables 
in return. We even s ent cables to Chi ang Kai Shek , Chang Fa-k'uei and 
Ch ' en Pao Hsi ang . Seeing our s uccess , o ur military cadets in -Nanning 
also planned to campaign for the es tablishment of  a Liaison Office 
there, but gave up the idea afterward when they s aw that this was not 
yet necessary. 

http:administrati.ve
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From then on, our relations were carried on i n  an open and legitig- · 
mate b asis. Contacts were swiftly estab lished with many ieiolution
aries. People from Chinese agencies and associ ations visited us fre
quently to discuss various acti vities with us. The· Viet' Minh progr�� 
was translated i nto Chinese, printed in la.rge numb e·rs and distributed 
i n  the entire regio n. The i nfluence d f  the Vi etnamese revolution-- as a 
result--spread very quickly and penetr�ted deeply a�ong the masses. 

On the excuse that our office had a large staff who hadg.gto travel 
frequently, and menti oning the slowness with which the KMT authorities 
took to issue passes vali d only for a short period of time, w� aske� 
to be  allowed. to issue the passes oursel·ves to save the KMT officials 
a lot of b other. Hai Canh Cuong, the Lungchou Divi si onal Commander,
agreed. From then on, we were free to roam within the b oundaries of 
the two districts of Lungchou and P'igng-hsiang, to make propaganda and 
organiz e the revolution.g: This development� -whenever I thin� ba�k on 
i t-- makes me laugh at the KMT. They had no concept of natigonal sover
eignty--just b e�ause they did not want-to be  b other�d, they granted to 
us foreigners the right to sign passes which allowed us to move freely

· on their own soil. 

Although we had a permanent headquarters and condigtions to operate
openly, we t ri ed to keep secret the strength of our forces stationed i n  
Bo Cuc and continued to penetrate deeper i nto the b asic masses and to 
set up grassroot b ases. Only comrade Chu Quoc Hung was chosen to run 
the Liaison Office along wi th Mr. Bui Ngoc Thanh and Mr. Ho Due Thanh. 
(This . office operated for over a year until Decemb er 194 3 when ·ch ' en 
Pao Hsi ang- -using the excuse that- · Vietnamese revolutionary forces 
should - b e  unified- -proposedg. that our Liaison Office in Lungchoug·be  
merged with the Liaison Offigces of the Vi etnam Re�gtoration Party andg· 
Revolutionary League of Vi etnam in Chinghsi. The KMT wanted to useg.
this opportunity to i nterfere and take over ou:r organization .g. But byg.
that time the AFNS had already returned to Vietnam, en· _ding th�ir phase

·of overseas ope-ratigons. In March 1944 the KMT again requested the . 
merger of various L i .aison Offices and their transfer to Nanning. Mr. 
Ho Due Thanh left to attend the meeting on the unificati'on of Vi etnam·
ese Tevolutionary fo .rces, while Chu Quoc Hung immediately returned to 
Vietnam to operate. Our diplomatic mission was consigdered co�pleted 
and e nded there. ) · 

* 

The reas ·on the AFNS was able to maintain a foothold alorig the �or
der was that it knew how to rely on the people and win the support of 
the KMT regime. Besides the KMT,  there was a·nother group which wa.s : · 
ready to sabotage us, and i f  we had failed to win them over, they �ould 
not have left �sgin peace. Anyone who had operated along the b order 
must have run i nto them. These wer·e the b andits. 

·For many generations, the people livitig along the Vi etnam-China ·g
b order had had to b ear this horrible calamity. They lived in fear and 
worry, and could not earn their living i n  peace. Their houses· might ·· 
be  burned and they might be  robbed of their money and belongings at any
moment. I f  the b andits took away thei r_ few buffaloes and oxen, this·gwould spell the end of farming for them, and there would be  nothing for 
them to do but to sit and watch their families go hungry. A girl could 
b e  kidnapped at any _ moment, b lindfolded and gagged, and sold as a con
cub i ne or a slave i n  faraway places.g A human life wasg·gonly worth a few·· 
piastres and was les s  valued than a .gchicken or a dog. Sometimes an 
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entire hamlet was burned, or a whole settlement was plundered. Roads 
were b locked and crops were destroyed. Both the Chiang regime and t he 
French authorities were powerless t o  deal with the situation. They
carried out a few raids but suffered such heavy l osses that they left 
t he bandits alone, free to wreak havoc on the people. It was only
later, after the revolution succeeded and democrati c  reforms were car
ri ed out t hat this social ill was eradicated. 

The b andits' forces were large and strong. Each group seized a 
territory and knew all the roads, shortcuts and b yways in that area. 
They were well armed, and it was not easy to annihi·late them. If one· 
group dissol ved, another one would crop up, b ecause banditry was rooted 
in the corrupt social system, and was the outcome of the oppression, 
i njustice, poverty and debauchery that the ruling cliques had i nflicted 
on the �orking class. The bandits were usually criminals who had b andg
ed together. Sometimes powerful landlords or ri ch bullies b ecame t he 
gang l eaders. A number of peasants also joined the gangs, either be
�ause they were too i mpoveri shed or because they had b een forced t o  do 
so. Many youths who l iked to loaf and have a good time, but lacked the 
money to gamble, visit prostitutes, or keep up with their dissolute 
friends, also b ecame criminals and bandits. 

' 
The most dangerous aspect was t hat the b andits usuall y  managed to 

maintain a total domignation over t he people. Many b andits led a normal 
l ife, mingled wit h  the population, and only occasionally banded to
gether to plunder. Because they were afraid of reprisals, or because 
of complicated ties, the honest villagers often did not dare to oppose 
them, and on occasion even protected them so they could escape the pur
suit of t he officials and soldigers. There were b andits who b anded to
gether to form permanent groups, such as those operating i n  the .Khau 
Kheo area. This was a very high mountain covered with a bluish vegeta
tion, enveloped in clouds all year around. The tall mountain was cov
ered with thi ck forests, and b ecame the stronghold of the bandits. 
With their careful sentry system and t heir tight organiz ation, they
managed t o  spread their control over t his  whole area. Once over 10, 000 
Chiang troops .came here to attack t hem, but could not penetrate into 
t heir stronghold. The transportation 0£ food to supply the troops was 
enough to exhaust the KMT, and the soldiers had to b e  withdrawn from 
Khau Kheo. 

The AFNS ran i nto the bandits all t he time. To the bandits, 
money, girls, drinks and opium were the most i mportant things i n  life. 
The AFNS fighters were poor, but_ the i mperialist s  had placedg· high
prices on their heads, and so the bandits would not hesitate to cut 
off their heads, cross t he border and deligver them t o  the French repre
sentative i n  That Khe for b ou nty. Sometimes they would.kill you for a . 
trifle--either b ecause they misunderstood you, or were angry at you,
or suspected you ab out something. Some of t hem had no idea what the 
revolution was all about, and l ooked on the AFNS as a different type of 
bandits whom they could either b efriend or kick out t o  seize  more ter
ritory for their operati ons. 

The AFNS l i ved with the help of t he people. But si nce the people's
life was unsettled because of the constant plunder, the AFNS had the 
duty to help them cope with the b .andi ts  •g. 

In some areas, the bandits livedg.among the vil l agers and kept · them 
in fear. In order to reach the ·people and become close to them t o  edug
cate and motivate them, the AFNS could not avoid coming into contact 
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with the bandits through whom they could link up with the people living
in the areas under the bandits- � domination. Unless the bartdits acqui
esced, the villagers would b e  too frightened to· come close to the 
cadres and the cadres themselves would be  · i� danger.g · �ut one� the 
people and the. cadres · became close to - one another, the bandits would 
immediately become isolated. 

In order to reduce the plun_der and the • killing,g· arid in order to 
avoid unnecessary clashes with the b andits, the AFNS took the initia
tive to meet with them, reason with them, and restrain them on their 
criminal and cruel path. This �e could do perfectly b�cause we under· 
stood their psychological makeup and also a number of their weaknesses. 
Although they were reckless-and. violent, they wanted to stay aligve and 
�ere afraid. of- death--like owls fearing. daylight- �b ec�use both the 
French and the Chiang authorities were· tracking them down. Besides, 
there .was congstant competition for plunder·, betrayal and revenge be
tween vario�s bands� Although the villagers were intimidated this did 

. wereg. completely resigned. not mean that they If they had the opportu
nity, they did not hesitate.gto strike back at the b andits� and many· 
areas had organized self- defense units. 

The bandits lived in- fear and worry .g. They were ignorant, devoid 
of any guiding principles, and could easily be persuaded. Seeing that 
the AFNS was also pursued by  the French and Japanese imperialists and 
ar�ested by  the KMT regime, _gand seeing that the AFNS had never done 
anything to harm. them·, the b andits automatically placed us in their own 
category and considered us- as "people in the same boat.g" They mis
takenly believed that they could join hands with us to strike back at 
the authorities and get us to help them in their "affairs.g" And whog. 
knows-- [ their reasoning went] -� if the revolution was successful,  the 
AFNS fighters would become "big mandarins" and would certainly re·gmember 
them as "friends in the dark old days. "  This was why the b andits wanted 
to relyg.gon us in one way or another. Also, in view of the £�ct that the 
AFNS could not be  easily intimidated and enj oyed the affection of the 
villagers besides, the b andits were afraid to .gcross us. Some of them 
said, "The heads of the revolutionaries will fetch high rewards b ut are 
difficult to 'reach'--be.fore �e can touch their heads, ours will be  
gone!g" 

There was a very famousg, bandit chief right in Ban Trang. His 
underlings were scattered from here to Thuy Khau. He had sat and drunk 
tea and wine _with Nong Thai Long, a few other brothers and me at · the· 
villagers' houses. The Yillagers here bad the custom of organizing
partles when they b uilt a new house, for example, or on the birthdays 
of the members of their families. Or they invited people to drink wine 
when a new planting phase began--ploughing, or rice transplanting, or 
spreading manure. Since we worked for the people, they always invited 
us to these parties. This bandit chief owned a house, was married, had 
children , and was armed. But he was not as rich as May Sen , a b andit 
in P ' ing-hsiang, because May $en carried out more raids and had more 
underlings.g_ The b andit chief in Ban Trang- had · three b rothers who were 
all sorcerers. He was then about 4 0  years old, very strong, and knew 
martial arts. He was a sharpshooter, and never missed a shot. 

Once when we counselled him to give up his activities, he said, 
"You fellows have to make revolution b ecause you are dirt poor. I too .amg' poor, and ·this is why I became a bandit. You want to overthrow the 
rich. I to.o plunder the houses of the rich. So,  what's the differ
ence?" 
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We said, "Of course i t ' s  different. Y ou plunder and rob people, .
and you have brought sufferings to  a lot of peoplge. Everyone hatges and 
resent s you. And in t he end, your l ife is  just as miserabl e as - wheng· 
you started. Only by making revol uti on t o  bring happiness to  every6rie 
will your happiness be l ong-lasting." 

He was a little ti psy and said, "I haven't seen you guys enjoy any 
happiness.. You joined the C ommunist s, but all year round I haven ' t  
seen you manage to have a few cents in your pockets or to  buy a bowl of 
beef soup. Me, I kill peopl e-- killing makes me feel good, and besides 
it gives me money to  spend right away . "  

This was how brazen the bandits'  arguments usually were. .Jt , would 
not be easy to  reform t hem overnightg. But no matter what, we had to  
persevere, to  reason and testrain them. We ·showed neither f�ar ·ndr 
cont empt in dealing wit h them, and instead explained to· them t: he . advan
tages of making a revol uti on versus t he disadvantages of l eadi:ng_ a l ife 
of plunder. Then, we al so motivated their relatives and the villagers 
to  reason with t hem and stop t hem. Gradually they l i stened t·o our 
arguments, and reduced their pl under somewhat. Of course, ·our succes·s 
was l imited because in order to  reform t hem compl etely we had to  change 
the conditions that were prevail ing in t he society at the time.g· 

Besides educating t hem and reasoning with t hem, we had to. resort 
to other means to restrain t hem. Once, t he bandit chief assembl ed hi s 
underl ings t o  carry out a raid. The villagers got wind of this and 
secretly informed comrade Thai Long who immediately went ·to  see him to 
t ry and stop him. 

At first t he bandit chi ef said, ' 'I'm going to  rob people so I can 
have money t o  spend. Yo_u too need money to  spend." 

The bandits usually pl undered. the markets, because in eve ry market 
there were gambl ing stalls--mahjong, di ce games, and betting games 
using beansg- -which paid gambling fees to the Chiang authorities. -

Nong Thai Long ' s  j aw j utted out as he rebuked the bandit chief, 
"We don ' t  need your money. You shoul d not carry out this raid." 

The bandit chi ef got mad, an·d brushed him aside; 

Knowing that it  would be usel ess for him to  argue any further, ·
Thai Long said, "Well ,  w here do you plan to  carry out your raid this 
time?" 

"In Na Teng." 

"You won ' t  get much out of that poor settlement with a few scat-. 
tered houses. besides, that settlement is too close to  here, i f  t he 
soldiers come to  investigate the raid, we might be in troubl e our
selves. Also, I have acquaintances there. You should at l east have 
some considerati on for us!g" 

"Al right, t hen whi ch area do you think I should raid? " 
. ,,

"You shoul dn ' t  carry out ahy rai d anywhere. But if you _gare d�ter_:
mined to  plunder, why don ' t  you rai d the houses of the Customs and Fo·r
estry Service officials, the l andl ords andg· the ri ch.g· They themselves ,.
have robbed the poor." 
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"It 'gs difficult to rob them because they're armed." 

·"If you' re afraid of. them, then you should give . up al to.gether .g. If 
you want to get a. lot of money, you should. go to these pla�es .g.. You · 
shouldn't touch the peasants.g" 

They thought this was a convincing argument, and since the - pros
pectg. of rich booty whetted their· greed, they decid�d · to postpone their 
raid in order to make preparati on·s to ·plunder a land1ord'  s house.. That 
raid was succes�gful, and this success encouraged them to foiglow· this 
pattern. However, in some subseqguent raids they w�re b.adly b �aten by
the offigcials and·· soldiers. Each time they planned to plunder the .
people, and we failed to either stop them or S teer their raid to tar
gets other than the laboring masses' houses, �e secretly _informed the 
people in that village so th�y could take precautiohs and rai se theg· 
alarm to alert ever�one in the village. After a few such faiglures , the 

· ·bandits became di scouraged.g . Sometimes, we . also tac·tfully arranged for 
the villagers whog· had b �en raided to get their belonging� and draught 
anigmals back from the bandits ·for a low fee. 

In view of the way we dealt with this situation, the b andits did 
not dare to bear any grudges against us. Instead, t·hey -feared and re

·spected us. Our chivalrous attitude, ou� correct behavior, and· oui 
resolute efforts to pull them out of their criminal path moved a number 
of bandits who gradually mended their way� . The gang lead�rs admired 
us, because we could always predict--based o� our military experi�gnce-
whether their raids would fail, an d our prediction alw:ays tu. rned out. to 
be  accurate. Some bandit gangs asked us to be their "advisors" because 
we could draw up plans. Taking advantage of such opportunities, we .
drew up plans which looked very scientific, but which required a long 
period of invesgtigation and congtained awesome dangers and difficulties 
to fri ghten them off and dampen their enthusiasm for plunder. 

· ·In the end, we gain·ed some measure of control over their actions, 
and reduced this calamity for the population. The prestige and fame of 
the AFNS began to spread among the bandits. This was.gwhy we,gcould go 
unarmed into the strongholds· of many gan�s without en�ountering aµy . .
difficulties. · · · · · 

Once a bandit gang near Ban Bay (P'ging-hSgiang) asked Ly Mung Sang, 
one of our reliable sympathizers, to - extend u -s an invitation to visit 

· ·their stro!}ghold. . . · · . ·g. 

We knew that this band was large and also engaged in opium smug�
gling. They were well armed. They wanted to find a rout e through Cao 
Loe (Lang Son province) into Vietnam tog·gcarry out a big  raid. We were 
planning to di scover this route ourselves so we wanted to meet the b an
di t chief. I discussed with Ha Kh�ig·gLac about collecttng money from. 
the villagers to - buy weaponsg· from this gang. Our goal was to.gbuY: weap
ons and to find· a route to Cao Loc- -so that if anything happened w.e .
could withdraw through this route to avoid enemy repression temporarily. 

·But this was not the main  thing. · · 
. . ' .

Ha .Khai Lac and I left, following a guide. _gAt the.gsentry station 
the gui de handed us over to another fe116w and went b ack. Each gua�d 
knew only the area in  which· he lived and was forbidden to penetrate 
deeper, b eyond his own perimeter, in order ,to keep the locale ?fg. the 
bandits '  headquarters s ecret. We ·gwent through four guard s tat1,ons 
similar to this oneg. Suddenly in the mountain a shot rang out to alert 

·the b andits insi de. 
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The bandit chief, a big, fat, muscular and handsome man came out 
to greet us. He said, ''. I've invited you hereg- mainly to get to know 
yo�, so that in the future if we run into each other, we won't shoot 
one another by mistake. The Chiang soldiers can never set foot here. 
Even if they can get here, they won't be able to come out alive. "  

In our conversation, we explained to him what it meant t6 make 
revolution. He showed that he unde�stood a little. Especially when 
we explained why and because of whom the people suffered and did not 
have enough to eat, he approved of our making revolution to overthrow 
the French. However, he did not mind the Japanese entering- Indochina,
and since he belonged to the faction of Wang Ching Wei,g8 he j ust 
grunted in a noncommittal manner when we talked about "the need to 
ca,rry out a revolution to overthrow the ruling clique.g" 

He said, "If you want me to do anything else, I'll do it. It's 
difficult to make revolution. Whenever you need weapons, I 'll donate 
them to you,g" he said, laughing, "because if the Vietnamese -revolution 
succeeds you won't forget me, will you?g" 

The underlings brought meat and wine. The bandit chief poured a 
cup full of wine and inyited us warmly to drink, "Let's recognize each 
other as brothers!g" 

·Gradually, when he saw that weghad a good grasp of military and 
political matters, and could argue logically, he asked us to join his 

·staff as advisors. He saidgeagerly, "P leas_e j o.in us.g" 

I said, "We need weapons now .g. Can you buy some for us?g" 

He accepted cheerfully. "That's easy. Just have the money ready. 
Or I can loan the weapons to you if you need them. I can't spare many,
but I can always loan you a couple.g" 

Through our talk, he got to understand us .gbetter. During the 
whole time we spent in his stronghold he never showed any signs that 
he had changed his attitude toward , us .  The feast lasted two or three 
hours. He introduced us to many bandits, and those who had the same 
clan names as Ha Khai Lac and I accepted us as their brothers. 

When the feast came to an end, the bandit chief saw-us off, whis
pering as though he still had many things to talk with us about but 
could not mention them in front of so many people. He accompanied us 
all the way to the last guard station and then turned back- -something 
that he had never done before for anyone. 

So we .ghad won over the bandits in the two districts of Lungchou 
and P'ing- hsiangg. We even propagandized a number of Chiang soldiers 
who had· deserted and hidden in the mountains; - gradually they became en
lightened and did a few things to help the AFNS. The bandits' raids 
decreased. The villagers' sufferings were alleviated somewhat, and 
their confidence in us was strengthened as a result. From them on the 
AFNS could move around freely to operate. The bandits' domination over 
the people in this area weakened gradually. 

8. Wang Chi Wei was a collaborator of the Japanese and headed _the Japanese-sponsored
government which was established in Nanking in 1940. (Trans.) 
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* * * 

A series .of letters sent by Ha Cham, Voong Tai and Thai ·Long from 
Vi�tgnam made us .very happy and confident. · The AFNS·' s policy of with
dra.wing the main body to the border while leaving a section dispersed
among· the population to - carry out armed propaganda· and ·to set up grass
ro�t bases among the masses hadg-been correct. It  was- then around Sep
tember 1942.  After the communication route linking us with Doong Hinh, 
Hoi Hoan, Binh Gia, Bae Son and Vo Nhai was established, all the com
rades operating in this area sent out reports. They were unanimous in 
the.ir assessm�nt that "the Vo Nhai, movement was recovering rapidly, and 
requested the _AFNS to urgently send cadres back . "  

''The situation had �ecome relatively stabilized, and the liaison 
route had been-.opened'' ; thisg·gmade us feel even more �ncourag�d. I n  
moments like these, we felt that we could go without food and work for 
hours .gwithout getting tired.g· At. this - time, the AFNS Command·gStaff 
( composed of comrades Chu quoc Hung, Nong Thai Long, Le Due Tong- and 
myself) was still staying .in Bo Cuc. The situation dem·anded an -accu-
rate and timely decision:- -which.gmeant we must establish a communication 
rout� �o link us With. Binh Gia .g . For this reason, brothers Hongg· Thai·g
and Nhu Hoa who came from Binh Gia were sent back there. 

Our plan was to send the AFNS back a , section at a time� When they 
reached their destination, each section wotild send us a report through 
a special. communication channel. The liaison agents would have to go 
all- the. way from the Vo Nhai-Trang Xa area to reach us here in Bo Cuc. 
I n  order to facilitate this work, we would have to string our forces 
all the way from the border to Binh Gia to form a corridor which would 
start in Na Hinh, _go to Hoi �oan and then Binh Gia. At the same time 
we should build up grassroot bases in Binh Gia. We would send the 
brothers who came from Bae Son back to their home area. Another number 
would go back to Vo Nhai. Those who came from Phu Thuong would go back 
to link up with Lau Thuong and La Hien. Another number would return to 
Trang Xa with the mission of consolidating and expanding the local 
infrastructure, and establishing contact with the movement in Lang Muoi .village. Another number would return to Cay Thi and then proceed to 

·P hu Binh and' Yen The (Bae Giang province) • Another group of cadres 
would go outside the Bae Son region to establish contact; wherever they
went they would set up infrastructure, make propaganda, consolidate the 
local organiz ation, maintain secrecy, .start training classes for self
defense and combat self- defense units, and propagate the Viet Minh 
Program. 

.

I returned to Bo Cuc to inform the AFNS 
' 

brothers in the cells.
operating in Ban Trang, Kheog·Meo, • Tham Th'lang, Ban ·gKhiec, Na Slieng,
Ba Nae, a�d Doong Hi�h, ofg. the news. 

··Th� ,cell� were located about a , kilometer or less--as the crow 
flie�-� from_geach other. I n  some cases, . they were separated only by a 

·hill. All of them were overjoyed when they heard the news. The cells 
vied with each other to be the first to go back, telling each other 
"we'11g. go back first, and th.en yot1 follow us.g" ·They had been away from 
their country for almost a year, and we-re al l homesick. They were wor
ried about their families, and-also concerned about the fact that the .
movement did not have enough cadres .g They niissed the crop and vege·g
table patches, the ricefields, the gardens, the forests and mountains, 
and. the streams that flowed behind their houses. Some comrades were 
so excited they could not sleep the whole night. . 
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The brothers streamed i n  to see the Command Staff and demanded to 
be i ncluded in the first group that went back. It was not that they 
were unaware of the diffi culties and dangers waiting for them back 
home. They just knew th.at their love for their homeland would transmi t 
to them a new vigor for combat whi ch would be immensely more powerful 
than anything they had experienced before. Only those who had been 
forced to live in a foreign country could understand the power of ·this 
feeling. 

We held a general meeting to di scuss how many groups would go back 
and where each one should go. The question of who would go back first 
depended on  the nature of the mission involved and the qu•lificatioris 
of each cadre. This was the logi cal thing to do, but i n  order to make 
the brothers accept our argument i n  their hearts as well as in theirg.
mi nds, the Command Staff had to expend a lot of energy to explain and 
reason with them and motivate them, so that they would accept to stay

··behind and work with peace of mind. Those hr.others who were allowed 
to go back were happy like "horses returning to their stables.g" The 
Command Staff advised those returning o f  the need to investigate care· _
fully the areas where they were going to operate. They all listened 
and a cted accordingly (this was why all the brothers went back safelj 
and none was lost to the enemy). · 

In November 1942, comrades Voong Tai , Duong Cong Binh, Ha Ky, Hong
Hai, Quo c  Vinh, Hong Thai, Khoa and Doanh went· to Hoi Hoan to meet com
rades Nong Thai Long, Ha Cham and Phu Phong to di scuss the task of con.:. 

solidating this area further, and then moved straight back deep i nto 
Vietnam. 

Comrades Doanh and Hong Thai stopped i n  Binh Gia to consolidateg. 
the i nfrastructure there. 

Comrades Quoc Vinh, Binh and Khoa were assigned to consolidate the 
base i n  Bae Son. 

Le Due Ton and the other comrades returned to Vo Nhai. I moved 
back and forth between Na Hinh andg·gLungchou, and stayed i n  Bo Cuc and 
P ' ing� hsiang wherever my presence was · necessary. In short, I went 
wherever I" was needed. 

After many waves of terrorism, our homelands were i n  ruins a nd,
looked desolate. On the old platforms blackened by smoke and fire� 
only flimsy huts had been built as temporary shelters against the sun 
and raign. However, one fortunate thing was that the rice had ripened, 
and the ears were heavy with plump grains. Next to piles of straw, the 
villagers were threshing rice i n  the fi elds, over the old wooden Z.oongg9 

scorched by fire or  new o nes whi ch had been hastily built and whi chg · · 
still showed the knife marks. At night, the villagers streamed i n  to 
see the AFNS brothers. Old comrades met again. Mothers and sons, 
wives and husbands, brothers, saw each other again. The news raced 
through the gi rls whose boyfriends were i n  the AFNS faster than an 
electric current. They came to ask who had returned and who had not. 
The womeng· whose husbands or sons were i n  jail and had been e�iled to.·faraway places also came, so that the joy o f  meeting the comrades would 
di splace the sadness over their separation from their husbands or sons. 

9. A tool in the form of a boat, covered with bamboo woven mats on both sides, which 
the Nwig people used to thresh rice in the fields. (Footnote in text. ) 
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Many children and old people had - become crippled by the beati ngs �nd 
tortures infli cted on them, and it tore the brothers' he·arts to see 
them in this condition •g . 

.. The brothers: talked with the people. Previ_ously, _ some villagers 
had feared that if .we fled deeper i nio th� forest we would not have 

·anything to eat or would . h .ave to  eat leaves to  survive·. Now· th�y .saw· 
us coming back after we hid not only stirred rip the movement along the 
border, but also expanded the movement at .ghome deeper and wider. So,
they became more enthusiastic • 

. .

Each n�ght , the conversati on·lasted far i nto the night. 

.The brothers immediately set to work. Brother Du , Mrs. Sang , 
Sisters Quan, Thu and ·Pinh ,  . who had been assigned to stay behind and 
operate i n  ext remely difficult conditions, had managed to maintain and 
preserve the movement and the i nfrastructure i ntact , and consoli date 
i t ,  gave a report · on the l�cal situation. They all met to di stµss a 
new· plan of action. A liaison agent was sent to  the border to ask the 
remaining AFNS brothers to return to  the coµntry right away. Other.
liaison agents were sent to establis•h con.tact with the Central Commi.t .� 
tee and the AFNS groups i n  Dai Tu and Son Duong. The c·adres parted and · 
set out i n  many directi ons. An atmosphere of excitement prodded every-
one to  act boldly. · 

Also i n  November 1942, in  Kheo Meo, we metg_ again comrades Duong. 
Nhat Quy and Phuong Cuong. They had been sent by the unit i n  Tuyeng. 
Quang and Thai Ngtiyert to  contact ·us. They had. openly bought tickets .g.
and took the bus to  That Khe and then secretly �ro� sed the borde� arid 
made their way to Bo Cuc. They told us that the revolutionary grass
root bases i n  Dai Tu, Dinh Hoa, Yen Son� Son Duongg.and Cho Don.had b�en 
expanded and consolidated. But there·gwere not enough cadres to keep up
with the rapidly expanding movement. The masses were anxiously waiting 
for more AFNS·gmembers to come back. The brothers and sisters i n  those 
areas were i n  good health, and had not suffered any losses. So, we·had 
a full and clear understandi ng of the situation i n  the three provinc� s  
of Lang Son,g· Tµyen Quang , and Thai Nguyen, and part · of Bae Can province 
( Cho Don) . · · 

In January 1943  the second AFNS group composed of comrades Hoa,
Trieu Khanh Phuong , Voong Nhi � Hoang· Xuan, Hoang Thuong , Coong, Mung . ·and To set out to return to the count ry. 

We would never forget the days we spent among the local Chi nese 
people. Even at the start of these days full of hardships, the affec
ti onate relati onship betwe·en the "water and the fish" had been bea1:1ti.
ful. The formation of the revoluti onary forces under the leadership of 
our Party marked the beg i nning of a new .grelati onship between the veople 
and the troops, full of so many moving stories whi ch later on became 
frequent occurrences during the Resistance. 

Whenever I went to Lungchou on mission, I stayed and -ate wit4 the 
family of Nung Nhi Sao,· a very good sympathiz er who did his utmost .to 
help the Viet namese· revoluti on. Dur i ng one of my t rips to Lungchou, I 
stopped i n  Nung Nhi Sao ' s  house and then went to Mrs. Au's1 0  house_gtQ 

10 . Mrs. Au was a Vietnamese who had married a Chinese. Brother Lam Phu Thinh 
adopted her as his mother and had introduced me to her. Each time I passed· 
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fetch Hoang Thuong who was staying there to cure his night-blindness, 
so the two of us could go on mission togetherg. We spent the - whole day
climbing hills and crossing streams, our feet were lacerated by  the 
sharp and pointed rocks. At dusk, Thuong could not see and groped 
along, so I had to lead him by t'he han.d. .The _ comrade who- was acting
as our guide was from ttiis area, and he took us t� Lam "Cooc village-,· ·nestled in a small valle.y. · · . · . 

Lines of grey rocky moungtains loomed all rqun.d. The terraced 
fields of rice, corn and beans lined up like steps on a ladderg. That 
year there was a bumper harvest o_f kanari fruit. After the. fruit were 
picked, the huge and tall kanari trees looked shabby and ragged, shorn 
of leaves. W� stepped into a house surrounded by walls,g·gwith a tiled 
roof, as solidly built as an old shrine. A can41.e made. of -_kanari sap
burned in a red glow on the table, emitting a smell- of acrid smoke. 

The old. lady who owned the house was over 50 years of age. She 
was small but still strong, and wore - - dyeNung clothes ·d in Chinese b lue, 
but her hair was wrapped in a piece of cloth and coiled on .top of her 
head in the Vietnamese style. When the guide introduced us as Vietnam
ese revolutionaries, she suddenly claspedg- our hands tightly,g.gand tears 
welled up in her eyes. It turnedgout she was Vietnamese and had come 
from as far away as Bae Ninh province. When she was st.illg· young she 
was kidnapped by  a child-stealer who took her here and sold herg. After 
many adventures, she got married and settled down here. Her oldest son 
was at home, and he warmly talked with us. The old lady insisted that 
we stay for a couple of days, so she could- assuage her thirst for the 
company of her compatriots. 

She spoke a mixture of Nung and Vietnamese: "I t ' s  because you ' re 
making revolution that you had the ch_ance to come here-. "  

·Her oldest son and a few other people in the house - went out. In 
just an hour they came back with - two hugeg- pike, each weighing up to 
five or six cattiges. We asked and found out that the fish came from 
their own pond. The three of us .j oined th�m to l.end a hand in cooking.  
The oldest son went out again in a . hurry, saying over hi s shoulder, 
"I'gm going to get some wine!g" 

The old lady went to the garden to gather fresh herbs, and came 
back smiling happily. "Later on, the brothers in the village will come 
here to talk with you . "  

After a few days of travell�ng, our limbs were rubbery with fa
tigue. The delicious food was almost ready wheng.suddenly there were 
thudding footsteps at the gate, and then a voice called out tog·gthe old 
lady urgently, "The hamlet chief said soldiers from Lungchou have 
arrived to check the village.g" 

We started and wongdered what the soldiers had come here forg. To 
arrest us? This could not b e, since we had legal papers. There was 
nothing for us to worry about� The_gold lady looked at us, full of 
apprehension. The oldest son came back with the wine, followed b y  a 
few neighbors, and said that "soldiers fromg_Lungchou had come here to 
arrest deserters.g" 

through, I came to visit her.t· While working in the fields Hoang Thuong came 
down with night-blindnesst. Mrst. Au bought chickens and pig's livers to feed 
him for months , and put medicine in his eyes to cure them. (Footnote in text .)  
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We still felt worried. Although we had legal papers, the soldiers 
would become suspicious if they came to the house and found out that we 
were strangers here; they might cause trouble and interrogate everyone. 
Besides the soldiers who were wont to extort money might threaten to 
arrest us in order to annoy our host family. I told Thuong, "We don't 
know what's going to happen. The soldiers can mis·interpret our pres
ence here, and if they tell us .to go back to Lungchou with them for the 
time being we'll be in deep trouble. It's alright for us, but we might
implicate the villagers. Let's avoid them. Since they're looking for 
deserters, they won't remain here long. If we stay here and they ar
rest us, it will be really silly. Let's go aw·ay to avoid them, and 
then see what we can do.g" 

I told the oldest son to lead us into the mountains. I led Thuong 
who had night-blindness, and groped my way behind. 

It was very dark. We waited for a long time, and then dozed off. 
Suddenly there was a noise at the top of the slope. We answered in the 
manner we had agreed to in advance. The oldest son emerged, carrying a 
rather heavy basket. He opened it, and there were a container full of 
rice and a tureen of soup, still hot. There �as also a large dish of 
fish salad, with all the necessary accompanying spices and condiments, 
and a flask full of wine. 

He then turned around and went back ·to the settlement. A while 
later, he returned and told us that the soldiers had gone back to Lung
chou. We went b ack to the house and talked with a number of villagers 
until very late in the night� Many of them promised that when we came 
here to operate they would take us to the houses of their acquaintangces 
in this area so we could build up grassroot bases. They expressed 
their longing for the Chinese .Red Army and their sincere support for 
the Vietnamese revolution . 

After spending almost a year among the people in Bo Cuc cantong, 
strong bonds of affection attached the AFNS to the villagers and 
weighed heavily in their heart s when they left [ to return to Vietnam]g. 
we· remembered that whenever we came back from a mission--whether at 
twilight or in the middle of the night--after having braved the wind 
and rain , and slipped past the rifle muzzles of the enemy posts, the 
moment we steppe d into the house, our hearts were filled with warmth. 
Everyone in the family crowded around us, asking questions. The chil
dren were full of joy, pulled at our clothes and told us everything
that had happened. The first question that was asked was always:
"Have you eaten?" If we had not eaten , the mother immediately brought 
out some rice and fried an egg she had just picked out of the hen's 
nest and which was still warm .gto the touch. We did not mind eating 
whatever the people could scrape up for us. Whenever there was any
thing to do around the house or in the fields, we would do it. Wheng
ever we had a free moment, we helped the people by doing odd jobs, such 
as weaving baskets, or repairing ditches. We stayed for such a long
time with them that they thought of us as members of their own fami
lies. They missed us whenever we were away. 

If everyone in the family was out working in the fields when we 
came back from a mission , we_ automatically set about sweeping and put
ting the house in order, drawing water and cooking rice. If there was 
no milled rice left, we pounded paddy in the mortar pit. The villagers 
told us to feel free to pick the vegetables in their gardens and to 
catch the fish in their ponds to cook. On feast days, or on the anni-
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versaries of their ancestorst' deaths, the villagers always insisted on 
waiting for us to come back and join them before they would pick upt· 
their chopsticks and bowls and start eating. If we could not make it 
back, they saved the best morsels for us. If we were busy and had t6 
be away on these occasions, . the people felt very sorry that we hadt· 
missed the feasts, and regretted this for a long time. 

Many .Chinese families wept when the AFNS left to return to their 
country. In these past months, the AFNS had become close to the people
here and had been a part of the life of the families who had housed and·
fe d them, and of the whole village which had sheltered and protected 
them. These families and the villagers had become emotionally attached 
to them � Right at the start, when the AFNS set foot here, the people
sincerely considered us as friends caught in the same plight, and as 
comrades who shared the goals of their struggle. Gradually, ,tthe longer 
we stayed, the more accustomed the people became to our presence, and 
the better they got to know us, and we became like members of their own 
families--like their own children and brothers. 

Now that the AFNS brothers were gone, the villagers suddehly felt 
lost and nostalgict. The houses and settlements seemed empty. The old 
men and women no longer had the brothers around to ask questions about 
what was going on in the settlement and in the villaget. The children 
missed the easy-going "uncles" who loved to play with themt. The youths 
in particular missed the brothers and friends who had helped them see 
what the purpose of their life should be, and the ideal oft- the revolu
tionary struggle. A few girls who had secretly fallen in love with the 
AFNS fighters, moved around looking distracted. 

About ten families had hinted to some AFNS brothers that they
would like to have them as sons-in-law. These "fortunate men" had to 
refuse tactfully, saying that they were so burdened with revolutionary
work and had to move around so much that they could not afford to think 
about their personal life. But some of the old people said, "But no 
one is asking you to stay here and live with ust. We are parents, and 
it is our duty to find a husband for our grown daughter. Just marry
her so that your life is at least settled in that respect .  Then you 
can go wherever you want and stay away as long as you want. Our daugh
ter· is enlightened, and she won't try to keep you here.t' '  

The brothers were stuck for an answer; in the end they had to 
plead for a delay:  "We must ask the Command Staff about this.t" 

The people really had sincere intetnsions, and all we could do was 
to thank them profusely and explain tactfully to them that the brothers 
still had a long-term mission to carry out on the road toward the lib-
eration of our nation and class, and this was why they could not think 
of marrying and starting a family. 

We would never forget the affection and love the villagers had for 
us, and the favors they did for us. To repay these favors, the AFNS 
comrades swore to remain for the rest of their life the faithfu1 ser
vants of the proletariat and the laboring masses. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

We s t il l  had not succeeded in establishing contact with the Cen
tral Co·mmi ttee. For over a year now, al though we were far away from 
the Central Committ ee, we had bas ed our actions on the s pirit of its 
8th Resolution, on the instructions of the Old Man in Pac Bon, and on 
the instructgions and_ guidance that the C�ntra1 Committee comrades gave 
us when they were in Bae Son. We continue·d to op_erate on our own and 
generall y  speaking the res ul ts had been favorable, but we could not 
assess thes e res�lts accurat ely s inceg·gwe did not know what the s itua
tion was in the whol e country. Over half of the AFNS unit had returned 
to Vietgnam. A new period of activities began for ·us . If we did not 
find out about the situation in the country and in the worl d, and if we 
could not exc·hange experiences with other areas , then it . . woul d  be dif
ficult  for us t6 s et forth cl ears ighted poli�ies and conciete plans of 
action to perform our tas k .  · 

I recall ed that once in Pac Bo, after askin·g me about the Bae Son
·Vo Nhai movement and about the enemy repress ion th�re, the Ol d Man said 

that in order to cons olidate and expand· the movement, our activities 
shoul d not be restricted to one l ocality. We must maintain s mooth 
l iaison between-all echelgons, from tbp to bottgom. If this was accom
plished, insgtead of being uncoordinated and haphazard, the revolution
ary l eadership would be unified and the deployment of cadres would 
accurat el y meet the requirements of each area s ince it would be based 
on the s trength or weakness of the movement there. The revol ution 
could only s ucceed if communication and l iaison was good. 

Even if we retgurned to Vo Nhai, f t  would still not be easy for us 
to contact the Cen·tral Committee in the delta .  At the t ime, a section 
of the Central Committee and of the Viet Minh General Headquarters was 
stationed in Cao Bang province, and the Old Man was there also. The 
AFNS Command Staff decided t o  s end Ha Khai Lac and me to ·gcao Bang in 
all urgency to report � n  the t as k� we had compl eted, study the experi
ence of the Cao Bang ·gmovement, obtain documentsg·gand request new operat
ing instructgions. · 

I handed over the job of l eading the AFNS and 
.
the Permanent Liai

s on Office to comrade Chu Quoc Hung. I had managed to wrangl e passes 
allowing us to go from Chinghs i to Cao Bang. This · trip was full of  
danger�. Receritly, the Chiang· Kai Shek security pol ice had tightened 
their s urveill ance of the AFNS, becaus e they sens ed that Communist in
fluence had penetrated deeply amongg.a portion of the popul ation living 
along the border. From now until all the AFNS members could return t o  
Vietnam, the KMT might res ort t o  s ome sort of s abotage. At this time, 
the end of the year was approaching and the Tet (New Year) Festival was 
drawing close. It was the 12th lunar month, the month when crimes 
reached their peak,g1 and s o  the roads were very dangerous--murders and 

1 .  Usually, robberies and thefts reach their peak at this time of the year as the 
criminals try to obtain enough money to celebrate the New Year Festival. 
(Trans. ) 
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robberies occurred frequentl y ,  even in broad daylight . Also , in Ching
hsi we would have to guard against the Vietnamese KMT and the Vietnam 
Revolutionary League who were relying on the · support of  the Chiang Kai 
Shek regime to kidnap and murder Viet Minh cadres .  Once we crossed the 
border into Vietnam, we would have to watch out for the lackeys and 
security pol ice of the French and the Japanese ,  especially s ince we 
were unfamil iar with the terrain and the population in Cao Bang . We 
told the comrades staying behind that if we failed to make it back af
ter Tet , they should all return to Vietnam to operate and propel the 
movement forwardn. 

Around the middle of the 12th lunar month (January 1943) the two 
of  us set out from Lungchou . The road stretched on endlessly,  cl imbed 
toward mountain passes and crossed clearings , surrounded. on all s ides 
by an unbroken mass .of mountains .and forestsn. A drizzle  se·emed to hang 
its fine strands of  water in the air and the wind howled in the moun-. .

tain h�llowsn. We passed Pao H i ,  .Sang Cam , and .then arrived in Sec 
Lung . We stopped at a three-way intersection . Two roadsn- spread in 
front of usn. One was a shortcut through a portion of Vietnamese -terri
tory which jutted intd China- � it would take us less  time to reach 
Chinghs i through this  road , but we might eas ily be  captured by the can
ton and village mil itia chiefsn. The other went through Chinese terri
tory and was a meandering road which would take us . out of our way and 
which was not completely safe· either .. We thought itn, over ,n• .and in the 
end- - in order to avoid a lot of  anxiet_y about our safety- -.we de.cided to 

·follow the roundabout road which would take ris through nineteen passes .
and thirty ravinesn- -a detour of twenty kilometers whichnwould require 

· us to climb passes and negot1ate steep slopesn. 

After three long days on the r-oad , we reached Chinghs i town at 
dusk .  We were tired and hungry .. Our clothes were filthy and covered 
with dust . We did not know our way and felt._ very� los t ,  like all 

·strangers coming to a town from afar . I f  we kept wandering in then· 
streets l ike this , something might happen to us � . I f  by chance we ran 
into the group of  Tran Bao - -a cro�y of Nguyen Hai Than2n- -we would cer
tainly fall victims to their cruel actionsn. In  this strange place , 
our acquaintances were few and not ,entirely reliablen. I _ thought , " I  
must enquire and find out where Vi Due Minh l ivesn. We must find this 

· ·out quickly , so  we will  not have t·o wander in the s treets . . _n. this is 
not a good thing to do . And when we find his house we must come in 
secretly . "  This comrade was a Nung and knew brother Hoang Van Thu . He 
had also done a few minor things to help Chu Quoc Hung recentlyn. How
ever , he was working for the Chinese �uomintang . 

Seeing me , Minh was both happy and worried .  He asked,  "Where did 
you come from?" 

I answered, "From down there . " .  

See ing the express ion on his : face �nd the glances he cast around, 
I _ asked right away , ' ' It ' s n.nnot convenient for us . to s tay he!e .n. Do you 

·know what else we can do?"  

·Right at that moment , his wife camenout of the kitchen . Seeing us 
strangers , she became agitated , and her eyes clearly showed· her worry . 
Vi Due Minh suggested , "Go to the bo .arding house in Chinghsi . "  

2 .  Leader of the Vietnamese Revolutionary League. (Trans.)  
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Hearing this, his wife knew who we were and asked him, "What hap-
pens if they check papers?g" 

I nodded and said, "I've got papers.g" 

Mi_nh said to. his wife, "Do we have any rice l eft?g" 

"Yes, but we don't have any food to go with it,g" she replied 
uneasily. 

Min� went and fried an egg for us to eat with the col d  rice. He 
said, "At present the Tran Bao and Nguyen Hai Than group is aggressigve
ly  l ooking for our brothers and kidnapping them. They've adopted the 
cry ; ' I f  t he Viegt Minh remain, we'll have to go; and if we remain, the 
Viet Minh will have to go.g' They've come to my house frequently to 
check on me.g" 

We understood his situation. He singlehandedly worked to support 
his wife. Chinese money was worthl ess then, and it was reall y  quite 
good of him to give us cold  rice and fried egg to eat. Anyway, we had 
come to see him mainly to obtain information. 

He took us to a boarding house l ocated at the entrance into town. 
The rent came to two-thirds of the money we had in our pockets. We 
stayed awake the whol e night, unable to go to sl eep, consumed by worry 
that something unexpected might happen. 

The next day, we hurriedly got up and l eft at daybreak. It was 
freezing cold, we each had only some thin and flimsy cl othing on, and 
had to quicken our steps to keep-warm. We emptied our pockets, but 
found that we only had enough money to buy each three cakes to eat. 
This was all the food we had to l ast us for over a day, the time it 
would take us to reach Pac Bo� But the hope of meeting the Old Man and 
the Viet Minh General Headquarters dissolved all worries and difficulg
ties. Last year, after spending just a couple of months with the Ol d 
Man and being taught and nurtured by him, I found that my l evel of un
derstanding was raised tremen4ously. His high forehead, his quick 
steps, his ol d but clean Nung cl othes, and his bamboo stick- -this image
of the "b_ig Boss"3 seemed to appear before my eyes and beckon me. 

I wondered whether his healgth had improved this year. Although he 
was ol d and weak, he worked a l ot harder than we. "He'gs ol d, but he 
works so hard. I'gm young, so shouldn't I exert myself a lot more?" I.
kept asking myself this question. As I walked, I arranged in my mind 
all the things I shoul d report and the problems I must consul t the Old 
Man about so that he could. show me how to solve them. I did not feel 
tired at all, and I felt thatgmy steps were firm and that I was full  of

•vigor. 

We passed Liutung. We were near the border and Pac Bo. I was 
thrill ed and excited, like a son who had gone away for a long time and 
was returning home to his native vill age. I had passed through this 
way once before. Just as we entered a crossroad in the trail, someone 

>. I Al ,_ I •3. · "Ong Ke Thtldng Cc:1-p": "Ong Ke" is a term used by the Nung to designate a respected • ·  ,. man with good reputation in high posititon. "Thudng Cft:p" literally means old 
"upper echelon." (Trans.) 

• 
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rushed out. I t  turned out to be comrade Phung Hec.t4 What luck ! He 
was with comrade Le Quang Ba's5 Section, and in · 1941 he had accompanied 
us from Pac Bo to Cao Bang , to That Khe , and then Bo Cuc. He took us 
to the house of an acquaintance in a small Chinese settlement to sleep. 
That night the owner of the house ground some corn and made corn gruel , 
and even produced a fewt.cups of wine to treat us. Everyone stayed up 
and �alked till very late. 

< 

The next morningt, Phung Hee took us to Pac Bot. We crossed a mo·un-
tain peakt, and were coming down the slope on the Vietnam side of the 
border when we saw a short and fat man approaching from a distance. I 
turned and asked Phung Hee , "That looks like comrade Ba , does it not? "  

"Thatt' s  him all rightt! "  

Phung Hee cupped his hands and called out to Ba in a loud voice .t· 
Comrade Ba rushed toward us , clasped my hand and smiled : "From afar I 
saw a bony man with a straight and stiff neck , and I knew right away it 
must be you ! Where are you going? "  

I answered immediately , "I've come back here to look for the Bigt· 
Leadert, and ask his instructtions.t" 

"He ' s  gone far away on mission , " t6 Ba replied. 

"When will he come back? "  I asked. 

"He's gone very far away. No one knows when 'he'll come back.t" 

Ha Khai Lac and l were both dumbfounded and bewildered. I looked 
at comrade Ba and saw that he was looking fixedly at us , with ·a great.deal of sympathy. I asked ,  "Well , is there anyone of the highest rank 
in charge here now?" 

"I ' m  the only man here . "  

I asked,  "Are there any comrades from the Central Committee and 
the Viet Minh General Headquarters in this area?t" 

"Yes , but they are about two dayst' walk from here , "  Ba replied and 
then asked met, "Will you go if it takes another two days?" 

"Definitely , "  · "We ' ll have to · · even ·I said positively. go if it ' s· 
further than that.t" 

Then Ba said warmly , "Come down to the village ·with me ! Eat some
thing first. Rest a whilet. We ' ll have to get a liaison agent · :

for you , 
and you won ' t  be able to leave till this evening." 

4. Ph�g ttJc means someone who makes his living by repairing pots and pans •t._ Peopie
got used to calling him by this name and stopped using his real name. (Footnote
in text.)  

5. Le Quang Ba was then Secretary of the Soc Giang District Party Committee in Cao 
Bang province. (Footnote in text. )  

6. Ho at that time was in jail in Liuchow (Kwangsi province) having been arrested 
by the Chinese KMT in 1942. (Trans.) 
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The five of us--Le Quang Ba, Phung Hee, Ha Khai Lac, a comrade 
acting as Ba'gs bodyguard and I--edged our way along the s·tream· 'down to 
the house of comrade La Thanh,g· the leade·r of the communication' cell in.
Pac Bo settlement. Ba told megsoftly that our side had just eliminated·
Quyen, a canton militia chief notorious for his cruelty in Ha·gQuang who 
had murdered many ca-dres. He said that this was only the first warni.ng · 

·to the security police and other lackeys. · · 

The two of us odly had time . to ask each other with excitemert 
about a few of the tasks we had completed, ·gand did not have time to 
talk about our families and other personal matters. We would have 
liked to spend a couple of nights confiding in each otherg. 

' ' . . 

When Ha Khai Lac and I finished eating, the liaison comradeg· ar�· 
rived. Darkness began tog. fall when we reached .the ricefields ·. We ex.:. 

·changed the passwords for the. trip. Ba shook my hand: "Go now while:: ·g
it' s still early, so you can make it to your destination in· timeg.' ·when 
the Big Leader comes back, I'll report to him what you ' ve told �� . ,r . 

For that whole night, we walked up and down
.g
hills, thr6ugh the 

settlements of Hoang, Na Ma, Dao Ngan, and Bo Lech. After cros� ing a 
few knolls, we arrived at a liaison station. We stayed in a few iso- · 
lated houses, protected by sentries inside as well as 6utside. Th� 
local comrades took special care of us, so we. ate and slept well. We 
spent the whole day resting there� · · 

The sun came out and it became warm. The landscape was beautiful 
here, with deep green and.glush forests, with grass hills on which - buf
faloes were graz ing, �ith apricot, pltim and cherry blossoms. the-�ir 
here was light and pure, and everyone felt invigorated. · The.boys andg· 
girls went· to the Nuoc Hai market, exchangingg. courting songs. 

At night, we resumed our journey, and arrivedg- in Lam �on, Hoa An 
·District, the next morning. Around us were hills covered with elephant

grass and ferns, and a chain of reddish rocky mountains. The. ·g1iaisoti·
agent took us to the house of comrade Quoc Vuong in the settlement. 
The sugar canes were luxuriant and dense, two fat and heavy buff�loes 
were s lowly pulling the shaft of the sugar cane mill next to a huge pan 
bubbling with cane syrup. The next morning we followed the liaison 
agent up to a stone cave. 

That night, comrade Vu Anh cam� to see us. He had not charigedg· · 
since I last saw him in Pac Bo, he still had the same stocky andg·gshort 
build, the two thick and long eyebrows, and .the , same resoundin� voite�g· 
He recogniz ed me at once. He happily shook h�nds with all of us, and 
asked us what we wanted. I reported to him about the situation sinceg· 
the eight months of guerrilla warfare in Trang Xa and told himg·about · ·  
our purpose in comirig here. · · 

He listened and said when · I finished, "Rest assured and stay here 
a while. In a couple of days someone will come out and work with you.g" 

·gTwo days later, four brothers �ame from the Lung Hoang caveg·to · 
meet us. Two of them- -Pham Van Dong and Hoang Van Hoan--I had already 
met, and the other two I had never seen before. 

Pham Van Dong had on a few occasions explained : Marxism-Leninism • t·o 
me in Pac Bo. 

http:warni.ng
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Hoang Van Hoan squeezed my hand and said ,  " It ' s been a long time ! · 
How have you all been?"  

It  was rather dark in the caven. The two brothers invited us  to 
sit  down and introduced the others one by one to usn. I t .was then that 
I realized the two brothers I had . never met before were Vo N.guyen · Giap 

· · ·and Hoang Due Thac (al ias La)n. 

The meeting was very instructive and interesting . 

I reported firs t .  I talked about the evolution of the. AFNS from 
the time it was formed,  the repression of the French and the Japanes e ,  
the eight months of struggle in Trang Xa-Vo Nhai , the temporary with
drawal of the AFNS to the Vietnam- China border . I presented clearly ·n
the politic�! and mil i tary l ine of the AFNS in general as wel l  as the 
concrete measures - and actions we - had taken . Finally I mentioned the 
difficulties that were confronting - the AFNS , especially now that it was 
returning to the country ; in this new phase of operations , it was abso 
lutely necessary for us to unders tand the situation ins ide as well as 
outside the country , reestab lish contact with the movement in other 
areas in the country in order to �dopt appropriaten- policies and mea
sures and to devise closely coorainated plans � 

While they were l istening to my report , the brothers kept looking 
at me and then at each othe r .  When they heard how the enemy had wrecked 
and burned down villages ,n.nhow we had l ived during _ the eightn.nmonths of 
guerrilla warfare , -about the probl ems concerning our everyday l ife , the 
constant moving of our camps , an� the development of grassroot bases , ·· some of the comrades wept . 

. 

They asked me in minute detail about our experience 
, 

in res isting 
repress ion , in carrying out guerrilla warfare , in proselytizingn·nenemy 
soldiers , maintaining and consol idating gras s root bases , and also about 
our diplomatic experience . in dealing with the Chiang regime and the 
Chinese  banditsn. 

After that b rother Hoang Due '{hac gave a reportn. ·· He ta·lked about 
the s·i tuation of the movement in Cao Bang provincen.. From a · few :test · 
areas , the movement had expanded rapidly over a wide regionn. The s elf
defense units were very activen. The tasks of maintaining communica
tion, protecting the camps and e liminating traitors were being carried 
out satisfactorily . The National Salvation organizations composed of 
all · e lements in society - -old people , young peop. le , women and c.hildren- 
had expanded to the entire province , including ev:en the highn-plateaus 
inhabited by the Meo and Yao ethnic minoritiesn. There were villages 
and districtsn. that were "completely Viet Minh" .where all the people .had 
j o ined the Viet Minh movementn. A "two gills" 7 ad�inis .tration hadn- taken 
shape ; the village and canton chiefs continued to ·attend meetings in 
the district and province capitals but governed inn. accordance with the 
l ine and policy of  the revolution . In some areas , the Village Viet 
Minh Committees had to directly come out and solve probl ems because the 
population only had faith in them. . Preparations for the insurrection ·
were proceeding with urgency . 

Hoang Van Hoan , Pham Van
, 

Dong and Vo Nguyen Giap filled us in on 
many important questionsn. As I l istened to them , I felt my mind becom-. 

7. Like a fish with two gills, these areas now had two separate and parallel admin
istrations (French and Viet Minh). (Trans .) 
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ing clearer . and clearer, and I told mysel f, "There are still ag· lot of 
things that the AFNS must learn -from theseg- comrades .''g· 

The meeting also discussed the situation inside and outside the 
country. The general situation was favorable to us in - many respects.
Our enthusiasin and - confidence was reinforced betause · t· he exchan-ge of  -·
ideas had he_lped us  to . see _ the s i tuati.on mor.e · clearly. The achieve
ments of the AFNS and of _the .movement in Cao Bangg· province mutually 
reinforced and encouraged each othe.r. · .I came.g· to the profoun·d realiza
tion that· if th.e p_rimi tively armed revolutionary units knew how to rely
solidly on the people and apply guerrilla, warfare- tactics with ingenui·
ty, they could . certainly set up bases in the countryside andg. in the 
jungle and mountain areas, .gmaintain, firmly and expand their forces in 
order tQ ·gradually. wetiken by a,ttri tion -and dest-roy · the imperialist
forces armed with modern weapons. The self-defens� units in Cao Bang 
province and the AFNS had proved this. In order to firmly maintain and 
expand the revolugtionary bases, , it was necessary.·gto strongly motivate 

·the people, and on this basis to tightly coordinate the political and 
military s truggle. These experiences would be very useful to the 
forthcoming phase -of operations, and at the same time they encouraged · 
us boldly to expand the movement and- clear a route to move southward 
to the del ta. 

After this ex�hange, in accordanc� with the spirit of the 8th 
Resolution, the meeting -decided to perform four major tasks:  

(1)  Maintain firmly t_he infrastructur-e in the border region, and· 
clear a route from there to Binh Gia, Bae Son, and Vo Nhai. -·g

( 2 )  Set _up new .infrastructure in Cao-Bae-Lang, Tuyen Quang, Thai 
Nguyen and Bae Giang prov_inces, _ consolidate the: existing infrastructure 
and link up the liai?on routes. 

.
( 3) Proceed with the formation of the So� thward March Shock Uni ts, 

under the direct command ofg. comrade Vo Nguyen Giap. The AFNS would 
dispatch a squad to Cao. Bang to join hands - with - the comrades in Cao -
Bang to clear.. and open a roµte, to the de;J. ta. From the Bae Son-Vo Nhai 
war zone ,  the AFNS would open four routes to move northward and linkg· 
up with the Southward March prongs jabbing their way. toward the South. 
These four routes would be: 

(a)  From That Khe and Dong Khe up toward Cao Bang. 

(b)  From Hoi Hoan, BinhgGia up toward Vari Mich and Na Ri. 
. . . . 

(c)  From Vo Nhai up to Na Ri. 

(d) From Cho Chu up to Cho Don and Cho Ra. 

( 4 )  Try to . reestablish contact with the Central Comiqittee in the 
delta. 

With this concrete direction of opeTation, we felt greatly reas
_sured and encouraged. We must take action immediately. The 23rd day 
of the 1 2 th lunar month-- the day on which the Kitchen God · returned to 
heavens to report tog·gthe E mperor of Jade--had ·passed;g8 It would not 

8. The Kitchen God keeps .track of all the affairs in each family., and at the end of 
the year returns ·to heavens to · report · to the Emperor of Jade·. (Trans . )  
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be possible for us to reachgLungchou before Tet. But h e _ that; as ifg· ·g
may, we had to l eave because the brothers in the unit wereg·ganxious l y g· 
awaiting our return. At this juncture, we could not afford to lose 
even o ne day. 

B efore we l eft , Hoang Van Hoan (aliasg· Ly Qtiy Hoa) gave · us _ many . · 
political and military document-s , as well as souvenirs s uch as pie�g_ 
tures , books and newspapers , and ·flags t hat -Chang Fa-k ' uei and othe'r: :  
Chinese KMT organizations had presentedg- to . t he Viet Minh Diplomatic · 
Delegation in  China.9 These objects later on proved to be very useful 

·for the AFNS who used them in  t_heir mobil e  exhibition during ai-med · · 
propaganda missions . The brothers also gave us 100 · Indo chines e Pias 
tres tog·gcover o ur operation expens e� and 40 Pia�tres to the AFNS' a� a 
token of sol ace. However, we ·did not spend this  s um on ourselves .· and' 
added it to our operating funds. · · 

Brother .Vo Nguyen Giap as ked ,  "Do y· need as sistance in  any'-o u  · our : _g _ _
t hing els e?"  . · 

I said,  "In our propaganda work , and in our training , we haqly .
need a map to tal k  about the situation in  the world. · This �a� m�s�  be 
easy to look at and eas y  to understand , and it must be easy to carry
around and must incl ude all the co ntinents of the world. We haven't 
s ucceeded in finding one l i ke this anywhere. If. you have one, please · give it to us. "  · 

Brother Pham Van Dong said,  "We don't have one like that here 
either. But -if you n·eed i t ,  we' ll draw · o ne . "  

He pul l ed out color pencils_gand started to draw o n  a white s heet 
of paper. I had only finis hed t he fourth years of Elementary·Schoo ·1 ; · 
so  I was very i mpres s ed with his drawing skil l .g·g· I watch·ed ever·y move
ment of his hands which glided the crayons in  clear li nesg, and l ooked 

··at him wit h  great pleas ure. He col ored the soviet Union red . . I· t hought , "When we talk in  front of the people,  this 'gwi11 have a gre"i1"t 
impact . With t his , the people  will  s ee where our countryg.i s .  loc ·at�dg;·
and what its pos ition is , "  but I did not say t hisg· outg· loud. As _for _
Khai Lac, he kept gus hing to me, "I wonder how advan_ced t his .man ' ·s , edu 
cation is to give him s uch a fantastic ·gmemo�y! He cah just pick up � 
pencil and draw, and he does n ' t  even have to erase anything and dta�g· 
over again!g" 

When 'Pham Vang. Dong finis hed drawing , he pi cked it up , looked at 
i t ,  and t hen gave it to me: "Us e  t his for t he time being . "  

I s miled as t hough to s ay,  " This will  do very ni cely indeed ! I 
can ' t  as k for anything better!g" (This map was l ater on reproduced in 
many copies and distributed to propaganda cells  to use,  and proved very
useful.) We rested and relaxed. Once in a whi l e, if a new idea . oc� 
curred to us , we would bring it up and dis cuss it. Our camaraderie be
came even more intimate and warm. 

After our work was complet ed ,  we got ready to l eave. At night - ,
fal l ,  the brothers gave a dinner for us right in t he camp office. < More 
accurately, it was reall y  a banquet , because we had chicken, pig � s  feet 

9. The Chiang Kait'Shek regimet_thad presented -these gifts when -the Viett-Minh main
tained a Diplomatic Delegation in Chinghsi. (Footnote in text.) 
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. . . · 

braised with bamboo shoot ,  fried fish , s ti.cky· r ice flat cakes , gluti-:
and s teamed rice pork ; shrimp and mushroom rice , 

filling . 
pancakes withnous _- ,.·. · ·. _ 

The moment of  parting came � Each brother tlasped 6ur hands tight"'.' 
ly .  Each -of theirngestuies , actions andn_words expres sed their attach.ment and affectionn. 

We went from station to �- tation . 
. 

We 
. 

tame to a liaison station 
every five or ten kilometersn. : Along the way , at each settlement and 

·during each l�g _of ou� j ourney � villag�rs �sked us to rest in theirn
houses and offered us ifood to eat or wine to .ndrink - -s ome gave us-
st�amed glutinous rice mixed with beans , and sweet soup , some ·gave us 
rice flour balls in syrup to eat , I t  turned ·nout the local people had 
been told in advance that "two· comrades from Bae Son would be passing 
through � "  So , every two or three kilometers we inevitably ran into a 
"special liaison station , �'n· and we weren. invited inside to partake in a 
meal , ·prepared in advance and waitingn. for usn. Fated with this precious
feel ing on then· part of ·the local people and comrades , we could not re� 

·fus e . I f  we could not· eat much , we ·made an effort to eat a littl-en. 
Just a bite here and a bite there was �nough to give us indigestion . 
In some places , we could not poss ibly eat everything , and our guide had 
to take the food alongn. When we reached the settlement of comrade Nong
Cong Dung , we ·met a cadre who asked usn·nto h�al the ·leg wound of a local 
comrade ·. We asked and found ·out that this cadre had been shot in the 
leg when the self-defense coI.nrades tried out their riflesn. I t  was im
p6ss ible to take him to  the hospital because he would be uncovered 
right awayn. I asked about the wound,  and then told the comrades to go
arid look for :co Slam Ca - -a m�dicinal herb that -grew inn· the fores t .  
This herb wouldn- draw out and absorbn. all the gunpowd;er and the leg would 

·healn. 

When we were on the last leg of our trip , we could not take along
all the gifts the p·eople had donated to us and had to leave them behindn. 
Besides , our mass  bases did not extend to  this area , and our guide must 
be unencumbered so  he could go and reconnoiter the ·nrouten. 

. . 

The way the people in our �ass bases had treated us dtiring each 
s tretch of  our j ourney showed us that the level of  e�lightenment of the 
people was quite high ·. · In  these  "compl�tely Viet_ Minh" villages and 
districts , the Viet Minh movement in the form of National Salvation 
organizations ; j oined by all s ocial · elements , had sunk deep roots and 

· · expanded over a wide are a .  The comrades in Ca·o Bang province had per
formed skillfully · the task of leading and organizin·g the mass basesn. 
We felt that we must learn a lot more , so  that on our return - - together 
with the other brothersn- -we would be able to propel the revolutionary 

··movement in Vo Nhai-Bac Son decis ively forward . 

In Pac Bo , we s topped to ·rest and eat with Le Quang Ba.  I told · 
him about alln·nthe things I had not h�d time to talk abtiut ·nwhen I passed 
through the last time , and · especially about stories concerning the Old 
Leadern. I said -good-bye to Le Quang Ba ,  and ·climbed the mo-untain into 
China . We went to  Liutung to  spend th·e nightn. 

.n
The next day ,, wencrossed  Chinghsi and s topped to rest about tenn· 

kilometers from theren. Learning from the experience we gained on our 
way down , we took . precaution� in order to  avoid falling into the hands 
of Tran Bao ' s  gang- -�e would be in grave danger if they caught usn. 
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·g. On the. third day, weg·gwalked till late in the after�oon. Near Pao 
Hi (on the road from Chinghsi to Pao Hi) we ran into a group of KMT 
soldiers going in the same direction. We merged with them, walking 
behind, hoping this way to avoid. the robb ers and b andits active in 
these lasi days of the Lunar ye�r. To our astonishmentg� when we en
tered a town, every family hurriedlyg· slammed their doo1s and windows 
shut. To the people, the Chiang soldiers were just day robbers- -even 
more brazen then the bandits. The soldiers got angry, cursed the peo
ple loudly, and started· to smash things. we· hurri edlyg.gdetached our
selves from the soldiers, otherwise the people might take us for Chiang 
security policemen and we might lose our lives unjustly . 

On New Year ' s eve, we ·arrived in an area in , Thuong Ki_m distric,t. 
Each settlement, each village, each to�n and ·city thatg,gwe passed was 
bustling �nd noisy. Children wore b eautiful c1othes, andg·glaughed and 
playe·d with joy .g. Married cou_ple.� ,  · carryingg· chickens in ;baskets and 
leading their children by the hand, heade_d for .their in"'.'glaws � houses 
to celebgrate Tet.g: Seeingg· th.ese families gathering togetherg.for Tet, 
we thought of the AFNS b rothers in Bo Cuc cant_on who must b e  waiting ·
for us to come back. As we :walked along., I to.Id Khai -Lac, t'These guys·
back there mus 1: be  thj,nking t_ha t . something · has happened -to us. ·g· . . 

. . 

Khai Lac nodded his he.ad and said, 0Th_e villagers in. Na Slieng, .
Kheo Meo and Ban Trang settlemerits niust be  anxiously waiting for us 
also.g" 

·We talked about Mr. Nong Nhi Co in Lu;ngchoii who had a Nung wife. 
This wa,s a good family, every b rothg.er- - starting with Hoang Van Thu� - .who 
passed through Lungchou always· went to st�y in his house. -When we left 
he had told us, "You can go wherever you want, b ut you must come back 
at Tet ! " 

We ·gwalked in the mi dst of redg.streamers sprinkled- wi�h gold dust-
·with the b lack and shiny ihk stili freih on .the Chinese ,charicters-

which were pasted to the door 6£  every house�old, and in the midst of 
lanterns of ev�ry shape and stfle, b urning b rightly in a festive atmo
sphere. But the two of us we_re sh:j. vering _gwith cold and hunger. It 
would take. us than half a day to reach Lungc_hou. •· W-e must _find a more -
place to sleep. We asked five oi six fa�ilies, b ut none of them al
lowed us to spend the night in their hou�ges. We knew the people b e
li eved that "the person who spent the night in the house on New Ye.ar' s 
eve and left on th� day of Tet.would take the good fortune . of the .£am� 
ily for the new year with him. �• The people observed this taboo and did 
npt want us to sleep in their houses. 

·We pa"ssed the gate ofg: a house with t· wo compartments .  It was not · 
completely dark yet. We looked inside, and saw an old lady, a young 
woman, a young man and a small chiid. After a momentg' s  hesitation, I 
mounted the porch and· said, . "We -are .from Lungchou. We' re_ going b.ack 
there for Tet,· b ut can't make i .t in time. . We don'-t have a place to· 
sleep. Please let �s spend the night here, old lady. We can sit here 
rin the porch, and l�an on.gthe house .g We'll ieav� for Lungchou tomor.
row." 

lady did not turn around, .
house, "It 'gs New Year's eve, who's going to let you sleep in their 

The old �n� . addres�ed us from inside the 
. • .

house?" 
. 

• 
She talked in the Nung dialect. 
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I said boldly, " I  know that. But it's not good for us to stand 
here in the · stteet for a long time. People might think we're bandits,
and that's not _good." 

I pointed to the spot where I was standing and continued, "You can 
let us rest right here.g" 

. ..

The old lady then turned around and said, "If you ' re 1 n  such a 
difficult situation, you can come in.g" 

Her words were like music to our ears, and Khai Lac and· I went in. 
Outside the bedrooms, the only furniture in the house consisted of a 
bamboo cot and an altar. Irtcense smoke shrouded the altar on which 
were placed a chicken, glutinous rice cakes, and sticky rice flour 
cakes. · 

The atmosphere in the house remained cold and silent after we had 
· · come in and satgdown for . a while. Everyone ignored us completely, in

cluding the young woman and the young ma�. We understood the custom 
here, and did not resent their attitude. The young woman stood up and 
lit joss sticks. I looked up �t the altar, and saw that the ancestors 
of both the wife and husband were represented. I understood why the 
young man did not say anything. I told myself ,g· "He must .be a son-1n
law who has come here to look after the family in the place of the old 
lady's son.g" 

I broke the oppressive silence : "If you have any cakes, please
sell us a couple� We had a few balls of rice, but we ate them all.g'' 

The old lady said slowly, "I don't have many cakes, but if y.ou're
hungry I'll give you a couple to eat.g" 

I pu_t out my hands to receive the cake which exuded the fragrance.
of the glutinous rice. There was only one light in the house, the one 
on the altar. We peeled 6ff the banana · leaves and ate the cake while 
the old lady's family ate in the compartment in the back of the house. 

' 
The rice grains warmed our bellies. We waited til l  it was veryg. 

late and then went to bed, sleeping on the bamboo cot. 

the wind was blowing strongly outside. We lay on our sides, close 
to each other to keep warm. The cot was very narrow , but we still had 
room to spare! When one of us wanted .to turn, the other had to turn 
also. 

- . 

We were tired, but could not go to sleep. The transition hour 
between the old year and the new year was drawing close. I- missed myg. 
family and my home village. I thought of the previous Tet in Phu 
Thuong and Bo Tat, and then of Tet last year spent in Trang Xa--al
thou�h our life was full of privations �and our struggle was full of 
difficulties the.n, we had the company of the brothers in the unit in 
happy as we11g· as in sad moments.g· This year, when Tet came, we were 
lying here. It would take us another half day to reach Lungchou. I 
wondered whether anything would happen to us on the way there. 

The first day of Tet arrived._ We got up very early. To partly 
repay the old lady for her kindness in allowing us to sleep in her 
house and feeding us, we gave her two piastres. This sum was quite
large for us at· that time. She refused, but we l�ft the money andg.
said_ goodbye. 

http:wanted.to
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The streets were deserte d .  The wind blew chilly and "ndesolaten. 

Our clothes covered with dus t , we walked briskly , ·our ·hearts 
filled with excitement at the thought of  the task we would soon carry
outn. 

We arrived in Lungchou past noontime . We went to Mr . Nong ' s  house 
to rest . .  The moment he saw us , he said reproachfully , "Where· have you 
been all this time? You ' ve been moving around all your life ,  but you 
must know that you should come back early for Tet at the end of  the 
yearn. "  

Ha ·Khai Lac smiled and said ,  "Well , this is still  quite early fo_r 
usn. I t  was lucky we didn ' t  bite the dirt when we went through Chinghs i .  
We didn ' t  even have the luxury to think about celebrating Tet . '' 

On the altar were two fat and golden boiled capons , each with a 
rose stuck in its beak � A fragrant cooking aroma wafted from the 
kitchen . Mr . Nong brought out two plates filled with cakes and said,n_ 
"Eat a couple of  these for the time being , but save your appetite forn· 
the meal . "  

I said softly to Khai Lac , "Let ' s  eat as much as we can hol d ,  and 
then leave . Let ' s  not wait for the meal . "  

Khai Lac nodded .  

After we finished eat ing , I told Mr . Nong , "On the occasion ·of the 
new year , we wish your whole family good health,  good luck and good 
fortune in your bus inessn. We have to go ! "  

Mr . Nong was so  angry he almost  shouted , "You ' re not going any
where . You ' ve j us t  co�e back,  and before your seats get warmed up you 
want to leave , what do you think you ' re doing? Revolution is a long
term bus iness ,  and it doesn ' t  matter if you lose a· day or  two . You 
must stay here and celebrate Tet , at least until  the second day of  Tet , 
and then you ca11 go wh�rever you want to go . n 

Mrsn. Nong was opening a trunk in her room , her key ring tinklingn. 
She hastily ran out , and locked the front door , absolutely refusing to 
let  us leave . 

In  the end, we had to confess that we had j ust  returned·nfrom a 
conference far away , that we had promised the brothers to be back be 
fore Tet , and that if  we came back late the brothers would all have 
left to go on miss ion and we would not be able  to communicate .the new 
tasks to them--and this would foul up everything . · 

I added to comfort them, "Well , you ' ve s een that we ' ve made it 
back in good health ,  with our bodies in good condition,  and you know 
now that the movement has expanded over wide areasn. I 'm sure you share 
our happinessn. "  

Mrsn. Nong handed us a few cakes to take along and eat on the roadn. 
We did not dare to o ffend her ,  and accepted onen. This  couple reluc
tantly let us _ go , but they followed us with their eyes full  ·of  attach
mentn. 

* * * 
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Like horses returning to their s tables, the clos er we got to our 
destinationg·gthe faster we walked. We arrived in Ban Khiecl0 at eight 
o'clock in the evening, and entere4 Pinh Chi's house. The whole family 
was eating and drinking with the AFNS b rothers. They all shouted with 
joy when we entered. · Sisgter Pinh Chi immediately took the b owls and 
tray of food away.g. According to the local custom, when precious gues ts 
appeared in  the cours e of the meal, the family had to take the tray of 
food . and the b owls away--even if they had barely s tarted eating- -and 
bring out new b owls and a new tray of food to invite the guests tp j oin  
them. We drank and played charades , and the gay b anquet lasted far 
into the night. · · 

On  the s econd day of the year Quy Mui (Febgruary 1 9 4 3 )  all the AFNS 
b rothers s till remaining in  Bo Cuc attended a meeting during which the 
resolution adopted by  the conferenc� held in Lung Hoang cave was com
municated to them. A plan of action was drawn up and each man was as-
s igned a task in order to .gimplement the resgolution. · 

On the third dayg- of Tet, we parted . and set out to carry out our 
mission. 

10. Ban Khiec, the stopping point of the AFNS on our friendst' soil has now become a 
vast reservoir, part of a large-scale hydraulic project. The vestiges of back
wardness, poverty and h\D'lger had sunk deep \D'lder the water. The people of Ban .Khiec have moved etsewhere to set up a new village where they - lead a life of 
welfare and happiness \D'lder the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party headed 
by the respected and beloved Chairman Mao. After the August Revolution suc
ceeded, and prior to 1964, -I had the opport\D'lity to return to Bo Cuc. The vil
lagers from that area who used to know us had come to visit us a couple of 
t"imes � Our meetings were full of joy and-happiness. As the saying goes, "mis- . 
fortune does not last forever, and· is inevitably replaced by a period of bliss." 
The beautiful spirit of internationalist proletariat solidarity between our two 
Parties and cowitries is further strengthened by this friendship. (Footnote in 
text.) 



CHAPTER IX 

The Lung Hoang Conference resgolution gave the AFNS thegres pons i· 
bility of esgtablishing contact with the Central Committee in the delta,
s etting up a basge area, and clearing two routesg: from Thai Nguyen to 
Cao Bang, and from Thai Nguyen to the delta. 

. 
To carry out this resgolution, th.e AFNS Command. 

. 

Staffgs et forth as· · 
the tas k for the forthcoming phas e of activities the e-s tablishment of 
a new base area in Dinh Hoa. We.g. f�l t that with the favorable develop
ment of the movement at this time and the good terrain in this area 
which leaned agains t a vas t mountain chain--the Hong Mountainsg-- we 
could s et up a large bas e camp. 

Since my return from the Lung Hoang Conference, I had been thinkg
ing a great deal about brother Hai Cao--a comrade who had operated with 
me in Thai Nguyen before, and who had been arrested and jailed by the 
enemy in the Ba Van prison camp. He had operated in Ninh Binh provinc e 
in the years 1937, 1938 and 1939. His wife was from Lang Moi village 
where my wife was living, dis guis ed as the "concubine" of a man named 
Trieu in order not to arous e the s us picion of the s ecurity police and 
to carry out revolutionary activitiesg. I wanted to go to Lang Moi for 
two purpos es : to take a look at the s ituation and the gras s root organ
ization in this area, and to find Mrs. Hai Cao in order to establis h 
contact with the Central Committee. In addition, I would take this 
occasgion to visit my wife and find out how she was getting along. I 
told the AFNS Command Staff about my intention, and they approved it. 

I was as familiar with the roads from Bo Cuc to Dai Tu as I was 
with the lines on the palm of my hand. I left Bo Cuc to return to 
Vietnam after the Quy Mui New Year fesgtival (February 194g3). Whenever 
I pas s ed through an area where the ' AFNS Command Staff,ghad--in accor
danc e with the Lam Son [ i.e., Lung Hoang] resgolution-- planted cadres 
as "s takesg" to consgolidate the gras sroot bases and to expand the move
ment--! would hold meetings with the local cadres to learn about the 
current s ituation and disgcuss with them about the direction of their 
activities and the methods they were applying to carry thes e out. Then 
I would continue on my way. In Binh Gia, I discus s ed further with com
rade Hong Thai the tas k of clearing the corridor connecting Bae Son-Vo 
Nhai with Na Ri (Bae Can province), and checked to s ee how the linkage 
of Trang Xa and Yen The was progressing. 

The problem of conducting military and politicalg- training clas s es 
for eachg·region was becoming urgent .. Everyg_garea was complaining about 
the s horta�e of cadresg. 

I s et foot in Vo Nhai at the end of February 1943. · The �wo s lopes 
of the mountain, deep gre-en with vegetation, embraced the . fertile rice
fields .. .  I had been gone. for onlyg.gone year, but it s eemed as �hough I 
had. . b.een away for -a very - long time. Now, returning to this land which 
had given birth to the AFNS Second Platoon and which had .gheroically
fought. agains t an enemy many times s tronger, I wanted- to look-- until 
my longing was as s uaged--at the green color of the fores t and trees, 
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the ricefields and crop patches, and the· peopl e who had sacrificed 
themselgves and their houses to protect the revolution. As · a native of 
Vo Nhai, I wante,d. to expre. ss· all my feelings andg· ·my affection for the 
ethnic minorities who l ived here. But whatever I �anted to tell them 
came down, in the end, to..urging them to seize power for only with the.
revolution in power could ,the ethnic minorities achieve material · well
b�ing and .escape repressio-n  and exploitation .g . In order to reach this• 
go·a1, they would have to bear hardships· and difficulties. temporaril y 
and to carry out a revolution because the enemy had not yet been wiped 
out. 

In Vo Nhai, I met withg.the l ocal brothers in the Tha� Phie Khao 
·gcave in N� Khao. Then I organized a meeting.to see the vill agers. 

After that I went to La Hien and passed through Dong Hy to establgish 
contact. Then I went to Phu Luong to- start a training class, and then 
on to Dai Tu to assign various tasks and atg·gthe same time. to grasp the 
situation in Dinh Hoa in order to set a date for our moving there. 

a. 
. . 

· 
-.· After couple of exhausting. days and nights climbing mountains, 

crossing forests, $l ipping through enemy theckpoints·, l acking sleep and 
food ; I.greached Dai Tu at the end of the 3rd. lunar monthg·in the year 

·Quy Mui (April - 194 3) . . 

Dai Tu was one of our grassroot bases. Brothers Duong Nhat Quy, 
Thuong, Hoa., Tai and I walked cJ.1 1 night, .and when we arrivedg· in · Lang
Moi .vill_age, t_he moon ·gwas beginning to se.t  � . A large road cut through · 
this vill age. In the morning, this road would be crowded with people.
If th�y .saw our group dress.ed entirely ingblac·k, carryingg· cl othg·bags,
and well equipped _with weapons, it would not be very good fo.r us. So,·
we told each other to quicke. n ou_r steps. 

For a l ong time now-- ever since my wifeg.and I . had to part becau se 
the .enemy intensified their repression� -I. had - b�en looking forward .tog· 
this day .g . Now finall y, on one of my ,missions l was permitted to pass 
through this areag·gto see her. My heart was fil l ed with .a. feeling of·
anxietyg·gand agitation, difficult to describe. If I counted the dura
tion of our � eparation by the .moon, then it had been seventgeen moons 

·� in�e we were l ast together.g. 
. ,  . . . , 

Before we kn�w it, �e were there .g. Bro�her Nhat Quy s:ign�ll ed to 
us to stop. I l ooked up at the night sky. The cold and bright quarter 
mo.on_ was still there.. We stood. in . front of a tightlY shut wooden· gate.· : . .·One or. two dogs wereggr.owling somewhere cl os.e by_, but had not started · 
to bark. Nhat Quy knoiked- on th� gite panel according.gto the secret ·g
signal� The growling ��s replaced by furious barking, coming from all 
directions. Someon� inside the house was coming out� Judging from the 
footsteps, I knew two peopl e .were advancing towa-rd -the gate.g. The 
wietched dogs contiriued to ·bark. A w�man ' gs voice ordered the dogs to 
remain quiet. I started; "It sounds like An ! "  At that precise moment,
the gate opened a crack and.then swung wide open:g· a_ man appeared in 
front of Nhat Quy, and obl iquel y behind him was a woman. In the pal e 
moonlight I looked at the man who was wearing an ol d set of brown 
clothes, and I knew right away that he was a Vietnamese from the delta. 
I asked mysel f, "It this Trieu, the man who .gagreed to l et my wife pre.

·terid tb be his second wife? ·, , .gNhat Quy had told me a littl e about 
Trieu's family. His famil y was ·a grassroot base in Lang Moi villgage. 
He.gand his wife were childless and so had adopted two chil dren, a boy
andg· a. girlg. 

http:dress.ed
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The man recognized Nhat Quy, but when he saw bobbling behind.Nhat 
Quy many mem all dressed in black , carrying neatly packed.gbags and 
weapons, he looked surprigsed. The dog continued to growlg· somewhere ·in 
a dark cornger. Again I heard a voice hushing the dog.- I wanted to cry 
out, "An ! An ! Do- you recognize me" but I restrained myselfg- iii time 
"This is not the right moment . ." The man spoke quickly bu-t -- softly ing'g· 
!he �ccent of the ri ce-growing delta , "Brother Nhat Quy! Please come 

·in ! Comrades, please come in ! "  

Then he turned around, and Nhat Quy and we followed behind. 

The room was pitch black. A dot of light, the size  of a p�a ,  _
flashed • into a higher flame. 

I could see clearly the woman who had just lit the lamp, arid my -
eyes followed each of her movements avigdly. 

We huddled close together in the shadows. I forgot my exhaustion 
-when I saw my wife in her brown Vietnamese blouse. l heard my - wife 

·whisper to Nhat Quy., "Where did you come -from?" Nhat Quy answeredg
softly, his voice rasped as he whispered, "From Dai Tu!g" My wife again 
whispered, "Do you want to eat?g" Nhat Quy nodded and whispered to he'r 
the number of people who were accompanying him. 

After introducing us to brother Trieu- - i t  was then that 1g·gwas cerg
tain about the i dentity of the host--Nhat Quy told him about our mi5� 
sion. Trieu seemed to be used to these nocturnal visits. ·He did 
everything softly, and only spoke when it was necessary to do - so. , : An·d· 
when he s poke,  he talked very softly, as though he feared that any 
noise, no matter how small, might carry outside. · 

·In a short time, food was brought out. There was only one dish: 
chi cken braise.d with sour bamboo shoot. A soft voice speaking in Viet
namese dialect but still retaining a trace of the highland accent said,_,"Please come and eat while it ' s  s till hot.g" · · · 

My wife and I looked at each. other quickly, but di d not utter a 
word. We kept silent, but we understood each other ' s  feelings. She 
still remembered that I liked sour bamboo shoot, a dish which embodied 
the warm feelings of our homeland. 

Day was beginning to break by the time we finished eating. Trie�
told us briefly about the local si-tuation. He  jerked hi s chin toward _.g ·the outside and continued; "We're close to the main road here, sogthey
keep close watch on the village. B ut nothing has happened � o_gfar � · : The 
neighbors are all enlightened people. There's nothing for you: to worry 
about, comrades. Tomorrow I'll go to see you and we'll discuss things 
further.g" 

I asked, "Where would be a convenient place for us to stay for the 
moment? How can we contact you?" 

He answered, "It I s  better to take precautions. Take cover in the . 
crop patch behind my house. We'11 send people to check on the situa- _

·tion around there and ensure your safety.g" · · · 
.

Then he led us into the patch in the rocky mountain covered_ w1 th 
trees behind his house. We looked for a flat spot to lie down to sleep,
but sleep eluded us. Nhat Quy and a few other brothers walked around 
to check the surroundings. I took out my map to study the terrain . 
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That night we met comrades Mua, Duong , Trieu , Vu and Dien- - the 
Party members in Lang Moi village - - to exchange information on the ·s itu
ation . We were very happy to �ind out that then- local infrai tru�ture 
was working with efficiency and urgencyn. Then we went to the house of 
brother Nhi and sister Len , which was located in a more isolated area ,  

·and was the.re fore a more convenient place ·. for us· · to meetnour comrades 
and the masses , but to reach it  we had to  cross a ricefield . ·we found 
that . it was relatively safer for us to stay in the caves and in the 
fore s t ,  but it was not convenient for us when �e needed to see · the 

·nmassesn. We found that Mr .. Chan ' s  house , on the other side 6f ihe Ti 
Ma bridge , was the most convenient place because we would not ha_ve to 
cross the -road or the ricefields to . reachnit , t_hus avoiding large· 
�rowds of people onen- of whom would be bound to  detect usn. We· would 
only have to. go across the mountain··, go down a slope and we would. be 
theren. This way we could keep our prese_nnce secret and we would be in.n
a favorable position to take action if there was a sudden alertn. : . . 

We organized many meetings and drewn·up many plans , consolidated 
exist ing �rassroot bases , investigated and studied new ones , expanded
the movement to Na · Khao , toward Coe Lung and BainHoi , and moved it  
gradually into the Hong mountain chain .n · With regard to  the plan to - r�
establish contact with the Central Committee , we talked about Mrs _ ; Ha�.
Caon. 

The brothers had not paid much tttention to her . She was from the 
delta ,  and had followed her husband to Lang Moi village to settl e .  She 
was an enlightened personn. I t  was brother Hai Cao himself who had re
cruited the present Party members in Lang Moi ·village into the Partyn. 
After her husband w.as.· , arrested,  she workedn· very hard to raise h·er two 
childrenn. 

I aske d ,  "What type of · person is she? I s  she a Party membe·r?"  
' 

"Not yet ,  but she ' s  a good person , and does not pay ·attention to 
anything outside her work through which she earns an_ �iving , "  comrade 
Duong answered .n. 

''Does she often go . to visit her - husband? -" r· · asked again _. 

"We haven ' t  seen her go at all . "  

I thought , '. 'This means we ' ve now found · the first · l ink in our 
chai·ri ,  '' and then procee·ded to - draw up a plan through whichnthe �ro�hers · 
could motivate her to go and visit her · husband ,n. and give her the ' money
she would need to make the tripn. 

The brotheis talked and talked with her until they tan out of 
things to s ay ,  but she s till did not dare· to go . We were in a predica
mentn. But we must persuade her at all costsn. Firs t ,  we fuust overcome 
her reluctance and then find someone to go with her .  

. . . 

While discuss ing who could do this j ob ,  someone ment�oned Mrs . Me . 
This woman was a widow and an experienced petty merchant .n• She wasn· · 
articulate and very alertn. A comrade who had been deep in thought 
nodded his head · and said, "With this stone we can kill two birds ! "  
What he meant was that if we used Mrsn. Me , we could accomplish twon. 
thingsn. First , Mrs •n. Me would accompany Mrsn. Hai Cao , �nd s�con� Mrsn · · :n_Me had been a . frequent visitor to the house of Mr . Tu 1n Bai Ho1 - - th1s 
way , [ through Mrsn. Me ] Mr . Tu could become a very reliable grassroot 
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b_ase for us . (Later on, Mr ..Tu was the man w.ho guided a numberg· of 
bro·thers who had es caped from the . Cho Chu pris on camp and le·d them to 
our ba� e in ·s afety.) 

We ass igned to Duong and his wife, and to Trieu, the tas k of en
lightening Mrs. Me. 

After propagandizing and educating her, motivating and encouraging 
her with relatively satisfactory res ults , Duong came to report to us. 

One evening, I went to see her at Duong's house. Before s heg. tbuld 
express her s urprise, I as ked her immediately about her business ,  her .
profits and loss es ,  and how s he was living-. I did not forget to tell 
her that I was a good friend of Duong and his wife, and of Trieu.g· She 
s tared at me fixedly. T.hen s he s lightly bent her tall and s lender body
and s aid s adly, "Whenever I go to the market, I have to pay bribes com
ing and going, s o  I earn practically nothing.g" 

· I mentioned the s tate our country and our families were in-�howg· 
our country had been los t to the foreigners and how our families had 
been disgpersed. I alsgo pointed out to her that the only way for us to 
s urvive was to take part in the salvation of the country. 

She s ighed, "Even if we women want to s ave the country, what can 
,we do?" · · 

"That ' s  not correct! The whole population--.men. and women--can 
help save the country. Everyone.can.gdo something. - Eveng· if you �nly do 
s mall things , s uch as helping the cadres in their activities, you' re 
helping s ave the country. To help us relay a bit of information, or 

·deliver a letterg--that ' s  alsgo s_aving the country." 

. . She became bolder : "What do you _propose I s hould do then?" 

I looked at her intently, nodded my head and said, '•You can do 
anything. It all depends on whether you 're  determined or riot. If 
you ' re determined, you ' ll think - up ,ruses to accomplis h  what you want 
to do. If you lack determination, you' ll act very clumsgily." 

She sat s till, listening to me, the expression on her face s howed 
that s he was moved. I went on, "To .gmake revolution·, we mus t bear hard
s hips. After hardsghips �ill come happinesgs .  Only · then will our happi-

· ness be . l ong lasting." ·· 

At that instant, her eyes s hone brightly. She said excitedly, 
"What job do you want to give me?" . 

"Can you go to Thai Nguyen?g" I asgked. 

She ans wered without hesitating, "Yes . "  

I told her, "That ' s  excellent! Let ' s  wait for the right oc:cas.ion." 

After that meeting, I told Duong and his wife to continue watching
Mrs. Mr. She appeared extremely agitated and res tless ;  a complete
change from her us ual behavior. She bo·as ted to Duong and his wife,
"Brother Tan Hong1 has pointed everythingg· out clearly to me.g" · ·  The 

1. Chu Van Tan's alias. (Trans.) 
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brothers who kept an .eye on her reported that "she was dying to be 
given a mis sion . "  

. As for Mrsn. Hai Cao, the brothers expended an·nlot of energy trying
to persua�e her to go , but she was still  hesitantn. She was afraid that 
if she too was arrested her two children would be left by themselves ,  
with no one to take care of them . In the end , she underitood the need 
for her to make the trip , but she was afraid to go by herself .  I pro 
posed that Mrsn. Me go with her .  The brothers approved of my idea ,  and 
so did Mrs . Hai Cao . 

One day I went to. see Mrs . Me at Mr . Chan ' s  hous e .  I told her 
about Mrsn. Hai Caon. Tears welled up in her eyes , and she said,  "Her 
situation is even more pitiful than minen. I feel  very sorry for her . '' 

So , the problem of finding liaison agertts to take a message to the 
Ba Van prison camp had been resolved . Now , we mus t  quickly carry out a 
new task which was to investigate and find out whether Hai Cao - - s ince 
his arrest - - had· retained the indomitable spirit of a Party member .  At 
the leas t ,  we must know what his attitude ins ide the Ba Van prison camp 
wasn. This task also required .time and delicate handling . We could not 
do it by ourselves , and had to appeal for help from the local Party
membersn. If we did not perform this task wel l ,  the two. women liaison 
agents could be arrested and tortured ,  and not only would our work come 
to naught but we might be put in danger as welln. 

I dre� up a new plan of action for myself and asked the local 
Party cell to lend me a hand.  • 

A few days later ,  the local comrades completed their investigation 
of Hai Cao ' s  attitude at my reque s t .  He had not changed .  

I wrote a letter to him : 

Brother Hai Cao, 

You and I have·tnot seen each other for atlong time. I have just 
come backt· from a mission far away. The movement is now strong and · 
widespread, and is progressing well. We must contact brother Hoang
Van Thu. Please·tforward ·thfs letter to him throught. the communication 
channel. 

Signed: Ba2 . ·  

Then I wrote another letter to the Central Committee . Both let
ters were written on thin paper. , in very small letters , thenn- rolled up
tightly like a caterpillar ' s  nes t ,  and tightly sealed . 

.
That evening , Mrs .n.Me came to the 

. 

rendezvous spot to meet men. My
aim this time was to reinforce her spirit ,  educate her further ,  and 
assign her this task .  At first �  I only talkedn- about her bus iness and 
her health.  After a long while , noticing that I did not mention what 

· we had discussed in the previous meetings , she asked me , "What was it 
you wanted me t_o do?" 

I lookedn. at her and . said s ternly , "The organization today has giv
en you a mission.  Go with s ister Hai Cao to the Ba Van prison camp to 

2 •t. Another of Chu Van Tan's aliases. (Trans.) 
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visit her husgband and hand him this letter--! thrus t the letter ·tri  
front of her eyes and repeated each word clearly becaus e I was afraid 
that s he was too moved to have heard everythingg- -you ' ll accompany s is 
ter Hai Cao to the Ba Van prison camp to visit herg·ghusgband and hand him 
this letter.g. Pretend to be s is ter Hai Cao' s cousin on her mother'sg·g· 
s ide. When you s ee him, just talk normally, you don ' t  haveg: to mention 
anyt�ing. If you can pas s him this letter, then you will haveg· :accom� 

·plisghed your missgion.g" 

Very intelligent and alert, s he inserted the letter address ed to 
Hai Cao ins ide the border of her s carf, and hid the s econd letter in 
the hem of her brown blous e .  . I desgcribed the man to whom :the 'letter 
was addres s ed s o  s he would not be s urprised when s he met him �  and s o  
s he would not hand it by mistake to another person. 

•
Before s he left, I gave her additional insgtructions on how to.

maintain s ecrecy, and s aid, "If you can keep the whole· thing s eerget,.. . .you' 11 s ucceed.g" .

We provided the two women with everything they needed to make _the 
trip without any hitches . We consgidered that the task was accqmplis h"ed 
and only waited for the "good res ults . "  

A week pas s ed. 

One night, the local infrasgtructure reported to us that Mrsg. Me 
and Mrsg. Hai Cao had come back. I hurriedly went overg. Mrsg. Me handed 
back to me a rolled up mes s age.  I took it; it had not been opened! No 
one had touched it. What did this mean? "Why did Hai Cao refuse to 
accept it?g" Many ques tions crowded in my mind. The resgults were far 
from what we had expected. 

Mrsg. Me s aid, "Brother Hai Cao only accepted the one addres s ed to 
him. After he finished reading it, he asked me, 'Who told you to give 
me this letter? What was he like? How old was he? How come· he knew 
me?g' I told him exactly what I knew. He looked .gat me for a long time 
and did not s ay anythingg. Then he told us to wait for a .gcouple of 
days . He refused to accept this letter'' (Mrs . . Me pointed at. the rolled 
up message I was holding) .  " I  waited for two daysg. That brother Hai 
Cao--he was exactly asg· you had desgcribed to me--very hot-tempered! I 
had just asked him why he refused to take the letter when he brushed me 
aside as though I was a pest and his face flushed with anger: ' Jus t 
take it back ! I haven't decided what to do.g' He looked very intimi
datingg. I didn't dare to ask any more questionsg. "  

I had asked Mrsg. Hai Cao to go s o  Mrsg. Me could us e her as an ex
cuse to s ee Hai Cao and hand him the letter. I was sure the two women 
were not lyingg. I reviewed each of Hai Cao's gesgtures and words , as 
Mrsg. Me had j ust  desgcribed to me. Though I had not been present �t the 
encounter, I could gues s hbw Hai Cao felt when he received the le�ter 
I wrote him. The name "Ba" and the s entence "returned from missgion"g· 
were not good enough guarantees to reass ure him that the letter had not 
been faked. Suppose I had been in his posgition, the letter and the 
messgenger would certainly make me wonder also, if not find the whole 
thing s us pect. As I thought about this, I heartily approved of Hai 
Cao's high revolutionary s pirit of vigilance. In jail, one could not 
let oneself be easily persguaded. If you did, you would violate the · ·  principle of operation and harm the Party. I mus t do s omething to make 
the brothers in the prison camp believe the mess age so "they would ac
cept to help me.g" 
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_ Seeing me standing still and . silent, Mrs. Hai Cao was clri se to 
tears. "I s aw my husband, - but I - failed to accompli sh the miss_ion that 
the organizgation had given me�g. I felt vety b�d ab·out_ this, but did not 
dare to ask my husband to explain . " g· · · · _ 

I said, "I thank  both of you. That's alright_. ·Go home and rest 
now. There' s  no need for youg· to tell anyone about· this, alright?" 

(I had_ guesse d right.g· Later on, after he got out of jail, brother 
Hai Cao told me this story from beginning to end. It turne d out he was 
half doubtful and half .believing when he got my letter, espec·ially when 
he saw that Mrs. Me was the me ssenger. When he was still operating in 
Lang Moi village- - before his arrest--though he ·gwas in charge of propa
ganda and had recruited Duong and his wife, and Trieu into the Party,
he never liked Mrsg. Me because she was a merchant, -and as s uch he con
sidered her unreliable, unlike the peasants. Hai Cao took my letter to 
report to comrade Tran Huy Lieu 3 who was then in the Leade ·rship Commit
tee in the prisong·gcamp. Comrade Lieu read the l etter and then told ·g· 
him, "We ' d  be finis hed i f  this came from a s ecurity agent!g" _gAfter many

· ·bloody experiences, our brothers who were. held in the prisons of theg
French and Japanese fascists had learned to be cautious.) 

A few days l at.er, after pre paring them i_deologically in a µiore_g _
thorough fashion, and after instructing Duong · and hi.� wife to do all 
they could to help these two newly recruited l iaison agents, I aske d 
Mrs.  Me, "Would you-dare to make a_ se cond trip?" 

She thought it  over for a while, and then answered, "I can go.
Show me what to do, and I' ll do it.g" 

I asked Mrs. Hai Cao once more, "How about you?" 

"It ' s  alri ght with me. This time I'll ask my husband for a . de-:

tail ed explanation.g" 

I shook my head. "All you ' 11 have to· do is to go there . You 
don ' t  have to ask any further questions. Just act normally, like you 
did the last time. If anything comes up, sister Me wilf take care of 
it. Besides, there won' t be any hitches this time.g" 

I said this to put their minds at ease for the trip. Their wil
lingness to go was good enough- - !  thought--it was better for the two of 
them ·to go than  for us to select two new people; we would have to start 
all over  from � cratch, and this would take a lot more time and effort. 
I went back and talked with ·gthe brothers in the l ocal Party Chapter to 
see whether they could think up a good plan. I tried to recall _gevery
thing I knew about Hai Cao--even minor details which would be_ insignif
i cant in normal circumstances--and then wrote him a personal l etter , 

·besides the one addresgsed to the Central Co·mmittee: · · 

Brother Hai Cao, 

In August 1939, the guava fruit weret. at theirt.ripest. You came 
to see me. . You passed through· Mit ' s  house in Dinh ca,· and then came 

3 .  Tran Huy Lieu became the Minist�r of Prop�ganda in 1945. He was appointed as the 
head of the Historical, Literary and Geographical Research Commission of Vietnam 
in 1956. He became the Director of the Historical Institute of Vietnam in 1959 
and a member of the Standing Committee of _the National Assembly .t.t.(Trans.)

. . 
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to my house .  But there were too many people in my house then , so I 
had to take you to Due Ton ' s  house . You and I walked from his- house 
and climbed the mountain in the back of the house ,  following a - trail .. 
When we reached a bamboo grove surrounded by many guava trees , we 
stopped to discuss our mission . As we talked, I pulled down the 
branches and plucked the guavas which I handed to you to eatn. Do 
you still remember? 

The situation has now improved. I ' ve just come back from a mis
sion outside, and must contact the Central Committee . · Please· forward 
this letter immediately. This will decide the fate of the moveJ_Dent
here , and I hope you ' l l  do your best to help. 

Signed: Ba 

I handed the well -sealed letters to Mrs . Me to del iver to brother 
Hai Caon. The two of  them left , and the days following the ir departure 
were days of  tense waitingn. I was c-onfident that Hai Cao was sti.11 
loyal to the Party and that he would certainly act in acco·rdance with 
my reque s t .  Time seemed to go by too s lowly . Right after the women 
left Lang Moi vill age , though I knew it would take them some time to 
reach destination and to get ton. see Hai Cao - -even if  nothing happened,  
it  would still  be a long time before they gotn-back- .- !  could not help 
but expect some news each eveni�g , each night . 

They returned a few days l ater .  · I i�ediately went to - Mrs . Me. ' s · 
housen. She felt in her s carf and then handed me a rol l ed up letter,  
s aying excitedl y ,  "Brother Hai Cao accepted the. lette r !  Here ' s n- his 
replyn. "  

I was s o  happy I wanted to shout . Al though I tri.ed to  calm my
self ,  my hands shook with emotion when I held his lettern. I opened it 
gingerly . I t  was a tiny piece of  paper , but it - must have taken him a 
long time to find it . Even the pencil he had used to write these words 
must  have been difficult for him to get hold of  in a prison l ike the Ba 
Van campn. 

Brother Ba, 
I ' ve received your letter. I 've forwarded it, as you asked .  

Wishing you good healthn. 
Signed: Hai Cao 

The letter was very brie f ,  but my heart was _ invaded by an extraor
dinary warm feel ingn. This meant brother Ha.i Cao had recognized men. 

S o ,  my letter was on its . way , but no reply was forthcoming . Day· 
and night we waited anxiously £.or a l iaison agentn· from the del t a ,  l ike 
the parched earth longing for rainn. 

The Party infrastructure and the mass movement was expanding wider 
every day and was being consol idated.  At this time_ , the region from 
Bai Hoi - - the center of our bas e area- - to Coe Lung ; Na Khao , etc . ,  had 
become solid grassroot basesn. Wherever we went , we made propaganda and 
organized the mas s esn. 

At that time , the rice �rains were still  green in Coe Lung . We 
were absorbed with our work . One rainy afternoon, brother Duo�g- -his 
pants rol led up to his kneesn, leaning on a bamboo s tick, his face aglow
with excitement , came ·to see  me . I asked,  "What ' s  up?" 
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"There ' s  a letter , '' he answered,  breathing heavily , "and there ' s  
someone looking for you . "  

"A man or a woman?" rn·nasked immediately . 

"A woman . "  

"A highland woman or a delt a  woman?"n· 

"A delta woman , "  bro ther Duong said as he shook .nout a rolled-up 
letter ,  and gave it to men. 

I opened i t .  I t  was a letter written from Lang Moi village , the 
writing was delicate and wigglyn. 

"There ' s  an urgent businessn. Please come back right away . "  

Duong looked outside , and cried with happiness , ''I t ' s  s topped 
raining , . let ' s  go I "  

We arrived in Lang Moi village in a flashn. With three long
s trides , I was in Duong ' s  hous e .  

I t  was then seven or eight o ' nclock at nightn. The house was lit  
only by a small lamp . In this orange light , a young woman , her head 
covered with a s carf , wearing a light brown blouse with a round collar , 
was s itting next to a bamboo cotn. I took the initiative and greeted
her firs t .  "Yo_u ' ve j ust  come up here?" · 

She looked at me and said·, "I j ust  gotn·nhere late this afternoon . "  
Then she asked right away , "Arc you brother Ba?" 

"Yes . "  

She looked at me , her head cocked to one s ide , as though l istening 
intently to the timbre of my voicen. As for me , though I was happy
about her arrival , I remained , on my guard.  I asked,  "Are the brothers 
in good health?" · 

"They ' re alright . "  

She studied me carefully- - from my hair to  the cl.othes I was wear
ing- -bit her l ips and then asked suddenly , ''Do you know brother Hoang 
Van Thu?" 

"I know him a little , "  I answered modestly . 

Her eyes . seemed to rivet on me even more , and shen. again asked , 
"What ktnd of a man is brother Hoang V·an Thµ?" 

This time I answered clearly and positively , "Brother Hoang Van 
Thu used to stay at my house often . While he was operating overseas , · 
some explos ives he was testing exploded and hit on� of his eyelids , 
leaving a sm-all scar . He ' s  of average height , with slightly protruding 
cheekbones , with black and stiff hai� ,  and thick eyebrows . "  

Brother Hoang Van Thu must have described how I looked and what my
voice sounded like to her beforen. she went off on miss ion .. Her face now 
became radiant , she batted her eyelashes as she looked at me , and seemed 
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-to trust me more. She looked at Duong' s  familyg' � itting ing_ a ·corner of 
the house, and then put two packages of " Basta" cigarettes� -one int.act, 
one opened--on the tab l e  and said, "The brothers s_ent thes e_ cigarettes 
to you." 

I understood the hint, shook the cigarettes from the opened pack
age and pulled out one. I squeezed it. There was nothing ins ide. 
took out a second one; i t  felt sl ightl y stiff. I broke it iri two. A 
rolled up messgage, the size of a toothpick, jutted out. My heart was 
filled with an overwhelming hap�iness� The l etter was written · on .gpaper
us ed to roll cigarettes. It was in Hoang Van Thu ' s  handwriting, ·and he 
had signed his name. I looked up and saw the l iaisgon agen� smile with 
joy. She was as happy as I was .  I read and reread the l etter many
times: · · 

Brother Ba, 

I ' ve received your letter. This in itself is a good thing. The 
movement down here is progressing well, and is expanding. The. task 
of proselytizing enemy soldiers is proceeding satisfactorily. Your 
and the brothers' return- is timely anp advantageous for us.- We can ' t  
come up at the moment. When we can arrange it, we'll come to see 
you. For the time being, you must expand the movement, and do it 
discreetly and secretly.. At the �ame time, concentrate your forces 
to open the Northward ma_rch routes. The infrastructure in the Cho 
Chu prison camp has a link with the outside. We wona' t  assign you 
this task now, but will give _ it to you later •a. You must keep this 
extremely secret. Only you should know about this. 

I hope the movement will expand. I ' l l  introduce you to this 
"link" in my next letter. 

Signed: v�4 

Were my eyes bl urred by  emotion , or had the tiny l amp l owered its 
flame? Thes e were insgtructions from the Central Cammi ttee, .relayed b y  
Hoang Van Thu on. i ts behal f. I remained sil ent for a l on.g time, and 
then asked the l iai son agent a ques ti on which I _fel t was su -pe.rflguous · 
after I sai d it: "How ' s  the movement down there coming al ong, c.omrade?" 

She miled and said, " The letter must have mentioned it." 

I also broke out into a h -appy ..smile. From then on, we_ expressed 
our true comradel y feelings to each other. I -asked her again, :' 'Is- Van 
alright? Have you s pent much time with him?"  

"He' s in good health, comrade. I'm a liais on agent, so sometimes 
I s tayed cl os e to him, and other times I had to be  away . "  

"How about Truong Chinh, Hoang_ Quoc Viet and Tran Dang _gNinh? Are 
they in good healgth?g" 

"Yesg, they're all 1n good healgth.g" 

My thought turned to the brothers living 1n the del ta.· The enemy
was even more numerous and more thickly depl oyed. there than here, b ut 
these brothers neigther had enough weapons to defend themselgves nor did 
they have the protection of the forests and mountains as we did.. up  here. 
In the delta, the only  thing they could do was to try and avoid runntng 
into the enemy, while up here we could--when necessary-_-attac·k the · 

4. Hoang Van Thu ' s  alias. (Trans .)  
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security police searching around,  or ambush the soldiers on their way 
to sow terrorism . Not only were we armed , but the hearts and minds of 
the people were turned ·ntoward the revolutionn. 

I asked the liaison agent , full of .worry·, "Are they tracking the 
brothers down there fiercely?" 

• "It ' s  quite bad ,  comraden. Fortunately ,  the peopl.e are very good ,  

hetoic girl who had dared to make her way through the wolVes armed to 

and always alert them so  they can hide 
afootn, "  she answenred with great pride . 

whenever there is something 

·nI looked at her ·with fondness and admiration- - this intellnigent .and 

their teeth to reach the. area where I lived . Her pr�sence and the mis 
s ion she was performing reminded me of  Old Mr , Thu Son ' s  instructions 
when I left Pac .Bo : ''Maintain tight liaison , make quick dec.isions , · and 
communicate decisions in timen. 11· The night .was far advanced,  but we 
wanted to go on talkingn. However ,  she would have to leave early tomor� 
row moTning .n. I told her to go to bed .n. · I went to another hous e ,  lay 
down to rest for a while and then got up .to write my second letter· to 

·Hoang Van Thu . 

My heart was in each word , each s.entence I wrote him: 

Brother Van, 

Theret' s  a relatively large infrastructure network arowid Cho Chu 
townt. There are many reliable· grassroot bases in this Yao minority 
area. Dai Tu has been restored .  The movement in Vo Nhai is stronger 
and more widespread now, and has expanded into Yen The and Dong Hy . 
Please send a liaison agentt·there to establish direct contact and 
get to know the situation first hand. The route to Cao Bang we've 
cleared all the way to Cho Doi:i , and we are now pushing it toward Cho 
Ra. The movement is now so vastt. _ _Theret' s  an acute shortage of .
cadres. Please help us. 

I propose that you brothers move to the base area. We have ade
quate forces to ensure your safety. 

Ba 

I reread the letter one more time . I f  Hoang Van Thu were h-ere , · I 
could report to him more mintitely , with m6re detailsn. On this small 
piece• of cigarette papern- - to make it  eas ier for the liaison agent to 
slip the m�ssage through ene•y lines - - there was j ust  not enough space
for me to expiess how much I longed· to see these brothers againn. I 
rolled up the letter , stuffed it into a cigarette , and then put the 
cigarette in the still unopened package , and sealed it with a stamp - 
the way it had looked originally . 

I •had j us t  lay down on the bed when the 'nroos ters began to crow 
nois ily . 

* * * 

Lang Moi village , on an autumn morning in 194 3 . 

The liaison agent left for the delta , carrying our letter .  I fol
lowed with my eyes the silhouette of thisn.nalert and heroicn. girl until 
she disappeared from view . I recalled the evolution of  the miss ion and 
struggle of the AFNS and of · the local people against the French colo-
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nial ists and Japanese fasci�ts , and iheir lackeysn. I felt very proud 
and realized how accurate old Mr . Thu Son ' s  words had been : " _I t ' s  dan
gerous to make revolution . The enemy ' s  tricks are extremely cruel and 
cunning . We must remain alert , we must _ persevere , we must b·e brave , 
and we must not give up in the face of force and violence .n. With our 
heads holding up the vault of the s kies and our feet planted on the 
earth- -only with a pos ition as firm as this could we win over the peo
ple . Als o ,  we must maintain secrecy , know how to protect ourselves , 
and heighten the peo�le ' s  vigilance . ' ' Lang Moi village used to be den
serted ,  but now it  had become a l ink in our communication chain , nes 
tled right in the middle of a thick netwo�k of grassroot basesn. The 
m�ss  movement and the Party infrastructure had become, rather s trQng .. 
The Dinh Hoa -region became the cent�r of our ba�e area. The National -
Salvation Army had matured inn. the cour�e of their struggle and had be
come the key armed f.orces of the mas s movement .n. From the base area ,  · 
the infrastructure had expanded .everywhere . 

The more I thought about this , the more enthusiastic I became .,·

A 16ng time later ,  �nother woman l iaison agent came to Lang Moi 
village to see me and give me a second letter from Hoang Van Thu .  He 
wrote : 

Brother Ba, 

The Cho Chu prison camp now has a liaison agent. They have also 
set up an infrastructure to proselytize enemy soldie.rs. You comrades 
should contact them in order toe. join forces to propel the movemen:t
forward. The cadres [you nee.d] are right there in the Cho Chu prison 
camp. 

With detennination, clear the route from Bae Son to Cao Bang as 
soon as possible. 

I ' l l  come to the base area very shortly. 

v� 

It  s eemed I could see Hoang V�n Thu looking at me with his bright 
eyes shaded with thick eyebrowsn. I felt immensely encouraged because 
from now on we would have direct guidance from the Central Committee , 
and also because the mov·ement was expanding rapidly . 

http:soldie.rs
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.' CHAPTER X. 

At the end of 1 94 3  I receive d a lettei from Vo Nguyen·· Gi
.ap, sent 

through a . special communication_ corridor. 
. . . . . .. . . . . 

The letter was very � rief:  
. . .. . 

Brother Tan Hong, 
· I '  11 come· down to see you ·aronnd the · last· week of the 11th Lunar 

month. Will , discuss the situation and the mission then . · 
Signed:· · Van 1 

. . .· .g. To'gmake it easier' for, Vo.gNguyen Giap to _gmake the tripg" 
, 

andg. return 
to hi� at�a. ·l t_gold hir(l I would meet himg_ in'g_ Khuo i  Ta. He would ¢ome 

·downg. frpm Ban . Pinh and. • Ban Pai. .I would com.e up from Khuoi Phat · · . . g. ·thtough Coe post�g· Pre�ib usly, when�ver ·we �anted to gd . from here t6 
·Cao Ba .ng, or from Cao Bang down here, we_ had to cross into China and 

then circle back around; .this made us waste a lot of time and effort. 
Aft,r ihe l urig H6ani confereri�e,g.gih� Notthward: :Ma�ch ihd Sout��ar� 
Mar . . for usg. to ma;l<e theg. t:rip_ through ch pr'ongs had . ma.de . it , pos sible· 
routesg_ lying within the country. · A. pol� ti cal c9rtidor, had been .
cleared, · which link�d the. twp, bas� areas of Cao �ang _ and . Ba� Son�Vd 
Nhai, thus cre ati ng the coriditions for the establishment· of the Liber
ated Zone later. 

.Our· group included comrad� s Hoa,· Thanh, Hong• Thai and a few com
rade s who .ghad just returned from combat operations to clear the route s 
from the . North dq wn here.g_ They were brothers Nhat Quy, Hoang Thuong 
ancl.. Ha ChaJn. · All · of us - were tmed--·some c�rrie d muskets,g· others cara.
rie d: D6pg_ 3 rifles� �nd I c�i���� th�g·gPac�hoot sub•achine gun I ha4 been 
using fo�g·ga long time.g· weg· s pent hours walking in the night, wading up
the stream against the current. The stream was small, but the bed was 
covered with jutting rocks which made; i� 4ifficultg.gfor us to-progress.
Once in a whi•1e we ran into a cataract >and had to make a detour. We 
moved like this for 8 or 9 kilometers, and then  climbed onto a gently
graded mountain covered with walnut and hong sac- tree s.  ·There was a 
Meo _ settlement: on the mountaing. t_op .g T�is was Khuoi _Ta, the spot chosen . 
as the m�e ti ng place for Vo: Nguyen Gi�p • s  gtoup and 6urs: 

J n  �his period, .gevery are a was bustling with preparations for the . .
insurrecti·ong. ·· . · · ·· · · 

That afternoon'- - I  no . longer. can remember what day it was, all I . . can· recall was that theg· fields had recently been harvested, and that 
the stumps of rice stalks were still fresh--I looked outside and· saw 
the heal thy hong sac trees bathed in s unlight. I was sitting and work·
ing when an AFNS fighter came in to announce that "Brother Vo Nguyen 
Giap_has arrived! "  I was overjoyed, and hurriedly went out with the 
rest of the brothers to gre�t him. 

1 .  Vo Nguyen Giap ' s  alias . (Trans . )  
/• 
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There he was! He looked the same as when I last saw him at the 
Lung Hoang conference. The local people, hearing t hat guests were ar
riving, looked out from t heir windows or came out to their fences to 
t ake a look, or st ood in their cougrtyards and looked out . 

We shook hands warmly. We bot h asked the same question simulta
neously: "Are you alright, comrade?g" We looked at each ot her for a 
long time - and t hen smiled wit h happiness. 

Aft er t hat moment, I suddenly heard a shout of j oy, "Uncle!g" 

Someone grabbed me. I turned around and cried out , "Nephew Hien ! 
Why have you been so discreet ? "  

"I was waiting for the two Command St affs to shake hands [ before I 
made my presence known]g, "  Hien said laughing. "I saw you from afar and 
recognized you at once. I wanted t o hug you right then and t here! "  

Hien was among the AFNS comrades we assigned--aft er t he Lung Hoang 
·conference- -to help Vo Nguyen Giap in his Southwardg. March.·g Now he was 

accompanying Vo Nguyen Giap here. He lookedg· much more matureg· aIJ.d ·· 
tougher after a year on mission. I was happy t hat he had made . progress
thanks t o Vo Nguyen Giap's guidance. · 

The comrades in Vo Nguyen Giap ' s  gro.up told us abot1t the ir trip
from Ban Pinh and Ban Pai t o here, climbing .hills · and crossingg. st reams. 
They took the Bach Thong rout e, and walked two or three night s through 
areas inhabited by the Man Tien2 minority. The last night they.covered 
t he final st age of their j ourney, and crossed Coe village. 

I took t hem inside t he house. The host was sittini ori a bedj 
Brot her Vo Nguyen Giap greeted him in Yao dialect, "You ' re staying
home?" 

The host, seeing t hat t he ne�ly arrived gue� t - who was dress�d d�f
ferently from t he local people could speak the local dialett, st are d ·at 
Vo Nguyen Giap and then said, "Yes, I' m staying home. You _ just g9.t ,
here?g" 

"Are the children out playing?g1 ' 

"Yes, they ' ve g one out to play.g" . 

I introduced him to the host, "This is a comr�de who� s J ust ,. .ar"." 

rived from Cao Bang.g" 

"Good. Sit down. Have some water. If you' re· hungry, have SOJJle 
food." 

Vo Nguyen Giap smiled kindly. "We' ve just eat e1_1. When we'gre 
hungry we' ll eat �gain.g" 

"Alright ! "  the host replied. 

Then t he two of t hem ·gdiscussed farming and hunt ing, and seemed ·t o 
hit it off famously. 

2 .  A Yao sub-group . (Trans . )  
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* * * 

The next morning, af�er our meal , we.went to the crop patch to 
hold a meeting at arotind'geight or nine o'clock. E�en though our host 
was a trustworthy sympathizer, we_gcould not discuss_ important matters 
in this villager's.house. 

There was a hut in the field where the villagers ke pt a small 
amount of paddy and where they put their small children to shield them 
from the sun while they worked in the fields. But the hut was too 
small and we could not all come in to sit down.g · We went down , near the 
clearing, and held our meeting in the shade of huge tre�s with thick 
foliage. We ·cut down leaves and spread them on the bank of the stream. 
Our group included �omrades Nhat Quy, Cham, Thuong and Hoa. 

·Vo Nguyen Qlap's: goal in coming was to find out about our situa
tion down here, from all points of view. Then he would go to the delta 
to report to the Central Committee about the situation in the two base 
areas of Cao Bang and Bae Sori-Vo Nhai .g. 

To start the.gmeeting, I reported on the situation down here, espe
cially about the continuing effort to clear a route to Cao Bang, the 
Northward March problem, and the question of _gcadres. 

Brother Vo Nguyen Giap listened attentively· and asked for details 
about our communication with the - delta and our liaison with the Central 
Committee. 

In accordance with the spirit of the 8:th Central Committee Resolu
tion on the question . of " maintaining and developing the guerrillag·gbase 
in Bae Son-Vo Nhai, and at the same time making resolute efforts to 
consolidate and e�parid the Cao Bang base, and consolidati*g these two 
bases to transform the-m into the. epicenter of the task of making mili
tary preparations for an insurrection in the Viet Bae Zone,g" we dis·g
cussed many important questionsg·gdealingg·gwith the activities of these . 
two bases. · 

. Brother Vo Nguyen Giap said� " The general situation is very good.
The ·gmovement in _Bae Son-Vo Nhai and in: Cao Bang has spr.ead to large 
areas. We should continue to tonsolidate the region of Cho Don-Yen 
Son-Dai Tu-Phu Luong into a cotridor leading to Vo Nhai, we should 
direct our operations toward the deltag··and at 'gthe same time focus our· 
attention on consolidating the liaison route to Cao Bang; further south 
we should also organize prongs to attack toward the lowlands. In this 
way the two bases would be linked· and the W�r Zone would expand all the 
way to Tam ,Dao. In particular, we should make sure that . the liaison 
route t·o the Standing Committee _of the Central Committee was completely
cleared so that agents could move back and forth whenever necessary, in 
order for us to have close coordination with the movement in the whole 
country . "  

He stopped, thought for a while, looked at me, and then said ex
citedly, " I' 11 go back to Cao Bang tog· discuss and hand over my responsi
bilities to the brothers, and then I'll· come back here right a�ay. 
Then both of us can_g· go and report ·to the Standingg· Committee.g" 

He also proposed that on his retgurn �e would review a few impor
tant problems, such as the preparations for the insurrectiong, the 
clearing of communication routes- -espe-cially the liaison route to the 
delta-- and the training and formation of cadres. 

http:question.of


The meeting adjtourned when our shadows stretched out on the field. 
We walked side by side from the field back to  the house. Giap was very
happy, and his face. shone with j oy. My heart too was filled with a 
special j oy and confidence. Not only had the movement expanded tremen
dously, but also we had succeeded in contacting .the Central Committee--
we could now picture the creation of a "three-legged" position formed 
by the three centers of Cao Bang, Dinh Hoa-Son Duong, and Bae Son-Vo 
Nhai, operat ing in coordi�ation, and all three able to  reach the Cen
tral Committee in the delta. 

We parted and promised to me� t each other again short�y. Right
after that, however, the enemy l�unched a large-scale campaign .of_ re
pression thrusting into Cao Bang-Bae Can.t· The Southwardt.tMarch routes 
from Cao Bang were cut in many places. And Vo Nguyen Giap and I could 
not meet again in Khuoi Ta as we had promised each other .t. 

* * * 
.

The task of mobilizing the people in the Bae Son..: Dinh. Ca region 
was pushed ahead and produced good results. National Salvation asso
ciations and Viet Minh Committeest·were organized in every.village, and 
graduaily replaced the enemy_ government. The people supplied the guer
rillas quite adequately from all ·tpoints of view, and helped the revolu
tionary armed forces to expand continuously. 

Side by side with the expansion of the AFNS, self- defense and com
bat self-defense units were set up along the length and breadth of the 
base area, and were_ given intensive military training .t. 

·tIn February 1944, Hoang Quoc Viet arrived in Khuoi Phat (Yen Son 
district, Tuyen Quang province)t. Comrade Cam accompanie� him.t · 

Hoang Quoc Viet still looked the same as he did two ye�rs ago. 
The only change was that he now _wore a cap with a visor,. brown clothes 
and slippers. He was more cheerful than in the old days, becaus� the 
atmosphere nowadays was full of j oy and enthu�iasm; the revolutionary 
movement was expanding strongly .and at the same .rate everywhere. Many
cadr�s inside the prisons had established contact with - the - infrastruc
ture outside. The AFNS had expanded strongly and linked up with_the 
areas of Tuyen Quang-Thai Nguyen andt_tCao Bang, cr�iting. a ·tliberated 
zone. Spring was returning and the traditional New Y�ar festival was 
drawing close. 

·The last time we managed to contact the.tCentral Committeetarter 
being cut off for two year�, we could do itt.only . by letter, but now the 
Central Committee had .sent someone here. We would receive ·guidance
from the Central Committee again. I t  seemed to ust- that ,tthe mount�ins 
and forests were covered with a beautiful green cloak, : that the skies 
and earth appeared more j oyful, and the ho ng saa , walnut, Lat and iron
wood trees stretched themselves with vigor to greet the visitors. 

.t
In Khuoi Phat, the . AFNS Command Staff reported to HoangtQuoc Viet 

about the general situation, and about the maj or events .which took · 
place after his departure for the delta, about oiir .tshortcomings and 
good points, and about the lessons drawn from the things that the AFNS 
had done. It was difficult to. grasp th_e situation of th.e grass root 
bases on both sides of the Hong mountain. chain .t. _ I n  addit�on-, · the Bae 
Son-Vo Nhai, Dai Tu-Dinh Hoa-Son Duong-Yen Son al_so .neededt· close guid
ance, but we did not have enough c.adres- -_and .f1,1rthermore ourt. capct;city 
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and capabi li ty was limited. The route to Ca:o : Bang had b een blocked, 
and the AFNS was doing their best to reest�bligshed thi s  link. 

Hoang Quoc Viet l1stened, nodded and then interrupted, "The Cen
tral Cammi, ttee also needs th _e organ up there. in Cao Bang very badly.g" 

·g. , · I added, "The Tuyen-Quang ·area now .has a wid�spre�d · infras truc-t ure . . .
network .g. The number of AFNS ·members _has also inc.reased tremendous ly. 
Their op_eration _area would be  wid.ely e·xpande_d. · According t o  our calcu
lation, bes i des the brot hers i� the AFNS Second. Platoon, there i s  over 
a squad of men newly arrived from Cao Barti ; on- the Tuyen Quang si de, we 
have comrades Ha Cham, Thanh, Ph.uong Cuong, Chu Phong, An, La, Le, Tai,
Bab Ti en and . a �umber of ofh�r men�-about three squads. The T�yen 
Quang area has expanded, and so will the Trang Xa-Vo.Nhai area. We 
thirik t hat in• _ thi s: rie� situ�tibn, wi should � et up an AFNS 1hird. Pla 
·toori. ·· We · would lik� to hf:1.ve the. opin;i.on of the Central Committee.g" 

. . . . . . 

Hoang Quoc Viet sai d, "We feel greatly encouraged in the course of 
t his vi� i t  with you comrades. I agree with  _ your asses s ment as well as 
w�th your plan to ex�and t he moV�ment . . Our·goperation area is  now very
vas t .and our res pon_s ib _ilities · are _very heavy._ · I approve of the forma
tion of another AFNS platoon.g· What will its �ission be? I think i t  
s hould be · as follows. One, to continue cons_o,lidating and expanding our 
forces, to trans form this ·regi on into a third b ase, expand the move
ment, open a route Nortghward, and at the same time· thrus t . .  do'wn and open 
a route into Dai Tu to be_ closer to the Central� Committee, to clear a 

·:route to Lap Thach (s ·o\lth_ of
. 
Tuyen Q1,1ang), protect . the pase _area, and 

O!g�nize s pecial liais6n agents to protect the l�ading cp mrades moving
back and forth. Second--and this i s  a rather i mportant task--to coun
ter t he enemy repres s i on · and terror. As you have reported, the enemy 

·ing· Dinh Hoa and Coe p·ost  h·ave arres ted som� of our pE;?ople. We have had 
t he· experience of Bae Son. The third mis s  ion t he Central Commi ttee 
assigns to you c6mrades is  to ' e�tab lish coniact with our b rothers 1n 
j ails  and pri son camps and to. bring them Ol,lt . "  

· ·· · He s topped forg·a wh"ile and then we�t on, "There tgs ··goneg· thing I'd · 
like � o  inform you. The Nortq Vi.etnam Regi on Party Committee is plan
ning to b ring comrade Vinh Out of the Tuyen Quang jail. She is a liai
sori agent· of our Party, and I ' m  sure you have never met her� The 
Central Committee has already contacted the infras truct ure in charge of 
proselytizing t he enemy soldiers ing· Tuyen ·gQuang.g.· The North Vietnam Re
gi on Party Committee has gi ven this task to Cam alone:  how to bring 
her out into our War Zone.g_" 

we· studied together the measures to implement fai thfully the t hree 
t·asks that the Central Committee had as signed ·-t o g· the newg· AFNS platoon. 
we informed t he AFNS fighters and asked t hem to go · t o  Khuoi Ki ch to 
attend the c�re�ony setting up t he AFNS Third Platoon. While Waiting 
ftir the group op�rating in Tuyen Quang tci return, the AFNS fight ers who 
gat hered here from vari ous ar�as �ouldg.•go through a military training 
·course b efore they were presented to the Centra-1 Committee. 

When they learned the s i gnificance of thi s  training and �s pecially 
when they heard that a repres ent ati,ve of the Central Cammi ttee wo uld be  
here to attend the ceremony, t'he new as well as the old AFN S fighters 
were filled with an extraordinary enthusigasm. 

* · * * 
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Hoang Quoc Viet and the AFNS Command Staff discussed the new task .  
We spread out to  operate all the way from Khuoi Phat to  Khuoi Kich to 
make preparations for the ceremony setting up the AFNS Third Platoon . 

Everyone felt very proud , and was resntless in anticipation of this 
historic day . In only a few days , representatives of the people in the 
Son :puong area would arrive in the hundreds to attend the ceremonyn. We 
were not afraid of enemy sabotage in this area ;  our only ·concern was to 
let the people see clearly in this ceremony the strength of  th� AFNS. 

· ·and reinforce thei r  confidence in the revolution . 

Khuoi Kich was a small settlement deep in the forest ,  inhabited 
entirelf by the Yao minority . To go from Son Duong to Khuoi Kich , pne
had to  go for 2 0  kilometers before reaching Kim Long ( i- . e .  , Tan- Trao)
and then walk for another two or three kilometers through the forest to 
arrive at destinat-ionn. The movement here was expanding but there was a 
shortage of cadresn. 

A stream flowed through this settlement . The brothers cleared _ a 
large area on the bank of the stream ,  and posted sentries to provide
protection . When they heard the news , the people in the -surroundingn
areas were very happy and donated a whole patch of manioc , baskets and 
baskets of pumpkins and squashes ,  and dozens of pigs and .chicken-s , and 
other food suppliesn. 

The preparation which was mos t  t ime-consuming was the teaching of  
military movementsn. Among the new members of the AFNS were those who 
had gone through the difficult period of combat and had borne hardships
and overcome difficulties ; others were remnants from the Bae Son upris
ing , while the rest were veterans of  the eight-month guerrilla warfare 
in Trang Xa . Mos t  of them had studied basic military movements �n- but · 
not all of them could execute these movements skillfully . 

I told the brothers , "The people will be watching usn. We are the 
revolutionary army . I t  wo_uldn ' t  look too tood if we march out of step 
or carry rifles improperly during the paraden. I have never s tudied in 
any military institutes either .  But whatever I learned from brothers 
Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi years before I '  11 pass on to y.ou . " .. 

Ha Cham nodded and said ,  "That·• s fine ! Everything will be .alright
if you can teach usn. "  

The �thers agreed. They all made an effortn. They practiced indi
vidually and in groups - - the commanders as well as the unit members 
practiced . They practiced during rest periods and reviewed what they
had learned while standing guard , so that they could quickly reach· the 
level at which they could march in s tep and parade nicelyn. One comrade 
volunteered for guard duty every day . The brothers were surprised and 
wondered what he was up to , so they hid and watched . I t  turned out he 
volunteered for guard duty in order to get a good rifle , and henonly _felt good when he could practice the movements he had learned with a 
good rifle .  

Everythi�g was ready,  in t ime for the appointed day . 

The deep Khuoi Kich forest ,  normally very mysterious and rarely 
frequented, now resounded with many different ethnic dialects , with the 
calls of "comrade ! "  and with happy and relaxed laughter .  Dozens of 
bright red flags glowed in the light which filtered through the foliagen. 
Every face shone with j oy and happinessn. 
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It was then around three or four o'clock in the afternoon. 

"Atte-ntion everyone! Lin� up in three h ·orizontal rows! ., Assemble! "  
The solemn shout sil�nced all noises-. 

The AFNS obeye,d the command and lined up in .gthree rows, while the 
people-:.. th .eir ranks also in good order.--stood in the back. · They all 
looke d toward the largest r� d flag with- the yellow star. The flag :re
flected in every eye,·g and every heart was moved and filled with a great
pride. The ·national anthem rose, and - shook t-he mo·guntains andg· forests: 

Onward march .tthe Viet_ .Minh troops . ' 

Sharing a common desire.ttotsave theirt.country. .t·· Their footsteps .. .
Resounding on the long � d trugged road. 

High and low voices,. female and male voices, rasping 
' 

and clear 
voices--today they seemed to blend with eac h o -ther in an ex_traordinary
manner and became one voice singing about saving the fatherland, and : 
shating an unshakable faith. 

. ... : ,·This army with the people standing cl
.
ose bygits side to provide 

heartfelt support looked ·very heroic· and full of strength •g . Howg- lovable 
and admirable these men looked! Present today were members of the·gAFNS 
First and Setond Platoons, t�e brothers who .ghad justg- returned fTomgC�o·g
Bang, and even the_ brothers who had just come fro·m . the infra_stru�ture 
in many settlements and village� to join .gour ranks. _ A: large nµmber of 
them were here today to appear befoie the Party and the people's repre-. · ··sentatives ·. 

At the end of the saluting the flag ceremony, Hoang Quoc Viet-:gon  
behalf of the Central Committee- - recalled in a clear and resounding 
voice the contributions of the two AFNS platoons and of the .glocal peo
ple

.g
who had protected and supportedg

. the -armed forces to which th�ir · 
children belonged, aµd .gexpressed sorrow over the loss of the brother� 
who had sacrificed their lives � inceg_ the Bae Son uprising to .gthe pres
ent. 

Hoang Quoc Viet's voice suddenly became choked. "Comrade Hoang 
Van Thu is a leading cadre. of. our Party. The imperialists have cap
tured him. · They tort�red him savagely. But he refused to talk. _ T�ey 
tried to exploit the love he had for_ ht s family and for his _gfather to 
shake his indomitable 'spirit of· struggle, but his spirit remains as 
hard as steel, and his loyalty- to the· Party and the peop�e rem�ined as 
spotless and as crystal clearg· as. � �irror�g. They could not break him 
with either ·torture or viole nce, so the cowardly imperialistsg. condemned 
him to death. We swear not to l ii� under the same sky with the imperi� 
alists! Emulate the heroic and indomitable example of· comrade Hoang 
Van Thu! We are determined to avenge him!_" 

Hoang Quoc Viet's voice became 
. 

hard and 
. 

. cold�g. A solemn� somber.
and maje�tic gtmosphere enveloped a11 · of us.g· Though Hoang Quoc . Viet 
had told ·me this in advance and had added, ''They '_gve passed t.his s_en-: . 
tence, but perhaps things _ w�µldri't come to that� we• 11 try every me�ns.
possible to save him,g"· an acute pain :shot.  to my heart. Tears stre_amed 
out of my eyes. I did not w ·ant . to ·believe that theg_ imperialis.t.s would 
spare the life of an outstanding leader of the Indochinese. Coffl1l1unist . 
Party like "brother Van.; " B·ut I continued -to hope, _and t9g. bel_1eve tI?-at 
the utmost efforts of the comrades •in the delta could commute_g· t.h -is death 
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sentence. (Later, I was told  by the brothers that Laneque--the head of 
the French SQret� notorious for his cruelty--had said,· "Unless we kill 
Hoang Van Thu the Indochinese revolgution will succeed. ") 

I remembered that Hoang Van Thu had written me not long· ago, "I ' ll 
come to the base area very shortly. "  That lette·r--I did not suspe-ct 
then--was Hoang Van Thu'gs last words to us.g· He had lived with us in 
those days and months when we were surrounded by the enemy on all 
si des, when our armed forcesg·gwere still weak and inexperienced in com
bat, and when our War Zone was still smal l .  Under the guidance of the 
Central Committee and thanks to the resolguteness ofgthe ethnic minori· 
ties around our base area, the Party ' s  armed forces came into being and 
graduall y expanded, but now that we had a strong and solid base area to 
ensgure the safety of the Central Committee brothers, Hoang Van Thu 
could no longer come to be with us. 

Hoang Quoc Viet brushed away his tears .g. As he .had· said, our pain 
on this day woul d  certainly be transformed.into strength and hatred to 
crush our enemies- -the colonialists and imperialists. There was no 
doubt about this. The AFNS was ready. 

On behalf of the Central Committee, Hoang Quoc Viet recognized the 
AFNS Third Platoon. Its mission was clear. He said, "The.AFNS Third 
Platoon Command Staff will include comrades Trieu Khanh Phuong, Chu 
Phong and Phuong Cuong. Show that you're worthy of the taskg· that the 
Party has assigned to you. Be brave in the face of the enemy! You 
must be resolute and cautious, and try at al l costs to avoid arbitrary 
and reckless actions. You must be close to the brothers in the ·gunit 
and take good care of them. You must be united with the ethnic minori
ties here.g" 

He stopped, and looked at all of us, one by one. He motivated the 
old fighters and encouraged the new ones. "Everywhere in  the worid our 
enemies are losing. In our countiy the revoiutionary movement i s  
spreading. In the highl ands as well as in the lowlands, unrelenting
struggles have broken out everywhere. We are strong everywhere, and 
the enemy will surely be annihilgated.g" 

These words of our Party penetrated deep into the heart of each 
man. Everyone felt honored, understood his heavy responsibility, and 
was confident that the Party' s  predictions would come true. 

" The Army for National Salvation fighters wi�l unite with each 
other and with the peopl e  to become a bloc of steel, and will heroicalg
ly complete the task that the Party has assigned to them.g" Thi s was 
what I promised to the Party and to the people. 

. .
Comrade Vinh, the Central Committee' s  communication and liaison 

agent recently rescued from the Tuyen Quang jail who had been l iving in  
the War Zone for the l ast couple of  days and who ha� thus seen the 
hardships, the difficulties and the privations of  l ife in  the mountain 
areas-- the terrain was rough, and going anywhere al ways meant climbing 
hills, wading in streams and crossing forests, not to mention running
into wild beasts-- was very moved and expressed her opinion_. "It ' s  onl y 
by living here that I' ve come to reali ze how l arge our armed forces in • 
the War Zone are. When I return to the delta, I will do my best to·g
motivate the women'gs movement there to increase their support to the 
War Zone.g" 
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After Vinh .ghad spoke n, the vill agers expressed their opinion� 
They promised to march side by  side with the AFNS, behind the flag of 
the r�volution,  to win independence.g· 

-The words of the Party, of our people and of the army were en
graved in everyone' s  mind. . The ceremony ended ·with the pa'rade of the 
AFNS. Solemn shouts arose.g· 

, 
platoon quickly �.x·ecuted theThe whole. · · order· of thegir commander, ,

rows at proper intervals.and lined up in 

In a fl ash1 the AFNS . changed their formation, and-- well irmed-
began to move, their thudding steps stamping the ground in cadence, 
though they were al-1 barefoot. Their move�ents �ere vigorous and well 
practiced. 

"Line up in three rows! Open fire in s itting, kneeling and stand.
ing position! "  

- 1 was shouting these commands, but deep do�n I was . still worried 
that the brothersg· and sistersg·would execute t ·he orders improperly and 
in disorder. But. they all did their best to reproduce what they had 
l earned. Their• ranks in order ; they correctl y  deployed in three rows 
and fired in t he sitting, kneeling and s tanding position. Their eyes
seemed to b urn  . as which to· themwith anger they aiined at points must·

epresegnt ·the enemy. · ·r · · 
' . ' 

.g.g. As the rnili tary commander at that moment, I felt very proud of my 
unit- and of my comrades . I was certain the brothersg· and siste rs shared 
my feel i ngs·. I turned toward the comrade representing the Central Com
mit tee and toward t he peopl e at tending the ·gceremony, raised my hand to· • ·
the level of my eyebrows and saluted in the military s tyl e� 

. . . 

_. The - people. wat ched t he �xhibit of militaiy �overnents, foll owini 
each gestur� cl osel y, pointing, praising and approving,g. and smiling 
with

. enthusiasm. (We were then· in the· phase of secret activities, so 
t here.·gwas no applause and no nois y acclaim.) Now, remembering the unit 
·as �tgwas.on that day; I .gfind it  simple, immature, and primitively 
a�m�d. At that time� however, the ethnic minorities and we felt very 
J?roud becaus e ourg.revol utionary army looked very impressive and impos
ing. 

. , 

At the end of the ceremony, the AFNS and the people sang a few 
songs to• gether and then ate a .,,m�al of unity.g" There were about a hun
dr�d people .gatt�nding. The tables were very simple and were made of 
wood a:nd - b amboo s ections, ·and were l ined up one next to the other in a·
l ong and orderly row. Everyone hadg·.gto stand� but it was all very gay. 
_The. pe.ople put food in- the AFNS fighters' bowl s ,  scooped up heaping-
bowls of-_rice for each other, wished each other good health, and ex
presse d t he -hope o -f kill-ling many of the ene -mies. Tal k and laughter 
resgounded. 

After t he meal, we again gathered on the. parade ground, and cel e
brate_ d with songs. Songs such as "Let's All Join t he Red Army,g" "The 
Brothers in t he Guerrill a  Unit,g'.' "The Revolgution Is Rising E verywhere 
on All Five Continent s, " and "Unsheathing-- Our Yard-l ong Swords, We' ll  
March Forward Toget her , "  we.re sung and resung in many different dia-
l e.cts. . · 
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The festivities lasted_ till late at nighti and no one 1�£t early. 
However, the hour of parting drew near. -The people and the -fig})teis·g. - .g
were reluctant to say goodbye. Some carried torches, others said g6od
bfe, crowding around in groups and talking noisily; the Tay and �ung 
dialects were fast ·and res.ounding like echoes boun•cing off a rocky 
mountain, the Yao dialect was wa�m and slow, and the Xinh dialect ��s 
like _ga bird song. The guerrillas and the people of all ethni t back-·g· 
grounds who had come to attend the meeting promised that the next time 
they met they would prolong the festivities longer and eat a bigger 

. . ' .-·meal of "people- army solidarity.g" · 

The line of torches 1-i  t up the twisting trails along t·he stream .
bank, and led the groups of people back to their far away settlement·s 
where they would assume their task of ex�anding the moiemen��g� - The· 
Khuoi Kich forest seemed to echo still the resolute promises of' the 
Army for National Salvation. 

* 

The AFNS Third Platoon immediately set about to study: 3:nd_ d _iscus? 
their tasks. Brother Hoang Quoc Viet taught the AFNS_ �bout the revb� 
lutionary ideology and spirit of the Party, and contri buted ideas· ·ctu� 
cial to the implementation of our tisks. We woula split

. 
tip· and: go· t6 

Tuyen Quang, Bae Can and Tha-i Nguyen to carry out our ne· · .· . · · r.w mis�igong
myself would take charge of two squads and move·graduallyg· to the North
west of Thai Nguyen province, that is to say the region of ·gDai Tu arid. 
Phu Luong, and to Tuyen Quang to carry out the followi ng. tasks:  one,
to develop and consolidate · a new movement to solidify the bcise_ area;g_g,
second, to consolidate the military as well as ·the political forcesg·g·g_
side by side; three, to march Northward and c6ntinue to cle�r ' a•gcorri� 
dor to Cao Bang to link up with the Southward March unit. 

Two days after the ceremony establishing the AFNS Third Platoon, 
comrades Hoang Quoc Viet, Hoa, Cham, Vinh, An, Tha.nh and I r ·eturned to 
Lang Cam village from Khuoi Kich to b� in time for the cipening· of theg· _conference to· discuss the ta:s ks ofg· Subregions A and B .  _ Subregion A · w�s:the area on this side of the Song Cau river and consigsted of Binh : Gi� ·.
and Bae Son (Lang Song· province)g,·g Vo Nhai and Dong Hy (Thai ·g· Nguyeni_pr _ov
ince)g, and Huu Lung and Yen The (Bae Giang pr9�ince)g. Subregion Bg- �a� 
on the other side of the Song Cau River and consisted of Phti. Luon�, Pai 
Tu and Cho Chu (Thai Nguyen province) , Cho Moi, Cho Don and Cho Ra (Bae 
Can province) , and Son Duong and Yen Son (Tuyen Quang provinc:�) .g. 

Lang Cam village, on top of Chua mountain, was a small settlement 
consisting of only five families, but it coveredg· a · larger area:gthang· 

-many other settlements. ·r t  was because of this factor i hJt ·we had ag. _
safe place to stay. Frequently,g·ggroups of ten and s9metime s· t�e nty · _
cadres came here to meet and eat. This was the place thatg·ghad welcomed 
us many times in the past after we had overcome difficulties and hard�.
ships. The AFNS had usedg

.g
Lang Cam as a springboard from which �o ex-_.pand the movement over the entire area. · 

Thisg· conference was also organized in Lang Cam. I t_ ·was well at-. : 
tended and included even the comrides from Vo Nhai disigrlct led byg_g, _
brother Quoc Hung. The movement demanded that we discuss more diffi- ·g_cult and more complicated problems� The tasks of the two .gSubregionsg_ A 
and B, the consolidation of the liiison corridor between these ·two · 
subregions, the liaison route linking us with the Central Committee in  
the delta, the continued clearing of the route to Cao B ang, the con-
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solidation and expans ion of  the gtassroot bases , the formation and nur
turing of cadres , and the und_erground activities - - these were all maj or 

· ·and urgent problems paving the way for the military and pol iticaln · ,
·s trug�le to seize· powe r . · 

After this con.ferehte , a nu-mber of AFNS brothers ·and s isters were 
ass igned to remain in Lang Cam village to operat e .  To implement _ the 
resolution of - the conference- -with the exception o·f the brothers -who · · . 
t6ok Hoang Quoc Viet and Sister Vinh to the delta- -�e all · s et· out · to · 
carry out our tasks . · · · · 

.. :·.' 

We took Hoang Quoc Viet and Vinh all the way to Vo Nhai where we 
met a number of �illagers , discussed the bright - and encouraging s itua

-tion of the movement everywheren, motivated and encouragednthe people to 
keep up their struggle against the enemy . After that , we reluctantly 
parted . Hoang Quoc Viet and_ Vinh returned to the delta ;  the peopl·e - of  
Vo Nhai remained in the War Zone , and I along with· a few other - brothers 

·· ·left to go on miss ion . 

Full of enthusiasm �or their new tasks , the brothers wanted to get . 
back to their areas of operation quickly , but they also felt �ert at� 
tached to their blood comrades , and to the affection and love· · of _ the 
grandmothers , mothers , sisters and brothers in Lang Cam , this out of 
the �ay but very cozy ·nand warm villagen. Also - - and wh6 could . h�v� 
guessed- - it was in Lang Cam that the love betw·een Hoang Quo·c Viet ·and -' - .Vinh blossomed and has remained undiminished to t·his day . . 

The bamboo forest  on the Chua mountain stretched outn- their at��n= as 
·though to wave goodbye to us as wen· climbed down the mountainn·.n· wen

spread out in_ different directions , but we all carried withn.nus an un
shakable confidence that the revolutionn- would succeed . 

* * 

The AFNS Third Plat6on was split up into squads , and e�ch squad 
was put in charge of a s eparate area .  Each comrade in the Platoon Com
mand Staff took direct charge of a squadn. 

Comrade· Le Due · Ton , one of the threen· comrades commanding the · AFNS 
Second Platoon , was put in direct charge of Dinh Hoa .  At this ti�e , 
Dinh Hoa had become a center of enemy soldier proselytiz·ing efforts , .and was a l iaison . chain .linking up · .with the Command- Committ·ee within 
the p·rison campn. Also .the mass movementn· theren· had expanded ·greatlyn. 
After spending some time in Dinh Hoa ,  I went down · to Bann· Pinh and · · �an 
Pai , and, then went up to Cho C)lu . In this period , Hoang Thuong and 
Nb.at Quy were still  in charge of the Northward Marchn· route .· · 

. In �ay 1944 I l�ft to attend the co�ference of ·nthe North Vi�tham 
Region Party Commit.tee .  This was an extraordinary meet ing·, to be held 
in Hiep Hoa district (Bae Giang province) ,n to 1-i sten to the reports on· · 
the s ituation in every- area.· However , s ince a number . of comrades in 
the North Vietnam Region Party Committee could not make it  in time , the 
official conference of the North Vietnam Region was set forn-August .  
Befor·e I l eft to attend this conference , I told Le Due Ton, "Go ·ahead 
and get them out [of j ail ] n, [even if we can spring loose]n. on�y_ t�rt or 
fifteen it would be good enough . "  Le Due Ton unders tood clearly- what 
I meant , nodded and said,  "You can go to the conference w-ith peace : of 
mind . I 'm facing a shortage of cadres alson. What more ·could I ask 
than to have them out to help me? "  Since Hoang Van Thu wroten· thatn' ''the 
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cadres [you need] are now in the Cho Chu prison , "  and had the lettern· 
del ivered to us by a special l iaison agent , wen- hijd been payirtgn- close · 
attention to  the Cho Chu arean. Alson, the woman who brought the letter 
from the Central Committee to us turned out to be the comrade in charge
of enemy soldier proselytizing at the central level . We hoped to ob
tain this number o f  cadresn. whom - the Central Committee - had planned to 
assign to  our area to reinforce i t .  So , on my way -to attend the North 
Vietnam Region Party Conference this time , the j oy of seein� th� ever 
expanding and strengthened movement made me walk on and on ·nwithotitn· 
feeling· the cramp in my legsn. 

. The North Vietnam Region Party Conference was again o rganized in 
Hiep Hoa .  I even .saw Truong Chinh and Van Tien Dung;  3 etc . , . at the 
conference . The conference officially adopt�d the d ivisions - into Sub 
regions A and B ,  and assigned respons ibi l ities for the implementation
o f  the policy to help the cadres escape from the two prison camps 6£ · 
Ba Van and Dinh Hoa .  · 

I rej oi ced inwardly ,  and anxiously waited for the end of the con
ference s o  that I could go_ back andnorganize - £.or the implementation -of· · ·this important resolution ofn�he North Vietnam Region. The confe-rence ·
was almost  over when a comrade said ,  �'Tomorrow night , there ' l l b�· a 
jail  break from the B� Van prison camp . "  I looked. at h-im , stunned , and 

-thought ,  "Ba Van and Dinh Hoa should escape at the samen. t ime .  I f. Ba 
Van is coming out tomorrow night , even if I had supernatural power I 
wouldn ' t  be able  to organize an escape from Dinh Hoa in time . "  As 
though to stress this point so  that the brothers. in charge -of  Ba Vann_would keep it in mind , the comrade repeated , "Tomorrow. night there • ·11 
be an escape from the B a  Van prison camp . "  At that moment I understood 
very wel l  that to get our brothers out of the imperialistsn' jails was. · an enormous task of  investigation, reconnaissance , and devis ing the 
best and most  effective way to take them out in order not only to lib
erate those  who escaped but also  to  keep the identities of  the brothers 
helping in the escape who- remained in j ai l  and of · our contacts secret . 

3 .  Van Tien Dtmg was born in 1917 in Co Nhue (a suburb of Hanoi)a. A weaver by trade, 
he participated in the revolutiona_ry mo.vement as early asa· 1936.a. He- joined the 
Indochinese ·aComnnmist Party in 1937, and became a. member of ·the Hanoi Party Com
mittee in 1938 as well as Secretary of the Hanoi Workers '· Union. _ Arrested twice 
by the French in 1939 , he was cond�mned to two ·years at hard labor.. In  September 
of- the same year, while beinga_atransferred from Son La prison to the Hanoi Central 
prison, he managed_ to escap�. In July 1943 he helped set up Party organizations 
in the provinces of Haa_aDong and Bae Ninh. In 1944, he became Secretary of the 
North Vietnam Party Committee. Arrested again -by the French .ih August 1944, he 
was sentenced to death but escaped from prison and resumed his revolutionary ac
tivities. In  March 1943, he was a member of the Standing Bureau of thea- Revolu
tionary. Military Committee of the North and wasa- given the .atask of organizing the 
Quang .Tnmg military zone. He led the armed insurrectionaof 1945 in this area. .a
In  Nove�er 1946, he was Head of the General Politicala· Department o-f the Vietnain 
People' s  Army and Assistant Secretary of the Standing . ·Bureau of thea. Party· Commit
tee in the Vietnam People's- Army .. In 1947, he was. promoted to the rank of briga
dier general. In late 1949, he was Political Commissar for the third military 

.zone. In December 1950, he was the commander·: of the ·a320th Division •a At thea· 
Second Party Congress in 1951, he was elected- a member of the Central Committee. 
Van Tien Dwlg is now a Colonel General, a National Assembly- deputy, a member of·
the Central Committee, an alternate member of the Politburo, a member of the 
National Defense Supreme Council, and the Chief of the General Staff of the Viet
nam Peoplea' s  Army. (Information obtained from Vietnam Advanaes, No . 7 [Hanoi,
1963] , p. 23.  Trans.) 
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But I don' t know why I was complaining that day. " If the Ba Van group 
escapes first, they might run int o obstacl es when they come out . . . .  
How come they ' re not going to wait for the others [ in Dinh Hoa] ? We 
don't have enough cadres. . · . . " However, the Northg· .Vietgnam Region
Party Committee had made up it s mind and all areas involved would have 
to do exactly as plann�d. 

[On my way back] aft er the conference, when I reached Cay Thi I 
sensed a change in the atmosphere. In La Hien, I saw soldiers standing 
guard everywhere; I asked a sympathizer named Ba who was a militiaman 
to go and cheGk the.main road l eading to Phu Luong. I stayed about 100 
meters from the distgrict seat to wait for news. Ba came back and t ol d  
me that all kinds of � oldiers and militiamen were standing guard and 
maintaining security. When he asked, some refused to explain, but 
others said that "prisoners had escaped from Ba Van.g" I knew very well 
then that our brothers in the Ba Van camp had successfully escaped from 
jail , and �hat the enemy had been panicking and t rying to deal with the 
situation since that night. I was happy for these comrades, but I was 
concerned about my area and about Due Ton who had stayed behind. I 
wondered whether he had be�n al ert and fast enough to take advantage of 
the situation t o  carry out our plan. "When a beast is .snared, the rest 
of the flock is al erted and bolt away" ; the j ail -break in Ba Van would 
make the wolves tighten .their security around the Cho Chu prison camp. 
"But there' s  nothing to worry about, "  I thought, "the AFNS is neither 
afraid of difficulties nor deterred by hardships, and it is determined 
to. make sacrifices and heroically compl ete the task assigned to it by
the Party.g" My thoughts coincided with the l yrics of a song which any
AFNS fighter- -man or woman--loved to sing; it was the song, "Let's Join 
the Red Army.g" Also, these l yrics reflected the ·gsame sentiments as the..oath of the AFNS. 

A few days later, all the soldiers were withdrawn andg· I returned 
to Le Due Ton' s place. The moment I saw him, I asked about the ques
tion w.e discussed before I l eftg.· to  att end the North Vietnam Region
Party Committee conference. Due Ton, the expression on his face un
changed- - !  coul dn' t  tell whether he was happy or sad--told me, ''I' ve 
been waiting for you to come Qack to do it. "  He was still his curt 
sel f, but he always sto·od by whatever he said. Anyone who came _into 
contact with him and heard him talk for the first t ime must think that 
he was an arrogant man. That was his personal trait, but whatever he 
did he insisted on· doing_ we· 11  � I understood Le Due Ton had a good rea
son to wait for me to come back before carrying out our plan, because 
the situation had changed, and he should not act reckl essly. I nodded 
and tol d  him, ''Alright, · l et ' s  talk it over and· then do it. "  He did not 
say a word to that. That was just the way he was! 

* * * 

We did not manage to get our brothers out of the Cho Chu prison
camp until October 2, 194 4 .  The·re were twelve in all : comrades Song
Hao,g4 Hien Mai,g5 Ta Xuan Thu,g6 Trung Dinh, Chi, Black Phong, Nhi Quy, 

4 .  Song Hao is now a Lieutenant General in the DRV People '-s Army. He was promoted
to this rank in 1959. He is now a member of the Workerst' Party Central Committee,
head of the Political Department of the ·High Command of the People's Army, and 
National Defense Deputy Minister. (Trans.) 

5. Le Hien Mai is now a Major General in the DRV People ' s  Army, a permanent- member 
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Khang, Mon, Son, Chu Nu and Tung--all outstanding cadres of our· Party� _.I thought, " If our Warg· Zone gets them it would be like ag. gift from · ._ ,
·heavens.g" At that time, to· tell theg· truth, even a gift fromg· heavens _ 

could not match these brothers. We made carefulg- preparations and car�-ried out our plan neatly and swiftly. The comrades who �scaped i�- ·. 
eluded members of the Party Branch Committee and its Secretary, ·com
rade Song Hao. We arranged to have old Mr. Tu wait for them in Bai 
Hoi, nearg- a  stream which fl0wed beneath the road, a few kilometers from 
Khuon Linh. Old Mr� Tu took them further inside where Le Due Ton7 was 
waiting for them near a huge- tree.  He handed to each ofg- them a gren�de 
and told them about the planned march. They left at on�e because it · .. 
was not a safe spot. Due Ton andg·Mr. Tu bypassed the trailsg. and l�d 
the brothers into the dense forest, in the direction _of the chosen ·gtar
get area. 

Near midnight, they reached the bank of the Song Day river. It . 
was a starless, moonless, and pitch-dark night. Suddenly they 'saw the 
glare of a torch in the.griver.g · Due Ton signalled to theg- brothers to · 
halt while Mr. Tu, his rifle at the ready, movedg- ahead to reconnoit"er.  
A while later he came back and said, "It's Hong Hai 8 catching fish ! "· . . 

It turned out that Hong Hai, who was togact as · guide, had waited · 
for so long that he finally decided to cut bamboo b ranches-- there were 
thick bamboo forests on both banks of the river--tog·gmake a torch andg· 
catch some fish in order to put ihe waititig period to profigtable u�e.g· 
He was a member of the AFNS Second· Platoon and a Yao ,  and �as ·very tal l  

·and big. The youth who had been so absorbed in thought ·while standing 
guard on that day not long ago9 had now become a cadre of high pre.s tige 
in the area. He took over as guide from Mr. Tu from there on. ·They ·
arrived in Ban Pai the third night. 

The enemy meanwhile discovered that "Communis t prisone·r_s had es
caped.g" Province troops had been moved to Ban Pai along with hundreds 
of militiamen who had be en assembled here. All trails ·were watched�g·g·g· 
The enemy had strung out s·trings to detect traces of the escapee·s .· ·The..infrastructure reported that " soldiers from Cho Chu were in _purstii t �nd 
had almost caught up with the escapees here. The villag�r� in Ban.gPa± 
were being intensely questioned.g" · 

The whole group had to stop· to find ways to cope withg
. 
theg

. 
sittia-: 

tion. At the same time, a Southward March squad moving dowrt a.150_ foun_d 
its way blocked. In the face of this difficult and complicated s•itua·-

:

.
tion, they unanimously decided to "take cover in a slash- and-·burn field 
far away, and patiently wait ·for the enemy to �esume ' __g wi thd_raw to their 
march.g" Hoang Hai led the brothers to a very distant mountain peakg· 

of the Central Military Party Committee, Vice Director of the General Political 
·Department, and a inember of the Central CoDDDi ttee of the Workers ' Pa·rty. (Tr�s.) . 

6. Ta Xuan Thu is now a Major General in the DRV People' s  Army. (Trans.) 

7. Le Due Ton is now in charge of the Standing Committee of the Viet Bae AutonO}llOUS 
Region Party Committee. (Footnote in text.) 

8. Hong Hai is now a member of the Fatherland Front in the Viet Bae Autonomous Zone. 
(Footnote in text.) 

9. See Chapter V. (Trans.) 
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densely covered- with vegetation .n· As a Yao , Hong, Hai was use·d to climb
ing . mountains , but the · Kinh comrades were only used to walking on level 
surfaces ,  and. so  this trip was particularly trying for them .n · 

·They had to wit}:lstand cou-ntless · hardships and privations- - th·e;y had 
to go hungry and thirsty , but thanks to the resolute efforts of _the Ban 
Pai villagers to protect and assist  them, the comrades made it s afely 

·to the War Zonen. (For seven days the enemy failed utterly to find any
traces of the group and to obtain information from the people , and so- � 
frusntrated - - they had no choice but to go back to Dai Tu , Cho Chu and 
Son Duong , )  

At that time· , . I was · s taying _in Van Minh vill age , nearn_ Van Lang . 
For almost ten days - - s ince I sent Due Ton , Hong Hai and Mr . Tu to pick
up the brothers- - !  had not been able to get an untroubled s leep at 
night , especia1·1y when I heard that enemy soldiers in Bae Can , Thai 
Nguyen and Tuyen Quang had been ordered by Hanoi to "recapture this 
gre>.up of Communist prisoners and b ring them to Cho Chu . "  After I _heard 
that the enemyn·had withdrawn , I spent every night s itting by the fire , 

·waiting . I longed to hear Le Due Tonn' s curt style_ of speech : "Hey_
buddy , I ' ve brought the comrades here ! "  _ 

That night , like the other nights , I was waiting , s itting ne�t to 
the firen. Suddenly I heard a voice at the foot of the s tairsn. "We ' re 
here , com·rades . "  

I t  wa·s Due · Ton :! Our brothers had arrived . I j um,ped up and walked .
toward them . Thensmall house on s tilts shook s lightly . The light from 
the fire lit  up eachn-beloved facen. I s aw all twelve comrades were 
theren. I was extremely moved , and I said,  my voicen·nshaking with an ·un
controll able emotion , "So , you ' ve made it  out here ! The movement needs 
you badly,  comradesn. "  

The local infrastructure had cooked chicken rice soup to tteat the 
gues tsn. We sat in a ciicle around the fire ; eating the hot sou� , ta�k-
ing ,  confiding in each othern. 

. The next day-, the North Vietnam Region Party Cammi ttee as_s igned a 
number of the comrades to operate in the Quang Trung subregion (still
referred to as Subregion A at that time) , and the res t  to operate in 
the Nguyen Hue subregion (i . e . ,  Subregion B)n. Comrades Song Hao , Hien 
Mai ,  Ta Xuan Thu , Trung Dinh ,n_nChi , Tung , Mon and Phong were ass igned tb 
the Nguyen Hue s 1;1bregion . Comrade Song Hao was the Party Secretary ,  in 
charge of all aspects in the sub region . Due . Ton went with them. He 

· wasnthen in charge of ·nbuilding up the grassroot bases  in · that area 
along with comri1de Trieu Khanh Phuongn. 

· * * 

We continued to operate around the Hong mountain chainn. 

After our b rothers escaped from j ail , the French colonialist�n- sent 
their so1diers and reactionary- henchmen out to arrest  and torture ·peo:·n
ple l iving in the Cho Chu arean. They accused the people 6£ ''being the 
accomplices of . the - Communist prisoners , helping theJI! to escape , andn· 
f ailin.g to report to the authorities . "  Lang Coe was caught inn. the ene
my ' s  terrorism, al}d .s·om·e people were arrested and killed . The _ mad and 
frenzied struggl,e. pf the enemy was the -s ame as in any place where the 
revolutionary movement - was · developin_g s trongly .  The wave of terror 
spread rapidly to all areas : Cao Bang , Bae Can , and Lang Son . 
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We split up and merged with the gras s root infrastructure to oper
ate� At the timet, the cadres in the War Zone cinstituted a significant 
force. In addition ,  the AFNS Third Platoon consisted mostly of com
rades who had fought in difficult and complicated situations and had 
earned a great deal of_ experience , so what could the enemyt· do to cope
with them? While as signing comrade Trung Dinht1 0 to remain in Dai Tu, 
the North Vietnam Region ?arty Cqmmittee transferredt- a -few brqthers- to 
the Kim Long (Tan Trao) area to. join comrade Le Due Ton in expanding
the gras s root bases and set up a revolutionary administration. Ta Xuan 
Thu,·t a number of brothers and I were transferred to thet· concentrated 
armed propaganda unit to propagandize and educate the people and at the 
same time to organize exhibits to show the people the expansion and 
strength of the revolutionary movement int.the whole country ; as ·well as 
the.tever growing prestige of the Viet Minh. 

As early as May 19 44, on the basis of the Party Central Committ..:. 

tee's policy, the Viet Minh General Headquarters had alreadyt- issued 
orders to prepare for the insurrection , and pushed more strongly ahead 
the expansion of our forces in order to launch an insurrection to seize·power. 

At the end of May 19 4 4 t, in the exhilarating atmosphere of imple
menting the new directive from the Viet Minh General Headquarterst, the 
news that comrade Hoa�g Van Thu had been executed by the � French imperi
alists in Bach Mai s owed sorrow in the entire War Zone and sharpened 
the hatred of everyone toward the French and their lackeys·. Comrade 
Hoang Van Thu had sacrificed his life, but the example of his indomita
bility in the face of the enemy would shine forever for us to emulate 
and to disregard our own lives to fight for the Party and for the 
people. 

On August 10,  194 4 t, the Party Central Committee iss.ued an appeal
calling on everyone to prepare arms and drive the common enemy out of 
the country. To carry out the Party Central Committee ' s  policy, . the 
AFNS intensified their efforts to push strongly :ahead their prepara
tions for the armed insurrection. In the revolutionary- base areast, the 
masses were ready to rise up. However, we were then still in the per
iod of preserving and building up qur forcest, and getting ready· for the 
launching of the insurrection. 

In October 19 4 4 t, under Japanese_ fascist prestsure , the French· 
fascists launched a large-scale mop-up. operatibn into Vo Nhai .. This 
was the third large- scale terror campaignt·launched . against this- region.
Full of hatred for the enemy, the AFNS and the revolutionary masses · · 
were p repared to fight in that situation. However , instead of tightly 
coordinating the political struggle with .the armed st·ru-ggle , and using 
the political struggle as the key action to counter enemy represtsion 
and to protect the people, the subregion leadership committee led the 
people into the forest, launched an armed struggle, proceeded to elimi
nate a slew of traitorst, carried out continuous · ·ambushest,tattacked 
posts, cut off the communications lines of the enemy, etc. This strug
gle against enemy repression took on.the character of. an insurrection. 
The Stan_ding Committee of the Central Committee,t· on the one hand , up
held the revolutionary spirit of the masses, but on the other criti
cized_the errors and shortcomings of the struggle. · The Central Commit-

10a. Le. Tnmg Dinb_ was the Deputy Secretary of the Thai-Meo Autonomous Region Party 
Committee in 1959, and became the Tay Bae Autonomous Region Party Committee 
Secretary in 1962. (Trans.) 
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tee quickly dispatched cadres to Vo Nhai to help and overcome the lim
ited and narrow view and the impatience and recklessness [ of the sub
region leadership] and in general succeeded in preserving the revolu
tionary grasgsroot bases and maintaining the revolutionary forces to 
await a more favorable opportunity. 

(Later, I heard that in the Cao Bang base area, the Cao-Bae-Lang
Inter-province Party Committee, since July 194 4 ,  had assessed that con
ditions for the launching of an armed insurrection were ripe. Prepara
tions for- the insurrection were feverishly pushed ahead. The Inter
province Party Committee intended to  call a final meeting to decide on 
the date and time of the insurrection. Exactly at that moment , comrade 
Ho Chi Minh returned from China and ordered them to postpone it in 
time. He felt that the Cao-Bae-Lang Inter-province Party Committee ' s  
policy to launch an insurrection was only based on the local situation, 
and had failed to take int o account the concrete sitguation in the whole 
country , and that the Committee had only seen a part , and not the whole, 
of the situation. He said, "At the p resent time, the phase of peaceful 
development of the revolution has passed, but the period for a general 
insurrection has not yet arrived. If we continue now to  operate by
political means alone, we won ' t  be able to propel the- movement forward. 
If we launch an armed struggle now, each time the enemy comes the peo
ple will have to flee into the forest , and we will run into a lot of 
difficulties. We must do it in such a way that we can continue to  
carry out military actions while enabling the people to  stay where they 
are to  produce, and while reinforcing our sentinel system and vigilance 
to prevent the enemy from arresting and harming the people who are ac
tive in the movement. "  Then he proposed a solution: "Our armed forces 
are at present both small and dispersed. We should assemble the brav
est cadres and fighters, and gather the best weapons to create a con
centrated unit to operate. We will use military actions to spread the 
i nfluence of the revolution deep and wide among the masses� Attacks 
should be carried out with the aim of creating a. good political impact , 
and in this way we will expand our grassroot bases and develop our 
armed forces. We will set up a Liberation Army . " g· This enlightened 
assessment of Ho Chi Minh helped Cao-Bae-Lang to avoid huge losses. ) 

' * * * 

Winter 1944 .  

The rifle shots annihilating the Phai Khat and Na Ngan posts re
verberated. The province and regular troops coming back from combat 
spread the rumor among their ranks that "the Communist gentlemen have 
revolted in Cao Bang · and k illed the French in the posts , but they let 
Annamese soldiers go unharmed.g" The villagers heard this rumor when 
they went to  the market and reported this· t� the cadres on their re
turn. I immediately thought of the comrades in Cao Bang : Hoang Due 
Thac, Pham Van Dong, Hoang Van Haan, Vu Anh , and many other brothers. 
I thought most of all about Vo Nguyen Giap. Since our historic meeting 
in Khuoi Ta, I had not had any news from him during the time when the 
French imperialist s zeroed in on Cao Bang as the center of their terror 
campaign to attack and destroy the revolution, and at the same time to 
set up a sort of rear base for them in case they had to retreat [ under 
Japanese attacks] .g1 1  Now, hearing the rifle shots in Cao Bang which 

11. The Vichy government in France collapsed in July 1944. In Indochina, relations 
between the Japanese and Frencht· administration b ecame very tense, an-d a Japanese 

.attack on the Frenchtforces appeared possible. (Trans. )  
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were felling t he enemy, I guessed t hat Vo Nguyen Giap "was doing·_ some
·thing big. " The brothers up t here had rai sed t heir voices· ! When .. I 

heard t hei r r·ifle shots, my heart was fi lled wit h  happiness and· jub_1-
lance. A few comrades coining down from up north also sai d t hat the · 
"Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army" had been set up under the in
struction of comrade Ho Chi Minh. The ceremony marking the formation 
of t he unit  had been held in a forest lying between the two cantons of 

i 

Tran Hung- Dao and Hoang Hoa Tham on December 2 2 ,  1 9 4 4 . The ·unit ' in
cluded both men and women , and even had a Party Chapter. It was_ ru� . 
mored t hat Vo Nguyen Giap, Son Hung and An were in t his  unit. 1 · sud
denly recalled how these beloved comrades had looked. Son Hungg·gand An 
the previous years had been chosen to go abroad to  study;g they ·gmust· 
have completed t hei r t r aining and now had joined t he Vietnam Propaganda 
and Liberation Army. And Vo Nguyen Giap, he must still remember t he 
places and t he settlements  he had passed t hrough, suchg- as Ban Pinh, Ban 
Pai , Bang Bang, and the name Thang Loi (Victory) he had gi ven to· Nghia
Ta village.1 2  

Comrade Ho Chi Minh! Old Mr. Thu Son !  The Cominterm Representa
t i ve! _ So,  t hi s  Old Man "who had gone on mission far away until no ··gone 
knew when" must have returned to  Cao Bang. How encouraging! When I 
was in Pac Bo, I want ed to see him every moment of the day; I wantedgto  _
visit him all t he time, and if  I did not see him,  I felt that something 
was missing, and I t hought of him and mi ssed him all t he time. If I 
was absorbed in wor k ,  t hen I did not t hink of .hi m,  but · t he moment I sat 
thinking i dly, I began to  mi ss him. The situation in t he world was 
changing rapidly, and becoming favorable to the revolution. In addi 
tion , the movement in the country was expanding. The Old Man was back 
in Cao Bang now. Wit h  him taking care of t he masses, t he cadres and 
t he national movement , t he Revolution would certainly triumph. 

At t hat moment , I just wished I could grow arms hundreds of miles 
long so I could stretch t hem across t he deep forests and t he high moun
tains to  hug my brothers and comrades in a t i ght embrace t6 expressg: 
t his extgraordinary happiness and enthusiasm of mine. "When I ·gsee Vo 
Nguyen Giap again ,  I must remember to  ask hi m to  t ell me about ·old Mr. 
Thu Son ' s  return to the country,g" I told myselfg. 

* * * 

Just as our Party had antici pated, the sharp cont radi ctions_ be
tween the Japanese and French in Indochina, and t he det eriorat ing situ
ation of the Japanese in t he Paci fic forced the Japanese fascists to · 
overthrow the French in a coup d'etat to monopolize Indochina for them
selves. 

In t he night of March 9 ,  194 5 ,  t he Japanese opened fire on t he 
French and si multaneously attacked t hem all over Indochina. The French 
resi sted feebly in Hanoi , Lang Son, Hue, and Ha Giang. French civil
i ans were arrested by t he Japanese. French troops qui ckly surrendered, 
or fell apart , or fled to  Southern China. Wherever the resi due of · 
French forces fled, they robbed t he people and compelled t he people to  
wait on them. Before fleeing, the French in Cao Bang threw· grenadesg·g· 
into t he pri son and killed over 100 Vietnamese polit ical prisoners�g.· 

12. This is the village where Vo Nguyen Giap and Qiu Van Tan met in December 1943 
to inaugurate the corridor linking the two bases in Cao Bang and Bae Son-Vo 
Nhai . (Trans. ) 

http:village.12
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At the precise moment when the Japanese attacked and overthrew the· 
French in Hanoi, the plenary conference of the Standing Committee of 
the Central Committee began in  Dinh Bang village (Tu Son district, � ac 
Ninh provi nce), ·presided over by comrade Truong Chinh, the Party Secre
tary General. The conference lasted fromgMarch 9 to March 12. The·g
conference analyzed the key factors which had forced the Japanese to 
o�erthrow the French and -take over Indochina for themselves. ·gThe con
ference assessed that the coup d'etat had created a profound and seri.g
ous political .crisis, �nd that conditions were rapidly becoming ripe 
for the launching of the . insurrection. It was a "pre-insurrection 
period" and the· t·ask of our Party was to launch a high tide of struggle 
against the Japanese to save the country, and to lead the entire popu
lation to make urgent preparations and proceed toward a general insur
recti on to seiz e  · power natigonwide. The conference deci ded to change
all forms of propaganda and motivation, to organiz e  and struggle in  a 
manner appropriate to the pre-insurrection phase, especially to. strongly
motivate the masses to boldly pour into the streets to demonstrate,
break open the impeTialists' rice storehouses to solve the problem of 
fami ne, in  order to "launch a high tide of struggle against the Japa
nese to save the country; and this will serve as the overture to the 
geheral insurrection. This high tide could take the form of illegal 
activities such as noncooperation, stri kes of workers and market ven
dors, and disturbances, ·gand move ongto higher forms, such �s demonstra·g
tion, armed show of -force, and guerrilla actions.'' The conference 
assessed that launching guerrilla attacks to liberate each regi o ·n and 
expand the base areas� keeping up and expanding guerrilla warfare, must 
be our nation's- method of struggle to "take the initiative in  driving 
the Japanese aggressors out of the country.g" 

The Standing Committee of the Central Committee issued the direc
tive that "while the French and Japanese were shooting each other,_g . the 
action was o·urs to take.g" 

The coup d'getat of March 9, 194 5, qui ckly brought about the piti
ful collapse of the French colonialists' government, but the Japanese 
fascist mili tar is-ts did. no·t succeed right away in  setting up a smoothly 
functioning machinery of domination. This situati on created objective

·condition� favorable to the preparations for our people's general in-
·surrection. 

I n  Subregion B, on hearing the news of the Japanese facigsts' at
·tack on the French,g the leadership committee decided to _gmotigvate .the 

people to ris.e up and seize power in  the villages and hamlets_, and to 
attack Son Duong district for the first time (13 March). Immediately 
thereafter,g· th·e AFNS attacked Cho Chu and coo�dinated with the popular -
uprising to achieve success in  Cho Chu (25 March) , Dai Tu (29 Marth), 
Yen Son ·(l April) , and Yen Binh ( 1 8  May)g. In Cho Chu, the AFNS liber
ated about· 30 revolutigonary cadres jailed there. At the same time, the 
AFNS disarmed the remnants of the French army fleeing through Thai . 
Nguyen and Tuyen Quang to cross into China. The most notable achieve· 
ments were the ambushes that the AFNS carried out against Japanese 
troops i n  Dea Khe, in the course of which a largeg·gamount of weapons and 
other ·gmiligtary equipment and materiel were seizged. · · 

The revoluti o-nary ·gfervor of the masses in  Subregion B rose very · 
high. National Salvation associgations and self-defense units develtiped
rapidly and we.. re consolidated. -Subregion B had a favorabl� .terrain and 
could communigcate easily with the Central Committee's Standing Commit
tee stationed near Hanoi . 
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I n  Subregion A, the AFNS went on the attack and established revo
luti onary government in many areas in Thai Nguyen and Lang ·son prov
inces, such as: La Hien, i . e., the Vo Nhai district seat (19 March) , 
Trang Xa (23 March) , Dinh Ca (10 April) , Mo Ga (15 April) , Vu Le (16
April) , Nam Nhi (17 Apri l) , Bae Son (18 April) , Binh Gia (29 April) , 
and Bang Mac (2 May)g. The AFNS coordignated with the Vi etnam �i beration 
and Propaganda Army unit advancing down from Cao Bang to liberate Trang
Dinh, Diem He and Thoat Lang. The AFNS also sent a section to coordi 
nate with the combat self- defense units of Bae Giang to attack Yen The 
for the first time (1 April) , Huu Lung (15 April) , Bo Ha (18 April) , Mo 
Sat (19 April) , Lu� Ngan (30 May) , and Pho Yen (3 June)g. The District 
Chiefs of Huu Lung and Luc Ngan surrendered to the Viet Minh. I n  many 
areas, the AFNS broke into paddy depots and distributed the ·gpaddy.to 
the people. 

Our momentum was unstoppable. Viet Minh committees were set up
in  many districts, from the banks of the Lo River to. Route 3, and 
southward almost to the Vinh Yen provignce capital. In the Le Loi War 
Zone, the Cao-Bae-Lang I nter- province Standing Committee met on March 
10,  1945, and decided to : 

(1) I mmediately overthrow the regime of French domination in  ·the 
countryside, and set up--depending on the situation in each.area--popu
lar government at the village, district, prefect-or province level. 

. . . 
(2) Assign cadres from the Propaganda Unit to local armed units to 

organize Liberation Army units and preparegfor direct attacks ·on the· 
Japanese. 

(3) With regard to French troops, the policy was not to attack 
them in  their retreat; on the contrary, resolute efforts would be made 
to appeal to them to collaborate with us to organize a resistance 
against the Japanese. 

To carry out this policy, the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation 
Army split up into many sections, and spread out to various areas to. _
lead the popular uprisi ng. One section went to fight in  Bao Lac (Cao
Bang ·province) and then advanced toward That Khe and Binh Gia (Lang Son 
province) , and coordinated their action with the AFNS. Another section 
moved toward the Vi etnam- China border to attack the Soc- Giang· post and 
li berate Ha Quang district. After that, they continued their advance 
toward Bae Quang (Ha Giang province) . The main body of this ·army, led 
by Vo Nguyen Giap, advanced toward Ngan Son district, surrounded the 
Ngan Son post and called on the enemy to come out and surrender. The 
French post commander came out with this entire contingent to surrender 
to the Viet Minh. Afterward, they moved to liberate Cho Ra, Phu Thong

' district, Cho Don-Na Ri (Bae Can province) and Chiem Hoa (Tuyen Quang
province)g. Wherever they went the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation 
Army was widely acclaimed by the masses carryi ng red flags with the 
yellow star and primitive weapons, and they .cooperated with the people 
to disarm the militia, seize the seals and certificates of the local 
officials, punish the traitors, and set up a revolutionary government. 
I n  each and every area, the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army paid 
special attention to the development and consolidation of the various 
National Salvation associati ons, and took special care to expand the 
�om�at self-defense and the guerrilla units to protect· the newly estab
lished popular government. 

* * * 

http:paddy.to
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I will never forget that .memorable las t  day of March 1945n. 

A section of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army led by 
brother Vo Nguyen Giap arrived in Cho Chu . 

More than a year before , Vo Nguyen Giap and I had ·metn· on a high
mountain peak , in a small Meo settlement , and in a situation in which 
we had to keep our presence secretn. 

This t ime , in this new situation of · surging power and strength , 
we again met , on the soil of newly liberated Cho Chu , and this time 
around we were accompanied not j ust by a ·handful of cadres , but our 
meeting was also the meeting of two armiesn. What happiness it was for 
me to · meet Vo Nguyen Giap again in broad daylight , right in the middle 
of a bu,tling �nd crowded market .  There were so many things we wanted 
to tell each other !  

Who could have guessed that what I had wished for at the end of 
last winter would come to pass within three monthsn. So , the Vietnam 
Propaganda and Liberation Army and the AFNS had met .  And the two com
rades who had met in the Lung Hoang conference and becam.e attached to 
each other s ince then , and who had been concer.ned about each other dur
ing the enemy wave of terrorism, found themselves face to face again,
e�ch man now stronger and more enthusias tic than beforen. We clasped 
hands tightly ,  laughed happily , and looked at each other with eyes.bright with j oy .  · 

.
At the end of the year before , I ·hadnvaguely heaTd that the Viet

nam Propaganda and Liberation Army had beenn· set  up . .Now , meeting Vo 
Nguyen Giap in Cho Chu, I finally fotind out about the concrete instruc
tions of comrade Ho Chi Minh on December 2 2 ,  1944 ,n· and about the expan
s ion of this army and its combat activities during the past £ew monthsn. 

I was extremely happyn. Happy because I met Von·nNguyen Giap againn. 
Happy because the movement in Bae Son , in Cao Bang , and in the whole 
country was developing rapidlyn. Happy about the expansion an.d strength 
of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army and of the Army for 
National Sal vat ion .n· I was confident that the Vietnam Pro.p.aganda and 
Liberation Army would be able to achieve what Uncle Ho had said:  " . . .  
this army is the beginning of our Liberation Army ; it  will be able to 
move from North to South. and_ go everywhere in our countryn. "  

Comrade Ho Chi Minh ' s  instructions concerning the formation of the 
Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army made me think about the situa
tion and the· mission of the Army for National Salvation in the pas t and 
from now onwardn. The principle th:at armed propaganda and political 
activities were more important than military activit iesn, that propa
ganda was more important than combat , that mil itary operations would 
be used to protect , consol idate and expand our political bas e ,  and at 
the same time to consolidate and expand armed unitsn·nand paramilitary 
units , not only applied to the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army
but also lit  the way for the Army for National Salvation in all its 
activitiesn. 

Remembering that comrade Le Quang Ba had said , "The Big Leader had 
gone on miss ion farn· away , and no onen· knew when he w·ould come back , "  I 
asked Vo N_guyen about • thisn. He nodded his head and laughed happily , 
but we weren. then s-tanding in a crowded market and it would not be con
venient for ·nhirn to talk .  So , he promised to tell me many s tories about 
Uncle Ho s ince his return to Cao Bang on another occas ionn. 
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On a grassy field in Tong Quang, we held a meetirig between the two 
armies to hear the news about the situation in the world and in the 
country, and also to assess the situation and discuss the opportunity 
to launch an uprising. We sat in a circle. Attending the meeting :gwere·
Vo Nguyen Giap, Pham Van Dong, Song Hao, Khang (an alias adopted by
Hoang Van Thai at that time), Trung Dinh and myself. The wdmen attend
ing the meetingg.included Thanh, Can, Loan and Ngoc. Vo Nguyen Giap· -
presided over this meeting, and proposed that I speak first. The o·ther 
brothers also spoke, focusing on the situation in the world and the 
opportunity to launch an uprising. Afterward, the two armies linked 
forces and together carried out an attack on the Japanese at Kilometer 
31 on the road to Bae Can, and after that they split to carry out 
civilian proselytizing activities. 

While on mission, I received a letter convoking a meeting bf the 
Standing Cammi ttee of the Party Central Cammi ttee. The S_tanding Com"-

mi ttee called a North Vietnam Region Revolutionary Military Conference 
in Hiep Hoa (Bae Giang province), presided over by comrade Truong Chinh, 
the Party Secretary General. The conference lasted six days,g. from 
April 1 5th to 20th, 1945. This was the first important military con
ference of our Party. 

Brother Truong Chinh directed this conference. 

Vo Nguyen Giap reported on the situation of the movement in Cao 
Bang-Bae Can, and on the activities of the Vietnam Propaganda and Lib
eration Army there. I reported on the situation of the movement and 
the activities of the Army for National Salvation in Thai Nguyen-Tuyen
Quang. This conference gave me an overall view of the situation every
where in the country. It was only then that I understood that a high
tide of anti-Japanese resistance was rising forcefully from North to 
South. Many armed demonstrations, each 2, 000-3, 000  strong, had moved 
to attack and seize rice depots in the plantations of French reaction
aries and depots belonging to the Japanese to distribute rice to the 
poor people in Bae Ninh,g· Bae Giang, Ninh Binh, Thai Nguyen provinces,g· 
etc. Many areas in the midlands had set up National Minorities' Liber
ation Committees. Political prisoners in Nghia Lo (Yen Bai) rose. up
and smashed the jail. In addition to the armed forces of the Party in 
Viet Bae, there were many self-defense and combat self-defense units 
in the midlands, in the delta, and even in the big cities. In Quang 
Ngai province, guerrillas also emerged; this was the guerrillag·unit of 
Ba To. In the South, the Viet Minh were active in My Tho and in the 
Lower Mekong Delta region (Hau Giang). 

The conference pointed out the weaknesses and strengthsg· of the 
anti-Japanese resistance for the national salvation of t·he Indochines e 
people. The conference affirmed: "the situation had placed the mili
tary task above all other important and urgent tasks at this j uncture .. 
Resolute efforts must be made to expand guerrilla warfare, build up the 
base areas to resist the Japanese, in order to make preparations for 
the General Uprising and seize this opportunity in time." With regard·
to this military task, we all felt that it was necessary to define 
clearly and assign specific tasks to each War Zone; to clear communica
tion and liaison corridors linking up the War Zones of North, Central 
and South Vietnam; to build up base areas to resist the Japanese; uni
fy, consolidate and expand the various arm_ed forces ; unify military. -
command; organize special armed uni ts, etc. In accordance .gwithg· the· 
Resolution of April 1945, the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army
and the Army for National Salvation were merged. ·The conference desig-
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, 
nated a Nor�h Vietnam Revolutionary Milit.ary _Co1tlmittee (Uy Ban Qu�n Su 
cich Mc!,ng Bae Ky) to_ command the · War Zones of  North Indochina ( the Le·  
Loi ,  Hoang .Hoa Tham , Quang T:rung and Tran Hung Dao W.ar Zones ) ,  and at 
the s ame time this committee also had the task of providing military 
ass istance to the enti re country . The Central Committee appointed com
rades Vo �guyen Giap , Van Tien Dung;  Le Thanh Nghi , 1 3 Trang Dang Ninh , 
and Chu Van Tan to this commi ttee . · With regard to the qu�stion of 
cadres , a number of outstanding memb ers of the various armed forces 
would be s elected and trained to become unit commanders and political 
officers ; ant i -Japanese mil itary ·and political training s chools would 
be set up ; people of talent would b� recrui ted ; s tudents· wbuld be re
cruited to go to the War Zones for mil itary training ; and the cadres 
wotild be militarized.  · · 

A new atmosp:here full of enthusiasm and confidence pervaded every
where . There were so many things to do . We had the impres s ion that 
time w�s fleeing too rapidly . 

* * * 

After atte.nding the North Vietnam Region Revolut ionary Military 
- Conference , Vo Nguyen G.iap returned to Cho Chu · (Dinh Hoa) exactly on 
the Inte.rnational Labor D.ay of May 1st . Carrying out the Resolution -of 
April 194 5 ,  he convened a c·onference in Dinh B ien Thuong to official ly 
announce the mergeT o.f a1.1 .ar.med forces. , .and clarify the bro1:h·ers ' 
ideological understanding con.ce·rn·ing t·heir immediate and long- term 
tasks . Bes ides Vo Nguyen Giap ., the other key cadres included comrades 
Hien Mai , Mon and Khanh .Phuo.ng . · 

After that , we heard the news tha·t Uncle Ho was coming down from . 
Cao Bang to the lowlan-ds , and Vo Nguy.en Giap galloped off on a horse 
toward· Deo Re . Pas-s to we.lea.me him .  

:We continued to operat.e in the Cho Chu area .  .A few days late r ,  · a 
letter arriv·ed. from Vo Nguyen - Giap s aying , "Make preparations to wel - _ 
come the Old Man . "  Brother Quang Trung and we moved our tro.ops to Deo 
So and deployed the.m to protect · the route Uncl e  Ho would take and t·o 
welcome him. Later on , however ,  another letter · of Giap arrived report.
ing that ":Uncle Ho had t aken the route further inland . H-e would ·go to 
Son Duong . "  We turned around and went back , passing Deo Re Pass , going
down to· Dinh· Hoa ,  into Thanh Dieu and Lu-c Ra_ , and then on to Hoo.g. Thai 
to welcome Uncle Ho . 

· He s t ayed for a few days with a gras sroot b as e  family in -Kim Long 
sett-lement (Tan Trao) and then moved to· a s:mall hut built on a hill 

13.  Le Thanh Nghi was born in 1911 . He worked as an electrician in Hong Quang dis-
trict from 1927 to 1930 ., and c.arried out revolutionary activities among the 
miners·. In 1929 he joined the Thanh Nien Party and in 1930 the Indochinese ., ., 

Comanmist Party. He was in prison - from 1930 to 1936 . During the Popular. Fro� 
p·eriod ., he worked to set up trade ,unions wo.rking people· ' s  associations · and 
Party cells . He was in prison again from 

., 

. 1940 to 1945. He escaped f�m jai1 
in early 1945 . From 1946 to 1951 he was SecY.etary of the Party Bureau·, Chair
man of the Administrative and Resistance Conunittee· and Political Colllllli.ssar of 
th,e Vietnam People ' s  Army . for the Third Zone. He · has been . a member of the 

_
Politburo since 1'956 . In 1955 ., he became the Minister of Industry� · He is now 
a Vice-Premier of the DRY . .  (Trans . )  
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slope. At  this t imet, comrade Nguyen Luong Bangt1 4  �oming £ram the del
ta,  and comrade Hoang Quoc Viet r�cently returned from abroad also came 
to Tan Trao·. 

Uncle Ho chose Tan Trao -as his living · and.working headquarters to 
guide the movement in the entire country. ·tand to make preparations . for 
the National Congress. . 

. After listening to the reports on thet·gene�alt· si tuat iqn int, the 
country and on the North Vietnam Regiort Revolutionary Military Confer
ence , he issued the following instruct ions. Since the liberated area 
in the North Vietnam Region included .talmost all the provinces of Cao 
Bang , Bae Can , Lang Son , Ha Giang , Tuyen Quang and Thai Nguyen ,  and a 
number of adjacent areas in the provinces of Bae Giang , Phu Tho, Yen 
Bai and Vinh Yen , and since these areas were all linked together ,  a 
large revolutionary base should

.t
be set up and designate d  as the Liber

ated Zone (Tan Trao was chosen as the capital of the Liberated Zone) . 
It had been correct to unify all the armed forces and place them under 
the direct command of the Central Committeet. This army should be 
called the "Liberat ion Army" because the term "liberation" was both 
simple and easy to understand , precise and penetrating--it denoted 
clearly the goal of fighting the French, driving out the Japanese � lib
erating the country , and aspiring for national independence. 

To carry out these instructions , on- June 4 ,  1945; the Viet Minh 
General Headquarters convoked a conference to officially announce the 
formation of the Liberated Zone , which was put u-nder the leadership of 
the Provisional Command Cammi ttee , and which should be· ·firmly consoli
dated from the poli tical , military , economic and cultural points of 
view to become the springboard for the: March South�ard and the libera
t ion of the whole country. 

At that t ime , the concrete situation in the War Zones and the 
areas within the Liberated Zone was very urgentt. Comrade Vo Nguyen 
Giap was designated as the Permanent Officer o� this- Committee to main
tain liaison with the Central Committee -in the· delta and al·so with com
rades Le Thanh Nghi and Tran Dang �inh in - Bae Giang on the one hand , 

ma_int-airi ·and to l.iaison with the: provinces of Cao Bang and Bac Son on 
the other hand. 

In the Liberated Zone ; the People's Re.volutionary Committees 
elected by the masses were carrying out the ten big prog.rams. · These 
were : 

(1)  Liquidat ing the Japanese forces, eliminating traitors and 
punishing criminals . 

14. Nguyen Luong Bang was born in 1905 in Thanh Mien district, Hai Duong province. 
He j oined the revolution in the 1920 ' s, .andt.was active in Canton, Shanghai, Hai
phong,t_tHanoi and Saigon. He was arrested by the French in Shanghai at the end 
of 1930 and deported to Haiphong •t . He was sentenced to life banishment and 
j ailed in Hanoi. He escaped, but .w_as arrested againt. and was imprisoned in Son 
La. He escaped in 1943, and remained on the· outskirts-of Hanoi to carry out 
revolutionary activities along with Truong Chinh. He became the Party Treasurer 
in 1944. After liberation he became the ORV Ambassador to Moscow in· 1952, Direc
tor General of the Central I nspectqrate -in 1957. He is now the Vice President . 
of the DRV. (For a more detailed account of Nguyen Luong Bang' s  early biography, 
see his article in A Heroia PeopZe, Memoirs from the RevotZuticm [ Hanoi: Foreign
L3:11guages Publishing House, 1965] .)  (Trans.) 
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( 2) Seizing the properties of the traitors and of the lackeys of 
the foreigners, and--depending in each situation-- using them as the 
common property of the people or distributing them to the poor. 

·( 3) Instituting universal suffrage and other free and democratic 
rights. 

( 4 )  Arming the masses, motivating the people to support the guer
rillas and join the Lib eration Army to resist the Japanese. 

( 5) Organizing the clearing of land, encouraging production, and 
creating a self- sufficient economy for the Liberated Zone. 

(6 )  Restricting the number of work days, and carrying out social 
security laws and the relief of people afflicted by calamities. 

( 7) Redistribguting communal ricefields, reducing land rents and 
interest rates, and postponing the repayment of debts. 

(8) Abolishing taxes and labor conscription, and making plans for 
a light and unique progressive taxation. 

(9) Fighting against illiteracy, and organizing popular military 
and political training classes for the masses. 

(10)  Equality among all ethnic groups, and equal rights for men 
and women. 

A new Vietnam was born. A section of North Vietnam was placed
under the revolutionary government. Over one million people began to 
enjgoy a new life brought by  the Revolution. 

With the merging of all armed forces, the Liberation Army b ecame 
fairly large, and was split up into detachments. Almost all the former 
members of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberatio�g- Army and of the Army 
for National Salvation became command cadres. 

' 
The problem of forming and training cadres became very urgent. At 

theg-beginning of July 194 5, in accordance with the Resolution of the 
North Vietnam Region Military Conference, a Resist-Japan Military Acad
emy was set up under the direction of Hoang Van Thai, in order to train 
platoon leaders and platoon political officers. The school was set up
in Khuoi Kich, on the bank of a stream, where the Yao woman had wit
nessed the ceremony establishing th� AFNS Third Platoon. The students 
were selected from the ranks of the Liberation Army and the youths from 
the delta who had been introduced by  the National Salvation Associa
tions. 

The popular gb vernment in the Liberated Zone was reorga�ized by 
elections, with universal suffrage.g· Each village had a National Salva
tion Council Hall where the peo�le frequently came to attend meetings, 
to listen to reports on the situation, and to discuss affairs of public 
interest. 

.* * . * 

Right after learning of theg- complete disintegration of the Japa
nese aggressors and of their surrender to the Soviet Union and to the 
Allies, on August 12,  1945, the Provisional Command Committee of the 
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L�berated Zone issued the order for a general upri� ing to the Libera
tion Army, to the self-defense units, to the People's Revolugtionary 

· · ·Committees and to the entire population in the region. · 

On August 13, 1945, the National Party Congress op
.
ened in Tan 

Trao. Attending the Congress were representatives of Party Headquar
ters_ in all three regions of Vietnam- - North, Central,. and South- - and 
also a number of representatives operating abroad. 

In this extremely urgent situation, the Congress worked_ for three 
·days. In order to provide correct leadership to ensure the succ�s£ of 

the general insugrrection, the Congress set forth three principles: 

( l) Cona e ntPation: conceritratioh of our forces on maj6r tasks. 

(2) Unifi a ation: unification of all military and political means,
and unification of leadership and command. 

(3) Timely aation: acting in a timely manner, and not losing any 
opportunity. 

The Congress emphasiz ed that "we must concentrate our forces in 
critical areas to attack"_gand "weg.gmust attack and immediatelyg.gseize_ the 
areas where we were sure of success, whether urban areas or the coun
tryside. "  

Right in the night of August 13, 1945, the Insurrection Committee,
set up by the Viet Minh General Headquarters, issued its Military Order 
No . 1 ,  orderi�g the launching of the General Insurrection. 

Right after the National Congress broke up, a People' s  National 
Congress also convened in Tan Trao on August 16th. This Congress chose 
the national flag and national anthem, and designated the Vietnam Na�g·· -tional Liberation Committee, that is to say the ·gProvisional Government,

·with comrade Ho Chi Minh as President. 

Implementing the order of the Liberated Zone' s  Provisional Command 
Committee issued on August 1 2th,g_ and of the Insurrection Committee, 
units of the Liberation Army captured one after another the �apanese. · 
posts still remaining in the provinces of Cao Bang, Bae Can, -Thai 
Nguyen, Yen Bai, etc.g, and then advanced to liberate the towns and 
cities. · 

On August 16th, a unit of the Liberation Army under th.e -command of 
comrade Vo Nguyen Giap coming from Tan Trao, advanced and-attacked the 
Thai Nguyen province capital to open the route to Hanoi. 

On August 17th, the Liberation Army attacked the. Tuyen Quang prov
ince town. The Japane_se fascists returned the fire, but in the face of 
the overwhelming force of the revolution, they h�d to offer to negoti
ate, and on August 21st, the Viet Minh seized .power -in the p,rov_ince. 

The Liberation Army was advancing in the surging revolugtionary 
storm. Every Communist Party member, every Viet Minh fighter, and the 
population in the whole country showed their determination and their 
firm spirits in heroically fighting for the cause of natgional libera
tion, in accordance with President Ho's instructions: 
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At this moment, the favorable opportunity has arrived. No matter 
what the sacrifices, even if the entire Annamite Chain has to go up 
in flames, we must maintain our determination in order to win back 
our national independence. 

* * * 

Already 24  years' have passed since those days. Viet Bac- -the cra
dle of the Party' s  first popular forces--has gone through many changes. 
I still feel very moved whenever I recall the months and years I spent 
living in the Khuoi Noi clearing, i n  the Khuon Manh forest,g· on the bank 
of the Khuoi Kich stream--the places which witnessed the formation 
ceremoniges of the Army for Natigonal Salvation First, Second and Third 
Platoons. The images of the beloved dead comrades are still engraved 
in my heart : brothers Hoang Van Thu, Tran Dang Ninh, Phung Chi Kien 
and Luong Van Chig. They were the first leaders and commanders of the 
Army for National Salvation; they were the men who were deeply loved 
and protected by the Viet Bae ethnic �inorities, and who were feared 
by the enemy. 

General Chu Van Tan in a discussion with Mr. Chuyen, a Professor 
from- Hanoi, and George Kahin, outside of a cave i n  the Vu Nhai 
area of Thai Nguyen province, September 27, 1972 • 

.As the offshoot of the Bae Son uprising, the evolution of the Army 
for Natigonal Salvation was closely linked to the movement in Bae Son. 
The AFNS cadres and fighters were the men and woman of the ethnic mi nor
ities who shared the fate of an oppressed Vietnam, but who--reached by
the light of the Party, educated and trained, organized and nurtured-
took up arms and marched forward toward the revolutionary goals of the 
Party. 
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Brought to life and nurtured by the Party, through their activi
ties to implement the revolutionary task in the Liberated Zone, the 
AFNS worked with devotion and accepted sacrifices, showed their utmost 
loyalty to the Party, and penetrated deep into the masses of the ethnic 
minorities. 

The AFNS accomplished theigr historic mission. In each of their 
phases of operation, they scored specific achievements. The reason for 
this was that the AFNS received extremely lucid leadership from the 
Party Central Committee and relied on the people of the ethnic minori
ties for support. 

Right after its formation, the AFNS received the special attention 
and care of the Party Central Committee in all fields. The Party lead
ership was the factor determining the successful evolution of the AFNS. 
With the resolutions and instrguctions of the Party lighting the way, 
the AFNS overcame innumerable difficulties, and advanced step by step. 
It was thanks to the Party leadership that the AFNS, right from the 
start and forever afterward, acquired, firmly maintained and developed 
the good political quality of a revolutionary army-- an armed force be
longing to the people and serving the people. 

Protected by the ethnic nationalities, firmly planted on the soil 
and the political grassroot base that had brought it to life, the AFNS 
effectively became a force that any cunning and savage enemy would have 
feared and respected. 

Each success of the AFNS, from small ones to big ones, sprang from 
the people and was achieved with the help of the people. To carry out 
the instructions of the Party, the AFNS combined more and more tightl y 
the task of motivating the masses and building up the political grass
root bases with the task of consolidating the armed forces and fighting. 

The maturing of the AFNS was also closel y l inked to the develop
ment of various revolutionary armed forces in the whole country, with 
the revolgutionary movement and with the armed force in the War Zone of 
Cao Bang, and in particular with the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation 
Army. · 

The resolution of the Lung Hoang confergence opened up a new era in 
the development of the AFNS. After June 1945 the AFNS merged with the 
Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army to become the Vietnam Liberation 
Army. The activities of the Vietnam Liberation Army spread beyond the 
confines of the Viet Bae War Zone, to implement correctly the instruc
tion of President Ho Chi Minh: ". . .  to move from North to South, all 
over our country.g" 

Under the leadership of the Party and President Ho Chi Minh, our 
people and our people ' s  armed forces advanced from one victory to an
other bigger victory, and helped the August Revolution to succeed. 
Looking at the red flags with the five-cornered yellow star now flut
tering proudly everywhere, from the mountains to the delta, I cannot 
help but remember with emotion the AFNS comrades and the people who had 
sacrificed their lives for the country. Even though they cannot see 
now with their own eyes the imposing and awe-inspiring position of 
Vietnam today on the China Seas, the bulwark against imperialism headed 
by the American imperialist aggressors who are being defeated, they did 
perceive in those days when they had in their hands only primitive 
weapons, muskets and spears, the bright future of their country and 
fight without a thought to their own surgvival. 
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Whenever I recount these past events , I always remember these com
rades , and I hope I have described [adequately) on their  behalf a few 
of the phases of struggle .n.in order to help the youths of today under
stand more about the early beginnings of our army � 

I do not have. the .nambition to mention here the lessons taught by
the Army for National Salvation or to  draw experiences [ from their  
activities]  beca·use this could constitute the substance of  another 
book .  I am only presenting , here some of my own deep and unforgettable 

· ·memoriesn. 

There are many things that the long passage of time has made me 
forget , and so  there might be many omissionsn. Besides , these are only
the main events of which I was personally awaren. As to the many things 
that the AFNS comrades did while they were dispersed , I did not know 
them all .n·n. If. there are any errors bt �miss ions , I hope other comrades 
will supplement this book with their  knowledge � 

Fall 1969  
Recorded by Ngoc Tu 
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	an 19 August"Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui Doan Ket Chien Dau Duo.i NgonCo Vinh Quang Cua Dang" (TheMountain Minorities United and Fought Under the Glorious Banner of the Party), Nhan Dan, 6 February 1965; and Tran Huy Lieu,: Cach MangThang TaJn (The August Revolution), Vol. I (Hanoi: Su Hoc, 1960). Some Western publications, basingtheir data on earlier French works which in turn were based on erroneous French Surete intelligence data, have stated that Chu Van Tan did not jo�n the Communists until 1942 and implied
	·
	· 
	. 
	:
	.
	.
	·

	1 
	the Vu Nhai area of Thai Nguyen province. Under his leadership, manyprotests were carried out against taxes and labor conscription for the construction of railway lines, and armed self-defense units were organized. In October 1940, as a.result of the Bae Son uprising a War Zone (Chien Khu) was set up in the Vu Nhai (Thai Nguyen province) and Bae Son (Lang Son province), and Chu Van Tan was appointed to the Command Staff of this zone. 
	With the formation of the Army for National Salvation in 1941, 
	Chu Van Tangbecame one of its commanders. n,thaŁ saŁe year he joined 
	Ł

	_
	the North Vietnam Region Party Committee (Xu Uy BaeKy), and was put
	the North Vietnam Region Party Committee (Xu Uy BaeKy), and was put
	· 

	in charge of building up the Bae Son-Vu Nhai base. He led his unit through a difficult period of severe French repression launched in July 1941. InMarch 1942, after hol�ing out for eight months in the forest, Chu Van Tan took h_is unit to t�e frontier region of China to escape French pressures, skillfully elding the French Army. Two months after the Army for National Salvation withdrew to China, the French considered the Bae Son-Vu Nhai area pacified and reduced their forces. Chu Van Tan sent his unit back
	.
	u

	Chu Van Tan joined the Indochinese C9mmunist Party Central Committee in 1945 (he has been re-elected to this Committee at every Party Congress held since that date), and as preparations for the General Insurrection were set in motiqn, he was appointed· to the Leadership Committee which was to direct the uprising and the seizure of power.After the August Revolution of 1945, he was appointed National Defense Minister in the Provisional Government headed by President Ho Chi Minh. He held this post until March
	.. 
	_g

	in the Viet and Administrative Committee. In this capacity he helped the Vietminh hold firm in this crucial base area against repeated French attempts to clear it of Vietminh forces. 
	Since the restoration of independence, Chu Van Tan has continued to hold key positions in the DRV government. He has been Secretary of the Viet Bae Autonomous Zone's Party Committee since 1956, and up until 1970 he also held the position of Chairman of this zone's Administrative Committee. Currently he al Officer for the Viet Bae Military Zone,gCommander-in-Chief of the Viet :Bae Armed Forces, and Chairman of the Nationalities' Central Commission. He how holds the rank of Colone
	'
	is also the Politic
	.
	·
	·
	·

	1 Genera1 (Thuong Tuong) and is also a member of the National Defense Supreme Council. 
	_

	many articles on the Viet Bae minorities a wide range of topics, embracing literature and art, economic production and development, and Party expansion and In 1964, his memoir on the Army for National Salvation under the title, One Year on the China-Vietnam Border (M6t NŁm TrŁn BiŁn GiŁi Vi?t-Trung). It was hailed as 
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	Salvation 
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	The Bae Son-Vu Nhai base which is the focus of Chu Van Tan's memoir is located in Lang Son and Thai Nguyen provinces in the highlands of North Vietnam. It is now part of an administrative unit called the "Viet Bae Autonomous Zone,g" which was set up by the Democratic Republicof Vietnam on 19 August 1956. This zone encompasses the old Viet Bae "Liberated Zone" established in 1945, and includes the s_ix northeastern provinces of Lang Son, Cao Bang, Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang, Bae Can and 
	Thai Nguyen (there last two were later merged into one single province called "Bae Thai").g
	5 

	The population of the Viet Bae Zone totalled 1,510,000, accordingto the 1960 census, and includes 14 different ethnic groups, the largest being the Tay (or Tho),gfollowed by the Nung, Yao (Zao, or Man)7and the Meo. Since the Tay in particular, and to a lesser extent the Nung, Yao and Meo, played a crucial role in the First Indochina War, we will deal only with these four ethnic groups of the Viet Bae. 
	6 

	The Tay are of Thai ethnic stock and migrated into North Vietnam from southern China at an undetermined date. Their culture and language are closely related to those of the Thai who inhabit the Northwest (Tay Bae) region of North Vietnam. However, •�hile over the centuries the Thai have kept to themselves and retained their traditional culture largely intact, the Tay have had much more intercourse with the Vietnamese and their culture reflects this.g
	.
	118 

	The Nungare closely related to the Tay (both groups in turn are closely related to the Chuang who live in southern China). The Tay and Nung speak the same languageand share the same customs. These two minorities live side bi side in the Viet Bae and cultivate wet rice,their main crop, in the valleys and in terraced fields at higher elevations. 
	9 
	_
	l0 

	The Yao are of Sino-Tibetan stock. Chinese annals recorded that they lived scattered in the Yangtse and Sikiang valley as early as the 
	·
	Hsia period (2207-1766 B.C.). "According to oral traditions the infiltration of the Yao into Vietnam took place in the 14th or 15th century 
	A.D.gThe Yao dialect is distinct, and resembles neither Chinese, 
	11
	11 

	Viet Chung, "National Minorities and Nationality Policy of the DRV," Vietnamese Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), pp. 17-18. 
	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	The Vietnamese term "tho" means "people who live on the land," and is considered pejorative by the Tay. 

	7. 
	7. 
	The term "Man" in Vietnamese means ''barbarian" and is considered pejorative."Zao" is the Vietnamese rendition of Yao. 


	George McT. Kahin, "Minorities in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam," Asian Survey, Vol. XII, No. 7 (July 1972), p. 583. 
	There were historical records about the presence of Nllllg tribes in the Viet Bae as far back as the Ly Dynasty (11th century A.D.). Seven Streams," Vietnamese Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), p. 191. 
	Vu 
	Can, 
	"In 
	the 
	Country 
	with 

	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	"This pennitted the creation of a common Tay-Nung writing system which was introduced in 1961." Kahin, p. 583. 

	11. 
	11. 
	An Thu, "The Zao Are Coming to the Lowlands," Vietnamese Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), p. 180. 


	Vietnamese, Thai, nor the Meo language. In their relations with other ethnic groups, the Y�o use Chinese mandarin or the dialect of the ethnic gr6up which is predominant in the area. The Yao live on mountain slopes and practice shifting agriculture. They grow rice, corn and millet. 
	The Meo belong to the Sino-Tibetan group and b�gan migrating into North Vietnam in the nineteenth century in two waves. The first wave occurred at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the second around 1845 at the time of the Tai-ping rebellion.The Meo cannot stand the cli�ate of the valley and prefer to live at the highest.elevation and mountain summits. They practice slash and burn agriculture and grow mostly corn, their maistaple. They grow little rice. Their cash crop used 
	1 
	2 
	n 
	to be opium.
	13 

	Since the Tay and Nung were the largest ethnic groups in the Viet Bae and lived closest to the Vietnamese population in the Red River delta, historically they had the most extensive contacts with the Vietnamese.g· The following analysis of conditions in feudal times in what is nriw the Viet Bae applies mainly to these two ethnic groups. 
	The Viet Bae Area during theFeudal PerŁod 
	·g

	In contrast to the policy of benign neglect that they adopted vis
	ŁŁvis the highland minorities of south-central Vietnam,gVietnamese mo·narchs followed a more aggressive program of cultural assimilation in
	1 4 
	·

	_
	d��ling with the minorities living in what is now the Viet Bae Zone. These minorities occupied a very strategic stretch of terrain lying betwe�n the Red River delta where the majority of the Vietnamese population was concentrated and the Chinese frontier. Their mountainous homeland was the traditional route used by invading Chinese armies who tried repeatedly to re-impose Chinese domination over Vietnam, and the hideout of dissidents or contenders to the throne such as the Mac in th� late sixteent� centur
	.
	1 
	5 

	.. . 
	According to La Van Lo, Vietnamese monarchs at first relied on local tribal chiefs to maintain control over the minorities. These chieftains were granted court titles and given complete au thori t_y over the areas under their domination. Under the Ly dynasty (beginning of 
	-

	12. Edouard Jacques Joseph Diguet, Les Montagna,r,ds du Tonkin (Paris: Challamel, 
	1.908) , p. 129·. 
	13.-To increase production and help raise their standard of living, the DRVN has 
	encouraged the Meo and Yao to resettle at lower altitudes. A large number of 
	Meo and Yao have now been regrouped in such pennanent settlements. See Kahin, 
	p. 583, and An Thu, pp. 176-187. 
	. 

	.
	14. '. The einperor recognized the autonomy of these minorities in return fortribute 
	· 

	· 
	· 
	Łd_ rŁcognition of the sovereignty of the Vietnamese monarchy.
	·


	-
	15. ·John McAlister, "Mountain Minorities and the Viet Minh," in Peter Kunstadter, ed., Southeast Asian TPibes, MinoPities and Nations (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1967), Vol. II, p. 819. 
	the eleventh century to the middle of the fourteenth century) Vi�tnamese princesses were given in marriage to these tribal chief� to gaing. their allegiance and loyalty. During the Le dynasty (begirin.ing o·f :the fifteenth century to 1788), the Tho tysystem was institugted, under which those who had rendered meritorious services to the kingdom-mostly Vietnamese--were awarded court titles and sent to the highlandsto set up latifundae and administer. Ove·r time, they became �ssimilated with the local popu
	16 
	r,
	Ha Giang and Tuyen Quang.17 

	These tho ty enjoyed wider authority than their counterparts in the lowlands, and their position was hereditary. They controlled the economy of their domain through their supervision and distribut.ion of public land, and were responsible for all political, military a·nd legal matters. They collected tribute and taxes for the court, and in tiŁes of foreign invasion or internal rebellion, levied troops and led them into battle at the order 
	of emperor.
	18 

	According to court decrees, the tho ty holding the title of ctng(duke) were granted a domain the size of a district; those holding the title hau (marquis) or ba (count), a domain the size of a canton; and those holding the title ofgtŁ (viscount) or nam (baron), a domain the size of a village. The tho ty had complete authority over their domain. In addition, they were also awarded by the court large tracts of land for their personal use, ranging from 200-300 hectares to a.few d9zeŁ hectares--depending on the
	·g

	·
	·
	like the court 
	title.
	19 


	The rest of the land in the domain was public land, and was supervised and distributed by the tho ty in return for the payment of taxes, military service and corvees� This land was kept by the same family, and handed down from generationto generation. However, if there were no male descendants at the death 
	·
	to the people for cultivation
	.
	· 

	of the head of the family, or if the family failed to fulfill their obligations to the tho ty, the tho ty had the right to seize_the land 
	Ł 
	1 

	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	Tho ty is a Sino-Vietnamese term. Tho means land, and ty or tu means private ownership, possession. 

	17. 
	17. 
	La Van Lo, "Buoc dau nghien cuu ve che do xa hoi o VWlg Tay, NWlg, Thai duoi thoi Phap thuoc" (First Step in the Research on the Social System of the Tay, NWlg and Thai Areas During the French Occupation), Nghien Cuu Lich Su (Historical Research), No. 68 (Hanoi, 1964), p. 38. 

	18. 
	18. 
	Ibid., p. 39. According to Viet Chung, "in the 13th century, during the victorious resistance to Mongolian invasions, and in the 15th century during_ the national war against the Ming, the ethnic minorities largely contributed to victory. Credit for killing the coDUDander-in-chief of the Ming troops, Liao Sheng, is generally attributed to Tay and NWlg combatants of Quang Lang in Lang Son 


	province." Viet Chung, p. 7. 
	La Van Lo, p. 40. 
	;
	and distribute it to another 
	family.
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	In return for their right to cultivate thŁ land, thŁ villageŁs had to fulfill a number of services to the tho ty. For example, each yeareach ho (or household) had to take turns serving the-tho ty for two or three months, ploughingŁ planting, harvesting, grazing draught animals,building houses, and performing other household chpres. In addition, all able-bodied adults had to serve in the militia. Each year, the people had to provide the tho ty with basic commodities such as cotton,betel leaves and areca nuts
	2
	1 

	Within his domain, each tho ty had complete _authority over administrative and military matters� They appointed canton chiefs· and deputycanton chiefs, as well a� village chiefs and deputy village chiefs who took charge of administrative questions and conscripted laborers for public work projects and for service .in the tho tyt's household. The tho ty also appointed military commanders who organized and trained the militia which drew on all able-bodied males who took turns cultivatingthe land, guarding the
	22 

	The position and prestige of the tho ty was further reinforced bythe role they held in the religion of their people. According to the oral tradition of the Tay in Ha Giang province, the Tho ty (also called quang) was credited with the clearing of land� transfor�ing fotestginto ricefields, and protecting the first settlers against-bandits and evil spirit�. The quang therfore were worshipped by the people, and their protection sought through sacrifices and religious rituals. Their descendants were the interm
	·
	Ł

	-
	people. They alone could communicate with the quang spi-ri ts and invoke their protection. For this reason, the tho ty were considered as the protectors of all living things within -their domain. By the sam·e token,they could beseech the�e spirits to destroy anyone who committed infiaction.3 
	2

	The people feared the _power of the tho ty not ohly betŁuse they were afraid of having their land seized and beirig -expelled £iom the domain, but above all because they were afraid that· if. they committed 
	20. Ibid.p. 42. Also Nguyen Tuan Lieu, "May Net Tinh Hinh va Nhan Xet Ve Che Do
	,
	Quang trong Dan Toe Tayto Ha Giang" (A Few Aspects and Observations on the 
	Quang System Among the Tay Minority in Ha Giang-Province), Nghien Cuu Lieh Su, 
	No. 44 (Hanoi, 1962), p. 21. 
	21. Nguyen Tuan Lieu, p. 21. 22. La Van Lo, p. 41. 
	23. Nguyen Tuan Lieu, p. 18. This myth of the origin of the tho ty probably derives from their fusion with the indigenous ruling group. Similar origin myths are found among the Black Thai whose ruling elite; the Lo Cam, are regarded as having a special relationship with the gods and as being divinely ordained to rule the people. 
	any offense the quang spirits would kill them and their families, and destroy their domestic animals and crops. Thus the tho ty kept the people in complete submission.t
	24 

	This flexible policy of the Vietnamese monarchy appears generallyto have earned the allegiance and loyalty of the minorities in the Viet Bac.The tho ty system remained unchanged until new social forces introduced by the French occupation altered the ·viet Bae society and brought about the decline of the tho ty. 
	25 

	The Period of French Occupation 
	Military Conquest 
	After their conquest of the Tonkin lowlands, the French recognizedthat unless they controlled the surrounding hills and mountains theycould never succeed in pacifying the delta. 
	Without this control small resistance units could always slip out for rest and regroupment and then filter back with new weapons and supplies. Perhaps more important, as long as resistance continued in the hills, the vast bulk of Vietnamese in the delta would have adequate psychological rationale for refusing to accept colonial rule as ultimate, final, and without alternative. Up through 1890 the French lacked the means to control these hills and instead merely seized strategic points along the frontier (M
	·
	26 

	French penetration began in earnest in 1890, but it did not go unchallenged. There were several pockets of resistance where small armed Tay bands harassed French communication lines and attacked isolated French forts.tThe most important one was led by Cai Kinh, and 
	27 

	24. Ibid. 
	25. 
	25. 
	25. 
	Revolts did occur, however. La Van Lo wrote: "The Vietnamese feudal class in its apogee scored a great accomplishment: it united people of all ethnic backgrounds to rise up and defeat many foreign invasions which occurred repeatedly in our history. The minorities' chieftains in general submitted themselves to the Vietnamese feudal court. However, there were times when a few chieftains in certain areas rebelled and fought against the court, but their main motivation was to oppose the abuses of the cruel ki

	26. 
	26. 
	David G. Marr, Vietnamese Antiaolonialism, 1885-1925 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971), p. 72. 


	Tran Huy Lieu, "Khoi Nghia Yen The, Khoi Nghia Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui" (The Yen The 
	operated in Lang Son province and a few districts in th� northern secof Bae Giang province. · This rejistance lasted fro� 1893 to 1894
	tio
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	finally crushed by an expeditiongcommanded ·by Colone! JosephGallieni.gThegmost stubborn reŁistance occurred in. Yen The, Bae Giaprogvince, under the leadership of De Tham,gŁ Kinh (OTethnic Viepeasant from Hung Yen province. His band.gŁas tnamese peasantsfromg.the lowlands,gbut· :;iccording to Tran Huy
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	Lieu it would not have lasted as long as did••the local ethnic minogrities. Al though D_e Tham was kill1913, the French had by 1900 strengthened theii control enough to con"the 'pacificationof Indochinag' accomplished, according to offi-
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	Violent protests against heavy taxes and labor conscriptions erupted periodically in the highlands, but these were isolated .incidents, not tied to any national mov�ment of struggle, a�d were easily put down bythe French. It was the Viet Minh whd--with enormous organizational skills, persevegrance and dedication--finally succeeded in fusing all the�e ethnic minorities into one single bloc andchannelling their deepseated resegntment and antagonism towardg.the French into methodigcal regsistance against Fr
	· 

	·
	·
	·
	· ·

	rest of the country. 

	Economic and Social Transformation 
	.
	. 
	arrival of the French brought abotit ag.The French conquŁŁt andthe nch dominatio.n droveg
	·
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	The 
	.
	tev6lution in the pat-fighting that in
	.

	terns 
	tried to resist Fre
	.

	of land ownership. sued as the Vietnamese 
	hugeg. 
	· .
	numbers of people from their villages. Whenthese peoŁle returnedgto their villages they found "Frenchmen or French-protected 
	.
	·

	v·ietnamese, in 
	·

	irreversible custody of their prope�ty.g''gThis expropriation ri�curred in all parts of Vietnam. In the midlands and _highlands of North Vietnam, 
	31 
	· 
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	Uprising: The Uprisings of the Mountain minorities)' , VolŁ IŁ of Tai Lieu Tham 
	Uprising: The Uprisings of the Mountain minorities)' , VolŁ IŁ of Tai Lieu Tham 
	Khao Lieh Su Caeh Mang Can Dai Viet-Nam (Research Documents on Modern Vietnamese History) (Hanoi : Yan Su Dia, 1958) , p. 62 ; · an'<;I "Phong Trao · Yan Than Khoi Nghia" (The Yan Than Insurrectionary Movement) , _ Vol_ • . I _of Tai Lieu, pp. 187_;.193 ..· "Such anned bands have come down in French history books as pirates anŁ rebels, while 
	· 
	_

	more recent Vietnamese historians geI).erally havŁ hŁiled. thŁm as patriots and 
	.


	righteous armies (nghia-quan) . Without wishing to ge_t invo_lved in this semantic 
	righteous armies (nghia-quan) . Without wishing to ge_t invo_lved in this semantic 
	.
	quarrel . . . it should be stated i� passing that the_ French had little justification for -calling th·e kettle black, for labeling someone else· as pir�tes, 
	. 
	considering the manner in which they took over all · of Vietnam� � . � ,On tpe other hand, present-day Vietnamese historians should be prepared to ·recognize that most of the leaders of these mormtain bands operating after 1890 had motives which differed in degree, if not in �ind; from representatives of the traditional elite like Pham Bach , Tong Duy Tan, Phan Dinh Phung and Nguyen Thien Thuat." Marr, pp. 72-73. 
	.

	28. Tran Huy LieuŁ. Tai LieuŁ Vol . I, pp. 187-193. 
	. 
	29. 
	29. 
	29. 
	Ibid. , Vol . I I, p. 62. Chu Van Tan's' father was a partisan in De Tham s anny. 
	·
	I


	30. 
	30. 
	Marr, p. 77. 31 . Ibid. , p. 81. · 


	when French or native colonial units pursued De Tham and the various Chinese bandseoperating in Yen The and the upper Red River valley, masses of peasants either fled or were forced, as part of the French pacification strategy, to leave their home districts. Failing even with this· to put an end to the resistance, the colonial administration encouraged European planters to take over ownership of the vacated lands .and bring in contract laborers from distant towns and provinces. By 1898 there was a land-gr
	32 
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	In addition to this seizure of land to establish plantations for French colons, the French were also seizing vast tracts of lanq to build roads and railroads to link the plantations and mines in the Viet Bae with the urban centers in the delta. 
	In areas unaffected by these seizures, the patterns of land ownership were also upset. As we had seen earliert, the "lqc ai�'n" land granted by the emperor to the tho ty over time became the tho ty's private property in practice, though in principle it still belonged to the monarch. The same was also true of the public land that was distributed to the villagerst, since this land was handed down withtn the same family from one �eneration to the next. In 1931 throughtthe �pplication of the Civil Code in T
	.t
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	poor
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	35
	peasants.tThough the rate of fragmentation wast·ton the whole lower 
	32. There were many Chinese pirate bands operating in the mounteain areŁ of North Vietnam, the most important of which was the Black Flags. commanded };)yea former Chinese Triad leader c·alled Liu Yung-fu. "He sought refuge across the border in Vietnam in 1865 with several hundred followers after tŁee. defeat of the Taipings. His ranks swelled over the years until he iri fact controlledthe adm'inistration 
	_
	. 
	.

	. 
	. 
	.

	of the upper reaches of the .Red Rivere. His units, often called th.e Black Flags (Co Den) , contained a hodgepodge of Vietnamese, Chinese and tri,bai' ._contingents,
	.
	fighting mostly for booty and survival butealso from hatred for the Westerners and occasional feelings of class consciousness.e" Ibid.,e· p. 42. The. fullest account of the Black. Flags and their intervention in Vietname. can be, fc;>und. in Henry McAleavy, Black Flags in Vietnam (London: Ge.orge Alle.n and Unwin, 1968) . 
	_

	33. 
	33. 
	33. 
	Marr, p. 81. 

	34. 
	34. 
	Articles 551, 552 of the Civil Code applied by the tribtmals of Tonkinein 1931, cited by La Van Lo, p. 42. 
	.



	The rate of fragmentation depended on how deeply the cash economy had penetrated each area and how concentrated the ricefields were. La Van Lo writes that "in areas where the ricefields were relatively concentrated, the rate of fragmentation was the same as in the lowlands. Landlords formed 3% of the househol_ds but owned 30% of the land; rich peasants fonned from 3% to 4% of the households but owned 10% of the land; middle and poor peasants constituted 90% of the population but owned only from 60% to 70%
	_

	than in the delta, the fact that the _lanŁowners also held political power and abused it to enricŁ themselves and enlarge their holdings, created a situation that was quite oppressive.g_ 
	_

	This situation apparently also existed among the Meo and. Yao who practiced shifting agriculture. In Bach Thong 4istrict, Bae Can province,for example, a landowner seizedg_ a 1-arge -tract of. hi1ly land in Na Leng (suitable for corn cultivation) to graze his cattle,. and drove the Yao into the dense forest at higher elevation where they lived largely on wild tubers and gathered dong leaveswhich they then sold in the marketand used the money to buy some rice..-In the case of. the. Meo,it was not uncommon f
	_
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	Thus, the economic power of the tho_ ty which had beeng.based on their control of the land was destroyed. In some areas the tho ty became landlords and officials in the colonial administration, while in others they became dispossessed This loss of economic power was accompanied by the loss of political power, as the French in an effort to break the power of the tho ty "made the offigces of district and province chiefs--the hereditary po?itions of .the -tho ty�-appointive of elective. As a result many non� 
	and bankrupt.
	3
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	were more dispersed, the. fragmentation rate was lower. The_ landlords, 1% to 2% ofa. the households, ed 6% to 10%a. of_ the lanq; rich peasants, 1% of the households, about 4% of the land; middle and poor peasants formed 95% of the population 1and owned from 80% to 90% of the ·aI.and. Therea-were areas where there were no landlords and no rich peasants.a" La Van Lo based these figures on a document of the Central Ethni_c Nationalities Commission compiled in 1956-57. Ibid. Though the rate of fragmentation w
	controll
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	36. · Dong leaves are used for wrapping cakes. 
	. 
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	37Ł ''NaLeng Khong Con La Ruong Kho" (Na Leng Is No LongŁr a Dry .Field.), Nhan Dan, 26 March1960. 
	·
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	38. Her father was subsequently murdered by the chda JaŁt who robbed the opium thata
	38. Her father was subsequently murdered by the chda JaŁt who robbed the opium thata
	· 

	he had planted and harvested. Nguyen Ngoc, "Mua Hoa Phien Cuoi cung" (The Last Opium Crop), Nhan Dan, 28 August 1960. 
	·

	39. 
	39. 
	39. 
	La Van Lo, p. 42. The tho ty had lost theiŁ hereditary political prerogatives and no longer ruled as absolute leaders in their domains. ThŁy became simple officials within the French colonial administration. 
	.a


	40. 
	40. 
	Gerald C. Hickey, "Social ·systems of North Vietnam. (Ph.D. disse.rta:tion, Uni versi ty of Chicago, 1958), p.169. McAlister claims that this situation created considerable tensions between the tho ty and members of the new elite and that 
	fl
	· 



	came from the new class of rich peasants and landlordsn. Some of these families becameextremely wealthy thanks to the salt and opium monopoly granted them by the French.nIt was not unlikely that the peas�nts consnidered this new elite as illegitimate and resented their authority. And even if the peasants were prepared to accept them as the new leaders, their venality and corruption and the ruthless way in which they collected taxes and conscripted laborers undoubtedly did not endear them to the population.
	· 
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	Under the French colonial administration, the middle and poor peasants who produced on a small scale had to bear the brunt of the tax burdens and labor conscription. The taxes were numerouŁ: 
	(a) head taxes, levied on all males from 18 to 60 years 0£ age. (If a man was past the age limit but did not have the moneynto have his name removed from the roll, he would have to continue paying the head tax; this was the reason why many families continued to pay taxes for their relatives long after the latter's death); 
	.n

	(thu3' JiŁn
	-

	th6, 
	thue 
	tho
	(b) land and property taxes 
	traah) ; 
	•
	• 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	alcohol taxes; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	buffalo taxes; 


	(e) opium taxes levied on each Meo and Yao household regardless of whether they grew opium or not; 
	(f) horse taxes (levied on everyone who owned horses); 
	/ ,.
	(g) kitchen fire taxes (thuŁ bŁp Zua) levied on each Meo and Yao household (this tax presumably replaced the land tax which the Meo and Yao probably did not have to pay since they moved around· from place to place and did not own any defined and fixed property).n
	42 

	Usually the officials forced the people to pay more in taxes than 
	they actually owed, and pocketed the differencen. Failure to pay taxes 
	resulted in beating and imprisonmentn. In addition, the Yillagers had 
	the resentment of the tho ty drove them to support the Viet Łinh. He wrote, "[The tho ty's] Vietnamese cultural background enabled them to play a vital partin the formation of the [Viet Minh] guerrilla zone. Since they were the onlyVietnamese-speaking elite of any mountain minority, they were in an unparalleledposition to work with the Viet Minh to organize a highland guerrilla base within their traditionally defined territory." However, McAlister offers no conclusive evidence to support his thesis. See McA
	41. 
	41. 
	41. 
	La Van Lo, p. 43. 

	42. 
	42. 
	Information obtained from Khu Quang Trung Trong Cuoa Van Dong Caah Mang Thang Tam O Viet Baa (The Quang Tnmg Region in the Mobilization for the August Revolution in the Viet Bae Zone) (Hanoit: Viet Bae Publishing House, 1972), p. 7; and Khu Thien Thuat T�g Cuoa Van Dong Thang Tam o Viet Baa (The Thien Thuat Region in the Mobilization for the August Revolution in the Viet Bae Zone) (Hanoi: Viet Bae Publishing House, 1972), pp. 8-9. Both of these documents were cQmpiled by the Commitssion for the Research of


	to pay for certain expenses incurred by_ the local officials. _ For example, each time the village officials .had t9 entertain visiting mahda-rins and their retenue, or soldiers and their commanderswho passed through the settlement, the officials divigded the expen�ges among the villagers and forced them to pay, usually doub1�g·gwhat they had actuallyspent. In the case of the Meo and Yao who practiced shifting agricul� ture, each time they moved to a new �re� they had.t6 offer gifts ofmeat, rice and wine t
	· 
	·g
	·g
	·
	·· 
	. 
	·g
	43 

	. 
	. . . , 
	.
	The villagers had to perform as u·rtpaid laborers on projectssuchgas road and railroad construction, arid building military outposts_Łg
	_ 

	.
	They were supposed to receive a minimal pay, but the officials usually pocketed tŁeir salaries. They had to bring their own food to last them for the duration of thŁ corvee and lose a 16ng_gpeiiod of time which they would normally spend tending to theigr crops. Those who did not have enough food reserve at home to bring alongg·ghad to borrow it from the richat high interest rates. Working conditions were harsh and the labo_rers were frequently be ateŁ by_ the supervis9rs. Many died from labor accidents; for
	· 
	· 
	·

	44
	ing Nguyen Binh to Bao Lac in C�o aing proiirice._gThese harsh condigtions and abuses of the officials at tim�s tiigered violent proiests, such as the revolt of the Tay in _Larig Son. _gprovince in 1920 under the 
	Ł
	·
	.
	·

	· ·-· ·
	· ·-· ·
	leadership of Doi An.g. 
	45 
	· 
	· 
	· 

	The peasants who rented land fromgthe landlords and rich peasants 
	.

	_
	had to pay high land rentals. Those who borrowed money org· food from the rich were rŁqu:igred to pay -exorbitant interest rates, or to work for their creditors without pay for the equivalent of· many· more days than they actually owed. Another form of expl.oitationgby. the rich was to buy the peasants' crops in advance for a small s.um, . the peasants who 
	·
	.
	·
	··g

	43. Khu Thien Thuat, p. 9. · 
	44. Ibid. , p. 10. Hoang Thi Nghiem, a.Tay girl from the Nuoc Hai area of Hoa An district, Cao Bang province, wrote that when the-Frenchtbuilt the road going from Cao Bang to Quang Yen, "They [the French] conscripted a lot of laborers. 
	· 
	.

	On thetaverag�, each villager had to go and workt_ as a laborer once every two months, each time for 15 days. _tThe rich fainilies who had money bribed the village chie£, and the village chief arranged an exemption for.them and forced the 
	.
	poor to go in __ their place .tTake my fat:her, .fortexample._ Sometimes, _he had just 
	. 

	.
	returned home when he had to leave again. Each time he camet_home, he looked 
	. 
	more emaciated. But he was fortunate to come home alive. Many villagers were killed, crushed by rocks at the Ma ·Phuc pass [thr9ugh which the road passed]. My mother in the end had to sell one sao· [360 square meters] of ricefi.eld cheaplyin order to obtain 7 piasters which she used to get my father adniitted into the militia so that he would be exempted from labor conscription." .tSee Nguoi Con 
	Gai Cao Bang (The Girl from Cao Bang Province) (Hanoi: Nha Xuat Ban Phu Nu,1961), pp. 5-6. 
	45. After World War I, the French intensified their exploitation of the coal mine 
	in Loe Binh and the tin mine in Van Linh (Lcµig Son province). Tay peasants were forced to work as miners andt-to build the rŁilroad linking the mines with the Hanoi-Lang Son line, and with Quang Yen and the seaport. Taking ŁdvŁtage of this situation, a ntunber of mandarins extorted money from the Tay who rose up in revolt to protest against labor conscription as well as against the heavy taxes. Tran Huy Lieu, Tai Lieu, Vol . I I, pp. · .84-90. 
	.
	·

	needed the money to tide them over until the harvest usually having no choice but to accept such unfavorable terms.t
	46 

	The life of the people, insecure in the best of times, became even more miserable in times of crop failure or poort-harvest. Then they had to go into the forest to dig up roots to subsist. Many were so starved that they died while digging for wild tubers.tSalt was always a problem, especially for the people living at high altitudes cut off from 
	47 

	the economic activities of the valleyt. Many of them did not have enough money to buy it and had to use bamboo ashes as a substitute. The French used their salt monopoly to control the people; to be able to buy a can of salt, a villager was required to serve on construction projects as a conscripted laborer.t
	48 

	This is how Le Quang Ba, a Tay from Cao Bang province who later became a brigadier general in the Vietminh's army, described hi? earlylife in his village located near Soc Giang_, the district town: 
	As soon as the harvest was gathered, we had to pay taxes to•the "protectorate," not to mention local contributions exacted by the imaginative notables and rich people. And we soon found ourselves with empty hands. Long before the new harvest was brought in, we had to sell our chickens, one after another, in order to get something to eat. After the New Year Festival, the only food we. had was wild plants and roots if we did not want to borrow maize or rice from the rich, at an 100% interest rate. . . . Thi
	As we lived not far from the authorities,a! witnessed many a
	·a
	tragedy. Shackled men were thrown in prison on account of overdue taxes. Others came with poultry and pigs to bribe the mandarin and his acolytes in the vain hope of retrieving fields which had been seized by some village tyrants. Canton chief Thanh, who lived near our house, was the richest man in the region. He availed himself of his position to expand his land holdings, and for this purpose never hesitated to strip other people of their property ina most cynical
	-
	manner. 
	. . . I had no liking for the village notables. They oftena. came to our house, scolding my parents for some overdue tax payment. They made me pay fifty cents or one piaster every time their signatures were·arequired for some school document. Rice for a meal_aCO$t only two or three cents.a
	49 

	General Chu Van Tan described life in his native Łillage ·in.Thai Nguyen province as follows: 
	46. Khu Thien Thuat, p. 12. 
	47. 
	47. 
	47. 
	Thach Son, "Bae Son Khoi Nghia," Nhan Dant, 19 August 1960. 


	·
	48. 
	48. 
	Khu Thien Thu.at, p. 10, and Viet Chung, p. 10a. _ ••Among tribes a bit of rock-salt was carefully kept in the house .afor the family after each meal." 
	Viet Chung wrote,
	some 
	to 
	lick 


	·
	49. 
	49. 
	Le Quang Ba, "Reminiscences of Underground Revolutionaryawork," Vietnamese Studies, No. 15 (Hanoi, 1968), pp. 27-29. 

	Except for a few land-owners and rich peasants, the population lived in sordid misery. A Corsican colonialist had seized for himself over one hundred hectares of fertile land scattered throughout our region and its vicinity. He began by acquiring a plot of land near the upper stretches of a canal which he promptly diverted. As the plots on the lower ground were then deprived of water, the peasants had to sell them off. A few among them did try to resista, but their fields were soon surrounded by those of th
	We were tormented by many other cares. Poll-tax took from each man half the price of a pig. Other contributions took a half of our income. Taxes, compulsory labor, high-interest debts finally ruined us. People in Phu Thuong used to say; "Whoever-fa-I-Is under the weight of a land-ownera's granary will never get up.a" ·· Very few could escape. And then there were the frequent floods· which eroded the land so disastrously. Yet from Trang Xa to Lan Thuong, everywhere were gambling dens, drinking houses, opium 
	sordid misery. · 
	50 

	A Nung peasant from Trang Dinh district, Lang Son province, gavethe following picture of life in his villaget: 
	Under the old regime we were a people of hunger-stricken sharecroppers. Practically no Ntmg had any land for himself. We toiled hard for Tay landowners who·· grabbed half of our harvests. Every year we experienced three to four months -of food shortage during which we fed on wild vegetables and tubers .... 
	51 

	These class antagonisms and the resentment of the people of the Viet Bae toward the French administrationtprovided the Viet Minh with the opportunity to m6ve into the. area and set up their bases. 
	52 

	The Viet Bae Minorities and the ViettMinh 
	.

	The Viet Minh very early on recog11-ized the .strategic importance of the Viet Bae highlands to the success of the revolution. The vast expanse of forests and mountains provide� the ideal environment for the establishment of secure �ases. The rftgged terrain and. the difficulty in communication made it difficult for the. French to concentrate their forces to deal effectively �ith the revolutionaries. The position of the Viet Bae on the peripheryt�£ the Red River delta meant that cadres operating in the low
	-

	i
	to the Chinese border made it easy for revolutior'aries to slip across the frontier into ChiŁa whenever French pressures became too intense, 
	SO •a. Chu Van Tan, "With Uncle Ho," pp. 58-59. 
	51. 
	51. 
	51. 
	Vu Can, p. 200. 

	52. 
	52. 
	For example, describing the situation in Cao Bang province, Philippe Devillers wrote, "The population, the majority of whom were Tho [Tay], had always retained a rebellious spirit which the administrationa's often brutal policy had helped to reinforcea." Histoire du Viet-Nam de 1940 a 1952 (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 


	, 1952) , p. 102. 
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	as Chu Van Tan's unit did in 1942.5
	3 

	Cao Banprovince which was contiguousto the southerri Chinese rovine of Kwangsi and easily a_ccessible from Yunnan, where many ex.:. 1led V1etnamese·gcommunists were active_gwhile keeping their Communist affiliation secret to avoid Kuomintang arrest, was· the first province in the Viet Bae to have an Indochinese Communist Party Chapterg. It was set up in 1930 by Hoang Van Thu,a Tay. who had gone to Kwangsi in 1926gto join the revolution .gIn fact, Communist activities beganthere as far back as the 1920's .an
	Ł 
	. 
	:p
	Ł
	54 
	55 
	. 
	56 

	In 1932g, Le Hong Phong, an Indochines� Communist Pirty leader operating in Southern China, contacted'Hriang Van Thu and Hoang DinhRong 
	.

	_
	(a Party membergof Tay origin who had been active in Cao Bang since 
	.g

	·57
	1926) to r�cruit cadres and send them t6 s6uthern China for tiaining�The formation of new· cadres was vital because the Party apparatus had been decimated by bloody repr�ssions carried out by the French in 1931 in the aftermath' of a wave of communist organ�ied wo�kers' strikes and the establishment of soviets in Nghe An and Ha.gTinh provinces in Central Vietnam.gThe Overseas Leadership :committee (Ban Lanh Dao Haig. Ngoai) which had been set up by Le Hong Phong in 1932 to function as a provisional central
	58 
	·
	59 

	Under the leadership _of Hoang Van Thu �nd Hoang Dinh Rong, the movement--which had first taken rootsamong the Nung and Tay and then spreadg·to the Yao and Meo living at higher elevations, with Tay arid Nung cadres seriing as carriers of the revorutionary influence--expanded gradually. The expansion was_ given great imp�tus during the Popular Front period in France (1936g-1939) during which colonial rule in Vietnam was somewhat relaxed, with some measure of freedomg-for political 
	.g

	' 
	53. Two soviets, the Left River and Right River Sovi.ets, were set up by the Chinese 
	.
	Communist Party in19_29-1930 in the southern portion of _Kwangsi province -near 
	.

	the border with Vietnam. Though these soviets were short lived, they left a 
	reservoir of sympathy for the Commmist Party among the ethnic minorities living 
	in these areas. Vietnamese revoltutionaries who croŁsed into_ these areas could 
	therefore count on the support and protection of the local population. 
	54. Tran Huy Lieu, Caah Mang_· Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 82 .· 
	·
	·t

	. .
	. 
	55. 
	55. 
	55. 
	"Comrade Hoang vantThu," Nhan Dant, 20 January 1965. 
	·


	56. 
	56. 
	Tran Huy Lieu, Ca.ch Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 82. 


	"Dong Chi Le Hong Phong" (Comrade Le Hong Phong) , Nhcm Dan, 27 January 1965. 
	·

	58. 
	58. 
	58. 
	Huynh Kim Khanh, "Vietnamese Communism: The Pre-Power Phase (1925-1945)" (Ph.D.dissertation, University of Westernt_tOntario, 1972), pp. 152-171. 

	59. 
	59. 
	"Dong Chi Le Hong Phong," !fhan Dant, 27 JanuŁry 1965. 


	activities permitted. However, after the collapse of the Popular Front the French colonial administration launched an intensive represtsion campaign to root out Communist organizations in the province, andt• the cadres had to go underground. The movement recovered when the Japanese army invaded Indochina from southern China and the French positiont·tin the province was weakened. 
	The Bae Son Uprising 
	The Japanese invasion also sparked an insurrection in another par.tof the Viet Bae, in Bae Son district,tLang Son province, near the border with Thai Nguyen province. Lang Son was the area of the Viet Bae where the French encountered a stubborn resisttance when they penetrated into this part of the Tonkin highlands in the 1890's. It was also in Lang Son that .the revolt of the Tay occurred in 1920 to protestheavy taxes and labor constcription to build railway lines.t_. 
	60 
	·t

	The Communist-led movement developed early in Lang Son. In 1933, at the insttruction of the Indochinese Communist Party leadership Hoang Van Thu set up Communist organizations in Bae Son district, withtthe 
	.
	help of cadres recently escaped from_jail or recently returned from the border area where they had been hiding.tThe first revolutionary cell was organized in Vu Lang village. From 1933 to 1940 mass organizationssuch as Thanh Nien Phan De (Youths Against Imperialism) and Mat Tran Dan Chu Chong Phat Xit (Democratic Front Against Fascism) were .formedt
	61 

	· 
	first in the villages of Vu Le and Vu Lang, and then spread to the entire district. The Communists organized many protests against labor constcription and taxes in 1938, 1939 and 1940, but these were easilyput down by the Frencht.t
	62 

	In adjacent Thai Nguyen province, at the beginning of 1933 HoaŁgVan Thu who was then operating in the China-Vietnam border region sent cadres to La Bang, Dai Tu district, to set up grassroot organizations.According to Duong Nhat Quy, a Nung who took part in the Bae SQn up
	-

	. . 
	r1s1ng: 
	60. The bad conditions in Bae Son explained the volatile situation which erupted into open revolt in 1940a: "Under French occupation, the minorities living [in Bae Son]--the Man [Yao]a, Tay, Nung, Cao Lan, and ThaiŁ-led a miserable life. They did not have enough rice to eat, and had to dig up dao and mai tubers and to gather wild leaves in the forest to cook gruel .aMany were so starved that they died next to the holes they were digging to find ma'i ·tubers. In the cold
	. 

	· 
	season, the chilly wind that blew down from the motmtains and from the dense 
	forest penetrated to onea's marrows. The people did not have enough clothes to 
	wear against the cold, and had to make blankets and clothes out of the bark of 
	the sui tree .... On top of all this, the mandarins, the district chief and 
	the village chiefs forced the people to neglect their fields and to go and work 
	as laborers building roads, and recruited people to work in their households as 
	[unpaid] servants. Head tax, buffalo tax, alcohol tax became heavier and heavier 
	as time went by." Thach Son, "Bae Son Khoi Nghia" (The Bae Son Insurrection), 
	Nhan Dan, 19 August 1960. 
	61. Ibid. 
	62. Tran Huy Lieu, "Phong Trao Chong Phat Xit Chong Chien Trarih Va Cac Cuoc Khoi Nghia Bae Son, Nam Ky, Do Luong" (The Anti-Fascist, Anti-War Movement, and the Bae Son, Nam Ky and Do Luong Uprisaing), Vol. X of Tai Lieu, pp. 10-11. 
	We poor peasants tmderstood then that ..t.only the Party would 
	.
	bring land and a better life to the peasants of the motmtain region.
	This was why many comrades and I joined the ranks of the Party ..t.. 
	After the Party cadres had propagandized and enlightened us, witht
	· 

	their help after a while we set up the first group of Party members 
	in this area. This group included Tay, Nung and Man [Yao]. These 
	comrades were all poor and miserable people who had drifted here from 
	Lang Son, and so when they were enlightened [by the Party} they ac
	-

	quired a determined revolutionary spirit. · 
	63 

	. 
	From Dai Tu, the movement spread to Dinh Ca andg· vu: Nhai_ districts. (VuNhai was under the leadership of Chu Van TŁn.) 
	At the outbreak of World War II, the Japanese began to put increasing pressure on Indochina. The French decided to repair and extend the strategic road going from Thai Nguyen to Dinh Ca _and Trang_Xa, and on to Bae Son, Lang Son. To carry out this urgent project, wave after wave of Tay and Nung were conscrigpted to work on the road. Each person was conscripted to work from one to three months, usually without pay since their salaries werepocketed by the officials. After a short time at home, they were ag
	'
	-
	·g
	.
	means.
	64 
	·g

	Following the traditional invasion route from China, Japanese troops entered ·Lang Son province on September 22, 1940. After a oneday military encounter, the French Indochina Army surrendered. French colonial administration in the province collapsed in the aftermath of this defeat. Taking advantage of this situation, Par:ty niem_bers in Bae Son--some of whom had recently escaped from the Lang Son jail in the confusion of the Japanese attack--led the people to attack the Binh Gia post and to ambush fleeing 
	· 

	�eize power in the district. This decision was reached without consultatigon with Chu Van Tan, who was then the Bae Son-Vu Nhai Party Secretary, with the North Vietnam Region Party Committee, or with the CenTh� local P�rty cell apparently felt that the urgent situation required decisive immediate action, and in view of the difficulty in communication due to the conf�sing conditions at the time, decided to take action without waiting for instructi_ons. A committee to direct the uprising and the attack on
	tral Committee.
	65 
	•
	-

	63. 
	63. 
	63. 
	Duong Nhat Quy, "Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui," in Nh.an Dan, 6 February 1965. 

	64. 
	64. 
	Tran Huy Lieu, Tam Muoi Nam Chong Phap (Eighty Years of Resisting the French) (Hanoi: Van Su Hoc, 1961 [?]), Vol. II, p. 52. 

	65. 
	65. 
	Though they did not consult the Central Committee, the local Party cell felt that they were acting in accordance with the resolution of the pth Central Committee plenum of November 1939 which predicted that the Japanese would attack Indochina, and stated that "The Party holds the view that while the imperialists tear each other to pieces we must transform the Fascist aggression into a revolution to liberate the nation." See Thach Son, "Bae Son Khoi Nghia," Nhan Dan, 19 August 1960. 


	tured it. Documents and seals belonging to the officials were burned,
	·
	to the great acclaim of the people,gand the aboligtion of the French ad
	ministration was announced.g
	66 

	After the Japanese and the French Vichy government in Indochina arrived at an accommodation, theFrench wereallowed to return to Bae Son. They recaptured the Binh Gia and Mo Nhai posts, _and restored theiradminigstration. Fierce Łuppression of the insurrection followed 
	After the Japanese and the French Vichy government in Indochina arrived at an accommodation, theFrench wereallowed to return to Bae Son. They recaptured the Binh Gia and Mo Nhai posts, _and restored theiradminigstration. Fierce Łuppression of the insurrection followed 
	After the Japanese and the French Vichy government in Indochina arrived at an accommodation, theFrench wereallowed to return to Bae Son. They recaptured the Binh Gia and Mo Nhai posts, _and restored theiradminigstration. Fierce Łuppression of the insurrection followed 
	.
	· 
	_
	· 

	'

	and the guerrillas had to scatter into the forest to avoid captugre. 

	Informed of the uprisingg, Chu Van Tan hurried to the delta to report to 
	the North Vietnam Region Party Committee and request it to send a cadre 
	to Bae Son to take charge of the situation. It was only in the middle 
	· 

	of October 1940 that Tran Dang Ninh, the representative of the North 
	Vietnam Region Party Committee, arrived in Bae Son. 
	At a conference held in Sa Khao, the Party decided to assemble its members and hard-core sympath_izers into a "Bae Son guŁrrilla unit," set up a Command Staff for the Bae Son war zone (Chu Van Tan w.as one of its members)g, announce the disslution of the local coloni_al. aqministration,and adopt the slogan of "attack the French, drive out the J-apanese, seize the property of the impŁrialists and reactionaries to distribute: to the peasants.g" The Vu Lang school was attacked on October 25t.h, and the militia
	o
	·
	·
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	Formation of the Cao Bang and Lang Son-Thai Nguyen Bases 
	Formation of the Cao Bang and Lang Son-Thai Nguyen Bases 

	Following the Frenchgdefeat of· September 1940, the authorities.and troops in Cao Bang province became very fearful and demoralized. . Taking advantage ofthis uncertain situation, the cadres intensified their activities. However, after reaching an agreement withthe Japanese,the French were able to reconsolidate their position in .the province. To put an end to this revolutionary agitation, theFrench launched.a white terror campaign, and -the cadres were forced to leave the settlements and flee into the fo
	·g
	·
	· 
	.g
	.

	66. 
	66. 
	66. 
	This and subsequent data on the Bae Son uprising was compiled fromTran HuyLieu, Tai Lieu, Vol. X, and Tam Muoi Nam, Vol. II; from Chu Van Tan, Ky Niem Cuu Quoc Quan; from Thach Son, ''Bae Son Khoi Nghia,t" Nha:n Dan, 19 August 1960; and from Duong Nhat Quy, "Cac Dan Toe Mien Nui, Nhan Dan, 6 February 1965. 
	· 
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	67. 
	Chu Van Tan, Ky Niem Cuu Quoc Quan, pp. 9-10. 
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	invasion now
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	Bag provinceusing as hideouts, 
	Bag provinceusing as hideouts, 
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	area where the uprising of Bae Son guerrilla unit
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	1940 had taken place and where were ope_ratingg. 
	Ho Chi Minh returned to Vietnam 
	Ho Chi Minh returned to Vietnam 
	on February 8, 1941, and set upAt that

	headquarterstime, 
	in Pac Bo, Ha Quang district, Cao Bang province.communication between the headquarters in operating in the delta was · tenuous 
	Cao 
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	serve 
	organized in Cao Bang, unit in the Bae 
	up with the the general insurrection told Vo Nguyen
	-
	SonŁVu Nhai base and carry out when the right opportunity arrived. Ho Chi Minh hadg
	Giap while they werŁ still in southern China preparing to return to Vietnam: 
	The base in Cao Bang will open vast potential for our country's revo
	lution. Cao Bang already has -a solid revolutionary movement, and 
	_t

	furthermore as it is close t_o the border, it will se-rve as a conve
	nient base for liaison with the outside. But from Cao Bang we must 
	move toward Thai Nguyen province and further south in order to have 
	68. Tran Huy Lieu, Cach Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 83. 
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	According to Huynh Kim Khanh, "· .• the ICP abandoned its 
	clandes
	Ł
	ine 
	op
	:
	r
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	tions during the People's Front period and elected to concentrate its political 
	activities in the overt and legal realm•.t•. Only the ICP belatedly realized that the People's Front in France the brink of total disintegration, did the Party give orders to its members consolidate the clandestinesection and 'withdraw into step was taken somewhat too late, however, by this time, several Ł
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	ember 1939, following the French governmentt's official dissolution of the now 'anti-war' French Communist regime resumed its perse·cution of Vietnamese Communists most of the known Party's overt andt· clandestine organizations. ·. • • ICP urban 
	archical 
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	swiftly 
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	networks were demolished virtually in toto. Two thousand party workers, ing important leaders, were arrested." "Vietnamese Communism, pp. 
	includ
	302, 
	308-309. 

	contact with the whole country. If we can link the movement [in Cao Bang] with that in Thai Nguyen and the rest of the col.llltry, when we launch an armed struggle we can advance forward when conditions are favorable and hold our grotmds when conditions are difficult.a
	70 

	Ho convened the 8th Plenum of the Central Committee in Pac Bo in May 1941. It was at this conference that the decision was reached to set up the Viet Minh Front to draw and unite all social classes in the fight against both the French and the Japanese to liberate the country. The bases in Cao Bang and Bae Son-Vu Nhai were to be consoligdated and the armed forces built up to prepare for the general insurrecti6n to
	.
	seize power. 
	To effectuate the link-up between Cao Bang and Thai Nguyen, H_o dispatched Vo NguyenGiap and Le Thiet Hurig (now a Majoi General) to Nguyen Binh district in Cao Bang pro,-ince, where Party c�lls had been set up in the 1930g's and where Viet Minh Front Committees had been formed.gThey were charged with organizing the Southward March section (Nam Ti(n) and opening a corridor from Nguyen Binh to Ngan Son and Cho Ra (Bae Can province) , and then 1 inking it with the towns_ of Cho 
	·
	71 

	-
	-
	Chu and Dai Tu (Thai Nguyen province).·gHo instructed Giap togc_oncen-

	.
	trate on military matters, and Hung on political questions.gHe also sent Hoang Van Haan (at present a Politburo member) and_ a number of cadres to open a corridor from Dong Khe (Lang Son province) tb Dinh Ca (Thai Nguyen province). At the same time he directed the Cao Bang · Province Party Committee to expand Viet Minh organizations southward, especially from Nguyen Binh district into Bae Can province, and from Thach An district to Trang Dinh prefecture in Lang Son province.gChu Van Tan and his unit meanwhi
	· 
	72 
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	Ho's presence in Cao Bang gave the movement there a new i•petus.g· Furthermore, the cadres who had returned with him from China �pread out to re-establish contact with cadres who had remained in the province in order to maintain the movement and rebuild the Party apparatus which had been damaged by French repgressigon. The Bae Son uprising had had a considerable impact in the province, and the cadres succeeded in recruiting a large number of people into NationalSalv-ation Associatigons. By the middle of 19
	. 
	-
	·g
	· 
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	In Thai Nguyen, after the Pac Bo conference Viet Minhgorganizations were set up in all areas of the provignce. However, in June 1941 knowing that the Bae Son-Vu Nhai base had been reinforced, the French launched a large-scale operation in the area. One section of the Army for National Salvation, led by Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi, re
	-
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	Vo Nguyen Giap, Tu Nhan Dan Ma Ra (Born from the People) (Hanoi: Quana-Doi Nhan Dan, 1969), p. 34. 
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	Tran Huy Lieu, Cach Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I, p. 82; and Khu Quang Trung , p. 12. 
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	Vo Nguyen Giapa, Tu Nhan Dan Ma Ra, pp. 89-90; and also from Khu Qua:ng-Trun,g, 

	p. 12. 
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	Data for this paragraph and for pages 23 to 25 were compiled from Vo Nguyen Giap, Tu Nhan Ma Ra; Tran Huy Lieu, Caah Mang Thang Tam, Vol. I; Khu Thien Thuat; and Khu Quang TPUng. 


	" 
	treated and tried to make their way to Cao Bang in July 1941. They were ambushed on the way and several men were killed (Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi were captured and later died in jail). Chu Van Tan's unit tried to hold on to their base, but unable to contact the Central Committee members in the delta and the headquarters in Cao Bang (and thus left without central direction), surrounded by the French and cut off from the population (who had been resgettled in "concentration villagesg" by the French)-
	(Bae Giang province) to operate. 
	Two months after Chu Van Tan's unit left for China, the French considered the area pacified and withdrew the bulk of their forces, lea�ingbehind only enough troops to man outposts at strategic points in the region. Chu Van Tan's unit b�gan to filter back in November 1942, and January and February 1943. 
	In' January 1943 at the conference in Lung Hoang (Hoa An district, Cao Bang province), Chu Van Tan met with Vo Nguyen Giap and Pham Van Dong to disgcuss the opening of a corridor linking the base in Cao Bang with the one in Bae Son-Vu Nhai. They decided-to organize Southward March units from Cao Bang and Northward March units from Bae Son-Vu Nhai to effect the link-up. Following the directive to switch to politicalmobiligzatiori, Chu Van Tan's unit. split into threŁ-toŁfiveŁmŁn cells in order to fan out and
	the lowlands, and the communication channel between Party organizations in the delta and in the Viet Bae was resgtored. 
	In Cao Bang province the appeals of thŁ Party ahd the Viet Minh Front to the youths to join the Southward March units were met with an enthusgiastic response. Nineteen units ŁŁre orŁanized, with the members ·having to piocure their own weapons. Each unit was sent to a different area tmake propaganda, recruit peopleg· into the movement, choosge ·the most dedicated and enthusiastic among them, train them £or a short period of time and then use them as new. cadres to expand _the movement in the area. The South
	.
	o 

	the Tay anŁ Yao people. 
	In 1943, Ha Quang, Hoa An and Nguyen Binh disgtricts of Cao Bang province became "entirely Viet Minh disgtrictsg" (ehau hoan toci,n Vift Minh)t, and National Salvation Associations were spreading in the other disgtricts of the province. Youths belonging to these mass organizations all joined self-defense �nits, and each district had several combat self-defense units. Many cougrses were conducted to train militarycadres. Parades and mock combat exercises were hel� to impress the population, draw the hesita
	·

	In Bae Can province, the movement was spreading in four disgtricts and a Provisional Province Party Committee was set up. In Lang Son, the movement was moving from That Khtoward Bae Son-Vu Nhai. In August 1943, the Southward March unit from Cao Bang met the Northward 
	In Bae Can province, the movement was spreading in four disgtricts and a Provisional Province Party Committee was set up. In Lang Son, the movement was moving from That Khtoward Bae Son-Vu Nhai. In August 1943, the Southward March unit from Cao Bang met the Northward 
	e 
	·g

	March unit in Phia-bioc, Bae Can province, and in December of that year, Chu Van Tan and Vo Nguyen Giap met for a conference in Nghia Ta (Bae

	Can province) to inaugurate the cogrridor linking the two basges. It was now possible for cadres to go from one base to the other without having to make the long detour into southern China. 
	However, the growing strength of the Viet Minh in Cao Bang and Bae Can did not escape the attentiong.of the French. In November. 1943 they launched a new wave of terror, and the cogrridor was severed. The new campaign was much wider in scope than the ones launched previously. The methods used were the same ones that they had applied in Bae Son-Vu Nhai in 1941. To cut off all contacts with the cadres, villagers in the more populated areas were relocated in settlgements where they could be kept under surveill
	executed.
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	In order to prevent the movement from collapsing, Party membe�s and militant National Salvation Association members were organized into "secret cells.g" They lived in the forest and at night came down to the villages where they received reports and food supplies from undergroundcadres and hard-core sympathizers, and gave new insgtructiogns. These cells hung on tenaciously and the movement began to recover.gDisgtricts began to organize full time self-defense units which liquidated reactionaires and collabor
	75 

	In July 1944, the Vichy government in France collapsed, and tensions between the French and the Japanese in Indogchina mounted. A coup d'getat by the Japanese to overthrow the French seemed inevitable. In this situation, the Inter-province Committee for Cao Bang, Bae Can and Lang Son--which had been cut off from all contacts with the Central Committee in the delta and with Chu Van Tan's unit--convened a meetingin Lung Sa (Hoa An district, Cao Bang province) in August 1944 at which the dcision to launch an 
	Ł
	.
	.
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	74. See Vo Nguyen Giap, Tu Nhan Dan Ma Ra. 75 . Ibid. 
	76. According to King C. Chen, when he arrived in southern China, Ho was arrested for carrying improper identification papers. He was accused of being a Japanese-French spy by the local authorities at T'ienpao, and jailed for over a year. The Indochinese ConunW1ist Party, under the name of the Vietnam Branch of the International Anti-Aggression Association, sent a cable to Sun Fo; son of Dr. SW1 Yat Sen and president of the Legislative Yuan in ChW1gking, asking for Ho's releasea. They also sent a report to
	diately ordered the postponement of the insurrection because the French, though weakened, could still muster enough forces to crush it without difficulty, especially since in no other area in the country was the
	·
	Viet Minh iQ a position to rise up Łt the same time to force the French to spread their resources. 
	In Ho's judgment, the moment to launch insurrec�gions had not yetarrived, yet in the new situation _struggle by political action alone was not enough. His solution was to combine political action with military action which would be carriedout to spread the influence of the 
	_ 

	··
	revolution. Viet Minh uni ts were then small and dispersed, and at his instructions the best fighters and weapons were assembled to form a concentrated llnit, the "Vietnam Propaganda aridg-Liberation Army" (VietNam Tuyen Truyen Giai Phong Quan), which was put under the command of Vo Nguyen Giap. Within a month of its -formation, in the winter of 1944, the unit attacked the posts in Phai Khat, Na Ngan andgDong Mu to seize much needed weapons and ammunition. The atta:·cks had wide politicalrepercussions, pop
	.
	· 
	·

	After the Japanese overthrew the French in March 1945, the French administration collapsed, and the Viet Minh moved rapidly to seize power in the Viet Bac--Cao Bang, Bae Can, Lang Son, Ha Giang, TuyenQuang and Thai Nguyen provinces. On June 4, 1945, a Liberated Zone covering these six provinces plus adjacent areas in the provinces of Bae Giang, Phu Tho, Yen Bai and Vinh Yen, was set up at the direction of Ho Chi Minh. A Vietnam National Liberation Committee he·aded by Ho Chi Minh was also formed (this commi
	· 
	· 
	of all debts.
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	A week after the Viet Minh had seized power in Hanoi, two Liberation Army detachments ·composed of Viet Bae minorities marched into the 
	1943. However, the Chinese, fearful that Ho was a Communist, did not allow him 
	to return to Vietnam. Ho lived under the surveillance of Hsiao Wen, an aide of 
	Chang Fa-k'uei, and was not allowed to return to Vietnam until August 1944. 
	Concerning Chang Fa-kt'uei's reason for permitting Ho to return to Vietnam, Chen 
	wrote, "As the Allied forces steadily advanced in .Europe and the Pacific Chang's 
	plan and preparation for entering Vietnam were in readiness. If the plan became 
	reality, the only Vietnamese force that could cooperate with the Chinese •.t. 
	[would be] that of Ho Chi Minh." Chen, p. 84. 
	77. Information from Khu Quang Trung and Chu Van Tan, Reminisaenaes . 
	Figure
	A Liberation Army detachment composed of Viet Bae minorities in Hanoi after the August 1945 revolution. 
	capital on August 26, 1945. Le Quang Ba, a Tay from Cao Bang province,became the commander-in-chief of the Armed Forces of the Capital, while Chu Van Tan, a Nung from Thai Nguyen, was appointed Defense Minister in the government organized by Ho Chi Minh. During the resistance war that broke out after the French reconquered Indochina in 1946, two out of six divisions mobilized by the Viet Minh, the 312th and the 316th, were commanded by Tay generals. According to McAlister, they "were composed primarily of T
	early 1950's.t
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	When the French, intent on reconquering Vietnam by force, rejectedall offers for a negotiated settlement and war became inevitable, Viet Minh forces withdrew back into their bases in the Viet Bae. There theyregrouped, trained and prepared for the new phase of the resistance struggle which culminated with the French defeat in Dien Bien Phu, in another highland region of North Vietnam, the Tay Bae (Northwest) areat. As McAlister points out, "without the Viet Bae Zone prepared during the Japanese occtupation, 
	base could have been established.t
	7

	78. McAlister, p. 796. 79. Ibid. 
	Mobilization of the Minorities 
	-
	While non-communist Vietnamesepartie� ·usually ignb�ed the:minoritieswhich, :fn th�ir view, were too remote and alieng·gto be accordedga role in the national libera�ion stru�gle, -the VietMinh qtiickly_•iealized the_gpotential that these minorities couldgbring to the revolution. "Immediately after its founding, the Indochinese Communist Party ... explicitly laid down its nationality policy as follows, 'To achieve the unity of all nationalitiesgon the basis of equality and muttial as�is-· tance with a vie
	·g
	80 
	·
	.g
	·
	·
	·

	·g
	ness.'''g1 From their lbng experience 'in:gdealing with the Vietnamese,gthe minorigties must have greeted ·gthis declaratiowith considerableskepticism� However, whn the Viet Minhg.actbaily trated the minori� ties with dignity and respect� showirig that they attached great importance to their participation inthe.ieVolution; these minorities became convinced of its sincerity. This is how Chu Van Tan describedhis feelings after attending the Pac Bo conference in 1941 and meeting Ho
	8
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	Ł
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	. 
	. 
	. 
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	Chi Minh: 

	.
	I was full of self-confidence: I had· grown mature during the journey. Withthe knowledge I had gathered, with weapo�s , documents and a correct line of action as my equipment , I was certain I could do better. • . . I was elated by the thought that I, ·. a mere cadre of · a national minority, had met the leader of our Party , of our pe_ople , who happened to be one of the lead�rs _of the Comintern ! Equality 
	. 

	.
	.
	among the nationalities, revolutionary comradeship, these were no longer empty· words! I was completely fre.ed from all inferiority complexes . 
	_
	82 


	.
	The Viet Minh movement first p_enetrated among the Tay and Nung and then was carried to the Yao and Meo who li vec:l at_ higher elevations .gViet Minh support imong the minoŁities Łas cdnfirmed by Major A. K. Thomas, the leader ofthe OSS group operating in the Viet Bae in 1945 with the collaboration and assistance of :t,he Viet_ MinhŁ · _In his "Report on Deer Mission'' (the code name of the operation)_, MajorThomas wtote: ''The people [of _the Viet Bae] are.principally of three types--Annamese,Tho and Man 
	_
	.
	_g
	· 
	.
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	The VietgMinh realized that in order to achieve success it waŁ necessary for them to recruit and train local people as cadresŁgA Party document stated: "Provinces with minorities' populgation sho_uld organize committeegs speci·alizing in mobilizing t.hem, form and train cadres of ethriic bacŁground and let them 4evelop _the ·nationalsalvation 
	•
	. 
	.g

	80 . The Vietnamese _Quoc Dan Dang Party (Kue>inintang) Ł for example, was active in the highland region of North Vietnam, but recruited its memb·ers from the Vietnamese population living in the area. 
	·
	·
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	Viet Chung, p. 11. This statement was contained in the Indochinese Communist Party's Program of Action of 1930. 
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	Chu Van Tan, "With Uncle Ho," p. 69. 
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	Major A. K. Thomas, "Report on Deer Mission," in Hea:Pings Before the Committee gn Relations on Causes, Origins, a:nd Lessons of the Vietnam Waz,, May 9, 10, and 11, 1972, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973) , p. 263. 
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	movement in their own areas; only in this way would we be able to obtain quick results.t"Cadres from the minorities were recruited usually through family or friendship ties, trained in short courses and then sent back to their area:, to work. When a cadre movedtintoa set
	8
	4 
	·t
	· 

	· 
	tlement, if he did not have any relatives or friends in the village, he set about winning the sympathy and trust of a villager, and then contacted other families through this person. The most ardent sympathizers were trained to become cadres and to lead the local movement. After thatt, the cadre moved on to another settlement where he could count on the kinship and friendship ties of the people he had recruited in the previous settlement to gain an entry into the area.t-At the same timet, the villagers he 
	and friends scatŁered in various villages. In this way, the network spread, and since the cadres in mostt-instances were bound by friendship or blood tŁes to the people, the villagers were not prone to betray and denounce them to the authorities.t
	8
	5 

	The cadres recruited from the minorities were successful because they understood the situation in their own areast, knew local customs and habits, had prestige among the people and could win their confidence and get them to do what was needed. Outside cadres usually only came in to consolidate the local movement and to provide further training to the local cadres. 
	The minorities of the Viet Bae did not speak a common language.
	The iingua franca was usually Chinese mandarin or the dialect of the largest ethnic group in any given area. A large number of Tay spokeVietnamese, and Nung and Yao had a basic knowledge of it, but most did not. To overcome the language problemt, Viet Minh cadres learned the dialects of the areas in which they operated. Vo Nguyen Giapt, for example, spoke Tay and Yao, and Pham Van Dong was fluent in Tay.tTo propagate Viet Minh programs and policies, documents, bulletins _and leaflets were translated into th
	86 

	Viet-Nam L<tP (Independent Vietna·Viet Minh newspaper, fJq'c m)t, and taught revolutionary songs to the minorities. 
	To raise the political conscitousness of the people, the cadres taught them simple questions and answers which they could memorize easilyt: 
	Q. We are poor, we wear ragged clothes, we are sick and malnourished, who causes this? 
	A. It's because the French imperialists and Japanese fascists oppress and exploit usa. 
	84. 
	84. 
	84. 
	Van Kien Dang, 1939-1945 (Party Documents), cited in Khu Thien Thuat, p. 73. 

	85. 
	85. 
	Khu Thien Thuat. 86. Kahin, 
	p. 586. 



	or 
	If we want to have enough to eat and be happy, what should 
	we do? 
	A. We must unite tightly with the Viet Minh Front to make revolution, rise up to drive out all the French imperialists and Japanese fascists, overthrow the reactionary government, and set up a peoplet's revolutionary government. 
	Q. What benefits will wet_tŁnjoy if the revolution succeeds? 
	· 

	A.tWe will have equality; men and women will be equal, there will be no oppression. We will have enough to �at, warm clothes to wear, the peasants will have land to till, and there will be no exploitation. We won't have to pay head taxes .... We won't have to 
	· 

	· 
	·
	do labor conscription work.
	87 

	The Viet Minh also organized mobile exhibits of pictures to show the crimes of the Japanese and French, and the heroic deeds of the Chinese Red Army in their fight against the Japanese. Lien Boan (gettogether) parties were held where pe6ple of different ethnic backgroundsmet and fraternized in order to forge uriity and friendship between _them and overcome the divisiveness spreadgby the French. In additiqgn, cultural classes were conductedg-to combat illiteracy, so that more and 
	·g

	.
	.
	more people could read Viet Minh documents. 
	· 
	·


	In order not to antagoniie the peoplŁ, the cadres were instructed to observeg.local customs and habits strictly, in all circumstances. Ho Chi Minh himself set the example, adopting the clothing and living style of the minorities in the areas where he stayed. He also laid down the "Four Recommendations" and the "Five Interdictions" which all cadres must follow. The "Four Recommendations" were: 
	1. To help the population in their daily work: husking and milling rice, fetching water and firewood, looking after the children. 
	2. To get acquainted with local customs and habits, to strictly respect all "taboos" observed in the region andby the family with whom one is staying. 
	.
	· 
	· 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	To learn the local dialect, to teach the local people to sing,read and write, to win their sympathy and little by little to conduct revolutionary propaganda. 

	4. 
	4. 
	To win the population's confidence and support through one's correct attitude 
	and discipline.
	88 



	The "Five Intergdictions" were: 
	1. Not to cause any damage to the cropŁ and fields, not to deface or impair the population's furniture and household articles. 
	Not to insist on buying or borrowing what people don't want to 
	sell 
	lend. 
	3. Not to forget one's promises. 
	87. Khu Thien Thuat, pp. 21-22. 
	88. Le Quang Ba, "Reminiscences of Underground Work,t" p. 47. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Not to violate local customs, habits and religious beliefs. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Not to divulge any secrets.g9 
	8



	By adhering to these rules and using these methods, the Viet Minh succeeded in mbilizing the minorities of the Viet Bae and bringing them into the national struggle for independence and social emancipation.g· The Viet Minh success stemmed largely from the fact that theyissued appeals which reflected these minorities' aspirations. In these areas of grinding poverty where exploitative taxation and labor conscription had added such a heavy burden to the life of the people, promises of a better life and an en
	o
	. 
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	INTRODUCTION 
	.
	.
	.
	·

	·

	·

	The Armyfor N�tioni1salvatio�n:�ai:6n� of ihe �t�ed tinits which were the precursors of the Vietnam People's Army today. Born after the glorious Bae Son insurrection and during the dark.years of our countrythen living under the yoke of thensavge colonialist rule of the French and Japanese imperialists in league with the reactionary feudalists, the Army for National Salvation--led by the Party, protected and supported by the people--carried out an extremely heroic struggle full of difficulties and hardships
	.n
	a

	Comrade Chu Van Tan was one of the men who had directly contributed to the glorious activities of the Army for National Salvation since its formation. He has recounted many stories about the Army for National Salvation which have appeared in newspapers or published in book form. In 1964, the People's Army Publishing House issued his book, One Year 
	on the China-Vietnam Border, which recorded a phase in the activities 
	of the Army for National Salvation then receiving the utmost support of friendly China's Party and peoplen. 
	Along with other memoirs which have been published by the People's Army Publishing House--such as Born from the People by comrade Vo Nguyen Giap, Under the Glorious Banner of the Party by comrade Song Hao, From the Mountains and Forests of Ba To by comrade Pham Kiet--the book One Year on the China-Vietnam Border of comrade Chu Van Tan have helped the readers understand the glorious tradition and the extremely difficult but also extremely heroic evolution of our people's revolutionary armed forced under the 
	· 

	At the request of readers who want to understand more fully about the Army for National Salvation, the People's Army Publishing House proposed to comrade Chu Van Tan that he supplement his memoir. Althoughvery busy, comrade Chu Van Tan expended a large amount of time and effort to meet this request, and handed to us the book Reminisaenaes on the Army for National Salvation. 
	We are happy to introduce this book to the readers, and are verygrateful to comrade Chu Van Tan, as well as to many agencies--in particular the Central Commission for the Research of Party History--and to many comrades and citizens, to whom our revolution is indebted, who have contributed theirefforts to help us issue th�s book. 
	· 
	.
	. 
	·

	. 
	. 
	' : . . 

	November 1971 
	People's Army Publishing House 
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	REMINISCENCES ON THE ARMY FOR NATIONAL SALVATION 
	World War broke out in September 1939. In Indochina, along with the issuance of the mobilization order, the French carried out a fascist policy,did their utmost to terrorize the revolution, and implemented their wartime economic policy designed to suck up all the human and matetial resources to support their fascist war. · 
	1 

	In the face of a changing situation, our Paity directed all Party commigttees and cadres operating under legal and semilegal cover to withdraw into secrecy, sustain liaison with the population, and maintain their bases and forces in the urban areas, but_ at the same time to direct the focus of their actigvities to the countryside in order to transform it into a vast base aiea for the revolution. 
	In May 1940, the German fascists attacked France. Over a month later the French reactionary capitalists surrendered to the German fascists. Taking advantage of French defeat, the J�panese fascists entered Indochina, seizing for themselves the prey_ they had been coveting for a long time. On September 22, 1940 the Japanese fascists moved their troops to attack Lang Son, and at the same· time they landed 6,000 troops in Do Son (near Haiphong). After a· fe� engagements in the Vietnam-China border area, the c
	From them on, the Vietnamese people came under the domination of two enemies, the French fascists and the Japanese fascists. Faced with this situation, the Vietnamese people had only one way open to them,and that was to rise up in struggle in order to save themselves. 
	The Bae Son-Vo Nhai region where-the revolutionary movement had been in existence for a long time, was also terrorigzed. A number of Party members and non-Party member revolutionaries were arrested. But the Party infrastructure and revolutionary organigzations survived and contignued to expand. 
	· 

	When the Japanese troops attacked Lang Son, the French army retreated and fled through Binh Gia and Bae Son, toward Thai Nguyen. The enemy administrative network in the areas through _which the French army fled was badly shaken: the That Khe district chief fled, the Na Sam district chief was captured by the people, the French representative in Binh Gia threw down his weapon and fled, abandoning his outpost. The people's revolutigonary fervor was at a boiling point. Many people ambushed enemy troops to sei
	1939 marked the end of the Popular Front government in France. During the Popular Front period, from 1936 to 1939, colonial rule in Indochina was somewhat relaxed and some degree of political freedom was permitted. After the collapse of the Popular Front, the colonial administration inIndochina embarked on a policyof repression and launched a "campaign of white terror." (Trans.) 
	·
	· 
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	number of Communist Party members, native of Bae Son-Vo Nhai, who had 
	been imprisoned in the Lang Son jail since 1939--such as comrades Nong 
	Thai Long, Vuong Van Ne (alias Thanh), Rue, Duong Van Thuc, Duong Van 
	Tu, etc., escaped from jail. They met with the local comrades on the morning of September 27, 1940, to assess the situation, and together decided to launch an armed insurregction, set up a Command Staff to lead the insurregction, and appoint a committee in charge of the attack on the Mo Nhai post. 
	Right that night, over 6.00 people--.including members of all the ethnic minorities, the Tay, Y-ao, Nung and Kinh--from Hu-ong Vu, Bae Son, 
	·
	·
	.
	2

	·
	Tam Hoa, Chieu Vu and Tran Yen villages, along with a, number ofcant·ori and village militia chiefs, Łil-itiamenand.Vietnamese soldiersg-setving in the French army who had sided with the revolution, converged toward the meeting place. Besides sticks and spears, the insurrectidn forces had close to thirty rifles. 
	. 
	j 

	,
	Exactly at 8: 00 Pg.M., the .Łnsurrection forces split up· into three 
	.

	·:
	prongs and advanced to attackthe Mo Nhai post (that. is to say, the · seat of Bae SonDistrict)g. The insurregction beggan. Af.ter ·ten minute·s
	· 
	.
	:
	· 
	· 
	· 

	.
	of integnse fighting, the district chief and the soldiers in the postfled, and the insurregction forces seized the district seat. · 
	At the news of: this victory, all the. ethnic minorities pouredg:. toward the MoNhai post, and ·formed a huge meetin-g. 1:he c.omrade-representing the Command Staff of the insurrection reported to the people·--the regsults of the first attack, .and announced the dissolgution of the .:·
	· 

	·
	imperialist government. Immediately, registers, papers, certificates and seals belongingwere in public. .
	·
	· 
	· 
	.
	· 
	•
	.

	to the enemyburned Everyoneg-wa·s · filled with joy and cheered wildly. · 
	On September 28 and 29, the insurregction forces carried out two consecutive ambushes in Canh Tiem and Sap Ri passes, destroyed ovr ten Frenchmen, including a captain, .. and seized anumbŁr of weapons·. ·g
	e
	.
	. 
	·
	· 
	· 

	The insurrection frightened both the French and the Japanese� Be� cause of their reactionary nature, the French compromised with the Japanese fascists_gin order to have a.gfree hand to suppress th� Vi�tnamese regvolution. The Japanese fascists, regalizing thatan im�egdiate .·overthrow of the French was not t6 their advantage, reached a quick! agreement with the French colonialists and used them as tools to suppress the insurrectiortary forces. 
	. 
	· 

	The Fregnch colonialists dispatched regoccupy thegBinh Gia and Mo Nhai posts. Theg·ginsurregctionary forces had to withdrawg-into the forest. White terror began. 
	troops.to 
	·
	.

	informed of the fnsurrection, the North Vietnam Region Party Com-. mittee sent comrade Tran Dang Nirih toBae.Son to take direct commandg
	·
	.
	.
	3 
	. 

	· 
	of the movement. 
	. . 
	In the middle of October 1940, a Region Command Staff was.-set -.upwith Tran Dang Ninh as leader. It put forth thegslogan of fi.ghting the 
	.

	2. "Kinh" is a term used to refer to Vietnamese of the delta areas Ł (Trans.) 
	· 
	3. Tran Dang Ninh was a member of the North Vietnam Region Party Committee, and· head of the Rear Supply Section during the Resistance, from 1948 to_ 1949. (Trans.) 
	French and driving out the Japanese, announced thedissolution of the 
	.

	·
	local administration, confiscated certificates and Łeals, burned the 
	-

	registers 6£ the locŁl officials, formed i guerrilla unit, eliminated 
	segcret pcilice Łang leaders, made propaganda tri eŁplaŁn Party policy to 
	the people, and organized the masses to make them ready to deal .gwith 
	·

	the enemy. Our guerriglla fotces wereg'gfather large then, and took Don Uy, Bo Tat, Sa Khai, Nam Nhi and vuLang as their bŁse areas. 
	· 
	-
	'g

	The French colonialists concentrated about 100 militiamen and occupied the Vu Lang school, with the aiŁg_of spreadingtheir terrorismŁ On October 25, 1940, the revolutionary forces divided intri two spear-_heads and advanced to attack the Vu Langg·school. In the face 0£ the intimid·ating_ power of the revolutionary .forces, the e_nemy soldiers fired a few shots in the air and then fled. 
	·
	.g
	_

	Three days later .... On October 28, 1940, the revolutionary masses organized a meeting in the Vu Lang schoolyard, and prepared to reoccupy the Mo Nhai post. 
	After reg�ining control over theg·majgority of the militia and canton militia chiefs, the French colonialists used local secret policemen as guides to lead Bordier-�the owner of the Dinh Ca plantation--and soldiers from the M_o Nhai post through a shortcut to attack our forces from the rear. The revolutionary_gmasses dispersed into the jungle. 
	Łhe guerrilla unit dispersed in all directions. 
	The enemy marched int6 Vu Lang, shooting and killing the revolutionary masses, and burning down villages and settlements. They ordered the people "to atone for their sins" by cutt.ing off the 1-\eads of the cadres and bringing these to them. The canton and village militia chiefs went ·through villages and settlements with bullhorns and demanded that the "Communists" surrender to the French .
	. 

	In November 1940 the 7th Central Committee Plenum was held� The reality of the Bae Son uprisirig madeour Party see �!early that, beneath two layersg· of repression and exploitation perpetrat�d by the French and Japanese, ''a revolutionary high wave would. certainly rise up, and the Party shduld assume the sacr�d mission ofg· leading the oppressed. peopli of _gIndochina to. take armed and violent actions in order to regain.gtheir freedom �nd ind,ependence.g"Even though our country "did not as -yet fin� igts
	· 
	·
	get ready.to 
	4 

	_
	tion in which direct revolution was feasible,g" in _view ofg. conditi_ons prŁvailing in the world and in our cŁuntry at this time, our country'srevoluti6n could break out with localized uprisings in areas where con• ditions permitted (such as Bae Sort)g, which could then lead to a generalinsurrection to seize power in the entire country. 
	_
	·

	. . .
	With regardto the question of spreading_ the iŁpact of theg-Bae Songuprising, after listening to. comrade Tran DŁng Ninh's reportthe Plenum 
	:g
	· 
	w 

	-
	passed a resolution to maintain the Bae Son armed forces, set tip guerrilla units, carry out armed mis�ions, and when necissary fight to p�otect the lives and property of the people, and expand theg·ggrass�groot bases of the revolution, using the Bae Son-Vo Nhai area as the nu_cleus under the direct leadership of the Central Committeeg. 
	·

	4. Party Documents (January 25; 1939 ,.....September 2, 1_945), Su That, Hanoi, 1963, Section B: The Political Situation in Indochina. (Footnote in text .) 
	Under the care of theCentral Committee, and after being rein
	·g
	forced withga number bf cadres from the Bae Giang military trainingg
	forced withga number bf cadres from the Bae Giang military trainingg
	·g

	· 

	·
	school and from the delta, the BaegSon guerrilla unit was reasgsembledŁ The Bae Son guerrilla command staff at this time included comrades Hoang Van Thug(alias Van)g, Luong Van Chig(alias Giao or Huy)g, and myself, with Thu ingeneral charge. At first, Łhe command staff was stationed in Don uy(near Vu Lang), but later on it gradually· withdrew to Vu Le and Khuoi Noi. 
	5 
	6 
	.g
	· 
	· 

	In this period, with the policy line of secret aŁtion arid armed propaganda, the Bae Son guerrilla unit split up into clls Ło rebuild the Party infrastructure and reorganize the maŁses. Military triining was spread to every village. It was at this point that the gqŁrrillgcommand staff received instructions to prepare for a new misgsion. 
	Ł
	q
	· 

	5. Hoang Van Thu, a Tay, was born in 1906 in Diem He district, Lang Son p:roviriŁe .tHe left school in 1926 and went to China to join the revolutŁon .· ·t·1-1e lived in 
	.. 
	·t
	·

	'.
	Kwangsi province., in southern China, where he earned his· living as a metal worker. He took part in the Le Hong Phong training course in Lurigchou and was ad-mittedt.in the Indochinese Conitunist Party in 1930, afterwhich he returned. to the 
	,
	·
	· 
	. 

	.
	.
	Viet Bae area and was instrumentalt: in developing Party organization in several provinces in this zone--such as Cao Bang, Lang Son and Thai Nguyen. As•the Secretary of the North Vietnam Region Party Conunittee and·a member ofthe Party Central Committee, he was one of the key cadres who provided leadershiptto'the Party during the difficult period of repression after the fall of the Popular
	·
	.
	·


	' 
	Front in France. . He· was arrested by the French in 1943tnear H_anoi, where he had 
	·

	·
	been sentby the Central Cononittee to lead the movement in the capital following' the arrest of Nguyen Khang, a member of the Standing Cononittee of the Hanoi-PartyCommittee. He refused to provide information to the French,t· even after monthst
	. 

	_
	of torture. The· French executed him in May 1944. He is considered one of the _theroes of the revolution, and conoemorative services are held in his honor every
	··
	··
	year in the ORV. (Trans • ) 

	Luong Huu Chi, a Tay, came from the same province as Hoang Van Thu. _He was a close friend and an old classmate of Thu's in Lang Son, and left school to go to China with Thu. He studied at the Military Academy in China, and took partt-in revolutionary activities in Kwangsi. He was captured by the French in 1941, and died in jail of malaria. (Trans.) 
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	SCALE: 1 Inch = 29.2 Miles 
	LEGEND: 
	LEGEND: 
	LEGEND: 
	I 

	---• Trip to Pac Bo 0 29.2 58 
	----• Return Trip 
	----• Return Trip 
	Hanoi 0 
	CHAPTER I 
	Since the conclusion of the 7th Party Central Committee Congress, the Central Committee had sent cadres abroad on many occasions to reestablish contact with the Communist International and with Party organs overseas. Going abroad was very difficult then. Once a comrade managed to reach Lungchou (China) and waited for two months without being able to meet liaison agents, and had to come back. It was difficult enough for one person to go, but to travel in groups was even more difficult. 
	At the beginning of 1941, we received the instruction to secure a route and to protect Central Committee members going on mission. It was only long afterward that I found out this was an extremely crucial mission: these comrades were on their way to attend the 8th Party Central Committee Congress convened by Uncle Ho. 
	In February 1941, comrades Truong Chinht(alias Son), Hoang Van Thu (alias Van)t, Hoang Quoc Viet(alias Chinh)t, and Tran Dang Ninh arrived in Vo Nhai. They stopped in my village to rest for a short time. After that they went to the Bae Son. Guerrilla Command Staff Headquarters in Khuoi Noi to make further preparations. 
	1 
	2 
	.

	It was in Khuoi Noi that Thu transmitted to us the decision of the Central Committee to change the name of the Bae Son guerrilla urii t into 
	·

	1. Following is a biographical sketch of Truong Chinh which appeared in Vietrlam Advances, No. 3 (Hanoi, 1962), p. 23. "Truong Chinh, Chainnan of the Standing Committee of the National Assembly of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, was born in Nam Dinh in 1907. His revolutionary activities dated back to 1925-19Ł6Ł In 1927 he joined the Revolutionary Youth League and took part in the founding 
	of the Indochinese Communist Party. In 1930 he was arrested by the French colo� nialists and condenmed to twelve years of detention. In 1936 following the victory of the Popular Front in France he was liberated. From 1936 to 1939 he worked for the founding and the consolidation of the Indochinese Democratic Fronte. From 1941 to 1951 he was Secretary General of the Indochinese Communist Party; from 1951 to 1956 Secretary General of the Vietnam Workerse' Party, ande
	· 
	from 1956 member of the Political Bureau of this Party. From 1958 to 1960 heewas Vice-Premier and President of the State Scientific Research Co.mrtri. ttee of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. He was elected deputy to the National Assembly in the May 1960 general elections and re-elected member of the Central Cornrni ttee·· and the Political Bureau of the Vietnam Workerse' Party at the Third Party Congress in September 1960." (Translator's Note: The name of the Party was changed from Indochinese Communis
	· 

	2. Hoang Quoc Viet was born in 1905 in Bae Ninh province. He attended the Practical School of Industry in Haiphong in 1922, but was expelled in 1925 following a . strike. He went to work in factories and mines, and joined the Thanh Nien Party in 1928. He was arrested in 1930 and sent to Con Son Island. He was released in 1936 during the Popular Front period in France. He became a member of the Indochinese Communist Party Central Committee in 1941e. Since 1950 he has been President of the Vietnam General C
	.

	38 
	Army for National Salgvation.gThe Central Committee had held this in
	3 

	tention since 1940. The insurrectionary forces had gone through a fil
	tering process after months of hard and bitter struggle and now there 
	was exactly one platoon left. 
	On Febgruary 14, 1941, the AFNS 1st Platoon was formally set up in a ceremony held in. a clearing in Khuoi Noi, near a stream which ran through the jungle of Vu Le village, bordering on the two districts of Vo Nhai and Bae Son. In the afternoon, we assembled on the old platform of a house belonging to the two brothers Lo �nd Lieu. From Vo Nhai came Nong Thai Long,gNhi Phung and myself (at that time I was assuming the name Ba.· From Bae Son came Binh,gQuoc Vinh, Duong Van Thuc,Duong Van Tu, Hoang, Tan, Rue,
	4 
	4
	4 
	4 
	4 
	Ł 
	5 
	f
	·
	·
	_ 

	The jungle stream gushed with joy in greeting to the revolutionaries from all places who gathered here. Thu attended the ceremony as the representative of the Central Committee. 
	Thu was a Tay from Lang Son province. He was skinny, but he was used to trekking through the mountain areas, and could climb hills andford streams very well. He was a frequent visitor at my house. To me, he was like an elder brother--! was close to him, and at the same time I had a_ great respect and affection for him. 
	· 

	In a calm and deliberate manner, Thu stepped in front of the linedup troops. In a clear voice, he said, "We are living in a situation in which we have lost our country and our homes have been destroyed. Our fatherland is reeling under the French and Japanese bandits. Even though the Bae Son prising failed temporarily, it demonstrated our people's indomitable spirit which is rising and which nothing can crush. The insurrection has created a revolutionary armed force for our people.We must preserve and expan
	u

	On the mission of the AFNS, Thu pointed out clearly: "The AFNS should carry out armed missions. When necessary they should fight to resist repression, protect the livesg-and belongings of the people, expand the revolutionary base and build up guerrilla base areas .. Your base areas will be the places where our comrades will come to study and train. As Bae Son is in an important location, you will also have the 
	3. Hereafter referred tot·as AFNS. (Trans.) 
	.
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Nong Thai Long, Binh, Duong Van Thuc, Duong Van Tu, and Rueescaped from the Lang Son jail during the Japanese invasion of 1940 and led the Bae Son uprising• (Trans . ) 
	_


	5. 
	5. 
	Hoang Van Thai is now a Lieutenant General and the Deputy Chief of the Joint General Staff of the People's Anny of the DRY. (Trans.) 


	task of providing security for the Party cadres passing through this area.t" 
	After passing on to us the instructions of the Central Committee,Thu handed us a beautiful flag with a yellow star and fringes--a giftfrom the women of Hanoi. After that Luong Van Chi read the five pledgestof the AFNS. Then in the name of all the brothers, .I promised
	.t
	. 
	6 

	"to carry out the tasks assigned to us by the Party ..t.. The AFNS will not be deterred by hardships and difficulties, nor will we be afraid to lay down our lives. We are determined to build and expand the movement.t" 
	After the ceremony, Thu and I returned to the headquarters. On the wayt, Thu told me I had been appointed to the North Vietnam RegionParty Committeet, and said that the Central Committeetmembers this time would go on to attend the 8th Party Congress and that we had been asŁ signed the task of providing security for the delegation on their way to the conference. 
	·

	I was as familiar with the roads in this section of the country as I was with the 1ines on the palms of my handst. My work as a surveyor and a lumberjack to deceive the local security police had led me into the deepest jungles and the most isolated paths. Comrade Tai, a local cadre, and comrade Lam, a native of Lang Son province and a member of theAFNSt, were also chosen for this task. They were the "earth gods'' (th8 a8ng)tof the areas the Central Committee comrades would gothrought. 
	.
	1 
	7 

	It was a great honor for the men chosen for this special mission. We were both happy and worried--we were happy that we had been assignedthe first task directly given to the AFNS by the Central Committeet: to provide security for the Central Committee on their way to attend a congress which was crucial to the fate of the entire country. We were worried because we knew that the journey would be fraught with difficulties and dangers. We would have to climb hills, cross stre_ams, pass many enemy posts at a ti
	11we are determined to protect the Central Committee and ensure their safety going to and returning from the conferencet." 
	I promised Thu, 
	·t

	Lowering his voice, Thu said, "On this trip we might meet the 
	·
	International representative.t" 
	I detected intense feelings and a great confidence in these words of his. I thought of the forthcoming journey with excitementt. "But how about my work back here? My work in the unit, especially since it has just been formed?" 
	6. The five pledges were: (a) we will not betray the Party, (b) we will' remain absolutely loyal to the Party, (c) we are determined to struggle and revenge our comrades who have sacrificed their lives, (d) we will not surrender to the enemy, 
	(e) we will not harm the people. (Footnote in text.) 
	1. 
	7. Th$ aong or "God of the Soil" is used to refer to someone who is very familiar with the terrain of an area (like the th8Łtaong who knows every square inch of the earth under his control). (Trans.) 
	. 
	As if he could guess my concern, Thu said right away, "The Central Committee has appointed Chi to stay behind-and take charge. He has the mission of keeping the road from Bae Son to Dinh Ca open, and training the AFNS. I have talked with Chi." 
	Chi--whom we usually called Giao:g-had operated with Thu abroad. He had studied at the Military Academy in China. He. had helped us along and given us guidance in military andg-political matters. This was why we called him Giao (''_Teacher") ._ He was a Tay, with hooded eyes and an aqualine nose. He was of small stature and looked every inch a "scholar.g" However, his movements were quick-and energetic and very military. 
	·
	Absorbed in our thoughts andtalk, before we knew we had reached the headquarters. In the headquarters,-the brothers were weaving bask�ts in preparation for the journey. 
	* * * 
	There were nine men in the group: the four Central-Commigttee comrades, Truong Chinh, Hoang Van Thu, Hoang Quoc Viet and Tran Dang Ninh whom we usually referred to as "the brother with the big head"; a representative from the Central Vietnam Region Party Committee (comrade San); a representative from the South Vietnam Region Party Committee (comradeThao); and to guide and protect the delegation: comrade Tai, a local cadre; comrade Lam, an AFNS soldier;g· and myself. 
	Our baggage consisted of a few bas.kets containing clothes with secret documents hidden inside. Our food consisted of a few pecks of dry roasted glutinous rice. My weapon was a special type of rifle: a Dop rifle with the butt removed, with only the trigger mechanism and the barrel in place, and a clip of five bullets. I took along two handkerchiefs to wrap around my hand when I fired in.order to insulate it from the scorching barrel. During the day, the rifles and bullets were hidden in a wool blanket wound
	border at night. 
	We started our journey in the lateg.gafternoon, a few days after the cerempny setting up the AFNS. We crossed the Van Ha forest. When it was pitch dark, we passed through the Loong settlement, followed the mountain path full of sharp and pointed rocks., went through the Phie Khao settlgement and reached Bo Tat, a hamlet at the entrance to Vu Lang village, which lay in an area where we had an infrastructure (cd sJ).The group stopped to rest for a few days here, to reconnoiter the road and to find out more ab
	•

	From Bo Tat we went to Na Tou, crossed Lung -Chon, and stopped to rest at the edge of the forest. We waited for it to get pitch dark before we_proceeded to Ban Que, �nd then crossed a section of the highway, and turned orito the route leading to Ban Sao and Van Thuy. We 
	were all elated made it through a dangerous leg 
	for having successfully 

	of our journey. But we were all tired. Ninh, who was 
	normally weak 

	physically, began to develop a fever. 
	That night, it was pitch dark. Comrade Tai went ahead to find the path, the rest of us followed closely behind, the man walking behind grasping the shirt of the one in front. The comrades from the delta wereg·unfamiliar with forest paths and stumbled and fell often. At each crossroad, I had to run ahead to check, and then run back; I waited for all of them to pass by and then followed behind. 
	We had to cross Rang Mong;gthis was the most dangerous partgof our trip. There was only one single path which ran through the settlement, and on both sides rose steep rocky mountains. There were many reactionary officials in this village. If we were detected here, there would be no way out for us. We had to sleep on a high mountain peak on the way to Rang Mong, in order to cross this dangerous section the next day. 
	·g
	.

	The next day, just as we were about to make it through Rang Mong, we heard cocks crowing. My heart skipped a beat: it was almost daylight. Comrade Tai who appeared as nervous as I, said in his quickened breathing: "Hurry up, comrades! If it becomes light, we'gll have a difficult time!" 
	·

	Ninh was then as hot as a glowing charcoal. He was in fever, a terrible fever, but he held on to the man walking in front of him. Hoang Quoc Viet's feet were sore, and he limped along with great difficulty. But knowing that each minute we made haste meant a minute less of danger, we focused all our strength on our feet and tried to walk as fast as we could, with our eyes open wide to check on all four sides. An hour later, we passed through Rang Mong! 
	In the early morning, we went to the forest to change our clothes because they had becomefilthy after a night on the slippery paths and the steep slopes. We resumed our march immediately thereafter. There were isolated settlements on the way, and we met many people going back and forth. We split into two separate groups. Thu, Lam, Tai and myself pretended to discuss trading problems in the local dialect. The other comrades, especially the two from Central and South Vietnam, had no choice but to remain as q
	· 

	That evening, we reached Pac Cap, the congruence of three branches of the Van Mich river. Our group went to the house of two Nung peasants who knew comrade Tai. This family cheerfully arranged a place for us to sleep, and then helped us to prepare food. Ninh who was already ill and had had to walk all day and all night in the mountain and forest, exposed to the wind and fog, was in a high fever and could not eat. We were all worried; we still had a long way to go and we feared that Ninh'gs illness would wor
	Tai went out to reconnoiter the road and met some villagers who told him that the canton militia chief frequently searched the road from Pac Cap to Po Co. This meant we could not take the land route. The Central Committee comrades decided to go by river to avoid danger. From here on, we would have to go by raft along the Van Mich River to the Ban Trai bridge in That Khe. It was better to go by river because 
	posts and fewer villages to go through. 
	there 
	were 
	fewer 
	enemy 
	It 
	was

	·
	less dangerous than the lŁnd 
	route. 
	Comrade 
	Tai 
	very 
	familiar 
	with

	was
	every rock, every cataract in its course. In 
	the 
	river 
	and 
	knew 
	the

	each made of a few bamboo trunks.
	evening 
	we 
	fo
	und 
	four 
	small 
	rafts, 

	the rafts into two larger ones--one to carry 
	We 
	tied 
	fou
	Ł 
	fo
	ur 
	of 
	us
	·
	,

	down a few bamboos and arranged
	and 
	t
	Ł
	e 
	other 
	fi
	ve. 
	Comrade 
	Tai 
	cu
	t 

	them into a platform on one of the 
	rafts 
	so 
	Nin
	h 
	cou
	ld 
	lie 
	down 
	wi
	thout 

	·ggetting wet. 
	At dusk, we boarded the rafts. A new problem cropped up: who was 
	going to pilot the-rafts? ·gOnly Tai kriew -how to do this well. I was not very familiar with this. We talked it over for a while, and then decided on the following division of labor: on the first raft, comrade Tai would pilot the raft, while comrade Lam stood at the rear; on the second raft, I would pilot while Thu stood at the rear.g· I would both pilot and provide security. The others would not be able to replace us. 
	·

	a great deal of experience on the river, comrade
	Having acquired 

	Tai told us, "If the raft go of 
	overturns, just 
	c•ling 
	to it, don't let 

	it and try to swim. If you let go of· theg. raft, the current will carry
	·

	you away.g" 
	The Van Mich river had many rocksmany cataractsand falls in its meandering course. The two rafts moved in the night, bobbing and pitching. Each time the rafts bumped into the mountain slope, the peopleaboard were thrown back and forth, andglost their balance. Negotiating 
	j 
	1 
	_

	:
	each cataract was a challenge. The torrent gushed swiftly along. The 
	shimmering water reflectedthe night sky. The two rafts were like two 
	· 

	leaves floating on the river. My raft followed in the wake of Taig's 
	raft. As I navigated the raft, my hands and feet were in constant mo
	tion, and I opened my eyes wide to peer in front of me. I saw the 
	skill with which Tai navigated his raft and negotiated each wave. Nor
	mally his small and slight1y stocky body did not look very striking, 
	but now he looked very steady arid in full control, his legs flexed and straightened up again Łith the bobbing waves. Each time we approacheda cataract, he signalled to us. Many comrades had to bend very low and cling to the bamboo pole. The current rushed along; the raft plunged into the water and then reared up again: The water swirled and gushed. 
	.g
	·
	·

	We continued in this way, and at midnight arrived· at a lariding place a few hundred meters from the Van Mich post. To avoid the post, we disembarked and went on foot through a small village, past the main road, crossed the mountain and then turned toward Hat Quang.gComrade
	·

	· 
	Tai meanwhile piled one raft· on top of the other, and transported Ninh by the water route to Hat Quang to wait for us. 
	. 
	. 
	.

	The twisting road was only over one· kilometer long, but it caused us a lot of trouble. It was midnight theŁ and none of tis was familiar with the road. We groped alongtrying-to follow the instrugctions Tai had given us. When we were close to the village, we held our breath and slipped past. About an hour later we reached Hat Quag. As we edged our way down the narrow river bahk, we saw Tai waiting for s. We were overjgoyed and asked as we . stepped aboard the raft, "Has Viet got here alrea·dy?" We were usua
	·
	·g
	,-
	Ł
	Ł
	·

	_
	_
	Viet because his eyesight was bad, he limped and his health was not good.gWe rechecked_gour group and discovered that Viet was missing. 
	8 


	8. These resulted from mistreatment during imprisonment by the French . (Trails .) 
	We were scared. It was so quiet I could hear my heart beat madly. The comrades selected Lam and me to go and find him. 
	We searched for a long time, checking one bush after another without finding him. We returned to the raft to report. Everyone was disappointed. We looked at each other. Our throats· constricted and we were close to tears. One comrade said, "If we wait here till morning we will be seen, and our great mission will be ruined. Perhaps we have no choice but to. . . . " 
	. 
	However, the Central Committee members decided to let me go and look once more. Thu reminded me, "Try and find him no matter how dangerous it is!g" 
	I considered that an order. Besides, there was a strong bond of affection between us revolutionaries, and also Viet's devotion and assistance to the Bae Son movement had given me strength and clarity of mind. I remembered all this very well. Hoang Quoc Viet came to us when the skies and mountains of Bae Son were still cloaked in gloom. He came from the delta, but wherever he went--whether it was a Tay, or a Nung, or a Yao area--he managed to maintain a firm foothold in these mountain and jungle regions whi
	I turned into the twisting path and groped my way back to the landing place where we had disembarked earlier. When I reached a three-way intersection leading to the village, I lay down and put my ear to the ground: I could hear a dog barking. Guessing that someone was near the village fence, I crawled toward it. When I was about fifty steps from the fence, I could see a shadow in the thicket; I clucked my tongue as a signal. The other answered in the same manner. That was him! That was one of us! 
	I was overwhelmed with joy. I crawled quickly forward, grabbed his ·arm affectionately and said softly, "Well, brother Viet! The other comrades have been waiting for you till their eyes are about to fall out from the straining and peering!" 
	Then, in order to gain time and to make sure he would not get lost again, I lifted him on my back and said, "Let us hurry! They're waiting for us.g" I carried him and ran all the way to the raft. 
	The others were impatiently waiting for us. Seeing me and Viet, they became animated. frgot the enemy was nearby and clapped their hands and cheered. The sound reverberated and was carried very far. Someone hushed them and reminded us all to maintain secrecy. 
	Some comrad.es 
	o

	Comrade Tai hurried us onto the rafts. The others did not have time to ask any further questions, and pushed off in great haste in order to pass through the area surrounding the Van Mich post before daylight. 
	We spent the whole next day on the rafts. We were all exhausted, especially the navigators who had to row all day, all night, without a moment of rest. Even though we were tired and worried, we had great 
	fun. Each time we reached a desgerted stretch of water, comrade Truong Cus to sing--if knew any revolutionary songsg--or to tell 
	.

	hinh asked we storiesg. Thu related many exciting stoties about the Long March and the battles the Chinese Lib.eration Army had fought against the Japanese. The two comrades from South and Central Vietnam sang revolutionary songs. I also.gsang some ethnicgminoritysongs. Ninh was still in a high fever and kept asking for .waterŁ Once in a while when we asked, 
	0 
	.

	he would answer in his feverish breathing, ''I cangstill make it, let's go on!" or "I'm very tired but I. can go on.g" I was very movedgby his words.gHe was fighting an unfortunate and terrible illnesgs. He too had contribugted a great deal of effort to the. Bae Son movement. He had helped to rebuild it and to set up a strong and solid guerrilla base. When Bae Son went through agdiffic\llt period,gthe Party sent him up to guide and help usg, and he had actively participated in the organization 
	. 
	· 
	· 

	and formation of the Bae Son Guerrilla Untt .g. 
	That evening we docked and went to a house on the edge ofg:the river to fix dinner. The couple who owned the house were very kind and did their best to help us. We reembarked Łight after supper in order to reach Ban Trai at midnight. A few kilometers past Ban Trai was the shortcut to the frontier. 
	· 

	When we were near the Ban Trai ferry landing, it suddenly turned windy and rained very hard. The rafts were hurtling along between two sheets of icy water. At times the strong wind seemed to want to lift the rafts from the river and hurl .them far .away. We clung tightly to the rafts as the sky and river dumped frightening volumes of water over our headsg. The weaker comrades shook with cold. 
	·

	When our rafts docked on the right bank of Ban Trai,-Ninh was unconscious and did not respond to our calls.gHis hands :and feet were
	.
	.

	· 
	icy. Knowing that he could not go on, the Central Committee comrades 
	decided to send him back. We t6ld.comrade Tai to carry Ninh to a near
	by hut--the local people sometimes stayed in the hut to watch over 
	their patch of corn--and try to revive him-, and then find a way to take 
	him back to the delta. We left the raftsg.to go on foot. From here to 
	the border, both Lam and Thu were familiar with the Łoute. 
	It was raining and windy. When we had. to say goodbye to Ninhgwe all wept. Tears welled up in our eyes. I felt sorry for him and worried that he might riot survive. He had made it through so many dangerous legs of oujourney only to have to turn back now. 
	·
	r 

	Comrade Tai put Ninhg.gon the raft and ferried him to the left bank. We watched the river and the frail raft in the rain and wind, and our 
	hearts felt heavy. However, we had great confidence in the nautical 
	skill of Tai. The raft docke4. We followed each of his movementsg. He 
	gently lifted Ninh on his back and carried him to.gthe corn patch. 
	We only resgumed ouŁ journey after comrade Tai had disgappeared from view. (A. few months later, when we returned to Vo Nhai and asked about Ninh,g_ the comrades there told us that thanksg, to Tai's devotion and the villagersg' .gcare, Ninhrecovered from his illness and came to Vo Nhai on sŁveal occasions to look for the Central Committee.)g. 
	.
	r

	About three kilometers from Ban Trai was the route leading to the border. We went past the Pac Cam militia post and arrived in Kim Ly, 
	About three kilometers from Ban Trai was the route leading to the border. We went past the Pac Cam militia post and arrived in Kim Ly, 
	Na Khau and Na Ke--Thu's old base of operation--at around3 o'gclock 
	9 
	· 


	in the morning. When we reached Na Cai, we would be about 10 kilometers from the China-Vietnam border. The owner of the h6use we w�nt to was overjoyed when he saw Thu and found out that we were Party cadres. He asked us about all sorts of things. He offered us water and then opened a can of honey for us to eat to regain our energy. Knowing that this was a safe place, the Central Committee comrades took out their documents soaked with rain water and dried them near the fire. Theytalked with the head of the 
	We resgumed our journey the next night. We turned into Kim Ly village, a solid revolutionary base area, for a visgit. The majority of the people here were Nung and Tay. At the sight of comrade Thu and usg, they all flocked to see us. Every family wanted comrade Thu to stay with them for a few days. When they found out we had to leave rightaway for an urgent mission, they reluctantly let us go and wished us good luck. The meeting with the people there moved us and infused us with en.ergy and enthusiasm. 
	From here onward, the route took us through mountainsg, but to us the obstacles were insgignificant. 
	The night was far advanced and it was very dark. Grassy hills interspersed with mountains in an unbroken line. When it was past midnight, we reached a high mountain peak, on which was a stone slab indi
	cating the border between Vietnam and China. So, after four days and four nights of continuous travelling, after many worries and hardships, we had completed the most dangerous part of our trip. We all felt 
	·g
	elated; we talked with animation and laughed loudly. 
	We arrived in Ban Khiec, a Chinese village next to the border. The peasgants there treated us with affection. When they saw Ly (another alias of Hoang Van Thu) and us coming, they welcomed us warmlyand asked for news about the Vietnamese revolution, talking noisily and excitedly. They decided to slaughter a horse to treat us.g· When the brothers said they did not want to see the people waste so .much food on them, the villagers said, "We'll eat most of it anyway, and the amount you'll be able to put down i
	The people in this area had a special sympathy and affection for Thu. Anyone who came in contact with him loved him. He took charge of all liaison with the local cadres and managed to obtain passes for us to go to Lungchou. 
	After a few days' rest in Ban Khiec, we resumed our trip� When we arrived in Lungchou, we contacted the local comrades and asked for passes to go to Chinghsi. We were on the road for five long daysg. On the way, a few things struck me aboutChina. First, the life of the Chinese people was miserable and the situation was very complicated. Wherever we went we heard the people curse the oppression and exploitation of the Kuomintang, and long for the Communist Party like parched land longing for rain. Second, t
	.

	9. Hoang Van Thu was active on both sides of the border among the minorities in the 1920's and 1930's. (Trans.) 
	people was intensge. Wherever we went, we met ardent sympathizers of the revolution. The people in the border region undersgtood quite a bit about the situation of the Vietnamese revolution. They loved us and helped us to the utmost of their ability. 
	In Chinghsi, we learned that the site of the Congress was not in China, but in Pac Bo settlement in Ha Quang (Cao Bang province). We went south from Chinghsi. After two days on thegroad we arrived at 
	·g
	·g
	·

	Liutung (Duong Lau) and again reached the China-Vietnam border marker. 
	* * * 
	The wind blew strongly and continuously .g
	. 

	From on high, we looked down toward Pac Bo and saw a few people 
	on the Vietnam side of the.border. Being familiar with guerrilla activities, we immediately guessed that those men were guerrillas standing guard to provide secrity. We were right. Le Quang Ba(aliasLe) and Hoang Sam(alias Son Hung) ran toward us, greeted us with joy and led us to an opening in the mountain. Phung Chi Kien, Vu Anhand Dang Van Capwere waiting for us. They all smiled happily when they saw usg. Then we all clambered onto terraced ricefields and walked away from the opening in the mountain. Ha
	u
	10 
	11 
	12 
	13 
	-

	be sure to inquire how Ninh was doing on our way back. At that time, I did not know what the old man was doing. He was advanced in age but he was still very alert and nimble, and full of concern for everyone. 
	I did not dare to ask, and it did not even cross my mind that he was the representative of the International. But the image of the "Old Leader" was engraved in my mind from that momen-t on. The old man 
	guided us as he walked on. He led the Central Committee comrades to an opening in the mountain--there was a flat rock we could sit on--past a hammock and then into the cave. The living quarters were located about a hundred meters from the ricefield embankments. 
	' 
	10. Le Quang Ba, a Tay from Cao Bang province,was born in a family of peasants. 
	. 
	He first became interested in Communism in 1926-27 and joined the Indochinese Communist Party in 1932. He was a member of the first Party cell in Ha Quang district. He went to southern China and met Ho Chi Minh there in 1940, and returned with Ho to Vietnam in 1941. Along with Vo Nguyen Giap heorganized the
	.
	first wiit of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army. AfŁer the August Revolution, he became the Commander-in-Chief of the Hanoi Capital Armed Forces. He was the commander of the 316th Division in Dien Bien Phu. He is now a member of the Central Committee and Chairman of the Committee of Ethnic Minorities. (Trans.) 
	11. Hoang Sam, a Vietnamese born in Thailand, was sent to Cao Bang by the Party following his expulsion from Thailand for erigaging in revolutionary activities. He 
	_
	was fluent in Tay and Nung dialects. He became the Deputy Chainnan of the Haiphong Administrative Committee in 1955, and is currently Secretary of the III Region Party Committee and Commander of the III Regio.n. (Trans.) 
	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	Vu Anh became Deputy Minister for Heavy Industries in-August 1965. (Trans.) 

	13. 
	13. 
	Dang Van Cap is the President of the Vietnam Oriental Medicine Association. (Trans.) 


	The old man invited us to sit down and said, "Let's rest and relax for a while. You comrades have just come from far away, you must be very tired." 
	However, the Central Committee comrades had already pulled out their pens and papers, and were ready to plunge into work. 
	Figure
	Ceremony setting up the Army for National Salvation in September 1941. (First man on the left is Chu Van Tan.) 
	Figure
	A meeting of the Army for National Salvation directed by Chu Van Tan (standing with hand pointing). 
	.CHAPTER 11g
	· 

	It seemed wŁ_ghad j_ust arrived in Pac Bo a short .while.gago,gand yet 
	-

	·
	it was already time to leaveJ 
	r 
	·
	I was instructedto take the'gCentral Committee membŁrs, along with weapons and ammunition back to the Bae Son War Zone .g. 
	ŁhŁŁ Łe aŁrivŁd in PŁc Bo.I_wis.gstiJl inexperieŁced, but now on my return, r· feltstronger, .like .a bird whŁch-had acquired m6re feathers and more wings and which--given new strength--could now soar very high. I felt very happy for having had the chance of meeting comrade_Nguyen Ai Quoc, the Party leader, the man whom I had admired and longed to meet, and in whomg.I had placed so much faith. 
	.
	. 

	. . 
	When we came to Pac Bo we had onlyg·aDop 5 r1fle with the butt removed to make it easier to carry, but. now on our return.,-we had pistols,riflesg.a�d hand grenades. In addition,g-.we had priceless documents, 
	· 

	· 
	· 
	among which was the 8th Resolution of the Ce-ntr·a1gCommittee. 
	. 


	When we left Vo Nhai, onlyg.gthree of us were from the AFNS, but on 
	.g
	.g
	·

	our return we .had.gwith usgmany cadres who ·had bŁen assŁgned to our .g
	.
	ranks as reinforcements. Among them was Phung,gChi. Kien, a Central Com
	_
	mittee member. H� was stlll�oung, but hi� .taleni was precocious. I met him near the mountain opening the .first day.we arrived .g. In the days that followed, I saw-him again duringgthe _training.gsessions. Listening to his stories, I was full of admiration and affection for him� Bit by bit I learned that Phung Chi Kien was from Dien Chau, Nghe An province, and had spent-over ten,years abroad. He Joined the "Resistance Reserve Youth Force Association" wh1ch was an arganizati_on set up 
	-
	· 

	.
	by the Party ovrseas to a$sembleall patriotic youths ..g_He .had spent some time in thegSang-Dau guerrilla tiaŁe, and then studied at. the Redg,Army Univers.ity in the S6viet regions.(of CŁitia)g. He was skilled in military· mattersŁ and spoke good Chinse.·In 1939, when he was still in China, he heldgthe positlon of Company Commander in the Chinese Red Army. The pictureg.of.ghim as a yourig commander in a Chinese Communist 
	e
	. 
	,
	.
	e
	· 
	.
	-

	· ·
	guerrilla base_ gave me evn:greater coŁlŁdenie. , . 
	e
	_

	Having Phung Chi Kien assigned to Bae 5.on, to th.e AFNS, was an . honor and I felt grŁteful to the Party Centra_l .Committee and to the old 
	,
	·

	· 
	man Thu Son for thErir great concern forthis war zone. .I was moved,
	. 
	1 

	when I thoght of the Old Man.g
	Ł
	2 

	All the past events, all the memorŁes Łconcerning the 9ld man thy Son--the man _with the kind and bright Łyes, with the sparse .goatee,-.and the nimble gait--appeard before my eyesŁ 
	,
	e
	·

	1. "Ong cl!-Thu Sdn," or "Gia Thu'' (.Old .Man ThuSon., or Old Thu) was .Ho Chi Minh. (Trans .) 
	. 
	. 

	A 
	2. Ong Ct:, "Old Man," means an old and venerable man • . Here. it is used as a mark of affection and respect. (Trans .) 
	. . 
	. . 
	. 

	49 
	so 
	During the entire time the Central Committee members held their meeting, the other North Vietnam Region Party Committee members and I attended a course of Marxism-Leninism arranged by the Old Man. Mylevel of undergstanding was still low, but I concentrated on the documents and tried to understand what they said. I was happy and at the same time moved to be near the Old Man. He told us many things about countries from Asia to Europe. I suddenly remembered what my classmates used to tell each other when we 
	' 
	·

	not be too curious. 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	· 

	Outside study hours, the Old Man frequentlyg_gcame to see me and find things for me to do;g· org·gasked minutely about thŁg.gBac Son-Vo Nhai movement. Once;g·he·gcame over and asked softly, ,;Cari you write?"g
	·g
	. 


	"Yes . " 
	"Yes . " 
	· ·
	"Then bring some paper and a pengoverghere. Froin what youg' ve told me about Bae Son, I'll read a poŁm and you can write it down." 
	· 

	I wrote down thpoem and took it back to Bae Son.gUnfortunately, it became· lost-Ł Now I can ·only remmber that in general the ·gOld Man praised the revolutionary movement there. 
	e 
	· 
	·
	e

	It was not once but many times ·gthat he calldme over to give me advice in ,Łneral and iri partitular about Bae Son. He talked about the international revolutionarygmovement to encourage me, inaklŁi Łe real_ize and giving me great confidence in the strength of the revo{ution ing•our country and in the world, the greatness of the Russian Rev.elution and the expanding strength of the antiŁJapanese war zones· bfthe Chineseg· 
	e
	·
	·
	· 
	.
	.g

	Communists.g
	· 
	· · 
	· 
	· 

	One day, I went to the cave opening, fo·und ag· rockgand _sat down to read a book. With my back iea.ning ·_against a tree·, I tr1 ed · t:c, .-think· bu.t
	·
	· 
	· 

	:
	:
	·g· ·

	could not keep my eyes opn and almost ·dozed off. SuddeŁly ·1 heard a noise; the Old Man waŁ'gapprciaching. He sa1d, ''Well, make -n effort. You've justgs.at down_ to studyŁ andyet .you're about to go to sleep.g" 
	e
	·
	·g

	I woŁe up with a start. When I looked around, I·g·sa:w Łnly · the back of the blue shirt he was wearing . After he reminded me, he immediately went back to work. Hisg· appearance, his gestures ·nd words plunged me deep in thought. He was busy with the conference, and yet he paid attention to Die sitting near the caveŁg: He was· solicitous to ine, but did he extend hii solicitude to Ł11gthe others, I Łondered? WhŁn t asked, the comradeŁ in the grouŁ aŁl told me that:he·gfrequŁritlyiame to them and urged them
	·
	a
	·
	.-
	·g
	· 
	·g
	.
	_g
	·

	·g
	than I, yet he constantly took care o:f ·me, t_herefore I Il}USt do my best 
	· ·
	to be worthy of his love and concirn. 
	· 
	· 

	Living near him every day made me £_eel contented and relaxe�.gIn addition, the Old Man told us many Stories which enriched our kn�wledge. I noticed that he had a wide and profound knowledgeg. I told mfself I was lucky to be able tq come here to study. Giao and t�e other brothers in the AFNSgwho stayed behind ingBac Son did not.ghave· my chance, there
	.
	. 
	·

	· ··
	co

	fore I should study well so that when I returned Iu1dtell them all the thiŁgs that the Old Man had taught me and advised me. 
	51 
	During our night-time activities, sometimes the Old Man told us about his past activities. He told each story in a few sentengces, and did not talk very long. He assigned comrade Phung Chi Kien to tell us about his participation in the 8th Route Army (in China)g, in the Long March, and in the victorious battles againstgthe JapanesŁ in China. Anyone who had an interesting or exciting story could talk about it. I talked about the fighting in Bae Son. 
	·

	Each time I went with comrade Le Quang Ba to visit the villages in Pac Bo, I asked him about the Old Man. Ba revealed that the Old Man was Nguyen Ai Quoc himself. This made me respect the Old Man even more, and I was confident that the revolution was close to victory. 
	One day, reconnaissance agents informed us that the French in Soc Giang post were leading troops into our area on patrol. A few comrades picked up their rifles and left. The Central Committee comrades divided up the documents to take along. After we left our quarters, we walked away from the mou11tain cave. The Old Man told us, "There is a three-way intersection on the top of the mountaing, one of the paths lead to China. Once we get there, there is nothing the French can do to us." 
	I had not expected him to be so familiar with the geography and topography of this area. 
	He carried only his typewriter and gave the rifle and documents to us. I said, "Please keep the documents and give me the typewriter.g" 
	He replied, "Just keep the documents and rifle, and let me carrythe typewriter.g" 
	I was happy [that he had so much confidence in me], but at the same time I was a bit perplexed. "I am young, so it is natural for me to carry the rifle, but how come he gave me such important documents to carry? He must trust me a lot! But why is it he only kept the typewriter?" I wondered. 
	.

	He and his typewriter were inseparable. When I was near him, I rarely saw him use a pen. He had a stack of white typing paper next to him, and he just sat and typed day after day. I never saw him write a draft in longhand. I only saw him typŁg, reread what he had typed, and then typeagain. 
	· 

	He was a disciplined man, and followed a fixed schedule of eating, sleeping and working, doing everything in its own time, and he deviated from this schedule only if the situation became tense. If he said he would do something, he set about doing it right away. If he reminded one of us to do something, he immediately proceeded to show him how to go about doing it. 
	The house on stilts was as small as a hut made of bamboo in the jungle. In front of the house was a Hoa Ma tree in bloom, full of yellow blossoms. Every morning he woke us up to do exercises. The Central Committee comrades and he went to the terraced ricefields. The Old Man did T'aiŁchi exercises beautifully. I loved T'gai-chi, so I watched him and then went into the jurigle to practice in sŁcret. He took such good care of hisbody, no wonder he was in good health and remained alert and nimble. I noticed tha
	· 

	stepped along briskly. I was busy with my studies, and rarely had the 
	occasion to go mountain climbingwith him. One afternoon, we went with 
	. 

	him to visit a cave. It was a day of the fourth Lunar month, and the 
	Hoa Ma trees were in full radiant bloom with clumps of yellow flowers. 
	The forest and mountain resounded with the songs of nightingales and
	·
	blackbgirds. It was sunny and warm, the warmth of Spring turning into 
	Summer. Uncle Hoand we walked along; on one side of the trail rose 
	3 

	non-rocky hills and on the other side rocky mountains. In the distance 
	a waterfall flung its water in the air, like a spray of white blossoms. 
	The Old Man leaned on his stick. He went to visit the forest and then 
	the cave, and even went into areaŁ that the local people were afraid to 
	penetrateg. Once in a white he turned around and reminded us to stay
	close to each other in order not to get lost. As we followed him, each 
	time we passed an area with a strategic topography, he would point out 
	to us how we could deploy and fight the enemy there. 
	When we were deep in the cave, he said, "The people here are still superstitious, and they don't dare to go in here because they are afraid of ghosts and wild beasts. But we are Communists and we don't believe in ghosts and spirits. There is nothing but cold air in this deep caveg." 
	He was integrested in educating us whenever and whegrever he could. 
	He never wasted a moment. If he was not talking with the Central Committee comrades or with us, he would go to visit the security unit or the people. He educated the local youths carefully. When you looked 
	around, the scene seemed innocugous enough; small boys grazing buffaloes, 
	and young boys and girls singing love songs--but in actuality they were at that very moment gathering information for the regvolution, and protecting the headquarters. They were the eyes and ears of the revolutiong. The Old Man frequently told us: "One cannot carry out a revolution by oneselfg. We need a lot of people, we need the whole nationg. 
	If we want to have the support of all the people, the cadres everywhere should do their best to win the people over, propagandize, educate and encourage the people." He also reminded me in private, . "The ethnic minorities are alike wherever they live. Once they have put their trust in someone they remain loyal to the end. You come from an ethnic minority, and it must be easy for you to undegrstand the minorities, but you must always be careful in your work." 
	·

	These teachings were illuminating to me. I thought of the brothers in the AFNS back home, and I told myself, "When I get back I'll have to tell them everything in detail." 
	I engraved in my mind everything he taught me, and I felt that spending a day with him was like spending years studying. Before I met him I knew my level of understanding was low and was very concerned. I wondered how much responsibility I could take on. I was not afraid at all to sacrifice my life, but I believed that if I was given a positionof leadership I would not be able to take charge. After I met him, I had confidence in myself and felt I could perform any task the Partyassigned to me. 
	3. Hoang Quoc Viet mentioned that at the start of this conference in Pac Bo, "At first all of us called Uncle Ho comrade, then Cu (venerable old man), but later 
	, . .
	Truong Chinh and Hoang Van Thu used the appellation "Uncle.t" We found this word 
	suitable to our feelings, and since then, we addressed our leader by the affec
	tionate appellation that we are using now." "Our People, a Very Heroic People,"
	in A Heroic PeopZe, MemoiPs from the Revolution (Hanoi: Foreign Languages Pub
	lishing House, 1965). (Trans.) 
	We were all eager to hear him talk, not .only about his own personal experience, but also about th� situation in the world. 
	During the timthe Łentral Committee held their congress, I 
	Ł 

	_
	studied documents, including the latest one�-that is to say the Central Committee Resolution No. 8 and the Viet Minh Program. 'while the Central Committee met, we studied--and this went on until the congress ended. I heard that after reviewing the insurrection in Bae Son and in the South,gand the insurrection of troops stationed in Do Luong,gthe congress gave the following assessment:· "In spite of the fierce French repression, our people refused to retreat�The insurrections have had a widespread and profo
	.
	4 
	5 
	-
	·
	. 
	.

	The French colonialists and the Japanese-fascists will die. The Indochinese Revolution will end with an armed insurrection. In order to laW1ch this armed insurrection, we must focus on the following factors: 
	1. The national unity achieved by the National Salvation Front. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	The people can no longer bear living under the yoke of the French and Japanese, and they are ready tomake sacrifices in order to move toward insurrectiont. 
	· 


	3. 
	3. 
	The ruling cliques in Indochina have reached a crisis of allencompassingproportion, from the economic as well as political and military points of view. 
	. 


	4. 
	4. 
	The objective factors favorable to the insurrection in Indochina would bet: the Chinese Army defeats the Japanese troops; Revolution breaks out in France or Japan; the deijlocratic bloc achieves vie;tory in the Pacific; the Soviet Union achieves victory; revolution breaks out in French colonies; turmoil breaks out in Japan; and in particular, Chinese or English�American troops enter Indochina. with respect to the National Salvation Front, even though our Party has succeeded in mobilizing many struggles, 
	•



	4. The insurrection in the South (Nam Ky Khdi Nghia) took place in November 1940 in 
	the provinces of Gia Dinh, Cho Lon, Tan An, My o, Can Th, Vinh Long, ocTrangand Bae Lieu, under the direction of the South Vietnam Region Party Committee 
	Ł
	Ł
	Ł
	·

	(Xu Uy Nam Ky). This insurrection triggered an exceptionally savage repression by the French colonial authorities which decimated Party organizations in the South. Rebel areas were bombed, thousands of people were arrested, over 100 cadres were e.x.ecuted and countless others were sent to Con Son Island. (Trans.) 
	s. This mutiny of Vietnamese troops serving in the colonial army occurred on 13 January 1941 in Do Luong, Nghe An province, Central Vietnam. (Trans.) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Expand and consolidate existing National Salvation organizations, instilling in them a spirit of struggle and sacrifice and making them ready to latmch the insurrection. 
	.


	(b) 
	(b) 
	Expand.tthe organizations into the provinces where the movement is still wŁak and into ethnic minorities regions. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Train the cadres to make them determined and ready to make sacrifices. 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	Train the cadres to make them capable and experienced to lead and cope with all changes in the situation. 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	Organize small guerrilla cells and guerrilla units operating regularly. We must proselytize enemy soldiers. At present, although our Party forces have not spread vigorously to every area of the cotmtry, time and space will work in our favor.
	6 



	The Old Man and the Central Committee guided us to study on then· spot, so that we could understand the task of fighting the French and Japanese and saving our country. Our minds became clearer and clearer as we progressed in our studiesn. All the things we had lbnged to comprehend were explained to us in detail. It was gratifying, :1ike rain after a severe drought. All these things illuminated the way for the Bae Son movement and for me in my activities in the years that followed. 
	Before we left, the Old Man called the North Vietnam Region Party Committee comrades over; and had separate instructions for each one of them. He typed the resolution in several copies and gavŁ them to the Central Committee comrades. He said, "You take this one, andn·nthis one will serve as a report to the International." Then he handed documents to each one, and they accepted their documents with happiness. 
	We gathered our squad, distributed weapons and ammunition, reviewed our password, repeated the slogan, "carry your weapons at the ready, 
	but do not shoot indiscriminately," and got ready to get on the road. The brothers going to Bae Son split up into two groupsn, each group going in a different direction. A number of comrades took thenCentral Committee members back through the old route, from Pac Bo to Chinghsi, to Lungchou and then on to Bo Cuc where they would waitn. This group included Truong Chinh, Hoang Quoc Viet, Hoang Van Thu, Phung Chi Kien (alias Phung) and Dang Van Cap (alias Truong Van Minh)n. A number of other comrades, such as
	-
	· 
	· 

	* * * 
	On the 6th day of the 5th Lunar month (June 1941), we said goodbyeto Pac Bo and the Old Man Thu Son, and set outn. 
	The group going through China was joined by Cao Hong Linh when they reached Chinghsi. 
	6. Excerpt from the 8th Resoltution of the Central Committee. (Footnote in text.) 
	We were enthusiastic when we came .to Pac Bo, and now on our wayback our enthusniasm was even greater. On the road, the more I thoughtabout the things I had learnd, the more I missed Pac Bo and the Old Man. 
	e

	When we reached Ha Quang -DongnNgan; we saw masses of ·people stand
	. 

	·n
	ing about as if they were attending a festivaln. Some sang courting songsn. We could not tell what the festive occasion was all about, and 
	· 
	·

	·
	were suspiciousn. We hid in the bushes.;and observing proper military procedures we crawled forward and watched in secret. We could not make out the lyrics of the warm courting songs of our homeland, and onlyheard faint echoes of the melodies from whe.re we weren. The first groupof people who met us smiled haŁpily and told us that· they had oŁganized the singing in order to deceive the· enemy, protect and welcome us, and help us make our way through safelyn. We were elŁted and walked amongthe people, our co
	· 

	When we arrived at Bo Cuc, we saw Truong Chinh, Hoang Quoc Viet, Hoang Van Thu and Phung Chi Kien waiting for usn. They were happy to seenour armed unit getting through safely, and looked very pleasedn. 
	· 

	Here, we had the chance to visit our.nrelatives on both sides of the family in their villages--not only kinship ties but also revolu
	Here, we had the chance to visit our.nrelatives on both sides of the family in their villages--not only kinship ties but also revolu
	·

	tionary ties bound us intimately together, for the influence of thenrevolution had penetrated deeply amongn.nthe people in· this area. For me, a revolutionary visiting relatives in such a situation, my joy was beyond wordsn. There was a strong bond·nbetween the t�o countries--Vietnam and China--as well as between my family's native places on both sides of the border, and there were also strong feelings of affection between my family and the relatives on boththe maternaln-and the paternal sidesn. Here, eve
	7 
	·
	.n

	We were detected while going through Na Khau and Na Ken. The village militia chief thought we were bandits, and sent the militia out to block the road. The Cntral Committee sent comrades Lam and Mac Van Haito reason with them. Hai said, "We are not bandits, we're only borrowing the road and passing through." At the same time lie hinted to the village militia chief that we weren-numerous and well armed, ·and that if he touched us he would be wiped outn. He was frightened, ·and let us pass. That day we went
	e
	• 

	The next night we had to go through That Khe and circled the foot of Khau Phin mountain. When we crossed the That Khe River, the current was strong and swift, and the water reached above our waistsn. We linked arms, and guided each other across. We went around the foot of the mountain,nand headed straight for That Khe and Po Co, al).d on to van Mich. Van Mich was over 40 kilometers from That Khe, and we must try 
	· 
	·

	to get there in one nightn. 
	Walking at night, besides observing the road all around us and 
	7Ł · The Chinese Communist Party set up a sovie·t in the Lt:mgchou area of southern 
	7Ł · The Chinese Communist Party set up a sovie·t in the Lt:mgchou area of southern 
	. 
	. 

	Kwangsi (inhabited mostly by the Chuangs who are closely related to the Tay and 
	Nun.g) in 1929. This Left River Soviet was short lived · (it collapsed in 1930) 

	but had a deep impact among the people of this area. (Trans.) 
	but had a deep impact among the people of this area. (Trans.) 
	being on the lookout for unforeseen dangers, we had to pay atten'tio,n to 
	Hoang Quoc Viet and help him. "Fat" Ma was assigned to accompal)y Vie_t. 
	. . . ·.: .. 
	. 

	The third night, we were on the last leg of our tripn. When we were in a hamlet of Binh Gia village, we sawn.a group of_people return
	·
	ing from somewhere and carrying over ten torches.nWewere thŁwalking
	·n
	ri 

	in the terraced ricefields, and since there was nothing elŁe we could 
	do, we avo.ided them by climbing up the hill. "Fat" Ma followed us, but 
	·

	·
	·
	Viet was too slow and could not keep up with usn. 

	We sat downnand checked to see whether we had everyone before reŁ 
	.n

	·
	·
	suming our journey, and noticed then that Viet was miŁsing. "FŁt" M.Ł 
	· 


	and Dang Van Cap went searching .for him but could notfind him.n· ·1 · 
	.n

	·
	guessed he must have gotten lost at the terraced ricefieldsŁ and te-: 
	·
	tracing my steps I went down the slopen. He was going up and I wascom-
	.
	.
	.
	·

	ing down, but I did not see him until I was right next to himŁ 
	·
	. 


	He said, "I though.t you had gone very far, so ·r 'was go.ing ·t6 climb up to the mountain, sleep there and then take the mairi road back the 
	next day! " 
	· 

	We had lost almost an hour .n. 
	Around midnight, going through. the Pacn-Nang Pass, we could ·seen·the
	.
	Binh Gia fields ahead of usn. The moon was bright; We had toncross a bridge. We lowered ourselves to the ground and peeredntoward the bridge. We saw a few militiamen stretched out -0Ł the bridge, lying· stilln. If our eyes had not been sharp, we could not have Łade thm dut. 
	.
	. 
	. 
	Ł

	. 
	I said, "Even though they are there, we must go through. u 
	:

	Our unit went ahead and got on the bridge firstn. ·sutpriŁed, thŁ two militiamen stood up with a start and stammered a question.n· Comrade Lam and I held them tight and told them what we wanted to do. One of them struggled free and ran, yelling as he, ran, "Help!" Comrade. Łam had his aŁm locked tightly around-the neck of the -second onŁ, Łhd reaŁ soned with him as they walked along, so. he agreed to guide '\..is through. I signalled to the comrades walking behind us to ci6ss· the bŁidge 
	·
	·
	·n
	·
	·
	·n

	. .
	quickly. Our whole group crossed ·the vast fields of Binh Gianvillagen· without running into any difficulties. We did notn·nrelease the militiaman until we reached Tam Canh, on the edge of the Bae Son .territory •nWe let him go and told him how to report to his sup�riorswithout incurring punishment and without harming usn. His release was so unexpected for him that he thanked us profusely and promised to do as we
	-
	.n
	·
	.
	· 
	7 

	· 
	had instructed him. · 
	We crossed Tam Canh and as we reached Quynh Son settlement '(ih Bae Son district), we ran into another group of militiamen.n·KrioŁirignwe:had wipe them out if they opened fire. Knowing that we werenrevolutionŁ 
	· 
	·
	been detected, we called out to them not
	.n
	to shoot, arid sŁid we woilldn
	. 
	·= 
	· 

	. 
	ariesn, they got out of the way and let us proceed to Lung Pan. Thisnwas a revolutionary base, and old Mr. Van and his family were reliable sympathizersn. He made arrangements for us to eat and sleep.n·We inet the brothers from the AFNS who had been waiting heren. They .had come from the Tan Lap area, and included Luong Huu Chi, Ha Khai Lac and Dam 
	· 
	. 

	··
	··
	(alias Do), as well as the rest of the· unitŁ 
	-


	As the man in charge of the Bae Son guerrilla base, Chi gave a report on the situation in Bae Son from every point of view, from the 
	'



	time we left to accompany the Central Co.mini ttee comrades to the Party 
	time we left to accompany the Central Co.mini ttee comrades to the Party 
	·
	conference, to the preserit.n· The ·ccinsolidationn�f the infrastructure and of the movement was·nproceeding well� and for this reason the movement in Bae S.on-Vo Nhai had pushed strongly a.hea<i and thisnarea had become a political corridot to the delta. The AFNS had been given military and political �raining, andn_�as well disciplined and organized. However, the cadres had not beennvery careful about maintaining secrecyn. 
	. 
	-

	.
	The elimination of spiŁs and secret police gangn·nlŁaderinhaŁ n6t been executed neatlyn. Meetings had been held.publiclyŁnA numbeŁ of our 
	. 

	.
	cadres had come out intothe open and were being _watched bynthe secret police and the imperialistsn. 
	· 
	· 

	.

	After that, Thu communicated the newnresolution of thŁ Party to 
	After that, Thu communicated the newnresolution of thŁ Party to 
	·

	··

	all the brothers in the AFNS . The cadres'.andf:tghters were encouraged
	all the brothers in the AFNS . The cadres'.andf:tghters were encouraged
	all the brothers in the AFNS . The cadres'.andf:tghters were encouraged
	· 

	· 

	· ·

	and enthusiastic. 
	and enthusiastic. 
	· 
	· 

	·

	To implement the Resolution of the Centrai Comrni ttee, we discusse-d 
	To implement the Resolution of the Centrai Comrni ttee, we discusse-d 
	_n

	·
	the plan to consolidaten· the Bae Son movementn. -Right after· thatthe Central Committee set up· a new Command Stat£ for the Bae Sonnwar zone, 
	· 
	· 
	·

	·
	and appointed comrade l'hung Chi Kien as General Commandern. l was the Deputy Commander -and Chi was the Political OfficerŁ ·The Command Staff of the Bae Son Armed Forces was put unde·r· the leadership of the Stand
	. 
	-


	ing Committee of the Party Central Committee, · 
	ing Committee of the Party Central Committee, · 
	· 

	. . , 
	We were assigned the task of taking the ·ceŁtral Committeenmember.sn. to Bo-py-a where they would· take up temporary quartersŁ. Beforenleavingthey reminded us that we must "resistwhite terror andn· keep o.p.en the 
	·
	. 
	· 
	· 

	·

	liaison route with the delta. At the saŁe: tiŁe we must prepare a 
	liaison route with the delta. At the saŁe: tiŁe we must prepare a 
	. 

	second secret route so that whenn. necessary the Central Committee could retreat safely." After that, we parted. A number of local cadres led 
	_
	·
	·

	·
	the Central Committee members . to the basŁ arean· in :-t3.o:p.y-a, while we went to Khuoi Noi with th.e unitn. The Nation·a1 Sal vat ionn. Unit was re-. consolidated under the direct command of comrade Phung Chin·Kienn. "After 
	. 

	· 
	being reinforced -with a: number of cadrŁs andninformed of then· new Party. 
	· 
	·

	_

	policy, the AFNS followed a· new line of action.n·nOn-the one han_d; we · 
	policy, the AFNS followed a· new line of action.n·nOn-the one han_d; we · 
	-

	·
	·
	· 

	organized military and political training,n· stocked foodnsuppliesn· and 
	_

	expanded the military training·. of self .. defense ··forces ·in preparationn
	expanded the military training·. of self .. defense ··forces ·in preparationn
	expanded the military training·. of self .. defense ··forces ·in preparationn
	-

	· 

	for resisting white terror.nOn the other hand, we consolidated thŁ infrastructure and organized a corrido-rof liaison, using the masses, 
	·n
	· 
	. 


	to link the base area with the delta. 
	to link the base area with the delta. 
	. . . 
	. 

	We discussed starting training courses to strŁngtheŁ the military cadres, including those co-ming from the ·ndelta ·provinces. The Command 
	·
	Staff asstgmed �e to Vo Nhaito resist white terror,n: and als_oto maintain firmthen-movement there; at the same time I �as to $tock up food 
	. 
	· 


	in case the Central Committee· and the AFNS had to retreat. Besides 
	in case the Central Committee· and the AFNS had to retreat. Besides 
	.
	.
	:

	· · ·



	consolidating existing communicatioil routes,nI also had �o find a· secret route so that when necessary the Centraln· Comrili ttee could move down
	consolidating existing communicatioil routes,nI also had �o find a· secret route so that when necessary the Centraln· Comrili ttee could move down
	·

	· 
	to the delta easilyn. 
	to the delta easilyn. 
	· 
	· 

	.III 
	CHAPTER 
	. 

	. 
	.

	1
	1
	· 

	I returned to V6 Nhai. 
	I returned to V6 Nhai. 
	During the time I accompanied the Central Committee members to the Party Congress, I still_ }:lad not br_oken all ties with my family.·.By the time I returned, l had been abse,nt from Feb-ruary ·to June ·.1941� Backe· home during this time a nuiber of comrades who tried to .eliminate. se�-, cret police gang leaders were uncovered. In Vo Nhai, a number of comrades whoeoperated. openly were al.so unc_overed.. The enemy trac·ked them down relentle_ssly. : A, number of theni. fell. into the enemy net. The. fam
	:
	· 
	·
	_
	. 
	.
	:
	. 
	:

	.e
	.e
	·

	them, ande_eflede_einto the mountains_. In additŁon, a group-who,had at""; tended the 8th Central Cammi tteŁ .Plenum were detectedon th-eir. :way back 
	· 
	, 
	,
	·


	( due to the betrayal of a fŁllow named CŁng) .-. The enemy .p_anick-ed ande, 
	( due to the betrayal of a fŁllow named CŁng) .-. The enemy .p_anick-ed ande, 
	·
	·
	-
	.
	1 
	:
	:

	·
	gathering their troops, carriedout· a s·earch operation from Lang Son into Bae Son, and advan�ed fr.om_ .Thai Nguy_en_ into_-Vo Nha_i •They wanted to kill t_wo birds with one stone: first, to track_ down :the l_eadi-ng· cadres· and the ne.rve· organs ·of the. Party in order to-destroy .the Commu:
	:
	. 
	_

	·

	nist movement in Indochini, and'esecond, to strangle the strQggle move
	nist movement in Indochini, and'esecond, to strangle the strQggle move
	-

	· 
	· 
	· 
	· 

	ment in Bae Son. 
	· 



	The enemy buiŁ te. posts as they advanced, and sp1i t .. up their tr·oops
	The enemy buiŁ te. posts as they advanced, and sp1i t .. up their tr·oops
	·e
	to search each· part of the j_ungle. On our. part w,e remembered Un-cle Ho's instruction in Pat. Bo, and using the Viet Minh program w.e had just . brought bck with· us, .. w·e did our best -to propa.gandize and_ organize·. the people, to.give them confidence and.make them determine4e-to act. ·We succeeded not only in,eexpanding the_ movement into_a wider·area, .but 
	· 
	.. 
	·
	a


	also in making t sink deŁper.eroritŁ among: thŁ popuiation.e;_ . · 
	also in making t sink deŁper.eroritŁ among: thŁ popuiation.e;_ . · 
	also in making t sink deŁper.eroritŁ among: thŁ popuiation.e;_ . · 
	f

	Vo NhaŁ ·efought back .e. . 
	.. 

	At that time, soldiers from Thai Łguyen and LaŁg s6ne'poured into Bae Son to terrorize it because they suspectede.thate_eCommunist Chinese 
	· 
	troops had moved theree. 
	· 

	·e
	Dinh Ca and Trang :xa were terrorized t6 the same .eŁt:en'tas Bae.Son. Colt_1mns of fire rose from bu:i:ninge.houses. Thee_so1:1n4e_of-old people and children weeping and crying was hard .i:o bearŁ The ..sighŁe;C>f ... 
	. 
	-
	_
	,.. 
	_ 
	. 

	·
	destroyed villages and settlements intensified my.ha-tred _for. tl].e .. Łnemyand increased my concerne·efor the Central Committeee. I wondered-howe
	destroyed villages and settlements intensified my.ha-tred _for. tl].e .. Łnemyand increased my concerne·efor the Central Committeee. I wondered-howe
	_
	-

	· 

	they were doing in Bae Son, and whether Kien and Chi managed:to protectthem. Were they safe? I was in Trang Xa, and it was not possible for me to find out everything about the situation in Bae Son. The villagers who went to the markets in Bae Son and Dinh Ca told me a little about the situation theree. Where we were we only saw the enemy fiercely poking and searching everywheree. Some of the villagers were worried and discouraged. 
	1. An agent of the French Surete who infiltrated the Party during its phase of overt political activities in the Popular Front period. (Trans.) 
	58 
	59 
	It was the planting seasgon then in Trang Xa, but it rained a lot and flood waters poured in, flooding even the streams that we�e usually dry. A pitch dark night without stars or moonlight in July 1941, a number of brothers from the AFNS wanted to go to Dong Tac and pong Tham villages to collect the rice that the people had donated. Enemy soldiers and secret policemen had let it be known that they would come and burn down these villages. Before the brothers went into the village, they saw shadows moving ah
	o 
	·

	Viet said, "Comrades, please take us to your headquarters." 
	"You've just got here from up there, so you must be tired.gRest a while,g" one of the AFNS comrades replied, "and then you can come to our headquartersg." 
	· 

	It turned out the Central Commi.ttee members, in lucid anticipation, had left Bae Son early and succeeded in slipping through the enemy's tight encirclement. And luckily, when they arrived in Trang Xa they ran into the brothers going to collect rice. The Central Committee had left Bae Son, but Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi remained in Khuoi Noi to lead the people to resist enemy terrorism. 
	* * * 
	Darkness had not lifted, and morning light had not dawned. The Leo mountain, lying to the Northeast ofTrang Xa village, was about 400 meters high, and stretched all the way to Quang Lung. We set up our headquarters in the mountain, and from there advancing forward or retreating would be easy for us. 
	· 

	When it was almost light, a comrade from the AFNS came running back and reported, "Brother Viet has come back!"g· 
	When I heard thisg, I was overjoyed and ran out of the hut togwelcome them. Usually, whenever the brothers went down to the villages to get rice, they split up and came back separately. But this time, there were more people coming back than when they left. Looking closer, I saw Truong Chinh, Hoang Quoc Viet and Hoang Van Thu. Our joy, of course, was boundless. The arrival of the Central Committee in Trang Xa was exactly what we had fervently hoped for. Viet said, "It was admirable of comrade Quoc Vinh to d
	Quoc Vinh was from Bae Son, and it was the first time he had made the trip to Trang Xa, but he was very clever in avoiding all enemy patrols and watchtowers, and managed to protect the Central Committee comrades and take them safely to their desgtination. 
	· 

	Thu grasped my hand and said, "The enemy is .getting fierce up there. 
	I was moved. Their presence meant we would get direct assistance from the Central Committeen. I wanted to find out more about the situation but I thought they must be tired from a trip full of tension, so I asked them to lie down and restn. 
	· 

	The next day we had the chance of working with the Central Committee. It was then that wfound out about the true situation in Bae Son. At first the Central Committee and the protecting unit were stationed in Bo-py-a, but later on they had to move to the Vu Lang area. Political and military training for the brothers proceeded normally. However, lying in the middle of the enemy's encirclement--the Japanese and French were sending out spies to gather information day and night-the Central Committee could not
	Ł 

	· 
	came in to tell them that enemy soldiers had entered their area. In the middle of the night, they had to grope their way along the mountain slope and move to Lan Rao, a village surrounded by rockymountains .. There was only one path leading to the villagen. They were sure theyhad found a safe place to hold training classesn. In the morning, looking out from the village in all four directionsn, they saw ohly grass and trees and the moldy green color of the mountainsn. That evening, a stranger walked into th
	· 

	·
	here, I'm going home!" The fellow slipped through the sentry post, but was detected when he reached the settlementn. (The Central Committee comrades were then holding a meeting.) Comrade Quoc Vinh, in charge of providing security for the meeting, stared fixedly ahead and then suddenly cried out, "Who's going there? Why was that man let through?"" 
	He leaped from the steps and ran after the stranger. The "hound" see
	ing he had been detected fled! 
	So, their presence there had been discovered. They sent people after the man to catch him but he was gonen. They had no choice but to leave and follow comrade Quang Long who was their guiden. As theyneared the trail, they spotted enemy soldiers coming in. Fortunately, the soldiers were led by a villager whom they had forced to act as their scout. Seeing someone he knew, the man jerked his hand and motioned comrade Quang Long to step back. Quang Long ran backward. If it hadn't been for this villager, he wou
	· 
	·n

	Faced with such a situation, the Central Committee decided to return to Trang Xa, where we were stationed. 
	So, Bae Son was going through a difficult period. However, I was confident that with the 8th Central Committee Resolution lighting_ the way, and under the guidance of Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi, Bae 
	Son would sail through this turbulent time and would become consoli
	dated and strengthened as a resultŁ 
	"Now, it's the turn of Trang Xa ," Thu saidg. to me, smiling.
	.
	"Please report.g" 
	Enourged, I reported to thCentral ee Łhe things we had accomplished--how we had proselytized the people in accordance with the yiet Minh Program, how we had stocked up over qne hundred pots of rice in our storehouse, what results had been achiŁved inour reiistance 
	Ł
	8:
	E: 
	Cornmitt
	.
	.g

	·
	against enemy white terror, and how we had c!'geared communication and liaison routes. I concluded, "There are now _two or three routes to.the delta. The Central Committee can go back and forth any time they want." 
	.

	.
	Thu asked to reconfirm it, "Are the routes to the delta well pro
	·g
	tected?g" 
	I was positive. "We guarantee your safety.g" 
	I was positive. "We guarantee your safety.g" 
	·

	The three of them--Truong Chinh, .Vi�t and Thu-�nodded their heads and looked at me intently. Thu told me, "Now just follow the program that has been set forth. We have to study further a few more situations." 
	I caught the hint, and withdrew so thŁy could work. 
	From then on the Trang Xa war ionehad a new mission: to protect the Central Committee, and at the same time to safeguard the liaison and communication routes from here to the delta,gand ensure that letters from the delta arrive safely here. The Central ·committee worked in an atmosphere of urgency. They were very busy, but never forgot to give guidance to the Vo-Nhai and Trang Xa areaŁ on, Thugtold me the Central Committee would go down to the delta. to expand the movement. 
	.
	.
	Later
	.
	· 

	I was happy for the sakŁ of the movement in the delta, but I.gwas sorryto see the Central Committee leave after such a short stay in Trang Xa. 
	Watching the comrades working day and night, I did not want to disturb thein wfth my opinion which I felt was naturally limited to my own area of operation. I thought that the situation in the whole country--not just in Tra�g Xa--requiredgtheir attention . 
	.

	* * •• 
	Two days later. 
	A liaison comrade arrived from Bae Son with two urgent letters: one addressed to the Central Committee comrades and the other addressed to myselfg. Looking at the two rolled-up noŁes, I noticed right away that they both originŁted from the same place. ''Coming fr6m Bae Son,g. they must originate from Khuoi Noi where Kien's and Chi's headquartersare located. I wonder what has happened there!g"gI took the letters right away to Thu. Then, standin,g there, I opened mine and read 
	·g
	. 
	-
	·
	·

	.
	it. Yes, the letter was from Khuoi Noi andit was in Phung Chi Kien's handwriting. I read at a quick glance, "The situation in Bae Son is difficult; please come at once to dis.cuss what to do." 
	.

	I looked at Thugreading his letter. His brows were knitted. Having spent much time near him, I understood that this meant the letter was making him search hard in his mind for a solution. He looked up, 
	.g

	. . .
	and then looked down at the piece of paper agaign. Seeing me also carrying a letter, he asked, "Did the letter say much?" 
	·g
	-

	I answered, "They're having difficulties up there and ask me to go there immediately.g" 
	Thu turned around and went in to see Viet and _Truong Chi:nh. Theyread the lett�r and discussed it. A �hile later, Thu g�ve meg-� letter from the Central ·conimi ttee to take to Phung Chi -Kien in Khuoi Noig. He said, "The situation in Bae Son is really difficult. The Central .Committee has weighed everything carefully. The lette-r explains-it all clearly. Tell them to pers_�vere_and consolidate .the infrastructure and use it as a solidgbase·for resisting terrorism. If it becomes too difficult they should
	·g
	·
	·

	I rolled the letter inside a sectigon of banana leaf,gsealed the two ends, pushed it inside my bushy hair, pulled a cap over my head all the way down to my ears, and set out immediately. rt would take me a day to go from Trang:Xa to Khuoi Noi, going across mountains .g
	2 
	. 

	·
	The flood waters rushed down the s t_ream_s, and blocked the way in many places. I carried the letter on my head. I felt as though my head and my heart were on fire [burning with the urgency of the situation]g. Kien and Chi must be anxiously waiting for me. The Central 
	,

	·
	Committee had left Bae Son and·gmoved to Trang xa. ·gTwo-thirds of the National Salvation forces werŁ left in. Bae Son. Trang Xa and Bae Son were far apart, and communicat•ion was difficult. Th.e situation• in Bae Son was taking a turn for the worse. We must maihtain our politicalinfrastructure firmly and· at the same tiŁe preservŁ our armed forces 
	·

	intact. These thoµghts dogged me as I walked. 
	In order to av9id the watching eyes ofgthe secret pol�ce, I waded through the str·eam, oblivious of the flood waters which hit my face. I was wet from head ttoes. The· letter was the only thing that' remained dry. 
	.g
	· 
	o 

	I arrived in Khuoi Noi at dusk, but Kien andgChi andŁŁnumber of comrades had left. 
	.g
	-

	* * 
	The next day, on my way back to Trang Xa to report to the Central Committee about the situation in Khuoi Noi and about the things _that a number of AFNS brothers who stayed behind had told me, I passed through 
	·
	·
	Dinh Ca, and discussed with the AFNS operating there a.gplan to dealgwith the enemy terrorism. 

	These brothers were staying on the top of a mountain, about a kilometer behind my father's house. Comrades Nang Thai LongHoangThuong, Tien andg-about a squad were present. However, ·the secret police agents who were spying in the area de·tected us and went to reportto the soldiers in the Dinh Ca post. 
	•
	_
	.
	,, 
	·

	Unaware, we contint1ed our meeting, which lastŁd into the night, .in an atmosphere of urgency. I told the brothers about the situatibn in
	_ 
	-

	2. Messages were usually written on thin and tiny pieces ()f papert_tfor easy conceal
	_
	_
	ment . (Trans . ) 

	side and outside the country, and also talked about the general situation in our war zone, and then discussed a plan. to counter enemy terrorism .. Each man expressed his opinion, and the plan was approvedunanimously. Comrades Nang Thai Long and Hoang Thuong accepted the task of contacting Van Sang who was then the Squad Leader in Bae Son to tell him and the brothers up there--as well as-the local villagers-to deal with the lies and distortions thatn-the secret police agents were spreading against usn. I
	.
	·n

	If they have difficulties, Mr. Van Sang should br.ing the brothers down here." 
	· 

	I asked Hoang Thuong about the situation in Lam and Phat villagesn. 
	He said, "It is still quiet there. The enemy so far hasn't stirred yet. 
	.

	I stayed in the headquarters there to restŁ but couldn't go to sleep. I wondered how far Kien and Chi and the other biothers had goneforthe lastn. fewn·ndays and nightsn, where they had stopped to rest, and whether they had encountered any difficulties along the wayn. I hoped they managed to slip through safely. I had heard that thisntirne Chi would try to go to the area where the Old Man was stayingn. This would 
	. 
	·n

	·
	·
	be a good thingn. 

	I passed a night full of bad dreamsn. 
	It was not complete daylight yetn. In the middle of this deepforest, darkness still clung to the trees,and leavesn. All of us were 
	still asleepn. Suddenly I heard whispers corning from the direction of 
	the stream. It seemed I even heard rifles being loaded. I gently poked the man lying next to me in the ribs, and asked quickly in a low voice, "Was that the noise of rifles being loaded?n" 
	He remained very quiet, listening intently to every sound outside. 
	Then he sat up with a jerk. "You' reright!" 
	_
	· 

	"Get up quickly! We've been detected!" ·. I ye11ed to the brothers, "Pick up all documents and get ready to fight!" 
	·

	I jumped up, rushed to the door, and by habit automatically loaded 
	·n
	my riflen. I rushed outside. It was still dark, but I could hear footsteps and the thud of nailed boots corning down from the top of the hilln. I knew the enemy was corning in from two directions to attack our campby surprisen. They had split into two groups: one was corning up from the stream below, led by the secret police, and one was corning down from the hill, commanded by a Frenchman. I thought, "They've split up into two prongs to catch us in a pincer movement. Well, we'll take advantage _of their o
	·
	the space betweenthe two advancing columnsn. My goal was to make the 
	group corning down open fire on the group corning up, and the group corn
	ing up open fire on the group corning· downn. The enemy fell into my
	_n

	trap, and fought each other fiercelyn. Taking advantage of this opportunity, we retreated safely. 
	hid behind a tree to watch a well-matched battle between the
	. 
	I

	· 
	enemy soldiers, and at the same time was at the ready toprotect the brothers. I was most concerned about Mr. Tien, a Kinh from the lowlands who had just come here and was not as familiar with the forest as we weren. I wondered whether he had managed to catch up with the 
	other brothersn. 
	· 

	It was broad daylight. The two enemy columns fired at each other for a while and then withdrew. They cursed each other like mad. The group near the stream pulled out first. The one coming doŁn the hill rushed into our camp to search. But the hut was empty! They had no choice but to withdraw. However, they did not dare to go back in the main direction, and had to stomp out a new trail with their nailed boots. I did not want tshoot them. If I opened fire, I could have killed a few of them! 
	o 

	All the soldiers had left. 
	I went down to the stream and suddenly saw a bunch of vegetables someone had soaked in the stream. I figured out that this bunch of vegetables had saved our lives! When the soldiers saw the vegetables, they loaded their rifles. We heard this noise and slipped out of the hut in time to escape their pincer movement. If it had not been for this bunch of vegetables, they would have come in quietly and surrounded us , and who knew what could have happened. Comrade Hoang Thuong had mentioned to me that he had ju
	·

	Suspecting that Hoang Thuong had fled to his father's house, I went down to Lam village. Thuong's father had married a cousin of mine. I asked him, "Did any of us come down here?" 
	He looked me up and down, and said in a worried tone of voice, "Early this morning I heard rifle shots, and guessed that you people had fired them. Is the situation serious?g" 
	I told him briefly about what had happened. 
	"Aya!" he immediately asked, "did anything happen to Thuong?" 
	"I've looked all morning without finding him. Perhaps he's re
	-

	turned to Trang Xa. Today is market day in Dinh Ca, why don't yougo
	.
	.
	to the market?" 

	"I'm not going to the market today.g" 
	"Go and keep your eyes open. The soldiers certainly go to the market.g" 
	Then I discussed with my cousin-in-law how to gather information· at the market place. "If you know any woman who goes to the Dinh Ca market, then ask her to do it for you.g" 
	It was only then that he agreed. Nowadays, no one found going to the market a pleasant experience. Everywhere they went, they s-aw onlymilitiamen and province troops. I ate at the home of Carn Voong, a sympathizer. Then I went to his garden well shaded with trees and foliage to sleep and regain my strength. But my mind was in a turmoil,and I could not go to sleep. "I was overgconfident and careless and allowed the enemy to attack our camp by surprise. Now the brothers are all dispersed and lost.g" This worr
	there , the mou�t ain route is only over two kilometers long. Who knows, t ing contentedly there·." · There
	maybe Nong Thai Long and Duong are res

	.
	t of the garden, andwŁlked_along the foot of the tain. The path was tortuous and thick with undergrowth. I crossed 
	upon, Ł slipped ou
	·
	moun

	_
	t o Phat village, and went to the houses of Uncle Pinh and Sister 
	o
	Ł
	er 

	there . Uncle Pinh took some rice into the bush for 
	Bi Ooc. No one was 

	t and t old me to come and spend the night at his house. But I 
	me to ea

	too agtat ed, and t aking the rice I returned t o Lam village to wait 
	was 
	Ł

	for Thuong s father and a number of villagers to come back from the 
	t with the news . 
	Dinh Ca marke
	· 

	ter a_ long t ime , I went back to the garden t o lie down. But I t less , and anxiously waited for their return. I cannot describe t ill late in the t ed with satisfaction, "They were talking noisily the market· place. 'Alui! the Communist s only fired to trap t shot at each other. The First Lieutenant almost got killed! The Adjutant has been dismissed!'" 
	Af
	was res
	· 
	how agitated I was. Thuong's father did not come back . 
	afternoon. He rela
	all over 
	us. Our ·side jus

	took a kettle to the kit chen to boil water, lit a pipe, exhaled t of h�s face , laughed with great t police agents were blaming each ther. They said, 'We were frightened out of our minds when we surt was t ight but we didn't catch them. When we turned around t o go backwe· saw the footprints they had made when they passed through·. We shobk with fear! It was they didn't shoot at us . It was only after we reached Dinh Ca t we knew we were safe! '" 
	He 
	the smoke in a thick cloud in fron
	satisfaction and contintied, ''The secre
	o
	rounded the Communists . Our encirclemen
	any of 
	,' 
	lucky 
	tha

	t ing at the soldiers who were forced to goon operation had produced good results . This was_ a lesson for us to to sow dissensi9n in the enemy ranks . I
	Our policy of not shoo
	use later on in our efforts . 

	. 
	the frirest safely 
	guessed that Thai Long 's group hadslipped . through 

	to Trang Xa. Tien must have arrived safely too. 
	and returned 

	ther, "If they had shot any of ·us, they would t on a stick. So, we can put our minds at ease." 
	I told Thuong 's fa
	have cut off his .head and displayed i

	tsmoke on his st ill glowing pipe and 
	Thuong 's father puffed a las

	· 
	the soldiers in this area means some
	said worrledly "The arrival of 

	t hing will happen. Stay here and I'll fix you something to eat. Go 
	back tomorrow." 
	"That will not do. I'm very worried, and I must go back right away." 
	t
	"Alright, if you see Thuong, tell him to be careful. You toomus

	· 
	be careful ." 
	* ** 
	· 

	tprints around my father'shouse, and not noticthing suspicious , I came in. I took th�s �pportunity o· visit ther because I-had heard the enemy was . go1n.g .t_o arres_t him and put 
	I examined the foo
	. 
	ing any
	!
	my fa

	_
	him in jail. They had already told him so many times. They held the t dared touch my father they
	power. The reason the local officials had no
	was because he had gre·

	t ige in the village and also because to come home . 
	at pres
	were using him to 'induce me 

	He was very happy when he saw me enter. He kill�d a duck and pre
	·
	paredfood. Sipping his winen.cup, he said, "They said they'd take me away, but I'mnnot afraid to die." 
	.
	.n

	I looked up; his eyes were bloodshot as though he was angry -at the memory of the day when the secret police came here in a menacing manner and wanted to arrest him and take him away. He picked up with his chopsticks the best morsel, put it in my bowl, and said with affection, "Eat my son. Today we can sit and eat togethern. The next time you come back you might not see me again." 
	,
	He drank another cup and said, "When I was·16 years old.I took up arms to fight the Frenchn. I was in the army of Mr. Hoang Hoa Tha_m then.nI'm old now, I can't do anything any more, so you must do... it." 
	3 
	_

	I said, "They will burn down our house sooner orlater. If you have anything of value, give it to someone to keep for youŁ Otherwise it will just feed the fire, Father." 
	· 

	He shook his head. "I don't care about losing the house. I don't regret anything. I'm only worried . . . I.' m only afraid .they will .digup our family graves up on the mountain." 
	I felt great love and sorrow for my ·father. I ·sai.d, "Don't .be afraid, Father. Even if they dig up thengraves, nothiŁg will happen. 
	.
	Thu has told you so himself. As long asthe Revolution succeeds nothing mattersn. When this happens, everyonen--not just our family-will have enough to eat and warm clothes to wear, and no one will ben· able to bully us." 
	· 

	My father had great respect for Hoang Van Thu. In everything, if he was told "Thu said so,"he listened right away. It had beeri such a long time since I came to visit him last, but now it was time for us to part again because of the enemy's terrorism. I talked with him, related stories I felt would do him good, and told him about the frantic struggle of the enemy and the prospects for the movementn._ He said to me, "I'm not worried about myself. I'm old, and for me, to die_is only natural. The secret polic
	. 
	·
	.

	I did not dare tell him about what had happened that morningn. · It would not do him any good to known. 
	After supper, I said goodbye tohim• and returned to my he-adquartersn. 
	· 
	-

	3. Hoang Hoa Thamabetter known as De Thrunathe "Tiger of Yen The" wasa. a peasant from Htmg Yen province. Based in the mountain areas of Yen Theand with no more than two h1D1dred armed men, De Thrun led a resistance movement against the French in the 1890a's. With this meager force, he managed to keep the spirit of resistance alive fora_amany people in North Vietnam, tmtil his assassination in 1913. The French pursued him relentlesslyaand by the end of 1909 had reduced his followers to aacouple of men. St
	., 
	., 
	., 
	., 
	., 
	· 
	., 

	I did not get back until 9 or 10 o'clock at night. I slept in the fields and Łaitid until the next morning to return to our camp. 
	The brothers were getting up when I entered the hut. They all shouted with joy. Truong Chinhasked, "Why did it take you so long to come back?" 
	_ 

	I had been gone for twodays! During the time I was away, news had come in from Dinh Ca, and Viet, Truong chinh and Thu were burningwith worry and anxiety, especially when _they saw Nong Thai Long and the brothers from Dinh Ca arrive withoQt me. 
	.g
	·

	Thu immediately criticized me severely. "You should have returned right away after you completed your mission. But you lingered on, and let such an unfortunate thing happen.g" 
	I sincerely admitted my error, and then reported in detail to the Central Committee about all the events in Khuoi Noi. 
	CHAPTER IV 
	It was sunny. The autumn sunlight filtered through the· leaves in the .Khuon Manh forest. The h4ge tree trunks rose straight and tall. Bamboo shoots sprouted at the foot of bamboo treest. A cool .breeze rustled the leaves. The lush rice and corn patches stretched in a gentlegrade to the water edge. White pebbles gleamed in ,the stream bed. The age-old forest hugged b.oth sides of the stream, like two huge -.and pro
	-
	-

	·
	tective armst. · 
	This afternoon, many women of the Man [Yao] ethnic minority ,came to the stream bank together. The_y had heard that there wouldt· be a.n important ceremony, so they asked for permission to come and listen to the cadre talk. They knew this cadre well, and loved him very much. 
	· 

	He limped and walked with difficulty, but he worked very hard. What he said--everyone agreed--was accurate. The French in the posts, the soldiers, the secret police, the village officials, like hunting hounds were sniffing everywhere, but he did not leave and stayed on among the villagers to tell them how to deal with the enemy who were burning down their houses and desttroying their villagest, and how to cope with those who were the running dogs of the Frencht. The women told each othert, 
	"The cadre is coming. Let's listen to him. He'll tell us a lot of interesting things." 
	At that time, we were living through days and months of relentless enemy attacks from all four directions and on every front--political, military, as well as econotmic. Through the betrayal of Cong and Hail the French imperialists found out about our operation and our strengtht. In contrast to the previous occasion when they reoccupied the Mo Nhai post with 20 province troopst, and when they attacked the Vu Lang school by surprise with 40 soldiers and militiamen, the enemy this time mobilized a much larger
	1. These two were lackeys of the imperialists, and had infiltrated the Party to sabotage it. (Footnote in text.) 
	68 
	Truong Chinh and Hoang Van Thu had returned to the delta. HoangQuoc Viet stayed behind to help us d�vise a plan to deal with the enemy's terrorism and to organize a resistance force. Before a month had elapsed, a letter from Thu suddenlygarrived, asking Viet to return to the delta immediately. Viet could not prolong his stay any longer, so he made preparations to implement the directive of theParty. Before going back to the lowland, Viet set up--in the name of the Central Committee--a second platoon of th
	·
	·
	· 
	· 
	·

	The village women were right. Hoang Quoc ViŁt didg-come that day.The members of the AFNS had gathered inthe fields and lined up in two rows. In this crigtical movement, even if only one man took up arms to fight the enemy, this would be worth rejgoicing. But that day, not justone man--but dozens of people--[took up arms to fight the enemy]g. Theyincluded the remnants of the AFNS First Platoon--the comrades who had met the challenge in the Bae Son base--plus a number of comrades who had recently joined the r
	· 

	It was the 15th of September 1941. The Second Platoon of the AFNS attended the ceremony which formally set it up. The majority of the platoon members present that day had joined after the enemy's surprise attack on the command headquarters of the AFNS in Dinh Ca at the beginning of July 1941. Practically all of them came from families that the imperialists had herded into concentration camps. Many of these families had been fiercely terrorized by the enemy. For example, comrade Thoong's family and comrade
	2 
	,' 
	· 

	The sufferings of each individual piled up .together became a common hat�ed and resentment. All shared the same hatred for the enemy and the same desire for revenge through common action. For this reason, they loved each other and were ready to share everything with each other. In danger they were prepared to sacrifice their lives to save their comrades-in-arms. 
	The sun slanted toward the West. The autumn light spread over the rice and corn fields stretching along ·the banks of the Khuon Manh stream. 
	I looked at Nguyen Cao Dam. He looked like he had regained his strength somewhat. The enemy bullet which had pierced his shoulder and entered his chest, and the days and nights he had spent hiding in the forest not long ago, had sharpened his hatred for the enemy. Dam'gs story--frorn manypoints of view--was an experience from which we could derive a useful lesson. It seemed to me I could still see the storyunfold before my eyes. 
	· 
	·

	2. Trieu Khanh Phuong, a YaŁ, is now a member of the Viet Bae Region Party Committee, and Deputy Chairman of the Viet Bae Zonet's Adminitstrative Committee. (Trans.) 
	After. the group _of Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi withdrew from Bae Son, the comrades who stayed behind gathered together an.d formed a squad under the leadership of Dam, Tan and Rue. Their task was to maintain firmthe infrastructure and resist the terror:ism of the enemy. They divided into three cells, headed by Dam, Thuc and Van Sang. Each cell was in charge of a critical area. Dam, along with Quoc Vinh, Tan,Rue and Thai were stationed in Phie Khao. 
	. 

	At that time, the fields were a golden sheet of ripening rice stalks. 
	Local security agents sprouted like weeds. They led soldiers to terrorize Phie Khao. A number of villagers were frightened and did not dare to let the cadres stay in their houses. Dam's cell and their camphad to move to the M.o Re cave, which was as small as ahouse on stilts built on only eight support columns.gTheir weapons consisted of two Dop 3 rifles and one Dop 5 rifle. One day, comrades Hoang, Thuc andDung went from Bo Tat to Don Uy to establish contact with the local infrastructure and then go down t
	· 
	3 
	· 

	The leaders of this cell found the situgation unsettling. The cave was located near the house of a fellow called Thai who had been behaving in a suspicious manner lately. They wanted to move their camp, but Thai told Tan and Rue, "We don't have to move.I There's no need. to do so now! I have just been down to the village and I got a chicken to cook rice soup. There is nothing to fear.g" 
	So, they decided to stay an extra night. The next day, Thai's brother--Dao--led militiamen to the cave entrance and yelled toThai to come out and surrender. The soldiers did not dare to rush into the cave becaugse they knew the comrades were armed. Thai glanced furtively at the rifles in the hands of Tan and Rue, and said, "Don't shoot! There are a lot of soldiers out there!" 
	.

	Seeing Tan and Rue hesitate, Quoc Vinh snatched their rifles and was about to rush out to fight with the soldiers, but Tan and Rue stopped him: "Let's wait nd see! We can't just save our own lives, we must save everyone in the cell.g" 
	a

	There was nothing for Quoc Vinh to do but to stare in anger at the cave entrance. His brows were knitted. 
	Before the soldiers could call him a second time, Thai went out. He was brazen and unabashed: "They have surrounded us! If we don't come out, we'll die. If we come out, our lives will be spared.g" 
	It was then that Tan and Rue realized they had been "raising a bee in their sleeves,g"andg.that they had fallen into Thai's trap. Theyhad not been firm about moving their camp the previous day. Now they realized this, but it was too late. 
	4 
	-
	·

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	In Bae Son., to be able to build a house with eight support colUDD1s and a tiled roof is nothing out of the ordinary. (Footnote in text.) This indicates that the Bae Son area is now prosperous. (Trans.)
	, 


	4. 
	4. 
	An expression meaning to trust someone who turns out to be a traitor. (Trans.) 


	' 
	Quoc Vinh rushed out of the cave, on the heels of Thai. But he did not come out to meet th·e soldiers. as the traitor Thai had done. Instead, as he emerged from the cave he slipped into another path.
	With a quick glance he saw that the soldiers wereg-only blocking the maiŁ rou·te .gThe shadow of a large man also appeared .and quick as an arrow, he plunged down the mountainside. Tanand Rue only had time to
	·
	. 
	.

	· 
	shout, ""gComrade Dam!g" when a burst of rifle fireg-resounded. One bullet plunged. into Dam's back, near his shoulderg. Seeing that Dam kept on running, Thai told the sodliers ,g"He' 11 die, leave him alone. These two fellows Tan and Rue--they're the leaders. You must catch them 
	. 

	alive!g" 
	· 

	The soldiers surrounded the Mo Re cave. Thai and his brother Dao,and the militiamen took turns calling onthe AFNS brothers to surrender. They called out the name of each man, and threatened to "come in and 
	· 

	get them if they did not come out.g" They yelled for a long time, but 
	no one emŁrged, so they went to Chieu Vu to get some grenades to throw in the cave. The explosions revergberated in the forest and mountains. 
	Tan and Rue retreated deeper into the cave. Near noon, the militiamen groped. their way down the cave and opened fire. It was onlythen that Tan and Rue gave up and came out of the cave. The enemy led them away. 
	· 

	Dam was quite seriously wounded. Blood soaked the shirt he was wearing, but he kept on walking, groping his way through the forest toward the camp of the other AFNS cell. It was very late at night. As �e approached the camp of Duong VanThuc and Hoang, he stopped dead in his tracks; inside the hut soldiers were interrogating and torturging comrade Hoang. It turned out that Hoang was cught by the enemy when he went to Huu Lung village to collect rice .gThey then led him back to the hut to torture hi�, in the
	· 
	_
	a
	. 
	-
	hastily climbed
	.

	_
	ering: on__ Hoang drifted up to where Damg. was hiding. He_ £el t as thoughth� blows were falling on his own chest. It was agonizing for him becatise there was nothing he could do to save his comrade. The soldiers beat Hoang until their arms hurt and they had to stop to gasp for breath b�t he still did not utter a word. ,So they had t6 take him away. Dam stayed where he was, convinced that Duong Vang.gThuc had also 
	_
	. 

	·
	·
	been captured by the enemy. 

	After a long time, when he couldn6 longer hear the sound of blows and kicks, and the voice of the soldiers interrogating Hoang, Dam knew that the _gsoldiers _had left and he came down. Srrounded by forest treeŁ·, Dam walked alone, tortured by the thought of what had happened. HŁ criticizedghimself for having lost his vigilance· in dealing with Thai,g_ Łnd regretted that he had not been able to save his comrades from the enemy's claws. His pain gre_w as he thought .about tŁis. How many men weŁe left in his ·
	-
	u
	.
	· 
	:
	· 
	.
	_
	•

	' . 
	The news reached us, so we sent people out to search for these comrades everywherŁ. 
	Dam came from Thai Binh province. He was big and strong, and nor
	··
	mally looked very muscular and healthy. However, after Łlose to ten days of hiding in the forest and escaping the encirclement of the Thai and Dao gang, he looked haggard. His clothes were torn to shreds and the wound on_his soulder had stopped bleeding and dried up. Hiseyes were sunken in their sockets, because of lack of sleep and because of worry and sorrow, and his cheekbones protruded. When he spotted me, he hugged me,. grabbed my shoulders and said in a gasp, "Now that I've seen you, I know I'm not go
	Ł
	'

	Dam told me about all the things that had taken place at the Mo Re cave. Then he added in a. voice full of sorrow, "Duong Thuc has been 
	·
	·
	capturedg!" 

	Tears streamed down his face when he said this. Tears welled up in my eyes. I clasped his shoulder and. said, "Go and lie down! We'll take care of things later on!" 
	But Dam went on with his story, and was convinced that CQmrade Thuc had been captured. He knew that once you fell into the enemy hands, it would be either jail or death. He said, "The security agents were interrogating him and calling his name 'Thuc! Thuc!' so they must have got im!g" 
	Ł

	But actually Duong Van Thuc had not been caught. He retµrned to Trang Xa with comrade Quang Long a few days after Dam. So, four men from the third squad who .urvived had managed to come here from three different directions. 
	s

	Now, Nguyen Cao Dam was one of three comrades appointed by the 
	·
	Central Committeegto the Command Staff of the AFNS Second Platoon. 
	The second man on the staff was Le Due Ton.gHe was ten yearsyounger than I. He was a somewhat cold person, but he had a profound hatred for the foreign occupiers of the country. He rarely smiled and was quiet, but worked very hard. 
	5 

	In my case, the enemy had taken my father away and burned down the house where I had grown up. They were also terrorizing relatives on both sides of my family. To me, then, my unit was my home, the AFNS comrades were my brothers, and the people in the places where the AFNS built their huts to live were my family. 
	Standing in front of the red flag with the yellow star, we remembered with sadness the comrades who had sacrificed their lives. After the minute of silence in memory of the dead, the initiation ceremony for new Party members began. These were comrades who had met the recent challenges--such as comrades Phuong Cuong, Chu Phong, Ha Manh, Ha Ky, Hong Thai, etc. The whole unit seemed infused with a new vigor and enthusiasm. Hoang Quoc Viet's voice resounded: "In the name of the Central Conunittee, I recognize
	5. Le Due Ton is now Vice Chairman of the Viet Bac's Administrative Committee, and a standing member of the Viet Bae Region Party Committeet. (Trans.) 
	but concrete contribution .to the Soviet Red Army's fight against the 
	fascist invaders!" 
	. . 
	Hoang Quoc Viet stopped.-In the sunlight, his eyesn_ shonenin an
	..
	extraordinary manner, as though burnedbythe intense ardor of his 
	.

	wordsn. The old forest around us still reverberated with the words 
	''maintaining firm our basŁs and strticture, ·and carrying on our armed 
	struggle .•. make a small but concrete contribution to the Soviet 
	·
	·
	RedArmy's fight .... " 
	· 


	The task of the AFNS Second Platoon had been clearly pointed out by the Central Cqmmitteen. Hoang Quoc Viet handed the red flag with the yellow star to the platoon. All the comrades would:do their best to implement all the orders of their Command Staffn. 
	-

	. . . . . 
	The pledge of allegiance ceremony of the iFŁS Second Platoon be
	-

	gan. The five oaths 0£ then·nAFNS were read aloud solemnly: 
	"We will not betray. the Party! 
	"We pledge absolute loyalty to the Party! 
	"We are _determined to fight and re:venge the comrades who had sacrificed their livesn. 
	·
	-
	·

	"We will not surrender to the enemy! 
	"We will not h·arm the people!" 
	· 

	The sounds of "I swear! .I swear!" reverberated. ·when old Mr. 
	-
	Manh finished his oath, Duong Thi An--the only woman in the AFNS-stepped forward from the ranksn. Sh_e_ looked up atnthe red flag with the five-cornered yellow star and _said clearly and precisely, "The twenty million people in our country :are _gro_aning inn. their_ miseries and sufferingsn. I am a girl froŁ the ethnic minoiities. I swear, unŁ der the national flag, to sacrifice everything for the Party and for 
	-
	· 
	. 
	·
	.
	·

	· ·
	the peoplen. I'm determinedto '"carry out fully my task as a inember of 
	·
	·

	·
	the AFNSn. I hereby swear to this!'' 
	· 

	11 · she raised her fist to her shoulder and saluted the flŁgn. 
	As she-shouted "I swear! 
	·
	· 

	The young and old Yao women looked at An. intently and nodded their 
	·
	heads as though to say, ''This girlnisdoing the right thing! If she 
	• 

	·
	· · 
	can do it, so can we." 
	After the ceremony, everyone left. The men and wo-enn_ntalked about the ceremony with approvaln-as they walked away and reminded each other to maintainn_secrecy. 
	* * 
	On the way back to our camp, Hoang Quoc Viet andnI walked along
	_ 
	_
	side each othern. He was a sentimental maŁ, and had lived at my house ithe pas. Besides Hoang Van Thu, he had beeassigned to givdirect assistance to the AFNS and the movement in Bae Son-Vo Nha1-Tha1 Nguyen. 
	Ł 
	!
	Ł 
	Ł 

	The first time Viet came to my house, he was wearing _a black tunic, white pants and slippers, and he carried an umbrella. This scholarly Vietnamese from th� lowlands soon became assimilated with our Tay . and Nung · ethnic minorities . 
	.
	6 

	"What cio you think of the ceremony?" Hoang'Quoc. Vietsaid, suddenly breaking the silence. 
	· 
	. 

	I was jolted from my reminiscences about him, and asked, "What did you say?" 
	He repeated, "What di.d you think of the ceremony?," 
	·

	_ 
	"It was very good," I said. · "They were moved, and understood everything . 
	. 
	He clasped niy hand tightly,' as though he wanted to communicate to me all his faith and affection, and confided . as we _walked, ''.The Central Committee has asked me to go back right away. The critical thing here now is to maintain the mov�ment fi-rmly .. You've seen tJte exp_er,ience in Bae Son, so don't be overconfident. I hive to g6. Most 6f the brothers are new. In everything you . do , you should the opinion of the collectivity, and motivate the brothers to ·act in :co.ncert. with you. In order to m
	.
	solic;.it 
	.

	· 
	secrecy." · · 
	, 

	It seemed as though he wanted to transmit to me all the · ideas · and experiences he had earned at the risk of his life in the .strŁggle against the colonial administration and their ·c·ruel. and devious. schemes . He emphasized, "You should pay attention to the task of p.r.o.seenemy soldiers . If we cou·ld motivate them· not to fight us or to avoid 
	.
	lytizi.ng 

	.
	clashes with us, then we could avoid unne·cess ary bloodshed. W_ith the
	·
	.

	· 
	exception of the security agents and thos·e who deliberately followed the enemy to_ kill and h·ar·m· the .people, these. soldie,rs, are a�l poor peasants who·m the ·enemy had .forced to take up ._arms . and figh·t ·the Revo
	_
	.
	-

	lution. Pay particular attention to this, and ·train .the brothers to
	.

	·
	perform this task well. We don't have many cadres here. When I return to the delta, I will p.ropose that the Central .Committee Standing Com
	·
	·

	. 
	mittee send some cadres up here to reinforce you . I will remain in frequent contact with the movement here . Cam will go with me ." 
	. . . . 
	I interrupted him·. 
	"Will comrade Cam be 
	.

	. . : . 
	-g
	·
	oing with yqu?" 
	. . . 
	My question was really a hint , suggesting that he leave comrade Cam with us . Cam was a cadre who had-d.qne :a g.reat .deal. to._ )1.elp the movement. He was considered H'.o.ang .Quoc Viet's r.�·ghtharid man .. He was. then about 30 years old, tall, muscular and very strong·.. He was o.rigi nally a very poor peasant and became a cadre when he un·derstood the purpose of the Revolution. Usually he served as a liaison agent and went on miss ion with Hoang Quoc Viet . 
	-: 
	·

	..
	.
	Hoang Quoc Viet went. oŁ, "Cam will accompany_ me. In the future; 
	.
	.

	.
	if it becomes necessary tp. send sŁmeone up here, Cam knows the way. and won 't need liaison agents to take him here .Ł• 
	. . . . . 
	6. Traditional costume for Vietnamese ment. (Trans.) 
	When we returned to the hut, the brothers we.re conductŁng a meet
	-

	.
	1ng. 
	* * * 
	In this period, we had withdrawn into the forest and built huts to live in. Our food supplies were insufficient. Our weapons were few and primitive--they consisted of some rifles and muskets used by the Yao people, homemade hand grenades, knives and poisoned arrows. We lived in very difficult conditions, but the local population was extremely loyal to the Revolution, and frequently helped us. Not only did they supply us with food, meat and salt, they also gave us medical supplies. The enemy had destroyed o
	e 

	In order to eradicate the guerrillas, the enemy sealed off the three villages of Trang Xa, Phu Thuong, and Lang Muoi--.the area where we had chosen to set p our base. There was not one village or settlement, not one section of the forest that the enemy did not search. 
	u

	The enemy tried all sorts of ways to cut off contact between the people and the AFNS. They gathered the villagers from isolated settlements into a concentration area to facilitattheir control. The people were only let out of the campat eight o'clockg_ in the morning to work in the fields, and had to return at four o'clock in the afternoon, and they were forbidden to go beyond a kilometer from the camp perimeter. Soldiers accompanied them every time they went to the market or to the fields, in order to co
	e 
	.g
	e

	people would give these products to the AFNS. 
	While he was in the Vo Nhai war zone, and before he returned to the delta, Hoang Quoc Viet had paid particular attention to the political education of the AFNS in order to bolster their ideological stand. Right after the formation of the Second Platoon, the brothers were very enthusiastic and eagerg. But later on, as difficulties and hardships increased, some 6£ them showed signs of hesitation. Hoang Quoc Viet had helped us organize a collective life for the AFNS. He suggested that we dividthe unit into 
	e 
	r
	a

	he had pointed out, we saw that it was necessary to estŁblish rules 
	for the brothers' everyday life. No matter how difficult the situgation was, we must have discipline and orderg. Usually, we built our huts near a stream. As soon as we finished cooking, we poured water over the fire to wash away all traces. At first,'gwe carefully made huts with roofs of palm leaves, but our life was so unsettled--we had to move and fight constantly--that we just cut banana leaves and used them to roof our huts. Sometimes we had to move before the banana leaves had time to dry. 
	In addition, the enemy was throwing many spies into the forest to obtain information. If they suspected guerrillas were operating in 
	some area, they gathered their forces and went in on operation. Some
	times we had just moved to a new area when we got news that the spies 
	were coming, and--like birds fluttering in the forest--we had to move 
	elsewhere immediately. If it rained while we were on the move, then 
	we all got drenched from head to toe. Right after we reached a new 
	camp site, we had to cut down trees and gather banana leaves to build 
	a few temporary huts as shelters against the rain, even if it was dark at night and raining. Some of us went looking for forewood, some cut down bamboo trees, while others gathered leaves and twigs to spread on the damp ground so we could lie down. We piled up the firewood and bamboo and started a fire to dry our clothes and our bagst. Our clothes were never put in the sun to dry. After we washed them, we dried them by the fire, and when they were dry we put them in our cloth bags.
	This way, we were always ready--if there was an alarm, we could leave right away. This was why our clothes always smelled of smoke. 
	After we built the huts, we built our beds. We cut a few logs and put them at the foot of our beds. In the evening, we drew water from the stream in a bucket, poured the water over our feet [as we stood on the logs] and then stepped on our beds. (At that time, we all went around barefoot--we did not have rubber sandals made from automobile 
	tires like we have now.) 
	Many military training classes were conducted right in the forest. 
	In addition to theory, the brothers studied basic movements such as carrying the rifles in the hands or over the shoulders, crawling on all fours, crawling on one's belly, rolling, marching, reconnaissance, concealment, practicing ambushes, etc. 
	The immense and impenetrable forest was a good cover for our troops. Before the enemy could come close to us we had moved to another area. When we came to a new camp site, even if we could only stay for a few days, we carried on our normal activities and our train
	-

	.
	1ng. 
	One day at the end of September 1941. 
	Hoang Quoc Viet set out to return to the deltat. After meetingwith the Platoon Command Staff, he spent the whole day meeting and talking with the brothers in the unit. He frequently told me, "There are many new brothers in the unit, but they are all good men. They are dedicated to the revolution, and they all hate the imperialtists and exploiters. This is the basic reason why they are loyal to the mission of the Party and of the people. You should pay attention and guide them, leading all of them to make pr
	The evening meal included the pork and chicken the people had supplied us. At dusk, I saw Hoang Quoc Viet off. He clasped my hands tightly. He did not say a word, but communicated all his feelings to me in that handshake. We sent a cell composed of comrades Tai, Cham,and Lai to take him and Cam to Khe Mo and then to the main road linking Dinh Ca with Thai Nguyen. Cam will take over as guide from there to the deltat. 
	CHAPTER V 
	After they ran out of targets in Bae Soh, the enemy kept up their frenzied terrorism and gradually shifted their sweep operations toward Vo Nhai. They carried out operations to search for revolutionary organs, encircling and searching each area with ferocity, and doing their best to uncover and destroy our armed forces. At the same time theyherded the people in fascist concentration camps in Na Pheo, Dinh Ca, Lang Giua, and Dong En to implement their scheme_gof "draining the water to catch the fish.g" 
	In this period, each villager only had one or two sets of thin,torn and mended clothes left. Their children suffered from malnutrition and looked pale and sickly. Bamboo trees withered for lack of care. Of the houses on stilts, nothing was left but their earth platform and a few charred columns. The houses of comrades Le Due Ton,
	Chu Quoc Hung, Hoang Thuong and Hoang Xuan were in ruins. Their bamboo drainpipes were split in two, their rice polishers were smashed, their looms were slashed, their clothes, blankets and mosquito nets were torn 
	to shreds. Anything of value had been seized. Banana, orange, prune
	and peach trees--big and small--had been cut down. Their gardens were desolate, not one row of cabbage or onion had been left intact. One could no longer hear the barking of dogs, the grunting of pigs, the crowing of roosters, and the clankinggof wooden bells around the necks 
	· 

	of water buffaloes. 
	Day and night, the Japanese and French spread their spies to gather information. Their soldiers set up ambgushes to attack cadres going on mission. Each area was divided into smill square grids and seached. The soldiers even penetrated into the caves and searched the huts in the forest. They tied the blades of grass on the trails into knots, so that if we walked through the knots would untie and they could follow this trail to pursue us. The local spies had many tricks and were familiar with all the roads a
	r

	Following the program already set forth, we split up and went to talk with the ethnic minorities on the task of fighting the French and Japanese, and on the Viet Minh Program. The Tay, Nung, Cao Lan and even the Yao who lived high up inthe tall mountains, all loved the AFNS and treated us like members of their own families. We arrangedfor the people to disperse and hide their belongings, and then to return to their villages and settlements to carry on the struggle. At the same time theywould supply us with
	·
	· 
	·g

	The armed struggle of the guerrillas resumed and began with the elimination of traitors and spies, and progressed into surprise attacks on French troops, and ambushes. 
	Usually, in their ambushes thAFNS only aimed their shotsgathe 
	: 
	Ł 

	_
	most reactionary officers and soldiers, the dangerous local officials and spies who guided the enemy. 
	77 
	Along with the fighting, we concentrated our efforts to push ahead the task of proselytizing enemy soldiersn. We told the men and women in the villages and even those in jail, who had frequent contacts with the enemy, to remind them of the fact that they had had to leave their homes and families to come here, the land of green forests and red hills, where they would fall prey to malaria and get killed. These men and women also handed the soldiers leaflets calling on them not to attack the people and burn th
	One time Trinh, the Assistant to the District Chief, found one of our leaflets on his desk when he came over to sit down. He went greenwith fear, and wondered how--with high walls around the house, the gates tightly shut, and sentries standing guard day and night--the "Commies" had managed to smuggle this dangerous object in theren. If his superiors knew about this, his head would rolln. He did not dare make a big thing out of the incident, and not seeing anyone around he hurriedly read the leaflet and then
	.
	them. It was just that the AFNS was very clever in proselytizing the people. In fact, the concubine of the District Chief's Assistant came from a revolutionary familyn. Whenever she went home to visit her fam
	ily, we sent someone to meet her, indoctrinate her, give her leaflets and tell her what to do. 
	In other cases, we used the families with children �r relatives serving in the enemy armed forces, and sympathizers to gather information £or us in the various prison campsn. Each time the enemy planned to conduct an operation somewhere, they tipped us in advance so that we could avoid the operation, or if we were strong enough we would ambush the enemyn. 
	As for the leaflets and banners calling on the enemy soldiers not to go on sweep operations and not to oppress the people, we disseminated them and posted them in public placesn. 
	One night, a cell from the AFNS went to the gate of an enemy outpost, fired a few shots to disturb the soldiers, plant�d a Viet Minhn. flag, hung posters and disseminated leafletsn. The soldiers did notn. dare to come out of the post or to return the fire. They only dared to venture outside when morning camen. A company was dispatchedto pursue the AFNS. The officer shouted to the soldiers, "A lot of Communists came here! Look at their footprintsn! Look at all the leaves theyplucked and put on the ground to
	.
	. 

	Another day, about two platoons of province troops went on mission 1n Ngoc My hamlet·. 
	:rhe riŁestalks were then about 3 inches tall. At that moment,g· 
	· 

	·
	Ha Ch:am and Hong Hai went to take up their sentry posts on a hill. 
	·

	Hong Hai, of the Ya6 ethnit minority,g_gwas tall and big. He sat on a log in the fields to keep watch but was lost deep in thoughts. From 
	where he was he could look toward the command headquarters on the next hill, about _half a kilometer away. Ha Cham who was looking tŁward hŁs house which had been burned by the enemy, suddenly cried out, "Soldiers
	.

	...
	·
	arecoming! Look ·at that yŁllow mass! "l 
	Seeing that Hong Hai was about to stand to take a look, Ha Cham went on, "Don't stand up!g" 
	'But Hong Hai pok_ed outhis head anyway, andgasked, •iwŁe!e? Where?g" 
	,
	. 
	· 

	The soldiers were then gathered on the platform of the ·house and were looking for footprints left by the "Commies." One of them looked up, saw Hong Hai,and yelled, ·g"There's a big guy over there!" 
	· 

	·g
	They shouted to each oiher to Łush up the hill. But Ha Cham and Hong Hai dashed into the forest. The soldiers ran after them. Theyrushed into the clearing and ran into a squad of our own men. Some 
	·

	· 
	were cooking, others wre bathing.gSurprised, tŁose who were Ł6oking
	e

	poured away the rice and ran off, carrying the potsg'with them. Some burned their hands because thi pots were toog·ghotŁ Thtisegwho were
	· 

	·g
	·g
	_

	roasting a dog grabbed the dog and thre·gw it in a bush. Thoseg· who were bathinŁ dashedginto the foreŁt behind the others. The soldiers fired 
	· 

	after them. I was then at the headquarters, about ·foo m�ters from th·ere. I had ju;st finished saying, "Something' s happened to the com
	·
	·

	rades on guard duty," when Ha Cham arrived to· report. I told him,
	"Let's fight!g
	"' 

	. . . 
	we pulled to the Dong Bu River and selected a spot forour ambush. I had figurea that the sldiers would certainly pass through here. The eight: or nine brothers who were in the forest looked down and sawus. They· shoutedto :each other, "The others have gone out to set an ainbush ! 
	· 
	·
	·
	o
	·
	· 

	·
	·
	·
	..

	Let·•s· rt.in down-the_re to join them and fight!g' 
	i


	I· a:sked them, "Did anyoneget killed?g" 
	· 
	_
	_ 

	Acomrade answered, "No.g" 
	· 

	"What about the soldiers?" I asked quickly. 
	_

	· ''Mygword, they were yelling, 'there, there, catch them!g' but they didn't hit anyone when they fired.g" 
	·
	·
	·

	I discussed with Ha tham and a number of brothers about this group of --soldiers. Ha Cham said, "It looks like this group has received our leaflets.g" 
	·

	· The others nodded their heads in assent. I told them, "Let's call 
	·
	off: -the ·ambush. · These soldiers are alright-.g" 
	·

	1. The enemy soldiers wore yellow uniforms. (Footnote in text.) 
	We had had similar experigences before. Our proselytizing effort had had a deep impact on the soldigers. These soldigers had come veryclose to our men, and it must have been easy for them to hit their targets had they wanted to, but instead they just aimed their shots high while yelling noisily to prove to their commander that t.hey were reallychasing and fighting theCommunigsts. 
	. 

	The g.roup of soldiers crossed the forest and then followed a trail to the rlver. A cell of the AFNS was lying in ambush there. The brothers had been ordered to annihilate the enemy only if they opened fire. Otherwise they should save their ammunition to administer reeling blows to the French troops. 
	The soldiers rushed to the river to wash their faces. Some scrubbed their hands and feet, others dusted their clothes or picked out thigstles. They were talking noisily (the brothers who were lyingin ambush nearby could hear everything): 
	"We were lucky, otherwise we would have been killed today!g" 
	"The Communists killed a dog to 'placate the ghosts,g' but neither 
	·
	they nor the ghosts got a bite to eat, andwe ended up eating the dog!g" 
	"The Communigsts were kind-hearted. They didn't want to shoot us. They were behind tree trunks, and we were walking on the trail exposedlike water buffaloes in the fields. If they had aimed their rifles at any of us, they could have killed him instantly.g" 
	"Anyone who steps out of bounds would get killed. [The best thingto do is to imitate] the style of attack in Nae village. The soldiers fired into the trees to let them run away.g" 
	Some were laughing, others were talking, and the stream was noisywith their bantering. The brothers who wee lying in ambush had loaded their rifles, but when they heard what the soldigers said they exchanged glances. They knew very well about the event in Nae village. Thegsecurity police wanted to show their zeal to their French masters, so they took the soldiers on a sweep operation in Nae village. The soldiers, however, had read the appeals in Viet Minh leaflets, so they pushed the security police in th
	r

	One of the soldigers thought his frigends were talking too loudlyand said, "Don't talk so much! If the others are hiding nearby we'd be finished!g" 
	Suddenly, a voigce came from the bush on the edge of the trail, as though to answer him, "You're right! We're right here! If we shoot,you'll die!g" 
	_

	The soldier shook with fright. The adjgutant panicked and told the soldiers, "Curse you all! Let, s go back and don't .talk so much. If the French found out, we'd be dead. It was lucky the French post commander didn't come with us today; if he did, we would have had to fight 
	·

	and waste our lives.g" 
	Thereupon he gathered the soldiers and they left the stream bank. When they reached the main road, the soldiers told each other, ''See, I 
	Thereupon he gathered the soldiers and they left the stream bank. When they reached the main road, the soldiers told each other, ''See, I 
	was right. They answered us with words. If they had answered us with their rifles we would have all been killed.'' 

	Other men in our unit were hiding in that area rifles at the ready. They could not help saying, "You're right! 'we're here too! If we want to kill you it wouldn't be too difficult!'g' 
	The soldiers hastily and sheepishly retrŁate·d tb their post. 
	* * ,· * 
	November 1941. 
	Comrade Cam took Hoang Quoc Viet back to the deita at the end of September, and then returned to the Trang Xa War -Zone. Hewas accomRegionP_arty Cammi ttee. 
	_g
	.g
	panied by a member of the North Vietnam 
	Ł 
	. 
	. 

	. 
	The Command Staff of the AFNS assigned to this comrade, who had been sent up here reinforcement, thŁ task or proseigytizing soldiers. 
	as 
	enemy
	· 
	.. 
	·
	From then on, we produced all types of leaflets andgbanners, each type geared to a different kind of s6ldier: sŁldieŁsg_'gfrom the deltaŁ soldiers from the mountain areas, militiamenŁ and French soldiers. The 
	_

	·
	soldiers from the delta were further divided intd groups according to.gtheir province of origin: Nam Dinh, Ninh Binh, Thai Binh� Mong Cai, etc. Then there were also soldiers from the provinces of Central Vietnam, and those fromgthe Highlands in South Vietnam. When the villagers informed us which group of soldiers were coming, we had the appropriate type of leaflets ready, which wegthengspread· on the route they were taking, or had mysterious hands place in their pants pockets or handed to them directly by 
	· 
	·
	·g
	.

	·
	·
	to wear, and so that no one would be: oppressed and exploited.g" We. pointed out clearly to theni: "The _Japanese are the ones wh9 have 

	. .
	forced your families to pull up rice plants and grow jute for them instead.As a result, your parents, your wives and children had to gohungry. Turn your rifles around _and shoot your commander� ifconditins permit. If this cannot be done, _and you are forced to open fire,then shoot in the air. Let us riotshoot one· anoth·er." The leaflets also reminded them of their native iiliage�: ''If you io aroundg·gburningand looting the people's house5 here, ard op�ressingg:the peopel,g.gb�ck · in yotir villages, wor
	2 
	_
	.
	o
	, 
	·
	i

	If the soldiers from Nam Dinh became "Communized" after they were brought up here, and lost their zeal ·for killing, then the commanders trarisferred them elsewhgere and soldiers from another area were brought in. Immediately, leaflets arrived with the appeal_: "You had better follow the examplŁ of the brothers from NaŁ Dinh. Don't oppress the people. Let's ncft shoot one another!g"gIn this ·gway the AFNS fought 
	·
	·g
	· 
	· 
	. 

	2. This was done to meet Japanese war needs . This, coupled with excessfve JapaneŁe rice requisitions and flooding in the Tonkin delta caused a disastrous famine· in 1944-1945 which killed 2 million people. (TransŁ} 
	·

	·
	and made propaganda at the same time, motivating and persuading enemy soldiers. 
	* * 
	On a road in Mo Mung, a small valley, on a Winter,norning. A squad of the AFNS consiting of Ha Cham, Ha Manh Tai, Son, Hoa, Cuong,etc.g, and led by Cham and Hoa, was on their way to proselytize the villagers; afterwards they would split into cells to collect rice for the whole unit. The people living near the Na Leng Post had lost a water buffalo, and they had lookedfor it for two days without finding it. The security police spread the rumor that "the Communists had stolen the buffalo and slaughtered it!" 
	s
	· 

	When the cell of Ha Manh and Hoa heard about this, they decided to go and look for the buffalo. Nearing a lime pit, they heard a few weak "meuahs.g" They went over to takega look and saw a buffalo which had fallen into the pit. The two of them could not pull it out. There was no one around, and they could not go into the village in the daytime because there was a camp of militigamen, security police and province troops nearby. They talked it over and then wrote a few lines on a piece of paper which they stu
	.

	In that period, the enemy was conducting frequent patrols on the Trang Xa-Huong Ba road. Something must have happened, and this was whythey had increased the number ofsoldiers on patrol, and the frequency of these patrols. 
	· 

	The squad from the AFNS returning from their misgsion had just gone past the main road when they ran smack into an enemy company. The soldiers opened fire. Even though they were caught in an unfavorable terrain and were outnumbered, the brothers quickly returned the fire and tried to retreat from this dangerous spot. Ha Manh aimed carefully at each soldier and said betweenclenched teeth, "I won't stop until youfellows have 'eaten' all these bullets!" 
	· 

	The shots rang out firmly. Each time he pulled the trigger, a soldier collapsed. This impetuous but hard-working 23-year-old youth was well liked by the brothers in the squad. Manh'gs intention was to shoot and cover the other brothers so they could withdraw safely. With a Dop 5 rifle and SO bullets in his pockets, he managed to pin down one whole company. They panicked when they saw over ten of their own men hit either in the head or in the chest. Blood was all over the road. They wanted to rush out and ca
	Ha Cham's squad was dispersed then, but each man headed in the general direction of the headquarters, an4 they all made it back safelythat evening, except Manh. The brothers guessed that Manh had gone to the assembly point agreed upon in advance when they set out on mission in the morning. We told each other, "It's only about five or six kilometers from here to there. It's impossible that Manh hasn't been able to find his way back here in all this time. He must have stoppedsomewhere." We spread out to look
	Ha Cham's squad was dispersed then, but each man headed in the general direction of the headquarters, an4 they all made it back safelythat evening, except Manh. The brothers guessed that Manh had gone to the assembly point agreed upon in advance when they set out on mission in the morning. We told each other, "It's only about five or six kilometers from here to there. It's impossible that Manh hasn't been able to find his way back here in all this time. He must have stoppedsomewhere." We spread out to look
	road· and searched the spot where the surprise engagement had taken place, but there. was no trace of him. We went back and forth thrŁe or four timesŁg·but still couldn't find our comrade-in-arms. The brothers went to the settlement where Manh had promised to meet them to go on mission, but there was no sign of him. 

	Five or six days later, the villagers sent us the news that they had found a dead youth in the forest. He had a rifle slung on his shoulders and clung to two sticks of wood clamped under his arms. · The people had buried him properly. 
	We figured that Manh was �eriously wounded, and after the fightinghe slung the rifle on his shoulders, broke two twigs to use as crutches, and dragged himself deep into the forest to avoid a new enemy encirclement and to find his way back to the unit. But he lost too much blood. 
	During the five or six days this impetuous and hard-working youth was gone we had weŁt a great deal. Now when we got the news, tears streamed down our faces again. Some sobbed loudly. We allfelt we must avenge his death. 
	.

	* * * 
	After the surprise engagement between the enemy company and the AFNS Second Platoon on the Mo Mung road, the enemy set up a post in Na Leng and appointed Doi Beo ("the fat sergeant")--a native of Cao Bang province--as the post command�r. He was a security agent as well as the leader of a province troop platoon, and was notorious for his inhuman beatings and tortureg. 
	To cut off all contact between the pepple and the AFNs,g· and to pregvent the people from passing along infogrmation to each other, Doi Beo had devised a very cruel plan. He assembled the villagers from isdlated settlements in Na Leng, where he put them either in concentration camps or in prison camps. He said, "This way you won't be able to support the Communists." The fields in Na Leng were then afflicted by a·drought, but he could not care less. He wanted the population to starve so that they would not 
	He forbade small andisolated markets to convene, and allowed only the 
	. 

	Dinh Ca market to open. 
	On market days, he gathered the villagers who wanted to go to the
	·
	market at 8:00 A.M., at the foot of the Na Leng post, in Dong EnŁ Theg
	· 

	soldiers accompanied the villagers to the market, marching in front, in 
	the middle, and at the back of the column, their rifles fully loaded,
	at the teady. The people and Doi Beo walked in the middleŁ The road 
	from Na Leng to the Dinh Ca market was over 10 kilometers long. On the 
	way, no one could go off anywhere. The whole group.gwent straight tog
	. 

	the market. Any villager who rushed out of the column and ran away·
	. 

	would be shot immediately . 
	Once in the market, the soldiers roped. off a section of the market
	.
	place and the villagers did their buying and selling inside this section. The villagers from Trang Xa could only buy and sell in -their own roped-off section, while the villagers from Lau Thuong bought and sold in their own separate corner. The Phu Thuong villagers also had their own separate area. People in one section could not wander. into another section, and were not even allowed to exchange greetingsg. The soldiers and Doi Beo, and th� security police gang leaders watched each step and 
	84 
	each action of the villagers with their eyes full of hatredn· their rifles at the ready. The villagers who knew each other werŁ forbidden to talk to each other. If they did, they would be suspected of passing along information or messagesn. 
	At 9:00 A.M. or a little later, they took the villagers back. It was the same lineup: the soldiers in front and at the back of the column, Doi Beo and the villagers in the middle. The soldiers tended to be more lax on the way back, because they had eaten and drunk their fill at the market, flirted with the girls, and also because they were tired. Their rifles were still at the ready, but they were not as menacing as when they started out for the marketn. 
	All the villagers in the concentration camp wanted to kill the Fat Sergeantn. The brothers in the prison camps also sent out a message saying, "We must eliminate the Fat Sergeant. Don't let him get away!" In view of the urgent request of the people, the Command Staff of the Trang Xa War Zone decided to eliminate this dangerrius security police gang leader. 
	.

	This task was given to a squad of eleven comradesn--eleven men pitched against a whole platoon of province troopsn. Besides the Fat Sergeant was as cunning as the devil himself. He was very tricky, and took stringent precautionsn. 
	Among the brothers going on this mission were Ky and Son, youngerbrothers of Ha Manh, the comrade who had sacrificed his li._fe in the previqus engagementn. Ha Ky was only 22 years old, hewas small, slender, but resilient, calm and courageousn. He was also a sharpshbotern. He asked for the assignment in order to avenge his brother's death, and the War Zone Command Staff agreedn. 
	·n

	We formed four cellsn. One would keep watch and come in as reinforcement, one would shoot the Fat Sergeant and seize his weaprin, one would attack the flankof the column and control the road that the Trang Xa post would use to send in reinforcementsn, another _comradeand
	·
	·
	.

	. 
	. 
	I would block the road from Dinh Ca to Trang Xa. 

	A cell under the leadership of comrade Ha Ky was sent out oh a reconnaissance mission the previous market day. Ha Ky would choose· the site of attack. We were not scheduled to show the stuff we were made of until the following market dayn. The people, on this market day, would buy oil, shrimp paste, pens and paper, and matches for the AFNS. We also planned to have Miss A and Miss B walk close to the Far Sergeant and flirt with him to put him off his guard.nSuoi Bun creek was chosnen as the ambush site. It 
	· 

	Market day--the day to avenge the villagers and brothers in the prison camps who had been tortured by the Fat SergeŁnt, and the death of comrade Ha Manh--arrived. We gathered early in the morning Łt the ambush site. We stopped about a kilometer from the Muddy Stream, and 
	lay down right next to the road. Then we sent· someone out to r�con
	noiter one more time. 
	noiter one more time. 
	. 
	. 
	, 
	.. 
	. 

	,. 
	. .
	It was a sunny day. On the road the soldiers were taking the 
	people to the market. It was the same scene as on the previous market 
	days: the soldiersaccompanied the people, riflŁs at the ready. Theg. 
	· 
	. 
	,

	only difference was that today they had a submachine gun p
	.
	·

	os i tioned in the middle of the column. We were ready, and waited for the Fat Ser-. geant's gang to return. The Łinutes of waitirg werŁ vety teŁseŁ 
	·
	.
	i
	.

	We became more anxious as the Łun rose higher· and higher intheg,sky. But there, the soldiers were corning back from the Dinh Ca market, their ranks in disarray! 
	· 

	The avenging muzzle of Ha Ky's rifle_ pointed at the Fat SergŁant's enormous chest,gand moved to keep thŁ sergeant in line of the bullet's trajgectory as the sergeant approached from thŁ distance. The task 
	· 
	·
	·
	.
	·
	_
	.
	· 
	· 

	_
	assigned to each cell was clear. Ha Ky's shot would bŁ thŁ signal for 
	· · ·
	· · ·
	the attack. 

	When the column reached a spot on the·roaŁ, MrŁ.gAŁ-orie of bur sympathizers--asked for permission to go take a leak. _Mrs.gBgasked for permission to go intothe bushes. Taking advantage ..of these Łomerits, these women c6ncealed white sheetsg:for printing leaflets, match boxesand packages of salt for the AFNS, and then rejoinedthe column. As for MissgA and Miss B, when the column neared thegMuddy Stream., theydetached themsgelves and walked at a distance from the Fat Sergeant. 
	-
	· 
	·
	.
	.g
	· 
	.g
	.

	The Fat Sergeant was right within range of Ha Ky's Dop 5 rifle. Ha Ky closed one of his eyes and pulled :the trigger, firing in one 
	The Fat Sergeant was right within range of Ha Ky's Dop 5 rifle. Ha Ky closed one of his eyes and pulled :the trigger, firing in one 
	.

	burst .all five bullets,gfour of which pierced the chest of the dangerous province troop sergeant. He collapsed without uttering a sound. His Dop rifle was flung aside. Ha Son ran over and picked it up, and fired at the soldiers who were tryi�g to sneak away or hi�e .The soldiers were like a snake with its head cut ·off andg·grushed to the stream. They fired noisily in order to alert the ·gtwo posts at Na Leng and Dinh . Ca, and to get reinforcements. Th� villigets knew that :ttie brothersgwere attacking 
	· 
	·
	'g
	. 
	·
	. 
	. 

	. :. . 
	. 

	"Lie down wherever you are!g" I' yellged loudlyŁ 'trying to b.e. heard.,: over the din of shotsg, "we' re the AFNS and· we _only fight Łhe g·ng 0£_: the Fat Sergeant. PleŁse, don't runback and forth· in di$order!.g" 
	.
	· 
	a
	· 
	· 
	_
	.
	· · 

	Suddenly, one of the soldiets plunged td thŁ stream bank, tyyirii 
	Suddenly, one of the soldiets plunged td thŁ stream bank, tyyirii 
	Suddenly, one of the soldiets plunged td thŁ stream bank, tyyirii 
	·g

	·g

	·

	to slip through. The AFNS opened fire·and he collapsed on the sppt .. A closer look revea1e·d that he was a local secret police agent notori:.. ous for hisg·gcruelty. 
	·
	· 

	the1eavingon the battlefield only the "salt containersg" and the "ma·tch boxes"g· containing leaflets which the soldiers cot1ld put ·_in their pants poc
	-
	·
	.

	After getting rid of se two gang leaders, we withdrew,.· ··. 
	·
	· 

	k,etsand take home with them, plus other leaflets which we sprŁad on the ground. 
	The attack was neatly executed.gWe had aŁhiŁved a complete vie
	·· 
	·
	-

	··
	··
	tory, and nohe of us had recŁived even a scfatch. 

	The attack at the Muddy Stream had a serious impact on the soldiers. They told each other, "See, the Communists only shot at the secret policemen!" 
	A number of secret police agents who had been very aggressive betfore became frightened. They changed their clothes and wore uniforms to blend in with the soldiers, but did not escape death either. Later on they stopped walking in frant to lea·d the way, and walked in the midst of the soldiers. The soldiers informed us of this. The secret policemen reported to their superiors and the sqldiers were transferred elsewhere. 
	.

	* * * 
	Khuon Da was a range of non-rocky hills that separated Nho ·tVillagefrom Nae Village. On the hills, interspersed with bamboo plants, grewhuge trees which reared up to the Łky--each with a-trunk large enough for a man to wrap his arms around. This was the kingdom of the bears, stags, deer, monkeys and wild boars. Once in a while a tiger appeared, leaving behind_ footprints each as big as a boŁl .t. 
	We had had to move out camp a dozen timesŁ Enemy patrols hadbeen on the increase. Militiamen and soldiers kept the streams and pathsunder surveillancte. 
	. 

	Enemy leaflets trying to induce the AFNS to surrender were spreadeverywhere. Large announcements were posted at street corners and at the market place, calling on the people to cut off the heads of the cadres and deliver them to the mandŁrins in return for rewards. To cope with this new situation, the AFNS withdrew gradually to the foot of the Cai Kinh mountain range. 
	.

	Units of regular and province troops had been moved here to reŁ place the local troops. Our task of proselytizing enemy soldiers ran into difficultiestbecause the newly arrived soldiers were from minority 
	.
	tribes in Central Vietnam and they spoke neither the Kinh language nor 
	the Nung dialect. 
	_

	Khuon Da, as its name indicates, was a small and meandering settlement. We stationed two organizations there. One of these, a "cumbersome group,t'' was composed of women, children and old people., and put under the leadership of comrades Nhi Phung, Phuc Lam, Hoang Tai, and Ha Cham--generally speaking, this group consisted of people not fit for combat. Old Mr. H_a Cham was in charge of this group. About ten kilometers from this "heavy" group, was. the 1 ight [mobile] organization,·twhich provided leadersh
	· 
	.

	Sympathitzers in the surrounding areas had given us a good deal of information about the enemy's intensified activities. Informed, we posted more guards aµd were constantly on the lookout. Even though the enemy outnumbered us, all we had to do was to remain alert and act cleverly, and they could do nothing to us. 
	Remembering Hoang Quoc Viett's instructions before he returned to the delta, we held study sessions and discussions every night. Duringthese sessions and discus�ions, each fighter reportep his own activities and those of his cell that day, and each of them expressed his pride at being a National Salvation soldier. When we repeated the sentence, "The struggle of the AFNS will encourage the movement in the 
	87 
	whole country and make a small but concrete contribution to the Soviet Red Army's fight against the fascist invaders,g" to be frank, at that moment I did not fully understand how the shots from our primitiverifles in the Viet Bae mountains and forest, in the midst of the enemy's unbroken rings of encirclement, could echo across our borders to support the Soviet Red Army's struggle against fascism all over the-world. 
	At the time, we only knew we had to deal with the enemy soldiers a11d secret police who outnumbered us, and whose fire power was vastlysuperior to ours. However, we had the hearts and minds -of the people, and the mountains and forests were on our side. The shots from the AFNS's rifles and muskets continued to resound. 
	One night, a group of six or seven of us went to Nho Village and waited till the next day to collect rice. The next morning, the people went to the fields to harvest their rice. The soldiers stood guard on a hill next to the fields. When the sun came up, the people spread out the paddy they had h�rvested and threshed on the spot. The people would reserve this paddy for the AFNS. When it was time to go and the soldiers had blown their whistles five or-six times to hurry everyone, the villagers only scooped 
	rice that the villagers had deliberately left for the AFNS. 
	Some of us found a hiding place near the fields but far from the watching eyes of the soldiers in order to talk with the people. One woman told us, ''That fellow Sang climbed on a tree and reported that there was a lot of smoke in the forest, and said that the Communists m11st have their camp there.g" 
	An old woman said, "My sons and nephews, that good-for-nothing guy Sang has sided with the French. He is very cruel. You must be careful!" 
	Before we could say much, the sun was high in the sky and it was noon. Whistles blew. The old woman told me, "The soldiers are forcing us to leave. I;m leaving this pile of paddy I'm drying here for you, as well as the other pile over there!" 
	·

	The yells of the soldiers reached us. "Let's go! Carry it all back! Anyone who leaves his paddy behind for the Communists will have 
	3
	his head cut off!" And, "You old crones, hurry up! Vite!We're very
	hungry!" 
	· 

	The fields became deserted. The last soldier had turned around,his back toward us, to urge the villagers lagging behind with their loads to hurry up. We wnt to the places where the people had hidden paddy for us. We were full of respect and admiration for these sisters and mothers, and at the same time we felt sad that we hŁd not been able to do anything to alleviate their sufferings. What the villagers told us indicatedthat the soldiers had detected our presence, and it was possible that they would launch 
	e
	· 

	3. French word for "faster." (Trans.) 
	We walked around the mountain slope to reach this group. On the ground, footprints of wild boars, deer and antelopes dashing off at the approach of someone were still visible. Pho said right away, "Some people must have passed through here a short while ago!" 
	.

	I thought that wast� correct observation, and inspected everything more closely as we moved on. When we reached the stream that flowed out of Nae. village, we saw enemy soldiers converging from three directions: one group coming up from the stream, one coming from the path leading out of Nae village to Khuon Da, and the third one coming from Dau and Vang villages and following the mountain slope into the pass. I thought, ''Alright, let us fight it out! Even though we're outnumbered, we'll take them on!" T
	We hid ourselves to observe the enemy's deployment in order to devise a plan of action. If the soldiers followed the stream they would run into the camp of the heavy section, but this route was difficult and there were many steep slopes and waterfalls along the way. The soldiers veered to the right. We must reach this section full of women, children and old people, no matter what! 
	At the top of the Khuon Da pass, we saw that footprints from nailed boots had stomped out a new trail. 
	I signalled to the other brothers to remain quiet. Then the four of us split into two groups. We hid part of the rice we had collected away in order to facilitate our movement in combat. 
	Perhaps the soldiers had gathered their forces and arrived in Khuon Da settlement. We went to the trail and could hear them urgeeach other on and curse each othert. 
	"Phant, go ahead and be our point man.t" I assigned a different task to each man. "Khanh Phuong will be second and I'll be third in line. Pho will take up the. rear.t" 
	Phan accelerated and was about twenty or thirty meters ahead of us. When he was halfway down a slope leading to a clearing, an enemyplatoon appeared at the top of a slope on the other side. He jerked his hand as a signal for us and then rushed down to the clearing to hide and get ready to fightt. Khanh Phuong ran down after him. I was following behind, and seeing them do that, I rushed down the slope. The soldiers fired a few shots after us, but missed. The bullets hit the ground and flung up red dust which
	· 

	When we reached the clearing, we lay down, each man about two or three arms' length from the other. We crawled closer to each other,and hid behind a fallen tree. 
	I jerked my chin and asked Khanh Phuong, "Where's Pho?" 
	"He knows what to do, don't worry,t" Khanh Phuong answered. 
	The soldiers were coming down the slope. They saw me wear a blanket, but could not see my rifle which I grasped between my thighs. Two soldiers fought with each other: 
	"You shoot first or I shoot first? Look,ghe's wearing a bright red blanket!g" 
	·g

	"Let'gs get this guy, we can hit him easily!g
	"Let'gs get this guy, we can hit him easily!g
	0 

	Emboldened by he fact that they outnumbered us and were better armed, the soldiers ran down the slope, yelling like mad. The corpo,xal shouted, "A l'assaut!g"
	Ł
	4 

	I could not figure out what he had said, and asked Khanh Phuong, "What did he yell?g'' 
	Khanh Phuong was puzzled, and clucked his tongue. "He must have told them to rush down here!g" 
	I smiled and told Khanh Phuong and Phan, "Stay calm! Aim at oneg. soldier at a time, and open fire. Each shot should hit its mark." 
	"Have confidence in us," Khanh Phuong said. "I can fell a tiger even with my musket.g" 
	Khanh Phuong was usually very proud of his musket. I looked 
	toward the soldiers. They were -egging each other on: 
	"What the hell are you afraid of?" 
	"Let'gs go!g" 
	Four aggressive soldiers rushed down ·to the clearing first. We could hear them loading their rifles and the sound of thŁir nailed boots. I turned to Phan and said softly, "Wait till they are within range.g" 
	Phan nodded. He moved the long barrel of his ten-bgullet rifleto keep it trained on the soldiers. Suddenly, bang! Phan's rifle fired a ringing shot. A soldier in yellow uniform collapsed like a felled tree and rolled on the ground·. Phan pulled the triggerga seŁond 
	5 

	.
	time but the bullets jammed as they crowded each other into the barrel. 
	Khanh Phuong' s musket suddenly becamŁ tŁmperamental this. evening! He pulled the trigger three times, but each time we only heard a hollow "click" sound. · 
	· 

	Seein.g this, the corporal knelt down and aimed. He moved his 
	·g

	.
	rifle andtrained it on Khanh Phuong. Khanh Phuongcompressed his lips and pulled the trigger a fourth time. His rifle rang out before the corporal could pull his trigger; he fell down and flung his !ifle away. The soldiers rushed down in disorder.g_ Khanh Phuong could not load his musket any more. It was only then that I used myrifle, and each of my shots was a sure hitg. We kept watch on all three sides as we firedŁ The soldiers were yelling and making a terrible din: 
	· 
	· 
	·g
	· 

	"Theyg' re in the middle of the clearing. Feu ! " 
	· 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	French for "forward, attackt!" (Trans.) 

	5. 
	5. 
	A submachine gunalso called a "Pac hooc." (Footnote in text .) 
	., 



	-The soldiers fired a burst, and a shogwer of leaves fell. Suddenly, a voice yelled, "They're at the rotten tree trunk near the stream. Fire!g" 
	Each time one of them discovered a target, they all poured their 
	· 
	firin that direction. They did not even realize thatg! had changed my position. Another voice, perhaps the voice of a corporal: "They'reloading their rifles, I can hear the click click sounds!g" 
	e 
	·

	.
	: The soldiers mistakenly believed that our group in the clearing was rather large. They had just lost a few more dead and wounded, so they he$itated and did not dare to advance forward. They did not realize that the "click, click" sound was made by Phan as he desperately tried to dislodge the bullet stuck in the barrel of his rifle with a musket_ priming rod. My hiding place was very shallow and half of my bdy stuck out. But we were all good shots and the soldiers were scared. some of the soldiers saw us 
	o
	·g

	"He's just popped his head out!g" 
	nHow could you have missedgsuch an easy target!" 
	.g

	"You' re all good for nothing!" 
	_

	A couple of them went around and fired madly at us from below. I turned around and aimed at those who were popping in and out behind the trees. I aimed at a militiamen .and opened fire. The hat on h_is head was knocked away; If he had raised his head a little higher, he would have been hit in the brain. I could see the others behind the trees shake so much with fright they could not shoot . 
	·
	,

	. "rhrow down grenades!" 
	The soldiers. up on the slope . screamed, "Fire!g" 
	. 
	.g

	"Yougmother ... , .if you see .them, why don't you £-ire yourselfg!" 
	.

	Because we managed to keep ourselves well hidden,gthe soldiers 
	.g

	· 
	kept missing us even though they were firing like crazy. All they did was to cut down branches and scratch the rocks. 
	We waitŁd for a long time, but no grenades were throgwn. So, the soldie·rs were only trying to scare us. They had lost six or seven dead, but none of us had been hit. 
	Almost an hour had gone by. The light was fading. Khanh Phuong who could not load his musket said softly, "There's one. Go ahead and shoot. He's poking his head out!g" 
	I wanted to hand him my rifle to shoot, because he could see the soldier. But it was slung over my shoulder,underneath the blanket, and I got all tangled up as I tried to pull it out, and couldn't passit to him. 
	. 

	At that moment, reinforcements came for the soldiers and they began to fire their grenade launchers toward us. Judging from the fact that it was getting dark, and from the way the soldies were fighting,I knew they were not going to stay here for long. Perhaps this was the 
	At that moment, reinforcements came for the soldiers and they began to fire their grenade launchers toward us. Judging from the fact that it was getting dark, and from the way the soldies were fighting,I knew they were not going to stay here for long. Perhaps this was the 
	r

	sign they were going to withdraw. -The sounds of explosgions reverberated_ in the mountainsg-and--fdrests. If-we stayed in one place, it would be-difficult for us .to continue· the attack. We must man�uver to deceive the enemy and circle around.gI threw a stone as asignal to Phan and signalled to Khanh Phuong to withdraw�g_ They undersgtood and nodded. I aimed at the confused soldiers and fired twoshots. ·,They flung themselves down, with their faces to :the ground td avoid the bullets. The three of us r
	· 
	·
	·
	· 


	hour. 
	The camp was desgerted . 

	. It rained heavily as darkness fell. We Łotild not light a fire and cook. We cut banana leaves to cover ourselves from therain and slept 
	. It rained heavily as darkness fell. We Łotild not light a fire and cook. We cut banana leaves to cover ourselves from therain and slept 
	-

	·
	in the Khuon Da camp. 
	In the morning we went to the spot where the engagement had taken 
	-
	place the previouday and searched all around there,ginoving further and:further Łway,· without finding anyone. We wondered whether this group of women, ·childien .and old people was hiding soŁe place, or whether they had been scattered and gotten lost. We saw no sign of Pho either, and we wondered what he was doing during the mad exchange of fire between the enemy and us, since we did not hear him fire any shots during the whole attack. However, our deepest concern was for the 
	s 
	·

	-
	he.avy organizgation. We even went to positions1·and 2, which we had chosgen in advance. as wi thdrawa1points for them in casge there was ·an alertŁ -but we did not.find any traces of them either. 
	_ 
	·
	· 
	·g
	· 
	· 

	We spent the whole day searching for this group. We examined the marks on-the trails leading to their camp; but nothing indicated that
	-
	-
	enemy soldiers had been here. · We figured theyhad moved away, Łut 
	· 


	-
	could not tell in which direction they had gone. 
	*· * * 
	What in fact did happen. to the groupled by oldMr. Ha Chain? ·when he heard gunfire echoin.g in themountains, he told h'is people, ''They' re fighting over there, right. above our camp. Let's-go! We'll go to Ngoc My fir-st • •''-· 
	· 
	< 
	. 
	-
	·
	-
	-
	. 

	• 
	-He did not.gactually know thatourmobile organization was stationed in: Ngoc My,gbut-his common sense· and his knowledge of the terraing
	-
	-
	·
	·
	_ 
	· 

	.in
	.in
	·

	this part of the forest toldg·him it would be best to move there. 
	_g: So. the people left--the women with sma11 · children carried the 
	_
	babies on their backs and led the older onesg·by the hand, -while the others carried pots and pans, bags of clothing, rice and corn. Theytook everthing with-them, and did not leŁve-anything which could indicate to the enemy that-they had camped there.g· 
	y
	-

	. 
	They.gwalked all night; led and encouraged an an old man, Mr .Ha Cham. 
	. 
	-

	The next morning, while we were anxiously searching for them in the two -positions of retreat agreed to in advance, the old man led the people-.to Ngoc My forestright to the spot where the mobile organization was stationed. Pho and -the brothers who had gone with us to Nho 
	,-
	·

	village to collect rice had returned, and needless to say� they were happy to see this group come in. They carried the children into the huts and put them in bed; they supported the women to sit down, gave everyone water to drink and prepared ricen. Old Mr. Ha Cham drew on his water pipe and related the story of his group's journey. But since the three of us--Khanh Phuong, Phan, and myself--had not come back, everyone was agitated, as though he was sitting on fire, and could not concentrate hard enough to 
	That whole day, they all looked out into the forest and waited. 
	At night, we still had not returned, and some people began to weep. 
	At dawn the next day, we returned to the headquartersn. Hearing us coming in, everyone leaped out of bed, and wept and laughed with joy. 
	* * * 
	Later on, the people in Dau and Van villages, and the brothers jailed in the Trang Xa prison camp sent a message to the AFNS saying that "the soldiers had carried nine dead back.nAmong those killed was the corporaln." 
	· 

	The enemy scheme of separating the people from the AFNs· was reallycruel, and caused the AFNS a lot 6f difficultiesn. Our food supplie� were running low, and we had had to begin supplementing our rice rations with rootsn. 
	Previously, the villagers had tried by every means to supply us with food; for example, they left their threshed paddy in the ricefields or in the crop patches in the forest. They left salt, matches, paper and food c0ncealed in tree hollows or rock cracks, or near the water mills. In order to feed for an extended period of time a unit composed at times of up to seventy men unable to farm, as well as a number of AFNS fightersn' families who had to flee enemy repression and follow their men into the forest, 
	· 

	Finally, we ran into another difficulty: we were completely cut off from the Central Committee. We had gone many times to the liaison stations located in Tam Thai (about 6 kilometers from Thai Nguyen town)n, in Long Giang (near the foot of the Deo .Khe Pass)n, and .Khe Mo, but there was no news of the Central Committee--there was no letter, and no one showed up. 
	The situation became even more critical and urgent. Theenemysurrounded us on four sides and their encirclement covered Vo Nhai-Bac Son, Dong Hy, Yen The and Huu Lung. We continued to operate right in 
	·

	the midst of this blockade. The Central Committee had instructed us that our basic task was still to persevŁre and keep up.our guerrilla warfare, and resist terrorism. We reviewed these instructions togetherto see how much we had accomplished and what we had been unable to 
	·

	' . 
	achigeve. 

	Having a firm grasp of thegspirit of the Central Committee's instructions relayed by Hoang Quoc Viet before he returned to the delta-,the AFNS Command Staff decided thatwe should take the ini_tiative to solve our problems, set forth our own plari of action, boldly develop the innovative spirit of the collective, and act immediately with determination. If we clung to our war zone to cope with the enemy,_ the people and the revolutigonary forces coµld not avoid suffering losses .. 
	.g
	. 
	·

	Because enemy repression was getting fierce, because the revolutionary movement in the whole country had not been strongly propelled forward, and because we had been unable to decisively mobilize thepeople in Bae Son-Vo Nhai in order to cbmbine politicil struggle with_ armed struggle, after months of combat, the AFNS saw that it was necessary for them to withdraw in many directigons and break out of the enemy'gs encirclgement. 
	. 
	-

	However, the AFNS must not withdraw all of its. forces.g. When the enemy concentrated their forces in Trang Xa to "drain the water to catch the fish" they must have left a gap in Bae Son ... Theday HoangQuoc Viet left for the delta, he suggested tha,t we send cadres there 
	.
	·

	to reconsolidate Bae Son and restore the movement in that area. Unless Bae Son was restored, we would not have safe corridors to move throughin the future. So, now the AFNS Command Staff decided to send cadres to the Phu Thuong and Bae Son region. (S.ince the periple in thisg.gregionwere devoted to the Revolution, it was not long before Phu Thuong-Bac 
	·
	·
	Son became a reliable political corridor.)· 

	A section of the AFNS was scattered among the people to c�rry out armed propaganda and set up infrastructure among the masses. -..on November 28, 1941--that is to say the 10th day of ihe 1-0th lunar month ingthe year Tan Ty--comrades Nguyen Cao Dam, Nhi Phung, Phuong Cuong, Mong Phuc Quyen, Hoang Thi Mon,gHoang Thi Ngoan, and Duong Thi An slipped through the enemy encirclementand went to Dai Tu to contactcomrade Duong Nhat Quywho was operatingthere, in o-rder to expand the movement to the areas of Dai Tu,
	.
	·
	.
	· 
	· 
	. 
	6 
	. 
	.
	.g
	. 
	. 
	.
	·g
	.
	.
	· 

	The main body of the AFNS, composed of 40 people, continued to confuse the enemy with maneuvers, carry out ambushes, disseminate leaf
	-

	lets, and attack the enemy by every means. 
	· 

	While going around to proselytize the ·pe6ple, we met many villagers who urged us to withdraw temporarily elsewhere as they handed usgfood supplgies. 
	· 

	6. Duong Nhat Quy , a Nung, was from Dai Tu district, Thai Nguyen province;_ 'an,.d joined the Party in 1933. He took part in the Bae Son uprising. (Trans.) 
	We discussed this among the Command Staff and talked it over manytimes in the unitt. Many questions, many problems were raised: should we go or should we stay? If we left, where could we go? If we stayed,where should we set up camp? Should we attack strongly or let the situation remain the way it was? Someone said, "It would be best for us to move to Yen The. That was the territory of De Thamand was famous for its courageous resistance to the French in the old days." But another man answered right away, "Th
	7 
	,

	The Command Staff raised a few alternatives so the brothers could discuss them. With the exception of the brothers on guard duty, all those who stayed at home took part in the discussion. The 7th Central Committee Resolution had said clearly: "We must preserve and expand the Bae Son armed forces in order to transform it into the military core for the future insurrection.t" We all remembered this very well. The existence or loss of the base area also depended on us. The brothers reached a unanimous conclusi
	But where should we go? The Command Staff had carefully studied the area where the AFNS Second Platoon could movet. That area was one where the revolution had maintained an infrastructure for a long time, where the beneficial influence of the period of revolutionary high tides led by the Chinese Communist Party--such as the Red Lungchou and Red Kwangchow period of 1927t--still lingered on unchanged among the local people, and where many comrades who had taken part in the movement during these periods were 
	8

	This was also an area where many Vietnamese revolutionaries had been passing through, back and forth, for over a decade. The local people had understood and helped our revolution with a high spirit of friendship and disinterest. Many families had protected, fed and housed cadres. Comrade Nguyen Ai Quoc had operated in this area. And comrade Hoang Van Thu himself was well loved by the people theret. To them he was like a member of their own families and a local cadre. Whenever he was away, they talked about 
	Also, many AFNS brothers were familiar with the road leading to this area. It went through mountains and forests, and so it would be easy for us to conceal our movementt. All along the length of this route--from Bae Son to Binh Gia, to Van Mich--we had a network of 
	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	See footnote 3, p. 66. (Trans.) 

	8. 
	8. 
	This refers to the Canton Commune of 1927 and the Left River Soviet set up by the Chinese Communist Party in the Lungchou area of Kwangsi province in 1929-30. (Trans.) 


	sympathizers. That Khe waŁ-the native place of comrades Phan, Pho and 
	Lam. The Nung minority had lived in this area along the China-Vietgnam 
	border for generations, and on both sides of the frontier they had 
	relatives, acquaintances and friends. In their souls and hearts, they 
	·

	did not pay any attention to the border markers or the lines that de
	·g

	lineated the two countries on maps. 
	All we would have to do would be to cross the border into China and go for one or two kilometers, an.d we would reach villages where many o:f us had relatgives. For example, comrades Duong Van Tu and Duong Van Thuc had relatives in Kheo Meo.. Mine were· in Ban Trang. Comrades Hua Dinh Khanh and Ha Cham also had relatives in this area. Comrade Nhi Phung's family who used to live in Bang Tuong had also moved there. The families of a few other comrades had fled there to avoid enemy repression. 
	.g

	Once there, we would escape from the control and repression of the French and JapaneseŁ If we could meet the diplomatic organ of the Viet Minh there,git would be easy for us to opergate. If not, we could count on the support of the local sympathizers and on our relatives to live and deal with the Chinese Kuomintang and the bandits. 
	. 
	9 

	This area would also constitute a convenient springboard from which we could easily cross back into Vietnam to operate and build up our infrastructure among the people .g. 
	For us ethnic minorities people, to have to leave our vill�ges and families was something which weighed heavily on our minds and hearts. I said, "If our VietMinh diplomatic delegation is still there, everything will be favorable. If it's no longer there, we might be persecuted by_ Chiang Kai Shek, and we might be arrested and thrown in jail. But even if they put us in jail, they would eventually have to release us. We should not complain about hardships and difficulties.g.My family originally came from B
	. 
	· 
	• 

	rely .entirely on themga Once there, we'll rely mainly on our own re
	·

	sources and strength to study, train and create condit�ons for our re
	turn to our country to operate.g" 
	I stopped. I was .quiet by nature and never talked muchŁ-or to be more exact, I did not know how to talk on and.on for a }ong time. But that day I felt that I had talked veryglong and that I had poured out to the brothers the deepest feelings in my heart. I remembgered what 
	.

	·
	old Mr. Thu Son had told me once:g"J'he Party member-:-whenever he is living among the workers or the peasants, in the.mountain areas or in the lowlands, in our country or abroad, should constantly engage in revolutionary activities,g.gand expand the PŁrty .infrastructure and the mass bases. We are fighting not only for our Fatherland's independenceandfreedom, and.for our poples happiness, but also to contribute to 
	.
	e
	! 

	. . 
	9. The Viet Minh did not have direct relations with the KMT government in this per
	-

	iod, and was dealing with it throughtheir front organization, the "Vietnam Branch of the International Anti-Aggression Association," set up by Ho Chi Minh in early 1942. The Chinese KMT was planning to enter Indochina to attack Japanese supply lines and maintained cordial relations with this association in the hope of ob-,taining its assistance when their troops entered Vietnam. (Trans.) 
	· 

	the liberation of the proletariat and the oppressed nations in the world. Wherever there is oppression, there is struggle. Wherever he 
	isn, the Party member should earnestly take part in this struggle." 
	I thought, "If we could hold Tuyen Quang and Bae Son, and add to it a border area, then w� would have a solid base of operation until we could return to Pac Bo--and this would be a great advantage for us." Once in Pac Bo, I would solicit instructions from the Old Man. I was anxious to find out whether he had run into any difficultiesn. The more I thought about what he had taught us in those days, the more profound I found his teachings to be. !n this situation, they were like a compass guiding us on our wa
	I continued, "The people in the area we're going to are suffering as much as our own people. Since they share our sufferings, they will love us and help usn. But we are revolutionaries, and wecannot relyentirely on the people theren. We'll have to do a lot ourselves, with our own two handsn. We can only operate if we can assure our own livelihood." 
	· 

	"Right! What comrade Cuhas said is true," a number of comrades agreed immediatelyn. 
	10 

	A comrade analyzed, "In the previous meeting, someone raised the question of pretending to surrender to the enemy. But to do this would mean we're afraid of hardships and difficultiesn. Besides, the enemy won't allow us to live in peace, and they will try to induce and pressure us to do as they ask, and we'll end up betraying our fatherland." 
	Le Due Ton, who had remained quiet, suddenly said, his face clouded with anger, "If we pretended to surrender to the enemy, we would have 
	to put our weapons aside. This is out of the question. The Central Committee has told us to keep up the armed struggle. We should not act in an irresponsible manner." 
	"The more critical the situation becomes, the more the enemy spread bad rumors," Nong Thai Long added. "They said for example that one of our brothers died of starvation and when they opened his belly, theyfound only undigested leavesn. They took villagers as hostages and said, 'If the Communists kill one of our men, we'll shoot three hostages in return!n' They spread counter-propaganda among the people, saying, 'The Communists are finished. They've been badlydefeated by the Great French Government, and are
	· 

	I added, "If we want the Revolution to succeed, we must persevere and be skillful in our struggle. We cannot be pessimistic and desperate. Neither can we be reckless and adventurous in the fashion of 'even if we don't succeed, we'll be mature men.n' The AFNS is the military organization of the Party, and has been assigned a clear-cut task by the Central Committeen. We cannot, because of temporary difficulnties, take it upon ourselves to dissolve the AFNS or change its misnsion. Therefore, we must be det
	10. Chu Van Tant's alias. (Trans.) 
	Everyone raised his fist and expressed unanimous agreement. An atmosphere of enthusiasm and confidence enveloped us. 
	* * 
	During the time we lived close to the Central .Committee comrades-and later on through the news that they sent us from the delta before con ta.ct was cut off--we learned to assess the revolutionary movement in the country, as well as to deepen our understanding of· the situation prevailing in the world at the time. Once in a whiie, we asked sympathizers to bring us back a few newspapers from Thai Nguyen�-such as the Dong Phap, Trung Baa and Tan Vant. This understanding helped the AFNSg. to work out its po
	On December 7, 1941, the Japanese fascists suddenly attackedg· the American naval base at Pearl Harbor. After that, the _German-Itali,anJapanese axis declared war on the United States. It was only then that the Chinese Kuomintang declared war on Japan. However, they continued 
	·
	to concentrate the min body of their forces to attack the Red Army-which was fighting the Japanese--in the rear. The Japanese troops attacked and occupied many colonies belonging to Great Brita�n, t�e United States, France and Holland--such as Hong Kong, Malaya,g· Singapore, Burma, 
	a
	·
	'
	-

	·
	the Philippines, Indonesia and New Guinea. They met with no significant resistance from the Allied forces. In addition, the Italian and German troops were putting intense pressure on the British forces in
	· 
	-

	.. . .
	Egypt. 
	Although the Soviet Red Army had lifted the seige of Moscowg_and achieved some initial success in Leningrad, the German fascist forces were still formidable. The Chinese Communist Revolution, on its part, was going through its most critical phase. Their liberated zones had shrunk, and thy were -running into many economic difficulties because 
	e

	·
	·
	of the Japanese and Kuomintng blockade. 
	a


	On December 13, 1941, the Japanese militarists forced the Decouxgang to sign another agreement giving them complete power to act in Indochina. The Chiang Kai Shek troops attacked th� North Vietnam bor
	11 

	·
	·
	der region, and the question of "China's entryinto Indochina" was raised. 
	· 
	·g


	The Party Central Committee's policywas to let the Viet Minh
	· 
	Front negotiate an alliance with the Chungking government to fight the French and Japanese on the basis of equality and mutual support. At the same time, the Central Committee assessed that the situation in the country in general did not permit us as yet to carry out a direct revolution. The conditions for an insurrection did not obtain, but we should urgently prepare our forces to cope with a sudden and unexpected turn in the situation. 
	In this situation, the AFNS would break through French encirclement, and withdraw temporarily to preserve their forces. The AFNS would temporarily avoid a confrontation with a much stronger enemyforce, and then fight and clear a route back into the country in the future. Oncethe AFNS had withdrawn, the enemy forces would withdraw sooner or later. The sections of the AFNS who stayed behind to remain 
	. 

	11. The Governor General of Indochina. The French Vichy government in Indochina was collaborating with the Japanese. (Trans.) 
	in close contact with the infrastructure would--along with the people-take advantage of this opportunity to reinforce and reconsolidate their forcesn. 
	After we had unanimously approved of this line of action, each AFNS fighter would tell the villagers whenever they met them, "We're withdrawing in order to create conditions for our return. We are not going to cross over into China to lead a life of ease and leisure." 
	All communication routes from the war zone to the outside had been cut. The villagers had gone through eight months of brutal repression. The enemy's encirclement around the Vo Nhai-Trang Xa area was tightened further and further with each passing day. We had no news whatsoever of the AFNS sections that had been sent to Dai Tu, Dinh Hoa, Son Duong, Phu Luong, Dong Hy, Huu Lung and Yen The to operaten. Their task of expanding the movement was not an easy one, because the mass organizations in those areas st
	We would break through the enemy siegen. Along the way to the frontier, there would still be many dangers, and �any unforeseen thingscould happen to usn. No matter how thoroughly and how carefully we planned everything, it was impossible for us to prepare for all eventualitiesn. But to make revolution, we must remain resilient and calm to overcome one obstacle after anothern. We must gather each victory, no matter how small, and be determined to struggle until final victory is achieved. It was only in mome
	* * * 
	Our contact with the Central Committee 1n the delta was cut off,and this worried usn. In the first lunar month of the year (February 1942) we sent an agent to the delta to report our situation to the Central Committee and to ask for instructionsn. Unfortunately, he was caught when he arrived in Phuong Lien (Thai Nguyen province)n. This bad news reached brother Quoc Hung in Dinh Ca. He immediately sent a liaison a�ent to go in all urgency to Trang Xa to inform usn. Knowing from past experience [that the en
	CHAPTER VI 
	.It took us one month to prepare for our j·ourneyn. We polished rice, 
	.n

	·
	roasted glutinous rice to use as dry fo-od supplies, wove baskets, made shoulder poles to carry our baggage in order to make it less heavy and less tiring to lug around. We figured that at the beginning each of us would have to carry a load of 40 kilograms, consisting of blankets, mosquito nettingsŁ clothes, food supplies and weaponsn. We planned to replenish our food supplies in Dinhn.Ca, and then go on straight from 
	.

	·
	there without resupplying. 
	We assigned the task of reconnoiteringn.nour route to a squad in Phu Thuong and a squad in Bae Son. 
	:

	The Phu Thuong squad sent Mr. Quay all the way to VannMich two or three times to check on the situation there and to gat·her information about the route from Van Mich to That Khen. He also carefully checked the guard posts and the patrols carried out by soldiers blockading the Vo Nhai-Bac Son region, in order to find out. their patterns of opera-· tion. 
	The AFNS cells further south werenordered to intensify their ac
	·n
	tivities in order to divert enemy forces ..nThe unit Cay Thi (in Dong
	. 
	in
	· 

	· 
	Hy, at the junction-of the three districts ofDong Hy, Yen The and Vo Nhai) deliberately walked in muddyn_places and.left amass of footprints pointing toward Huu Lung in order to deceive the enemy into pursuing in that direction. Alongthe way,n. they also plucked a lot .'of leav:es and put them on the ground to sit on-Łeach man using twon.or three leaves to make the enemy believe thatnthe main body of our unit had withdrawn to
	.
	·
	·
	· 

	.
	.
	Phu Binh and Yen Then. 

	-
	During this month of preparation, we held up to three or four 
	meetings.nAll our camps were raided by the enemy. The soldiers planteq booby traps in the forest--grenade� tied to strings stretched across the trailsn. Once Quoc Hung's section had to move and Quoc Hung led the way. On the way, he found cl string and, suspecting that the trail had been booby trapped, he had to turn around and follow another route •n
	·n
	· 
	. 

	Inaddition to the posts scattered here and there and a force encircling our area, the enemy also despatched a main force ofn� few hundred men to pursue us in the direction of Yen Then. But at that very moment, the main body of the AFNS was moving north. 
	.

	* * * 
	We travelled during the daytŁme after we left Bu Cu-Da Trangn. In the early morning, .we had our breakfast as normal, eating till we were full, and then set off. The reconnaissance unit walked in front. There were thirty of us; the oldest man in the group was Mr. A (Mr. Nhi's alias) who wasn.close to 50 years old,and the youngest was Hong Long
	· 
	1 

	1. He is now a cadre in Vo Nhai Districta. (Footnote in text.) 
	99 
	who was 14-15 years of age. Each man carried a musket. There were only two rifles for thewhole group. I carried a submachine gun. 
	.

	It took us one day, going across the forest, to reach Lau Thuong village. We waited till very late at night and then moved down to the fields of this village •gWe circled around the guard posts and arrived in the Con Gau (Bear) Mountain (in Dong Trong hamlet, Phu Thuong village)gwhenit was almost daylight. The other AFNS section, composed of 
	. 
	-

	· 
	comrades Quoc Hung, Thai Long, Binh and Quoc Vinh had arrived from Bae 
	Son earlier; they welcomed us with joy and our happiness was beyondwordsg. 
	The villagers here had been concentrated in Na Pheo by the enemyg. Under the leadership of a few comrades who had succeeded in keeping 
	their cover and who had been assigned to maintain the local movement-such as brother Luc Van Du (alias Phu)g, Mrsg. Sang, sister Pinh, Miss Thu, Miss Sam, etc.--the villagers protested and forced the enemy to allow them to go out and farm their fields. 
	A short time after daybreak, the women--carrying machetes to clear vegetation to plant crops--brought us cooked glutinous rice and a couple of cans full of riceg. 
	We stayed here for a day. The next day we met with the women in the infrastructure to talk some more about their mission. We agreed q.n secret signals and meeting places to be used in the future whenever the AFNS wanted to contact the local infrastructure--such as special knife marks on tree trunks, and "letter boxes" hidden in rock cracks and tree hollows. We told the comrades staying behind that after the AFNS withdrew, the enemy would lose the iDIDlediate target for their searches and their soldiers wou
	Huu Lung. 
	The villagers came to see us in a constant stream in the morning and in the afternoon. Quite a large number of them came, and each brought a gift. We told them we would not be able to come back the end of the monsoon season--at the end of the 8th lunar month and the beginning of the 9th. We told the comrades in the local infrastructure, "To make revolution one must persevereg. From now until final success is achieved, we'll have to go through many more difficulties. So, you must at all costs maintain the 
	un
	til 
	as 

	difficult targets." 
	In the early morning of March 8, 1942, the AFNS fighters set out again. We had taken along enough food to last us until we reached the border, and we would not have to resupply ourselves along the way. The women had broŁght us cooked and uncooked glutinous rice, flat cakes and 
	In the early morning of March 8, 1942, the AFNS fighters set out again. We had taken along enough food to last us until we reached the border, and we would not have to resupply ourselves along the way. The women had broŁght us cooked and uncooked glutinous rice, flat cakes and 
	cones made with glutinous rice and wrapped in leaves.gBefore going 
	2 


	out to clear land, many of them came to send us off. 
	On behalf of the brothers, I said, "Making revolution means re
	-

	.
	sisting the imperialists. It is only natural that the imperialists are 
	terrorizing us likethis. But don't let this terrorism worry you or 
	. 

	frŁghten you to the point that you accept defeat and no longer dare to 
	.

	strug-gle. Bad elements are always trying_ to demoralize us, buy us off 
	_

	and entice us. We must unmask them! We should unite with one another into one bloc and we must love one another. After we--your sons andg
	. 

	brothers--are gone, you--our mothers and sistegrs--must remember to con
	tact the people in the Dinh Ca jail. You must keep your eyes open and 
	try to contact Trang Xa. You shouldn't all come out into the open to 
	operateg." 
	The people understood our feelings and these ardent words. When we said goodbye, many of them could not hold back their tears, the tears of love and trust. 
	We followed each other and climbed to the towering mountain peaks by Phat villageg. The feelings of attachment to their homeland and the thoughts about the difficult road ahead must have weighed more heavilyon each fighter than the baggage and weapons he carried. 
	Rifle shots echoed from an enemy post. We walked in the -direction of Bae Son, crossing steep slopes and deep gorges. Whenit Łas almost evening, we arrived in the Khuoi Noi clearing. After a short rest, we again cut through the forest, crossed the Nga Hai stream and Van Ha,
	.

	�nd arrived in Ban Loong settlement. This used to be a liaisdn station linking Vo Nhai and Bae Son, but now it was completely deserted. Ricefields were left ·uncultivated and the ground was covered with moss.There was not a soul passing through. We walked on for a while, and when the night was very advanced, we stopped at the foot of the Ban Loong mountain. 
	·

	glleeches, sensing human odor, aggressively crawled around--some even crawled into our ears, inside 6ur clothes, and on our necks. We started to bleed all over from their bites. The night mist �as chilly. 
	The crop ·patches in the forest had not been co·mpletely overg_rown with weeds, so we spread leaves on the ground andgslept there. Jun_e 
	· 
	·

	In the morning of March 19, we resumed our journey, going through the forest in ordŁr to reach Bo Tat (Vu Lang) .gBo Tat was fir from ariy
	. 
	settlements or roads. The old crop patches had become overgrown and reclaimed by the jungle. There was a deep cave with a pool of water in the middle of the f6rest, familiar to all of us. We stopped"ghereŁ 
	During our stop, we divided up various tasks: some went to reconnoiter the route, some stood guard, and some cooked. The others rested. 
	Though we had gone through many difficulties and dangers in the first few days of our trip, everyone was talking and laughing happily. Many brothers saŁg revolutionary songs, and a feeling of optimism and· enthusiasm welled up in our hearts, in contrast to the day we leftour native villages to make the journey.g
	·
	· 

	2. Unsalted glutinous rice Łakes made by the Nung and Tay people; wrapped in the shape of a funnel. (Footnote in textŁ) 
	Comrade Thai Long thought up an idea to imprŁve our diet. He bent paper pins into fishing hooks, found some bait, and dropped his line in the pool. 
	Our meal that day included a few fish that Thai Long had caught, in addition to the usual fare of salt and shrimp paste. But no one wantŁd to eat the fish, each wanting to save it for the others. Theysaid: 
	"Let old Pho eat it because he has to carry a heavy load!g" 
	"Thai .Long caught the fish, so let him eat it!" 
	"Save it for the brothers who have malaria. It will cure their illness right away.g" 
	. .
	In the end, each man ate a little, and saved most ofg-the £ish -for those comrades who were weak or who had to carry heavy loadsg. 
	After we finished eating, we hastily got ready to move on. 
	We tried to pass quickly through the valleys whi,le :j__tg. was stilllight, and waited till dark before we resgumed our march through the trails. 
	..

	The fog became. colder as the night advanced. Our group stlently moved on, passing Bo Tat, Na Tou,Cau Hin, and then the Na Yeu area.: 
	. 
	. 

	We reached Lung Pan at daybreak. We stopped. A desolate sight greŁted us: wrecked and burned trees and housesg--allg.that was left were a few charred polesg. Not a soul anywh·ere. 
	Comrades Vinh, Thai Long and I walked over to the platform· of the house that used to belong to old Mr. Van. Ever since the �utbrea� of the Bae Son uprising, his house had been a stopping point for the revolutionary cadres who passed through. When the French came_ h_ere, sowing terror, they took his whole family away and threw old Mr. Van__g_in jail. 
	.g

	Hatred for the French bandits burned more intensely in the heart .
	of
	of
	· 

	each AFNS fighter. 
	The sun rose. The fog dissipated slowly. Our unit hurriedly withdrew into the forest to rest. We split into cells, bivouacked close together, and kept very quiet in order to maintain our presgence secret in case spies were searching in this area. In the old days, they used to go through here frequently, and at night theyg-used to set up ambushes or conduct patrols to look for signs of our cadres.' activities. The brothers--with the exception of those who had to go on reconnaissgance or stand guard--read b
	. Quoc Hung, Due Ton and I took this opportunity to review the leadership of the march in the past few days, and discussed our forthcoming tasks. Soon, we would have to cross a dangerous area: the vast fields of Huu Vinh and Trang Lang villages, where the enemy had assembl�d many soldiers and secret policemen. Guard posts were everywhere,g_gand we would not be able to go for a kilometer without bumping into a post. 
	· 

	Darkness had just fallen. Instead of following the trail, we made our way through the tortuous gaps between the boulders, overgro_wn. with thickets. The Lung Pan pass led to the Can Cuom pass which was usually 
	103 
	guarded by the militia and the s�cretgpolice. In the.gmidst of this enemy encirclement, if we j�st made· a noise differerit from the usual sounds, the guard post nearby wouldg· immediatelygso·und the alarm by hitting on hollow pieces of wood, and banging their drums andgcymbals. 
	·g
	. 

	_
	And withifr minutes, the soldiers from the posts andg· the cartton and village rnili tia chiefs would surr.ound us tightly, and itwould not be easy 
	· 
	· · ·
	· · ·
	for us to get away unscathedŁ 

	But we calŁly continued our joutney.g· We edged our way through the only trail that led out of the Canh Cuom pass, and· reached.gthe mŁin 
	road going from Dinh Ca to.Bae Son·.gThere was-no way for us to tell where the enemy had and where they had hot postedgguards on this stretch of the .which ran through a mountain(Much later on I found 
	. 
	·

	road, pass.
	· 
	out that it was on this stret�h ofg·gthe road that we were seen by agmilitiaman who told. the village militia chief, "Lookgatthat black mass of men moving down there, what shall we do?" The village militia chief brushed him aside, "Let them pass!" and then led thegmilitia away to allo� us to go through. Afterwe wete �one, this village militia chief was arrested by the French who asked him, ''You were standing guard there, how come you did not know they were going through?" The village militia chief shook h
	·g
	· 
	_. 
	.
	.g
	.g
	·g

	After we had gone through a few passes and valleys on the way from Long Dong, the cocks began to crow. Suddenly we heard -noises; thuddingg· footsteps, sounds of branches cracking und�rfoot� andrustling of leaves. It was a flock of antelopes which were out looking for food in the darkness and, running into us, bolted away. Some comrades did not want to l�t such fine game escape:and would like to shoot them--especially Quoc Vinh who �as sorry not to have been able to add �ntelope meat to our diet of shrimp 
	.g

	through the pass. 
	·· 

	It was almost daylight when we passed Lung Luong. The vil1ages
	.
	· 

	.
	·and settl_gements began to stir. Our unit quickly crossed into Tam Canh. So, we had in slipping through the thick encirclement that 
	·
	.
	succeeded
	.

	·_
	the imperialists had thrown in the areafrom Bae Son to Vo Nhai. From the Tam Canh mountain chain, looking toward Keo Ai, we could see clearlythe Binh Gia fields andgthe French representative 's post looming in the distance before our eyes. I signalled to the brothers to move quickly into a dense spot well shaded by trees; I talked with Quoc Hung and 
	.
	· 
	:
	:

	Due Ton, and we admitted that this mountain area ·gwas extre�ely darigerous. Ahead of us was the post of the French representative in Binh Gia, and behind us was an area teeming with the imperialists' soldiers and secret police. This rocky mougntain chain was relatively well covered by trees and vegetation, but it was1ike a pocket. If theenemyblocked the way up and down the mountain, ·then we would not be able to escape. However, we had no other solutgion, so we led the unit up the mountain to rest.gWe st
	·
	· 
	_g
	,

	· 
	. . . 
	We spent that whole day lying in rocky crevices halfway up the mountain--each man lying in a separate crack. How longg· the ·day seemed to us! It is true that a.gday of worry lasts as long as a year of leisure. 
	The sun was about togo downŁ -Light faded gradually.g· We Łte our dinner, and then slowly moved down to the main road. 
	· 

	We walked in the middle of the Binh Gia fields--on one side were mountaŁns, and on the other side were located the posts, district seat, the towns and villagesn. At that precise moment it turned very windy and rained heavily. The night was as black as Chinese ink.nIn just a short time the water in the fields overflowed the embankments. Our clothes were soaked. We walked on, because we figured the enemy would not dare to go out on patrol on such a dark and rainy nightn. 
	· 

	It rained harder and harder as the night wore onn. Quoc Hung and I discussed taking the unit into the Lung Noi mountain chain, and sending two comrades into the village to contact acquaintances. The next day-the 6th day of the 2nd lunar month (1942)--would be a market day, ·and in the afternoon we would send a number of AFNS fighters to meet sympathizers from Pa Niem, Lung Noi and Hang Cau, and ask them to check on the situation of the route from Van Mich to Binh Gia. 
	We pulled into the Lung Noi mountain. Vegetation was not dense here, but it had just rained and the ground was damp and wet, so although it was still nighttime, we could not lie down to sleep, and just sat theren. 
	Comrades Hong Thai and Hoa were sent to meet Lau, a Nung in Lung Noi. He came out to see usn. We talked with him for a long timen. After we finished our discussion, he asked, "What can I do to help the AFNS right now?" We asked him to cook some food for usn, to buy two kilograms of fish paste and two flashlights, and to check the situation. He accepted with eagerness. 
	So, on their way to break out of the enemy's encirclement, the AFNS had succeeded in implanting a political nucleus [by recruitingLau] inan area only two kilometers as the crow flies from the Binh Gia postn. This success made us very happyn. 
	. 

	Our unit climbed halfway up the mountain and broke up •into cells to disperse and hide behind jutting rocks and a few scattered treesn. When it was broad daylight, we could see about a kilometer of the road which was thronge4 with villagers going to the market. A little later, a few hundred well-armed soldiers arrogantly moved toward Lang -Son. Lau had told us that the soldiers routinely conduct this patrol, so we were certain we had not been detected. 
	A comrade playfully poked his rifle through the rock crack and pointed it toward the soldiers, saying, "If I open fire now, which one will fall?'' But he was just joking, for who would dare to fire? The brothers even made an effort not to bump into small trees, for fear that the trees would shake and attract the eyes of the suspicious enemyn. 
	The market began to break up. The hour for our rendezvous with the villagers drew near. The reconnaissance cells came back and reported that down in the middle of the Lung Noi fields there were manypeople walking around to check their ricefields and then making a detour into the mountain toward the spot where the unit was stationed. 
	The group of villagers approached. When we could see them clearly we realized that we knew all of them. There were old people and children, and young men and women. 
	Our meeting was very moving and happy, we grasped each other's hands and our faces shone with joy. An old man from Pa Niem said, "We 
	haven't seen you for years, but now heavens have allowed us to meet 
	againn!" 
	It was almost noon -then. It turned out the villagers had come uphere right after they finished ploughing. I said, "Don't· come in a. group 1ike this, the enemy will see you and they _can guess what youn' re _up ton. Come sepŁrately, by one or two, juŁt as though you're going up
	here .to gather firewood." · · 
	. 
	· 
	• 

	One man nodded his head iri approvaln. ''You' re right! We've done a silly thing!" 
	· 

	Mrsn. Ba--Lau's sister-in-law--was also presentn. She gave me all the things we had asked him to buy for .us,· and said, "We didn 't hearn. anythingn. The soldiers have all left." 
	· 
	·

	Seeing an old man wearing maµy layers.nof clothing and perspiring heavily--his face and neck were covered _with sweat--Ł asked, "Do you_n. have malaria? I have some quinine pills right here." 
	· 

	He unbuttoned his shirt, pulled it operi, and answereŁ, ''I thoughtyou had come by yourself, alonen. I didn't know there were so many of your until I got here. I heard that you brothers had been l.iving in 
	·
	the forest f6r the lŁst seveh and eight months and that.nyour ciothŁs had become torn, so I brought along a few extra shirts for you to wear and share amoŁg yourselves for the time beingn.'' 
	_n
	An old man standing next to him pulledout a pair of scissors andn· said, "A 1 ui ! · I was told y·ou had been 1iving in the forest for eight months and that your hair had grown vŁryn·nlong and that you looked asn• unkempt as a bear, so I took along these scissors for you to trim your
	. 
	.

	·
	hair!" 
	·
	Then, some women too.k a few cakesnout of their. bags and said, "We were worried you might not be able to Surviven_on the diet of leaves. you've been eating in the forest where you'·ve been forced to live dayand nightn. Whenwe heard yoti'd come back, we bought a few cakes for 
	·n

	· 
	· 
	you to eat." 

	It turned out that, without telling each other, when they heard the news that we had come back, the villagers went to the market--some 
	·
	bought a few cakes, while others went tothe noodle 'shops ton_buy an. co�ple of chicken and duck ·nfeet to take t� usn. The v�llagers did not understand fully either the a�tivities or the life of then.AFNS. This showed how poisonous the [propaganda] of the imperialists and reaction
	·
	aries wasn. Their intention was to destroy the revolutionary armedn· forces and at the same time to demoralize the people and make them lose their confidence in the revolution. 
	We explained clearly to the peoplen·nthe current situation and the mission of the AFNS and of the ethnic minorities in this historic period. While talking with the people, the brothers also showed them revolutionary books and newspapers, and gavethem leaflets and copies .
	· 
	·

	· 
	of the Viet Minh Program as souvenirsn. · 
	· 

	We explained clearly to them that we did not lackn·nclothes,n· blankets and mosquito nets badly, and that althoughn.we did.nnot have a lotn. of weapons we had enough for our usen. 
	·
	"Now I know. I thought the French and the soldiers from the posts had burned all the houses," the oldest man in the group said with sorrow and pity in his voice, "and I was wondering where -you could find shelt�r? I wonderedwhether ·you had to live like the bears in the forests." His face streaked with tearsn. "When I heard the secret policegang say thisn, I thought you had 
	·
	·

	all perished." 
	We explained to the villagers how to set up an infrastructuren. They told usn, "Come back w_hen the .r_ain slackensn. Come in small groups of a few men and we'll conceal yoti in the caven. Come back and teach us how to make revolution." 
	·
	They said goodbye to usn. rhey could_ not say much, and tears fell down their faces. 
	· 

	At dusk, we went with Lau to the home of Phung, the village militia chief, to have dinner and· take· this opportunity to talk with him about the revolution.n· Phung had sent someone he-truste� to check the roads for usn. From Binh Gia to Pac Nang, only the Van Mich post deployed sentries on guard dutiesn. 
	_

	. .· .
	After dinner, we got ready ·to leaven. Both Lau and Phung--his nephew--took us to a shortcut leadint to the main road near Binh Gia, to goto Pac Nang. 
	· 
	At Pac Nang, the main'nroad iari between high �ountains. There, we met the brothers who had gone on ah�ad to reconnoiter the route and were waiting for usn. They reported that "the situation was quiet." We said goodbye to Lau and Phungn. rn·ntook Lau's handnand gave him somenadditional advice, "When you go back, if they find out and ask you, just say, 'I don't know.n' Even if they beat you, you must bear it and refuse to give them information which can harm the revolution. To make revolution, you must not 
	.n

	·
	believe in the final victory. When conditionsnpermit, weŁi1send cadres downhere to help you.n
	. 
	.n
	11 

	Lau looked at me ad nodded his head. 
	ri

	* * * 
	Our unit headed straight down the main road leadiŁg from Binh Gia to Van Mith. The road was large, but we managed to maintain. _compl_ete secrecy when we passed by the villageŁ scattered along the. road. .Anyof us who made a noise--no matter how small--by displacing the pebbles received stern andreproaching glances from the rest of the group. 
	.

	About five kilometirs ·from Van Mich, there was a path which veered to the rightn. We all turned into this path which ran through a hill. After covering a short distance, we followed the course of a small rivuletn. The bed was very narrow--large enough for us to put one foot down at a time. On one side were high mountains,n·and on the qther side 
	·n

	·
	was a short drop--if we _slipped we wotild iall ab6ut twŁntj or thirtyfeet. As we walked, we had to make sure not to knocŁ down the banks in order not to leave any traces of our passage. It took us a long time to cover this stretch. 
	·

	. 
	After we left the rivulet we cameto terraced ricefields belonging to a few small settlements. We groped our way down toward the direction of the Hat Quang waterfalln. This was the second time we crossed this waterfall. 
	. 

	107 
	_gDawn began to break. From the Hat Quang ŁaterfallŁ looking to the left, .we saw the bright white mass of the Van Mich post, only about 800 meters away. In front of us, was an unbr·oken line of towering mountains. 
	·

	·
	We urged each other to walk faster, because we Łere near the ·post, and if we were detected it would be very dangerous.g(There were hundreds 
	·
	. 
	.

	of soldiers and mili.tiamen stationed in the v·an Mi-ch·gost.) We crossed the waterfall, encolirage.d· each other to make good time ari.d climbed 
	-p 
	.g

	· 
	· 
	· 
	· ·

	straight into the mountains in front Łf us.g· · 

	The fog banks flowed by one after the other and stung our eyes.There weregmany moments when the man walking behind could Łot see the one infront. Then the clouds lifted g.radua·11y and the sun came up.The Command Staff decig.ded to look for a resting place, because if we· keptgon walking, we could very easily be spotted. The fog had not 
	· 
	. 
	·

	-
	lifted completelyg. at that moment, andwe could notg· se·e clearly around us. We talgked it over and decided to go up the hill to rest. But when we were on the hill we discovered that it was cŁvered by elephant grass 
	-
	.g

	·g
	reaching up to our chests, and ·that the. hill was in a ·rathe·r poor strategic �ositigon. The fog dissigpated. The merciless sun seemed to pourfire on our heads and backs. All of us burrowed under the elephant grass and used the blankets to shield ourselves from the sun. 
	·

	I was extremely worried. Crouched here, we must be clearly visible from the road--anyone coming out of the village, anyone grazing or anyone .ploughing on the next hill could see us clearly. 
	.
	buffaloes,
	.

	At •round ten o'gclock, the· sun became fiercer, and the water we had brought along rangout. Everyone was.·gthirsty and tired. ThŁi Long,Thanh, and Hong Thai crossed the trail and went to the stream to draw water. They ran into the village militia chief who asked for their identity cards. Thai Long who had presenceg· of mindg·answered,·"We' re 
	·
	·

	on our way to buy water buffalgoes .. There are a few more men coming upbehind us. I gave my identity card to one of them to keep. He'gs coming with tbe bags. He'gll be here and he'gll show you·gbur identity crds.g" 
	a

	The village militia chief and his gang found the whole incident rather. strange, and turned around and went backŁ 
	. 

	The brothers hastily drew some water and ran back to where we were to relate what had happenedŁ 
	The Command Staff held .a meeting todiscuss ways to deal wit·h all 
	The Command Staff held .a meeting todiscuss ways to deal wit·h all 
	· ·

	eventuaiities. Meanwhile, the village militia chief and his men had gone back to the village to change clothes in order to go to Van Mich. Some of them turned their heads as they passed our hiding place and looked up toward us.gS.ome even stopped and inspected the place.Their 
	· 
	·
	. 

	·
	actions could not es.cape th.e eyes ofthe comrade on guard duty and of the villagersaround them.g
	.
	· 
	.
	· 

	We all thought, "It's one hundred percent certain we have been detected.g" Some comrades suggested .that we withdraw into the forest to escape. But we were unfamiliai:-with the terrain here. 
	''Let's move on ahead to set an ambush and fight them!g" one comrade said, stressint each word. 
	-

	one questioned him, "And where will we go after the fight?" 
	Anoth.er 

	I said slowly, "There is no village from Van Mich to ThatKhe. Since they've seen a large group :of men, it is their responstibility to go and report. They'll ha�e to go for five or six kilometers and �ross a river before they can reacht.t·he Van Mich post. This wi11take them over an hour. After they've reported to the post, it will take the soldiers at least another, two hours to get ready to cross the river. So, even if they pursue us, they won'tbe able to catch .up with us-espetially since it will be alm
	·
	·
	·
	. 
	. 
	.
	. 

	Many brothers nodded their heads in approval. Aftet a Shott discusstion, we decided to "pass through That Khe at eleven O'clockt· thatnight.t" Hoang Thinh and another comrade were ordered to put on their Nung clothes and carry their submachine guns to go out oh reconnai�sance. 
	·
	· 
	·

	The two of them hurriedly left. 
	* * 
	Khau Tap Pang was a high, steep and tortuous hill. When we were halfway up the slope, it was three or four o'clock in the afternoon. The reconnaissance cell disguised [as Nung villa�ers] ·and walking ahead of us on the crest of the hill signalled to us that "a group of men-about a company strong-.,.were pursuing us." 
	I thought, "It's almost dark.·I doubt that they would dare to attack when they see how large out group is." 
	An order immediately went out to the unit: "Walk in line, in tows of two!" 
	The unit moved from the far side of the path over to the side on the left of the mountain chain, and lined up in rows of twoi Our aim was to show off our strength to the enemy. 
	The soldiers walking at the head of their column saw us moving in a long line, and stopped to look. Quoc Hung understood the psychologyof the eneŁy, and calmly told the brothers, ''Take your tiŁe,walk slowly." 
	· 

	·
	Our troops marched on calmly, as though nothing was going onŁ Five or six minutes later, the brothers keeping watch· on the crest of thethill reported that the soldiers were regiouping and heading back toward Van Mich. Just as we had guessed, they were only pursuing us for apŁ 
	· 
	•

	pearance's sake, and since they were afraid to get killed they had to turn back. 
	We wŁre encouraged and continued with our journey, crossing one mountain pass after another. We arrived in Po Coat eight o'tclock in the eveniŁg. At exactly eleven o'clock we passed· That Khe. We passed 
	3 

	3. Pot= hill; Cot= waltnut trees. Po Co was located in That Khe District. (Footnote in text.) 
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	near the Pac Cam post at dawn, and we could see clearly the three-story
	high building with many embrasures. When we were close to the post, we 
	turned into the villagers' orchards. We pulled up the Łamboo stakes in 
	the fences to pass through, and then carefully-put them back in_ place. 
	in Dai Dqng village. We walked on for another kilgometerŁ and then turned ·into .the forest to sleep. This was a very old forest:'fu.
	In the morning_ of March 24, our unit arrived in Na Cai hamlet, 
	·. 

	11 of precious wood trees, such as the Van Tam , walnut, and especially the ·cay Khao
	·
	eventhe small ones were as big around as a house support column and up to twenty meters tall. The unit rested for one whole day thŁre. 
	.g
	._ 
	-
	-


	Comrades Pho and Dam were designated to go down and contact the family of old Mr. Phu Ngan. This family was a· nucleus that_ Thu had recruited as far back as 1934. When the Central Committee comrades passed through hereon theirg·gway to attend the 8th Central Com
	rioa·ng Van 
	.

	·
	.g

	·
	mittee Plenum, thŁy had stopped and spent the night at his house. Pho 
	came from this village, so he knew the way. He took Mr. Phu Ngan's son to .see us. We asked him aboutthe Pat ·cam post.
	· 

	·
	. 

	. 
	. 
	. . . 

	. ... 
	He said,g"The village militia chiefs have gone to the French representative's post in That Khe for military trairiing. There's nothingg
	·g

	.
	for you to worry about. They haven'tg-returned from their trainingyet.g" 
	,g

	Afterward, he bought· two roosters for us and fixed us lunch.g. Pho carried the rice into the forest for the unit to eat. 
	Mr. Phu Ngan's son had met me when I came through ·the previous time. We were of the same age, so we immediately became very close. At dusk that day, he insisted that we all come to his house. He wanted
	·
	· 

	.g
	to invite me to drink a cup of wine be·fore we left.g· I firmly refusedŁSo he promigsed that he and I would "booze it up" wheng·I returned. 
	.
	'g

	This time, our guide was a very poor farmer. He was ovex 30. yearsold, of average height. He was agile and Ład made frequent tripŁ into_the forest to collect forest products for saleŁ When he, found out that
	·
	we were revolutionaries, he was overjgoyed, and volgunteered to drop his work and take us to the border. Since Łe had a trustworthy guide and since we were only a fewgkilgometers from the border, we were sure nothiŁg further could happen to us. 
	.

	PloOghed fields completely devoid of vegetation stretcedjn fiortt of us as we walked from Mr. Phu-Ngan' s ho_use to the turning 'point.g· We.: moved on Łnhurriedly. At the intersection leadinggto Pac Cam, Kim Ly and to the border, half of the group were on the trail leading to the border and half were walking on the ricefields bundigngs. $uddenly we heard the sounds of many rifles being loaded. 
	h
	,
	.
	· 

	·
	Pho andgtwo other comrades were ordered tostop Łrid hide behind the bundings. [They were told] , "If thee are _militiamen and they are decent, reason with them. If they are Łoldiers, shoot two or three,and then leave. After twenty or thirty minutes, if nothing-happens,
	·
	s
	.

	f .
	catch up with us 
	catch up with us 
	.I

	. 
	. 
	.

	We walked 6n for another kilgometer without hŁaring any rifle shots. 
	The three-man cell which had laid in-ambush caught up with tis in Kim Ly. 
	There was a very reliable infragtructure iri Kim Ly. In 1941, Hoang 
	-
	Van Thu had taken us there to reŁtg. The very podr farmer who wasg_guid
	-

	ing us pointed to the houses of a few villagers and told me-, "Go in there to rest." 
	"There are too many of usn. We'll go on." Then I took his hands. 
	"Thank you very much for having guided usn. From here on, many of us know the wayn. Why don't you go inton. the village to sleep.. · Go back to your village tomorrown. Tonight the enemy might ambush the route youtake to go home." 
	"I'm not afraid," he said, shaking his head. "I'm going back to 
	Na Cai." 
	I told him once more not to do it, and many brothers in the unit also joined me in urging him not to go back, but he had made up his,,mind: "I'm very fainil'iar with the terrain heren. Therens nothing to worry aŁout, reallyn." 
	·
	t 

	When he reached the spot where we had heard noises earlier, -the canton and village militia chiefs and their men who were lying in ambush rushed out and captured him, No matter how badly they beat him and tortured him, he refu�ed to divulge any information� They shot him 
	· 
	on thenspot. (It was only much later that the local brothers• reportedthis to usn. The local movement wanted to kill these wretches. Theytalked it over, back and forth, and then decided notto go ahead, becausenthey were afraid thenenemy wo.uld te.rroriz_e the villagers and de� stroy the infrastructure. This was why these wretches survived until March 9, 1945, when the movement reached its high peak and they had to pay for their crimes.) 
	.
	· 
	· 

	We crossed Kim Ly and Na Khau, and reached Na Ke, the last settle
	·

	..
	ment on Vietnamese territory. We climbedŁhe hills covered with ele-. phant grass and headed toward the hill crests that marked the border. The higher up we got on the hills, thŁ cleŁrer we-could hear the noise of dogs barking--echoing from the dŁsiancen. It sŁemed· as though someŁ 
	. 

	.
	one was pursuing us_, and the barking of dogs was spreading from o.ne 
	·
	· 

	hamlet to the next behind usn. 
	·· 

	Here was the hill crest separatipg the two countries! It was 
	·
	around 10:00 P.M. We talked it o�er�nd decided: to: sleep-on the hill• top, and not to go down to the Chinese village on the other side, because it was already late at night and_ the people there might take us for· banditsn. We of sentries·and poste·d guar-ds · 
	reinforc.ed the number 
	· 

	· 
	· 
	··

	on both sides in case the enemy was pursuing usn. 
	In the dead quiet of the night,nsuddenly we. heard a·guard askin•g· someone for the password, and rifles. being loaded, followed by the voice of a man--floating up to us from below--answering in Nung dialect, "This is Nhacreturning from mission!" 
	· 
	. 
	4 

	It was the voice of someone I knew--the stammering. ofNhac. 
	.

	I hurriedly ran outn. 
	Nhac was comrade Mac Van Hai, who had been operating in China for a loŁg time. Recently, he returned to Vietnam to contact our organiza
	-

	4. The last name "Mac" is pronounced "Nhac" in Nung dialect. In the border region, people usually refer to each other by their last names, rarely by their first names. (Footnote in text.) 
	tion and _to set up grassroot bases in a few Vietnamese settlements along the border. Mac Van Hai was full of joy and grabbed my.ghand: 
	"Are all of you OK? Is anyone missing? I was in Na Cai on mission and went to Mr. Phu Ngan'gs house. His son told me that you had just passed through. I immediately left, running at full speed .... " 
	·

	I understood then why the dogs were barking behind us. I asked him, "Why were you in such a hurry to catch up with us?" 
	The brother� had come and surrounded Nhac. He told us that the situation on the other side of the border had become tense. The Chinese Kuomintang had started to make an about-face .. There was news that they were persecuting the Viet Minh Diplomatic Deleggation. The Vietnamese Kuomintang arid the Vietnam Revolutionary League (Viet-Nam Cach Menh Dong Minh Hoi)must have been behind all this� Brother Ly Quang Hoa (that is to say, comrade Hoang Van Hoan) had to go back to Cao Ba�g. 
	5 
	6 

	Nhac was full of worry, and he stammered even more: "You ... you've come in such a large group .... I'm a •.. afraid we won't be able to accommodate you all.g" 
	Under the pale moonlight, the cells discussed this news in whispers: 
	"We've avoided the tigers only to run into the wolves!g" 
	"We're armed, we can just set up a war zone right here on the border to operate." 
	One comrade interrupted them in a rather harsh tone of voice, "Let the Command Staff discuss things first. There must be a way to. deal with the situation.g" 
	Mac Van Hai said softly, "The villagers are afraid of reprisals.g" 
	I asked, "How many brothers are left here?" 
	"Thereg-is only Khai Lac and me," Hai answered. 
	"Which Khai Lac?g" 
	"Khai Lac from Bae Son.g" 
	.

	When I heard him mention Khai Lac, I felt very moved. Khai Lac was with the AFNS group that marched to Cao Bang with Phung Chi Kien 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	·These two exiled Vietnamese political groups were sponsored by the Chinese KMT. They were the rivals of the Viet Minh and tried to sabotage it. (Trans.) 
	·t


	6. 
	6. 
	Hoang Van Hoan was then the head of the Front Organization of the Viet Minh in China. He went to China in 1926 and was a graduate of the Whampoa Military Academy.. Before, during and after the Second Sino-Japanese War, he was active in Canton, Nanming, Kunming, Liuchou, and Chinghsi, where he was a self-employed tailor and a Viet Minh revolutionary. He was one of the founders of the Viet Minh in 1941. He is now a member of the Politburo of the Vietnamese Lao DongParty, Vice-Chairman of the Standing Committ
	·
	·



	and Luong Huu Chi. I.thad not had any news from them since then. I told myself, "When everythingt' s arranged, I must ask him w:hat· happened.
	· 
	· 
	·

	It's not a good time. to ask now. . . �" I talked wi_th· Quoc Hung and Le Due Ton. The AFNS'sactivities would run into many difficulties. However, my Chu clan had about a hundred families here, and the Duong ·clan inhabited a few settlements in this area. The population here was large, and the villagers were good people. If we relied on th� people and worked hard we would be able to solve all problems, no matter how difficult they could bet. And this would also give us the opportunity 
	· 
	·
	·

	.
	to assist our Chinese friends' revolutionary movementtat a time when they were going through manyt-difficulties. 
	Then I turned around to tell Mac Van Hai--but ilso to tell the· ! · That's good. Before Łe came here, we figured we might run.into this type of situation, so we devis•ed a plan to deal with it in advance.t·tAll that has to be done now is for the brothers to keep calm, maintain discipline and secrecy, and to rely on the people. You and comrades Pinh Chi and Khai Lac will come and fetch us early tomorrow morningt.
	AFNS hr-others indirectly, "You've given us some timely informationt
	·
	. 
	.
	. 

	. ...
	halfway up the hill behind the village.t·"t
	. 

	After Mac Van Hai left, Le Due Ton, Chu Quoc Hung, Nong Tha.i Longand I met to discuss the situation and ways to cope with all eventualjties. 
	It was late and very quiet. The moon had set a long time ago.Our shoulders were damp with mist. The cold air here on the border seemed more biting and more chilling to the bones than the cold back in our home villagest. None of us could go to sleep.· Thoughts and worries about the future and about our revolutionary mission troubled our minds. 
	·

	A flock of egrets which had been looking for food all night cried out to call each other and to return to their nests. A roostert.suddenly crowed, and its cry was-taken up by many others-. A fire leaped to life in a house on a hillside which had been just moments before. plunged in complete darknesst. 
	I was exhausted and yet I could not plunge into a dŁep and restful sleep. I lay awake, thinking of the things I would discuss with Pinh
	.
	Chi and Khai Lac the next day. Pinh Chiwas Chinese and came from Ban Khiec, the village we were going to the next day. He was a vŁry_.tclose friend of Hoang Van Thu' s. Previously, Pinh Chi had d·on·ated to us a pac-hooc submachine gun which could fire 10 bulŁets, and it was given
	· 
	.

	· 
	to Phung Chi Kien to keep. 
	Dawn broke. A pink cloud floated above a distant mountain peak.The rolling forest was a deep green mass. The mist was damp and wet. Then the sun lit up the hills covereŁ with burnished gold elephant grass. Partridges called out to each other from one grassy hill to the nextt. Their cry sounded to us like "Our homelandt!" and "How we miss 
	··
	our homeland!"tIn the valley, along the stream, the blanket offoglooked like fluffy white cotton balls. A civet-cat ran acr9ss in a flash and plunged irito a melastome bush on the hillside. The monotonous sound of a water mill echoed in the valleyt. Flocks of birds flew
	. 
	.

	·
	out of the forest and landed in the crop patches, twittering. 
	Ban Khiec appeared in front of us , with its twenty or ·so houies on stilts perched precariously on the mountain side--up ·tand down, in an 
	uneven and broken line--with its winding paths and its rows of luxurigant fruit trees. Each house had its own fence and its own yard forg. drying paddy. Cooking smoke began to rise from the weathered thatched and t.iled roofs. In front of the village were te.rraced fields--each one a small plot--circling and hugginggthe mountain and covered with 
	·g
	.

	· 
	rows of yams, peas and pe.anuts. 
	· 
	· 

	. We parted the elephant grass and silently followed the wet and slippery path leading down to the village. Theman walk.1ng in front had to knoGk the dew off thŁ blades of grass with a stick, so that ourg. clothes would not get wet. From hŁre Łe cduld see clearly the two roads leading to Na Slieng a·nd Ban Nae. Another path wound around the hill behindgthe village and led toKheo Meo. The view here was not
	.
	· 

	· 
	different from the oe .bck in our home area, and it had the same familiar appearance of the Nung minority'gs life-style� Again, we feltenthusiastic and confident in our ability to proselytize the people and in our revolutionary experience. We were certaing·gwe could stay here for the time being. 
	n
	a
	.

	From afar we could see comrades Pinh Chi and Khai Lac coming up to fetch us.gThey both looked worried, in contrast to the atmosphere of joy I encountered when I took the Central Committee members to the Pac Bo conference the previous year. When Khai Lac .saw how large our group was, he too seemed very worried. 
	• 

	I pulled Pinh Chi and Khai Lac aside, and asked softly,g. "Have the villagers found out yet?" 
	They both said, "Nhac·ghas been whispering about your presence, so the villagers know about it.g" 
	We talked it over and decided we should first take the unit to the village, because it was not a good thing to leave them exposed on the hillduring the day. We would continuto discuss all the problems and try to find ways to solve them later dn. 
	. 
	Ł 

	On the way to the village, I asked Khaig· Lac, "What is the attitude 
	·
	of the people?g" 
	He replied, "They're happy to hear that you brothers have arrived,but they also worry that if the Kuomintang finds out, they will be persecuted. The villagers have always been kind to me; their attitude hasn't changed. They talk about ·gour comrades all the time� especiallybrother Hoa:11g Van Thu.g" 
	I explaine:d further to Pinh Chi, "The French are repressing the Vo Nhai movement so fiercely that we've had to move here td your territory for a while; then we'll figure out a way to go back to our own area to 
	· ·
	operate.g" 
	Pinh Chi answered eagerly, 'lWe're friends, so just make yourselves at home here, just act as though yougŁe still in Trang Xa. If you need any-thing, let us know.g" 
	1 
	· 

	When we reached the village, wesaw that every family had comeout
	·

	· 
	and stood at the door of their housestdwelcoŁe us; their eyes showed 
	.

	· 
	both joy and worry. As dir�cted by Pirih Chj,· the AFNS split into cells and each cell went .to stay with a different family. The brothers immediately plunged into work, helping the host families with their chores, 
	all the while talking with them. The villagers had heard of the AFNS for a long time, so although it was our first meeting, these generous and hospitable frontier people quickly became close to us, men who shared their purposes and feelingsg. See.ing that Nong 'Thai Long hada bamboo flute, the youths and children surrounded him and with eyes wide open with eagerness they urged him to play the "Flowing Water" tune to enliven the atmosphere. This carefree and spontaneous attitude of the young dispelled the wo
	· 
	·g
	· 

	· 
	give some help to the local movement. 
	* * * 
	In this Bo Cuc area, .the revolutionary movement under -the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party continued to exist through the clandesgtine activities of a nucleus of men such as Pinh Chi in Ban Khiec, Phan Sen Chan .in Na Slieng, Nang Ky Chan (i.e., Tai Thau) in Na Trao, Khim Di and Quai Dinh in Ban Trang, and Hen May; Lao Giam, etc. 
	Ł

	. . 
	. 

	Comrade Hen May was blin_d, but he had great prestige among the people. At that time, there were a great variety of political factitris in the border region, and each one of them wanted to build up their influence among the populgation. When they came to the Bo Cucg· area to propagandize, however, the people only asked them one question; ''Does Hen May support you?" "No, Hen May supports the Communists!" "Then we won't. support you. We support whoever Hen May supports." Their answer was unequivocal. Hen Ma
	i
	.
	.
	7 

	Later on, we held a meeting for all the cadres in the unit. Our Chinese friendsg--for example, co)I}rades Pinh Chi, Hen May; La:o Giam and Phan Sen Chan--also came to attend the meeting. Le Due Ton talkedg• aboutg· our struggle in the last eight months. Khai Lac talked briefly about a few of our exiled revolutionaries in China whom-he had just found out about. The Chinese comrades explgained the localg-situation to us--about the revolutionary spirit of th.epeople, the policies and
	·
	:
	·
	·

	· 
	line_s of the KMT, the work and life-style of the pe.ople, as w-ell as their religious beliefs and customs. 
	Thanks to a good rice harvest, the villagers were leiding a relatively comfortable life. _But theyg.must grow other additional .crops ,inorder to have enough to eat till the following harvest at the· .end -of · the year. Chiang Kai Shek's security police and French intelligence 
	· 

	7. After the August Revolution succeeded, Hen May came to Vietnam. In his long struggle, there had been times when he had to withdraw to our cormtry to fight the Chinese KMf and join us in our fight against the French. In 1949, Hen May and his comrades, along with the local people rose up to seize power and to fight Chiang Kai Shek in the Lrmgchou-P'inghsiang area. Then, all ofa·aChina was liberated wider the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party and of the beloved and respected comrade Mao-tse-Tung. W
	Ban Khiec. He fell ill and died therea. (Footnote in text.) 
	agents came here occasionally. Banditry had not fallen off, even though the resigst-Japan propaganda had improved lately. 
	The meetirig assessed that although we came from two diffetent countries, all the villagers ·here were ready and willing to feed, support and protect the AFNS, because of their affection fo� people of their own ethni.c background who spoke their dialect, were related to them, and in particular came from the same social class and shared 
	·
	their revolutionary goals. However, since the KMT regime was strongand since their policy toward the Vietnamese revolution was treacherous and cunning--one moment, they allied themselves with the Vietnamese revolution, and the next moment they turned around and destroyed it-the villagers were somewhat apprehensive that they would be terrorized and repressed as a resultg. 
	The villagers were worried. The Chinese comrades promised to Join forces with the AFNS to explain the situation to the people and strength�n their spirit of struggle. We promised to brave all diffi� culties and dangers,g.accept all responsibility, to do everything possible to avoid implicating the villagers, and to do our best to contribute to the cons�lidation and expansion of the local revolutionary movement. The meeting decided to adopt a concrete plan of action which included proposals on how to deal 
	After the meeting which pointed out the direction of our new mission and set forth a clear program of action, all the brothers felt encouraged and set to work with configdence. The AFNS was divided into small cells of Party members and non-Party members to mingle with the villagers. Each cell was capable of taking independent action to carryout its mission and to fight. 
	A number of brothers whose relatives were serving as hamlet chiefs managed to obtain passes, and went openly to Lungchou and P'inghsiang to operate. 
	One section of the AFNS--about a squad--built huts in the forest in the mountains right next to the border to live. They were equipped with weapons and ammunition, pots and pans, and other supplies which they stored in the forest. During the day,they worked in the forest, grazing oxen and buffaloes for the villagers, or clearing crop patches. At night they came down to the village to eat, and then returned to their huts in the forest to sleep. 
	_

	. On the third day of our arrival, it was possible for the AFNS to split into cells of three or more men-each and for each cell to move into a settlement to live, after we had checked the situation in each settlement and discussed the move with .the local Chinese comrades. First, the cells moved to the settlements where conditions were favorable whi-le the others waited for the situation to clear in the other settlements before moving in. We were dispersed, but our presence remained secret. Only the peopl
	.
	s

	The brothers helped the villagers cut down trees, gather ffre�o�d, pick mushrooms, or clear-crop p�tches, prune crop plants, and· gtaie· oxen and buffaloesn. Back at home in the evening, they helped _the fami
	·
	lies in their household chores--cooking, sweeping the floor,nweavingbaskets, and repairing agricultural tools. In many things, thebroŁh:.. 
	·

	. 
	ers turned out to be moŁe skillful than the villagers theŁsŁlvesŁ They
	-
	talked as they worked. They exchanged farming and hunting ŁxpŁriertte, and told stories about their families and villagesŁ and about theitrevolutionary struggleŁ The old people, the chil.drŁn, the youths·and_the women--everyone loved to listen to their stories. On ·thesŁ oŁci-sions, the brothersntact£ully made propaganda about the rŁvolution,n' . 
	. 
	_ 
	• 
	· 
	.n

	·
	heightened the villagersn' awareness of theirn· ethnic and classn· back-ground, talked about international friendship, and told the pŁople hQw to guard against spies and maintain secrecy. The brothers sttictlyn· observed and respected the local customsn. 
	.
	·· 

	With their basic willingness to support the revolution and their admiration for then. AFNS, all the villagers grew ton· loven· and trust:,the: brothers, .when they saw with their own eyes that the AFNS fighters were welln-behaved, worked hard andn-skillfully, knew how to maintain secre¢y and were devoted to helping the people. Within a week--with then'excep
	·
	·
	:

	.
	tion of the brothers in charge of guarding the storehouse who hadto· return to their huts in the forest to sleep after eating supper inthe village--all the brothers had moved in with relatives or other vill�g� ers to live and work. Very soon all the households andn· settlements · lost their fear of enemy repression and competed with ·each other to invite the brothers to come and stay with them, and looked upon the AFNS as members of their own families. The youths, in particul�r, followed 
	.n
	· 

	·
	·
	the brothers everywhereŁ 

	The AFNS had assimilated with thenpeoplen·nand adopted their cloth-: 
	·n
	1ng, their style of speech, their pattern of work and living. Theywere so much like the local people 
	:

	that a stranger coming in from afar could not tell them apart from the villagersn. Once they had established a foothold in a family, irt a settlement, and were sipported and protected by the people, the brothers immediately expanded the gr�ssn· root base, spread it to every household in the settlement and then to the whole canton, thus creating a firm base of support for the whole unit. 
	t
	...: 

	Bo Cuc canton, bordering on the two Vietnamese distri�ts bf Dri�i Khe and That Khe, had a population which numbered in the te�s of thou-sands, and was remote and isolated. It had many for�sts and mouniairis, and vast fieldsn--such as those in• Tong Phou and Ai Keng. There were · about 200 households in Ban Trang. The people here were all Nung. They understood the revolution rather well, and the revolutionhad set up an infrastructuren-here as-far back as 1930. Most of our revolutioil:-ary cadres going abroa
	.
	.n

	The canton chief of Bo Cuc was a nephew ofmine. Seeing that th_e people trusted and protected the AFNS, he had a great r·espect for· us.· One day I went to see him and asked to test him, "Now that I'm here,n_ndo you think you cannguarantee myn-safety?" 
	· 
	. 
	·
	_n

	He boasted, "Uncle, there's nothing for you to worry about here. If you want to go to Lungchou I'll issue you a pass right away!Ł' 
	.117 
	Afterward, he issued passes to Chu Quoc Hung and me, which allowed 
	.n
	us to move freely and openly in the _entire area ofHsiatung, Lungcho1,1
	and P'ninghsiangn. · 
	Like fish thrown into water, the AFNS.began to roamand operaten. This marked the beg.inning of the phase during which we gathered the revolutionŁry forŁesn, and prepared to build grassroot bases to clear our way back to Vietnam. 
	· 
	·

	* * * 
	.
	One day,· while Khai Lac and I were talking-aboutnali the thingsthat had happened, I asked him about the journey the AFNS undertook. to
	·

	.
	Cao Bang. It was then that I learnednof.the .heroic deeds of Phung· Chi Kien arid Luong Huu Chi.n. 
	.
	•

	Ha Khain·Lacn·nwas very familiar _with the cross _nforest and cross mountain route· that led from the Khudi Noi £6rest to the bbrdern. Before j oini.ng the Revolution he had prospected for gold i� _ Kim 'tty, in Na Ri district, Bae Can provincen. · Phung Chi Kien gave him the taskof guiding the unit.n· He led the brothers toward Pi.nThis was a remote mountain chain unfrequented by anyone but the smugglers and jungle animalsn. The brothers would go to Khau-Pi and then go across the for� est to Ngan Son. Un
	.n
	Khau
	·
	.
	8 
	-

	·
	·
	ton chief from Na Ri district. 

	Phung Chi Kien tried to persuade this fellow by talking to him about the just cause of the revolution. But the canton chief was. too · 
	·
	blinded by the generous cash .award and the medal which then"Great 
	.

	.
	French Government" would give him, to listenn. He shouted to ·the militiamen to tie up Phung Chi Kien. However, Kien remained calm, and looked the militiamen who were surrounding him straight in the eyes .. Bravely and kindly, henreasoned with them, t.{sing logical and sentimental argumentsn. He appealed to ·them not to open £ii� on then-rev6lutioriariesand to turn their weapons around to shoot the French and their lackeysn. The militiamen did not' dare touch him, some of them glanced fearfully at Canton
	. 
	·
	· 
	·

	him escapenwill have .his head chopped off!" · 
	· 

	. 
	Seeing that the situation--instead of cooling down--had become . tense because of the violent attitude of the canton. chief, somebrothers suggested "killing a few soldiers and breaking through.," Unfortua group of �ecret policemen who had been following the brothersn' footprints came on the scenen. While the brothers were. off guard, th�y opened fire on Phung Chi Kienn. Rifle shots rang out. The militiamen were throwri into confusion. Kienncollapsed, his pac-hooc submachine gunnfell on the groundn. The A
	.
	· 
	nately
	·
	, besides these militiamenn
	i 
	·
	· 
	·
	.

	.
	accurately at the canton chief who collapsed, his face on the ground.n· Lam rushed forwardto save Kien, but the enemy was firing without letup. They outnumbered the AFNS and were firing a relentless spray of bulletsn. They tightened their encirclementn. Luong Huu Chi had no choice but to order the brothers to clear a path of blood and breakout.
	·
	. 
	.
	. 
	· 

	8. Khau = mountain; Pit= banana flower .t. (Footnote in_ text.) 
	The enemy in the surrounding. areas were alerted.· Pon-tique (?) , the Militia Inspector in the Ba� Can Post, cabled all areas of the province to have all the roads blocked. The Ngan Son post commander and the Ngan Son district chief dispatched province troops and militiamen to block all routes leading into Cao Bang province. 
	.

	Phung Chi Kien was seriously wounded and remained behind. Thesecret police rushed in, beat him almost to death and then carried him to the Bang Due post (in Ngan Son district) to get their rewards. 
	Partly because Kien was seriously wounded and lost a lot of blood, and partly because he was left lying in the rain in the yard of the 
	9
	post all night, partly because he was. cruelly tortured by Vi Van Baoth-e District Chief's Assistant, Kien breathed his last.
	j
	·
	· 

	Meanwhile, Luong Huu Chi gathegred the brothers and led them on to their destination. Unfortunately, he fell ill on the. way.,gHe: tried to go on, however, and constantly encouraged theg.unit to reach their destination. When he no longer could go on, he assembled the brothers arid said, "Brother Phung Chi Kien is dead. Do not let the unitbe destroyed because of me. You c�mrades go on and leave me here� I'll join you.,later." 
	• 
	·
	·g

	During the yegars he qperated in China_ Luong Huu Chi had served as 
	_
	a BattaŁion Commander. He spoke the Mandarin d'ialectgvery :gwell;. He chose this solution because he was concerned about the unit. The brothers disagreed, but he said, "I'm your commanderg., Youg:must obeymy order. Go on ahead to the CaogBang War Zone. When I recover froni my illness I'll join you. I know the terrain here, so youg·gdort't have to worry about me." 
	. 
	·
	· 
	·g

	Seeing that the Łrothers were hesitating and couldŁnot make up-. their minds, he said, "I've already told you I'm your.gcommander here, and you must obey your commander's order. Well; go on. You must -steel yourselves. I can speak Mandarin-and I'll .know howgto deal with things." 
	.
	-
	.

	After he finished saying this, he went to a tile kilri �nd lay� down. The brothers brushed their tears and said goodbye to their-beloved comrade and commander . 
	-
	·
	·

	All the brothers madŁ it to Cao Bang. Afterward "fat" Ma (i.e.,Ma Thanh Kinh), LamŁ Hai Tam and Ha Khai Lac crossedg-into ChinaŁg· 
	. 
	.
	· 

	Luong Huu Chi fell into a delirious feverg·gand was captured by the enemy who threw him in the Cao Bang j-ail .. His illne·ss worsenedg. and he died. (Later, comrade Lag--ag-member of the Cao Bang Province Party Committee--told me about Luong Huu Chi and said, "We .were planning to organize a jail break for him. However, three days before he was scheduled to escape, he ca-me. down _-will a terri-ble bout of malaria and died. What a shame!g") 
	10

	When I heard this story, my heart :was ·heavy with. -Łarrow. and pain. 
	.
	·
	·
	I mourned the death of Kien and Chi, two talented military .command·ers. 
	·g
	· 


	·
	·
	9. Vi Van Bao had to pay for his crime in 1954. (Footnote in textŁ) 

	. . 
	10. Hoang Due Thac alias La was the Secretary of the Cao-Bae Lang Inter-province Party Committee in 1943. He died on Jlllle 25, 1959t. (Trans.) 
	well loved b.y all-of Bae Son. I felt in the deepest reaches of my soul a powerful hatred for the FrenŁh colonialists and their lackeys who had murdered them. 
	· 

	The more I thought about. the heroic death of Phung Chi Kien and the selfless attitude of Luong Hu1,1 Chi who ,had s·acrifice<.l himself for his comrades, his Party and the Revolution, the heavier I felt my responsibility to be. We were not going to remain here in ·China forever to eat well and lead a life of leisure. We must return to our country.But would our return be as safe as our departure? Wh·o could tell in advance? From now to that day--the day when we again set foot on our native soil and fight t
	· 
	·
	· 
	-

	I saidto Khai Lac, with all the affection I had for him, my own comrade, "It's. thanks to thegleadership of the Central Commi.tt·ee and of the Old Man, and to.the people's wholehearted support and protection that the AFNS has surgvived to this day.g• The moment the situation in our country calms down a bit, we'll go back. We owe such a heavy debt to our people that till we die we still won't have repaid all of it.g" 
	-
	·
	. 
	.

	. Khai Lac nodded his head and said, ."Of course we' 11 go back.g· you need me, just say the wordgand I' 11 leave at once.g" 
	Whenev.er 
	· 
	·g

	* :* * 
	_ Besides continuing to liveg.and work with the Chinese people in the settlements in Bo Cuc canton, making frequent propaganda about the Chinese and Vietnamese revolutions led by the Communist Party of China and Vietnam respectively, and educating the people about the spirit of international proletarianism and about friendship-between nations in order tci consolidate the new AFNS base, our Command Staff set forth as our first task th� necessity for assembling the Vietnamese revolutionaries �cattered all 
	.
	·

	. 
	_ The Vietngamese revolutionaries in the China-Vietnam border regionat that time wŁre not unified. There were many reliable and committed revolutionaries who had been recruited almost a decade ago by Old Mr. Thu Son, brothers Hoang Van Haan (alias Ly Quang Hoa), Phung Chi Kien, Hoang Van Thu, etc. There were also the .comrades .who had operated back hombut had had to come here because of enemy repression. Among them, some continued to be active, others -were confused and lost, and were waiting to makeg.gcon
	e 
	·
	.

	· 
	means of earning their living--went to work for the Chinese KMT .-There wer� also the �atriots who had originally followed a wrong political path but now, enlightened, wanted to join our Party. There were eveh congvicted· criminals who had fled to China. When. the.y saw that the Revolution had a just cause they reformed themselves and wanted to take part in revolutionary activities. This did not include the small number of traitors and opportunists who disguised themselves as revolutionaries. 
	Ha Khai Lac and I obtained passes to go and contact revolutionaries in various places. The other commandegrs--Chu Quoc Hung,' Le Due Ton and Nong Thai Long--remained in Ban Trang, Ban Khiec and Na Slieng to keep in contact with the AFNS, maintain their pattegrn of activities, preserve discipline, push the task of proselytizing the people ahead, consolidate the existing infrastructure and build up new ones, and en� 
	:

	Łarge the base area. These comrades-also took turns going_gon missiori 
	1n outlying aregas. 
	When we passed through-Lungchou in 1941, Mr. Bui Ngoc ThanhŁ a vetegran regvolutionary who had lived in exile for a long time and who knew about the situation among the Vietnamese revolutionaries_,came t_o see us and tell us about the situation in each area. This was how weg· learned that there were many revolutionaries scattered around who haŁ
	· 

	· 
	·
	not been brought under a unified leadership. 
	· 

	In April 1942, I met Mr. Bui Ngoc Thanh again for thŁ seconŁ time. 
	.
	In addition, I also-met Messrs. Ho Duc·gThanh, Lam Phu Thinh, Nog Nhi Co, Au Duong Tat and Dung Pin Sin. These men hadbeen introduced to· me by Hoang Van Thu, and I-had known them since last year.g· 
	n
	.g

	After the meeting with the above Party and non-Partyg·members, we learned that the situation was as follows. In general, the revolutionaries here did not have a clear and correct direction for their activities. Each lived in a differentgplace and acted independently on hisg: own. Liaison was haphazard and inadequate. They had not banded together to form a definite organizgation with routine meetings and discussions, and with a central leadership. All along the stretch from Hsiatung, to Lungchou, to P'in
	·

	border, each revolutionary ju5t stuck to his own corner. · 
	A few groups and cells, such as those in Na ·Hinh and Na Sam; ma��tained close contact with each other, but they too performed whatever task cropped up; they did not have a long-tegrm plan, and did not learn from their own experience. As a result, they remained what they were�a few isolated men working on their own--and did not succeed in build
	·
	-

	·
	·
	ing up a strong .and extensive movement. 

	Faced with such a situŁtion, the AFNS met to set forth a plan. We must quickly unify all these scattered forces, expand our grassroot, bases among the people, and establish contact with our nrganization in Vietnam. We must begin to create safe corridors so we could clear a route back to the Be Son-Vo Nhai War Zone, and link up with ·the units in Dai Tu, Son Duong, Dinh Hoa, Phu Binh, Yen The and Huu Lung. 
	a

	Comrade Le Due Ton was sent back to That Khe to prepar� the grassroot bases there with the local comrades. Brother Quoc Hung went to_g· Thuy Khau, Na Lan, andDong Khe, and kept in touch with Mr. BuiNgocThanh. Ha Khai Lac and I went to P'inghsiang to meet Lao Chuong and Ly Mung Sung and then to Lungyiu to meetMa Khanh Phuong in order to p�opel the local movegment ahead; finally we went to Ban Quyen and Keo Ai (China) to meet Be Chan Hung,gVoong Tai (e.g., Hoang Kieu),gVoori�• 
	· 
	_
	· 
	11 
	12 

	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	Be Chan Hung is now the Deputy Secretary of the Lao Dong Party Committee of LangSon province, and Chairman of the Lang Son_ Province Administrative Committee.t,(Trans.) 

	12. 
	12. 
	Hoang Kieu is now an alternate member of the Party Central Committee, the Secre
	-



	Nhi, Mung and To. 
	This was only the first step we took to build up the infrastrucŁture. Afterward, comrades Le Due Ton, Chu Quot Hung and Ha Khai tac, and many other AFNS brothers and I took turns visiting these areas manymore times. 
	. 

	.Comrade Bci Chan Hung came from.gNa Hinh, located right on the border. Comrades Voong Tai, Voong Nhi, Mung and To came from Hoi Hoan (Thoat district, Lang Son province). After the Command Staff talked it over, Voong Tai and his brother were assigned to return to Hoi Hoan to operate. "Doors" had been opened, and the "bridge" leading back to our country had been established. Comrade Be Chan Hung, for his part, returned to Na Hinh. I also went there to stake it out. I would stay there withBe Chan Hung to ope
	Lang 
	·g
	· 
	.
	.g
	· 
	·

	easy for the AFNS to march forward. 
	Wherever we went, we were warmly welcomed by the majority of the revolutionaries who agreed with ourpolicy of assembling all forces, unifying command, and pushing all activities strongly ahead. · The·se were the aspirations that they themsŁlves had nurtured for a long time, but had not had the conditions to carry out. They all agreed that in order to make revolution, they could not afford to sit passively and wait, and that iristead they should create the opportunity and condiŁ tions to continuously expand 
	. 
	·
	_
	· 

	The work of consolidating the mass bases onbothsides of the border �as proceeding favorably. After the initial contact to make propaganda, comrade Le Due Ton handed over the tas·k of consolidating and training the in�rastructure in Thit Khe to the local comrades and returnedgto Hsiatung to meet the Command Staff to reassess the situation and set forth a riew program of action. In June 1942, h� went again to Ban San to check the progress ofthe movement in That Khe and Trang Dinh, and then returned to Lung
	· 
	· 
	.g
	· 
	· 
	-

	tiations with the .ChiŁng Kai Shek goŁernŁent. 
	· 
	· 
	· 

	Ha Khai Lac and I a1·so made frequent trips to propagandize, traing· and enlighten the people in order to help out the infrastructure in the areas 0£ Na Pung and Tau Ai (China) and NaHinh, Phieng Phan, Na Ngoaand Ban Tai (Vietnam). 
	.g

	tary of the Tay Bae Zone Party Committee, and the Secretary of the Tay Bae Military Zone Party Committee. (Trans.) 
	Comrades Voong Tai, Voong Nhi, Be Chan Hung, Mung, To, Ha Cham and Thai Long were also very active in the areas of Hoi Hoan and Thoat Lang. A few other cells also made frequent trips to areas on both sides of the border. 
	* * * 
	The life of the cadres working to build up the infrastructure [onthe Vietnam side of the border] was full of hardships then. The canton militia chiefs and the village officials had a list of wanted cadres to be tracked down. The crooks and traitors were waiting for the cadres to let down their guard to cut off their heads and obtain rewards of rice, salt and cash. 
	However, at night from our hideouts in the forest we continued to cross the border into Vietnam and to come down to the settlements._ At first, we rendezvoused with our contacts at the edge of the forest orof the village. However, sometimes they did not show up, and we had to go back without accomplishing anything. Sometimes we_ did not know our way and got lost. Sometimes we ran into militia patrols. Not to mention the inclgement weather, the beasts, the hunger and diseases that we came up against consta
	Very early every morning we mingled with the villagers and-followed them to the fields or the crop patches in th� mountains, depending on the season, to plough or_ transplgant rice, or to weed, or to build bundings, or to harvest crops. Before we.criul4 propaggandize and enlighten the people, we had to work in order to produce enough food to eat. In the afternoon, the people retugrned to the villagewhile we went to sit in a watch tower which had been abandoned by the .militia. If there were no alarming si
	.g

	During the day, while working with the villagers-the cadresusu� ally took the occasion to enlighten them. How�ver, the night meetings were the opportunity when the cadres really propagandized the people in depth. The night meetings were always well attended and happy. The villagers were very eager to learn and to know things. The cadres pointed out the crimes of the imperialists and feudalists, the underlying causes of the poverty and sufferings of the people; and t�e need_ to mke revolution. Then they tal
	.g
	a

	. .
	. 

	Many meetings were very lively and the discussion lasted till midnight--and could even go on much longer. We had to summon all our 
	knowledge tosatisfy the demand of ·gthe pe6ple. We ourselves learned a
	· 

	·
	great .dell from the villagers in many fields. We learned from their 
	patriotism, their spirit of sacgrifice for thesakegof t-he revolution, and from their way of workihg and 1·iving. The more the AFNS mingled with th.e people and worked among them, the more their capacity to act independently increased .g. Compared-to'gthe Vo Nhai petiod, they· had made a lot of progress. 
	· 
	·

	· 
	After these publicly held discussion sessions, I usually went to themilitia watch tower ·on the hillside near the border to sleep, in order not to implicate the villagers.g· Many nights I was by myself, and I tossed and turned without be.ing able to g·o to sleep. The forest mosquitoes -were numerous and noisy, andgplunged down incessantly to suck my blood. T·he moss and moldy leaves covering the roof exuded a dank smell. Owls hooted in cadences. I was besieged with all kinds of thoughts. The route back to 
	· 
	-
	.
	. 
	· 
	·
	· 
	. 
	· 

	·
	wanted to move the unit back. Op tillnow we had not fiŁured' out a way
	· 
	to contactthe Central Committee. Half a year had gone by, but we had not heard from them and they had not received any news from us. We had no idea how the revolution was progressing in the whole country. 
	· 

	Onenight the weather was unbearably hot. Dark clouds rose and covered the horizon. Then chilly winds started to blow. Rain came pouring down and splashed onto thefloor of the watch tower. I sat in the tower, with the legs of my trousers rolled up to my knees, and got wet and cold. I wondered how much of their houses and fields the people back home had managed to rebuild. Mrs. Sang and brother Du had just sent word that we could send cadres back to Trang Xa and Phu Thuong. I must inurt�diately talk with the
	· 
	· 

	·
	·
	some6ne ready to send back. 

	Then the rain stopped. There was a noise behind the tower, as though someone was moving back there. I turned and pulled myself up, flattened myself in the darkness and grabbed my pac-hooc submachine gun. But no one was there! Perhaps it was an antelope out looking for food which had bolted away when startled by some noise. I remembered one time Khai Lac, Nhac and I went to Pingyi on mission. The moment we stepped in the canton chief's house, we saw pasted on the wall a list of wanted Vietnamese cadres who w
	I ans·wered, "I'm Chu Huu Quang, 33 years old, from Ban Trang.g" 
	He downed his wine, and laughed, "I'm honored! honored! It turns out I'm older than you, Mr. Chu. Let's become brothers. Allow me to wish you ten thousand pro-fi table things!g" 
	The four of us ate, drank, and talked in a very intimate fashion. 
	When we were out of the house, Khai Lac scolded me, "Are you still so attached to the Chu name?g" 
	·
	I answered, laug.hing, "There are so many people bearingtthe name Chu. They want the he:ad of .Chu Van: Tan from "tVietnam; I'ni Chu Huut-QUang
	.
	·



	from Ban Trang, so what is there to be afraid of?'" 
	from Ban Trang, so what is there to be afraid of?'" 
	..
	-
	-


	, 

	the ·bro·th
	the ·bro·th
	-

	At this late hour of night, sitting here by myself with my rifle, I was deep in thought. _I-wondered what had happened ·t·o all 
	At this late hour of night, sitting here by myself with my rifle, I was deep in thought. _I-wondered what had happened ·t·o all 
	·
	• 

	ers Łho were operating back in our country? 
	Ł-. 
	-



	Dawn came. The roosters were crowing noisily in thesettlement 
	Dawn came. The roosters were crowing noisily in thesettlement 
	· 

	·
	down below. A sleepless night .had passed. The red-pink clouds prŁ-' saged a sunny day ahead. The road ofthe revolution w.as still longŁt·. but if we persevered and patiently moved on, we would certainly reach our goal. On both sides of this border, there still e•xisted a niass ·'of laboring peasants -who .supported an·d helped the cadr-es, and pro·tected the revolution with .devo.tion. If this huge force becameenltightened, 
	.
	'
	·
	· 
	·
	:
	·
	·t
	· 
	· 
	,
	. 
	'.

	.
	.
	·

	the skies and earth would be transformed, and the sufferings -of the poor would end. 
	·
	., 


	Clanking· noise .of wooden buffalo bells. The villagers were streaming to the fieldst. I ran down, and mingled with the crowd.Anothert:· day of production labor and absorbing revolutionary work bega:n. · 'The 
	· 

	road leading back to our country .was shortened by· anothertday. · 
	·
	· 

	.. . 
	. 
	. 

	. 
	. 
	' 

	... ,':
	,,: . 
	.

	.
	CHAPTER VIIg
	.
	It had been two months since the AFNS left Vietnam .g.. What had happened in Vo Nhai during this time? . Was the eneifty still blockading and t�rrorizing the area? Had the movement survived? Who was still ictive and who was dead? What had happened to the AF:NS comrades who had had to move to Dai Tu, Son Duong, and Yen·The1 All these qt�stions were 
	:
	·g
	i

	raised. Day and night, we were anxious to find out about the situation 
	· 
	back in our country, but no news reached us. 
	· 

	Who was capable of re-establishing contact. for us? Any AFNS comrade who went back would easily be uncgovered and arrested right away. The person whom we would send on this mission should be some.one we could trustsomeone who knewthe roads and the people back h6me well, someone whom we could be certain would not be arrested. It was notg
	.
	t 
	. 
	·
	·

	· 
	easy to find someone with all these qualifiŁations. 
	Quoc Hung suggested, "Why don't we go and ask Aunt Sao to help us
	.
	.
	out?" 
	· 


	I thought about this and realized.that no one else butshe·gcould do it. "It would be diff.icul t to getgher to accept. But let's try 
	·
	. 

	·g
	anyway. If by chance she agrees then it, will be great.g" 
	•
	.

	Mrs. Sao was my father's cousin.g· A few years ago she made one or two trips to Vo Nhai to Mr. Sang
	.
	visit her older sis·ter who had married
	.

	·
	Khi--I called himmy uncle-in-law-.. a ·merchant in Phu Thuong. We thought we would ask hergto use the excuse of visiting her relatigves 
	· 

	· · 
	in 6rder to gather information. Chu Quoc Hung and I went to visit her all the wayin Lung Sluong (Bo Cuc canton). 
	· 
	·g
	· 
	· 

	When she saw us step into her yard, she said, "So you two are back; come in!g" 
	·
	ChuQuoc Hung answered for me as well, "we've been back forg, long 
	·
	time. Today, we
	·
	've come to vi·sit youg
	·g
	and Łncle.g" 
	. 
	. , 

	We went into the houseg· .gMy uncl·e dropped whatever he was t·inkering with and went to boil water to make tea •g. After he poured us some tea, he said, "Well, if I had met you·.two by ch.a.nee in the street, I wouldn't have been able to recognize youŁ'' 
	. 
	,;.; 

	Since she· had not seengus .for a long time, my aunt asked meticu,lously about allgthethings that.had happened back hornŁŁ I told her in detail about the enemy's repression, about the destruction of ourg·g· village, and the dispersal of our relatives.gThe more I talked the 
	.
	· 
	·
	·
	.

	· 
	morepainful I felt about the 16ssof our country and the destruction of our families. ·gHatred and resentment rose me and choked me. Mrs. Sao wept, full of sorrow and pity for her own ]?load relatives. · My uncle wasalso very moved, and averted his face.gOur common sµffer
	.g
	·
	within
	.
	·
	· 
	· 
	·g

	· 
	ing and hatred tightened our family bonds and drew us closer.gtogether. 
	·
	Seeing how badly affected my aunt was--she was weepinggand s.obbing --I triedto comfort her and said, "You and uncle feel sorry for my 
	·g
	· 
	· 

	Figure
	family, but it won't do any good for you to weep and grieve now. When we left to make revolution we had figured that we would certainly have 
	.
	to bear such lossese. My father himself--although heeis old and loves his sons and nephews very much-.-knowsethat unless we carry out a revolution, we will die of cold and hunger, and we will always be slavese. This is why he encourages us to act with resoluteness, ·and he is n·ot 
	.
	. 

	afraid of tortures and imprisonment." 
	. 
	. . Mrs. Sao askedŁ "But you on:J.y have a few-dozen men, and-' you 'ir·e 
	.
	.
	.

	· 
	badly armed, so how can you figh.t t.h.em?" 
	. .. 
	.
	w.eapons now, but wee' 11 become stronger. Righ't now, in China as well. as .in · Vi-etnam, ·poor people everywher-e. are rising up,e• determi-ned to overthrow the enemy. Haven't you noticed that our relatives and the people in this area are helping us _to the utmoste.of their ability.Ł You •and uncle 
	I answered, "Wee.' re few in numbers and. we don't }lave enough 
	.
	. 
	.
	·
	:
	.
	:
	.
	.

	. . 
	ca.n help us alsoe." 
	. ' 
	She said, "Wee' re poor and old, so what can we do to -help you:?"..
	· 

	·e
	I said, "To he°Ipe: the revoiut_ion, you don't have-tq: ha,ve. a lŁt ofe
	. 

	·
	money. Actually, the rich have never done anything for the revolution. In faŁt all they've done.is to harm.ethe revolution. -If you're: old you
	.

	· 
	· 
	·

	tan do things that don't requiretoo mucheff6rte. Ail we need is your commitment. I've come here today because there's something I'd like to 
	·e

	· 
	· 
	ask you, my aunt, to do for me." 
	.
	.


	·e
	.
	.

	My uncle asked, "What is it? Go ahead and tell use. -Will :i-t b·e alright if I do it for you?" 
	My aunt hesitated, ''Everything you doe. ise_edangerous, and I.':m--onlyafraid that I might make a. mess of: it, because. I'm not used to_edoing · such thingse. And if I get arrested, _it will -be very bad-." 
	' .
	I said, "What I '11 ask you to do is just physic:ally tiring .e.. _If:... you act cleverly, it won't be too dangerous.· We want you to go to Vo Nhai. to gather information and to see whŁther tŁe en.ewyŁse.erepreŁsion 
	is still continuing, and whether the people have returned to th�ir settlements to live and work as before. The only thing is, if you do this, uncle, it won't be veryeconvenient. Aunt�� can -d� this mor.e
	.
	easily, because she already knows_ the :roadse_ and thee_epeople. .-back home,,and especially she won't attract the attention of the enemy and theywonŁt be watching her the way .. they wŁuld ifit:was ·a man gqlŁg Łack.'' 
	. 

	. 
	. 
	' 

	My aunt thought about. this .·and theŁ asked, •.•wa t abo1:1t:, the ·..f am1:iy-of Uncle Sang Khi, what's happenŁd to.e;hem?" ..
	.
	·
	Ł
	:

	.
	' 
	"When. we left they were in good health. and their .w:ork wŁs going well because the enemy wasn't terrorizing themŁe. :You .can saye_you'reegoing there to visit ,them;e_ thiswill Łe a pŁrfecŁ exc:useŁ," ·. 
	_
	.
	.

	.
	My uncle told her, "That's alright,: y�ueca� :&� .e. .I' 11 ; ta,k�. care of the work here.at home. lt will _be alright even _if you ha,ve t,o·be away for a ·couple of days or half a.mQnth .e.But Y(!U� �y �ephe'!,e-must t-elleher exactly what things she is supposed to·: look out for.'! : 
	.
	. 
	.e
	.

	· 
	.
	·

	'. 
	Finally, Mrs. Sao cheerfully accepted our ;equest. We discussed a plan Łor her joqrney. As a disguise, shee_ŁouŁd cŁ,tiŁŁe to weaŁ her Chinese Nung .. costume, but ,she should i:iot_wear heŁ ha1.r _1n a -. 
	bun-.,.1n

	stead she should wrap her hair in a coil on her head, and tie a scarf over her head in the style of the women on the Vietnam side of the border. On the way, if anybody asked her, -she should say that she came from Hang Cau, That Khe district, close to the border wi�h China, and that she was goi�g to visit her relatives in Na Pai and Phu Thuong. 
	She should only carry a bag containing two change�·ef clothes, and she would not need any papers. Once she arrived at destination, she should not. try to gather information, instead she should make the rounds,going to visit relatives and acquaintances and inquiring after their health in a normal fashion, and naturally her relatives and acquaingtances would tell her what they knew in the course of the conversation. At first, she would only need to find out about the situation in general, and check whether 
	Mrs. Sao left . 
	We anxiously waited for her return day• and night. We wondered 
	.
	whether she had managed to slip through safely. She could not speak Vietnamese, and if she ran into complications, we wondered how she would react. We worried about her going on such a journey by herself, far from her homeland. Evert though we were dogged by these worries, we kept up with our normal activities. We cont·inued to visit different base areas, and wherever we went we performed manual labor tasks with the local people and made propaganda about the Vietnamese revolution. 
	.

	Two weeks later we got word that Mrs. Sao had come back. We heaved a sigh of relief, as though we had just gotten rid of a heavyburden. Quoc Hung and I hurriedly went over to see her. My aunt and we were happy that her mi�gsion had been carried out successfully, without hitches. 
	·

	Mrs. Sao told us that a few days after the AFNS withdrew, the Foreign Legionnaires and the regular troops al�o withdrew, leaving beghind mostly province troops and militiamen. They announced in their propaganda that the AFNS had dissolved and fled to the mountains where theywere living like savages. The enemy had now set up a few isolated posts, and their sweep operations had decreased in frequency.g· The people were concentrated only in Na Pheo, but they too had begun to return to their old villages to p
	·g

	to their old villages to farm. However, they still had to return to 
	the concentration camp in the evening. The comrades who stayed behind secretly led the people to carry out a struggle. The people went to 
	the district capital and to the post to protest and request that these families be allowed to move back to their old houses to farm before the planting season was ended. The ene.my had to accede to this request. Even Mrs. Kham, my older sistergand Quoc Hung's wife, had been .allowed to return to the village. Although the secret police continued to 
	.g

	probe and search, and the rich bullies and the village officials keptup their sabotage, the situation had become less tense and a lot calmer. 
	. .
	My father had died at the prison camp inCho Chu. The work of reestablishing contact with the AFNS comrades operating in Dai Tu, Son Duong, Phu Binh and Huu Lung had just begun. 
	· 
	-

	The news that my father had died at the prison camp was very pa�riful for me, and brought .back memories. I recalle·ys � I wa� the youngest child in the family, and so my father lv�d me ;verymuch. After I left, he was arrested by the Post Commander who to·
	d my childho.od da
	,
	o
	. 

	rtt1red him and beat him, and tried to force him to call me home. _My fath,er .
	•
	·g

	·
	cursed him. Whenever he met someone he could confide in, he would SŁy, "Tell my son that his father is no·t afraid. My only worry is thatmychildr-en out there are not doing a good job.I don•g·Ł worry about my..:self at all. I only worryabout my children and about thŁ rŁvbglutiong! '' 
	·
	. 
	· 
	-
	· 
	·g
	. 

	The more I· thought,aboutg· my father's words,·th·e · more I felt_ b6w:numerous and sergious the imperialists' crimes were. "They wi11 · have· to 
	· 
	-
	· 
	·

	. . . . 
	pay for their crimesg-. " It could not be otherwise. 
	·

	Finally, Mrs. Sao said, "Brother Du, Miss Thu and Mrs. Sang wa:nted me to tell you that you can start sending a few cadres bŁck. You Łust wait till the end of the monsoon rains before sending them back. There won't be anything to eat till the early harvest comes." 
	Listening to Mrs. Sao, our enthusiasm and our confidence in the ' 
	revoltitionary forces intensified. 

	. ' 
	We relayed to the AFNSgbrothers the news concerning thesi tuation back home. Everyone was happy.and wiŁhed he could grow wings in Łtder to fly home right away. But from now until it became Łossible for:us to go back, we would have to make an all-out effort to solve many problems. We should not be impatient and impulsive. 
	. 
	· 
	.
	-
	· 

	* * * 
	At that time, the struggle of the Vietn-mese reiolutionary ca:dr�s against the Chinese KMT was rather compl�cated. The_ policy o:f Chiangg· Kai Shek and his gang toward the Vietnamese revolutiong· was trea�herou�. Sometimes they ruthlessly repressed and terrorized the Vietnamesge revoglution--at times they even allied with the French in ordergto sabgotage it. Sometimes they allied themselves with it and suppoited it,ghopingto buy it off or to pull it over to their side in order to carry _out 
	_ 
	·g
	.g
	.

	·
	their dark schemes. ' 
	their dark schemes. ' 
	· 
	. 
	; 
	. 
	: 

	Basically speaking, the KMT government had only one desire and.this was to destroy the revolution and the Communist movement.· But the existing situation forcedthem· to adopt more discreet and cunning ,tricks, and prevented them fI"om being too brazen abou"t_it.·· _Underg_popular pressure, the Ch�ngKingggovernment finally had td�g�ecig�re �argon Japan, and so they had no choice but to accede to our Part�'s c6rrectg_appeal for an "alliance between Vietnam and China in order to _goverthrow the French and Jap
	·
	.
	·
	·g
	·g
	· 
	..: 
	· 

	Contacts betw�en the people living ori both sides of the·gborderg: were considered both illgegal and normal. The borderg· was ·a line ·delineating the territory of China andg.Vietnam. To the regim�s iri both countries, it was illegal for the people to cross back and forth,g. a�d theyforbade the people to do so. However, to the people themselves, it �as extremely natural and normal for them to go back and forth because they 
	·

	had relatives, friends and acquaintances on the other side, or because 
	their es _living acr6ss the frontier. The mountains in the border region were linked in Łn tinbroken line. Sometimes relatives were only separated by a hill--a man could hear his 
	children had married into famili
	.

	brother calling him on the other side of the border. 
	After the AFNS crossed into China, they were helped by the Chinese cadres. The AFNS performed well their civilian population proselytizing task by helping the villagers to bµild houses, to plough, to trans
	·
	plant rice seedlirigs, carry manure tothe fields, etc. The AFNS did all these things skillfully, and thereby earned the love and affection of the Chinese people. The villagers discussed the Vietnamese Revolution, the Chiang Kai Shek regime and the Chinese Revolution.Once the people understood what the AFNS was doing, their sympathy ·for the AFNS intensified, and their confidence in the Chinese Revolut•ion became more solid. It would not be easy for the enemy to try and displace. our influence. However, th
	.
	· 
	.
	·
	·g
	1 

	·
	masters of Indochina, as the Vietnamese-Kuomintang, the Vietgnamese Revolutionary League and the Vietnamese Restoration P.arty had done before. However, the concrete measures they applied to achieve these aims varied from area to area, from moment to moment, from official to
	·.
	official--sometimes the measures taken contradicted each other, an·d the. actions of the upper and lower levels conflicted with one another. Therefore, our strategy was to do our best to obtain their support--as far as was possible--and in certain situations if we were clever and knew how to exploit the contradictions within their ranks, wegcould Ło many things that were of·.advantage to the Vietnamese revolution. 
	·
	·
	.
	-

	One of the tricks that the KMT used with our cadres at the time was to make it difficult for them to earn their living,so that in desperation they would go and work for them •. With the exception of-our military cadets whoghad been sent togNanning to study and who had ag: relatively secure life--though their living standard was very low--all the scattered cadres who operated along the borderg·ghad enormous economic difficulties. Those who were energetic andhad operati6nal experience continued to stick wit
	. 
	·g
	.g
	.
	. 
	• 
	·
	· 

	·
	Around the endof May 1942, Khoa and Han s·inh suddenly came to Bo Cuc to see us. 
	Han Sinh came from the bordergregion and had been active for a
	· 
	long time. Khoa was a member of the AFNS First Platoon andhad par
	.g
	-

	1. The Chinese KMT . was then planni_ng to enter Vietnam: to attack _the Japanese and establish their political control. 
	_
	·

	They were using exiled Vietnamese poli-tical groups in China to further their plans. (Trans.} 
	. 

	ticipated in the Bae Son uprising, and had followed Cap's andAn's squad td P'inghsiaµg in July 1941 during the enemy's wave of repression 
	.
	· 

	Łn Bae S6n. Ha Khai Lac told me that both of them wereworkinggfor the 
	• 
	·

	·
	KMT regime in Chinghsi, and that they were doing so -for the time beingprobably because they had to earn their living somehow, and not because they had any intention of betrayingthe revolution ..g. HowevergI had not
	· 
	.
	,-

	: 
	·
	seen them for a long time, and who knows, maybe they had chang·ed in the meantime. What was their aim in coming here to see the AFNS? We conŁ to decide how to deal with . them. . 
	.
	sulted with each other beforehand 
	. 
	. 
	. 

	. 
	The news that Khoa and Hail Sinh werecoming tog. see us_ made sud
	· 
	.
	me
	.

	Łerily re.member a story Łhat Ha KhaiLac had toldg-me.gThis happened 
	_g

	· 
	almost a year ago. After the first g:roup--led by Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi hadg:gleft--the second group led by comrade Dang.gVan-CŁp
	· ·
	a_lso began their j_ou·rney. 
	·
	According to the assignmeilt of the Bae Son War Zone Command .staff,
	·
	.

	. _g
	-

	comrade Cap (who was then48 years old) would take agnumber of comrades abroad to study. This group included An (Hoang Van Thai),gMinh (i.ge.g, Binh),gKhoa, Lang (Hoang NhugY) and X (who,g-forced to join the.prov-,ince_tro6Łs in That Khe district, hadleft to join the revolution)g. They planned to go to Lungyiu, MuŁ Nam. Quan,gand Lurtgchou where theywould wait for a number of .other students to be.gsent from Vietnam to study in China.gWith the exception of Xg_and Lang who were new_in the movement, the restg.
	· 
	·
	·
	2 
	3 
	.
	4 
	5 

	-. 
	Binh knew the way, and led the brothers through the fores.t. Forover ten days and nights of climbinghills and crossing passes,g-each man only had a pouch of dried food to eat. It rained without letupg-dayand night. Their clothes and food got wet. One night, around nine or ten q'clock, they crossed into Diem He district. They wanted to sneak throughthe Khanh Khe bridge, but unfortunately halfway across -the bri�ge, they ran into a group 6f opium smugglers .who yelled noisily. Afraid that they would be detec
	.g
	.g
	·g
	a
	·
	-
	-
	.g

	·
	served them a meal consisti_ng of nothing but rice andgpickled-papaya,but the br9thers weregso hungry and tired that tŁey ate with a.fero-. tious_gappetite. After they finished eating, they.gwent to a hill in the forŁst to sleep. 'They did ndt dare to sleep in the house, -even thoug_h it was the house of an acquaintanceŁ At that time, .picturesg-and names of Communists were posted everywhere. ThŁywere being tracke-d by -the province and regular troops and by the militia, 
	·
	·g
	·
	_ 
	,

	and even the opiumg. 
	. ·g. 
	' '
	. 

	.
	2. Hoang Van Thai is now a Lieutenant General 
	General Staff of the People's Army of the ORV. 
	and the Deputy Chief of, the Joint 
	.t

	(Trans.) 
	. . 
	(Trans.} 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Łe is·tnow.the Secretary oft.the Bae Son District Party Gommittee. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Chinat's Gateway, near Lang Son. (Trans.) 


	... 
	5. As part oftheir plan for entering Indochina, the ChineseKMT was providing military training to Vietnamese revolutitonaries. (Trans�) 
	.t
	-
	· 

	131 
	smugglers joined hands with the soldiers to track them down when necessary. Leaving their cradle--the grassroot and mass organigzations--the 
	brothers fett very lost and exposed. 
	The next night, they went to Dong Dang. When they were near it, they were pursued by soldiers.gThey fled into the· forest and split into two groups. One composed of comrades Dang Van Cap, Lang and X, had a musket and an Italian grenade; the other had only a couple of knives as weapons. Cap's goup reached Lungyiu first. The others did not arrive until the next night. 
	· 
	r

	Afterward, a number of them went to the military academy in Tientung, while the rest remained in Chinghsi to study attacks on fortifications with explosives. What happened to Khoa later, how he ended up w.orking for the KMT--I did not know. Han Sinh was someone we had met · before. Believing that these two brothers were ba�ically detent men,the Command Staff talked it over and decided that we must try to persuade them, rekindle the revolutionary flame in their hearts, and convince them to serve the AFNS
	.
	o

	I went out to meet Han Sinh and Khoa. They seemed embarrassed, and ill at ease. Khoa, in particular, was reserved and quiet. I cheerfully asked about their health and their families. When we recounted our happy and sad experigences during the period of intense anddecisive struggle in Bae Son, the atmosphere became more intimate. I talked about the eight months of armed struggle in Vo Nhai� They listened, looking reflective and moved. I said, "Al though the enemy's savagely terorized the people in Bae Son 
	· 
	.
	r
	·
	. 

	just because of a few temporary difficulties.g" 
	· 

	Khoa said, "My family is still back in Vietnam. To· be honest with you, I have never forgotten you brothers, the Fatherland and the revolutigon. However, one cannot be rigid, and must accommodate oneself to changes. Because I had a hard time earning my living, I had to go and work for the regime here. But up to now I haven't done anything for them really.g" 
	·

	It was now possible for us to be frank with each other, so I asked, "I don't know what your purposegis in coming here. It would be best for us to be frank with one another. If you still consider the AFNS as your comrades, then don't hide anything from us. If there are any problems, we'll help each other to solve them.g" 
	.

	Han Sinh glanced at Khoa, as though to urge him to speak out. I poured tea and invited them to drinkŁ After Łg·minute of reflection,Khoa looked straight into my eyes and said slowly, "Right after you crossed into this region, the informers and securit.y police kept watch over you and reported to the command organigzations of the 4th Front 
	Army. We heard that even General Chang Fa-k' uei had ordered Ch' en:·Pao Hsiang (Tran Bao Xuong)n, the Director of the Military Academy, to_npersonally find our more about your group in order to prepare for theii planned entry into Vietnam. They have sent us here mainly to probe the Viet Minh movement, and in particular to gauge your poli ti,cal stand, and get to know your leadership coren. In short, we want to knownwhether you are Communists or not, what your attitude toward the-french, the Japanese, -as
	.
	:

	to de'al 
	'
	· 

	· · 
	I thought, this means that the Chn' en Pao Hsiang group h'ad only managed to gather a few general facts aboutnusn. They must still have
	·
	·

	· 
	some doubts about usn, and this was why they had seht Khoa--a formei 
	some doubts about usn, and this was why they had seht Khoa--a formei 
	· 

	· 

	member of the AFNS who knew and understood us--here to investigate further. Since the KMT was deceitful, the more we keptour ?trength·and
	·n
	all other things about ourselves secret, the better it·nwould be for tls. 
	.
	.

	In response to Khoa's frank words, I answered in an attitude ofn
	· 
	.
	trust, "You were active inn· the movement for a longtime, and have· -· fought in combat. Now you've acquired some experience in dealing with the KMT. In your opinion, how should we deal with this investigation 
	' 
	-

	of theirs?" 
	· 

	Perhaps partly because he was jolted when he remembered his responsibility as a revolutionary, and partly because he had never thought about how to deal with the investigation, he replied, "I'll do whatever you comrades ask me to do. That is their intention� I'll
	·

	·
	·
	·n

	leave it up to you to decide. To tell you the truth when Ch'en Pao Hsiang sent me here, I was bewildered and did not know what would ben
	.
	the proper thing for me to do. But now that you comrades have shoŁn you understand my situation, and since your feelings toward me haven't changed, my mind is now at ease and I feel reassured, and I know what: I should do. I've come back to the Party, and I leave all decisionsn-Łpto the Command Staff. I'm prepared to. do everything you askn." 
	·
	. 

	Han Sinh also said, "I feel exactly the wayn-Khoa does. On our way
	'

	.
	here, we told each other that if we met our organizationnit wou1·d be possible for us to resume our activities. So, ·assign us any task, and we'll carry it out no matter what -the difficulties are." 
	·
	·
	·
	· 

	I said, "You're doing the right thing. We brothers can never abandon one anothern. As to ways to deal w'ith the Ch'en Pao Hsiangn.ngroup, the Comm·and Staff will meet and discuss it in detailn1·ater. :1 : think that you should not report thetruth to them, instead you should --depending on how much they know--fill them in a little, selectively.But in cases where they do not know anything, then give them a ·false· report. If they know clearly our policy and position, and our composition and organization, the
	· 
	· 
	·
	_
	· 
	;
	_
	·
	·
	·

	·
	organization, you can call us the Viet Minh movement, or you c_an· invent a new name for us--depending on what the situation is." 
	·
	·
	·

	Khoa interrupted me, "In general, I can take care of the things you've just mentioned. But if we want them to trust and believe us, we must provide them with some concrete evidence of our cooper_ati:onŁ"
	:
	"Don't worry about that. Just go back and tell them that you' ve· 
	·

	·
	contacted Vietnamese cadres you've known before, and this is why you 
	have managed to recruit a numbern· of Vietnamese cadets who have .volun
	-. 
	teered tstudy in Chinese military academies in order tonhelp the_ Chi
	o 
	·
	·
	. 

	nese army enter Indochina to fight the Japanesen· in -the futuren. Wen' 11 . 
	·
	select a number of brothers and send them to attend �rainingclasses,
	and you pretend you've rectuited them yourselvei for· the KMTn. Once
	· 

	they have these 'hqstagesn' in their hands, they will certainly -supp.ort 
	· 
	· 
	us, and your work will be facilitated." · 
	_n


	Khoa said, "We propose that the Command S.taf·f allow us to rejoin the ranks of the AFNS to operaten. Something dangerous might happen to 
	·

	us if we keep on worki;11g for the KMT for a long time." _ 
	. 

	· "As for your assignment, we·'ll discuss it thoroughly later •. The CommandnStaff will do everything it can to arrange for your early re
	_
	turn into the ranks of the AFNSŁ The. sooner the better.n· But.nfor the 
	moment, you must perform well this immediate t.ask Ł When we need you, we'-11 ask you to come back right away." 
	Han Sinh and Khoa went to see a few AFNS brothers they uŁed tonknow. Everyone greeted themwith warmth and joy. After a long peri.od of living in exile in a foreign country, being back with people they knew and were close to filled them with warmth and enthusiasm. 
	. 
	.n

	The Command Staff met with Khoa and Han Sinh to discuss a plan of 
	The Command Staff met with Khoa and Han Sinh to discuss a plan of 
	·

	action to deal with the KMT. Six AFNS comradesn--Quoc Vinh, Liem, An, Quang, Dong �nd Bo--were c�osen to go to Chinghsi to attend Chiang Kai Shek's military training classn. The significance and purpose of their training were explained to them in detailn. This was a way to deceive the enemy. Outwardly, we prete.nded to cooperate with them to prolong our period of oper�tion here so we could create conditionsn_ for clearing our way back to our country. In obedience tb a Party order, the brothers agreed to go
	.n
	w

	I told t·heni for the last time, "Study whatever the school teaches you. Study their techniques in order to serve our political goalsn. Study them in order to understand them _thoroughly, so that in the future we'll know how to deal with them. But you should a�ways remember 
	· ·
	the Fatherland andnthe Partyn. You must staynclose to each other and_ 
	· 

	_
	_
	·

	help each other. And remember to write us and send back information in a way that would not arouse suspicion. When your training is completedn
	,-
	,-


	we'll find a way to get you back." 
	Chu Quoc.nHung w-s chosen as their representativen, and led them on the way. It took them four days to reach C::hinghsi, after corss ing. an area which was sparsely populated but: full of impassable mountains and· bandits. Wherever the_y went they only-saw malnourished and r<1ggedpeople, and emaciated and feeble children--a situation not too differ
	·n
	.

	.
	ent frothe situation in our own villiges and settlements under the 
	Ł 

	foreign yoke back homeŁ 
	When they reached the Headquar·ters of General Ch' en Pao Hsiang,they were kept waiting· for three days in the guest room. During these three days, security policemen were sent to talk with them and investigate them. Afterward, Ch' en Pao Hsiang saw Hung three times to .probe
	.
	· 

	· 
	which organization our forces belonged to, what our political inclination was, where he had cpme from, which route we had taken, etc. Basing his answers on the discussion we had held back in Bo Cuc, Hung gavehim information which fit the reports of Khoa an� Han Sinh, but which-
	·
	-

	though more concise than the reports--was still very general in contents. ·gch'en Pao Hsiang also asked about the situation in Vietnam--for example, the conflict between the French and the Japanese, the activi� ties of various political parties, our country's economic resources,grain yields and food supplies, and the attitude of the peopletoward war. In reply, Hung mainly denounced the repressive and exploitative acts of the French and the Japanese, such as taxes and levies, forced conscription of laborers
	· 

	In Chinghsi, Hung met Vi Due Minh and Duong Cong Binh. These two comrades were in the same situation as Khoa. They had gone to work for the local authority to earn their living temporarily while waiting to reŁgestabglish contact with our orŁanization to.gresume their, actigvities. They helped Hung a lot and showed him how to deal with the KMT. 
	After accepting our six cadets, Ch'en Pao Hsiang organized a celebration party to which he invited all the Vietnamese cadets studying in the academy. Seizing this favorable opportunity,gChu Quoc Hung stood 
	·· 
	up and talked about the situŁtion in Vietnam, denounced the crimes of 
	·
	the French and the Japanese, and thanked China for her assis..tance. Ch'gen Pao Hsiang also expressed his views and called for Sino-Vietnamese unity to fight the Japanese. 
	A few months later, the military training_gcourse in Chinghsi was completed, and these six brothers returned safely to Bo Cuc to rejoin our ranks. They had acquired some knowledge of basic military tech-niques. This proved very useful to us because of our limited knowledge then, and helped us.gto expand our training of the mass infrastructure which was then lacking cadres. 
	.
	

	The day prior to their departure, in his la5-t meeting with Ch'en Pao Hsiang, ·Hung presented him with the following fo.ur requests: 
	·g

	.. 
	(a) Issue passes to Vietnamese cadres so they could operate without difficulties on Chinese soil and move withouthindrance along the 
	._
	border from Chinghsi to Lungchou and P'ing-hsiang. 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Help them to openly establish an organization which would serve as a liaison station for internal communication as well a-s forg. communication and relationgwith the Łhinese government. 
	_g


	(c) 
	(c) 
	Provide them with weapons to fight the Japanese and the French. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Help set up military and political training classes fŁr our infrastructure along the border. 


	Ch'en Pao Hsiang agreed to the first request, promised to give an answer to the second later, but tactfully turned down the third and 
	.g

	·
	fourth ones. After the meeting, he invited Hung to take a tour of the school and the town, and gave him 500 Chinese Dollars for travel expenses. 
	* * * 
	In this isolated border region, the farth-ermost end of .Chinese territory,gthe people in Bo Cuc led a miserable life under the yoke of the KMT .g· · Hundreds of calamities fell on their he.ads. We saw these 
	· 

	135 
	painful scenes with our own eyes, and this reminded us constantly of the life of slavery that our people back home were leading. Since our people and the Chinese people shared the same plight, our resgentment of all acts of repression and exploitation--whether they were perpetratedby the French, the Japanese, or Chiang Kai. Shek--deepened and we felt that we must unite with the local people to fight-..our common enemy. 
	China was then being invaded by Japan. However, the Chiang Kai Shek government was not seriously interested in resisting the Japanese, and this was why they were not at all concerned about improving the life of the peasants in order to strengthen this most powerful and numerous force and unite it to resist the Japanese. The landlords and the rich bullies had free rein in the countryside. In spite of the continuously bad harvests, brought about by various natural calamities, the landlords and the rich bulli
	
	.g
	e
	.g

	· 
	· 
	as a mountaing. 

	In the Bo Cuc area, the Chiang regime had set up a few outposgts to control the border. The soldiers manning these posts were familiŁr with the terrain here and knew the local situation and villagers. Sometimesg, they ranged very far in their patrols. They were like thorns in the back of the AFNS, and it would not be easy for us to remove them. They blocked the roads, and caused us a lot of problems along the length of our communication route to Hsiatung and Lungchou. At that time, only a few of us had obta
	Thanks to the help of some old people, we discovered a secret trail that went from our base in Ban Khiec and Na Slieng to Dong Chiu, Po Muc,Pa Mac, Na Noc, Ban Va, Ban Dan, Na Trao, Ban Seng, and Ta Man, and across the river to Doong Hinh, Sang Kheo, Ban Cang, Na Leng (e.g.g, Cuc Khau Kheo), all the way to Kieu Tam and Lungchou. This route was full of obstacles and dangers, and was thehideout of the bandits. An old villgager once said, ''gI've lived through three generations here, and never once dared to go
	· 

	One day, five orsix Chinese youths from Ai Keng, Ban Trang and Na 
	One day, five orsix Chinese youths from Ai Keng, Ban Trang and Na 
	· 

	Slieng came to see usg. From inside we could hear them talk loudly at 
	·
	the doorway, "Where's brother Quang? Is he home?" 
	"I'm here! I'm coming!g" I answered quickly and ran out of the house. 
	These youths knew me well, and we used to meet each other at the market place. Their faces still glowering withanger, they said, "You must lend us a hand. Let's fight! Unless we attack and kill them, our 
	. 

	· 
	· 
	anger will not go away.g" 

	''They're really too troublesome. Let's hit them hard and show them the stuff the men in this area are made of!" 
	We invited them to sit down, and asked them to tell us what hadg: happened from beginning to end. It turned out thŁ soldiers in Łhe Tqng Phou post had abused the people in these three villages. This was a · frontier outpost located in a ricefield which ended abruptly at the foot of the mountains. From there a route led to Vietnam. For a long time now, the soldiers had relied on the fact that they were armed to harass the people andmake demands on them. Sometimes they bought chickens at belgow the market pri
	.g

	·
	extorted money from the villagers. They were unhygienic and Łlept around, and spread disgeasesg. The youths resgented most the way they frequently broke into the courting festivals and teased the village girls. On several occasions one or two soldiers went into the yillage to seek fun and were ambushed by the youths in the forest and beaten to a pulp, but they did not change their bad habits. The youths secretly agreed among themselves that unless these soldiers were giveng·a hard lesson they would not be i
	They told us, "If we wipe out the soldiers in the Tong Phou post our troubles would end and you brothers would be able to move around without difficulgties to operate. This time, we must wipe out everyonein the post." 
	"How can we do it? They are well armed and have fortifications," an AFNS comrade said. 
	A strapping and muscular youth--perhaps the· leader of the groupŁŁ rolled up his shirt sleeves and declared loudly, "You don't have to be afraid. We'gre used to dealing with them. They're well armed·, but it's not difficult to fight them. We know the way in and out of the post. It's also easy for us to keep close to them. We've stopped in the post and played cards with them sometimes when we went to the market.g" 
	Another youth pulled his arm and said in a more tactful and less bellgigerent tone, "We want to disgcuss this with you and then carry out 
	. . 
	our attack. If we seize any weapons, we'gll donate them to the Vietnamese revolution." 
	-

	If the men here said they would do something, it would be done. They were also familiar with the handling of weapons sihce they went hunting for wolgves or bears practically every day. It was only because they respected and trusted us that they had come to solicit our opinion. But we could not let them resort to such violent aGtion. 
	I asked, "Have you asked brother Phan about this?" 
	Brother Phan was comrade Phan Sen Chan, a Chinese cadre. He was about 40 years old, a stocky and muscular man, with a huge head and a pointed chin. He was a very kind and calm person. He was withg.gthe Red Army (during the Red Lungchou period) in 1927,gand had great presgttge 
	6 

	6. There was a comnumist-led peasant movement among the Chuang ethnic minorities of 
	13'7 
	among the men here. He had also been most helpful to the Vietnamese 
	revo lution. Guests came to see him so frequently that he always had a 
	tray of food ready to treat the visitorŁ. He was like an elder brother 
	to me. On his part, he-had great trust in thŁ AFNS beciuse wŁghad made 
	an effective contribution t6 the expansion 6f the local.gmovementŁ ŁŁ 
	and the other ChinŁse comrades had a great. affection fo r the AFNS. _gAt 
	that time the [Communist Chinese] New 4th Army and the 8th Route Army had not yet succeeded in linking up with the local movement. · · 
	·

	"Brother Phan is away and we haven't seenhim,g" o ne of the youths replied. 
	.g

	I said, "It's true that if we could destroy the Tong Phou post, you wo uld avenge yourselves, and we would pull out'gthis thorn in our side and also obtain o verg·gten rifles� But this could also ·bring di�astrous consequences for us, because -the Tong Phou post isgnot the only one aro..und here--there are many others.gDo yo u intendto attackthe ot-er posts as well after you destr6y t�� one in Tong Phou?'' 
	· 
	·g
	· 
	· 
	· 
	· 

	"We are not strong enough to attack so many postsŁ" 
	''If you can't destroy all the posts around here, soldiers will pour in here and terrorize the people; what will• you do then?"· · 
	·
	They were silent. One youth was unfazed: "Sho:uld we give up then? Let's just wipe out this .gartg firstŁ and we'll dealwith the othŁrs later.g" 
	.
	· 

	I became stern and said, "If brother Phan was home,g_ghe wouldn't let you do such a thing." 
	We patiently explained to them that if we dŁstro yed the Tong Phou post out of momentary anger, we would avengethe people and obtaing_a
	_ 

	·
	few extra w-eapons for the AFNS, but the chiang · Kai Shek gang would cer
	·

	tainly send tro ops hŁre to tetrorize the villagers. JŁst feeding these 
	troops would be enoŁgh to ruin the people. Besides, our forces ŁŁreg. 
	-
	still weak artd could not fight them bac�. Our suffering and our hu�il
	iatiott was not caused by these few soldiers ingthis frontier outpost; 
	.
	These soldiers themselves were living iri misery, and were no.better off 
	.

	than watch dogs. 'It was the ringleaders all the wayg·do wn in Lungchou 
	·

	··
	and in-Chungking, the landlo rds, feudal is ts and capitalists· ·who were · 
	the re.al ·culprits responsible f_or all the :people's �ufferings. In or
	·
	·

	der to overthrow them, we must carry out a revolution. To kill the weeds , w.e must pull them up by their roots. B.ut to make revoluti'on, we 
	must not be rec·kless and adventurous, we mtist not let ourselves be 
	blinded by a temporary and small gain, and forget about long-term a<:1,-· 
	·

	vantagesg. We advised the yo uths to repress their a11ger and nurtgure 
	·
	· 

	their hatred in order to consolidate the revolutigo nary•forces fo rg:the 
	·g

	day when we could topple the exisŁing regime--from top to bottom. 
	The yo uths seemed to understand. Rationally, ·gthey accepted our argwnents, but -emotionally they were ?till angry and £rust-rated. Later, we met comrade Phan ·sen Chan and discussed wi-th him how to explain it further to them. The young-were by nature_gaggressive, but alio impuŁ
	-

	-
	si ve; ifthey received good guidance, t_hey co uld achieve great things. 
	· 

	KwŁgsi province in 1926..;29. The Left and Ri'ght River Soviets--which S:{)rang from 
	this lllOVeUJent--were not set up by the Chinesee· Comunmist Party tmtil 1929. 
	(Tr@s.) 
	(Tr@s.) 
	* * * 
	The KMT authorities in Bo Cuc, Lungchou and P'ing-hsiang had gotten wind that the AFNS's activities in China were not necessarily to their advantage. They did not want us to oppose the Japanese and the French so much as for us to. submit ourselves to their policy. They did not have any concrete evidence, but they sensed that there was aninvisible but strong tie which bound the AFNS to the local population. They wanted to investigate us and keep watch over usn, but they constantly stumbled aginst this inv
	.
	a

	Their patriotism, their revolutionary spirit, theirmass lines, their simple style of living--these virtues of the AFNS were good examples for the local people to emulate, increased their confidence in the revolution and provided the� with experience to carry out their struggle. The link and mutual support between us and the Chinese comrades
	.n

	.
	such as Pinh Chi, Phan Sen Chan, Nong Ky Chan, Hen May, Lao Giam and Khim Di became stronger with each passing day. The KMT wasnaware of this, and felt that they should take countermeasuresn. 
	·

	Comrades Thai Long and Thanh were arrested and put in jail because they did not have residence permits and passesn. Then came the turn of the comrades in Doong Hinh�-such as the two brothers Ha Cham and Ha Ky. Some were jailed for five or six days, others were detained for a month. Hua Dinh Khanh went missing for a month, and we thought he had disappeared until we found out that the KMT had kept him in jail during all this timen. 
	·

	The brothers who had a taste of life in Chiang Kai Shek's jails still shuddered with revulsion whenever they �hought about it. The jails were awash with slime, refuse, excrement and urine; flies droned, lice and bedbugs swarmed everywhere. Rice stank of lime, a.nd the rot
	Łen fishn•was full of wormsn. After only a .couple of days in jail, youbecame covered with sores and boils. The wardensnand guards beat.the prisoners without restraint with whips and rifle butts, especially when the prisoners did not have money to bribe them. The prisoners came fromŁ bewildering array of backgrounds: political prisoners, peasantsin debt, dishoneŁt merchants and swindlersŁ tax evaders, robbers and thieves, gamblers and prostitutes. The jail was in constant turmoil, as the criminals fought an
	.

	·
	other. Many prisoners were dying, e.ven bef():re their sentenc·e was pro
	•

	.
	nounced. Some were crippled for life by thentime they were released. In such prison conditions, it was a real strugglefor the.revolution
	.
	-

	· · · 
	.

	aries to keep their bodies intact so they could resume their activities after their release. It was a struggle which demanded their full energy and for which they had to summon all their witn. 
	.

	. . .
	After Chu Quoc Hung returned from Chinghsi with the papers that Ch' en Pao Hsiang had issued, he got a number ofbrothers out of j.ail before their prison term was over. �£terward, we motivated. our relati�es or the hamlet and village chiefs we knew to put up guarantees for the brothers who were still in jail, and consequently these brothers one by one were released. Perhaps in this period the KMT policy toward the Vietnamese revolution had become more flexible and the authorities in Chinghsi had ordered th
	. 
	. 

	.n
	Ch'en Pao Hsiang had agreed with brother Chu Quoc Hung to issue passes to the AFNS so we could move around and operate with ease, and to study the establishment of a permanent National Salvation liaisongoffice to facilitate contacts with the KMT. After we obtained this agreement, we urged theg. lower level o.fficials in Lungchou to carry it out as soon as possible. Mr. Ho Due Thanh knew Hai Canh Cuong, the Lungchou Divisional Commander, and obtained without difficulty an appointment for us to see him. Hai 
	. 
	.
	·
	·

	Around September 1942, Hai Canh Cuong informed tis that General Chang Fa-k'uei, the Commander of the 4th Front Army, had agreed to let us open a liaison office in Lungchou, which would represent the Viet
	-

	· 
	· 
	namese Revolution operating inthis area. 
	· 


	This was a significant diplomatic victory for us at that.time. Leading a revolutionary force to break away from the French encirclement, taking it to a foreign country to �perate, and living under the authority of a regime basically opposed to our political line--in doing all this, we had managed to avoid opportunism. By refusing to.gsurrender or to negotiate irresponsibly with our opponents, and also by not following the masses to take reckless and adventurous action, the AFNS had acted with strict accor
	.

	After we were publicly recognized by the KMT regime, the prestige of the AFNS rose even higher. Now that they had official blessing, the village and canton chiefs who had always been sympathgetic to us sup
	·
	ported us even more earnestlyg_by providing us with information andgpapers. The security police and the informers slackened their surveillance. The villagers no longer had to hide their action, and felt free to invite us home each time they organized a meetging, or a festival, or abanquet to celebrate the anniversary of their ancestors' death. Manybrothers who came from far awiy automatically came to contact us. 
	·g

	.· 
	We were very ha�py and saw thatthiswas a good opportunity forus to intensify our operation, and as a result we became even more enthusiastic and worked intensely in order not to waste a moment� However, we were on our guard against the treachery of the KMT; they could pub
	.
	·g
	.

	licly recogŁize us and still secretlytry to sabotage us.gThe period 
	· 

	.
	of open activities for us might not last very long, but if we knew how to profit o.f this opportunity� by the ti.me the KMT reversed their polnecessary work. 
	icy we would already have completed the
	. 
	most 
	. 

	. .
	. 
	We needed money to celebrate the opening of the Liaison Office. 
	Hai Canh Cuong's divisional headquarters in Lungchou gave us 4,000 dollars,gbut this sum was too small and inadequate. Our students in Nanning sent us a little money when they heard the news. We were in a bind nd were trying to raise more money when the people in Bo Cuc urged each other to donate all sorts of things--cigarettes, cakes, candies, sugar and tea--although they themselveswere living in privation. 
	7 
	a
	. 

	7. 4,000 dollars of Chiang Kai Shek currency. At that time, a bowl of noodles already cost 500 dollars! (Footnote in text.) 
	They even lent us a few presentable sets of clothes so we "diplomats" could temporarily go on "mission"! This really showed that the local_Chinese people looked upon each small success of the Vietnamese Revolution as their own. As the saying_ goes, "One bite when one is hungry is worth a bag of food when one is full.g" Whenever I recall these days of privation and hardship, I cannot help but feeling moved [at the memory 
	·

	.
	.
	·

	of tŁe people's support] • .. 
	We carved a large wooden seal with the sentence "League for tl_ie Liberation of Vietnam--First Overseas Liaison Office." At that time,g· the attitude of the KMT toward the Viet Minh League was still unclear, but basically they were more suspicious than sympathetic. We were afraid that if we went ahead and used the name "Viet Minh League" wewould run into difficulties. We thought that as a first step we woµld use this name as a screen, but in the meantime we would continue to use the Viet Minh Program to pro
	.
	.g

	hadsucceeded in organizing would always remain our own. · 
	· 
	· 

	The presentation ceremony took place in ve _office in Lungchou. The hosts included Bui Ngoc Thanh, Ho Due Thanh, Chu Quoc Hung, Trieu Khanh Phuong, Lam Phu Thinh, Ha Khai Lac and myself�· The guests included the representatives of Commander Hai Canh Cuong and over twenty administrative agencies and local organizations� The tea and food served was adequate. 
	a KMT administrati
	.
	'

	After the hosts and guests had introduced themselves, Chu Quoc Hung, Trieu· Khanh Phuong and I took turns giving speeches. We did not discourse on ideological theories, and instead just talked aboutg,the miserable life that the Vietnamese people were leading under the_domination of the Japanese and the French. We mentioned in detail all their crimes, such as exorbitant taxes and levies, customs fines, fines imposed on villagers who gathered lumber and other forest products, forced conscription of soldiers 
	· 
	. 
	a
	· 
	a
	.
	·g
	. 

	·
	horses in ripening ricefields, buried people alive by stuffing them in horsesg' bellies, and forced the people to destroy their crops to plant jute. This was why we had to make revolution to overthrow them. China was also resisting the Japanese, and so the Vietnamese and Chinese peo.ple should form an alliance to defeat their common enemyg. Finally·, we called on the Chinese people and the KMT government to help us even further, and thanked them. 
	_

	The guests then took turns expressing their support and wishing the Vietnamese revolution success. 
	We sent cables to various areas and received congratulatory cables in return. We even sent cables to Chiang Kai Shek, Chang Fa-k'uei and Ch'en Pao Hsiang. Seeing our success, our military cadets in-Nanning also planned to campaign for the establishment of a Liaison Office there, but gave up the idea afterward when they saw that this was not yet necessary. 
	From then on, our relations were carried on in an open and legitig-· mate basis. Contacts were swiftly established with many ieiolutionaries. People from Chinese agencies and associations visited us frequently to discuss various activities with us. TheViet' Minh progr�� was translated into Chinese, printed in la.rge numbers and distributed 
	·
	·

	in the entire region. The influence df the Vietnamese revolution--as a result--spread very quickly and penetrŁted deeply aŁong the masses. 
	On the excuse that our office had a large staff who hadg.gto travel frequently, and mentioning the slowness with which the KMT authorities took to issue passes valid only for a short period of time, wŁ askeŁ to be allowed. to issue the passes ourselves to save the KMT officials a lot of bother. Hai Canh Cuong, the Lungchou Divisional Commander,agreed. From then on, we were free to roam within the boundaries of the two districts of Lungchou and P'igng-hsiang, to make propaganda and organize the revolution.g:
	·

	· 
	· 
	on their own soil. 

	Although we had a permanent headquarters and condigtions to operateopenly, we tried to keep secret the strength of our forces stationed in Bo Cuc and continued to penetrate deeper into the basic masses and to set up grassroot bases. Only comrade Chu Quoc Hung was chosen to run the Liaison Office along with Mr. Bui Ngoc Thanh and Mr. Ho Due Thanh. (This .office operated for over a year until December 1943 when ch'en Pao Hsiang--using the excuse that-Vietnamese revolutionary forces should-be unified--proposed
	·
	·
	.
	.
	. 
	.
	·
	_

	ding thŁir phase
	·
	·
	of overseas ope-ratigons. In March 1944 the KMT again requested the merger of various Li.aison Offices and their transfer to Nanning. Mr. Ho Due Thanh left to attend the meeting on the unificati'on of Vietnam·ese Tevolutionary fo.rces, while Chu Quoc Hung immediately returned to Vietnam to operate. Our diplomatic mission was consigdered co�pleted 
	. 


	and ended there.) · 
	* 
	The reason the AFNS was able to maintain a foothold alorig the �order was that it knew how to rely on the people and win the support of the KMT regime. Besides the KMT, there was another group which was : · ready to sabotage us, and if we had failed to win them over, they �ould not have left �sgin peace. Anyone who had operated along the border must have run into them. These wer·e the bandits. 
	·
	·
	.

	·
	For many generations, the people livitig along the Vietnam-China 
	·g
	border had had to bear this horrible calamity. They lived in fear and worry, and could not earn their living in peace. Their housesmight 
	· 
	·

	· 
	be burned and they might be robbed of their money and belongings at anymoment. If the bandits took away their_few buffaloes and oxen, this
	·g
	would spell the end of farming for them, and there would be nothing for them to do but to sit and watch their families go hungry. A girl could be kidnapped at any moment, blindfolded and gagged, and sold as a concubine or a slave in faraway places.gA human life wasg·gonly worth a few
	_
	·

	· 
	piastres and was less valued than a.gchicken or a dog. Sometimes an 
	piastres and was less valued than a.gchicken or a dog. Sometimes an 
	entire hamlet was burned, or a whole settlement was plundered. Roads were blocked and crops were destroyed. Both the Chiang regime and the French authorities were powerless to deal with the situation. They

	carried out a few raids but suffered such heavy losses that they left the bandits alone, free to wreak havoc on the people. It was onlylater, after the revolution succeeded and democratic reforms were car
	ried out that this social ill was eradicated. 
	The bandits' forces were large and strong. Each group seized a territory and knew all the roads, shortcuts and byways in that area. They were well armed, and it was not easy to annihilate them. If onegroup dissolved, another one would crop up, because banditry was rooted in the corrupt social system, and was the outcome of the oppression, injustice, poverty and debauchery that the ruling cliques had inflicted on the �orking class. The bandits were usually criminals who had bandged together. Sometimes power
	·
	· 

	Łause they were too impoverished or because they had been forced to do so. Many youths who liked to loaf and have a good time, but lacked the money to gamble, visit prostitutes, or keep up with their dissolute friends, also became criminals and bandits. 
	' 
	The most dangerous aspect was that the bandits usually managed to 
	maintain a total domignation over the people. Many bandits led a normal life, mingled with the population, and only occasionally banded together to plunder. Because they were afraid of reprisals, or because of complicated ties, the honest villagers often did not dare to oppose them, and on occasion even protected them so they could escape the pursuit of the officials and soldigers. There were bandits who banded together to form permanent groups, such as those operating in the .Khau Kheo area. This was a 
	With their careful sentry system and their tight organization, theymanaged to spread their control over this whole area. Once over 10,000 Chiang troops .came here to attack them, but could not penetrate into their stronghold. The transportation 0£ food to supply the troops was enough to exhaust the KMT, and the soldiers had to be withdrawn from Khau Kheo. 
	The AFNS ran into the bandits all the time. To the bandits, 
	money, girls, drinks and opium were the most important things in life. The AFNS fighters were poor, but_ the imperialists had placedghighprices on their heads, and so the bandits would not hesitate to cut off their heads, cross the border and deligver them to the French representative in That Khe for bounty. Sometimes they would.kill you for a . trifle--either because they misunderstood you, or were angry at you,or suspected you about something. Some of them had no idea what the revolution was all about, a
	·

	The AFNS lived with the help of the people. But since the people'slife was unsettled because of the constant plunder, the AFNS had the duty to help them cope with the b.andi ts •g
	. 

	In some areas, the bandits livedgamong the villagers and kept them in fear. In order to reach the ·people and become close to them to edugcate and motivate them, the AFNS could not avoid coming into contact 
	.
	·

	143 
	with the bandits through whom they could link up with the people livingin the areas under the bandits-� domination. Unless the bartdits acquiesced, the villagers would be too frightened tocome close to the cadres and the cadres themselves would be ·i� danger.g�ut one� the people and thecadres · became close to -one another, the bandits would immediately become isolated. 
	· 
	· 
	. 

	In order to reduce the plun_der and the killing,g· arid in order to avoid unnecessary clashes with the bandits, the AFNS took the initiative to meet with them, reason with them, and restrain them on their criminal and cruel path. This �e could doperfectly b�cause we under
	•

	· 
	stood their psychological makeup and also a number of their weaknesses. Although they were reckless-and. violent, they wanted to stay aligve and �ere afraidof-death--like owls fearing. daylight-�bec�use both the French and the Chiang authorities were· tracking them down. Besides, there .was congstant competition for plunder·, betrayal and revenge between vario�s bands� Although the villagers were intimidated this did 
	. 

	wereg. completely resigned. not mean that they If they had the opportunity, they did not hesitate.gto strike back atthe bandits� and many
	.

	· 
	areas had organized self-defense units. 
	The bandits lived in-fear and worry .g. They were ignorant, devoid 
	of any guiding principles, and could easily be persuaded. Seeing that the AFNS was also pursued by the French and Japanese imperialists and ar�ested by the KMT regime, _gand seeing that the AFNS had never done anything to harmthem, the bandits automatically placed us in their own category and considered us-as "people in the same boat.g" They mistakenly believed that they could join hands with us to strike back at the authorities and get us to help them in their "affairs.g" And whog. knows--[their reasoning
	. 
	·
	·g

	There was a very famousg,bandit chief right in Ban Trang. His underlings were scattered from here to Thuy Khau. He had sat and drunk tea and wine _with Nong Thai Long, a few other brothersand me at· the
	· 
	villagers' houses. The Yillagers here bad the custom of organizingpartles when they built a new house, for example, or on the birthdays of the members of their families. Or they invited people to drink wine when a new planting phase began--ploughing, or rice transplanting, or spreading manure. Since we worked for the people, they always invited us to these parties. This bandit chief owned a house, was married, had children, and was armed. But he was not as rich as May Sen, a bandit in P'ing-hsiang, because 
	· 

	Once when we counselled him to give up his activities, he said, "You fellows have to make revolution because you are dirt poor. I too 
	.
	amgpoor, and ·this is why I became a bandit. You want to overthrow the rich. I to.o plunder the houses of the rich. So, what's the difference?" 
	'

	We said, "Of course it's different. You plunder and rob people,.and you have brought sufferings to a lot of peoplge. Everyone hatges and resents you. And in the end, your life is just as miserable as -whengyou started. Only by making revolution to bring happiness to every6rie will your happiness be long-lasting." 
	· 

	He was a little tipsy and said, "I haven't seen you guys enjoy any happiness.. You joined the Communists, but all year round I haven't seen you manage to have a few cents in your pockets or to buy a bowl of beef soup. Me, I kill people--killing makes me feel good, and besides it gives me money to spend right away." 
	This was how brazen the bandits' arguments usually were. .Jt, would not be easy to reform them overnightg. But no matter what, we had to persevere, to reason and testrain them. We ·showed neither f�ar ndr contempt in dealing with them, and instead explained to· them theadvantages of making a revolution versus the disadvantages of leadi:nga life of plunder. Then, we also motivated their relatives and the villagers to reason with them and stop them. Gradually they listened to our arguments, and reduced their
	·
	:
	. 
	_ 
	·

	Besides educating them and reasoning with them, we had toresort to other means to restrain them. Once, the bandit chief assembled his underlings to carry out a raid. The villagers got wind of this and secretly informed comrade Thai Long who immediately went ·to see him to try and stop him. 
	. 

	At first the bandit chief said, ''I'm going to rob people so I can have money to spend. You too need money to spend." 
	_

	The bandits usually plundered. the markets, because in every market there were gambling stalls--mahjong, dice games, and betting games using beansg--which paid gambling fees to the Chiang authorities. -
	Nong Thai Long's jaw jutted out as he rebuked the bandit chief, "We don't need your money. You should not carry out this raid." 
	The bandit chief got mad, an·d brushed him aside; 
	Knowing that it would be useless for him to argue any further, 
	·
	Thai Long said, "Well, where do you plan to carry out your raid this time?" 
	"In Na Teng." 
	"You won't get much out of that poor settlement with a few scat-. tered houses. besides, that settlement is too close to here, if the soldiers come to investigate the raid, we might be in trouble ourselves. Also, I have acquaintances there. You should at least have some consideration for us!g" 
	"Alright, then which area do you think I should raid?" 
	,,
	. 

	"You shouldn't carry out ahy raid anywhere. But if you _gare d�ter:mined to plunder, why don't you raid the houses of the Customs and Forestry Service officials, the landlords andg· the rich.g· They themselves
	_
	·
	,

	.
	.
	have robbed the poor." 

	"It'gs difficult to rob them because they're armed." 
	·"If you' re afraid of. them, then you should give up al to.gether .g. If you want to get a. lot of money, you shouldgo to these plaŁes .g. You shouldn't touch the peasants.g" 
	.
	. 
	.
	· 

	They thought this was a convincing argument, and since the prospectg. of rich booty whetted theirgreed, they decid�d to postpone their raid in order to make preparations to plunder a land1ord' s house.. That raid was succes�gful, and this success encouraged them to foiglow· this pattern. However, in some subseqguent raids they w�re b.adly b�aten bythe offigcials andsoldiers. Each time they planned to plunder the 
	-
	· 
	· 
	·
	·
	·
	· 

	.
	people, and we failed to either stop them or Steer their raid to targets other than the laboring masses' houses, �e secretly _informed the people in that village so thy could take precautiohs and raise theg· alarm to alert ever�one in the village. After a few such faiglures, the 
	Ł

	· 
	· 
	·

	bandits became discouraged.gSometimes, we also tac·tfully arranged for 
	. 
	. 

	the villagers whog·had bŁen raided to get their belongingŁ and draught anigmals back from the bandits ·for a low fee. 
	In view of the way we dealt with this situation, the bandits did not dare to bear any grudges against us. Instead, they -feared and re
	·

	·
	spected us. Our chivalrous attitude, ou� correct behavior, andoui resolute efforts to pull them out of their criminal path moved a number of bandits who gradually mended their way�. The gang lead�rs admired us, because we could always predict--based o� our military experi�gnce-whether their raids would fail, and our prediction alw:ays turned ot. to be accurate. Some bandit gangs asked us to be their "advisors" because we could draw up plans. Taking advantage of such opportunities, we 
	· 
	.
	u

	.
	drew up plans which looked very scientific, but which required a long period of invesgtigation and congtained awesome dangers and difficulties to frighten them off and dampen their enthusiasm for plunder. 
	··
	In the end, we gain·ed some measure of control over their actions, and reduced this calamity for the population. The prestige and fame of the AFNS began to spread among the bandits. This waswhy we,gcould go unarmed into the strongholdsof many ganŁs without enŁountering aµy 
	.g
	· 

	..
	..
	difficulties. · 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	· 


	Once a bandit gang near Ban Bay (P'ging-hSgiang) asked Ly Mung Sang, one of our reliable sympathizers, to extend u-s an invitation to visit 
	-

	· ·
	their stro!}ghold. · 
	. 
	. 
	· 
	. 
	·g

	. 
	We knew that this band was large and also engaged in opium smug�gling. They were well armed. They wanted to find a route through Cao Loe (Lang Son province) into Vietnam tog·gcarry out a big raid. We were planning to discover this route ourselves so we wanted to meet the bandit chief. I discussed with Ha Kh�igLac about collecttng money from. the villagers to-buy weaponsgfrom this gang. Our goal was to.gbuY: weapons and to find· a route to Cao Loc--so that if anything happened w.e could withdraw through th
	·g
	· 
	.

	·
	But this was not thmain thing. 
	e 
	· · 

	. 
	. 
	. ' .

	Ha .Khai Lac and I left, following a guide. _gAt the.gsentry station the guide handed us over to another fe116w and went back. Each guaŁd knew only the area in which· he lived and was forbidden to penetrate deeper, beyond his own perimeter, in order ,to keep the locale ?fgthe bandits' headquarters secret. We ·gwent through four guard stat1ons similar to this oneg. Suddenly in the mountain a shot rang out to alert 
	. 
	,

	·
	the bandits inside. 
	The bandit chief, a big, fat, muscular and handsome man came out to greet us. He said, ''.I've invited you hereg-mainly to get to know yoŁ, so that in the future if we run into each other, we won't shoot one another by mistake. The Chiang soldiers can never set foot here. Even if they can get here, they won't be able to come out alive." 
	In our conversation, we explained to him what it meant t6 make revolution. He showed that he undeŁstood a little. Especially when we explained why and because of whom the people suffered and did not have enough to eat, he approved of our making revolution to overthrow the French. However, he did not mind the Japanese entering-Indochina,and since he belonged to the faction of Wang Ching Wei,ghe just grunted in a noncommittal manner when we talked about "the need to ca,rry out a revolution to overthrow the ru
	8 

	He said, "If you want me to do anything else, I'll do it. It's difficult to make revolution. Whenever you need weapons, I'll donate them to you,g" he said, laughing, "because if the Vietnamese -revolution succeeds you won't forget me, will you?g" 
	The underlings brought meat and wine. The bandit chief poured a cup full of wine and inyited us warmly to drink, "Let's recognize each other as brothers!g" 
	·
	Gradually, when he saw that weghad a good grasp of military and political matters, and could argue logically, he asked us to join his 
	·
	staff as advisors. He saidgeagerly, "Pleas_e j o.in us.g" 
	I said, "We need weapons now .g. Can you buy some for us?g" 
	He accepted cheerfully. "That's easy. Just have the money ready. Or I can loan the weapons to you if you need them. I can't spare many,but I can always loan you a couple.g" 
	Through our talk, he got to understand usbetter. During the whole time we spent in his stronghold he never showed any signs that he had changed his attitude towrd,us. The feast lasted two or three hours. He introduced us to many bandits, and those who had the same clan names as Ha Khai Lac and I accepted us as their brothers. 
	.g
	a

	When the feast came to an end, the bandit chief saw-us off, whispering as though he still had many things to talk with us about but could not mention them in front of so many people. He accompanied us all the way to the last guard station and then turned back--something that he had never done before for anyone. 
	So we .ghad won over the bandits in the two districts of Lungchou and P'ing-hsiangg. We even propagandized a number of Chiang soldiers who haddesertd and hidden in the mountains; -gradually they became enlightened and did a few things to help the AFNS. The bandits' raids decreased. The villagers' sufferings were alleviated somewhat, and their confidence in us was strengthened as a result. From them on the AFNS could move around freely to operate. The bandits' domination over the people in this area weakene
	· 
	e

	8. Wang Chi Wei was a collaborator of the Japanese and headed _the Japanese-sponsoredgovernment which was established in Nanking in 1940. (Trans.) 
	* * * 
	A series .of letters sent by Ha Cham, Voong Tai and Thai Long from Vi�tgnam made us .very happy and confident. · The AFNS·' s policy of withdra.wing the main body to the border while leaving a section dispersedamongthe population to -carry out armed propaganda· and ·to set up grassro�t bases among the masses hadg-been correct. It was-then around September 1942. After the communication route linking us with Doong Hinh, Hoi Hoan, Binh Gia, Bae Son and Vo Nhai was established, all the comrades operating in
	·
	· 
	.

	''The situation had Łecome relatively stabilized, and the liaison route had been-.opened''; thisg·gmade us feel even more ŁncouragŁd. In moments like these, we felt that we could go without food and work for hours.gwithout getting tired.gAt. this-time, the AFNS CommandStaff (composed of comrades Chu quoc Hung, Nong Thai Long, Le Due Tong-and myself) was still staying in Bo Cuc. The situation dem·anded an -accu
	· 
	·g
	.
	-

	rate and timely decision-which.gmeant we must establish a communication routŁ Ło link us With. Binh Gia .g. For this reason, brothers Hongg· Thai
	:-

	·g
	and Nhu Hoa who came from Binh Gia were sent back there. 
	Our plan was to send the AFNS back a,section at a timeŁ When they reached their destination, each section wotild send us a report through a specialcommunication channel. The liaison agents would have to go all-theway from the Vo Nhai-Trang Xa area to reach us here in Bo Cuc. In order to facilitate this work, we would have to string our forces all the way from the border to Binh Gia to form a corridor which would start in Na Hinh, _go to Hoi Łoan and then Binh Gia. At the same time we should build up grassro
	. 
	. 

	.
	village. Another number wouldreturn to Cay Thi and then proceed to 
	·
	Phu Binh andYen The (Bae Giang province) • Another group of cadres would go outside the Bae Son region to establish contact; wherever theywent they would set up infrastructure, make propaganda, consolidate the local organization, maintain secrecy, start training classes for selfdefense and combat self-defense units, and propagate the Viet Minh Program. 
	'
	.

	.brothers in the cells
	I returned to Bo Cuc to inform the AFNS 
	' 

	.
	operating in Ban Trang, Kheog·Meo, Tham Th'lang, Ban Khiec, Na Slieng,Ba Nae, aŁd Doong HiŁh, ofgthe news. 
	•
	·g
	.

	·
	·
	ThŁ ,cellŁ were located about a,kilometer or less--as the crow flieŁ-Łfrom_geach other. In some cases, they were separated only by a 
	.

	·
	hill. All of them were overjoyed when they heard the news. The cells vied with each other to be the first to go back, telling each other "we'11g. go back first, and th.en yot1 follow us.g" They had been away from their country for almost a year, and we-re all homesick. They were worried about their families, and-also concerned about the fact that the 
	·

	.
	movement did not have enough cadres .gThey niissed the crop and vege
	·g
	table patches, the ricefields, the gardens, the forests and mountains, andthe streams that flowed behind their houses. Some comrades were 
	. 

	so excited they could not sleep the whole night. 
	. 

	The brothers streamed in to see the Command Staff and demanded to be included in the first group that went back. It was not that they were unaware of the difficulties and dangers waiting for them back home. They just knew th.at their love for their homeland would transmit to them a new vigor for combat which would be immensely more powerful than anything they had experienced before. Only those who had been forced to live in a foreign country could understand the power of this feeling. 
	·

	We held a general meeting to discuss how many groups would go back and where each one should go. The question of who would go back first depended on the nature of the mission involved and the qu•lificatioris of each cadre. This was the logical thing to do, but in order to make the brothers accept our argument in their hearts as well as in theirgminds, the Command Staff had to expend a lot of energy to explain and reason with them and motivate them, so that they would accept to stay
	.

	··
	behind and work with peace of mind. Those hrothers who were allowed to go back were happy like "horses returning to their stables.g" The Command Staff advised those returning of the need to investigate care
	.

	·_
	fully the areas where they were going to operate. They all listened and acted accordingly (this was why all the brothers went back safelj 
	and none was lost to the enemy). · 
	In November 1942, comrades Voong Tai, Duong Cong Binh, Ha Ky, HongHai, Quoc Vinh, Hong Thai, Khoa and Doanh wentto Hoi Hoan to meet comrades Nong Thai Long, Ha Cham and Phu Phong to discuss the task of consolidating this area further, and then moved straight back deep into Vietnam. 
	· 
	.:. 

	Comrades Doanh and Hong Thai stopped in Binh Gia to consolidateg. the infrastructure there. 
	Comrades Quoc Vinh, Binh and Khoa were assigned to consolidate the base in Bae Son. 
	Le Due Ton and the other comrades returned to Vo Nhai. I moved back and forth between Na Hinh andg·gLungchou, and stayed in Bo Cuc and P'ingŁhsiang wherever my presence wasnecessary. In short, I went wherever I" was needed. 
	· 

	After many waves of terrorism, our homelands were in ruins and,looked desolate. On the old platforms blackened by smoke and fireŁ only flimsy huts had been built as temporary shelters against the sun and raign. However, one fortunate thing was that the rice had ripened, and the ears were heavy with plump grains. Next to piles of straw, the villagers were threshing rice in the fields, over the old wooden Z.oonggscorched by fire or new ones which had been hastily built and whichgstill showed the knife marks. 
	9 
	·
	· 
	· 
	.

	·
	faraway places also came, so that the joy of meeting the comrades would displace the sadness over their separation from their husbands or sons. 
	9. A tool in the form of a boat, covered with bamboo woven mats on both sides, which the Nwig people used to thresh rice in the fields. (Footnote in text.) 
	149 
	Many children and old people had become crippled by the beatings Łnd tortures inflicted on them, and it tore the brothers' hearts to see them in this condition •g. 
	-
	·

	.. The brothers: talked with the people. Previously, _some villagers had feared that if we fled deeper inio thŁ forest we would not have 
	_
	.

	·
	anything to eat or would h.ave to eat leaves to survive·. Now· thŁy sawus coming back after we hid not only stirred rip the movement along the border, but also expanded the movement at.ghome deeper and wider. So,they became more enthusiastic • 
	.
	.
	· 

	..
	Each nŁght, the conversationlasted far into the night. 
	·

	.
	The brothers immediately set to work. Brother Du , Mrs. Sang, 
	Sisters Quan, Thu and Pinh, .who had been assigned to stay behind and operate in extremely difficult conditions, had managed to maintain and preserve the movement and the infrastructure intact, and consolidate it, gave a report on the lŁcal situation. They all met to distµss a newplan of action. A liaison agent was sent to the border to ask the remaining AFNS brothers to return to the coµntry right away. Otherliaison agents were sent to establis•h con.tact with the Central Commi.t.Ł tee and the AFNS groupsi
	·
	·
	· 
	.

	· 
	set out in many directions. An atmosphere of excitement prodded every
	-

	one to act boldly. 
	· 

	Also in November 1942, in Kheo Meo, we metgagain comrades Duong. 
	_ 

	Nhat Quy and Phuong Cuong. They had been sent by the unit in Tuyeng. Quang and Thai Ngtiyert to contact ·us. They had. openly bought tickets .and took the bus to That Khe and then secretly �ro�sed the borde� arid made their way to Bo Cuc. They told us that the revolutionary grassroot bases in Dai Tu, Dinh Hoa, Yen Son� Son Duongg.and Cho Donhad b�en expanded and consolidated. But there·gwere not enough cadres to keep upwith the rapidly expanding movement. The masses were anxiously waiting for more AFNSmemb
	.g
	.
	·g

	of Bae Can province (Cho Don). 
	·
	· 
	· 

	In January 1943 the second AFNS group composed of comrades Hoa,Trieu Khanh Phuong, Voong Nhi Ł HoangXuan, Hoang Thuong, Coong, Mung 
	In January 1943 the second AFNS group composed of comrades Hoa,Trieu Khanh Phuong, Voong Nhi Ł HoangXuan, Hoang Thuong, Coong, Mung 
	In January 1943 the second AFNS group composed of comrades Hoa,Trieu Khanh Phuong, Voong Nhi Ł HoangXuan, Hoang Thuong, Coong, Mung 
	· 

	.

	·

	and To set out treturn to the country. 
	o 

	We would never forget the days we spent among the local Chinese people. Even at the start of these days full of hardships, the affectionate relationship betwe·en the "water and the fish"had been bea1:1ti
	.
	ful. The formation of the revolutionary forces under the leadership of our Party marked the beginning of a new.grelationship between the veople and the troops, full of so many moving stories which later on became frequent occurrences during the Resistance. 
	Whenever I went to Lungchou on mission, I stayed and -ate wit4 the family of Nung Nhi Sao,· a very good sympathizer who did his utmost to help the Vietnamese· revolution. During one of my trips to Lungchou, I stopped in Nung Nhi Sao's house and then went to Mrs. Au'shouse_gtQ 
	.
	10 

	10. Mrs. Au was a Vietnamese who had married a Chinese. Brother Lam Phu Thinh adopted her as his mother and had introduced me to her. Each time I passed
	· 
	fetch Hoang Thuong who was staying there to cure his night-blindness, so the two of us could go on mission togetherg. We spent the-whole dayclimbing hills and crossing streams, our feet were lacerated by the sharp and pointed rocks. At dusk, Thuong could not see and groped along, so I had to lead him by t'he han.d. The _comrade who-was actingas our guide was from ttiis area, and he took us tŁ Lam "Cooc village-,
	.

	·
	·
	·

	nestled in a small valle.y. · · 
	· 
	. 

	. 
	Lines of grey rocky moungtains loomed all rqun.d. The terraced fields of rice, corn and beans lined up like steps on a ladderg. That year there was a bumper harvest o_f kanari fruit. After thefruit were picked, the huge and tall kanari trees looked shabby and ragged, shorn of leaves. Wstepped into a house surrounded by walls,g·gwith a tiled roof, as solidly built as an old shrine. A can41.e made. of -_kanari sapburned in a red glow on the table, emitting a smell-of acrid smoke. 
	. 
	Ł 

	The oldlady who owned the house was over 50 years of age. She was small but still strong, and wore -dye
	. 
	-

	Nung clothes d in Chinese blue, but her hair was wrapped in a piece of cloth and coiled on .top of her head in the Vietnamese style. When the guide introduced us as Vietnamese revolutionaries, she suddenly claspedg-our hands tightly,g.gand tears welled up in her eyes. It turnedgout she was Vietnamese and had come from as far away as Bae Ninh province. When she was st.illgyoung she was kidnapped by a child-stealer who took her here and sold herg. After many adventures, she got married and settled down here.
	·
	· 

	She spoke a mixture of Nung and Vietnamese: "It's because you're making revolution that you had the ch_ance to come here-." 
	·
	Her oldestson and a few othepeople in the hous-went out. In just an hour they came back withtwo hugeg-pike, each weighing up to five or six cattiges. We asked and found out that the fish came from their own pond. The three of us .joined thŁm to l.end a hand in cooking. The oldest son went out again in a.hurry, saying over his shoulder, "I'gm going to get some wine!g" 
	r 
	e
	-

	The old lady went to the garden to gather fresh herbs, and came back smiling happily. "Later on, the brothers in the village will come here to talk with you." 
	After a few days of travell�ng, our limbs were rubbery with fatigue. The delicious food was almost ready wheng.suddenly there were thudding footsteps at the gate, and then a voice called out togthe old lady ugently, "The hamlet chief said soldiers from Lungchou have arrived to check the village.g" 
	·g
	r

	We started and wongdered what the soldiers had come here forg. To arrest us? This could not be, since we had legal papers. There was nothing for us to worry aboutŁ The_gold lady looked at us, full of apprehension. The oldest son came back with the wine, followed by a few neighbors, and said that "soldiers fromg_Lungchou had come here to arrest deserters.g" 
	through, I came to visit her.tWhile working in the fields Hoang Thuong came 
	· 

	down with night-blindnesst. Mrst. Au bought chickens and pig's livers to feed 
	him for months, and put medicine in his eyes to cure them. (Footnote in text.) 
	We still felt worried. Although we had legal papers, the soldiers would become suspicious if they came to the house and found out that we were strangers here; they might cause trouble and interrogate everyone. Besides the soldiers who were wont to extort money might threaten to arrest us in order to annoy our host family. I told Thuong, "We don't know what's going to happen. The soldiers can mis·interpret our presence here, and if they tell us .to go back to Lungchou with them for the time being we'll be i
	I told the oldest son to lead us into the mountains. I led Thuong who had night-blindness, and groped my way behind. 
	It was very dark. We waited for a long time, and then dozed off. 
	Suddenly there was a noise at the top of the slope. We answered in the manner we had agreed to in advance. The oldest son emerged, carrying a rather heavy basket. He opened it, and there were a container full of rice and a tureen of soup, still hot. There Łas also a large dish of fish salad, with all the necessary accompanying spices and condiments, and a flask full of wine. 
	He then turned around and went back to the settlement. A while later, he returned and told us that the soldiers had gone back to Lungchou. We went back to the house and talked with a number of villagers until very late in the night� Many of them promised that when we came here to operate they would take us to the houses of their acquaintangces in this area so we could build up grassroot bases. They expressed their longing for the Chinese .Red Army and their sincere support for the Vietnamese revolution. 
	·

	After spending almost a year among the people in Bo Cuc cantong, strong bonds of affection attached the AFNS to the villagers and weighed heavily in their hearts when they left [to return to Vietnam]g. weremembered that whenever we came back from a mission--whether at twilight or in the middle of thnight--after having braved the wind and rain, and slipped past the rifle muzzles of the enemy posts, the moment we stepped into the house, our hearts were filled with warmth. Everyone in the family crowded around
	· 
	e 
	.g

	If everyone in the family was out working in the fields when we came back from a mission, we_ automatically set about sweeping and putting the house in order, drawing water and cooking rice. If there was no milled rice left, we pounded paddy in the mortar pit. The villagers told us to feel free to pick the vegetables in their gardens and to catch the fish in their ponds to cook. On feast days, or on the anni
	-

	versaries of their ancestorst' deaths, the villagers always insisted on waiting for us to come back and join them before they would pick upt· 
	their chopsticks and bowls and start eating. If we could not make it back, they saved the best morsels for us. If we were busy and had t6 be away on these occasions, .the people felt very sorry that we hadt· missed the feasts, and regretted this for a long time. 
	ManyChinese families wept when the AFNS left to return to their country. In these past months, the AFNS had become close to the peoplehere and had been a part of the life of the families who had housed and
	.

	·
	fed them, and of the whole village which had sheltered and protected them. These families and the villagers had become emotionally attached to themŁ Right at the start, when the AFNS set foot here, the peoplesincerely considered us as friends caught in the same plight, and as comrades who shared the goals of their struggle. Gradually,,tthe longer we stayed, the more accustomed the people became to our presence, and the better they got to know us, and we became like members of their own families--like their 
	Now that the AFNS brothers were gone, the villagers suddehly felt lost and nostalgict. The houses and settlements seemed empty. The old men and women no longer had the brothers around to ask questions about what was going on in the settlement and in the villaget. The children missed the easy-going "uncles" who loved to play with themt. The youths in particular missed the brothers and friends who had helped them see what the purpose of their life should be, and the ideal oftthe revolutionary struggle. A few
	-

	About ten families had hinted to some AFNS brothers that theywould like to have them as sons-in-law. These "fortunate men" had to refuse tactfully, saying that they were so burdened with revolutionarywork and had to move around so much that they could not afford to think about their personal life. But some of the old people said, "But no one is asking you to stay here and live with ust. We are parents, and it is our duty to find a husband for our grown daughter. Just marryher so that your life is at least s
	· 

	The brothers were stuck for an answer; in the end they had to plead for a delay: "We must ask the Command Staff about this.t" 
	The people really had sincere intetnsions, and all we could do was to thank them profusely and explain tactfully to them that the brothers still had a long-term mission to carry out on the road toward the lib-eration of our nation and class, and this was why they could not think of marrying and starting a family. 
	We would never forget the affection and love the villagers had for us, and the favors they did for us. To repay these favors, the AFNS comrades swore to remain for the rest of their life the faithfu1 servants of the proletariat and the laboring masses. 
	CHAPTER VIII
	. 

	We still had not succeeded in establishing contact with the Central Co·mmi ttee. For over a year now, al though we were far away from the Central Committee, we had based our actions on the spirit of its 8th Resolution, on the instructions of the Old Man in Pac Bon, and on the instructgions and_ guidance that the C�ntra1 Committee comrades gave us when they were in Bae Son. We continue·d to op_erate on our own and generally speaking the results had been favorable, but we could not assess these res�lts accur
	·

	action to perform our task. · 
	I recalled that once in Pac Bo, after asking me about the Bae Son
	·

	·
	Vo Nhai movement and about the enemy repress ion th�re, the Old Man said that in order to consolidate and expand· the movement, our activities should not be restricted to one locality. We must maintain smooth liaison between-all echelgons, from tbp to bottgom. If this was accomplished, insgtead of being uncoordinated and haphazard, the revolutionary leadership would be unified and the deployment of cadres would accurately meet the requirements of each area since it would be based on the strength or weakne
	Even if we retgurned to Vo Nhai, ft would still not be easy for us to contact the Central Committee in the delta. At the time, a section of the Central Committee and of the Viet Minh General Headquarters was stationed in Cao Bang province, and the Old Man was there also. The AFNS Command Staff decided to send Ha Khai Lac and me to ·gcao Bang in all urgency to report �n the task� we had completed, study the experience of the Cao Bang movement, obtain documentsg·gand request new operating instructgions. 
	·
	·g
	· 

	I handed over the job of leading the AFNS and the Permanent Liaison Office to comrade Chu Quoc Hung. I had managed to wrangle passes allowing us to go from Chinghsi to Cao Bang. This ·trip was full of danger�. Receritly, the ChiangKai Shek security police had tightened their surveillance of the AFNS, because they sensed that Communist influence had penetrated deeply amongga portion of the population living along the border. From now until all the AFNS members could return to Vietnam, the KMT might resort 
	.
	· 
	.
	1 

	1. Usually, robberies and thefts reach their peak at this time of the year as the criminals try to obtain enough money to celebrate the New Year Festival. (Trans.) 
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	• 
	robberies occurred frequently, even in broad daylight. Also, in Chinghsi we would have to guard against the Vietnamese KMT and the Vietnam Revolutionary League who were relying on the· support of the Chiang Kai Shek regime to kidnap and murder Viet Minh cadres. Once we crossed the border into Vietnam, we would have to watch out for the lackeys and security police of the French and the Japanese, especially since we were unfamiliar with the terrain and the population in Cao Bang. We told the comrades staying
	Around the middle of the 12th lunar month (January 1943) the two of us set out from Lungchou. The road stretched on endlessly, climbed toward mountain passes and crossed clearings, surrounded. on all sides by an unbroken mass .of mountains and forestsn. A drizzle seemed to hang its fine strands of water in the air and the wind howled in the moun-
	.
	·

	. .
	tain hŁllowsn. We passed Pao Hi, .Sang Cam, and .then arrived in Sec 
	Lung. We stopped at a three-way intersection. Two roadsn-spread in front of usn. One was a shortcut through a portion of Vietnamese -territory which jutted intd China-�it would take us less time to reach Chinghsi through this road, but we might easily be captured by the canton and village militia chiefsn. The other went through Chinese territory and was a meandering road which would take us. out of our way and which was not completely safeeither.We thought itn, over,n.and in the end--in order to avoid a 
	· 
	. 
	• 
	safety--
	.

	·
	follow the roundabout road which would take ris through nineteen passes 
	.
	and thirty ravinesn--a detour of twenty kilometers whichnwould require 
	· 
	· 
	us to climb passes and negot1ate steep slopesn. 

	After three long days on the r-oad, we reached Chinghsi town at dusk. We were tired and hungry .. Our clothes were filthy and covered with dust. We did not know our way and felt._ veryŁ lost, like all 
	·
	strangers coming to a town from afar. If we kept wandering in then· streets like this, something might happen to us� If by chance we ran into the group of Tran Bao--a cro�y of Nguyen Hai Than2n--we would certainly fall victims to their cruel actionsn. In this strange place, 
	. 

	our acquaintances were few and not ,entirely reliablen. I_ thought, "I must enquire and find out where Vi Due Minh livesn. We must find this 
	··
	out quickly, so we will not have to wander in the streets . . . this is not a good thing to do. And when we find his house we must come in secretly." This comrade was a Nung and knew brother Hoang Van Thu. He had also done a few minor things to help Chu Quoc Hung recentlyn. However, he was working for the Chinese �uomintang. 
	·
	_n

	Seeing me, Minh was both happy and worried. He asked, "Where did you come from?" 
	I answered, "From down there.". 
	Seeing the expression on his:face Łnd the glances he cast around, I_ asked right away, ''It'snnot convenient for us to stay he!e .n. Do you 
	.n
	.

	·
	know whatelse we can do?" 
	·
	Right at that moment, his wife camenout of the kitchen. Seeing us strangers, she became agitated, and her eyes clearly showedher worry. Vi Due Minh suggested, "Go to the bo.arding house in Chinghsi." 
	· 

	2. Leader of the Vietnamese Revolutionary League. (Trans.) 
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	Hearing this, his wife knew who we were and asked him, "What hap
	-

	pens if they check papers?g" 
	I nodded and said, "I've got papers.g" 
	Mi_nh said to. his wife, "Do we have any rice left?g" 
	"Yes, but we don't have any food to go with it,g" she replied uneasily. 
	Min� went and fried an egg for us to eat with the cold rice. He said, "At present the Tran Bao and Nguyen Hai Than group is aggressigvely looking for our brothers and kidnapping them. They've adopted the cry; 'If the Viegt Minh remain, we'll have to go; and if we remain, the Viet Minh will have to go.g' They've come to my house frequently to check on me.g" 
	We understood his situation. He singlehandedly worked to support his wife. Chinese money was worthless then, and it was really quite good of him to give us cold rice and fried egg to eat. Anyway, we had come to see him mainly to obtain information. 
	He took us to a boarding house located at the entrance into town. The rent came to two-thirds of the money we had in our pockets. We stayed awake the whole night, unable to go to sleep, consumed by worry that something unexpected might happen. 
	The next day, we hurriedly got up and left at daybreak. It was freezing cold, we each had only some thin and flimsy clothing on, and had to quicken our steps to keep-warm. We emptied our pockets, but found that we only had enough money to buy each three cakes to eat. This was all the food we had to last us for over a day, the time it would take us to reach Pac Bo� But the hope of meeting the Old Man and the Viet Minh General Headquarters dissolved all worries and difficulgties. Last year, after spending ju
	_
	3 

	I wondered whether his healgth had improved this year. Although he was old and weak, he worked a lot harder than we. "He'gs old, but he works so hard. I'gm young, so shouldn't I exert myself a lot more?" I
	.
	kept asking myself this question. As I walked, I arranged in my mind all the things I should report and the problems I must consult the Old Man about sthat he could. show me how to solve them. I did not feel tired at all, and I felt thatgmy steps were firm and that I was full of
	o 

	•
	vigor. 
	We passed Liutung. We were near the border and Pac Bo. I was thrilled and excited, like a son who had gone away for a long time and was returning home to his native village. I had passed through this way once before. Just as we entered a crossroad in the trail, someone 
	Al ,_ I •
	Al ,_ I •
	>. I 

	3. · "Ong Ke Thtldng Cc:1-p": "Ong Ke" is a term used by the Nung to designate a respected 
	•· ,
	man with good reputation in high posititon. "Thudng Cft:p" literally means 
	. 

	old 
	"upper echelon." (Trans.) 
	• 

	rushed out. It turned out to be comrade Phung Hec.tWhat luck! He was with comrade Le Quang Ba'sSection, and in 1941 he had accompanied us from Pac Bo to Cao Bang, to That Khe, and then Bo Cuc. He took us 
	4 
	5 
	·

	to the house of an acquaintance in a small Chinese settlement to sleep. That night the owner of the house ground some corn and made corn gruel, and even produced a fewt.cups of wine to treat us. Everyone stayed up and Łalked till very late. 
	< 
	The next morningt, Phung Hee took us to Pac Bot. We crossed a moun
	·
	-

	tain peakt, and were coming down the slope on the Vietnam side of the border when we saw a short and fat man approaching from a distance. I turned and asked Phung Hee, "That looks like comrade Ba, does it not?" 
	"Thatt's him all rightt!" 
	Phung Hee cupped his hands and called out to Ba in a loud voice.t· Comrade Ba rushed toward us, clasped my hand and smiled: "From afar I saw a bony man with a straight and stiff neck, and I knew right away it must be you! Where are you going?" 
	I answered immediately, "I've come back here to look for the Bigt· Leadert, and ask his instructtions.t" 
	"He's gone far away on mission,"tBa replied. 
	6 

	"When will he come back?" I asked. 
	"He's gone very far away. No one knows when 'he'll come back.t" 
	Ha Khai Lac and l were both dumbfounded and bewildered. I looked at comrade Ba and saw that he was looking fixedly at us, with ·a great
	.
	deal of sympathy. I asked, "Well, is there anyone of the highest rank in charge here now?" 
	"I'm the only man here." 
	I asked, "Are there any comrades from the Central Committee and the Viet Minh General Headquarters in this area?t" 
	"Yes, but they are about two dayst' walk from here," Ba replied and then asked met, "Will you go if it takes another two days?" 
	"Definitely," "We'll have to ·even ·
	·
	·

	I said positively. go if it'sfurther than that.t" 
	· 

	Then Ba said warmly, "Come down to the village with me! Eat something first. Rest a whilet. We'll have to get a liaison agent 
	·
	·
	:

	for you, 
	for you, 
	and you won't be able to leave till this evening." 

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	PhŁg ttJc means someone who makes his living by repairing pots and pans •t_ Peopiegot used to calling him by this name and stopped using his real name. (Footnotein text.) 
	.


	5. 
	5. 
	Le Quang Ba was then Secretary of the Soc Giang District Party Committee in Cao Bang province. (Footnote in text.) 

	6. 
	6. 
	Ho at that time was in jail in Liuchow (Kwangsi province) having been arrested by the Chinese KMT in 1942. (Trans.) 
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	The five of us--Le Quang Ba, Phung Hee, Ha Khai Lac, a comrade acting as Ba'gs bodyguard and I--edged our way along the s·tream· 'down to the house of comrade La Thanh,gthe leade·r of the communication' cell in
	· 

	.
	Pac Bo settlement. Ba told megsoftly that our side had just eliminated
	·
	Quyen, a canton militia chief notorious for his cruelty in Ha·gQuang who had murdered many ca-dres. He said that this was only the first · 
	warni.ng 

	·
	·
	to the security police and other lackeys. 
	· 
	· 


	The two of us odly had time to ask each other with excitemert about a few of the tasks we had completed, and did not have time to talk about our families and other personal matters. We would have liked to spend a couple of nights confiding in each otherg. 
	.
	·g

	' 
	' . . 
	When Ha Khai Lac and I finished eating, the liaison comradegarŁ
	· 

	· 
	rived. Darkness began tog. fall when we reached .the ricefields . We ex.:. 
	·

	·
	·
	changed the passwords for the. trip. Ba shook my hand: "Go now while: 
	:
	·g


	it's still early, so you can make it to your destination intimeg.' ·when 
	· 

	ŁŁ.,r . 
	the Big Leader comes back, I'll report to him what you've told 

	For that whole night, we walked up and downhills, thr6ugh the settlements of Hoang, Na Ma, Dao Ngan, and Bo Lech. After crosŁing a few knolls, we arrived at a liaison station. We stayed in a few iso-· lated houses, protected by sentries inside as well as 6utside. ThŁ local comrades took special care of us, so weate and slept well. We 
	.g
	. 

	spent the whole day resting thereŁ · 
	· 

	The sun came out and it became warm. The landscape was beautiful here, with deep green andlush forests, with grass hills on which-buffaloes were grazing, �ith apricot, pltim and cherry blossoms. the�ir here was liht and pure, and everyone felt invigorated. · Theboys andggirls wentto the Nuoc Hai market, exchangingg. courting songs. 
	.g
	-
	g
	.
	· 
	· 

	At night, we resumed our journey, and arrivedgin Lam Łon, Hoa An ·
	-

	District, the next morning. Around us were hills covered with elephantgrass and ferns, and a chain of reddish rocky mountains. The1iaisoti
	. 
	·g

	·
	agent took us to the house of comrade Quoc Vuong in the settlement. 
	The sugar canes were luxuriant and dense, two fat and heavy buffŁloes were slowly pulling the shaft of the sugar cane mill next to a huge pan bubbling with cane syrup. The next morning we followed the liaison agent up to a stone cave. 
	That night, comrade Vu Anh camŁ to see us. He had not charigedgsince I last saw him in Pac Bo, he still had the same stocky andg·gshort build, the two thick and long eyebrows, and.the,same resoundinŁ voiteŁgHe recognized me at once. He happily shook hŁnds with all of us, and asked us what we wanted. I reported to him about the situation sinceg· the eight months of guerrilla warfare in Trang Xa and told himgabout ·· 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	·

	our purpose in comirig here. · 
	· 

	He listened and said when·I finished, "Rest assured and stay here a while. In a couple of days someone will come out and work with you.g" 
	·gTwo days later, four brothers Łame from the Lung Hoang caveg·to meet us. Two of them--Pham Van Dong and Hoang Van Hoan--I had already met, and the other two I had never seen before. 
	· 

	Pham Van Dong had on a few occasions explained Marxism-Leninism• t·o me in Pac Bo. 
	:

	Hoang Van Hoan squeezed my hand and said, "It'sbeen a long time! 
	· 
	How have you all been?" 
	It was rather dark in the caven. The two brothers invited us to sit down and introduced the others one by one to usn. Itwas then that I realized the two brothers I had. never met before were Vo Nguyen · Giap 
	.
	.

	· ··
	· ··
	and Hoang Due Thac (alias La)n. 

	The meeting was very instructive and interesting. 
	I reported first. I talked about the evolution of theAFNS from the time it was formed, the repression of the French and the Japanese, the eight months of struggle in Trang Xa-Vo Nhai, the temporary withdrawal of the AFNS to the Vietnam-China border. I presented clearly 
	. 

	·n
	the politic�! and military line of the AFNS in general as well as the concrete measures-and actions we-had taken. Finally I mentioned the difficulties that were confronting-the AFNS, especially now that it was returning to the country; in this new phase of operations, it was absolutely necessary for us to understand the situation inside as well as outside the country, reestablish contact with the movement in other areas in the country in order to �dopt appropriaten-policies and measures and to devise clos
	While they were listening to my report, the brothers kept looking at me and then at each other. When they heard how the enemy had wrecked and burned down villages,n.nhow we had lived during_ the eightnmonths of guerrilla warfare, -about the problems concerning our everyday life, the constant moving of our camps, anŁ the development of grassroot bases, 
	.n

	·
	· 
	· 
	some of the comrades wept. 

	. 
	in resisting repression, in carrying out guerrilla warfare, in proselytizingnenemy soldiers, maintaining and consolidating grassroot bases, and also about our diplomatic experience in dealing with the Chiang regime and the Chinese banditsn. 
	They asked me in minute detail about our experience 
	, 
	·n
	.

	After that brother Hoang Due '{hac gave a reportn. He talked about .. From a ·few :test 
	·· 
	·
	the s·i tuation of the movement in Cao Bang provincen

	· 
	areas, the movement had expanded rapidly over a wide regionn. The selfdefense units were very activen. The tasks of maintaining communication, protecting the camps and eliminating traitors were being carried out satisfactorily. The National Salvation organizations composed of all elements in society--old people, young people, women and children-had expanded to the entire province, including ev:en the highn-plateaus inhabited by the Meo and Yao ethnic minoritiesn. There were villages and districtsnthat we
	·
	.
	.
	. 
	.
	7 
	·
	. 

	·
	were proceeding with urgency. 
	Dong and Vo Nguyen Giap filled us in on many important questionsn. As I listened to them,I felt my mind becom-
	Hoang Van Hoan, Pham Van
	, 

	. 
	7. Like a fish with two gills, these areas now had two separate and parallel administrations (French and Viet Minh). (Trans.) 
	ing clearer.and clearer, and I told myself, "There are still aglot of 
	·

	things that the AFNS must learn -from theseg-comrades.''g· 
	The meeting also discussed the situation inside and outside the country. The general situation was favorable to us in -many respects.Our enthusiasin and confidence was reinforced betause the exchan-ge of 
	-
	·
	·
	-

	·
	ideas had he_lped us to. see_ the mor.e ·clearly. The achievements of the AFNS and of _the .movement in Cao Bangg· province mutually reinforced and encouraged each othe.r. .I came.gto the profound realization thatif the p_rimi tively armed revolutionary units knew how to relysolidly on the people and apply guerrilla, warfare-tactics with ingenui
	s i tuati.on 
	· 
	· 
	·
	· 
	.

	·
	ty, they could.certainly set up bases in the countryside andg.in the jungle and mountain areas, .gmaintain, firmly and expand their forces in order tQ gradually. wetiken by attri tion -and dest-roy · the imperialistforces armed with modern weapons. The self-defensŁ units in Cao Bang province and the AFNS had proved this. In order to firmly maintain and expand the revolugtionary bases, ,it was necessary.·gto strongly motivate 
	·
	,

	·
	the people, and on this basis to tightly coordinate the political and military struggle. These experiences would be very useful to the forthcoming phase -of operations, and atthe same time they encouraged 
	· 
	us boldly to expand the movement and-clear a route to move southward to the delta. 
	After this exŁhange, in accordancŁ with the spirit of the 8th Resolution, the meeting -decided to perform four major tasks: 
	(1) Maintain firmly t_he infrastructur-e in theborder region, and
	(1) Maintain firmly t_he infrastructur-e in theborder region, and
	· 

	clear a route from there to Binh Gia, Bae Son, and Vo Nhai. 
	-

	·g
	(2) Set _up new .infrastructure in Cao-Bae-Lang, Tuyen Quang, Thai Nguyen and Bae Giang prov_inces, _ consolidate the: existing infrastructure and link up the liai?on routes. 
	.
	(3) Proceed with the formation of the SoŁ thward March Shock Uni ts, under the direct command ofg.comrade Vo Nguyen Giap. The AFNS would dispatch a squad to Cao.Bang to join hands -with -the comrades in Cao Bang to clear.and open a roµte, to the de;J. ta. From the Bae Son-Vo Nhai war zone, the AFNS would open four routes to move northward and linkgup with the Southward March prongs jabbing their way. toward the South. These four routes would be: 
	-
	. 
	· 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	From That Khe and Dong Khe up toward Cao Bang. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	From Hoi Hoan, BinhgGia up toward Vari Mich and Na Ri. 


	.. . . 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	From Vo Nhai up to Na Ri. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	From Cho Chu up to Cho Don and Cho Ra. 


	(4) Try to .reestablish contact with the Central Comiqittee in the delta. 
	With this concrete direction of opeTation, we felt greatly reas_sured and encouraged. We must take action immediately. The 23rd day of the 12th lunar month--the day on which the Kitchen God returned to heavens to report tog·gthe Emperor of Jade--had ·passed;gIt would not 
	·
	8 

	8. and at the end of the year returns ·to heavens to · report · to the Emperor of Jade. (Trans .) 
	The Kitchen God keeps .track of all the affairs in each family
	., 
	·

	be possible for us to reachgLungchou before Tet. But he_that;as ifg· 
	be possible for us to reachgLungchou before Tet. But he_that;as ifg· 
	·g

	may, we had to leave because the brothers in the unit wereg·ganxiouslygawaiting our return. At this juncture, we could not afford to lose even one day. 
	· 

	Before we left, Hoang Van Hoan (aliasg· Ly Qtiy Hoa) gave ·us many · political and military document-s, as well as souvenirs such as pieŁg_ tures, books and newspapers, and flags that-Chang Fa-k'uei and othe'r:: Chinese KMT organizations had presentedg-tothe Viet Minh Diplomatic· Delegation in China.These objects later on proved to be very useful 
	_
	. 
	·
	.
	9 

	·
	for the AFNS who used them in their mobile exhibition during ai-med · · propaganda missions. The brothers also gave us 100 Indochinese Piastres tog·gcover our operation expense� and 40 Pia�tres to the AFNS' a� a token of solace. However, we did not spend this sum on ourselves ·and' 
	_
	·
	·
	.

	added it to our operating funds. ·· 
	Brother .Vo Nguyen Giap asked, "Do y·need assistance in any'
	-

	ou our :_g__
	·

	thing else?" . · 
	I said, "In our propaganda work, and in our training, we haqly need a map to talk about the situation in the world. · This ŁaŁ msŁ be easy to look at and easy to understand, and it must be easy to carryaround and must include all the continents of the world. We haven't succeeded in finding one like this anywhere. If. you have one, please 
	.
	Ł

	· 
	give it to us." · 
	Brother Pham Van Dong said, "We don't have one like that here either. But -if you n·eed it, we'll draw·one." 
	He pulled out color pencils_gand started to draw on a white sheet of paper. I had only finished the fourth years of Elementary·Schoo·1; · so I was very impressed with his drawing skill.gI watch·ed every movement of his hands which glided the crayons in clear linesg, and looked 
	·g
	· 
	·

	·
	·
	·

	at him with great pleasure. He colored the sovietUnion red. .I
	· 
	thought, "When we talk in front of the people, this 'gwi11 have a gre"i1"t impact. With this, the people will see where our countrygis. loc·atŁdg;and what its position is," but I did not say thisg· outg· loud. As for 
	.
	·
	_

	_
	Khai Lac, he kept gushing to me, "I wonder how advan_ced this .ma' s , edu cation is to give him such a fantasticmemo�y! He cah just pick up � pencil and draw, and he doesn't even have to erase anything and dta�g· over again!g" 
	n
	·
	·g

	When 'Pham Vang.Dong finished drawing, he picked it up, looked at it, and then gave it to me: "Use this for the time being." 
	I smiled as though to say, "This will do very nicely indeed! I can't ask for anything better!g" (This map was later on reproduced in many copies and distributed to propaganda cells to use, and proved veryuseful.) We rested and relaxed. Once in a while, if a new idea.oc� curred to us, we would bring it up and discuss it. Our camaraderie became even more intimate and warm. 
	After our work was completed, we got ready to leave. At night-,fall, the brothers gave a dinner for us right in the camp office. <More accurately, it was really a banquet, because we had chicken, pigŁs feet 
	9. The Chiang Kait'Shek regimet_thad presented -these gifts when the Viett-Minh maintained a Diplomatic Delegation in Chinghsi. (Footnote in text.) 
	-

	braised with bamboo shoot, fried fish, stickyrice flat cakes, gluti-:and steamed rice pork; shrimp and mushroom 
	.
	· 

	rice, filling. 
	pancakes with
	nous 
	_
	-,
	.
	·. 
	· 
	·
	. 
	_ 
	The moment of parting came� Each brother tlasped 6ur hands tight"'.' ly. Each -of theirngestuies, actions andn_words expressed their attach
	.
	ment and affectionn. 
	We tame to a liaison station every five or ten kilometersn. :Along the way, at each settlement and 
	We went from station to Ł
	-
	tation. 
	. 
	. 

	·
	·
	during each lŁg _of ouŁ journeyŁ villagŁrs Łsked us to rest in theirnhouses and offered us ifood to eat or wine to drink--some gave us
	.n


	-
	stŁamed glutinous rice mixed with beans, and sweet soup, some gave us rice flour balls in syrup to eat, It turned·nout the local people had been told in advance that "twocomrades from Bae Son would be passing throughŁ" So, every two or three kilometers we inevitably ran into a 
	·
	· 

	"special liaison station,Ł'nand we wereninvited inside to partake in a meal, ·prepared in advance and waitingn.for usn. Fated with this preciousfeeling on then·part of ·the local people and comrades, we could not reŁ 
	· 
	. 

	·
	fuse.If we could not· eat much, we made an effort to eat a littl-en. Just a bite here and a bite there was Łnough to give us indigestion. 
	·

	In some places, we could not possibly eat everything, and our guide had to take the food alongn. When we reached the settlement of comrade NongCong Dung, we met a cadre who asked usn·nto h�al the leg wound of a local comrade. We asked and found ·out that this cadre had been shot in the leg when the self-defense coI.nrades tried out their riflesn. It was imp6ssible to take him to the hospital because he would be uncovered right awayn. I asked about the wound, and then told the comrades to goarid look for :c
	·
	·
	·
	·

	·
	·
	healn. 

	When we were on the last leg of our trip, we could not take alongall the gifts the p·eople had donated to us and had to leave them behindn. Besides, our mass bases did not extend to this area, and our guide must be unencumbered so he could go and reconnoiter therouten. 
	·n

	. . 
	The way the people in our Łass bases had treated us dtiring each stretch of our journey showed us that the level of eŁlightenment of the people was quite high. In these "complŁtely Viet_ Minh" villages and districts, the Viet Minh movement in the form of National Salvation organizations; joined by all social· elements, had sunk deep roots and 
	·
	· 

	·· 
	expanded over a wide area. The comrades in Cao Bang province had performed skillfully ·the task of leading and organizing the mass basesn. 
	·
	·

	We felt that we must learn a lot more, so that on our return--together with the other brothersn--we would be able to propel the revolutionary 
	·
	·
	·
	·

	movement in Vo Nhai-Bac Son decisively forward. 

	In Pac Bo, we stopped to ·rest and eat with Le Quang Ba. I told him about allnthe things I had not hŁd time to talk abtiutwhen I passed through the last time, and· especially about stories concerning the Old Leadern. I said -good-bye to Le Quang Ba, and ·climbed the mo-untain into China. We went to Liutung to spend the nightn. 
	· 
	·n
	·n
	·

	.n
	The next day,wencrossed Chinghsi and stopped to rest about tenn· kilometers from theren. Learning from the experience we gained on our way down, we tookprecautionŁ in order to avoid falling into the hands of Tran Bao's gang--Łe would be in grave danger if they caught usn. 
	, 
	.

	On thethird day, weg·gwalked till late in the after�oon. Near Pao Hi (on the road from Chinghsi to Pao Hi) we ran into a group of KMT soldiers going in the same direction. We merged with them, walking behind, hoping this way to avoidthe robbers and bandits active in these lasi days of the Lunar ye�r. To our astonishmentg� when we entered a town, every family hurriedlygslammed their and windows shut. To the people, the Chiang soldiers were just day robbers--even more brazen then the bandits. The soldiers go
	·g
	. 
	. 
	. 
	· 
	doo1s 
	· 
	.g

	On New Year's eve, we ·arrived in an area in, Thuong Ki_m distric,t. Each settlement, each village, each toŁn and city thatg,gwe passed was bustling Łnd noisy. Children wore beautiful c1othes, andg·glaughed and playe·d with joy .gMarried cou_pleŁ, carryinggchickens in ;baskets and leading their children by the hand, heade_d for .their in"'.'glaws Ł houses to celebgrate Tet.g: Seeinggthese families gathering togehergfor Tet, we thought of the AFNS brothers in Bo Cuc cant_on who must be waiting 
	·
	. 
	.
	·
	· 
	· 
	.
	t
	.

	·
	for us to come back. As we :walked along., I to.Id Khai -Lac, t'These guys
	·
	back there mus 1: be thj,nking t_ha t . something · has happened -to us. . . 
	·g
	· 

	. 
	. 

	Khai Lac nodded his head and said, Th_e villagers in. Na Slieng, 
	.
	0

	.
	Kheo Meo and Ban Trang settlemerits niust be anxiously waiting for us also.g" 
	·
	We talked about Mr. Nong Nhi Co in Lu;ngchoii who had a Nung wife. 
	This wa,s a good family, every brothg.er--starting with Hoang Van ThuŁ -who passed through Lungchou alwayswent to stŁy in his house. -When we left he had told us, "You can go wherever you want, but you must come back 
	.
	· 

	at Tet ! " 
	We walked in the midst of redg.streamers sprinkled-wi�h gold dust-
	·g

	·
	with the black and shiny ihk stili freih on .the Chinese ,charicters-which were pasted to the door 6£ every house�old, and in the midst of lanterns of ev�ry shape and stfle, burning brightly in a festive atmosphere. But the two of us we_re sh:j. vering with cold and hunger. It would takeus than half a day to reach Lungc_hou. W-e must _find a 
	_g
	. 
	•
	· 

	more place to sleep. We asked five oi six fa�ilies, but none of them allowed us to spend the night in their hou�ges. We knew the people believed that "the person who spent the night in the house on New Year' s eve and left on th� day of Tet.would take the good fortune .of the .£am� ily for the new year with him.�• The people observed this taboo and did npt want us to sleep in their houses. 
	-
	.

	·
	We pa"ssed the gate ofg: a house with two compartments. It was notcompletely dark yet. We looked inside, and saw an old lady, a young woman, a young man and a small chiid. After a momentg's hesitation, I mounted the porch and· said,. "We are from Lungchou. We're_ going back there for Tet,·but can't make i.t in time. We don'-t have a place to
	·
	· 
	-
	.
	.
	. 

	· 
	sleep. Please let �s spend the night here, old lady. We can sit here rin the porch, and l�an onthe house .gWe'll ieav� for Lungchou tomor
	.g

	.
	row." 
	lady did not turn around, .house, "It'gs New Year'seve, who's going to let you sleep in their 
	The ld nŁaddresŁed us from inside the 
	o
	Ł
	.

	• .
	. 

	house?" 
	house?" 
	. 

	• 
	She talked in the Nung dialect. 
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	I said boldly, "I know that. But it's not good for us to stand here in thestteet for a long time. People might think we're bandits,and that's not _good." 
	· 

	I pointed to the spot where I was standing and continued, "You can let us rest right here.g" 
	. .
	.
	The old lady then turned around and said, "If you're 1n such a difficult situation, you can come in.g" 
	Her words were like music to our ears, and Khai Lac andI went in. Outside the bedrooms, the only furniture in the house consisted of a bamboo cot and an altar. Irtcense smoke shrouded the altar on which were placed a chicken, glutinous rice cakes, and sticky rice flour 
	· 

	cakes. · 
	The atmosphere in the house remained cold and silent after we had 
	·· 
	come in and satgdown for a while. Everyone ignored us completely, including the young woman and the young ma�. We understood the custom here, and did not resent their attitude. The young woman stood up and lit joss sticks. I looked up �t the altar, and saw that the ancestors of both the wife and husband were represented. I understood why the young man did not say anything. I told myself,g· "He must .be a son-1nlaw who has come here to look after the family in the place of the old lady's son.g" 
	.

	I broke the oppressive silence: "If you have any cakes, pleasesell us a coupleŁ We had a few balls of rice, but we ate them all.g'' 
	The old lady said slowly, "I don't have many cakes, but if y.ou'rehungry I'll give you a couple to eat.g" 
	I pu_t out my hands to receive the cake which exuded the fragrance.of the glutinous rice. There was only one light in the house, the one on the altar. We peeled 6ff the banana leaves and ate the cake while the old lady's family ate in the compartment in the back of the house. 
	·

	' 
	The rice grains warmed our bellies. We waited till it was veryg. 
	late and then went to bed, sleeping on the bamboo cot. 
	the wind was blowing strongly outside. We lay on our sides, close to each other to keep warm. The cot was very narrow, but we still had room to spare! When one of us the other had to turn also. 
	wanted.to turn, 

	-. 
	We were tired, but could not go to sleep. The transition hour between the old year and the new year was drawing close. I-missed myg. family and my home village. I thought of the previous Tet in Phu Thuong and Bo Tat, and then of Tet last year spent in Trang Xa--althou�h our life was full of privations �and our struggle was full of difficulties the.n, we had the company of the brothers in the unit in happy as we11g· as in sad moments.g· This year, when Tet came, we were lying here. It would take us another 
	The first day of Tet arrived._ We got up very early. To partly repay the old lady for her kindness in allowing us to sleep in her house and feeding us, we gave her two piastres. This sum was quitelarge for us atthat time. She refused, but we lŁft the money andgsaid_ goodbye. 
	· 
	.

	The streets were deserted. The wind blew chilly and"ndesolaten. 
	Our clothes covered with dust, we walked briskly, our ·hearts filled with excitement at the thought of the task we would soon carryoutn. 
	·

	We arrived in Lungchou past noontime. We went to Mr. Nong's house to rest .. The moment he saw us, he said reproachfully, "Wherehave you been all this time? You've been moving around all your life, but you must know that you should come back early for Tet at the end of the yearn." 
	· 

	Ha Khai Lac smiled and said, "Well, this is still quite early fo_r usn. It was lucky we didn't bite the dirt when we went through Chinghsi. We didn't even have the luxury to think about celebrating Tet.'' 
	·

	On the altar were two fat and golden boiled capons, each with a rose stuck in its beakŁ A fragrant cooking aroma wafted from the kitchen. Mr. Nong brought out two plates filled with cakes and said,n_ "Eat a couple of these for the time being, but save your appetite forn· the meal." 
	I said softly to Khai Lac, "Let's eat as much as we can hold, and then leave. Let's not wait for the meal." 
	Khai Lac nodded. 
	After we finished eating, I told Mr. Nong, "On the occasion ·of the new year, we wish your whole family good health, good luck and good fortune in your businessn. We have to go!" 
	Mr. Nong was so angry he almost shouted, "You're not going anywhere. You've just co�e back, and before your seats get warmed up you want to leave, what do you think you're doing? Revolution is a longterm business, and it doesn't matter if you lose aday or two. You must stay here and celebrate Tet, at least until the second day of Tet, n 
	· 
	and then you ca11 go whŁrever you want to go. 

	Mrsn. Nong was opening a trunk in her room, her key ring tinklingn. She hastily ran out, and locked the front door, absolutely refusing to let us leave. 
	In the end, we had to confess that we had just returned·nfrom a conference far away, that we had promised the brothers to be back before Tet, and that if we came back late the brothers would all have left to go on mission and we would not be able to communicate .the new tasks to them--and this would foul up everything. 
	· 

	I added to comfort them, "Well, you've seen that we've made it back in good health, with our bodies in good condition, and you know now that the movement has expanded over wide areasn. I'm sure you share our happinessn." 
	Mrsn. Nong handed us a few cakes to take along and eat on the roadn. We did not dare to offend her, and accepted onen. This couple reluctantly let us_ go, but they followed us with their eyes full ·of attachmentn. 
	* * * 
	Like horses returning to their stables, the closer we got to our destinationg·gthe faster we walked. We arrived in Ban Khiecl0 at eight o'clock in the evening, and entere4 Pinh Chi's house. The whole family was eating and drinking with the AFNS brothers. They all shouted with joy when we entered. Sisgter Pinh Chi immediately took the bowls and tray of food away.gAccording to the local custom, when precious guests appeared in the course of the meal, the family had to take the tray of food.and the bowls away-
	· 
	. 

	into the night. 
	· 
	· 

	On the second day of the year Quy Mui (Febgruary 1943) all the AFNS brothers still remaining in Bo Cuc attended a meeting during which the resolution adopted by the conferenc� held in Lung Hoang cave was communicated to them. A plan of action was drawn up and each man was assigned a task in order toimplement the resgolution. · 
	-
	.g

	On the third dayg-of Tet, we parted.and set out to carry out our mission. 
	Artifact
	10. Ban Khiec, the stopping point of the AFNS on our friendst' soil has now become a vast reservoir, part of a large-scale hydraulic project. The vestiges of backwardness, poverty and h\D'lger had sunk deep \D'lder the water. The people of Ban 
	.
	Khiec have moved etsewhere to set up a new village where they -lead a life of 
	welfare and happiness \D'lder the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party headed 
	by the respected and beloved Chairman Mao. After the August Revolution suc
	ceeded, and prior to 1964, -I had the opport\D'lity to return to Bo Cuc. The vil
	lagers from that area who used to know us had come to visit us a couple of 
	t"imesŁ Our meetings were full of joy and-happiness. As the saying goes, "mis-. 
	fortune does not last forever, andis inevitably replaced by a period of bliss." 
	· 

	The beautiful spirit of internationalist proletariat solidarity between our two 
	Parties and cowitries is further strengthened by this friendship. (Footnote in 
	text.) 
	CHAPTER IX 
	The Lung Hoang Conference resgolution gave the AFNS thegresponsi
	· 
	bility of esgtablishing contact with the Central Committee in the delta,setting up a basge area, and clearing two routesg: from Thai Nguyen to Cao Bang, and from Thai Nguyen to the delta. 
	. 
	Staffgset forth as
	To carry out this resgolution, th.e AFNS Command. 
	. 

	· · 
	the task for the forthcoming phase of activities the establishment of 
	-

	a new base area in Dinh Hoa. We.g. f�l t that with the favorable development of the movement at this time and the good terrain in this area which leaned against a vast mountain chain--the Hong Mountainsg--we could set up a large base camp. 
	Since my return from the Lung Hoang Conference, I had been thinkging a great deal about brother Hai Cao--a comrade who had operated with me in Thai Nguyen before, and who had been arrested and jailed by the enemy in the Ba Van prison camp. He had operated in Ninh Binh province in the years 1937, 1938 and 1939. His wife was from Lang Moi village where my wife was living, disguised as the "concubine" of a man named Trieu in order not to arouse the suspicion of the security police and to carry out revolutiona
	I was as familiar with the roads from Bo Cuc to Dai Tu as I was with the lines on the palm of my hand. I left Bo Cuc to return to Vietnam after the Quy Mui New Year fesgtival (February 194g3). Whenever I passed through an area where the 'AFNS Command Staff,ghad--in accordance with the Lam Son [i.e., Lung Hoang] resgolution--planted cadres 
	as "stakesg" to consgolidate the grassroot bases and to expand the movement--! would hold meetings with the local cadres to learn about the current situation and disgcuss with them about the direction of their activities and the methods they were applying to carry these out. Then I would continue on my way. In Binh Gia, I discussed further with comrade Hong Thai the task of clearing the corridor connecting Bae Son-Vo Nhai with Na Ri (Bae Can province), and checked to see how the linkage of Trang Xa and Ye
	The problem of conducting military and politicalg-training classes for eachg·region was becoming urgent . Everyg_garea was complaining about the shortaŁe of cadresg. 
	.

	I set foot in Vo Nhai at the end of February 1943. The �wo slopes of the mountain, deep gre-en with vegetation, embraced the .fertile ricefields ... I had been gone. for onlyg.gone year, but it seemed as �hough I had.. b.een away for -a very -long time. Now, returning to this land which had given birth to the AFNS Second Platoon and which had.gheroicallyfought. against an enemy many times stronger, I wanted-to look--until my longing was assuaged--at the green color of the forest and trees, 
	· 
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	the ricefields and crop patches, and thepeople who had sacrificed themselgves and their houses to protect the revolution. As· a native of Vo Nhai, I wantedto .ssall my feelings andg· my affection for the ethnic minorities who lived here. But whatever I Łanted to tell them came down, in the end, tourging them to seize power for only with the
	· 
	,
	. 
	expre
	· 
	·
	..

	.
	revolution in power could ,the ethnic minorities achieve materialwellb�ing and .escape repressio-n and exploitation .g. In order to reach thisgo·1, they would have to bear hardships· and difficulties. temporarily and to carry out a revolution because the enemy had not yet been wiped out. 
	· 
	• 
	a

	In Vo Nhai, I met withg.the local brothers in the ThaŁ Phie Khao 
	·g
	cave in NŁ Khao. Then I organized see the villagers. After that I went to La Hien and passed through Dong Hy to establgish contact. Then I went to Phu Luong tostart a training class, and then on to Dai Tu to assign various tasks and atgthe same time. to grasp the situation in Dinh Hoa in order to set a date for our moving there. 
	a meeting.to 
	-
	·g

	. 
	. 
	a
	. 
	. 
	· 
	-
	-


	.

	·
	After couple of exhausting. days andnights climbing mountains, crossing forests, $lipping through enemy theckpoints, lacking sleep and food; I.greached Dai Tu at the end of the 3rdlunar monthgin the year 
	·
	. 
	·

	·
	·
	Quy Mui (April 1943) . 
	-
	. 


	Dai Tu was one of our grassroot bases. Brothers Duong Nhat Quy, Thuong, Hoa., Tai and I walked cJ.11 night, .and when we arrivedg· inLangMoi.village, t_he moon was beginning to se.t Ł . A large road cut through · this village. In the morning, this road would be crowded with people.If thŁy .saw our ed entirely ingblac·k, carryinggclothgbags,and well equipped _with weapons, it would not be very good fo.r us. So,
	· 
	_
	·g
	group dress
	.
	·
	·

	·
	we told each other to quicke.n ou_r steps. 
	For a long time now--ever since my wifeg.and I had to part because the .enemy intensified their repressionŁ -Ihad -bŁen looking forward .tog· this day .gNow finally, on one of my missions l was permitted to pass through this areagto see her. My heart was filled witha. feeling of
	.
	. 
	. 
	,
	·g
	.

	·
	anxietyg·gand agitation, difficult to describe. If I counted the duration of our �eparation by the .moon, then it had been seventgeen moons 
	·
	ŁinŁe we were last together.g
	. 

	., . . . , 
	Before we knŁw it, Łe were there .gBroŁher Nhat Quy s:ignŁlled to us to stop. I looked up at the night sky. The cold and bright quarter mo.on_ was still there.. We stood. in. front of a tightlY shut wooden· gate.
	. 

	·:..
	·
	One ortwo dogs wereggr.owling somewhere clos.e by_, but had not started to bark. Nhat Quy knoiked-on thŁ gite panel according.gtothe secret 
	. 
	· 

	·g
	signalŁ The growling ŁŁs replaced by furious barking, coming from all directions. Someoninside the house was coming outŁ Judging from the footsteps, I knew two people .were advancing towa-rd -the gate.gThe wietched dogs contiriued to bark. A wŁman'gs voice ordered the dogs to remain quiet. I started; "It sounds like An!" At that precise moment,the gate opened a crack andthen swung wide open:ga_ man appeared in front of Nhat Quy, and obliquely behind him was a woman. In the pale moonlight I looked at the man
	Ł 
	. 
	·
	.
	· 
	.g
	.
	·
	.g
	. 

	The man recognized Nhat Quy, but when he saw bobbling behindNhat 
	.

	Quy many mem all dressed in black, carrying neatly packedbags and 
	.g

	weapons, he looked surprigsed. The dog continued to growlg· somewhere in 
	·

	a dark cornger. Again I heard a voice hushing the dog.-I wanted to cry 
	out, "An! An! Do-you recognize me" but I restrained myselfg-iii time 
	"This is not the right moment . ." The man spoke quickly bu-t --softly ing· 
	'g

	!he Łccent of the rice-growing delta, "Brother Nhat Quy! Please come 
	·
	·
	in! Comrades, please come in!" 

	Then he turned around, and Nhat Quy and we followed behind. 
	The room was pitch black. A dot of light, the size of a pŁa, flashed into a higher flame. 
	_
	•

	I could see clearly the woman who had just lit the lamp, arid my eyes followed each of her movements avigdly. 
	-

	We huddled close together in the shadows. I forgot my exhaustion 
	-
	when I saw my wife in her brown Vietnamese blouse. l heard my -wife 
	·
	·
	whisper to Nhat Quy., "Where did you come -from?" Nhat Quy answeredg

	softly, his voice rasped as he whispered, "From Dai Tu!g" My wife again 
	whispered, "Do you want to eat?g" Nhat Quy nodded and whispered to her 
	'

	the number of people who were accompanying him. 
	After introducing us to brother Trieu--it was then that 1gwas cergtain about the identity of the host--Nhat Quy told him about our mi5� sion. Trieu seemed to be used to these nocturnal visits. ·He did everything softly, and only spoke when it was necessary to do -so. : An·d· when he spoke, he talked very softly, as though he feared that any noise, no matter how small, might carry outside. 
	·g
	,
	· 

	·
	In a short time, food was brought out. There was onlyone dish: chicken braise.d with sour bamboo shoot. A soft voice speaking in Vietnamese dialect but still retaining a trace of the highland accent said,
	_
	_
	_
	,

	"Please come and eat while it's still hot.g" · 
	· 
	· 


	My wife and I looked at each. other quickly, but did not utter a word. We kept silent, but we understood each other's feelings. She still remembered that I liked sour bamboo shoot, a dish which embodied 
	the warm feelings of our homeland. 
	
	Day was beginning to break by the time we finished eating. TrieŁtold us briefly about the local si-tuation. He jerked his chin toward _
	.g
	.g
	·

	the outside and continued; "We're close to the main road here, sogtheykeep close watch on the village. But nothing has happened Ło_gfarŁ :The neighbors are all enlightened people. There's nothing for you: to worry about, comrades. Tomorrow I'll go to see you and we'll discuss things further.g" 
	· 

	I asked, "Where would be a convenient place for us to stay for the moment? How can we contact you?" 
	He answered, "It Is better to take precautions. Take cover ithe crop patch behind my house. We'11 send people to check on the situa-_
	n 
	. 

	·
	tion around there and ensure your safety.g" · 
	tion around there and ensure your safety.g" · 
	· 
	· 

	.

	Then he led us into the patch in the rocky mountain covered_ w1 th trees behind his house. We looked for a flat spot to lie down to sleep,but sleep eluded us. Nhat Quy and a few other brothers walked around 
	to check the surroundings. I took out my map to study the terrain. 
	That night we met comrades Mua, Duong, Trieu, Vu and Dien--the Party members in Lang Moi village--to exchange information on the situation. We were very happy to �ind out that then-local infraitru�ture was working with efficiency and urgencyn. Then we went to the house of brother Nhi and sister Len, which was located in a more isolated area, 
	·

	·
	and was there fore a more convenient place·for us·· to meetnour comrades 
	.
	. 

	and the masses, but to reach it we had to cross a ricefield. ·we found 
	that.it was relatively safer for us to stay in the caves and in the 
	forest, but it was not convenient for us when Łe needed to see the 
	·

	·n
	massesn. We found that Mr .. Chan's house, on the other side 6f ihe Ti 
	Ma bridge, was the most convenient place because we would not ha_ve to 
	cross the -road or the ricefields to. reachnit, thus avoiding large
	cross the -road or the ricefields to. reachnit, thus avoiding large
	_

	· 

	Łrowds of people onen-of whom would be bound to detect usn. Wewould only have to. go across the mountain·, go down a slope and we wouldbe theren. This way we could keep our presence secret and we would be in
	· 
	·
	. 
	_n

	.n
	a favorable position to take action if there was a sudden alertn. 
	. . 
	:

	We organized many meetings and drewn·up many plans, consolidated existing �rassroot bases, investigated and studied new ones, expandedthe movement to NaKhao, toward Coe Lung and BainHoi, and moved it gradually into the Hong mountain chain.nWith regard to the plan to -r�establish contact with the Central Committee, we talked about Mrs_; Ha�
	· 
	· 

	.
	Caon. 
	The brothers had not paid much tttention to her. She was from the delta, and had followed her husband to Lang Moi village to settle. She was an enlightened personn. It was brother Hai Cao himself who had recruited the present Party members in Lang Moi village into the Partyn. After her husband w.as, arrested, she workedn· very hard to raise h·er two childrenn. 
	·
	.·

	I asked, "What type of· person is she? Is she a Party membe·r?" 
	' 

	"Not yet, but she's a good person, and does not pay ·attention to anything outside her work through which she earns anŁiving," comrade Duong answered .n
	_
	. 

	''Does she often go .to visit her -husband?-" r· · asked again_. 
	"We haven't seen her go at all." 
	I thought, '.'This means we've now found ·the first· link in our chai·ri, '' and then proceeded to -draw up a plan through whichnthe ŁroŁhers 
	·

	· 
	could motivate her to go and visit herhusband,n. and give her the' money
	· 

	she would need to make the tripn. 
	The brotheis talked and talked with her until they tan out of things to say, but she still did not dare· to go. We were in a predicamentn. But we must persuade her at all costsn. First, we fuust overcome her reluctance and then find someone to go with her. 
	. . . 
	While discussing who could do this job, someone mentŁoned Mrs. Me. 
	This woman was a widow andan experienced petty merchant.n• She wasn· 
	· 
	articulate and very alertn. A comrade who had been deep in thought nodded his head and said, "With this stone we can kill two birds!" What he meant was that if we used Mrsn. Me, we could accomplish twon. thingsn. First, Mrs •nMe wouldaccompany Mrsn. Hai Cao, nd sconMrsn· 
	·
	. 
	Ł
	Ł
	Ł 

	· 
	:n

	_
	Me had been afrequent visitor to the house of Mr. Tu 1n Bai Ho1--th1s way, [through Mrsn. Me] Mr. Tu could become a very reliable grassroot 
	. 

	b_ase for us. (Later on, Mr .Tu was the man w.ho guided a numberg· of bro·thers who had escaped from theCho Chu prison camp and le·d them to our baŁe in ·safety.) 
	.
	. 

	We assigned to Duong and his wife, and to Trieu, the task of enlightening Mrs. Me. 
	After propagandizing and educating her, motivating and encouraging her with relatively satisfactory results, Duong came to report to us. 
	One evening, I went to see her at Duong's house. Before shegtbuld express her surprise, I asked her immediately about her business, her profits and losses, and how she was living-. I did not forget to tell her that I was a good friend of Duong and his wife, and of Trieu.gShe stared at me fixedly. T.hen she slightly bent her tall and slender bodyand said sadly, "Whenever I go to the market, I have to pay bribes coming and going, so I earn practically nothing.g" 
	.
	.
	· 

	I mentioned the state our country and our families were in-Łhowgour country had been lost to the foreigners and how our families had been disgpersed. I alsgo pointed out to her that the only way for us to survive was to take part in the salvation of the country. 
	· 
	· 

	She sighed, "Even if we women want to save the country, what can 
	,
	,
	we do?" 

	· · 
	"That's not correct! The whole population--.men. and women--can help save the country. Everyonecan.gdo something. -Eveng·if you Łnly do small things, such as helping the cadres in their activities, you're helping save the country. To help us relay a bit of information, or 
	.

	·
	·
	deliver a letterg--that's alsgo s_aving the country." 

	.. She became bolder: "What do you propose I should do then?" 
	_

	I looked at her intently, nodded my head and said, '•You can do 
	anything. It all depends on whether you're determined or riot. If 
	you're determined, you'll think-up,ruses to accomplish what you want 
	to do. If you lack determination, you'll act very clumsgily." 
	She sat still, listening to me, the expression on her face showed that she was moved. I went on, "To make revolution·, we must bear hardships. After hardsghips �ill come happinesgs. Only· then will our happi-
	.g

	· 
	· 
	ness be.long lasting." 
	·· 


	At that instant, her eyes shone brightly. She said excitedly, "What job do you want to give me?" . 
	"Can you go to Thai Nguyen?g" I asgked. 
	She answered without hesitating, "Yes." 
	I told her, "That's excellent! Let's wait for the right occas.ion." 
	:

	After that meeting, I told Duong and his wife to continue watching
	Mrs. Mr. She appeared extremely agitated and restless; a complete
	change from her usual behavior. She bo·asted to Duong and his wife,
	"Brther Tan Honghas pointed everythinggout clearly to me.g" The 
	o
	1 
	· 
	·· 

	1. Chu Van Tan's alias. (Trans.) 
	brothers who kept an .eye on her reported that "she was dying to be given a mission." 
	.As for Mrsn. Hai Cao, the brothers expended anlot of energy tryingto persua�e her to go, but she was still hesitantn. She was afraid that if she too was arrested her two children would be left by themselves, with no one to take care of them. In the end, she underitood the need for her to make the trip, but she was afraid to go by herself. I proposed that Mrsn. Me go with her. The brothers approved of my idea, and so did Mrs. Hai Cao. 
	·n

	One day I went to. see Mrs. Me at Mr. Chan's house. I told her about Mrsn. Hai Caon. Tears welled up in her eyes, and she said, "Her situation is even more pitiful than minen. I feel very sorry for her.'' 
	So, the problem of finding liaison agertts to take a message to the Ba Van prison camp had been resolved. Now, we must quickly carry out a new task which was to investigate and find out whether Hai Cao--since his arrest--hadretained the indomitable spirit of a Party member. At the least, we must know what his attitude inside the Ba Van prison camp wasn. This task also required .time and delicate handling. We could not do it by ourselves, and had to appeal for help from the local Partymembersn. If we did not
	· 

	I dreŁ up a new plan of action for myself and asked the local Party cell to lend me a hand. 
	• 

	A few days later, the local comrades completed their investigation of Hai Cao's attitude at my request. He had not changed. 
	I wrote a letter to him: 
	Brother Hai Cao, 
	You and I have·tnot seen each other for atlong time. I have just come backt· from a mission far away. The movement is now strong and · widespread, and is progressing well. We must contact brother HoangVan Thu. Please·tforward thfs letter to him throughtthe communication channel. 
	·
	.

	Signed: Ba.· 
	2 

	Then I wrote another letter to the Central Committee. Both letters were written on thin paper, in very small letters, thenn-rolled uptightly like a caterpillar's nest, and tightly sealed. 
	.

	.rendezvous spot to meet men. My
	That evening, Mrs .n.Me came to the 
	. 

	aim this time was to reinforce her spirit, educate her further, and 
	assign her this task. At firstŁ I only talkedn-about her business and her health. After a long while, noticing that I did not mention what 
	· 
	we had discussed in theprevious meetings, she asked me, "What was it 
	you wanted me t_o do?" 
	I lookedn.at her andsaid sternly, "The organization today has given you a mission. Go with sister Hai Cao to the Ba Van prison camp to 
	.

	2 •tAnother of Chu Van Tan's aliases. (Trans.) 
	. 

	visit her husgband and hand him this letter--! thrust the letter ·tri front of her eyes and repeated each word clearly because I was afraid that she was too moved to have heard everythingg--you'll accompany sister Hai Cao to the Ba Van prison camp to visit herg·ghusgband and hand him this letter.gPretend to be sister Hai Cao' s cousin on her mother'sg· side. When you see him, just talk normally, you don't haveg:to mention anyt�ing. If you can pass him this letter, then you will haveg·:accom� 
	. 
	·g

	·
	·
	plisghed your missgion.g" 

	Very intelligent and alert, she inserted the letter addressed to Hai Cao inside the border of her scarf, and hid the second letter in the hem of her brown blouse. . I desgcribed the man to whom the 'letter was addressed so she would not be surprised when she met himŁ and so she would not hand it by mistake to another person. 
	:

	•
	Before she left, I gave her additional insgtructions on how to
	.
	maintain secrecy, and said, "If you can keep the whole· thing seerget,
	.

	. .
	.

	you' 11 succeed.g" 
	.
	We provided the two women with everything they needed to make _the trip without any hitches. We consgidered that the task was accqmplish"ed and only waited for the "good results." 
	A week passed. 
	One night, the local infrasgtructure reported to us that Mrsg. Me and Mrsg. Hai Cao had come back. I hurriedly went overg. Mrsg. Me handed back to me a rolled up message. I took it; it had not been opened! No one had touched it. What did this mean? "Why did Hai Cao refuse to accept it?g" Many questions crowded in my mind. The resgults were far from what we had expected. 
	Mrsg. Me said, "Brother Hai Cao only accepted the one addressed to him. After he finished reading it, he asked me, 'Who told you to give me this letter? What was he like? How old was he? How come· he knew me?g' I told him exactly what I knew. He looked.gat me for a long time and did not say anythingg. Then he told us to wait for acouple of days. He refused to accept this letter'' (Mrs .. Me pointed at. the rolled up message I was holding). "I waited for two daysg. That brother Hai Cao--he was exactly asgyou
	.g
	· 

	I had asked Mrsg. Hai Cao to go so Mrsg. Me could use her as an excuse to see Hai Cao and hand him the letter. I was sure the two women were not lyingg. I reviewed each of Hai Cao's gesgtures and words, as Mrsg. Me had just desgcribed to me. Though I had not been present �t the encounter, I could guess hbw Hai Cao felt when he received the le�ter I wrote him. The name "Ba" and the sentence "returned from missgion"gwere not good enough guarantees to reassure him that the letter had not been faked. Suppose I
	· 

	·· 
	principle of operation and harm the Party. I must do something to make the brothers in the prison camp believe the message so "they would accept to help me.g" 
	_ Seeing me standing still and silent, Mrs. Hai Cao was clrise to tears. "I saw my husband, -but I -failed to accomplish the miss_ion that the organizgation had given meŁg. I felt vety bŁd about_ this, but did not dare to ask my husband to explain."g· _ 
	.
	·
	· 
	· 
	· 

	I said, "I thank both of you. That's alright_. Go home and rest now. There's no need for yougto tell anyone aboutthis, alright?" 
	·
	· 
	· 

	(I hadguessed right.g· Later on, after he got out of jail, brother Hai Cao told me this story from beginning to end. It turned out he was half doubtful and half .believing when he got my letter, especially when he saw that Mrs. Me was the messenger. When he was still operating in Lang Moi village--before his arrest--though he ·gwas in charge of propaganda and had recruited Duong and his wife, and Trieu into the Party,he never liked Mrsg. Me because she was a merchant, -and as such he considered her unreli
	_ 
	·
	3 
	·g

	··
	··
	bloody experiences, our brothers who were. held in the prisons of thegFrench and Japanese fascists had learned to be cautious.) 

	A few days lat.er, after preparing them i_deologically in a µiore_g_thorough fashion, and after instructing Duong ·and hi.Ł wife to do all they could to help these two newly recruited liaison agents, I asked Mrs. Me, "Would you-dare to make a_ second trip?" 
	She thought it over for a while, and then answered, "I can go.Show me what to do, and I'll do it.g" 
	I asked Mrs. Hai Cao once more, "How about you?" 
	"It's alright with me. This time I'll ask my husband for adetailed explanation.g" 
	. 
	-:

	I shook my head. "All you' 11 have todo is to go there. You don't have to ask any further questions. Just act normally, like you did the last time. If anything comes up, sister Me wilf take care of it. Besides, there won't be any hitches this time.g" 
	· 

	I said this to put their minds at ease for the trip. Their willingness to go was good enough--! thought--it was better for the two of them to go than for us to select two new people; we would have to start all over from �cratch, and this would take a lot more time and effort. I went back and talked with the brothers in the local Party Chapter to see whether they could think up a good plan. I tried to recall_geverything I knew about Hai Cao--even minor details which would be_insignificant in normal circum
	·
	·g

	·
	besides the one addresgsed to the Central Co·mmittee: 
	· · 

	Brother Hai Cao, 
	In August 1939, the guava fruit weretat theirtripest. You came to see me. You passed throughMit 's house in Dinh ca,·and then came 
	.
	.
	.
	· 

	3. Tran Huy Lieu became the MinistŁr of PropŁganda in 1945. He was appointed as the head of the Historical, Literary and Geographical Research Commission of Vietnam in 1956. He became the Director of the Historical Institute of Vietnam in 1959 and a member of the Standing of the National Assembly .t(Trans.)
	Committee 
	_
	.t
	.

	. . 
	to my house. But there were too many people in my house then, so I 
	had to take you to Due Ton's house. You and I walked from hishouse 
	-

	and climbed the mountain in the back of the house, following a-trail .. 
	When we reached a bamboo grove surrounded by many guava trees, we 
	stopped to discuss our mission. As we talked, I pulled down the 
	branches and plucked the guavas which I handed to you to eatn. Do 
	you still remember? 
	The situation has now improved. I've just come back from a mission outside, and must contact the Central Committee. · Pleaseforward this letter immediately. This will decide the fate of the moveJ_Denthere, and I hope you'll do your best to help. 
	· 

	Signed: Ba 
	I handed the well-sealed letters to Mrs. Me to deliver to brother Hai Caon. The two of them left, and the days following their departure were days of tense waitingn. I was c-onfident that Hai Cao was sti.11 loyal to the Party and that he would certainly act in accordance with my request. Time seemed to go by too slowly. Right after the women left Lang Moi village, though I knew it would take them some time to reach destination and to get tonsee Hai Cao--even if nothing happened, 
	·
	.

	it would still be a long time before they gotn-back--! could not help but expect some news each eveniŁg, each night. 
	.

	They returned a few days later. I iŁediately went to -Mrs. Me' s housen. She felt in her scarf and then handed me a rolled up letter, saying excitedly, "Brother Hai Cao accepted theletter! Here'sn-his replyn." 
	· 
	.
	· 
	. 

	I was so happy I wanted to shout. Al though I tri.ed to calm myself, my hands shook with emotion when I held his lettern. I opened it gingerly. It was a tiny piece of paper, but it must have taken him a long time to find it. Even the pencil he had used to write these words must have been difficult for him to get hold of in a prison like the Ba Van campn. 
	-

	Brother Ba, I've received your letter. I've forwarded it, as you asked. Wishing you good healthn. Signed: Hai Cao 
	The letter was very brief, but my heart was_ invaded by an extraordinary warm feelingn. This meant brother Hai Cao had recognized men. 
	.

	So, my letter was on itsway, butno reply was forthcoming. Day
	.

	· 
	and night we waited anxiously £.or a liaison agentnfrom the delta, like the parched earth longing for rainn. 
	· 

	The Party infrastructure and the mass movement was expanding wider every day and was being consolidated. At this time_, the region from Bai Hoi--the center of our base area--to Coe Lung; Na Khao, etc., had become solid grassroot basesn. Wherever we went, we made propaganda and organized the massesn. 
	At that time, the rice Łrains were still green in Coe Lung. We were absorbed with our work. One rainy afternoon,brother DuoŁg--his pants rolled up to his kneesn, leaning on a bamboo stick, his face aglowwith excitement, came to see me. I asked, "What's up?" 
	·
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	"There's a letter,'' he answered, breathing heavily, "and there's someone looking for you." 
	"A man or a woman?" rn·nasked immediately. 
	"A woman." 
	"A highland woman or a delta woman?"n
	· 

	"A delta woman," brother Duong said as he shook.nout a rolled-up letter, and gave it to men. 
	I opened it. It was a letter written from Lang Moi village, the writing was delicate and wigglyn. 
	"There's an urgent businessn. Please come back right away." 
	Duong looked outside, and cried with happiness, ''It's stopped raining, . let's go I" 
	We arrived in Lang Moi village in a flashn. With three longstrides, I was in Duong's house. 
	It was then seven or eight o'nclock at nightn. The house was lit only by a small lamp. In this orange light, a young woman, her head covered with a scarf, wearing a light brown blouse with a round collar, was sitting next to a bamboo cotn. I took the initiative and greetedher first. "You've just come up here?" 
	_
	· 

	She looked at me and said, "I just gotn·nhere late this afternoon." 
	·

	Then she asked right away, "Arc you brother Ba?" 
	"Yes ." 
	She looked at me, her head cocked to one side, as though listening intently to the timbre of my voicen. As for me, though I was happyabout her arrival, I remained,on my guard. I asked, "Are the brothers in good health?" · 
	"They're alright." 
	She studied me carefully--from my hair to the clothes I was wearing--bit her lips and then asked suddenly, ''Do you know brother Hoang Van Thu?" 
	.

	"I know him a little," I answered modestly. 
	Her eyesseemed to rivet on me even more, and shen. again asked, "What ktnd of a man is brother Hoang Van Thµ?" 
	. 
	·

	This time I answered clearly and positively, "Brother Hoang Van Thu used to stay at my house often. Whilehe was operating overseas, 
	· 
	some explosives he was testing exploded and hit onŁ of his eyelids, leaving a sm-all scar. He's of average height, with slightly protruding cheekbones, with black and stiff haiŁ, and thick eyebrows." 
	Brother Hoang Van Thu must have described how I looked and what myvoice sounded like to her beforen. she went off on mission .. Her face now became radiant, she batted her eyelashes as she looked at me, and seemed 
	-
	to trust me more. She looked at Duong's familyg'Łitting ing_acorner of the house, and then put two packages of "Basta" cigarettesŁ-one intact, one opened--on the table and said, "The brothers s_ent these_ cigarettes to you." 
	·
	.

	I understood the hint, shook the cigarettes from the opened package and pulled out one. I squeezed it. There was nothing inside. took out a second one; it felt slightly stiff. I broke it iri two. A rolled up messgage, the size of a toothpick, jutted out. My heart was filled with an overwhelming hap�iness� The letter was written ·on.gpaperused to roll cigarettes. It was in Hoang Van Thu's handwriting, ·and he had signed his name. I looked up and saw the liaisgon agen� smile with joy. She was ahappy as I ws.
	s 
	a

	times: · 
	· 

	Brother Ba, 
	I've received your letter. This in itself is a good thing. The movement down here is progressing well, and is expanding. The. task of proselytizing enemy soldiers is proceeding satisfactorily. Your and the brothers' return-is timely anp advantageous for us.-We can't come up at the moment. When we can arrange it, we'll come to see you. For the time being, you must expand the movement, and do it discreetly and secretly.. At the Łame time, concentrate your forces to open the Northward ma_rch routes. The infras
	I hope the movement will expand. I'll introduce you to this "link" in my next letter. 
	Signed: vŁ
	4 

	Were my eyes blurred by emotion, or had the tiny lamp lowered its flame? These were insgtructions from the Central Cammi ttee, .relayed by Hoang Van Thu on. its behalf. I remained silent for a lon.g time, and then asked the liaison agent a question which I _felt was su-pe.rflguous after I said it: "How's the movement down there coming along, c.
	· 

	omrade?" 
	She miled and said, "The letter must have mentioned it." 
	I also broke out into a h-appy ..smile. From then on, weexpressed our true comradely feelings to each other. I -asked her again, :''Is-Van alright? Have you spent much time with him?" 
	_ 

	"He's in good health, comrade. I'm a liaison agent, so sometimes I stayed close to him, and other times I had to be away." 
	"How about Truong Chinh, Hoang_Quoc Viet and Tran Dang Ninh? Are they in good healgth?g" 
	_g

	"Yesg, they're all 1n good healgth.g" 
	My thought turned to the brothers living 1n the delta.· The enemywas even more numerous and more thickly deployed. there than here, but these brothers neigther had enough weapons to defend themselgves nor did they have the protection of the forests and mountains as we did.. up here. In the delta, the only thing they could do was to try and avoid runntng into the enemy, while up here we could--when necessary--attack the 
	_
	·
	· 

	4. Hoang Van Thu's alias. (Trans.) 
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	security police searching around, or ambush the soldiers on their way to sow terrorism. Not only were we armed, but the hearts and minds of the people were turned toward the revolutionn. 
	·n

	I asked the liaison agent, full of .worry, "Are they tracking the brothers down there fiercely?" 
	·

	"It's quite bad, comraden. Fortunately, the peopl.e are very good, 
	•

	hetoic girl who had dared to make her way through the wolVes armed to 
	and always alert them so they can hide afootn," she answenred with great pride. 
	and always alert them so they can hide afootn," she answenred with great pride. 
	and always alert them so they can hide afootn," she answenred with great pride. 
	whenever 
	there 
	is 
	something 

	TR
	·n

	I looked 
	I looked 
	at 
	her ·with 
	fondness 
	and 
	admiration--this intellnigent 
	.and 


	their teeth to reach thearea where I lived. Her pr�sence and the mission she was performing reminded me of Old Mr, Thu Son's instructions when I left Pac .Bo: ''Maintain tight liaison, make quick decisions, and 11· The night was far advanced, but we wanted to go on talkingn. However, she would have to leave early tomor� row moTning .nI told her to go to bed .n· I went to another house, lay down to rest for a while and then got up to write my second letterto 
	. 
	.
	·
	communicate decisions in timen. 
	.
	. 
	. 
	.
	· 

	·
	Hoang Van Thu. 
	My heart was in each word, each s.entence I wrote him: 
	Brother Van, 
	Theret's a relatively large infrastructure network arowid Cho Chu townt. There are many reliablegrassroot bases in this Yao minority area. Dai Tu has been restored. The movement in Vo Nhai is stronger and more widespread now, and has expanded into Yen The and Dong Hy. Please send a liaison agentt·there to establish direct contact and get to know the situation first hand. The route to Cao Bang we've cleared all the way to Cho Doi:i , and we are now pushing it toward Cho Ra. The movement is now so vastt. __Th
	· 

	.
	cadres. Please help us. 
	I propose that you brothers move to the base area. We have adequate forces to ensure your safety. 
	Ba 
	I reread the letter one more time. If Hoang Van Thu were h-ere, I could report to him more mintitely, with m6re detailsn. On this small pieceof cigarette papern--to make it easier for the liaison agent to slip the m�ssage through ene•y lines--there was just not enough spacefor me to expiess how much I longedto see these brothers againn. I rolled up the letter, stuffed it into a cigarette, and then put the cigarette in the still unopened package, and sealed it with a stamp-the way it had looked originally. 
	·
	• 
	· 

	I •had just lay down on the bed when the'nroosters began to crow noisily. 
	* * * 
	Lang Moi village, on an autumn morning in 1943. 
	The liaison agent left for the delta, carrying our letter. I followed with my eyes the silhouette of thisn.nalert and heroicn.girl until she disappeared from view. I recalled the evolution of the mission and struggle of the AFNS and of the local people against the French colo
	·
	-

	nialists and Japanese fasci�ts, and iheir lackeysn. I felt very proud and realized how accurate old Mr. Thu Son's words had been: "_It's dangerous to make revolution. The enemy's tricks are extremely cruel and cunning. We must remain alert, we must persevere, we must be brave, and we must not give up in the face of force and violence .nWith our heads holding up the vault of the skies and our feet planted on the earth--only with a position as firm as this could we win over the people. Also, we must maintai
	_
	·
	. 

	-
	Salvation Army had matured innthe cour�e of their struggle and had become the key armed f.orces of the mass movement.n. From the base area, the infrastructure had expanded everywhere. 
	.
	· 
	.

	The more I thought about this, the more enthusiastic I became.,
	·
	A 16ng time later, Łnother woman liaison agent came to Lang Moi village to see me and give me a second letter from Hoang Van Thu. He wrote: 
	Brother Ba, 
	The Cho Chu prison camp now has a liaison agent. They have also set up an infrastructure to proselytize enemy . You comrades should contact them in order toe.join forces to propel the movemen:tforward. The cadres [you nee.d] are right there in the Cho Chu prison camp. 
	soldie.rs

	With detennination, clear the route from Bae Son to Cao Bang as soon as possible. 
	I'll come to the base area very shortly. 
	vŁ 
	It seemed I could see Hoang VŁn Thu looking at me with his bright eyes shaded with thick eyebrowsn. I felt immensely encouraged because from now on we would have direct guidance from the Central Committee, and also because the mov·ement was expanding rapidly. 
	.' CHAPTER X
	. 

	At the end of 1943 I received a lettei from Vo Nguyen·Giap, sent through a .special communication_ corridor. 
	· 
	.

	.
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	. 

	. . 
	. 
	. 
	. 

	The letter was very Łrief: 
	. . .
	. . 
	Brother Tan Hong, 
	· I' 11 come· down to see you ·aronnd the last· week of the 11th Lunar month. Will, discuss the situation and the mission then. · 
	· 

	Signed:· Van 
	·
	1 

	. .
	.
	.
	· 

	. To'gmake it easier' for, VoNguyen Giap to make the tripg" andgreturn to hiŁ atŁa. ·l told hiI would meet himg_in'g_Khuoi Ta. He would ¢ome 
	.g
	.g
	_g
	, 
	. 
	_g
	r(l 

	·
	downgfrpm Ban . Pinh and•Ban Pai. I would come up from Khuoi Phat ·
	. 
	.
	.
	.
	· 
	..g. 

	·
	thtough Coe postŁg· PreŁibusly, whenŁver·we Łanted to gd .from here t6 
	·
	Cao Ba.ng, or from Cao Bang down here, we_ had to cross into China and then circle back around; this made us waste a lot of time and effort. Aft,r ihe lurig H6ani confereriŁe,g.gihŁ Notthward:MaŁch ihd SoutŁŁarŁ Marfor usg. to ma;l<e theg. t:rip_ through 
	.
	:
	.
	.

	ch pr'ongs had ma.deit ,possible· routesg_ lying within the country. ApolŁ ti cal c9rtidor, had been 
	ch pr'ongs had ma.deit ,possible· routesg_ lying within the country. ApolŁ ti cal c9rtidor, had been 
	.
	. 
	· 
	. 

	.

	cleared, ·which link�d the. twp, bas� areas of Cao �ang_andBa� Son�Vd Nhai, thus creating the coriditions for the establishment· of the Liber
	.

	ated Zone later. 
	.
	Our· group included comrad�s Hoa,·Thanh, HongThai and a few comrades whohad just returned from combat operations to clear the routes from the North dqwn here.g_ They were brothers Nhat Quy, Hoang Thuong anclHa ChaJn. · All of us -were tmed--·some c�rried muskets,g· others car
	•
	.g
	.
	.. 
	·

	aried: D6pg_3 riflesŁ Łnd I cŁiŁŁŁŁ thŁgPacŁhoot sub•achine gun I ha4 been using foŁga long time.gweg·spent hours walking in the night, wading upthe stream against the current. The stream was small, but the bed was covered with jutting rocks which made;iŁ 4ifficultg.gfor us toprogress.Once in a whi1e we ran into a cataract >and had to make a detour. We moved like this for 8 or 9 kilometers, and then climbed onto a gentlygraded mountain covered with walnut ad hong sac-trees. There was a Meo_ settlement: on t
	.
	·g
	·g
	· 
	-
	•
	n
	·
	. 

	. 
	as the mŁeting place for Vo:Nguyen GiŁp•s gtoup and 6urs: 
	Jn Łhis period,.gevery area was bustling with preparations for the 
	Jn Łhis period,.gevery area was bustling with preparations for the 
	. .

	insurrecti·ong. ·· . · 
	· 
	·

	· 
	· 
	· · 

	That afternoon'--I no. longercan remember what day it was, all I 
	. 

	.. 
	canrecall was that theg· fields had recently been harvested, and that the stumps of rice stalks were still fresh--I looked outside and· saw the healthy hong sac trees bathed in sunlight. I was sitting and work
	· 

	·
	ing when an AFNS fighter came in to announce that "Brother Vo Nguyen Giap_has arrived!" I was overjoyed, and hurriedly went out with the rest of the brothers to greŁt him. 
	1. Vo Nguyen Giap's alias . (Trans .) 
	/• 
	Figure
	There he was! He looked the same as when I last saw him at the Lung Hoang conference. The local people, hearing t hat guests were arriving, looked out from t heir windows or came out to their fences to t ake a look, or st ood in their cougrtyards and looked out . 
	We shook hands warmly. We bot h asked the same question simultaneously: "Are you alright, comrade?g" We looked at each ot her for a long time-and then smiled wit h happiness. 
	Aft er t hat moment, I suddenly heard a shout of joy, "Uncle!g" 
	Someone grabbed me. I turned around and cried out , "Nephew Hien! 
	Why have you been so discreet ?" 
	"I was waiting for the two Command St affs to shake hands [before I made my presence known]g," Hien said laughing. "I saw you from afar and recognized you at once. I wanted t o hug you right then and t here!" 
	Hien was among the AFNS comrades we assigned--aft er t he Lung Hoang 
	·
	conference--to help Vo Nguyen Giap in his SouthwardgMarch.·gNow he was accompanying Vo Nguyen Giap here. He lookedg· much more matureg· aIJ.d ·tougher after a year on mission. I was happy t hat he had made .progressthanks t o Vo Nguyen Giap's guidance. 
	. 
	· 
	· 

	The comrades in Vo Nguyen Giap 's group told us abot1t their tripfrom Ban Pinh and Ban Pai t o here, climbing hills·and crossinggst reams. They took the Bach Thong rout e, and walked two or three night s throgh areas inhabited by the Man Tienminority. The last night theycovered t he final st age of their journey, and crossed Coe village. 
	.
	.
	.
	u
	2 
	.

	I took t hem inside t he house. The host was sittini ori a bedj Brot her Vo Nguyen Giap greeted him in Yao dialect, "You're stayinghome?" 
	The host, seeing t hat t he ne�ly arrived gue�t who was dress�d d�fferently from t he local people could speak the local dialett, st ared at Vo Nguyen Giap and then said, "Yes, I'm staying home. You _just g9t ,here?g" 
	-
	·
	.

	"Are the children out playing?g' 
	1

	"Yes,they've gone out to play.g" 
	. 
	I introduced him to the host, "This is a comrŁde whoŁ s Just ,..arrived from Cao Bang.g" 
	"." 

	"Good. Sit down. Have some water. If you' rehungry, have SOJJle food." 
	· 

	Vo Nguyen Giap smiled kindly. "We've just eat e1_1. When we'gre hungry we'll eat Łgain.g" 
	"Alright !" the host replied. 
	Then t he two of t hem discussed farming and hunt ing, and seemed ·t o hit it off famously. 
	·g

	2. A Yao sub-group. (Trans.) 
	* * * 
	The next morning, afŁer our meal, wewent to the crop patch to hold a meeting at arotind'geight or nine o'clock. EŁen though our host was a trustworthy sympathizer, we_gcould not discuss_ important matters in this villager's.house. 
	.

	There was a hut in the field where the villagers kept a small amount of paddy and where they put their small children to shield them from the sun while they worked in the fields. But the hut was too small and we could not all come in to sit down.gWe went down, near the clearing, and held our meeting in the shade of huge treŁs with thick foliage. We ·cut down leaves and spread them on the bank of the stream. Our group included Łomrades Nhat Quy, Cham, Thuong and Hoa. 
	· 

	·
	Vo Nguyen Qlap's:goal in coming was to find out about our situa
	tion down here, from all points of view. Then he would go to the delta to report to the Central Committee about the situation in the two base areas of Cao Bang and Bae Sori-Vo Nhai .g
	. 

	To start the.gmeeting, I reported on the situation down here, especially about the continuing effort to clear a route to Cao Bang, the Northward March problem, and the question of cadres. 
	_g

	Brother Vo Nguyen Giap listened attentivelyand asked for details about our communication with the -delta and our liaison with the Central Committee. 
	· 

	In accordance with the spirit of the 8:th Central Committee Resolution on and developing the guerrillagbase in Bae Son-Vo Nhai, and at the same time making resolute efforts to consolidate and e�parid the Cao Bang base, and consolidati*g these two bases to transform the-m into the. epicenter of the task of making military preparations for an insurrection in the Viet Bae Zone,g" we dis
	the question.of "maintaining 
	·g

	·g
	cussed many important questionsg·gdealinggwith the activities of these . two bases. · 
	·g

	. Brother Vo Nguyen Giap saidŁ "The general situation is very good.
	The ·gmovement in _Bae Son-Vo Nhai and in: Cao Bang has spr.ead to large areas. We should continue to tonsolidate the region of Cho Don-Yen Son-Dai Tu-Phu Luong into a cotridor leading to Vo Nhai, we should direct our operations toward the deltag·andat 'gthe same time focus our
	·

	· 
	attention on consolidating the liaison route to Cao Bang; further south we should also organize prongs to attack toward the lowlands. In this way the two bases would be linkedand the WŁr Zone would expand all the way to Tam Dao. In particular, we should make sure that.the liaison route t·o the Standing Committee _of the Central Committee was completelycleared so that agents could move back and forth whenever necessary, in order for us to have close coordination with the movement in the whole country." 
	· 
	,

	He stopped, thought for a while, looked at me, and then said excitedly, "I' 11 go back to Cao Bang tog· discuss and hand over my responsibilities to the brothers, and then I'llcome back here right a�ay. 
	· 

	Then both of us cango and report ·to the StandinggCommittee.g" 
	_g· 
	· 

	He also proposed that on his retgurn �e would review a few important problems, such as the preparations for the insurrectiong, the clearing of communication routes--espe-cially the liaison route to the delta--and the training and formation of cadres. 
	Figure
	The meeting adjtourned when our shadows stretched out on the field. We walked side by side from the field back to the house. Giap was veryhappy, and his face. shone with joy. My heart too was filled with a special joy and confidence. Not only had the movement expanded tremendously, but also we had succeeded in contacting .the Central Committee-we could now picture the creation of a "three-legged" position formed by the three centers of Cao Bang, Dinh Hoa-Son Duong, and Bae Son-Vo Nhai, operating in coordi�
	-

	We parted and promised to me�t each other again short�y. Rightafter that, however, the enemy l�unched a large-scale campaign .ofrepression thrusting into Cao Bang-Bae Can.tThe SouthwardtMarch routes from Cao Bang were cut in many places. And Vo Nguyen Giap and I could not meet again in Khuoi Ta as we had promised each other .t. 
	_ 
	· 
	.t

	* * * 
	.
	The task of mobilizing the people in the Bae SonDinh. Ca region was pushed ahead and produced good results. National Salvation associations and Viet Minh Committeest·were organized in every.village, and graduaily replaced the enemygovernment. The people supplied the guerrillas quite adequately from all points of view, and helped the revolutionary armed forces to expand continuously. 
	..: 
	_ 
	·t

	Side by side with the expansion of the AFNS, self-defense and combat self-defense units were set up along the length and breadth of the base area, and were_ given intensive military training .t
	. 

	In February 1944, Hoang Quoc Viet arrived in Khuoi Phat (Yen Son district, Tuyen Quang province)t. Comrade Cam accompanieŁ him.t
	·t
	· 

	Hoang Quoc Viet still looked the same as he did two ye�rs ago. The only change was that he now _wore a cap with a visor,brown clothes and slippers. He was more cheerful than in the old days, becaus� the atmosphere nowadays was full of joy and enthu�iasm; the revolutionary movement was expanding strongly.and at the same .rate everywhere. Manycadr�s inside the prisons had established contact with-the-infrastructure outside. The AFNS had expanded strongly and linked up with_the areas of Tuyen Quang-Thai Nguye
	. 
	·t

	·
	The last time we managed to contact the.tCentral Committeetarter being cut off for two year�, we could do itt.onlyby letter, but now the Central Committee had .sent someone here. We would receive guidancefrom the Central Committee again. It seemed to ustthat,tthe mount�ins and forests were covered with a beautiful green cloak, :that the skies and earth appeared more joyful, and the hong saa, walnut, Lat and ironwood trees stretched themselves with vigor to greet the visitors. 
	.
	·
	-

	.t
	In Khuoi Phat, theAFNS Command Staff reported to HoangtQuoc Viet about the general situation, and about the major events .which took · place after his departure for the delta, about oiirshortcomings and good points, and about the lessons drawn from the things that the AFNS had done. It was difficult to. grasp the situation of the grass root bases on both sides of the Hong mountain. chain .t. In addit�on-,the Bae Son-Vo Nhai, Dai Tu-Dinh Hoa-Son Duong-Yen Son al_so .neededtclose guidance, but we did not hav
	.
	.t
	_
	.
	_ 
	· 
	· 
	. 

	and capability was limited. The route to Cao:Banhad been blocked, and the AFNS was doing their best to reestŁbligshed this link. 
	:
	g 

	Hoang Quoc Viet l1stened, nodded and then interrupted, "The Central Cammi, ttee also needs th_e organ up therein Cao Bang very badly.g" 
	. 

	·g
	. , I added, "The Tuyen-Quang area now .has a widŁspreŁd infras truc-ture 
	· 
	·
	· 

	.. .
	network .gThe number of AFNS ·members _has also inc
	. 
	.

	reased tremendously. Their op_eration _area would be wid.ely expande_d. · According to our calculation, besides the brothers i� the AFNS Second. Platoon, there is over a squad of men newly arrived from Cao Barti; on-the Tuyen Quang side, we have comrades Ha Cham, Thanh, Ph
	·
	.

	uong Cuong, Chu Phong, An, La, Le, Tai,Bab Tien and.a �umber of ofh�r men�-about three squads. The T�yen Quang area has expanded, and so will the Trang Xa-Vo.Nhai area. We thirik that in_this: rie� situ�tibn, wi should �et up an AFNS 1hird.Platoori. We ·would lik� to hf:1.ve theopin;i.n of the Central Committee.g" 
	uong Cuong, Chu Phong, An, La, Le, Tai,Bab Tien and.a �umber of ofh�r men�-about three squads. The T�yen Quang area has expanded, and so will the Trang Xa-Vo.Nhai area. We thirik that in_this: rie� situ�tibn, wi should �et up an AFNS 1hird.Platoori. We ·would lik� to hf:1.ve theopin;i.n of the Central Committee.g" 
	•
	·
	·· 
	. 
	o

	. . . . . . 

	Hoang Quoc Viet said, "We feel greatly encouraged in the course of this vi�it with you comrades. I agree with your assessment as well as w�th your plan to ex�and the moV�ment .. Our·goperation area is now veryvast and our respon_sib_ilities · are very heavy._ I approve of the formation of another AFNS platoon.gWhat will its �ission be? I think it should be· as follows. One, to continue cons_o,lidating and expanding our forces, to transform this region into a third base, expand the movement, open a route N
	_
	.
	_
	· 
	· 
	·
	.. 

	·
	:route toLap Thach (so\lth_ ofTuyen Q1,1ang), protectthe pase area, and O!g�nize special liais6n agents to protect the l�ading cpmrades movingback and forth. Second--and this is a rather important task--to counter the enemy repressionand terror. As you have reported, the enemy 
	·
	. 
	. 
	_
	· 

	·
	ing· Dinh Hoa and Coe post have arrested somŁ of our pE;?ople. We have had theexperience of Bae Son. The third miss ion the Central Committee assigns to you c6mrades is to'eŁtablish coniact with our brothers 1n jails and prison camps and to.bring them Ol,lt." 
	·
	·
	· 

	· ·
	He stopped forga wh"ile and then weŁt on, "There tgs ·goneg· thing I'd 
	· 
	· 
	·
	·

	· 
	like �o inform you. The Nortq Vietnam Region Party Committee is planning to bring comrade Vinh Out of the Tuyen Quang jail. She is a liaisori agent· of our Party, and I'm sure you have never met her� The Cental Committee has already contacted the infrastructure in charge of proselytizing the enemy soldiers ingTuyen Quang.g·The North Vietnam Region Party Committee has given this task to Cam alone: how to bring her out into our War Zone.g_" 
	.
	r
	· 
	·g
	.

	westudied together the measures to implement faithfully the three tasks that the Central Committee had assigned ·togthe newg· AFNS platoon. we informed the AFNS fighters and asked them to goto Khuoi Kich to attend the cŁreŁony setting up the AFNS Third Platoon. While Waiting ftir the group opŁrating in Tuyen Quang tci return, the AFNS fighters who gathered here from various arŁas Łouldggo through a military training ·course before they were presented to the Centra-1 Committee. 
	· 
	·
	-
	· 
	·
	.
	•

	When they learned the significance of this training and Łspecially when they heard that a representati,ve of the Central Cammi ttee would be here to attend the ceremony, t'he new as well as the old AFNS fighters were filled with an extraordinary enthusigasm. 
	· * * 
	*

	Hoang Quoc Viet and the AFNS Command Staff discussed the new task. We spread out to operate all the way from Khuoi Phat to Khuoi Kich to make preparations for the ceremony setting up the AFNS Third Platoon. 
	Everyone felt very proud, and was resntless in anticipation of this historic day. In only a few days, representatives of the people in the Son :puong area would arrive in the hundreds to attend the ceremonyn. We were not afraid of enemy sabotage in this area; our only concern was to let the people see clearly in this ceremony the strength of thŁ AFNS. 
	·

	· ·
	· ·
	and reinforce their confidence in the revolution. 

	Khuoi Kich was a small settlement deep in the forest, inhabited entirelf by the Yao minority. To go from Son Duong to Khuoi Kich, pnehad to go for 20 kilometers before reaching Kim Long ( i-. e. , Tan-Trao)and then walk for another two or three kilometers through the forest to arrive at destinat-ionn. The movement here was expanding but there was a shortage of cadresn. 
	A stream flowed through this settlement. The brothers cleared _a large area on the bank of the stream, and posted sentries to provideprotection. When they heard the news, the people in the -surroundingnareas were very happy and donated a whole patch of manioc, baskets and baskets of pumpkins and squashes, and dozens of pigs and .chicken-s, and other food suppliesn. 
	The preparation which was most time-consuming was the teaching of military movementsn. Among the new members of the AFNS were those who had gone through the difficult period of combat and had borne hardshipsand overcome difficulties; others were remnants from the Bae Son uprising, while the rest were veterans of the eight-month guerrilla warfare in Trang Xa. Most of them had studied basic military movements�nbut· not all of them could execute these movements skillfully. 
	-

	I told the brothers, "The people will be watching usn. We are the revolutionary army. It wo_uldn 't look too tood if we march out of step or carry rifles improperly during the paraden. I have never studied in any military institutes either. But whatever I learned from brothers Phung Chi Kien and Luong Huu Chi years before I' 11 pass on toy.ou. ".
	. 
	Ha Cham nodded and said, "That·• s fine! Everything will be .alrightif you can teach usn." 
	The �thers agreed. They all made an effortn. They practiced individually and in groups--the commanders as well as the unit members practiced. They practiced during rest periods and reviewed what theyhad learned while standing guard, so that they could quickly reachthe level at which they could march in step and parade nicelyn. One comrade volunteered for guard duty every day. The brothers were surprised and wondered what he was up to, so they hid and watched. It turned out he volunteered for guard duty in 
	· 

	_
	felt good when he could practice the movements he had learned with a good rifle. 
	EverythiŁg was ready, in time for the appointed day. 
	The deep Khuoi Kich forest, normally very mysterious and rarely frequented, now resounded with many different ethnic dialects, with the calls of "comrade!" and with happy and relaxed laughter. Dozens of bright red flags glowed in the light which filtered through the foliagen. Every face shne with joy and happinessn. 
	o

	185 
	It was then around three or four o'clock in the afternoon. 
	"Atte-ntion everyone! LinŁ up in three h·orizontal rows! ., Assemble!" 
	The solemn shout silŁnced all noises. 
	-

	The AFNS obeye,d the command and lined up in.gthree rows, while the in good order.--stood in the back. They all looked toward the largest r�d flag with-the yellow star. The flag :reflected in every eye,and every heart was moved and filled with a greatpride. The national anthem rose, and -shook t-he mountains andg· forests: 
	people-:..th.eir ranks also 
	· 
	·g
	·
	·g

	Sharing a common desiretotsave theirtcountry
	Onward march .tthe Viet_ .Minh troops 
	. 
	' 
	.t
	.

	..t
	..t
	..t
	..t
	Their footsteps 
	·
	· 


	.

	. .

	Resounding on the long Łdtrugged road. 
	and clear voices--today they seemed to blend with each o-ther in an ex_traordinarymanner and became one voice singing about saving the fatherland, and: shating an unshakable faith. 
	High and low voices,. female and male voices, rasping 
	' 
	. 
	.

	.
	: 
	.

	,
	,
	·

	This army with the people standing close bygits side to provide heartfelt support looked very heroic· and full of strength •gHowg-lovable and admirable these men looked! Present today were members of the·gAFNS First and Setond Platoons, tŁe brothers whohad justg-returned fTomgCŁo
	.
	·
	. 
	.g

	·g
	Bang, and even the_ brothers who had just come from. the infra_struŁture in many settlements and villageŁ to join.gour ranks. _ A: large nµmber of them were here today to appear befoie the Party and the people's repre-
	·

	. · 
	·

	·
	·
	sentatives·. 

	At the end of the saluting the flag ceremony, Hoang Quoc Viet-:gon behalf of the Central Committee--recalled in a clear and resounding voice the contributions of the two AFNS platoons and of the.glocal peoplewho had protected and supportedgthe armed forces to which th�ir 
	.g
	.
	-

	· 
	children belonged, aµd.gexpressed sorrow over the loss of the brother� who had sacrificed their lives �inceg_the Bae Son uprising to.gthe present. 
	Hoang Quoc Viet's voice suddenly became choked. "Comrade Hoang Van Thu is a leading cadre. ofour Party. The imperialists have captured him. They tort�red him savagely. But he refused to talk. _T�ey tried to exploit the love he had for_hts family and for his _gfather to shake his indomitable 'spirit of· struggle, but his spirit remains as hard as steel, and his loyalty-to the· Party and the peop�e rem�ined as spotless and as crystal cleargas.� �irror�g. They could not break him with either torture or violen
	. 
	· 
	·
	·
	Ł 
	e 
	· 
	_

	hard and coldŁgA solemnŁ somberand majeŁtic gtmosphere enveloped a11·of us.gThough Hoang Quoc .Viet had told me this in advance and had added, ''They '_gve passed t.his s_entence, but perhaps things _wŁµldri't come to thatŁ we•11 try every meŁns
	Hoang Quoc Viet's voice became 
	. 
	. 
	.
	. 
	.
	· 
	·
	-: 
	. 

	.
	possible to save him,g"an acute pain shot. to my heart. Tears stre_amed out of my eyes. I did not w·ant to believe that thegimperialis.t.s would spare the life of an outstanding leadr of the Indochinese. Counist . Party like "brother Van.; " B·ut I continued -to hope, _and t9g. bel_1eve tI?-at the utmost efforts of the comrades •in the delta could commute_g· t.h-is death 
	possible to save him,g"an acute pain shot. to my heart. Tears stre_amed out of my eyes. I did not w·ant to believe that thegimperialis.t.s would spare the life of an outstanding leadr of the Indochinese. Counist . Party like "brother Van.; " B·ut I continued -to hope, _and t9g. bel_1eve tI?-at the utmost efforts of the comrades •in the delta could commute_g· t.h-is death 
	· 
	:
	. 
	·
	_ 
	e

	sentence. (Later, I was told by the brothers that Laneque--the head of the French SQretŁ notorious for his cruelty--had said,"Unless we kill Hoang Van Thu the Indochinese revolgution will succeed.") 
	·


	I remembered that Hoang Van Thu had written me not longago, "I'll come to the base area very shortly." That lette·r--I did not suspect then--was Hoang Van Thu'gs last words to us.gHe had lived with us in those days and months when we were surrounded by the enemy on all sides, when our armed forcesg·gwere still weak and inexperienced in combat, and when our War Zone was still small. Under the guidance of the Central Committee and thanks to the resolguteness ofgthe ethnic minori
	· 
	-
	· 

	· 
	ties around our base area, the Party's armed forces came into being and gradually expanded, but now that we had a strong and solid base area to ensgure the safety of the Central Committee brothers, Hoang Van Thu could no longer come to be with us. 
	Hoang Quoc Viet brushed away his tears .gAs hehadsaid, our pain on this day would certainly be transformedinto strength and hatred to crush our enemies--the colonialists and imperialists. There was no doubt about this. The AFNS was ready. 
	. 
	.
	· 
	.

	On behalf of the Central Committee, Hoang Quoc Viet recognized the AFNS Third Platoon. Its mission was clear. He said, "The.AFNS Third Platoon Command Staff will include comrades Trieu Khanh Phuong, Chu Phong and Phuong Cuong. Show that you're worthy of the taskgthat the Party has assigned to you. Be brave in the face of the enemy! You must be resolute and cautious, and try at all costs to avoid arbitrary and reckless actions. You must be close to the brothers in the·gunit and take good care of them. You mu
	· 

	He stopped, and looked at all of us, one by one. He motivated the old fighters and encouraged the new ones. "Everywhere in the worid our enemies are losing. In our countiy the revoiutionary movement is spreading. In the highlands as well as in the lowlands, unrelentingstruggles have broken out everywhere. We are strong everywhere, and the enemy will surely be annihilgated.g" 
	These words of our Party penetrated deep into the heart of each man. Everyone felt honored, understood his heavy responsibility, and was confident that the Party's predictions would come true. 
	"The Army for National Salvation fighters wi�l unite with each other and with the people to become a bloc of steel, and will heroicalgly complete the task that the Party has assigned to them.g" This was what I promised to the Party and to the people. 
	. .
	Comrade Vinh, the Central Committee's communication and liaison 
	agent recently rescued from the Tuyen Quang jail who had been living in the War Zone for the last couple of days and who haŁ thus seen the hardships, the difficulties and the privations of life in the mountain areas--the terrain was rough, and going anywhere always meant climbing hills, wading in streams and crossing forests, not to mention runninginto wild beasts--was very moved and expressed her opinion_. "It's only by living here that I've come to realize how large our armed forces in• the War Zone are. 
	·g
	motivate the women'gs movement there to increase their support to the 
	War Zone.g" 
	War Zone.g" 
	After Vinh.ghad spoken, the villagers expressed their opinionŁ They promised to march side by side with the AFNS, behind the flag of 

	the rŁvolution, to win independence.g
	· 
	-The words of the Party, of our people and of the army were engraved in everyone's mind. The ceremony ended with the pa'rade of the AFNS. Solemn shouts arose.g· 
	. 
	·

	platoon quickly Ł.x·ecuted the
	, 

	The whole. ·· order· of thegir commander, rows at proper intervals.
	,

	and lined up in 
	In a flashthe AFNS .changed their formation, and--well irmed-began to move, their thudding steps stamping the ground in cadence, though they were al-1 barefoot. Their move�ents �ere vigorous and well practiced. 
	1 

	"Line up in three rows! Openfire in sitting, kneeling and stand
	.
	ing position!" 
	-1 was shouting these commands, but deep doŁn I was still worried that the brothersgand sistersgwould execute the orders improperly and in disorder. Butthey all did their best to reproduce what they had learned. Theirranks in order; they correctly deployed in three rows and fired in the sitting, kneeling and standing position. Their eyesseemed to burn as which tothem
	.
	· 
	·
	·
	. 
	• 
	.
	· 

	with anger they aiined at points must
	with anger they aiined at points must
	·

	epresegnt the enemy. r· 
	·
	· 
	·
	·

	' . ' 
	.g.g. As the rnili tary commander at that moment, I felt very proud of my unit-and of my comrades. I was certain the brothersgand sisters shared my feelings. I turned toward the comrade representing the Central Commit teeand toward thepeopl e at tending the ·gceremony, raised my hand to
	· 
	·

	· • ·
	the level of my eyebrows and saluted in the military styleŁ 
	. 
	. 
	. . 

	_The-people.watched the �xhibit of militaiy �overnents, followini each gestur� closely, pointing, praising and approving,g. and smiling withenthusiasm. (We were then· in thephase of secret activities, so there.·gwas no applause and no noisy acclaim.) Now, remembering the unit ·as �tgwas.on that day; I.gfind it simple, immature, and primitively a�m�d. At that time� however, the ethnic minorities and we felt very J?roud because ourg.revolutionary army looked very impressive and imposing. 
	. 
	. 
	· 

	. , 
	At the end of the ceremony, the AFNS and the people sang a few songs together and then ate a ,,m�al of unity.g" There were about a hundrd peopleatt�nding. The tables were very simple and were made of wood a:nd bamboo sections, and were lined up one next to the other in a
	•
	.
	Ł
	.g
	-
	·

	·
	long and orderly row. Everyone hadg·to standŁ but it was all very gay. _Thepe.ople put food in-the AFNS fighters' bowls, scooped up heaping
	.g
	. 

	-bowls of-_rice for each other, wished each other good health, and expressed the -hope o-f kill-ling many of the ene-mies. Talk and laughter resgounded. 
	After the meal, we again gathered on the. parade ground, and celebrated with songs. Songs such as "Let's All Join the Red Army,g" "The Brothers in the Guerrilla Unit,g'.' "The Revolgution Is Rising Everywhere on All Five Continents," and "Unsheathing--Our Yard-long Swords, We'll March Forward Together," we.re sung and resung in many different dia-le.cts. . · 
	After the meal, we again gathered on the. parade ground, and celebrated with songs. Songs such as "Let's All Join the Red Army,g" "The Brothers in the Guerrilla Unit,g'.' "The Revolgution Is Rising Everywhere on All Five Continents," and "Unsheathing--Our Yard-long Swords, We'll March Forward Together," we.re sung and resung in many different dia-le.cts. . · 
	_

	The festivities lasted_ till late at nighti and no one 1Ł£t early. 

	However, the hour of parting drew near. -The people and the fig})teis
	-
	·g
	. 

	-.g
	were reluctant to say goodbye. Some carried torches, others said g6od
	bfe, crowding around in groups and talking noisily; the Tay and Łung 
	dialects were fast ·and res.ounding like echoes boun•cing off a rocky 
	mountain, the Yao dialect was waŁm and slow, and the Xinh dialect ŁŁs 
	like_ga bird song. The guerrillas and the people of all ethnit back-·g
	· 

	grounds who had come to attend the meeting promised that the next time 
	they met they would prolong the festivities longer and eat a bigger 
	' .
	.. 
	-

	·
	meal of "people-army solidarity.g" · 
	The line of torches 1-i t up the twisting trails along the stream bank, and led the groups of people back to their far away settlement·s where they would assume their task of exŁanding the moiemenŁŁgŁTheKhuoi Kich forest seemed to echo still the resolute promises of' the Army for National Salvation. 
	·
	.
	-
	· 

	* 
	The AFNS Third Platoon immediately set about to study: 3:nd_ d_iscus? their tasks. Brother Hoang Quoc Viet taught the AFNSŁbout the revbŁ lutionary ideology and spirit of the Party, and contributed ideas· ·ctuŁ cial to the implementation of our tisks. We woula splittip· and:go· t6 Tuyen Quang, Bae Can and Tha-i Nguyen to carry out our ne.· ··r
	_ 
	. 
	·
	·
	. 
	.

	w mis�igongmyself would take charge of two squads and movegraduallygto the Northwest of Thai Nguyen province, that is to say the region of·gDai Tu aridPhu Luong, and to Tuyen Quang to carry out the following. tasks: one,to develop and consolidate· a new movement to solidify the bcisearea;g_g,second, to consolidate the military as well as ·the political forcesg·g·g_side by side; three, to march Northward and c6ntinue to cle�r'a•gcorri� dor to Cao Bang to link up with the Southward March unit. 
	·
	· 
	. 
	_ 

	Two days after the ceremony establishing the AFNS Third Platoon, comrades Hoang Quoc Viet, Hoa, Cham, Vinh, An, Thanh and I r·eturned to Lang Cam village from Khuoi Kich to bŁ in time for the cipeningof theg· 
	.
	· 

	_
	conference todiscuss the ta:sks ofgSubregions A and B. _ Subregion A· wŁs
	· 
	· 

	:
	the area on this side of the Song Cau river and consigsted of Binh: Gi� ·and Bae Son (Lang Songprovince)g,Vo Nhai and Dong Hy (Thai· Nguyeni_pr_ovince)g, and Huu Lung and Yen The (Bae Giang pr9�ince)g. Subregion Bg�a� on the other side of the Song Cau River and consisted of PhtiLuon�, Pai Tu and Cho Chu (Thai Nguyen province), Cho Moi, Cho Don and Cho Ra (Bae Can province), and Son Duong and Yen Son (Tuyen Quang provinc:�) .g. 
	.
	· 
	·g
	·g
	-
	. 

	Lang Cam village, on top of Chua mountain, was a small settlement consisting of only five families, but it coveredg·a· larger area:gthang
	· 

	-
	many other settlements. ·rt was because of this factor ihJt ·we hd ag_safe place to stay. Frequently,ggroups of ten and s9metimestŁenty · cadres came here to meet and eat. This was the place thatg·ghad welcomed us many times in the past after we had overcome difficulties and hardŁships. The AFNS had usedgLang Cam as a springboard from which Łoex-_
	a
	.
	·g
	·
	_
	.
	.g

	.
	.
	pand the movement over the entire area. 
	· 


	Thisgconference was also organized in Lang Cam. It_·was well at-.tended and included even the comrides from Vo Nhai disigrlct led byg_g,brother Quoc Hung. The movement demanded that we discuss more diffi-·g
	· 
	: 
	_

	_
	cult and more complicated problemsŁ The tasks of the two.gSubregionsgA and B, the consolidation of the liiison corridor between these ·two · subregions, the liaison route linking us with the Central Committee in the delta, the continued clearing of the route to Cao Bang, the con
	_
	-

	solidation and expansion of the gtassroot bases, the formation and nur
	turing of cadres, and the und_erground activities--these were all major 
	· ·
	and urgent problems paving the way for the military and politicaln,
	·

	·
	·
	strugŁle to seizepower.
	· 
	· 


	After this con.ferehte, a nu-mber of AFNS brothers ·and sisters were assigned to remain in Lang Cam village to operate. To implement _the resolution of -the conference--with the exception o·f the brothers who. t6ok Hoang Quoc Viet and Sister Vinh to the delta--Łe all ·setoutto · carry out our tasks. 
	-
	·
	·
	· 
	· 
	· 
	· · 
	· 

	.
	. :·.
	' 
	We took Hoang Quoc Viet and Vinh all the way to Vo Nhai where we met a number of �illagers, discussed the bright -and encouraging situa
	-
	tion of the movement everywheren, motivated and encouragednthe people to keep up their struggle against the enemy. After that, we reluctantly parted. Hoang Quoc Viet and_ Vinh returned to the delta; the people-of Vo Nhai remained in the War Zone, and I along witha few other-brothers 
	·
	· 

	·
	·
	·
	· ·

	left to go on mission. 

	Full of enthusiasm Łor their new tasks, the brothers wanted to getback to their areas of operation quickly, but they also felt Łert atŁ tached to their blood comrades, and to the affection and love· of_ the grandmothers, mothers, sisters and brothers in Lang Cam, this out of the Łay but very cozyand warm villagen. Also--and wh6 could.hŁvŁ guessed--it was in Lang Cam that the love between Hoang Quo·c Viet ·and' 
	. 
	·
	·n
	·
	-

	-.
	Vinh blossomed and has remained undiminished to this day. . 
	·

	The bamboo forest on the Chua mountain stretched outn-their atŁnas 
	Ł
	= 

	·
	though to wave goodbye to us as wenclimbed down the mountainn.n· wenspread out indifferent directions, but we all carried withn.nus an un
	· 
	·
	_ 

	shakable confidence that the revolutionn-would succeed. 
	* * 
	The AFNS Third Plat6on was split up into squads, and e�ch squad was put in charge of a separate area. Each comrade in the Platoon Command Staff took direct charge of a squadn. 
	Comrade· Le Due ·Ton, one of the threen· comrades commanding the AFNS Second Platoon, was put in direct charge of Dinh Hoa. At this tiŁe, Dinh Hoa had become a center of enemy soldier proselytizing efforts, 
	· 
	·

	.
	and was a liaison. chain .linking up· .with the Command-Committee within the prison campn. Also .the mass movementn· theren· had expanded ·greatlyn. After spending some time in Dinh Hoa, I went down to Bann· Pinh and·Łan Pai, and, then went up to Cho C)lu. In this period, Hoang Thuong and 
	·
	·
	·
	· 

	Nb.at Quy were still in charge of the Northward Marchn· route.· 
	· 

	.In Łay 1944 I lŁft to attend the coŁference ofthe North ViŁtham Region Party Commit.tee. This was an extraordinary meeting, to be held in Hiep Hoa district (Bae Giang province),nto 1isten to the reports on
	·n
	·
	-

	·· 
	the situation in every-area.However, since a number .of comrades in the North Vietnam Region Party Committee could not make it in time, the official conference of the North Vietnam Region was set forn-August. Befor·e I left to attend this conference, I told Le Due Ton, "Go ahead and get them out [of jail]n, [even if we can spring loose]nonŁy_ tŁrt or fifteen it would be good enough." Le Due Ton understood clearly-what 
	· 
	·
	. 

	I meant, nodded and said, "You can go to the conference w-ith peace :of mind. I'm facing a shortage of cadres alson. What more ·could I ask than to have them out to help me?" Since Hoang Van Thu wroten· thatn' ''the 
	cadres [you need] are now in the Cho Chu prison," and had the lettern· delivered to us by a special liaison agent, wen-hijd been payirtgn-close attention to the Cho Chu arean. Alson, the woman who brought the letter from the Central Committee to us turned out to be the comrade in chargeof enemy soldier proselytizing at the central level. We hoped to obtain this number of cadresn.whom-the Central Committee had planned to assign to our area to reinforce it. So, on my way -to attend the North Vietnam Region P
	· 
	-
	·n
	· 

	The North Vietnam Region Party Conference was again organized in Hiep Hoa. I even saw Truong Chinh and Van Tien Dung; etc.,. at the conference. The conference officially adopt�d the divisions-into Subregions A and B, and assigned responsibilities for the implementationof the policy to help the cadres escape from the two prison camps 6£ Ba Van and Dinh Hoa. · 
	. 
	.
	3 
	· 

	I rejoiced inwardly, and anxiously waited for the end of the conference so that I could goback andnorganize -£.or the implementation -of
	_ 

	· 
	··
	this important resolution ofnŁhe North Vietnam Region. The confe-rence 
	this important resolution ofnŁhe North Vietnam Region. The confe-rence 
	·

	was almost over when a comrade said, Ł'Tomorrow night, there'll bŁ· a jail break from the BŁ Van prison camp." I looked. at h-im, stunned, and 
	-
	thought, "Ba Van and Dinh Hoa should escape at the samen.time. If. Ba Van is coming out tomorrow night, even if I had supernatural power I wouldn't be able to organize an escape from Dinh Hoa in time." As though to stress this point so that the brothers. in charge -of Ba Vann
	_
	would keep it in mind, the comrade repeated, "Tomorrow. night there •·11 be an escape from the Ba Van prison camp." At that moment I understood very well that to get our brothers out of the imperialistsn'jails was
	.· 
	an enormous task of investigation, reconnaissance, and devising the best and most effective way to take them out in order not only to liberate those who escaped but also to keep the identities of the brothers helping in the escape who-remained in jail and of· our contacts secret. 
	3. Van Tien Dtmg was born in 1917 in Co Nhue (a suburb of Hanoi)a. A weaver by trade, he participated in the revolutiona_ry mo.vement as early asa· 1936.a. He-joined the Indochinese Comnnmist Party in 1937, and became a. member of the Hanoi Party Committee in 1938 as well as Secretary of the Hanoi Workers'Union. _Arrested twice by the French in 1939, he was cond�mned to two years at hard labor.In September of-the same year, while beinga_atransferred from Son La prison to the Hanoi Central prison, he manage
	·a
	·
	· 
	·
	. 

	.a
	In Nove�er 1946, he was Head of the General Politicala· Department o-f the Vietnain People's Army and Assistant Secretary of the Standing .·Bureau of theaParty· Committee in the Vietnam People's-Army .. In 1947, he was. promoted to the rank of brigadier general. In late 1949, he was Political Commissar for the third military 
	. 

	.
	zone. In December 1950, he was the commander:of the 320th Division •aAt thea
	·
	·a

	· 
	Second Party Congress in 1951, he was elected-a member of the Central Committee. 
	Van Tien Dwlg is now a Colonel General, a National Assembly-deputy, a member of
	·
	the Central Committee, an alternate member of the Politburo, a member of the 
	National Defense Supreme Council, and the Chief of the General Staff of the Viet
	nam Peoplea's Army. (Information obtained from Vietnam Advanaes, No. 7 [Hanoi,
	1963], p. 23. Trans.) 
	But I don't know why I was complaining that day. "If the Ba Van group 
	escapes first, they might run into obstacles when they come out .... How come they're not oing to wait for the others [in Dinh Hoa]? We don't have enough cadres. . · . . " However, the Northg.Vietgnam RegionParty Committee had made up its mind and all areas involved would have to do exactly as plannŁd. 
	g
	· 

	[On my way back] after the conference, when I reached Cay Thi I sensed a change in the atmosphere. In La Hien, I saw soldiers standing guard everywhere; I asked a sympathizer named Ba who was a militiaman to go and cheGk themain road leading to Phu Luong. I stayed about 100 meters from the distgrict seat to wait for news. Ba came back and told me that all kinds of Łoldiers and militiamen were standing guard and maintaining security. When he asked, some refused to explain, but others said that "prisoners had
	.
	.
	r 
	·g

	.
	.
	.
	.

	oath of the AFNS. 

	A few days later, all the soldiers were withdrawn andgI returned to Le Due Ton's place. The moment I saw him, I asked about the question w.e discussed before I leftgto attend the North Vietnam RegionParty Committee conference. Due Ton, the expression on his face unchanged--! couldn't tell whether he was happy or sad--told me, ''I've been waiting for you to come Qack to do it." He was still his curt self, but he always stood by whatever he said. Anyone who came _into contact with him and heard him talk for
	·
	.
	·
	·

	* * * 
	We did not manage to get our brothers out of the Cho Chu prisoncamp until October 2, 1944. There were twelve in all: comrades SongHao,gHien Mai,gTa Xuan Thu,gTrung Dinh, Chi, Black Phong, Nhi Quy, 
	·
	4 
	5 
	6 

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Song Hao is now a Lieutenant General in the DRV People '-s Army. He was promotedto this rank in 1959. He is now a member of the Workerst' Party Central Committee,head of the Political Department of the High Command of the People's Army, and National Defense Deputy Minister. (Trans.) 
	·


	5. 
	5. 
	Le Hien Mai is now a Major General in the DRV People's Army, a permanent-member 


	Khang, Mon, Son, Chu Nu and Tung--all outstanding cadres of ourPartyŁ 
	· 

	_.
	I thought, "If our WargZone gets them it would be like ag. gift from._,
	· 
	· 

	·
	heavens.g" At that time, totell theg· truth, even a gift fromgheavenscould not match these brothers. We made carefulg-preparations and carŁ
	· 
	· 
	_ 

	-
	ried out our plan neatly and swiftly. The comrades who �scaped i�-. eluded members of the Party Branch Committee and its Secretary, comrade Song Hao. We arranged to have old Mr. Tu wait for them in Bai Hoi, nearg-a stream which fl0wed beneath the road, a few kilometers from Khuon Linh. Old Mr� Tu took them further inside where Le Due Tonwas waiting for them near a huge-tree. He handed to each ofg-them a grende and told them about the planned march. They left at on�e because it· was not a safe spot. Due Ton
	·
	·
	7 
	Ł
	.. 
	·
	·g

	Near midnight, they reached the bank of the Song Day river. It 
	. 

	was a starless, moonless, and pitch-dark night. Suddenly they 'saw the glare of a torch in theriver.gDue Ton signalled to theg-brothers to halt while Mr. Tu, his rifle at the ready, movedg-ahead to reconnoit"er. A while later he came back and said, "It's Hong Hai catching fish!"
	.g
	· 
	· 
	8 
	· 

	.. 
	It turned out that Hong Hai, who was togact as ·guide, had waited 
	· 
	for so long that he finally decided to cut bamboo branches--there were thick bamboo forests on both banks of the river--togmake a torch andgcatch some fish in order to put ihe waititig period to profigtable uŁe.gHe was a member of the AFNS SecondPlatoon and a Yao, and Łas very tall 
	·g
	· 
	· 
	· 
	·

	·
	and big. The youth who had been so absorbed in thought while standing guard on that day not long agohad now become a cadre of high pre.stige in the area. He took over as guide from Mr. Tu from there on. They 
	·
	9 
	·

	·
	arrived in Ban Pai the third night. 
	The enemy meanwhile discovered that "Communist prisone·r_s had escaped.g" Province troops had been moved to Ban Pai along with hundreds of militiamen who had ben assembled here. All trails were watched�g·g· The enemy had strung out strings to detect traces of the escapee·s .The
	e
	·
	·g
	·
	· 
	·

	..
	infrastructure reported that "soldiers from Cho Chu were in purstii t Łnd had almost caught up with the escapees here. The villagŁrŁ in Ban.gPa± were being intensely questioned.g" 
	_
	· 

	The whole group had to stopto find ways to cope withgthegsittia-: tion. At the same time, a Southward March squad moving dowrt a.150foun_d its way blocked. In the face of this difficult and complicated s•itua·-
	· 
	. 
	. 
	_ 

	:
	.
	tion, they unanimously decided to "take cover in a slash-and-·burn field far away, and patiently wait for the enemy to Łesume '_
	·

	wi thd_raw to their march.g" Hoang Hai led the brothers to a very distant mountain peakg· 
	_g

	of the Central Military Party Committee, Vice Director of the General Political 
	·
	Department, and a inember of the Central CoDDDi ttee of the Workers ' Party. (TrŁs.) 
	·

	. 
	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	Ta Xuan Thu is now a Major General in the DRV People's Army. (Trans.) 

	7. 
	7. 
	Le Due Ton is now in charge of the Standing Committee of the Viet Bae AutonO}llOUS Region Party Committee. (Footnote in text.) 

	8. 
	8. 
	Hong Hai is now a member of the Fatherland Front in the Viet Bae Autonomous Zone. (Footnote in text.) 

	9. 
	9. 
	See Chapter V. (Trans.) 


	densely covered-with vegetation.nAs a Yao, Hong, Hai was used to climbing. mountains, but theKinh comrades were only used to walking on level surfaces, and. so this trip was particularly trying for them.n
	· 
	·
	· 
	· 

	·
	They had to wit}:lstand cou-ntlesshardships and privations--th·e;y had to go hungry and thirsty, but thanks to the resolute efforts of _the Ban Pai villagers to protect and assist them, the comrades made it safely 
	· 

	·
	to the War Zonen. (For seven days the enemy failed utterlyto find any
	traces of the group and to obtain information from the people, and so-Ł 
	frusntrated--they had no choice but to go back to Dai Tu, Cho Chu and 
	Son Duong,) 
	At that time·, I wasstaying _in Van Minh village, nearn_ Van Lang. 
	. 
	· 

	For almost ten days--since I sent Due Ton, Hong Hai and Mr. Tu to pickup the brothers--! had not been able to get an untroubled sleep at night, especia11y when I heard that enemy soldiers in Bae Can, Thai Nguyen and Tuyen Quang had been ordered by Hanoi to "recapture this gre>.up of Communist prisoners and bring them to Cho Chu." After I _heard that the enemyn·had withdrawn, I spent every night sitting by the fire, 
	·

	·
	·
	waiting. I longed to hear Le Due Tonn' s curt style_ of speech: "Hey

	_
	buddy, I've brought the comrades here!" _ 
	That night, like the other nights, I was waiting, sitting neŁt to the firen. Suddenly I heard a voice at the foot of the stairsn. "We're here, com·rades." 
	It was DueTon:! Our brothers had arrived. I jum,ped up and walked 
	·
	· 

	.
	toward them. Thensmall house on stilts shook slightly. The light from the fire lit up eachn-beloved facen. I saw all twelve comrades were theren. I was extremely moved, and I said, my voicen·nshaking with an uncontrollable emotion, "So, you've made it out here! The movement needs you badly, comradesn." 
	·

	The local infrastructure had cooked chicken rice soup to tteat the guestsn. We sat in a ciicle around the fire; eating the hot souŁ, taŁk
	-

	ing, confiding in each othern. 
	The next day, the North Vietnam Region Party Cammi ttee as_signed a number of the comrades to operate in the Quang Trung subregion (stillreferred to as Subregion A at that time), and the rest to operate in the Nguyen Hue subregion (i.e., Subregion B)n. Comrades Song Hao, Hien Mai, Ta Xuan Thu, Trung Dinh,n_nChi, Tung, Mon and Phong were assigned tb the Nguyen Hue s1;1bregion. Comrade Song Hao was the Party Secretary, in charge of all aspects in the subregion. Due.Ton went with them. He 
	. 
	-

	· 
	wasnthen in charge of·nbuilding up the grassroot bases inthat area along with comri1de Trieu Khanh Phuongn. 
	· 







	·
	·
	* 
	* 

	We continued to operate around the Hong mountain chainn. 
	After our brothers escaped from jail, the French colonialistŁnsent their so1diers and reactionary-henchmen out to arrest and torture ·peo
	-
	:

	·n
	ple living in the Cho Chu arean. They accused the people 6£ ''being the accomplices of.the-Communist prisoners, helping theJI! to escape, andn· 
	f ailin.g to report to the authorities." Lang Coe was caught inn. the enemy's terrorism, al}d .som·e people were arrested and killed. The mad and frenzied struggl,epf the enemy was the -same as in any place where the revolutionary movementwas· developin_g strongly. The wave of terror spread rapidly to all areas: Cao Bang, Bae Can, and Lang Son. 
	·
	_
	. 
	-

	194 
	We split up and merged with the grassroot infrastructure to operate� At the timet, the cadres in the War Zone cinstituted a significant force. In addition, the AFNS Third Platoon consisted mostly of comrades who had fought in difficult and complicated situations and had earned a great deal of_ experience, so what could the enemyt·do to copewith them? While assigning comrade Trung Dinhtto remain in Dai Tu, the North Vietnam Region ?arty Cqmmittee transferredt-a few brqthersto the Kim Long (Tan Trao) area t
	1 
	0 
	-
	-
	·t
	·

	theever growing prestige of the Viet Minh. 
	.t

	As early as May 1944, on the basis of the Party Central Committtee's policy, the Viet Minh General Headquarters had alreadytissued orders to prepare for the insurrection, and pushed more strongly ahead the expansion of our forces in order to launch an insurrection to seize
	..:. 
	-

	·
	power. 
	At the end of May 1944t, in the exhilarating atmosphere of implementing the new directive from the Viet Minh General Headquarterst, the news that comrade Hoa�g Van Thu had been executed by the �French imperialists in Bach Mai sowed sorrow in the entire War Zone and sharpened the hatred of everyone toward the French and their lackeys·. Comrade Hoang Van Thu had sacrificed his life, but the example of his indomitability in the face of the enemy would shine forever for us to emulate and to disregard our own
	On August 10, 1944t, the Party Central Committee issued an appealcalling on everyone to prepare arms and drive the common enemy out of the country. To carry out the Party Central Committee's policy,.the AFNS intensified their efforts to push strongly :ahead their preparations for the armed insurrection. In the revolutionary-base areast, the masses were ready to rise up. However, we were then still in the period of preserving and building up qur forcest, and getting readyfor the launching of the insurrecti
	.
	· 

	In October 1944t, under Japanese_ fascist prestsure, the French· fascists launched a large-scale mop-up. operatibn into Vo Nhai .. This was the third large-scale terror campaigntlaunchedagainst this-region.Full of hatred for the enemy, the AFNS and the revolutionary masses · were prepared to fight in that situation. However, instead of tightly coordinating the political struggle with the armed struggle, and using the political struggle as the key action to counter enemy represtsion and to protect the people
	·
	. 
	· 
	.
	·
	-

	ambushest,tattacked posts, cut off the communications lines of the enemy, etc. This struggle against enemy repression took on.the character of.an insurrection. The Stan_ding Committee of the Central Committee,ton the one hand, upheld the revolutionary spirit of the masses, but on the other criticized_the errors and shortcomings of the struggle.· The Central Commit
	· 
	-

	10a. Le. Tnmg Dinb_ was the Deputy Secretary of the Thai-Meo Autonomous Region Party Committee in 1959, and became the Tay Bae Autonomous Region Party Committee Secretary in 1962. (Trans.) 
	tee quickly dispatched cadres to Vo Nhai to help and overcome the limited and narrow view and the impatience and recklessness [of the subregion leadership] and in general succeeded in preserving the revolutionary grasgsroot bases and maintaining the revolutionary forces to await a more favorable opportunity. 
	(Later, I heard that in the Cao Bang base area, the Cao-Bae-LangInter-province Party Committee, since July 1944, had assessed that conditions for the launching of an armed insurrection were ripe. Preparations for-the insurrection were feverishly pushed ahead. The Interprovince Party Committee intended to call a final meeting to decide on the date and time of the insurrection. Exactly at that moment, comrade Ho Chi Minh returned from China and ordered them to postpone it in time. He felt that the Cao-Bae-
	' 
	' 
	* 

	* * 
	Winter 1944. 
	The rifle shots annihilating the Phai Khat and Na Ngan posts reverberated. The province and regular troops coming back from combat spread the rumor among their ranks that "the Communist gentlemen have revolted in Cao Bangand killed the French in the post, but they let Annamese soldiers o unharmed.g" The villagers heard this rumor when they went to the market and reported thist� the cadres on their return. I immediately thought of the comrades in Cao Bang: Hoang Due Thac, Pham Van Dong, Hoang Van Haan, Vu 
	· 
	s
	g
	· 
	u
	11 

	11. The Vichy government in France collapsed in July 1944. In Indochina, relations between the Japanese and Frenchtadministration became very tense, an-d a Japanese 
	· 

	.
	attack on the Frenchtforces appeared possible. (Trans.) 
	were felling the enemy, I guessed that Vo Nguyen Giap "was doing_some
	·

	·
	·
	thing big." The brothers up there had raised their voices! When I 
	·
	.. 


	heard their rifle shots, my heart was filled with happiness andjub_1
	·
	· 
	-

	lance. A few comrades coining down from up north also said that the · 
	"Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army" had been set up under the in
	struction of comrade Ho Chi Minh. The ceremony marking the formation 
	of the unit had been held in a forest lying between the two cantons of 
	of the unit had been held in a forest lying between the two cantons of 
	i 

	Tran Hung-Dao and Hoang Hoa Tham on December 22, 1944. The ·unit' in
	cluded both men and women, and even had a Party Chapter. It was_ ruŁ . 
	mored that Vo Nguyen Giap, Son Hung and An were in this unit. 1· sud
	denly recalled how these beloved comrades had looked. Son Hunggand An 
	·g

	the previous years had been chosen to go abroad to study;gtheymust
	the previous years had been chosen to go abroad to study;gtheymust
	·g

	· 

	have completed their training and now had joined the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army. And Vo Nguyen Giap, he must still remember the places and the settlements he had passed through, suchg-as Ban Pinh, Ban Pai, Bang Bang, and the name Thang Loi (Victory) he had given toNghia
	· 
	Ta village.
	12 

	Comrade Ho Chi Minh! Old Mr. Thu Son! The Cominterm Representative! _ So, this Old Man "who had gone on mission far away until no ·gone knew when" must have returned to Cao Bang. How encouraging! When I was in Pac Bo, I wanted to see him every moment of the day; I wantedgto 
	·

	_
	visit him all the time, and if I did not see him, I felt that something was missing, and I thought of him and missed him all the time. If I was absorbed in work, then I did not think ofhim, but ·the moment I sat thinking idly, I began to miss him. The situation in the world was changing rapidly, and becoming favorable to the revolution. In addition, the movement in the country was expanding. The Old Man was back in Cao Bang now. With him taking care of the masses, the cadres and the national movement, the 
	.

	At that moment, I just wished I could grow arms hundreds of miles long so I could stretch them across the deep forests and the high mountains to hug my brothers and comrades in a tight embrace t6 expressg: this extgraordinary happiness and enthusiasm of mine. "When I see Vo Nguyen Giap again, I must remember to ask him to tell me about ·old Mr. Thu Son's return to the country,g" I told myselfg. 
	·g

	* * * 
	Just as our Party had anticipated, the sharp contradictions_ between the Japanese and French in Indochina, and the deteriorating situation of the Japanese in the Pacific forced the Japanese fascists tooverthrow the French in a coup d'etat to monopolize Indochina for themselves. 
	· 

	In the night of March 9, 1945, the Japanese opened fire on the French and simultaneously attacked them all over Indochina. The French resisted feebly in Hanoi, Lang Son, Hue, and Ha Giang. French civilians were arrested by the Japanese. French troops quickly surrendered, or fell apart, or fled to Southern China. Wherever the residue of · French forces fled, they robbed the people and compelled the people to wait on them. Before fleeing, the French in Cao Bang threw· grenadesg·g· into the prison and killed 
	.

	12. This is the village where Vo Nguyen Giap and Qiu Van Tan met in December 1943 to inaugurate the corridor linking the two bases in Cao Bang and Bae Son-Vo Nhai . (Trans. ) 
	197 
	At the precise moment whenthe Japanese attacked and overthrew the
	At the precise moment whenthe Japanese attacked and overthrew the
	· 

	French in Hanoi, the plenary conference of the Standing Committee of 
	the Central Committee began in Dinh Bang village (Tu Son district, �ac Ninh province), ·presided over by comrade Truong Chinh, the Party Secretary General. The conference lasted fromgMarch 9 to March 12. The
	·g
	conference analyzed the key factors which had forced the Japanese to o�erthrow the French and take over Indochina for themselves. The conference assessed that the coup d'etat had created a profound and seri
	-
	·g

	.g
	ous political .crisis, Łnd that conditions were rapidly becoming ripe 
	for the launching of theinsurrection. It was a "pre-insurrection period" and thet·ask of our Party was to launch a high tide of struggle against the Japanese to save the country, and to lead the entire population to make urgent preparations and proceed toward a general insurrection to seize power natigonwide. The conference decided to changeall forms of propaganda and motivation, to organize and struggle in a manner appropriate to the pre-insurrection phase, especially to. stronglymotivate the masses to b
	.
	· 
	·

	·g
	tion, armed show of -force, and guerrilla actions.'' The conference assessed that launching guerrilla attacks to liberate each regio·n and expand the base areasŁ keeping up and expanding guerrilla warfare, must be our nation'smethod of struggle to "take the initiative in driving the Japanese aggressors out of the country.g" 
	-

	The Standing Committee of the Central Committee issued the directive that "while the French and Japanese were shooting each other,_g. the action was o·urs to take.g" 
	The coup d'getat of March 9, 1945, quickly brought about the pitiful collapse of the French colonialists' government, but the Japanese fascist mili tar is-ts didno·t succeed right away in setting up a smoothly functioning machinery of domination. This situation created objective
	. 

	·
	conditionŁ favorable to the preparations for our people's general in
	-

	·
	·
	surrection. 

	In Subregion B, on hearing the news of the Japanese facigsts' at
	·
	tack on the French,gthe leadership committee decided to _gmotigvate .the people to ris.e up and seize power in the villages and hamlets, and to attack Son Duong district for the first time (13 March). Immediately thereafter,gthe AFNS attacked Cho Chu and cooŁdinated with the popular 
	_
	· 
	·

	-
	uprising to achieve success in Cho Chu (25 March), Dai Tu (29 Marth), Yen Son (l April), and Yen Binh (18 May)g. In Cho Chu, the AFNS liberated about· 30 revolutigonary cadres jailed there. At the same time, the AFNS disarmed the remnants of the French army fleeing through Thai . Nguyen and Tuyen Quang to cross into China. The most notable achieve
	·

	· 
	ments were the ambushes that the AFNS carried out against Japanese troops in Dea Khe, in the course of which a largeg·gamount of weapons and 
	other ·gmiligtary equipment and materiel were seizged. 
	· 
	· 

	The revolutio-nary fervor of the masses in Subregion B rose very high. National Salvation associgations and self-defense units develtipedrapidly and we.. re consolidated. -Subregion B had a favorabl� .terrain and could communigcate easily with the Central Committee's Standing Committee stationed near Hanoi. 
	·g
	· 

	In Subregion A, the AFNS went on the attack and established revolutionary government in many areas in Thai Nguyen and Lang ·son provinces, such as: La Hien, i.e., the Vo Nhai district seat (19 March), Trang Xa (23 March), Dinh Ca (10 April), Mo Ga (15 April), Vu Le (16April), Nam Nhi (17 April), Bae Son (18 April), Binh Gia (29 April), and Bang Mac (2 May)g. The AFNS coordignated with the Vietnam �iberation and Propaganda Army unit advancing down from Cao Bang to liberate TrangDinh, Diem He and Thoat Lang
	·g
	paddy.to 

	Our momentum was unstoppable. Viet Minh committees were set upin many districts, from the banks of the Lo River to. Route 3, and southward almost to the Vinh Yen provignce capital. In the Le Loi War Zone, the Cao-Bae-Lang Inter-province Standing Committee met on March 10, 1945, and decided to: 
	(1) Immediately overthrow the regime of French domination in ·the countryside, and set up--depending on the situation in each.area--popular government at the village, district, prefector province level. 
	-

	. . . 
	(2) Assign cadres from the Propaganda Unit to local armed units to organize Liberation Army units and preparegfor direct attacks on the
	·

	· 
	Japanese. 
	(3) With regard to French troops, the policy was not to attack them in their retreat; on the contrary, resolute efforts would be made to appeal to them to collaborate with us to organize a resistance against the Japanese. 
	To carry out this policy, the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army split up into many sections, and spread out to various areas to
	._
	lead the popular uprising. One section went to fight in Bao Lac (CaoBang province) and then advanced toward That Khe and Binh Gia (Lang Son province), and coordinated their action with the AFNS. Another section moved toward the Vietnam-China border to attack the Soc-Giang· post and liberate Ha Quang district. After that, they continued their advance toward Bae Quang (Ha Giang province) . The main body of this army, led by Vo Nguyen Giap, advanced toward Ngan Son district, surrounded the Ngan Son post and ca
	·
	·

	' 
	district, Cho Don-Na Ri (Bae Can province) and Chiem Hoa (Tuyen Quang
	province)g. Wherever they went the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army was widely acclaimed by the masses carrying red flags with the yellow star and primitive weapons, and they .cooperated with the people to disarm the militia, seize the seals and certificates of the local officials, punish the traitors, and set up a revolutionary government. In each and every area, the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army paid special attention to the development and consolidation of the various National Salvation as
	* * * 
	I will never forget that .memorable last day of March 1945n. 
	A section of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army led by brother Vo Nguyen Giap arrived in Cho Chu. 
	More than a year before, Vo Nguyen Giap and I had metn· on a highmountain peak, in a small Meo settlement, and in a situation in which we had to keep our presence secretn. 
	·

	This time, in this new situation ofsurging power and strength, we again met, on the soil of newly liberated Cho Chu, and this time around we weraccompanied not just by a ·handful of cadres, but our meeting was also the meeting of two armiesn. What happiness it was for me to· meet Vo Nguyen Giap again in broad daylight, right in the middle of a bu,tling Łnd crowded market. There were so many things we wanted 
	· 
	e 

	to tell each other! 
	Who could have guessed that what I had wished for at the end of last winter would cme to pass within three monthsn. So, the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army and the AFNS had met. And the two comrades who had met in the Lung Hoang conference and became attached to each other since then, and who had been concer.ned about each other during the enemy wave of terrorism, found themselves face to face again,e�ch man now stronger and more enthusiastic than beforen. We clasped hands tightly, laughed happily,
	o
	.

	.
	bright ith joy. · .
	w

	At the end of the year before, I hadnvaguely heaTd that the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army had beennset up. .Now, meeting Vo Nguyen Giap in Cho Chu, I finally fotind out about the concrete instructions of comrade Ho Chi Minh on December 22, 1944,nand about the expansion of this army and its combat activities during the past £ew monthsn. 
	·
	· 
	· 

	I was extremely happyn. Happy because I met Von·nNguyen Giap againn. 
	Happy because the movement in Bae Son, in Cao Bang, and in the whole country was developing rapidlyn. Happy about the expansion an.d strength of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army and of the Army for National Sal vat ion.nI was confident that the Vietnam Pro.p.aganda and Liberation Army would be able to achieve what Uncle Ho had said: " ... this army is the beginning of our Liberation Army; it will be able to move from North to Southandgo everywhere in our countryn." 
	· 
	. 
	_ 

	Comrade Ho Chi Minh's instructions concerning the formation of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army made me think about the situation and themission of the Army for National Salvation in the past and from now onwardn. The principle th:at armed propaganda and political activities were more important than military activitiesn, that propaganda was more important than combat, that military operations would 
	· 

	be used to protect, consolidate and expand our political base, and at 
	the same time to consolidate and expand armed unitsn·nand paramilitary 
	units, not only applied to the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army
	but also lit the way for the Army for National Salvation in all its 
	activitiesn. 
	Remembering that comrade Le Quang Ba had said, "The Big Leader had gone on miss ion farn· away, and no onen· knew when he w·ould come back," I asked Vo Nguyen aboutthisn. He nodded his head and laughed happily, but we weren. then s-tanding in a crowded market and it would not be convenient for·nhirn to talk. So, he promised to tell me many stories about Uncle Ho since his return to Cao Bang on another occasionn. 
	_
	• 

	On a grassy field in Tong Quang, we held a meetirig between the two armies to hear the news about the situation in the world and in the country, and also to assess the situation and discuss the opportunity to launch an uprising. We sat in a circle. Attending the meeting:gwere
	·
	Vo Nguyen Giap, Pham Van Dong, Song Hao, Khang (an alias adopted by
	Hoang Van Thai at that time), Trung Dinh and myself. The wdmen attend
	ing the meetinggincluded Thanh, Can, Loan and Ngoc. Vo Nguyen Giap
	.
	· 
	-

	presided over this meeting, and proposed that I speak first. The other 
	·

	brothers also spoke, focusing on the situation in the world and the 
	opportunity to launch an uprising. Afterward, the two armies linked 
	forces and together carried out an attack on the Japanese at Kilometer 
	31 on the road to Bae Can, and after that they split to carry out 
	civilian proselytizing activities. 
	While on mission, I received a letter convoking a meeting bf the Standing Cammi ttee of the Party Central Cammi ttee. The S_tanding Com
	"-
	"-


	mi ttee called a North Vietnam Region Revolutionary Military Conference in Hiep Hoa (Bae Giang province), presided over by comrade Truong Chinh, the Party Secretary General. The conference lasted six days,g. from April 15th to 20th, 1945. This was the first important military conference of our Party. 
	Brother Truong Chinh directed this conference. 
	Vo Nguyen Giap reported on the situation of the movement in Cao Bang-Bae Can, and on the activities of the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army there. I reported on the situation of the movement and the activities of the Army for National Salvation in Thai Nguyen-TuyenQuang. This conference gave me an overall view of the situation everywhere in the country. It was only then that I understood that a hightide of anti-Japanese resistance was rising forcefully from North to South. Many armed demonstrations,
	· 
	· 

	in the midlands, in the delta, and even in the big cities. In Quang 
	Ngai province, guerrillas also emerged; this was the guerrillagunit of Ba To. In the South, the Viet Minh were active in My Tho and in the 
	·

	Lower Mekong Delta region (Hau Giang). 
	The conference pointed out the weaknesses and strengthsgof the anti-Japanese resistance for the national salvation of the Indochinese 
	· 
	·

	people. The conference affirmed: "the situation had placed the military task above all other important and urgent tasks at this juncture . Resolute efforts must be made to expand guerrilla warfare, build up the base areas to resist the Japanese, in order to make preparations for the General Uprising and seize this opportunity in time." With regard
	.

	·
	to this military task, we all felt that it was necessary to define clearly and assign specific tasks to each War Zone; to clear communication and liaison corridors linking up the War Zones of North, Central and South Vietnam; to build up base areas to resist the Japanese; unify, consolidate and expand the various arm_ed forces; unify military. command; organize special armed uni ts, etc. In accordance.gwithg· theResolution of April 1945, the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Armyand the Army for National 
	-
	· 
	·
	-

	, 
	nated a Nor�h Vietnam Revolutionary Military _Co1tlmittee (Uy Ban Qu�n Su cich Mc!,ng Bae Ky) to_ command the War Zones of North Indochina (the Le· Loi, Hoang .Hoa Tham, Quang T:rung and Tran Hung Dao W.ar Zones), and at the same time this committee also had the task of providing military assistance to the entire country. The Central Committee appointed comrades Vo �guyen Giap, Van Tien Dung; Le Thanh Nghi, 3 Trang Dang Ninh , and Chu Van Tan to this committee. ·With regard to the qu�stion of cadres , a nu
	.
	· 
	1
	·

	wotild be militarized. 
	· · 

	A new atmosphere full of enthusiasm and confidence pervaded everywhere. There were so many things to do. We had the impression that time w�s fleeing too rapidly. 
	:

	* * * 
	After atte.nding the North Vietnam Region Revolutionary Military 
	-Conference , Vo Nguyen G.iap returned to Cho Chu · (Dinh Hoa) exactly on the Inte.rnational Labor D.ay of May 1st. Carrying out the Resolution -of April 1945, he convened a c·onference in Dinh Bien Thuong to officially announce the mergeT o.f a1.1 .ar.med forces. , .and clarify the bro1:h·ers ' ideological understanding con.ce·rn·ing t·heir immediate and long-term tasks. Besides Vo Nguyen Giap., the other key cadres included comrades Hien Mai , Mon and Khanh .Phuo.ng. 
	· 

	After that , we heard the news tha·t Uncle Ho was coming down from 
	. 
	Cao Bang to the lowlan-ds , and Vo Nguy.en Giap galloped off on a horse towardDeo Re. Pas-s to him. 
	· 
	we.lea.me 

	:We continued to operat.e in the Cho Chu area. .A few days later, · a letter arrived. from Vo Nguyen -Giap saying, "Make preparations to wel -_ come the Old Man." Brother Quang Trung and we moved our tro.ops to Deo So and deployed the.m to protect· the route Uncle Ho would take and to welcome him. Later on, however, another letter of Giap arrivedreport
	·
	·
	·

	.
	ing that ":Uncle Ho had taken the route further inland. H-e would ·go to Son Duong." We turned around and went back, passing Deo Re Pass, goingdown to· DinhHoa, into Thanh Dieu and Lu-c Ra_, and then on to Hoo.g. Thai to welcome Uncle Ho . 
	· 

	· He stayed for a few days with a grassroot base family in -Kim Long sett-lement (Tan Trao) and then moved to· a small hut built on a hill 
	:

	13. Le Thanh Nghi was born in 1911 . He worked as an electrician in Hong Quang dis-trict from 1927 to 1930 and c.arried out revolutionary activities among the miners. In 1929 he joined the Thanh Nien Partyand in 1930 the Indochinese 
	., 
	·

	., ., 
	Comanmist Party. He was in prison -from 1930 to 1936 . During the Popular. Fro� p·eriod he worked to set up trade unions wo.rking people· 's associations · and Party cells . He was in prison again from .1940 to 1945. He escaped f�m jai1 in early 1945 . From 1946 to 1951 he was SecY.etary of the Party Bureau·, Chairman of the Administrative and Resistance Conunittee· and Political Colllllli.ssar of th,e Vietnam People's Army . for the Third Zone. He has been .a member of the 
	., 
	,
	., 
	· 

	_
	Politburo since 1'956 . In 1955 he became the Minister of IndustryŁ He is now a Vice-Premier of the DRY .. (Trans.) 
	., 
	· 

	slope. At this timet, comrade Nguyen Luong Bangt�oming £ram the delta, and comrade Hoang Quoc Viet r�cently returned from abroad also came to Tan Trao·. 
	14 

	Uncle Ho chose Tan Trao -as his living· and.working headquarters to guide the movement in the entire countryand to make preparations for the National Congress. 
	. 
	·t
	. 
	. 

	After listening to the reports on thet·gene�alt·situatiqn int,the country and on the North Vietnam Regiort Revolutionary Military Conference, he issued the following instructions. Since the liberated area in the North Vietnam Region includedalmost all the provinces of Cao Bang, Bae Can, Lang Son, Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang and Thai Nguyen, and a number of adjacent areas in the provinces of Bae Giang, Phu Tho, Yen Bai and Vinh Yen, and since these areas were all linked together, a large revolutionary base should
	. 
	.t
	.t

	To carry out these instructions, on-June 4, 1945; the Viet Minh General Headquarters convoked a conference to officially announce the formation of the Liberated Zone, which was put u-nder the leadership of the Provisional Command Cammi ttee, and which should be· firmly consolidated from the political, military, economic and cultural points of view to become the springboard for the: March South�ard and the liberation of the whole country. 
	·

	At that time, the concrete situation in the War Zones and the areas within the Liberated Zone was very urgentt. Comrade Vo Nguyen Giap was designated as the Permanent Officer o� thisCommittee to maintain liaison with the Central Committee -in the· delta and also with comrades Le Thanh Nghi and Tran Dang �inh in-Bae Giang on the one hand, 
	-
	·

	ma_int-airi 
	·

	and to l.iaison with the: provinces of Cao Bang and Bac Son on the other hand. 
	In the Liberated Zone; the People's Revolutionary Committees elected by the masses were carrying out the ten big prog.rams. · These were: 
	.

	(1) Liquidating the Japanese forces, eliminating traitors and punishing criminals. 
	14. Nguyen Luong Bang was born in 1905 in Thanh Mien district, Hai Duong province. 
	He joined the revolution in the 1920's, .andt.was active in Canton, Shanghai, Haiphong,t_tHanoi and Saigon. He was arrested by the French in Shanghai at the end of 1930 and deported to Haiphong •tHe was sentenced to life banishment and risoned in Son La. He escaped in 1943, and remained on theoutskirts-of Hanoi to carry out revolutionary activities along with Truong Chinh. He became the Party Treasurer in 1944. After liberation he became the ORV Ambassador to Moscow in1952, Director General of the Central
	. 
	jailed in Hanoi. He escaped, but .w_as arrested againt. and was i
	mp
	· 
	· 

	. 
	of the DRV. (For a more detailed account of Nguyen Luong Bang's early biography, 
	see his article in A Heroia PeopZe, Memoirs from the RevotZuticm [Hanoi: Foreign
	L3:11guages Publishing House, 1965].) (Trans.) 
	(2) Seizing the properties of the traitors and of the lackeys of the foreigners, and--depending in each situation--using them as the common property of the people or distributing them to the poor. 
	(3) Instituting universal suffrage and other free and democratic rights. 
	·

	(4) 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	Arming the masses, motivating the people to support the guerrillas and join the Liberation Army to resist the Japanese. 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	Organizing the clearing of land, encouraging production, and creating a self-sufficient economy for the Liberated Zone. 

	(6) 
	(6) 
	Restricting the number of work days, and carrying out social security laws and the relief of people afflicted by calamities. 

	(7) 
	(7) 
	Redistribguting communal ricefields, reducing land rents and interest rates, and postponing the repayment of debts. 

	(8) 
	(8) 
	Abolishing taxes and labor conscription, and making plans for a light and unique progressive taxation. 

	(9) 
	(9) 
	Fighting against illiteracy, and organizing popular military and political training classes for the masses. 

	(10) 
	(10) 
	Equality among all ethnic groups, and equal rights for men and women. 


	A new Vietnam was born. A section of North Vietnam was placedunder the revolutionary government. Over one million people began to enjgoy a new life brought by the Revolution. 
	With the merging of all armed forces, the Liberation Army became fairly large, and ws split up into detachments. Almost all the former members of the Vietnam Propaganda and LiberatioŁgArmy and of the Army for National Salvation became command cadres. 
	a
	-

	' 
	The problem of forming and training cadres became very urgent. At 
	theg-beginning of July 1945, in accordance with the Resolution of the North Vietnam Region Military Conference, a Resist-Japan Military Academy was set up under the direction of Hoang Van Thai, in order to train platoon leaders and platoon political officers. The school was set upin Khuoi Kich, on the bank of a stream, where the Yao woman had witnessed the ceremony establishing th� AFNS Third Platoon. The students were selected from the ranks of the Liberation Army and the youths from the delta who had be
	The popular gbvernment in the Liberated Zone was reorga�ized by elections, with universal suffrage.g· Each village had a National Salvation Council Hall where the peo�le frequently came to attend meetings, to listen to reports on the situation, and to discuss affairs of public interest. 
	.
	* * . * 
	Right after learning of theg-complete disintegration of the Japanese aggressors and of their surrender to the Soviet Union and to the Allies, on August 12, 1945, the Provisional Command Committee of the 
	Right after learning of theg-complete disintegration of the Japanese aggressors and of their surrender to the Soviet Union and to the Allies, on August 12, 1945, the Provisional Command Committee of the 
	Lberated Zone issued the order for a general upri�ing to the Libera
	Ł


	tion Army, to the self-defense units, to the People's Revolugtionary 
	· · ·
	Committees and to the entire population in the region. 
	· 

	On August 13, 1945, the National Party Congress opened in Tan Trao. Attending the Congress were representatives of Party Headquarters_ in all three regions of Vietnam--North, Central,. and South--and 
	.

	also a number of representatives operating abroad. 
	In this extremely urgent situation, the Congress workedfor three 
	_ 

	·
	days. In order to provide correct leadership to ensure the succŁs£ of 
	the general insugrrection, the Congress set forth three principles: 
	(l) ConaentPation: conceritratioh of our forces on maj6r tasks. 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	Unifiaation: unification of all military and political means,and unification of leadership and command. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Timely aation: acting in a timely manner, and not losing any opportunity. 


	The Congress emphasized that "we must concentrate our forces in critical areas to attack"_gand "wegmust attack and immediatelygseize_ the areas where we were sure of success, whether urban areas or the countryside." 
	.g
	.g

	Right in the night of August 13, 1945, the Insurrection Committee,set up by the Viet Minh General Headquarters, issued its Military Order No. 1, orderiŁg the launching of the General Insurrection. 
	Right after the National Congress broke up, a People's National Congress also convened in Tan Trao on August 16th. This Congress chose the national flag and national anthem, and designated the Vietnam NaŁg·
	· 

	-
	tional Liberation Committee, that is to say the Provisional Government,
	·g

	·
	·
	with comrade HChi Minh as President. 
	o 


	Implementing the order of the Liberated Zone's Provisional Command Committee issued on August 12th,gand of the Insurrection Committee, units of the Liberation Army captured one after another the Łapanese. 
	_ 

	· 
	posts still remaining in the provinces of Cao Bang, Bae Can, -Thai Nguyen, Yen Bai, etc.g, and then advanced to liberate the towns and cities. 
	· 

	On August 16th, a unit of the Liberation Army under th.e -command of comrade Vo Nguyen Giap coming from Tan Trao, advanced and-attacked the Thai Nguyen province capital to open the route to Hanoi. 
	On August 17th, the Liberation Army attacked the. Tuyen Quang province town. The Japane_se fascists returned the fire, but in the face of the overwhelming force of the revolution, they h�d to offer to negotiate, and on August 21st, the Viet Minh seized .power -in the prov_ince. 
	,

	The Liberation Army was advancing in the surging revolugtionary storm. Every Communist Party member, every Viet Minh fighter, and the population in the whole country showed their determination and their firm spirits in heroically fighting for the cause of natgional liberation, in accordance with President Ho's instructions: 
	At this moment, the favorable opportunity has arrived. No matter what the sacrifices, even if the entire Annamite Chain has to go up in flames, we must maintain our determination in order to win back our national independence. 
	* * * 
	Already 24 years' have passed since those days. Viet Bac--the cradle of the Party's first popular forces--has gone through many changes. I still feel very moved whenever I recall the months and years I spent living in the Khuoi Noi clearing, in the Khuon Manh forest,g· on the bank of the Khuoi Kich stream--the places which witnessed the formation ceremoniges of the Army for Natigonal Salvation First, Second and Third Platoons. The images of the beloved dead comrades are still engraved in my heart: brothers
	Figure
	General Chu Van Tan in a discussion with Mr. Chuyen, a Professor from-Hanoi, and George Kahin, outside of a cave in the Vu Nhai area of Thai Nguyen province, September 27, 1972 • 
	.As the offshoot of the Bae Son uprising, the evolution of the Army for Natigonal Salvation was closely linked to the movement in Bae Son. The AFNS cadres and fighters were the men and woman of the ethnic minorities who shared the fate of an oppressed Vietnam, but who--reached bythe light of the Party, educated and trained, organized and nurtured-took up arms and marched forward toward the revolutionary goals of the Party. 
	Brought to life and nurtured by the Party, through their activities to implement the revolutionary task in the Liberated Zone, the AFNS worked with devotion and accepted sacrifices, showed their utmost loyalty to the Party, and penetrated deep into the masses of the ethnic minorities. 
	The AFNS accomplished theigr historic mission. In each of their phases of operation, they scored specific achievements. The reason for this was that the AFNS received extremely lucid leadership from the Party Central Committee and relied on the people of the ethnic minorities for support. 
	Right after its formation, the AFNS received the special attention and care of the Party Central Committee in all fields. The Party leadership was the factor determining the successful evolution of the AFNS. With the resolutions and instrguctions of the Party lighting the way, the AFNS overcame innumerable difficulties, and advanced step by step. It was thanks to the Party leadership that the AFNS, right from the start and forever afterward, acquired, firmly maintained and developed the good political qual
	Protected by the ethnic nationalities, firmly planted on the soil and the political grassroot base that had brought it to life, the AFNS effectively became a force that any cunning and savage enemy would have feared and respected. 
	Each success of the AFNS, from small ones to big ones, sprang from the people and was achieved with the help of the people. To carry out the instructions of the Party, the AFNS combined more and more tightly the task of motivating the masses and building up the political grassroot bases with the task of consolidating the armed forces and fighting. 
	The maturing of the AFNS was also closely linked to the development of various revolutionary armed forces in the whole country, with the revolgutionary movement and with the armed force in the War Zone of Cao Bang, and in particular with the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation 
	Army. 
	· 

	The resolution of the Lung Hoang confergence opened up a new era in the development of the AFNS. After June 1945 the AFNS merged with the Vietnam Propaganda and Liberation Army to become the Vietnam Liberation Army. The activities of the Vietnam Liberation Army spread beyond the confines of the Viet Bae War Zone, to implement correctly the instruction of President Ho Chi Minh: "... to move from North to South, all over our country.g" 
	Under the leadership of the Party and President Ho Chi Minh, our people and our people's armed forces advanced from one victory to another bigger victory, and helped the August Revolution to succeed. Looking at the red flags with the five-cornered yellow star now fluttering proudly everywhere, from the mountains to the delta, I cannot help but remember with emotion the AFNS comrades and the people who had sacrificed their lives for the country. Even though they cannot see now with their own eyes the impos
	. ' 
	Whenever I recount these past events, I always remember these comrades, and I hope I have described [adequately) on their behalf a few of the phases of struggle .n.in order to help the youths of today understand more about the early beginnings of our army� 
	I do not have. the.nambition to mention here the lessons taught bythe Army for National Salvation or to draw experiences [from their activities] because this could constitute the substance of another book. I am only presenting here some of my own deep and unforgettable 
	·
	, 

	· 
	·
	memoriesn. 
	There are many things that the long passage of time has made me forget, and so there might be many omissionsn. Besides, these are onlythe main events of which I was personally awaren. As to the many things that the AFNS comrades did while they were dispersed, I did not know them all.nIf. there are any errors bt Łmissions, I hope other comrades will supplement this book with their knowledgeŁ 
	·n
	. 
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